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College housing ready for occupancy for first-year
students only, 8:00 a.m.
Orientation
College housing ready for occupancy for upperclass
students, 8:00 a.m.
Opening of the College—Convocation, 3:30 p.m.
Fall semester classes begin, 8:00 a.m.
Labor Day
Alumni Council, Alumni Fund Directors, and BASIC




Sarah and James Bowdoin Day
Parents Weekend
Fall vacation begins after last class
Fall vacation ends, 8:00 a.m.
Ramadan begins at first light
Meetings of the Board of Trustees
Homecoming Weekend
Ramadan ends at last light
Thanksgiving vacation begins, 8:00 a.m.**
Thanksgiving vacation ends, 8:00 a.m.
Last day of classes
Reading period
Fall semester examinations










Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.
Spring semester classes begin, 8:00 a.m.
Meetings of the Board of Trustees
Spring vacation begins after last class
College housing closes for spring vacation, noon
Good Friday
College housing available for occupancy, 8:00 a.m.
Notes: Unless otherwise indicated, regular class schedules are in effect on holidays listed.
*The holiday begins at sunset the evening before.
**Wednesday, November 24 classes will be rescheduled on a class-by-class basis by the course
instructor.
Many College offices are closed on Labor Day (9/6), Veteran's Day (1 1/1 1), andPresident's Day (2/21).
Classes are in session.
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May 31-June 3, Thurs.-Sun.
Spring semester examinations
College housing closes for non-graduating students,
noon
Baccalaureate
The 202nd Commencement Exercises





Unless otherwise indicated, regular class schedules are in effect on holidays listed.
*The holiday begins at sunset the evening before.
**Wednesday, November 22 classes will be rescheduled on a class-by-class basis by the course
instructor.
Many College offices are closed on Labor Day (9/4), Veteran's Day (11/11), and President's Day (2/19).
Classes are in session.
General Information
BOWDOIN is an independent, nonsectarian, coeducational, residential, undergraduate.
liberal arts college located in Brunswick. Maine, a town of approximate!) 21.000 situated
close to the Maine coast, 25 miles from Portland and about 120 miles from Boston.
ins and Vacations: The College holds two sessions each year. The dates of the semesters
and the vacation periods are indicated in the College Calendar on pages \ ii \i.
Accreditation: Bowdoin College is accredited by the New England Association of Schools
and College
Enrollment The student bod) numbers about 1.647 students (50 percent male. 50 percent
female; last tut) classes 50/50 percent and 5 1/4U percent); about 240 students stud) aw a\ one
or both semesters annually; 89 percent complete the degree within five years.
alty: Student/facult) ratio 10:1; the equivalent of 163 full-time faculty in residence. 97
percent with Ph.D. or equivalent; 22 head athletic coaches.
pbic DistributionofStudents: New England,49.6 percent; Middle .Atlantic states. 2 1.2
percent; Midwest. 7.2 percent; West. 10.3 percent: Southwest. 1 .9 percent: South. 5.0 percent:
international. 4.7 percent. Forty-nine states and twenty-nine countries are represented.
Minorit) and international enrollment is 24 percent.
Statistics As Ol June 2004, 33,529 students have matriculated at Bowdoin College, and
ices iii academic programs have been awarded. In addition, earned master's
rees have been awarded to 274 postgraduate students. Living alumni include 16,128
luates, 2.OS I nongraduates, I 30 honorar) degree holders (43 alumni. S7 non-alumni). 45
recipientsofthe CertificateofHonor, and 254 graduates in the specific postgraduateprogram.
( tffices and Office 1 lours: I he Admissions ( MTice is located in Burton-1 attic I louse. ( tffices
»>i the president and dean for academic affairs are located in Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall, the
west end "t Hawthorne Longfellow Library. The I reasurer's Office is located in Ham House
.mi Bath Road. Business offices and the Human Resources! )i l ice arc in the McLellan Building
i in. mi Street l he l tevelopmenl and Alumni Relations offices are located at 83 and 85
1. 1 1 Street and in ( opeland House. The Office ofStudent Records, the offices ofthe deans
ofStudent Affairs, and the( !areei Planning < enter are in the Moulton Union. The Counseling
l liege Street I he l department of Facilities Management and the ( Office ol
Safet) .in.i Securit) are in Rhodes Hall.
additional information on< College nit ices ami buildings, see Campus and Buildings, pa
• ( impu Map and list ol offices on p fi 59
i.ii. the administrative offices "i the College are open from 8 ;<) \ M to 5:00 P.M.,
i.i.is thi i rida)
relephonc Switi hboard Bowdoin i in automated call processing system on its
main number, (207)725 *<mm) i urthei information about telephone numbers can be found on
the Bowdou ( .it www bowdoin edu
\u
The Mission of the College
It is the mission of the College to engage students of uncommon promise in an intense full-
time education of their minds, exploration of their creative faculties, and development of their
social and leadership abilities, in a four-year course of study and residence that concludes with
a baccalaureate degree in the liberal arts.
Two guiding ideas suffuse Bowdoin's mission. The first, from the College of the 1 8th and
1 9th centuries, defines education in terms of a social vision. "Literary institutions are founded
and endowed for the common good
;
and not for the private advantage of those who resort to
them. . . but that their mental powers may be cultivated and improved for the benefit of society"
(President Joseph McKeen's inaugural address, 1802); "To lose yourself in generous
enthusiasms and cooperate with others for common ends...; this is the offer of the College"
(President William DeWitt Hyde, 1 903). The second idea stresses the formation of a complete
individual for a world in flux: there is an intrinsic value in a liberal arts education of breadth
and depth, beyond the acquisition of specific knowledge, that will enable a thinking person,
"to be at home in all lands and all ages" (President Hyde).
At the root of this mission is selection. First, and regardless of their wealth, Bowdoin
selects men and women of varied gifts; diverse social, geographic, and racial backgrounds;
and exceptional qualities of mind and character. Developed in association with one another,
these gifts will enable them to become leaders in many fields of endeavor. Second, it recruits
faculty members ofhigh intellectual ability and scholarly accomplishment who have a passion
for education both of undergraduates and of themselves, as life-long creators and pursuers of
knowledge.
The College pursues its mission in five domains:
1. Intellectual and Academic.
The great mission of the College is to instill in students the love, the ways, and the habit of
learning.
General education in liberal arts. The academic disciplines are specialized modes of inquiry
through which human beings perceive and intellectually engage the world. Both their power
and their limits have led the College to make a long-standing commitment to general
education. Specialist faculty cause non-specialist students to become critically acquainted
with the perspectives and methods of disciplines in three general divisions of learning: the
natural sciences, the humanities and the arts, and the social sciences. The College also sustains
programs of interdisciplinary study, to reveal complicated realities not disclosed by any single
discipline. It requires study outside the perspectives ofEurope and the West; and it encourages
study abroad to foster students' international awareness and linguistic mastery.
The majorfield ofstudy and independent work. Bowdoin places particular emphasis on the
academic major, a concentrated engagement with the method and content of an academic
discipline, in which advanced students take increasing intellectual responsibility for theirown
education. The College provides opportunities for honors projects and independent study,
enabling students to engage in research and writing under the guidance of faculty mentors. The
arrangement of teaching responsibilities of Bowdoin faculty presupposes professional duties
not only of original scholarship and creative work but also of supervision of advanced student
projects.
Essential skills. The unevenness of American secondary education, the diversity of student
backgrounds and the demands of college-level work and effective citizenship all require that
the College enable students to master essential quantitative and writing skills and skills of oral
communication, with the guidance of faculty, other professionals and qualified student peers.
1
2 The Mission of the College
The College belies es that technology is not education, but that it is changing both education
and society; and that it must be embraced by pedagogy and research and made easily and
dependably available to students, faculty, and staff.
2 v k uil and Residential.
Bowdoili students arc selected from a large pool of applicants for their intellectual abilitx.
seriousness of purpose and personal qualities. By design, they differ widely in their
backgrounds and talents, be the) artistic, athletic, scientific or otherwise. To enable such
Students to learn from each other, and to make lasting friendships, the College is dedicated to
creating a rew arding and congenial residence life, open to all students, w hich. w Ufa communal
dining, is at the core of the mission of a residential college. Bowdoin's system is based on
residence halls linked to restored, medium-sized, self-governing former fraternity houses
The College devotes the talent o\ staff and faculty, and oi' students themselves, to the
BOOH of opportunities for student growth and leadership in these residential contexts,
reinforced b\ man) \ oluntecr programs and activities, student-run campus organizations and
opportunities to plan careers.
; \t filet ic.
Intercollegiate athletic competition against colleges with shared academic values, and other
DOn-varsit) sports, can foster self-control, poise, leadership, good health and good humor,
dom encourages student participation in professional!) coached varsit) and club pro-
iis. as well as intramural sports, and in an outing club program that enables students to
explore and test themselves in Maine's n\ers and forests and on its seacoast and islands.
I I Bthetic and 1 n\ ironmental.
I he College is dedicated to constructing and preset \ Ing buildings and campus spaces of the
highest quality . belie\ Ing that their beaut) and scrcnit) shape campus intellectual and esthetic
lite and inform the sensibilities o\ students who as graduates will Influence the quality oi
spaces and buildings m their towns, businesses and homes. A quadrangle of oaks and pines.
ringed with historic architecture, and containing two museums w ith major collections ol aft
and tactic craft, deepens a Bowdoin student's sense of place, historj and ch ilization.
i libera] arts college ill Maine. Bowdoin assumes a particular rcsponsibiht) to use
Datura -is .i resource lor teaching and engaging Students nolabl) to help them obtain a broad
sense ot the natural environment, local and global, and the effects ami the roleofhuman beings
•line It
tmcal
Implicit in and explicit to its mission is the College's commitment to creating a moral
environment, tree ot feai and intimidation, and where differences can flourish. Faculty and
lents require honest) in ac adernk work ( loaches instruct that fatigue and frustration are
no •
'ii. ii fouls Deans and proctors set standards of probity and decency and
enforce them, w ith student partk ipation, ii) ( bllege pro< edures. ^ et, recognizing that hie will
em graduates w ith ambiguities th.it <. .ill i<>i >. ertaint) less than foi balance and judgment,
foi itudents, academically or socially perhaps fewer man
nany other residential colleges it doessobelio ing that students grow morall) and sharpen
il identil free individual choice among varied alternatives, curricular
1. 1
1
Km tin- Col tuses these de< isions to occui in a context of density and
i i dc. is. an ist u expression, and urc to othei cultures and othei races so
thai personal identity will not become an illusion ol centrality
The Mission of the College 3
Bowdoin College seeks to be a fair, encouraging employer of all those who serve the
institution, providing opportunities for professional development, promotion and personal
growth, and recognizing the value ofeach individual's contribution to its educational mission.
From its history of more than 200 years and its inheritance of buildings and endowment
that are the gifts of Bowdoin alumni there derives a corollary. If the College is to pursue its
educational purposes in perpetuity, its mission is also a provident and prudential one.
Succeeding generations of members of the College must carry the costs of their own
enjoyment of its benefits; as alumni they remain a part of Bowdoin, assuming responsibility
for renewing the endowments and buildings that will keep Bowdoin a vital, growing
educational force for future generations of students and faculty.
Finally, Bowdoin's intellectual mission is informed by the humbling and cautionary lesson
of the twentieth century: that intellect and cultivation, unless informed by a basic sense of
decency, oftolerance and mercy, are ultimately destructive of both the person and society. The
purpose ofa Bowdoin education— the mission of the College— is therefore to assist a student
to deepen and broaden intellectual capacities that are also attributes of maturity and wisdom:
self-knowledge, intellectual honesty, clarity of thought, depth of knowledge, an independent
capacity to learn, mental courage, self discipline, tolerance of and interest in differences of
culture and belief, and a willingness to serve the common good and subordinate self to higher
goals.
Historical Sketch
Tut idea of Bowdoin Collegi originated in the years following the American Revolution
among a group ofmen who w ished to see established in the District of Maine the sort ofcivil
institution which would guarantee republican virtue and social stability. In the biblical
language of the day, the) wished "to make the desert bloom."
\tter si\ years ofarguments over the site, a college was chartered on June 24. 1 794. by the
General Court in Boston, for Maine was until 1820 a part oi the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. The college was to be built in the small town of Brunswick, as the result of a
graphic compromise between strong Portland interests and legislators from the Kennebec
\ alle\ and points farther east. It was named for Governor James Bowdoin II. an amateur
scientist and hero o\ the Revolution, well remembered for his role in putting down Shays'
Rebellion. Established b\ Huguenot merchants, the Bowdoin famiK fortune was based not
onl) on banking and shipping but on extensive landholdings in Maine. The new college was
endowed b> the late governor's son. James Bowdoin III. who was a diplomat, agriculturalist,
and art collector, and b\ the Commonwealth, which supported higher education with grants
ft land and mone\ . a practice established in the seventeenth century tor Harvard and repeated
in 1793 tor Williams College. Bowdoin's bicameral Governing Boards, changed in 1996 to
a single Board ol Trustees, were based on the Harvard model.
( )ngmal funding for the College w as to come from the sale of tracts ofundeveloped lands
donated tor the purpose b\ townships and the Commonwealth. Sale of the wilderness lands
took longer than expected. howe\cr. and Bowdoin College did not open until September 2.
1802. Its first building. Massachusetts Hall, stood on a slight hill overlooking the town. To the
south were the road to the landing at Maquoit Ba\ and blueberr\ fields stretching toward the
Karpswells. To the north was the Twelve-Rod Road" (Maine Street) leading to the lumber
mills and ships arxls near the falls of the Androscoggin. To the east the campus was sheltered
b) a grove Ol "whispering" white pines, which were to become a SJ mbol ol the College. The
inauguration Ol the first president, the Reverend Joseph McKeen, took place in a clearing in
thai McKeen, a liberal Congregational ist and staunch I cderalist. reminded the "friends
Oi pict> and learning*1 in the District that "literal) institutions are founded and endowed for
the common good, and not the private advantage of those who resort to them for education.
"
The next das. classes began with eight students in attendance.
the lust halt of the nineteenth centur\. the Bowdoin curriculum was essential!) an
iteenth centUT) one .i eie.it deal ol I .it in. ( ireek. mathematics, rhetoric. Scottish Common
Sense moral philosophy, and Baconian science, modestl) liberalized b) the addition o\
modern languages, I nglish literature, international law. and a little history. lt^ teaching
methods were similari) traditional: the dail) rec nation and the scientific demonstratioD The
intebeUumi ollege alsohad several unusual strengths. Thanks tobequests bj James Bowdoin
III the < ollege had one ol the best libraries in New England and probabl) the lust public
col! t old mastei paintings and draw ings in the nation \.h\el\ iiiidefgraduate culture






) and tin - \thenaean, both ol which had excellent circulating libraries And
the memorable teachers, notabl) the internationall) known mineralogist Parka
land, ih oi mental philosopher,** m the language ol his day) Thomas
i ph. tin. and the linguist and translates Hear) Wadswotthl ongfelkw (1825)
In a problem, how ially following the crash ol 1837. The College
in various political and religious controversies buffeting the state
Historical Sketch 5
Identified with the anti-separationist party, the College faced a hostile Democratic legislature
after statehood in 1 820 and for financial reasons had to agree to more public control of its
governance. For the most part Congregationalists, the College authorities found themselves
attacked by liberal Unitarians on the one side and by evangelical "dissenters" on the other
(notably by the Baptists, the largest denomination in the new state). The question of whether
Bowdoin was public or private was finally settled in 1 833 by Justice Joseph Story in Allen v.
McKeen, which applied the Dartmouth College case to declare Bowdoin a private corporation
beyond the reach of the Legislature. The more difficult matter of religion was settled by the
"Declaration" of 1 846, which stopped short of officially adopting a denominational tie but
promised that Bowdoin would remain Congregational for all practical purposes. One
immediate result was a flood of donations, which allowed completion of Richard Upjohn's
Romanesque Revival chapel, a landmark in American ecclesiastical architecture. An ambi-
tious new medical school had been established at Bowdoin by the state in 1820— and was
to supply Maine with country doctors until it closed in 1 92 1 — but plans in the 1 850s to add
a law school never found sufficient backing, and Bowdoin did not evolve into the small
university that many of its supporters had envisioned.
For a college that never had an antebellum class of more than sixty graduates, Bowdoin
produced a notable roster of pre-Civil War alumni. The most enduring fame seems that of
Nathaniel Hawthorne (1825), who set his first novel, Fanshawe, at a college very like
Bowdoin. Even better known in his day was his classmate Longfellow, who after Tennyson
was the most beloved poet in the English-speaking world and whose "Morituri Salutamus,"
written for his fiftieth reunion in 1875, is perhaps the finest tribute any poet ever paid to his
alma mater. Other writers of note included the satirist Seba Smith (1818), whose "Jack
Downing" sketches more or less invented a genre, and Jacob Abbott (1820), author of the
many "Rollo" books. But it was in public affairs that Bowdoin graduates took the most laurels:
among them, Franklin Pierce (1824), fourteenth president of the United States; William Pitt
Fessenden (1823), abolitionist, U.S. senator, cabinet member, and courageous opponent of
Andrew Johnson' s impeachment; John A. Andrew ( 1 837), Civil War governor of Massachu-
setts; Oliver Otis Howard (1850), Civil War general, educator, and head of the Freedmen's
Bureau; Melville Fuller ( 1 853), chiefjustice of the U.S. Supreme Court; and Thomas Brackett
Reed (1860), the most powerful Speaker in the history of the U.S. House of Representatives.
John Brown Russwurm (1826), editor and African colonizationist, was Bowdoin's first
African-American graduate and the third African-American to graduate from any U.S.
college.
The old quip that "the Civil War began and ended in Brunswick, Maine," has some truth
to it. While living here in 1 850-5 1 , when Calvin Stowe ( 1 824) was teaching theology, Harriet
Beecher Stowe wrote Uncle Tom 's Cabin, some of it in her husband's study in Appleton Hall.
Joshua L. Chamberlain ( 1 852), having left his Bowdoin teaching post in 1 862 to lead the 20th
Maine, was chosen to receive the Confederate surrender at Appomattox three years later.
The postwar period was a troubled one for Bowdoin. The Maine economy had begun a
century-long slump, making it difficult to raise funds or attract students. The new, practical
curriculum and lower cost of the University of Maine threatened to undermine Bowdoin
admissions. As president, Chamberlain tried to innovate— a short-lived engineering school,
a student militia to provide physical training, less classical language and more science, even
a hint of coeducation— but the forces of inertia on the Boards were too great, and a student
"rebellion" against the military drill in 1 874 suggested that it would take more than even a
Civil War hero to change the College.
6 Historical Sketch
But change did arrive in 1 885, in the form ofWilliam DeWitt Hyde, a brisk \ oung man w ho
preached an idealistic philosophy, a sort of muscular Christianity, and who had a Teddy
isevelt-likeenthusiasmforlife. B\ theCollege'scentennial in 1894,Hydehadrejuvenated
the faculty . turned the "> ard" into a quad ( notably by the addition of McKim, Mead & White'
s
Walker An Building), and discovered how to persuade alumni to give money. Where
B« >w doin had once prepared \ oung men tor the public forum. H\ de's college taught them w hat
the) needed to succeed in the new world o\' the business corporation. Much of this
alizabon took place in well-appointed fraternity houses; Bowdoin had had "secret
U tar hack as the lS4()s. but it was not until the 1 S90s that the) took over much of
the responsibiht) tor the residential lite of the College. In the world oi large research
universities, Hyde— a prolific writer in national journals— proved that there was still a place
tor the small, pastoral New England college.
Kenneth ('. M. Sills, casting himself as the caretaker of Hyde's vision, shepherded the
College through two \\ orld Wars and the Great Depression. Among his major accomplish-
ments were bringing the athletic program into the told of the College and out of the direct
control of alumni, graduall) making Bowdoin more of a national institution, and cementing
the fierce loyalty ofa generation ot graduates. His successor. James S. Coles, played the role
nt inoderni/cr: new life was given the sciences, professional standards for faculty were
redefined, and the innovative "Senior Center" program was put in operation in the new high
rise dorm later named Coles Tower. Coles was succeeded in 1967 by Acting President and
Professor ot Government Athern P. Daggett, a member of the Class of 1925.
In 1969, Roger Howell. Jr. '58 was inaugurated at the age of 33. The youngest college
president in the country, and a highl) respected scholar in the field o\ 17th-century British
history, Howell usheredinaneraofrapidchange.The turmoilofdieVietnamerawas reflected
in the student strike ot 1970 and in earl) debate about the fraternity system The decision in
pro to make standard i/ed tests optional for purposes of admission, the arrival ot coeducation
in 1971, aneventual increase in the sizeoftheCollege to l .400 students, and aconcerted effort
to recruit students in the arts and students of color, all significantl) altered the composition
«»t the Student bods and began an impetus toi auricular change that continued through the
k under the leadership ot President A. I.eRov (Ireasou.
I Hiring the ( treason presidency . the ( ollege undertook to reform the curriculum, expand
the arts program, encourage en\ uonmental Stud) . di\crsif\ the faculty . and make the College
more tull\ coeducational B) 1990, Bowdoin was national!) regarded as a small, bighl)
Bdectivc liberal Utfl college w ith an em table location in coastal Maine and a strong teaching
;lt\ will i\e close personal attention to mulct graduates. The College continued tO
prove that it could innovate fbi example, through pace setting programs to use computers
to tea*, h ^ lassk I and calculus, through access to li\e foreign tcle\ isiou to teach languages.
through student constructed independent stud) projects and "years abroad." and through the
mu ro scale organk chemistr) curriculum
President Robert H 1 dwards came to Bowdoin in 1990. He reorganized the College
idrninistration, strengthened budgetary planning and controls, and developed processes fbi
the discussion and resolution of Ice) issues In 1993 94, he presided ova the College's
in at ion < >t tho 200th anniversar) of its founding ^ capital campaign, concluded in 1998,
* million in additional endowment lot faculty positions and scholarships, and
tunds foi an ambitious buildm mi that has uu liuled ihe liansloi malion oi the lonnei
into it* Saul Smith 1 nion; construction or renovation ol facilities fot the
>. including a nc>* interdisciplinar) science center, Druckenmillei Hall, renovation ol
Historical Sketch 1
Cleaveland Hall and Searles Hall, and construction of terrestrial and marine laboratories at the
College's new Coastal Studies Center on Orrs Island; expanded facilities for the arts in and
adjacent to Memorial Hall; and restoration and improvements to the Chapel. Two new
residence halls, Stowe and Howard Halls, were completed in 1996, and another, Chamberlain
Hall, opened in the fall of 1 999. In addition, expanded dining facilities in Wentworth Hall were
completed in 2000 and the hall was renamed Thorne Hall.
In 1 996-97, the Board of Trustees established a Commission on Residential Life to review
all aspects of residential life. The commission recommended, and the trustees unanimously
approved, a new conception of residential life for Bowdoin based on a model of broad House
membership that includes all students. The new system also replaces the system of residential
fraternities, which were phased out in May 2000. During the Edwards presidency, the
enrollment of the College was expanded from 1 ,385 to approximately 1 ,600 students, and the
College's endowment grew from $ 1 75 million to approximately $500 million. In addition, the
student-faculty ratio was reduced from 11:1 to 10: 1
.
Bowdoin's 200th academic year began with the inauguration of Barry Mills '72 as the
fourteenth president of the College. During his first three years as president, Mills has
underscored the primacy of Bowdoin's academic program and has worked with the faculty
to redefine a liberal arts education for the twenty-first century. Together with Dean for
Academic Affairs Craig McEwen, Mills led the first major curriculum reform at Bowdoin
since the early 1980s and has successfully recommitted the College to the goal of expanding
ethnic, religious, and socioeconomic diversity among students and employees. During this
period, the percentage of students of color in the first-year class climbed from 14 percent to
nearly 30 percent. Mills has worked to increase national visibility for Bowdoin and also
initiated a comprehensive campus master planning study in the fall of 2002 in order to guide
future development on the campus. He has worked to strengthen and increase support for the
arts at the College, moving forward on a long-planned renovation of the Walker Art Building
and a conversion of the Curtis Pool building into a 300-seat concert hall. Mills has also
emphasized the need to build Bowdoin's endowment and particularly to increase resources
for student financial aid in order to maintain access to the College by superior students
regardless of their ability to pay.
PRESIDENTS OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Joseph McKeen 1 802- 1 807
Jesse Appleton 1807-1819
William Allen 1820-1839
Leonard Woods, Jr. 1 839- 1 866
Samuel Harris 1867-1871
Joshua L. Chamberlain 1871-1883
William DeWitt Hyde 1885-1917
Kenneth C. M. Sills 1918-1952
James S.Coles 1952-1967
Roger Howell, Jr. 1969-1978
Willard F. Enteman 1978-1980
A. LeRoy Greason 1981-1990
Robert H. Edwards 1 990-200
1
Barry Mills , 2001-
Admission to the College
In Mai 1989, i hi Governing Boards ofBowdoin College approved the following statement
oo admissions:
Bowdoin College is, first and foremost, an academic institution. Hence academic
accomplishments and talents are given the greatest weight in the admissions
process While accomplishments beyond academic achievements are considered
in admissions decisions, these are not emphasized to the exclusion of those
applicantswho will make a contribution toBowdom primarily in the academic life
ol the College. In particular, applicants with superior academic records or
achie\ements are admitted regardless ot their otheraccomplishments. All Bowdoin
students nuist he genumeU committed to the pursuit of a liberal arts education, and
therefore all successful applicants must demonstrate that the\ can and will engage
the curriculum seriousl) and successfully.
\t the same time that it is an academic institution, Bowdoin is also a
residcntialcommunin To enhance the educational scope and stimulation of thai
community . special consideration in the admissions process is given to applicants
who represent a culture, region, or background that will contribute to the diversity
nt the College fa ensure that the College community thri\es. special consider-
atiOO in the admissions process is also given to applicants w ho ha\e demonstrated
talents in leadership, in communication, in social service, and in othei fields ol
endeavor that w ill contribute to campus lite and to the common \iood thcrcattci
And to support the extracurricular activities that constitute an important compo-
nent ot the overall program .it Bowdoin, and that enrich the hie of the campus
community, special consideration in the admissions process is also given to
applicants with talents in the arts, in athletics, and in other areas m which the
College has programs I he goal is a student bod) thai shares the common
*. haracteristk ol intellectual commitment but within winch there is a considerable
range <>i backgrounds, interests, and talents.
Vlthougfa Bowdoin does not require thai a student seeking admission take a prescribed
numfvr of courses, the typical entering first year student will have hail four years each of
lish. foreign language, mathematics, ami social science, and three to lout years of
lab. -rat i uther, most will have taken courses in the aits, music, ami compute!
mmend thai students have keyboard training
applying to Bowdoin < bllege are evaluated In members ol the admissions stafl
m tet ins <>i tin- follow in;- t.ktni, academic record, the level ol challenge n presented in the
•uiiseltM r recommendations and Bowdoin interview, appli
ill a, ademk potential, and personal qualities
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APPLICATION AND ADMISSION PROCEDURES
Students may apply to Bowdoin through the regular admissions program or through either of
two early decision programs. The application deadline for Early Decision Option I is
November 1 5. The deadline for Early Decision Option II and regular admission is January 1
.
Application materials for all programs are the same, except that early decision applicants must
also complete the Early Decision Agreement that is included with the application materials.
Application materials include the Common Application and the Bowdoin Supplement.
Both are included in the Bowdoin College Viewbook. The Common Application is also
available through high school guidance offices. Copies of the full application or Bowdoin
supplementary materials may be obtained by contacting the Office of Admissions, or through
the Bowdoin College Web site (www.bowdoin.edu).
The Common Application includes the Personal Application, with the School Report and
two Teacher Evaluation Forms. The Bowdoin Supplement includes a supplementary essay;
a Mid-Year School Report; optional Arts and Athletics supplements; the Early Decision form
ifapplicable; and, for those who wish to be considered for financial aid, the Bowdoin Financial
Aid Application. Applicants for admission must also submit the $60 application fee or an
application fee waiver.
Regular Admission
The following items constitute a completed admissions folder:
1. The Common Application, essays, and required supplementary materials submitted
with the application fee ($60) as early as possible in the senior year. The deadline for receiving
regular applications is January I. In addition to the primary essay required as part of the
Common Application, Bowdoin requests that candidates submit a supplementary essay
describing the positive influence that one outstanding secondary school teacher has had on the
candidate's development.
2. School Report: The college advisor's estimate of the candidate's character and accom-
plishments and a copy of the secondary school record should be returned to Bowdoin no later
than January 1 . A transcript of grades through the midyear marking period (Mid-Year School
Report) should be returned to Bowdoin by February 15.
3. Recommendations: Each candidate is required to submit two teacher recommendations,
which should be completed by two academic subject teachers and returned as soon as possible
and no later than January 1
.
4. College Entrance Examination Board or American College Testing Scores: Bowdoin
allows each applicant to decide if his or her standardized test results should be considered as
part of the application. This past year, approximately 23 percent of Bowdoin' s accepted
applicants decided not to submit standardized test results. In those cases where test results are
submitted, the Admissions Committee considers this information as a supplement to other
academic information such as the transcript and recommendations. The candidate is respon-
sible for making arrangements to take the College Board examinations and for ensuring that
Bowdoin receives the scores ifhe or she wants them to be considered as part of the application.
Should Bowdoin receive the scores on the secondary school transcript, these scores will be
inked out before the folder is read by the Admissions Committee. Students choosing to submit
their SAT or ACT and SAT II test scores should complete all examinations no later than
January of the senior year.
Note: Because standardized test results are used for academic counseling and placement,
all entering first-year students are required to submit scores over the summer prior to
enrolling. (See also Home-Schooled Applicants, page 11.)
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5 VisitandInterview: A personal inten iew at Bowdoin with a member of the admissions
staff, a senior inten iewer, or an alumnus or alumna is strongly encouraged but not required.
It a campus \ isil is not possible, members of the Bowdoin Alumni Sehools and Interviewing
Committee i BASIC » are a\ailable in most parts of the country to provide an interview that is
ser to home. < Tor further information on BASIC, see page 276.) Candidates' chances for
admission are not diminished because o\ the lack o\ an interview, but the interviewers
1
impressions of a candidate's potential can often be helpful to the Admissions Committee. A
number of carefulb selected and trained Bowdoin senior interviewers conduct interviews to
supplement regular staff appointments during the summer months and from September
through December. On-campus inten tew s are a\ ailable from the third week in May through
mid-December.
Notification: AH candidates will receive a final decision on their application for
admission b) earl) April. A commitment to enroll is not required ofany first-year candidate
• except those applying forEarl) Decision) until the Candidates' Common Repl) date of May
1. Uponacceptinganofferofadmission from Bowdom, a student isexpected to includea$300
admissions deposit, which is credited to the fust semester's bill.
7. Candidates requiring an application fee waiver may petition for one through their
guidance counselor using the standard College Board form.
I art) Decision
:i yeai Bowdoin otters admission to approximate!) M) to 40 percent o\' its entering class
through two Earl) I tocision programs. Those candidates w ho are certain that Bowdoin is their
tiist choice and have a high school record that accurately reflects their potential ma) w ish to
consider this option. The guidelines for Earl) Decision arc as follows:
1
.
V\ hen candidates tile an application lor admission, the) must state in w riling that the)
wish to be considered for Earl) Decision and that the) will enroll ifadmitted Early Decision
candidates ma) tile regular applications at other colleges, but onl\ w ith the understanding that
these will be withdrawn and DO new applications will be initiated if the) are accepted under
irl) I tec ision plan.
I he ( OmmOfl Application and css.ins. accompanied b\ a request for Karl) Decision, a
School Report l orm,a secondar) school transcript ofgrades, two teacher recommendations,
and the application tee ol $60 (Of fee-waiver form) must be submitted to Bowdoin by
embex 15 t<>r Earl) Decision I (notification b) mid-December), or by January I for Earl)
:i ll notification b) mid February |.
andidates admitted * ia Earl) I decision who have financial need as established b) the
ielmes ol the ( bllcgC V r* 'larship Ser\ ice's 'Profile'" w ill be notified ol the amount o\
then award soon aftei the) receive then Earl) I decision acceptance. pro\ ided then financial
.ml forms .ne on tile .it Bowdom b\ the application deadlines.
> li. submission ol ( 'ollege 1 ntrance I lamination Board oi American College I esting
i. iwdoin is optional as an admissions requirement
D ptance is contingent upon completion ofthe senioryear in good
u and
Applicant! who are not accepted under the Earl) Decision program ma) be transferred
toil pplicant pool for an additional review Each year a number of applicants who
lundei I .ui 1 1 ion are accepted earl) in Vpril, when dec is ions on all regulai
admissi announced However, tome students ma) be denied admission at Earl)
niimc it i lu- vim
i
< ommittee concludes thai theii credentials are not strong
rail i ompetition foi admission
ponsibilit) foi understanding and complying \s 1 1 h the ground rules *>t Earl)
is vMih the v andidatc should an I arl) I te< ision c andidate \ iolate the pro isions
ot the program, the ( ollege will rc\< md an) offd <>l admission and lin.uu i.il aid
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Deferred Admission
Admitted students who wish to delay their matriculation to the College for one year should
request a deferment from the dean of admissions prior to May 1, explaining the reasons for
delaying matriculation. It is Bowdoin's practice to honor most of these requests and to hold
a place in the next entering class for any student who is granted a deferment. The student, in
return, must agree to withdraw all applications at other colleges or universities and may not
apply for admission to other institutions during the deferral year. A $300 nonrefundable
admissions deposit must accompany the deferral request.
Admission with Advanced Standing
Bowdoin recognizes College Entrance Examination Board Advanced Placement and Inter-
national Baccalaureate results and may grant advanced placement and credit toward gradu-
ation for superior performance in those programs. Applicants to Bowdoin are encouraged to
have AP and IB test results sent to the Admissions Office.
Decisions on both placement and credit are made by the appropriate academic department
in each subject area. Some departments offer placement examinations during the orientation
period to assist them in making appropriate determinations. Every effort is made to place
students in the most advanced courses for which they are qualified, regardless of whether they
have taken AP or IB examinations before matriculation. Determinations of advanced
placement and credit are made during the student's first year at Bowdoin.
Some students have the opportunity to enroll in college-level course work prior to
graduation. Bowdoin College will consider granting credit for pre-college course work,
providing the following criteria have been met: the course work must have been completed
on a college campus, must have been completed in a class with matriculated college students,
may not have been used to satisfy any high school graduation requirements, and must
represent a standard of achievement comparable to what is expected at Bowdoin in a field of
study characteristic of the liberal arts.
First-year students may apply a maximum of eight course credits toward the degree from
the Advanced Placement program, the International Baccalaureate Program, or pre-college
course work.
Home-Schooled Applicants
Home-schooled applicants and candidates applying from secondary schools that provide
written evaluations rather than grades are required to submit SAT I and SAT II or ACT test
results. SAT II tests should include Math IC or Math IIC and a science. A personal interview
is also strongly recommended.
International Students
The Admissions Committee welcomes the perspective that international students bring to the
Bowdoin community. In 2003-2004, more than 500 international students, including U.S.
citizens who attended schools abroad, applied for admission to Bowdoin.
Admissions policies and procedures for international students are the same as for regular
first-year applicants, with the following exceptions:
1
.
All international students must submit the Common Application, the required essays,
and the International Student Supplement, which is available from the Admissions Office or
from the Bowdoin College Web site.
2. Students whose first language is not English must submit official results of the Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) by the appropriate deadlines.
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\11 international students who submit the College Scholarship Service Foreign Student
Financial Aid Form and the Bow doin Financial Aid Application when they file the application
for admission will he considered tor Bow doin funds to defray part of their college costs.
Bowdoin has limited scholarship funds for international students for each entering class.
These scholarships often cover the full cost of tuition, fees, and room and hoard. The
competition for these exceptional financial aid packages is intense. Both first-\ear and
transferapplicants who w ish to he considered for financial aid must submit required materials
b\ January 1 Candidates who do not apply for financial aid during the admissions
process should not expect funding at any time in their course of study at Bowdoin
College,
I raosfer students
h year, a limited number ofstudents from other colleges and universities w ill be admitted
to sophomore or junior standing at Bowdoin. The following information pertains to transfer
candidates:
1. ( iti/ens of the I nited States should file the Common Application and essa) (a brief
statement indicating the reasons for transferring to Bowdoin). and the Transfer Student
Supplement (available from the Admissions Office or Bowdoin's Web site) with the $60
application fee ru March I for fall admission Of by November 15 for mid-year admission.
International students should file the application by March 1 for fall admission or b)
ember 15 for mid-year admission and include the Transfer Student Supplement, the
International Supplement, and the application Ice. Applicants must arrange to have submitted
b\ the same deadlines transcripts of their college and secondary school records, a statement
trom a dean or ad\ ISOT at then liniversit) or college, and at least two recommendations from
^ uncut or recent professors. Inters icw s are StTOngl) recommended but not required. As soon
as it becomes available, an updated transcript including spring semester grades should also be
sent Candidates whose applications arc complete will normally be notified of Bowdoin's
decision m late .\pnl or Ma> Candidates for January admission arc notified in mid-
inber.
2 I i.mstei candidates usually present academic records of Honors quality fir work or
better m BCOUrseol Stud) that approximates the work that would ha\e been done at Bowdoin.
hail DC) entered as hi si sear students Bowdoin accepts t ran sfci credit for liberal arts courses
in which a grade ol ( Or higherhas been received. Further, transferstudents should understand
that although the) ma) expect an estimate regarding class standing upon transferring, official
placemen! is possible onl) afta updated transcripts have arrived at the Office of Student
I base been appraised b) the appropriate tie. in and academic departments.
h two years of residence are required foi a Bowdoin degree, students who have
npieted more than foul semestei sot college work are wekoinc toappk lot'admission, w ith
this undei itanding Students who have ahead) re< eived then bac helot *s degree are ineligible
fori "i transfei admission
I I he Rnaut ial aid funds available Foi transfei students ma) be limited b) commitments
the i read) made t< > enrol led students and incoming First-yeai students. U. &
applicants t«»r .ml must submil Vpplication for Federal Student \ulil \ls\iandthe
pScrvicc Profile by March! International applicants Iiii aid must
file the i holaj tup v • i i in Student I inaiM ial Ud I orn b) Pebruar) 15.
I
I
nam ial-Qid usually is not a- ailable foi transfei students applying foi lanuar) admission.
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Special Students
Each semester, as space within the College and openings within courses permit, Bowdoin
admits a few special or visiting students who are not seeking a degree from Bowdoin. In
general, this program is intended to serve the special educational needs of residents in the
Brunswick area who have not yet completed a bachelor's degree, as well as students who are
pursuing a degree elsewhere and who, for truly exceptional reasons, wish to take a course at
Bowdoin. Teachers wishing to upgrade their skills or Bowdoin graduates who need particular
courses to qual ify for graduate programs are also considered for this program. Special students
are billed at a per course rate for up to two courses per term. No more than two credits may
be taken each semester. No financial aid is available for special students. Interested applicants
should submit the completed special student form and enclose the $60 application fee at least
one month prior to the beginning of the semester. A personal interview is required. Inquiries
should be addressed to the Special Student Coordinator in the Admissions Office.
APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL AID
Need-Blind Admissions Policy
It is the policy of Bowdoin College to meet the full calculated financial need of all enrolled
students and to meet the full calculated financial need of as many entering first-year students
as the College's financial resources permit.
The College customarily budgets enough aid resources to meet the full calculated need of
all enrolling students without using financial need as a criterion in the selection process.
Because spending history is Bowdoin' s only guide, there is no guarantee that budgeted funds
will ultimately be sufficient to make all admission decisions without regard to financial need.
For the past decade, financial need has not been a criterion in the selection of candidates
for admission with the exception of students offered admission from the waiting list, transfer
candidates, and non-U. S. citizens.
Procedure for Application for Financial Aid
Students who wish to be considered for financial aid must apply each year. The primary
financial aid application is the College Scholarship Service "Profile." In addition, the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is required to determine eligibility for all
federal grant and loan programs. A brief supplement, the Bowdoin Financial Aid Application
(BFAA), is included with the first-year application materials for admission to the College to
ensure that our Student Aid Office is aware of a candidate's intent to file for aid. Application
deadlines for entering students are listed below. Returning students will receive on-line
instructions regarding their renewal application in December.
Cost should not discourage students from applying to Bowdoin College. Through its
extensive scholarship grant and loan programs, Bowdoin' s financial aid policy is designed to
supplement family efforts so that as many students as possible can be admitted each year with
the full amount of needed financial assistance. In the Class of 2008, approximately 44 percent
of the entering class of 470 students were awarded need-based grants. The average award of
grant, loan, and job was $28,250. The amount of assistance intended to meet the individual's
need is calculated from the information in the College Scholarship Service's "Profile."
Additional information about Bowdoin financial aid can be found on pages 16-20. Financial
aid awards are mailed with letters of admission.
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siimmar\ of Application Deadlines
Application materials tor admission and student aid include the completed Common Appli-
cation u ith supplemental) essa) . the Bow doin financial Aid Application or Foreign Student
Financial Aid Application, the College Scholarship Sen ice "Profile." and the Free Applica-
tion for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). New applicants should submit these materials in
>rd with the following deadlines:
Early Dei ision I
November 15: Common Application and supplementary essay, Bowdoin Financial Aid
Application. Profile, and most recent federal tax returns
\pnl 15 I \l s \
l
Dei ision II
January 1: Common Application and supplementary essay. Bowdoin Financial Aid
application, Profile, and most recent federal tax returns
April 15 F \f-S \
dor Admission
January I: Common Application and supplemental) essa)
March I : Bowdoin financial Aid Application. Profile, FAFSA. and most recent federal
tax returns
Canadian students should file a Profile and Canadian tax returns instead of the
reign Student Financial Aid form.
International Applicants
fust \ eai Students:
Januar) I: Common Application and supplemental) essay, International Student Supple
meat, Transfer Supplement it applicable. TOEFL Report, Foreign Student Financial
\id i arm,
I rtinsjt i \[>f>lt( anti
I .ill March I Coinmon Application and supplemental) cssa\ . Transfer Supplement.
wdoin Financial Aid Application, Profile, I \i S \. and most recent federal tax
returns; lnteinathui.il smdeni Siippiemeni ami Foreign Student Financial Aid Form for
intem.ilinn.il applicants
Sprii mbei 13 Common application and supplementary essay, [ransfei Supple
inei;' !; vdoifl Financial \i«i application; International Student Supplement if
applk able
I in. iik i.ii .iid in often not available foi spring transfei students.
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All correspondence concerning first-year and transfer admission to the
College should be addressed to the Office ofAdmissions, Bowdoin College,
5000 College Station, Brunswick, ME 04011; Tel (207) 725-3100, FAX:
(207) 725-3101. Inquiries about financial aid should be addressed to the
DirectorofStudentAid, Bowdoin College, 5300 College Station, Brunswick,
ME 0401 1-8444; Tel. (207) 725-3273; FAX: (207) 725-3864.
Financial Aid
s financial aid policj is designed to supplement family resources so that as
man) students as possible can attend the College w ith the full amount oi needed assistance.
Scholarship grants, loans, and student employment are the principal sources o( aid for
Bowdoin students who need help in meeting the expenses oi their education. Bowdoin
believes that students who receive financial aid as grants should also be responsible for a
portion of their expenses. Consequent!) . loans and student employment will generally he part
of the financial aid award Applications for financial aid should be submitted to the director
of student aid 00 or before the published (.leadlines. On-time submission o\' the required
application forms guarantees that the student will be considered for all the financial aid
available to Bowdoin students, including grants, loans, and jobs from any source under
Bowdoin's control.
Approximately 65 percent o\ Bowdoin' S grant budget comes from endowed funds gi\en
b\ alumni and friends of the College. Students receiving endowed funds may be asked to
communicate w ith donors. Information on the availability of scholarship and loan funds ma\
be obtained through the College's Student Aid Office. Questions regarding endowed funds
and the establishment i^\ such funds should be directed to the Office of Development
In 2003 2<H)4. Bowdoin distributed a total of about SI 8.925.000 in need-based financial
aid ( uanis totaled about $15,926,400 in 2003-2004 and were made to approximate!) 42
percent of the student body. Long-term loans continue to be an integral part of financial aid,
supplementing scholarship grants. The College provides about SI. 1 93.3oo to aid recipients
each \ ear from loan funds under its control; another S 1 ,585,600 in loan aid comes from pi ix ate
lenders under the terms of the Federal Stafford program.
\pplkati<m tor financial Aid
Students who wish to be considered for financial aid must submit an application each x car.
All candidates lor aid who are United States or Canadian citizens must submit the College
Scholarship Service 'Profile"' form and the Bowdoin financial Aid Application by the date
ified l S citizens must also fik the lice Application for Federal Student Aid ( 1 \ ISA).
In lieu ot the Profile and I \l S A. international candidates must file the College Scholarship
< nn i
.
-in Student Financial Aid Application concurrent!) w ith their applies
turn lor admission.
I lu- 1 \l s \ is used to determine eligibility tor the following aid programs at the College
: r.ti I vi I ( 1
1
.nits. ! ederal Supplementary Education ( >pportunit) ( frants (SEOG); Federal
kinsLa lend Stafford Loans; and Federal Work Stud) jobs I be Bowdoin Financ ial
\i«i application and the "Profile*1 are used to determine the family's need foi Bowdoin
Col holarship grants and Bowdoin College ( Consolidated I oans.
ti< transfei ttudents applying foi aidmust file the 1 \i S \ with the federal processor
and the "Profile" with tiu- Coll holarship Service b) March I and Bend the Bowdoin
l in. iiu ial \id \ppiu .ition to the Student Avid Offi< ^ ,
Wbethei itudeni receives financial aid from Bowdoin oi not, long term, low interest
Federal Stafford Loan program are available Such loans are gcnerall)
i in private lenden and require both i I \i S \ and b separate loan application
When
|
n. I in. i .iii- Bowdoin Financial Vid Application, the 1 VFSA, and
I
'
I > provide a certified 01 notarized cop) oi theii latest federal oi state
turn, phi i iini-iii.ii it >n that may be required ro verify or clarit)
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information on the aid application, it is a common practice for the College to ask for a copy
of the federal tax return (Form 1040, 1040EZ or 1041 A) and W-2 Forms each year. The
College's Financial Aid Committee will not take action on any aid application until sufficient
documentation has been submitted.
Eligibility for Aid
To be eligible for aid at Bowdoin College, a student must:
1
.
Be a degree candidate who is enrolled or is accepted for enrollment on at least a half-
time basis;
2. Demonstrate a financial need, which is determined, in general, on the basis of College
Scholarship Service practices; and
3. Satisfy academic and personal requirements as listed in the Financial Aid Guide that
accompanies an award of aid.
In addition, to qualify for any of the programs subsidized by the federal government, a
student must be a citizen, national, or permanent resident of the United States or the Trust
territory of the Pacific Islands.
A student is eligible for Bowdoin aid for a maximum of eight semesters. The College's
Financial Aid Committee may, at its own discretion, award a ninth semester of aid.
The amount and types of aid a student may receive are limited by calculated need as
determined by the College's Financial Aid Committee. If funds are not sufficient to meet the
full need of eligible students in any year, the Committee will adopt procedures to assure that
the greatest number of eligible candidates will receive the greatest proportion of the aid they
need.
All awards of financial aid made in anticipation of an academic year, including the first
year, will remain in effect for the full year unless the student's work is unsatisfactory. Students
may also be assured of continuing financial aid that meets their need in subsequent years if
their grades each semester are such as to assure satisfactory academic progress required for
continued enrollment (see Academic Standards and Regulations, Deficiency in Scholarship,"
pages 34-35).
Awards to students whose work is unsatisfactory may be reduced or withdrawn for one
semester. Awards may also be reduced or withdrawn for gross breach ofconduct or discipline.
Determination of Need
College policy is to meet a student's full, calculated financial need for each year in which he
or she qualifies for aid, as long as funds are available. Financial need is the difference between
Bowdoin' s costs and family resources. Resources consist of parental income and assets,
student assets, student earnings, and other resources, such as gifts, non-College scholarships,
and veteran's benefits.
Parental assistance from income and assets is determined from the information submitted
on the FAFSA, "Profile," and Bowdoin Financial Aid Application. It is presumed that both
of the parents or legal guardians are responsible for the student's educational expenses,
including the continuing obligation to house and feed the student, to whatever extent is
possible. Divorce or separation of the natural parents does not absolve either parent from this
obligation.
Student assets at the time the first application is filed are expected to be available for
college expenses in the years leading to graduation. From 80 to 100 percent of those student
savings are prorated over the undergraduate career in the College's initial need calculation.
Students are not required to use their savings, and may choose to make up this amount in other
ways. If a student decides to use those savings over fewer years or for other purposes, Bowdoin
will continue to include the prorated amount in its calculation of student assets.
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The College expects students to earn a reasonable amount during summer vacation and/
or from academic-) ear campus employment The amount will vary depending upon the
student's year in college and the prevailing economic conditions.
The sum of these resources when subtracted from Bowdoin's cost determines the student's
need and Bowdoin's financial aid award.
Aid Awards
Bids lie a combination of scholarship grants and self-help, i.e., a loan offer and a campus
earnings expectation. The College determines both the type and amount of aid that will be
ottered to each student. The aid combination, or package, varies each year depending upon
a students need. Even if the total amount of aid remains unchanged, the family should expect
the scholarship grant to decrease by approximately $200 to $400 per year and the annual self-
help portion to increase by the same amount.
Scholarship grants are gift aid provided without student obligation of any kind. No
repa\ merit of the scholarship grant is expected. These awards come from a variety of sources
such as endow ed funds, current gifts, and the federal government, including any Pell or SEOG
grant a student ma\ receive. Students are automatically considered for all grants and therefore
d<^ not appl) for specific awards.
Bowdoin College Loans. Federal Stafford Loans, and Federal Perkins Loans are available
to students to cover payment o\ educational expenses. Parents are typically not legally
responsible for repayment of these loans. The loan portion o\' an aid package is an offer;
students often are eligible to borrow in excess of the amount offered. The scholarship grant
will not be affected b\ a student's decision to accept or decline all or any part of the loan. An
additional parental contribution or extra summer or campus earnings ma\ be used to replace
the loan at the discretion ot the student and the family. Long-term loans may also be made to
students not receiving scholarship grants.
I bese loans, including the subsidized Federal Stafford Loans. Federal Perkins Loans, and
Bowdoin College Consolidated Loans, usually bear no interest during undergraduate resi
dent e \S >>t Jul) 1994, interest is charged at 5 percent for the latter two loans; interest on
Stafford I oans is variable, with a maximum rate of 8.25 percent. Payment over a ten-year
pern MJ begins m\ months alter graduation or separation, or alter graduate school; two or three
yean <>t deferment are possible tor \ anOUS Categories ofsen ice or internships. Perkins 1 oans
also pro\ ulc tor the cancellation ol some pa\ ments lor persons w ho become teachers and/oi
who ser\e m the Peace ( lorps oi Vista, ami lor several other types oi sen ice.
Small, short teim loans arc available upon application .it the Controller's Office.
Bowdoin National Merit Scholarships
vdoin ( bUegC is a tponsoi "1 National Merit Scholarships. Winners of these awards who
do not demonstrate financial need will receive .i $1,000 award from the National Mem
newable up to foui yean Bowdoin National Merit scholar demonstrating
I
"<x) renewable awards from the National Mem Corporation and all
remaining need will be met with Bowdoin grant aid ami on campus employment
National Uhii-vement Scholarships
^ hiU- 1 • i not sponsor National Achievement Scholarships, scholars w ho
roll will r -a and loan-free pa kagc offered to National Merit Scholars
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Student Employment
A student who receives aid is expected to meet part of the educational expense from summer
employment and from campus earnings, included in the financial aid award. The student may
choose to work or not; this decision has no further effect upon the scholarship grant or loan
offer.
Bowdoin's student employment program offers a wide variety of opportunities to
undergraduates. These include direct employment by the College and employment by outside
agencies represented on the campus or located in the community. College policy is to give
priority in hiring to students with recognized financial need. However, employment oppor-
tunities are open to all students who are interested and able to work. Commitments for
employment are made to first-year students at the opening of College in the fall. The annual
student payroll currently stands at about $1,500,000.
Federal Financial Aid Programs Available at Bowdoin
The College participates in the Federal Work-Study Program established under the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, the Federal Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants
Program established under the Higher Education Act of 1965, and the Federal Pell Grant
Program established under the Higher Education Amendments of 1972, along with the
Federal Perkins and Federal Stafford Loan programs previously mentioned. The College also
works closely with several states that can provide handicapped students and those receiving
other forms of state aid with financial assistance to help with their educational expenses.
Veterans Benefits
The degree programs of Bowdoin College are approved by the Maine State Approving
Agency for Veterans Education Programs for persons eligible for benefits (GI Bill) from the
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. Students who request veterans' educational assistance
are required to have all previous post-secondary experience evaluated for possible transfer
credit in order to be eligible for benefits. For more information, contact the Office of Financial
Aid.
First-Year Student Awards
About 205 entering students each year receive prematriculation awards to help them meet the
expenses oftheir first year. Recently the awards have ranged from $ 1 ,000 to $40,000. As noted
above, some awards are direct grants, but most also include loan offers. The size and nature
of these awards depend upon the need demonstrated by the candidates. The application
process and deadlines are described on pages 9-14. Candidates will be notified of a
prematriculation award soon after they are informed of the decision on their applications for
admission, usually about April 5.
Upperclass Awards
Awards similar to prematriculation scholarships are granted to undergraduates already
enrolled in college on the basis of their financial need and academic progress. All continuing
students who wish to be considered for aid must register as aid candidates with the Office of
Student Aid by April 1 5 each year. The director of student aid will make the appropriate forms
available each year and will provide notification of application requirements and filing
deadlines.
Financial Aid
It is the responsibility ot the student to submit all required forms on time according
t « • the dates published b\ the Student Aid Office. Upperclass students and their families
must complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), and the ""Profile"* o\
the College Scholarship Sen ice for each year thai aid is requested Upperclass students file
for aid in April: award notifications are mailed in late June. Applications received after the
deadline will he considered on a '"funds available*
1
basis. Late applicants, if funded, may
receive larger loan offers and proportional!) less grant.
Normal 1\ . aw ards are made at the end of one academic year in anticipation of the next, but
applications or requests tor a financial aid rc\ lew may be made prior to December 20 for aid
to be assigned during the spring semester on a funds-available basis.
Awards made for a full year are subject to the same provisions covering prematrieulation
awards, but those made for a single semester are not considered as setting award levels for the
follow ing year.
Foreign Student Awards
Bowdoin has a limited Dumber oi fulls funded financial aid awards for foreign students. To
be considered for these awards, the student must file the College Scholarship Service's
\ -nreign Student Financial Aid Application, which is available from the Admissions Office.
1 oreigfl students who ^\o not apply at the time of admission should not expect financial aid
during an\ of their years at Bow doin. Canadian citizens should submit a Profile instead of the
foreign Student Financial Aid Form,
( >i-;iduate Scholarships
Bowdoin is able to otter a number of scholarships for postgraduate Study at other institutions
( it.mis ot \ ariotlS amounts are a\ ailable to Bowdoin graduates w ho continue their studies m
the liberal arts and sciences and in certain professional schools. In 2003-2004, Bowdoin
provided 1315,000 in graduate scholarship assistance to 85 students Further information
about these scholarships is available through the Student Aid Oft ice.
Special I unds
Income from these funds is used to assist students w ith special or unexpected needs. Further
information is available through the ( Office Ol the Dean y)\ Student Allans
Further information about application procedures, eligibility, i
( al( uLition and awards, plus descriptions oj individual federal, state,
and( 'ollegeprogranu /> < ontainedin the I 'inancialAidGuideavailable
on Inn at hltp//\\ w w how liouredu/studenlaid. and upon request,
turns about Bowdoin'1 aid progranu nia\ he addressed to tin'
iUn tudentaid
Expenses










Fees for the 2004-2005 academic year are listed below. Travel, books, and personal expenses
are not included; the student must budget for such items on his/her own. For planning
purposes, students and parents should anticipate that tuition and other charges will increase










* Required fees for all students.
** Applicable only to students in College housing.
Off-Campus Study Fees
The College assesses a fee for participation in off-campus study programs for which Bowdoin
degree credit is desired. The fee for 2004-2005 is $ 1 ,000 per program. The fee is waived for
students attending any Colby-Bates-Bowdoin (CBB) program, ISLE in Sri Lanka, and SITA
in India.
The Bowdoin student health policy remains in effect while a student studies elsewhere,
unless the student is obliged to purchase a similar insurance from that program.
Registration and Enrollment
All continuing students are required to register during registration week of the prior semester
in accordance with the schedules posted at the College. Any student who initially registers for
classes after the first week of classes must pay a $20 late fee. All students are further required
to submit an Enrollment Form by the end of the first week of classes. While registration places
students in courses, the Enrollment Form serves to notify the College that the student is on
campus and attending classes. A fee of $20 is assessed for late submission of the Enrollment
Form.
A $400 Re-enrollment Deposit is due about April 1 from all students planning to
continue at Bowdoin the following fall semester. Students may not register for classes or apply
for housing unless this deposit has been paid. The deposit is an advance payment against the
fall semester tuition and will be shown on the bill for that term. The deposit is forfeited if a




Students leaving the College during the course of a semester are refunded tuition and tees
based on the following schedule:
During the first two weeks SOS
During the third week 60^
During the fourth week 4091
During the fifth week 20' I
Over five weeks No refund
After adjustments for fixed commitments and applicable overhead expense, refunds for
room and hoard are prorated on adail\ basis m accordance w ith the student's attendance based
on theCOlle dendar. Students who are dismissed from the College within the fust five
weeks for other man academic or medical reasons are not entitled to refunds. Financial aid
awards will be credited in proportion to educational expenses, as stipulated in a student's
award letter, but in no case w ill the) exceed total charges to be collected. Title IV funds will
be refunded in accordance w ith federal regulations. Refunds w ill be made w ithin thirt) da) s
o\ the student's departure
financial \id
I here are opportunities at Bowdoin to receive financial aid in meeting the charge for tuition.
I detailed information about scholarships, loans, and other financial aid ma) be found on pages
16 20.
Room and Hoard
I list year students and sophomores arc guaranteed housing ami are required to live on
CampUS Entering first-year students ma) indicate their residence needs on a preference card
issued b) the Residential I lie ( )lfice during the summer preceding their arrival at Bowdoin.
I he Directoi of Residential I ife coordinates housing accommodations for the remaining
Jasses through a lotter) system.
Residence hall suites consist ol a studs and bedroom, provided with essential furniluie
Students should furnish blankets and pillows; linen and laundiA services are available at
moderate ^<>si ( !ollege proper! > is not to be removed lit Mil the building or from the room in
which ii be I cupants are held responsible toi an) damage to then rot mis or furnishings.
id charges arc the same regardless Of whether a Student eats at the \1ou I ton In ion oi
[home H.ill Students u ho live in Bowdoin facilities, except apartments and a low other
required to take a 19-mealor 14-meal board plan. First-year students
requiredtotake die 19 meal plan in the fall semester. Students living inCollege apartments
it campus ma) purchase a l" meal oi dec lining balance board plan oi one of the standard
plans, il tin «e
< Mhcr < olli'Kf ( hiiryes
Ml dan die buildings "i othei propert) ol the College b> persons unknown ma) be
i <i i|u.ilK <m ail i it hi ofth building in which the damage occurred rheStudenl




The facilities of the Dudley Coe Health Center and the Counseling Service are available to all
students. The student health fee includes health and accident insurance, in which all students
are enrolled. The health insurance provides year-round coverage whether a student is enrolled
at Bowdoin or in an off-campus study program.
A pamphlet specifying the coverage provided by the student health policy is available from
the Health Center and will be mailed in the summer preceding the policy year. Any costs not
covered by the insurance will be charged to the student's account.
Motor Vehicles
All motor vehicles, including motorcycles and motor scooters, used on campus or owned and/
or operated by residents of any College-owned residence must be registered with Campus
Safety and Security. The registration decals cost $40 for students. Vehicles must be registered
each academic year. Failure to register a motor vehicle will result in a $25 parking ticket each
time the vehicle is found on campus. Students wishing to register a vehicle for a period of time
less than one semester must make special arrangements with Campus Safety and Security. All
students maintaining motor vehicles at the College are required to carry adequate liability
insurance and provide proof of insurance at the time of registration. The College assumes no
responsibility for the security of or damage to vehicles parked on campus. Parking on campus
is limited and students will be assigned parking space based on availability.
PAYMENT OF COLLEGE BILLS
By registering for courses, a student incurs a legal obligation to pay tuition and fees. This debt
may be canceled only if a student officially withdraws from the College before the start of
classes. Students' accounts must be current for semester enrollment and course registration
to occur. After the first week of classes, students who have not enrolled for any reason are
dropped from courses. A student's access to his/her residence hall, meal plan, and the library
is deactivated at that time. The student is placed on an involuntary leave of absence for the
semester (see Academic Standards and Regulations, page 36). Degrees, diplomas, and
transcripts are not available to students with overdue accounts.
Bills for tuition, board, room rent, and fees for the fall and spring semesters are sent in July
and December, respectively. Payment for each semester is due 30 days from the billing date.
Credits (funds received) appear on the bill. Bowdoin scholarship grants, payments from the
family, and other cash payments are examples of credits. Bowdoin loan offers, estimated Pell
Grants, and payment plan contracts are tentative credits (funds expected). The balance due
is the difference between all charges and all credits (both actual and tentative). Bills are sent
to the student unless the Bursar is requested in writing to direct them to someone other than
the student.
Payment may be made by the semester due date, by installment payment plan over the
course of the semester, or by combining the two options. Bowdoin does not have its own in-
house payment plan. Students may choose from three outside installment payment plan
agencies offered. Applications are included with the first bill for each semester. The plans
offered are through Academic Management Services (AMS), Key Education Resources, and
Tuition Management Systems (TMS). Credit cards are not accepted by Bowdoin College in
payment of college charges.
The Curriculum
B A[Kii\ ki cognizi s through its course offerings and requirements the importance ofrelating
a liberal education to a world whose problems and needs are continually changing. The
College does DOt prescribe Specific courses For all students. Rather, each student determines
an appropriate program of liberal arts courses w ithin the framew ork of the College*Sacademic
standards and in consultation with an academic advisor.
Bowdoin otters a course of Stud) leading to the degree oi Bachelor o\ Arts. The
requirements for the degree include completion of a minimum number of courses, residence
at the College for a minimum lime, fulfillment oi the distribution requirements, and
completion of a major. A student must achieve minimum grades in order to remain enrolled
at Bowdoin.
A \ Hal part of the educational experience takes place in the interaction between students
and theiracademic ad> isors. Each student is assigned apre-majoracademic ad\ isoral the start
ofthe first year. The pre-majoracademic ad\ ising system is intended to help students take full
advantage of the fust two years ofBowdoin and begin to plan the remaining years. It pro\ ides
a framework within which a student can work with a lacult\ member to make informed
academic decisions. Such a partnership is particularK important during the period o\'
transition and adjustment of the fust year. Facult) members ma\ make recommendations
about courses, combinations of courses, or direct students towards Other resources of the
College. Thej may also plaj a role at moments of academic difficult). The effectiveness of
the system depends on the commitment of the student and the ad\ isor. Students declare their
majors during the second semester of the sophomore year, and afterwards are advised b\
members ot their major departments.
ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
iuahi\ for the bachelor of arts degree, a student must have:
I Successfull) passed thirt) two full-credit courses or the equivalent;
Sj nt tour semesters (successfull) passed sixteen credits) m residence, at least two
semesters >>t which have been during the junior and senior years;
( i 'inplclcd at least tWO COUXSeS in each ot the lollow ing di\ isious of the curriculum
Datural sl icnee and mathematics, social and hcha\ ioral sciences, and humanities and
tine arts and two onuses m uou I urocenlnc Studies; and
< ompleted a major, be it a departmental major, two departmental majors, a coordinate
major, an interdisciplinary major, ot .1 student designed majoi (a departmental minor
mi rmpleted with an) ot the preceding




Students must take two courses from each of the three divisions of the curriculum—natural
science and mathematics, social and behavioral sciences, and humanities and fine arts.
Students must also take two courses in non-Eurocentric studies; a course that satisfies the non-
Eurocentric studies requirement may also count for its division. These requirements may not
be met by Advanced Placement or International Baccalaureate credits, but may be met by
credits earned while studying away from Bowdoin. Distribution requirements should nor-
mally be completed by the end of the sophomore year. Areas of distribution are defined as
follows:
Natural Science and Mathematics: Biochemistry, biology, chemistry, computer science,
geology, mathematics, neuroscience, physics, and certain environmental studies and psychol-
ogy courses. (Designated by the letters following a course number in the course descriptions.)
Social and Behavioral Sciences: Africana studies, economics, government, psychology,
sociology and anthropology, and certain Asian studies, environmental studies, history, and
women's studies courses. (Designated by the letter h following a course number in the course
descriptions.)
Humanities and Fine Arts: Art, Chinese, classics, dance, education, English, film,
German, Japanese, music, philosophy, religion, Romance languages, Russian, theater, most
history courses, and certain Asian studies and women's studies courses. (Designated by the
letter c following a course number in the course descriptions.)
Non-Eurocentric Studies: Students must take two courses that focus on a non-Eurocentric
culture or society, exclusive of Europe and European Russia and their literary, artistic,
musical, religious, and political traditions. The requirement is intended to introduce students
to the variety of cultures and to open their minds to the different ways in which people perceive
and cope with the challenges of life. Though courses primarily emphasizing North American
and European topics will not count toward this requirement, courses focusing on African
American, Native American, or Latin American cultures will meet the requirement. Language
courses do not meet this requirement. (Designated by the letter d following a course number
in the course descriptions.)
THE MAJOR
Students may choose one of six basic patterns to satisfy the major requirement at Bowdoin:
a departmental major, two departmental majors (a double major), a coordinate major, an
interdisciplinary major, a student-designed major, or any of the preceding with a departmental
minor. The requirements for completing specific majors and minors are presented in detail in
the section describing the courses offered by each department, beginning on page 46.
Interdisciplinary majors are described beginning on page 177.
Students should have ample time to be exposed to a broad range ofcourses and experiences
before focusing their educational interests and so do not declare their majors until spring of
the sophomore year. Students are required to declare their majors before registering for
courses for the junior year or applying to participate in off-campus study programs. Students
declare their majors only after consultation with a major academic advisor(s). Since some
departments have courses that must be passed or criteria that must be met before a student will
be accepted as a major, students are encouraged to think well in advance about possible majors
and to speak with faculty about their educational interests. Students may change their majors
after consultation with the relevant departments, but they may not declare^ new major after
the first semester of the senior year. Special procedures exist for interdisciplinary and student-
designed majors. These are described below.
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Departmental and Program Majors

















ottered in the following areas;
















A studentma) choose to satisf) the requirements ofone departmentorprogram (single major)
or to satisf) all of the requirements set b> two departments (double major). A student who
Chooses a double ma|or ma> drop one major at an\ tunc.
( oonlinate Major
1 he coordinate major encourages specialization in an area of learning within the framework
ol a recognized academic discipline. The coordinate major is offered onl) in relation to the
ironmental studies Program lor a specific description of this major, sec page 124.
Inti (disciplinary Major
Interdisc iplinar) majors are designed to tie together the offerings and major requirements oi
separate departments b) focusing on a theme that integrates the two areas such majors
usuall) fulfill most or all ol the requirements ol two separate departments and usuall) cm.ul
.i special project n» achieve a synthesis ni the disciplines involved,
Vntk ipating that man) students will he interested in certain patterns ol interdisciplinar)
:! departments have specified standard requirements foi interdisciplinar)
majoi - l hese are
\n Hi • .nid \u haeol<
\n Hi I \ isual v
IIIU ,ll PI
and Mathematj
I nglish and 1
|| I EUIX>| in Studies
c\ and < hemi li
npU-t ftl nterdi iplinar) majors, sec pages I
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A student may take the initiative to develop an interdisciplinary major not specified in the
Catalogue by consulting with the chairs of the two major departments. Students who do
so must have their program approved by the Recording Committee. Students must submit
their proposals to the Recording Committee by December 1 of their sophomore year. A
student may not select an interdisciplinary major after the junior year.
Student-Designed Major
Some students may wish to pursue a major program that does not fit the pattern of a
departmental major, a coordinate major, or an interdisciplinary major. In such cases, a student
may work with two faculty members to develop a major program that demonstrates significant
strength in at least two departments. Such strength is to be shown in both the number and
pattern of courses involved. A synthesizing project is required. Guidelines for the develop-
ment of student-designed majors are available from the Office of Student Records. Student-
designed majors require the approval of the Recording Committee. Students must submit their
proposals to the Recording Committee by December 1 of their sophomore year.
The Minor
Most departments and programs offer one or more minor programs consisting ofno fewer than
four courses and no more than seven courses, including all prerequisites. A minor program
must be planned with and approved by both the student's major and minor departments no
later than the end of the first semester of the senior year. A minor may be dropped at any time.




Art (Art History or Visual Arts)
Biology
Chemistry
Classics (Greek, Latin, Classics,








Gay and Lesbian Studies*
Geology
German
















* These programs offer only a minor.
Academic Standards and Regulations
INFORMATION ABOUT COURSES
Course (red it
Bowdoin courses t> picall) meet for three hours a week. \\ ith the anticipation that additional
time ma) he spent in lab. discussion group, film viewings, or preparatory work. Most courses
earn one eredit each. Music and dance performance courses generally earn one-half credit
each. The one exception is Advanced Individual Performance Studies in music, which earn
one credit each.
( nurse Load
All students at Bowdoin are full-time students and. in order to make normal progress toward
the degree, are expected to enroll in no fewer than four credits each semester. Students ma\
not take more than four credits while on academic probation without approval from the
•rdmg Committee. Seniors ma\ be required to take one course per semester in their major
department, at the department's discretion.
•xtra tuition charge is le\ led upon students who register tor more than fourcredits, and.
b) the same token, no reduction in tuition is granted to students who choose to register for
tewer than four credits during an\ <A their eight semesters at Bowdoin. A student may be
granted a tuition reduction for taking fewer than three credits only if a ninth semester is
required tocomplete thedegreeandheor she has pre\ iousl) beena full-timeBowdoin student
ighl semesters
\tu ndance and I xaminations
Students are expected to attend the lust meeting of any course in which the) are enrolled.
Students Who do not attend the lust meeting ma\ be dropped from the course at the discretion
<>| the instructor, but onlj il thedemand for the course exceeds the enrollment Limit. Others ise.
dom has in. class attendance requirements, but individual instructors max establish
Specific attendance expectations. \t the beginning ol each semester, instructors will make
U l" Students the attendance regulations of each course. If expectations are uncleai.
students should seek clarification From then instructors.
Attendance at examinations is mandators . An absence liont an\ examination, be it an hour
urination or a final examination, ma) result ma grade of I In the evenl of illness orothei
unavoidable cause >>i absence from examination, instructors ma) require documentation ol
1 1 <>u i the< Office ol the Dean ofStudent Vffairs afterconsultation with the Dudlej (
ler or the Counseling Office Students beat ultimate responsibility Foi arranging
make up <> lute coursework. In unusual cases (famil) and personal emergencies,
1
1
lui laminations ma) be rescheduled b) agreemenl ol the course instructor and .1
I m.ii examinations <•! ihc ( College are held .11 the close ol each semestei and musl be given
dule published each semestei b) the Office <>i Student Records. No
iwu not extra <. lasses scheduled during Reading Period All testing
1 during Readin P od \m luding, but not limited to, take home exams,
im.: I hour e* un Mlacademk work, except for final examinations, final papers,
ac
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final lab reports, and final projects, is due on or before the last day of classes; although
instructors may set earlier deadlines, they may not set later deadlines. All final academic work,
including final examinations, final papers, final lab reports, and final projects is due at or
before 5:00 p.m. on the last day of the final examination period; although instructors may set
earlier deadlines, they may not set later deadlines. In all cases, students should consult their
course syllabi for specific deadlines for specific courses. The deadline for submitting final,
approved Honors projects for the Library is determined by the College.
Athletics and other extracurricular activities do not exempt students from the normal
policies governing attendance at classes and examinations. When conflicts arise, students
should immediately discuss possible alternatives with course instructors. At times, however,
students may find themselves having to make serious choices about educational priorities.
A student with three hour examinations in one day or three final examinations in two days
may reschedule one for a day mutually agreeable to the student and the instructor. Other
changes may be made for emergencies or for educational desirability, but only with the
approval of the Dean's Office.
Also, no student is required to take an examination or fulfill other scheduled course
requirements on recognized major religious holidays and Martin Luther King, Jr. Day. The
College encourages instructors 10 avoid scheduling examinations on the following holidays:
2004:
Rosh Hashanah* September 16-17
Yom Kippur* September 25
2005:
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day January 17
Good Friday March 25
Easter March 27
First Day of Passover* April 24
Course Registration and Course Changes
Registration for each semester is completed by submitting the Course Registration Card.
Since most courses have maximum size limits, as well as course prerequisites or enrollment
priorities, students cannot be certain they will be enrolled in their top-choice courses.
Consequently, the registration card should list four full-credit courses and up to two alternate
courses for each. The card must be signed by the pre-major academic advisor (first-year
students and sophomores) or the major department advisor(s) (juniors and seniors), and must
be presented to the Office of Student Records by 5:00 p.m. on the day specified in the
registration instructions. Students receive initial notification of their courses within a few
days, and Phase II Registration then gives students the opportunity to adjust their schedules.
Students who are studying away are strongly encouraged to register at the same time that
students are registering on campus; the Office of Student Records Web site provides the
necessary schedules and forms so that registration may be done electronically. All registration
information may be found on the Web site at http://www.bowdoin.edu/studentrecords.
Registration for continuing students occurs at the end of the prior semester, generally about
four weeks before final examinations. Registration for new students occurs during orienta-
tion. Enrollment in courses is complete only when students submit the Enrollment Form,
which must be submitted by the end of the first week of classes. This form verifies that a
^Holidays begin at sundown on the evening before.
;i
)
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student is on campus and attending classes. A student who does not submit the Enrollment
[
-orm ma) be removed from all classes and barred from using man) of the services of the
College, including, but not limited to, dining sen ices, librar) sen ices, and fitness sen ices.
Enrollment Forms returned late are subject to a $20 fine. In addition. an) student who registers
initiall) for courses after the first week of classes must pa} .1 $20 late fee.
Once classes begin, students mav adjust their course schedules b\ submitting an add/drop
card to the Oil ice o\ Student Records. Students have two weeks to make the necessar)
adjustments to their schedules. An instructor will allow a student to add a course if the
following three conditions have been met: I | the student has the necessar) qualifications,
including but not limited to the course prerequisites; 2 ) the approv ed maximum class size limit
has not been reached: and 3) the Student and instructor have agreed on how missed class
material and assignments will be managed. No course mav be added or dropped after the
>nd week o\ classes. Students in their first semester at Bovvdom. however, have an
extended drop period of six w ceks; this lunger period for new students recognizes the fact that
new students sometimes undergo a period of adjustment to college-level work. Anyone who
wants to add or drop a course after the two-week deadline must petition the Recording
Committee, except for first-semester students w ho mav drop through the sixth week w ith the
permission of their dean and ad\ isor. (icncrallv petitions are only approved if the student can
show extreme personal or medical reasons for the lateness of the change. Anv course dropped
.liter the deadline will appear on the transcript w ith a grade o( W (for withdrew ). Late adds
will require that the student has been attending the course from the vcrv beginning of the
semester. Documentation mav be required. Course changes made alter the deadline will
require payment of a S20 late fee per change, unless the change is made for reasons outside
the control of the student.
\ Student will not receive a grade for a course unless he oi she has completed and submitted
the forms to register for or add the course. Also, a student will receive a failing grade for a
course he or she stops attending unless a drop form has been completed and submitted before
the deadline. Students are expected tomonitortheir recordson Bearings, the College's student
information system; this includes monitoring the courses for which the) are registered. I he
Student bears ultimate responsibility for completing and submitting tonus that provide the
College with an accurate record ol the student's course schedule.
Independent Stodj
\\ ilh approval ol a project director, a Student ma) elect a course oi independent Stud) for
which regulai course credit will be given. \ department will ordinaril) approve one or two
I i iulcpei.de nt Stud) \n here more than one semester*S credit i^ sought fora project.
theprojecl will be subject toicv iew b) diedepartment .it theend ol the first semester. In special
I i in n nt Ice. upon i ccoinincnd.il ion ol the depart meiit. mav extend credit
i<»r additional semestei onuses beyond two
re .ire normall) two kinds ol independent stud) and each should be registered fat undei
the appropf iiiiinbei \ directed reading course designed to tllov* .i student to
ibject notcurrently offered within the curriculum shall be numbered 2*> l . 2*>2. 2'M.
J'M. \n independent stud) that will culminate in substantia] and original research; on in a
tint itive writing proje< t;oi thai is pan ol .« departmental honors program
ii fx- numbei 401 i Independent study ma) not be taken on a ( xedit/D/1 ail basis.
In independent uud) and honors courses that will continue beyond one semestei.
have the «>piion of submitting at the end ofeach semester, except the last, a grade
1 R ni. a grades shall be submitted .it the end
tu- final i and shall bc< omc tin foi the indh iduaJ semesters ol the i muse
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Course Grades
Course grades are defined as follows: A, the student has mastered the material of the course
and has demonstrated exceptional critical skills and originality; B, the student has demon-
strated a thorough and above average understanding of the material of the course; C, the
student has demonstrated a thorough and satisfactory understanding of the material of the
course; D, the student has demonstrated a marginally satisfactory understanding of the basic
material of the course (only a limited number of D grades may be counted toward the
requirements for graduation); F, the student has not demonstrated a satisfactory understanding
of the basic material of the course. Plus (+) or minus (-) modifiers may be added to B and C
grades; only the minus (-) modifier may be added to the A grade.
Faculty report grades to the Office of Student Records at the close of the semester. Grade
reports are available to students on Bearings shortly after the grade submission deadline.
Once reported, no grade is changed (with the exception of clerical errors) without the
approval of the Recording Committee. Grades cannot be changed on the basis of additional
student work without prior approval of the Recording Committee. If students are dissatisfied
with a grade received in a course, they should discuss the problem with the instructor. If the
problem cannot be resolved in this manner, the student should consult with the chair of the
department and, if necessary, with a dean, who will consult with the department as needed.
The student may request a final review of the grade by the Recording Committee.
Most departments will not accept as prerequisites or as satisfying the requirements of the
major, courses for which a grade of D has been given. Questions should be referred directly
to the department chair. Students who receive a grade of D or F in a course may retake the
course. Both courses and both grades will appear on the transcript, but only one course credit
will be given for successful completion of a given course.
Credit/D/Fail Option
A student may choose to take a limited number of courses on a Credit/D/Fail basis as opposed
to a graded basis. Courses to be taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis should be so indicated on the
Registration Card or Add/Drop Card. If a student chooses this option, credit is given if the
student produces work at a level of C- or above, a grade of D is given if the student produces
work at a D level, and a grade of F is given otherwise.
A student may elect no more than one course of the normal four-course load each semester
on a Credit/D/Fail basis, although a student may elect a fifth course any semester on a Credit/
D/Fail basis. No more than four of the thirty-two courses required for graduation may be taken
on a Credit/D/Fail basis; courses in excess of the thirty-two required may be taken for Credit/
D/Fail without limit as to number. Courses that can only be taken Credit/D/Fail (most music
ensemble and dance performance courses) are not counted within these restrictions.
Most departments require that all courses taken to satisfy requirements of the major be
graded. Courses taken to satisfy distribution requirements may be taken on a Credit/D/Fail
basis. No course may be changed from graded to Credit/D/Fail or vice versa after the sixth
week of classes.
Incompletes
The College expects students to complete all course requirements as established by instruc-
tors. In unavoidable circumstances (personal illness, family emergency, etc.) and with
approval of the dean of student affairs and the instructor, a grade of Incomplete may be
recorded. An Incomplete represents a formal agreement among the instructor, a dean, and the
student for the submission of unfinished coursework under prescribed^eonditions. Students
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must initiate their request tor an Incomplete on orbefore the final da) of classes by contacting
a Jean, [f approved, the Incomplete Agreement Form is signed by all necessar) individuals,
and a date is set b\ which time all unfinished work must be submitted. In all eases, students
are expected to finish outstanding coursework in a period of time roughly equivalent to the
period of distraction from their academic commitments. In no case will this period of time
extend beyond the end of the second week of classes of the following semester. The instructor
should submit a final grade within two weeks o\ this date. If the agreed-upon work is not
completed within the specified time limit, the Office of Student Records will change the
Incomplete to Fail or ask the instructor to give a grade based on work ahead) completed.
Extensions must he approved b) the dean of Student affairs. Any exceptions to this rule or a
change of the specified time limit may require approval of the Recording Committee.
( (immint. Failure, and Distinction Cards
lit) ma\ communicate the progress of students in their classes periodicallx through
Comment Cards. The written observations alert students, academic advisors, and the deans
to potential problems confronting students. They can also be used by faculty to highlight
improvement orsuccesses. Students should \ icw commentcards asacademic progress reports
pro\ iding warnings orhighlighting achievements. When comment cards arc used for warning
purposes, the student should immediate!) diseuss corrective assistance with his or her
instruct i Vcademic ad> isors and deans can also be very helpful in de\ eloping strategics for
improvement and identifying existing support services.
\t the end of each semester, instructors issue Failure Cards to students who fail courses.
I hese notations prO\ ide precise reasons toi a student's failing grades. Students and academic
advisors generall) find these comments instructive as they plan future coursework. In some
cases, when a student has performed exceptionally well or has accomplished something that
is particular!) noteworthy, an instructor ma) issue a Distinction Card at the end oi the
semesiei
I ranscripts
I he Office "I Student Records will furnish official transcript copies upon written request.
Iheie is no charge foi transcripts unless materials are requested to be sent b\ an overnight
deliver) service
llll \\\ VRDOF HONORS
( .inri.il Honors
honors <<»i i atin honors) are awarded with the degree on the basis oi an average ol
.ill grades earned at Bowdoin, with aminimum ol sixteen credits required foi thecomputation.
ompute the average, an \ is assigned bun points; a B, three points; a C, two points; a D,
point; and an I zero points Plus 4 1 I 01 minus! I modifiers add 01 subtract three tenths
I l.i it i redit courses are weighted as one halfcourse Credit grades are omitted
trom iiu- computation, but a D or 1 grade received in a course taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis
nut In " oi a course taken at Bowdoinoneoi more nines, onl) the in si grade
will be incli fl tde point avei GPA) is not rounded \ degree sununa
I to tudents whose GPA are in the top two percent (2%) of the
gnulii.r run umlaiuL is awarded to students w hoset IPAs are in the rest
raduating ( lass; and •> degree < um laud* is awarded to
OPA n< in id f the top twenty percent (20%) of the graduating class
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Courses taken off campus at one of the Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin Consortium sites are
considered Bowdoin courses. Grades earned in these courses are included in GPA calcula-
tions.
Departmental Honors: The Honors Project
The degree with a level of honors in a major subject is awarded to students who have
distinguished themselves in coursework in the subject and in an honors project. The award is
made by the faculty upon recommendation of the department or program.
The honors project offers seniors the opportunity to engage in original work under the
supervision of a faculty member in their major department or program. It allows qualified
seniors to build a bridge from their coursework to advanced scholarship in their field of study
through original, substantial, and sustained independent research. The honors project can be
the culmination of a student's academic experience at Bowdoin and offers an unparalleled
chance for intellectual and personal development.
Students who have attained a specified level of academic achievement in their field of
study by their senior year are encouraged to petition their department or program to pursue
an honors project carried out under the supervision of a faculty advisor. The honors project
usually takes place over the course of two semesters; some departments allow single-semester
honors projects. The honors project results in a written thesis and/or oral defense, artistic
performance, or showing, depending on the student's field of study. Students receive a grade
for each semester's work on the honors project and may be awarded a level of honors in their
department or program, as distinct from general honors.
The honors project process differs across departments and programs in terms of qualifi-
cation criteria, requirements for completion, the level of honors awarded, and the use of
honors project credits to fulfill major course requirements. In general, each semester's work
on an honors project will be considered an independent study numbered 401 or higher until
the honors project is completed. Students must complete an honors project to be eligible for
departmental or program honors. If students do not fulfill the requirements for completion of
the honors project but carry out satisfactory work for an independent study, they will receive
independent study credit for one or two semesters.
All written work in independent study accepted as fulfilling the requirements for depart-
mental honors is to be deposited in the College Library in a form specified by the Library
Committee.
Sarah and James Bowdoin Scholars (Dean's List)
The Sarah and James Bowdoin scholarships, carrying no stipend, are awarded in the fall on
the basis of work completed the previous academic year. The award is given to the twenty
percent of all eligible students with the highest grade point average (GPA). Eligible students
are those who completed the equivalent of eight full-credit Bowdoin courses during the
academic year, six credits of which were graded and seven credits of which were graded or
non-elective Credit/D/Fail. In other words, among the eight required full-credit courses or the
equivalent, a maximum of two credits may be taken Credit/D/Fail, but only one credit may
be for a course(s) the student chose to take Credit/D/Fail. Grades for courses taken in excess
of eight credits are included in the GPA. For further information on the College's method for
computing GPA, consult the section on General Honors on page 32, above.
A book, bearing a replica of the early College bookplate serving to distinguish the James
Bowdoin Collection in the library, is presented to every Sarah and James Bowdoin scholar
who has earned a GPA of 4.00.
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Students w ho receive College honors ha\ e their names sent to their hometown newspaper
b\ the Office of Communications. Students not w ishing to have their names published should
notify the office direct!)
.
DEFICIENCY IN SCHOLARSHIP
Students arc expected to make normal progress toward the degree, defined as passing the
equivalent of lour full-credit courses each semester. Students not making normal progress
ma\ he asked to make up deficient credits in appTO\ ed courses at another accredited institution
of higher education. In addition, students are expected to meet the College's standards oi
demic performance. The Recording Committee meets twice each year to review the
academic records o\ students who are not meeting these standards. Students are placed on
probation or suspension according to the criteria below : students on probation or suspension
:iot considered to be in )io(\\ academic standing. In cases o\ repeated poor performance.
a student ma\ be dismissed from the College.
icademk Probation
Students are placed on academic probation for one semester if they :
1. Receive one 1 or two Ds in an) semester:
2. Receive one D while on academic probation:
• Receive during then ten meat Bowdoin acumulative total offourDs orsomeequivalent
combination ^\ Is and Ds where one I ; is equivalent to two Ds.
Also, students arc placed on academic probation for one semester upon returning from
academic suspension. Students on academic probation w ill be assigned to work closel) w nil
then academic ad\ isor and a person from the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs. Students
BR required to enroll in four graded lull-credit courses while on academic probation. Students
Oil academic probation nonnalk are not eligible to Stud) awa\.
\eadi inic Suspension
students are placed on academic suspension if the)
I Receive two Fs, one I and two Ds. or four Ds in an) semester:
R eivc one I oi two Ds while on academic probation:
i\e during then tenure at Bowdoin a cumulative total of six Dsoi some equivalent
combination dl I s and Ds where one 1 is equivalent to two Ds,
tudenl on suspension toi academic deflcienc) normall) is suspended for one yeai and
m.
i
mplete coursework at anothei ac< reditedfoui year institution before being
limited Students are expected to cam grades ol C oi bettei in these courses Othei
foi readmission are set b) the Recording ( ommittee and staled in writing at the
time ot suspension A suspended student must submit .1 letter requesting readmission. I he
1 ommittec meets toconsidei these requests twice each year, once in late Jul)
e in mid D mb 1 \ studentwho is readmitted is eligible for financial aid, according
tudenl adheres to the relevant finarx ial aid deadlines
tudenl is readmitted, the Office ot Student Records will send course information
i" tiu- sumI rmaneni address unless an alternative address has been provided rhe
1^ nt will in- unable loparti< ipatc in ition until the 1 u si da) ol 1 lasses ot the
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semester in which he or she returns. Students are ineligible for housing until after they have
been readmitted and there is no guarantee that College housing will be available at that time.
While suspended, students are not permitted to visit campus without the written permission
of the dean of student affairs. Generally, permission to visit campus is only granted for
educational or health treatment purposes. Students are unable to participate in Bowdoin
College athletic programs until they have been readmitted. Students are permitted to submit
an application for Off-Campus Study (normal deadlines apply); however, they are not eligible
to apply for RA, proctor, or house resident positions until readmitted.
Dismissal
Students will be subject to dismissal if they:
1. Incur a second academic suspension; or
2. Receive during their tenure at Bowdoin a cumulative total of nine Ds or some equivalent
combination of Fs and Ds where one F is equivalent to two Ds.
OTHER ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
Leave of Absence
Students may, with the approval of a dean and in consultation with their academic advisor,
interrupt their Bowdoin education and take a lea\ e ofabsence to pursue nonacademic interests
for one or two semesters. The conditions governing a leave of absence are as follows:
1. Students must be in good academic and social standing at the end of the semester
immediately prior to the start of the leave.
2. Leaves typically begin at the start of a regular semester and may not extend beyond two
terms. Exceptions may be granted by the dean of student affairs.
3. Leave extensions, terminations, or cancellations must have the approval of a dean.
4. Students on leave are not considered enrolled at Bowdoin and are expected to leave the
College community. Exceptions may be granted by the dean of student affairs.
5. Students on leave may not transfer academic credit to Bowdoin for coursework taken
while on leave.
Students on leave of absence will be able to participate in course registration for the semester
in which they are expected to return. Materials will be sent to their permanent address unless
an alternative address has been provided. Students will be able to participate in the selection
of housing via a proxy process and are free to visit campus without the dean's permission.
While on leave, students are unable to compete in Bowdoin College athletic programs until
after the last day of exams prior to the semester that they are scheduled to return. Students are
permitted to submit applications for Off-Campus Study and for RA, proctor, or house resident
positions, and normal deadlines apply. Students are expected to return at the conclusion of
their leave. Readmission is unnecessary, and individuals retain financial aid eligibility if they
adhere to College deadlines.
To initiate a request for a leave of absence, students must complete a Leave of Absence
Request Form. These are available in the Dean of Student Affairs Office. Approvals for a leave
and the conditions associated with the leave will be provided' in writing to the student by the
dean.
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Medical/Personal Leave ofAbsence
Medical and emotional circumstances sometimes force students to temporarily interrupt their
Bowdoin education and take a medical leave of absence. To initiate a request for a medical
lease, the student or his/her advocate (advisor, parent, member of the Health Center or
Counseling Center staffs, etc.) should contact a dean who will coordinate the leave and
subsequent readmission. Approvals for a medical leave of absence and the conditions
associated with the leave will be provided in writing to the student by the dean.
While on medical leave, students may take courses with the permission of the dean o(
student affairs and as long as this does not interfere with their recover) and ability to return
to Bowdoin. Once a student is readmitted, the Office of Student Records will send course
information to his or her permanent address unless an alternative address has been provided.
Students on medical leave w ill be ineligible for housing until after they have been readmitted:
however there is no guarantee that College housing will be available at that time.
Students on medical leave are not considered enrolled at Bowdoin and are expected to
lease the College community. Further, the) are not permitted to visit campus without the
w ritten permission of the dean of student affairs. Generally, permission to visit campus is only
granted tor educational or health treatment purposes. Students are permitted to submit
applications for ( Wf-Campus Stud) (normal deadlines appl) ): however, the) are not eligible
to appl) for RA, proctor, or house resident positions until readmitted. Students on medical
leave retain financial aid eligibility if they adhere to College deadlines.
Involuntar} Leave of Absence
In unusual circumstances, the dean ol student affairs or his or her designee ma) place a student
on an msoluntars leave of absence. A student who has an) illness, behavior, or condition that
might endanger or damage the health or welfare o\ the student or ans other member o\ the
college community; or whose illness, behavior, or condition is such that it cannot be
effectivel) treated or managed while the student is a member ol the college community, mas
be sub|cct to an msoluntars leave of absence for medical reasons.
Students unable topa) then college bills ma) be subject toan insoluntars lea\ col absence
!«»i financial reasons.
I ransfer <»f ( redit from Other Institutions
I he Bowdoill degree certifies that a Student has completed a course o\ stud\ that meets
standards established b) the faculty. It is normall) expected that all ofa student's coursework
aitei matriculation will be completed either at Bowdoin or m an approved semester 01 yeai
long ofl Campus Stud] pn >et am I More information about such programs can be found in the
sec I k»u < hi Ol t ( ampus Studs beginning on page 4.V)
\p.iri from taking courses at Bowdoin 01 in approved off campus stud) programs, the
H/es that there may be rare occasions when it would serve a student's
ediK ationaJ interests to take courses el sew here foi credit toward the Bowdoin degree in such
• done elsewhere should represent a standard o| achievement comparable to
I
• vdoin m .1 held o| studs [ haracteristic Ol the liberal arts | he ( "oil.
mi credit foi professional 01 vocational stud) at othei institutions.
tlldent in. is transfrt .1 cumulative total ol no moie th. in lour credits Mom Stud) in
tool pn n I ollege does not regularly grant credit for work completed
through two ycai institutions, ondence, "i Internet programs, 01 abbreviated wintei
i.in Plai l lit is not granted t"i courses taken elseu here during the academic
Mim i.i iu i- • and with the prior approval ofthe Recording ( 'ommittee
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Students must apply to the Office of Student Records for permission to transfer credit in
advance of enrollment at another institution. The Application for Transfer of Credit requires
the approval of the advisor and the appropriate Bowdoin department chair as well as the
catalog description and syllabus of each course for which credit is desired. In certain cases,
students may be given conditional approval and be required to submit supporting documents,
including the course syllabus and all papers and exams, after the course has been completed.
The advisor, department chair, or Recording Committee may decline to grant credit if the
course or the student's work in the, course does not satisfy Bowdoin academic standards.
Credit is not awarded for courses in which the student has earned a grade below C- or for
courses taken on an ungraded basis.
No credit will be awarded until an official transcript showing the number of credits or
credit-hours and the grade(s) earned has been received from the other institution. It is the
student's responsibility to ensure that the transcript is sent directly to the Office of Student
Records, and the transcript must arrive in a sealed envelope. The transcript must be received
and permission to transfer credit secured within one year following the term in which the
course was taken. Credit may not be transferred if a longer time period has elapsed.
Transcripts of credit earned at other institutions that have been presented to Bowdoin
College for admission or transfer of credit become part of the student' s permanent record, but
are not issued, reissued, or copied for distribution. With the exception ofcourses taken through
the Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin Consortium, course titles and grades for courses that were
transferred from other institutions are not recorded on the Bowdoin transcript; credit only is
listed.
Students should be aware that credits earned elsewhere may not transfer on a one-to-one
basis; some courses may be accorded less (or more) than a full Bowdoin credit. Students are
advised to consult with the Office of Student Records in advance to learn the basis on which
transfer credit will be determined. For comparison purposes, students should know that one
Bowdoin course is generally understood to be equal to four semester-hours or six quarter-
hours.
Graduation
Students must complete and submit to the Office of Student Records the Notice of Intent to
Graduate by November 1 of the academic year in which they will graduate. Submission of this
form begins the final degree audit process and ensures that students receive all notices related
to Commencement. Students will generally receive written notice by May 1 that they have
been given preliminary clearance to graduate. Final clearance is determined after final grades
for the spring semester have been received and all academic work has been completed.
Students may take part in only one Commencement, and they are normally expected to
complete all degree requirements before they participate in graduation exercises. Students
with two or fewer credits remaining and who can expect to complete all requirements by the
end of the following August may be allowed to participate in Commencement but will not
receive a diploma. In such cases, the degree will actually be conferred at the May Commence-
ment following the completion of all requirements, and the diploma will be mailed to the
student at that time. Speakers at Commencement and other students playing visible leadership
roles in the ceremony must have completed all requirements for graduation.
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Resignation
Students ma> resign from Bowdoin at an) time. Resignation permanent!) terminates the
student's official relationship w ith the College, [fa student were to decide at some future date
to wish to return to Bowdoin. the student would need to reapph to the College through the
regular admissions process as a transfer student. Applicants tor readmission are reviewed on
ise-by-case basis and should contact the transfercoordinator in the Admissions Office for
tunher information. Given the permanenc) ofresignation, students are encouraged to diseuss
their plans thoroughl) with advisors, parents, and a dean.
\ decision to resign should he submitted in w riting using the Notification of Resignation
form, available in the Office ot the Dean of Student Affairs.
Students should consult the Expenses section o( this Catalogue for information about
tuition and room and board refunds.
statement ot Student Responsibilit)
The College Catalogue is made a\ ailable each year to ever) Bowdoin student. Also, students
have access to their academic records on Bearings, the College's student information system.
In all cases, the student bears ultimate responsibility for reading and follow ing the academic
policies and regulations of the College and for notih ing the Office of Student Records ofan)
problems in his or her records.
The Recording Committee and Student Petitions
I he Recording ( oinnuttcc is a standing committee of the College w hose purpose is to address
matters pertaining to the academic standing ofindividual students and to consider exceptions
to the policies and procedures governing academic life. The committee meets rcgulaiK to
consider individual student petitions and meets at the c\k\ of each semester to review the
records ofStudents who are subject to suspension or dismissal. Decisions of the committee are
final.
Students who are seeking exceptions to the academic regulations or curricular require-
ments must petition the Recording Committee. Petitions can be obtained from the Office of
the I )can ol Student Allans. All petitions require the signature of a dean, and, depending o\
the nature ol the request, some ma\ require supporting documentation from a facult) member.
doctor, orcounselor. I \ dean's signature on a petition signifies that the dean and student have
discussed the petition and petition process; u does not necessanl\ mean that the dean approves
• Hipp «its the petition. | Students are notiliedol the outcome h\ a letter I rom the Recording
( Committee
I In Readmission < ommittee
I he Readmission Committee meets twice a year, in late Jul) and in mid December, to
tidei the petitions ol students who are seeking to return from Academic Suspension.
iplinary] and/or Medical/Personal Leave ol Absence. Letters requesting readmis
i and supporting materials should be directed to the ( Office of the I lean of Student Affairs
Students on \cademu Suspension, Disciplinary Leave, and/oi Medical/Personal Leave ol
: not normally eligible to register for < lasses or make housing arrangements until
sen readmitted students seeking readmission are notified ol the outcome ol then
pcitii the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs
The Center for Learning and Teaching
Bowdoin College has a group of programs developed to support learning and teaching
throughout the curriculum. The three programs are housed together in Kanbar Hall and work
cooperatively to enhance Bowdoin' scurricular resources and to strengthen students' academic
experience. The Baldwin Center, the Quantitative Skills Program, and the Writing Project are
described below.
The Baldwin Center
The Baldwin Center opened in 1999-2000 with the mission of creating a space in which
students, faculty, and staff members can address issues related to learning at Bowdoin
College. Established through a gift to the College by Linda G. Baldwin '73, the center offers
resources to help students attain their academic goals and faculty to enhance student learning.
Based on an individualized and holistic approach to learning, the center offers activities
and services such as peer tutoring, study groups, and study skills workshops, as well as
individual consultation with peer academic mentors. Mentors help fellow students assess
their academic strengths and weaknesses and develop individually-tailored time manage-
ment, organizational, and study strategies. Mentors may be particularly useful to students
encountering difficulty balancing the academic and social demands of college life; struggling
to find more effective approaches to understanding, learning, and remembering new material;
experiencing problems with procrastination; or simply achieving the self-structuring de-
manded by an independent course or honors project.
In addition, the Baldwin Center provides a resource for faculty on teaching methods,
pedagogical innovations, and student learning styles and needs. The director works with the
Committee on Teaching and others to develop programs that support faculty members in their
efforts to understand and improve learning in their classrooms.
Quantitative Skills Program
The Quantitative Skills (Q-Skills) Program was established in 1996 to assist with the
integration of quantitative reasoning throughout the curriculum and to encourage students to
develop competence and confidence in using quantitative information. The program was
established in recognition of the conflicting realities of 1 ) an increasing demand to understand
and use quantitative information both in college-level work and for effective citizenship, with
2) the unevenness of quantitative preparation of entering students who arrive on campus from
a wide variety of secondary schools.
The Q-Skills Program assists students in a variety of ways. Entering students are tested to
assess their proficiency with quantitative material. Utilizing the test results and other
indicators, the Director of Quantitative Skills and faculty advisors counsel students to take
courses across the curriculum that will enhance their quantitative interpretation, representa-
tion, estimation, and manipulation skills. The Q-Skills Program supplements many of the
quantitative courses by providing small study groups led by trained peer tutors. Upon the
request of instructors, workshops on special topics are also provided by the Q-Skills Program.
One-on-one tutoring is available on a limited basis.
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The W ritinji Project
The Writing Project is a peer tutoring program based on the premise that students are uniquely
qualified to ser\e as intelligent, empathetie readers of one another's writing. As collaborators
rather than authorities, peer tutors facilitate the writing process for fellow students by
pro\ iding helpful feedback w bile encouraging \\ riters to retain an active and authoritative role
in writing and revising their work. Each semester, the Writing Project assigns specially
selected and trained writing assistants to a variety of courses by request of the instructor. The
assistants read and comment on earl\ drafts of papers and meet with the writers individually
to help them expand and refine their ideas, clarify connections, and improve sentence
structure. After revisions have been completed, each student submits a final paper to the
instructor along w ith the earl) draft and the assistant's comments. Student writers in any class
ma\ go through a similar process with writing assistants on a drop-in basis during evening
hours in the Writing Project Workshops.
Students interested in becoming writing assistants apply before spring break. Those
Bptcd enroll in a fall semester course on the theory and practice of teaching writing, offered
through the Department of Education. Successful completion of the course qualifies students
to serve as tutors in later semesters, w hen the) receiveastipend tor their work. A list of courses
participating in the Project will be available during the first week of each semester. For further
information, contact Kathleen O'Connnoi. director of the Writing Project, or \ isit the Writing
Project w eb site.
Special Academic Programs
Architectural Studies
Although the College offers no special curriculum leading to graduate study in architecture
and no major in architecture, students can construct a course of study combining art and
architecture studio courses with others in art history, environmental studies, physics, and other
related disciplines to prepare for architectural study. The architecture studio course is intended
to develop the ability to conceive and communicate architectural and spatial concepts in two
and three dimensions. Interested students should speak with members of the Visual Arts
Division of the Department of Art, with Jill Pearlman in the Environmental Studies Program,
or with members of the Career Planning Center staff as early in their Bowdoin careers as
possible.
Arctic Studies
A concentration in Arctic studies, offered through the Department of Sociology and Anthro-
pology, the Department of Geology, and the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum and Arctic
Studies Center, provides students with opportunities to explore cultural, social, and environ-
mental issues involving Arctic lands and peoples. Students interested in the Arctic are
encouraged to consult with the director of the Arctic Studies Center in order to plan an
appropriate interdisciplinary program, involving course work and field work at Bowdoin and
in the North.
Engineering Programs (3-2 Option)
Through an arrangement with the School of Engineering and Applied Science of Columbia
University and with the California Institute of Technology, qualified students may transfer
into the third year of an engineering option after completing three years at Bowdoin. After the
completion of two full years at the engineering school, a bachelor of arts degree is awarded
by Bowdoin and a bachelor of science degree by the engineering school. Columbia also has
a 4-2 plan, allowing students to complete their senior year at Bowdoin before pursuing a
master's degree. Students also may apply as transfer students during their junior year to any
approved school of engineering in the country. Dartmouth offers a number of options,
including taking the junior year at the Dartmouth engineering program, senior year at
Bowdoin, and fifth year at Dartmouth Thayer School of Engineering. Students should be
aware that admission to these schools is not automatic and does not assure financial aid.
Students interested in engineering programs should start planning early and should consult
regularly with Dale Syphers of the Department ofPhysics. All students must take Physics 103,
104, 223, 229, 300 or Mathematics 224; Chemistry 109; Mathematics 161, 171, and 181;
and Computer Science 103 or 107. They are also expected to have at least ten semester
courses outside of mathematics and science, one of which should be in economics.
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First-Year Seminars
The purpose of the first-year seminar program is to introduce students to eollege-level
disciplines and to lead students to understand the ways in which a specific discipline ma\
relate to other areas in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences. Each seminar places an
emphasis upon the improvement of students" skills—their ability to read texts effectively and
to write prose that is carelull) organized, concise, and firmly based upon evidence.
\ complete listing of first-year seminars being ottered m the 2004-2005 academic year
can be found on pages 135-45.
Health Professions \d\ ising
The Office of Health Professions \d\ ising pro\ ides students and recent graduates informa-
tion and guidance regarding a w ide range ot opportunities in health care. First-year students
interested m the health professions are encouraged to attend an introductory meeting during
orientation. The office sponsors panel discussions with health care providers, presentations
b\ admissions officers, and a variet) of workshops throughout the year to inform all students
of their options and ol" the requirements tor cutis into each field. The director is available to
meet with students in scheduled appointments. Assistance is offered with such issues as the
selection o\ courses, the pursuit of relevant experience outside the classroom, and the
application process.
\d\ isOT) networks ofhealth care professionals in the Brunswick area and of alumni/ae in
the health professions nationwide afford Opportunit) lor career exploration, and the Health
IV Sessions \d\ ising Web site contains links to main professional associations. A variet} o\
books and directories are available in both the Office of Health Professions Advising and in
the Career Planning ("enter. For further information, sec the office's Web site at
www bow dom.edu/healthprotessions.
I egal studies
Students considering the stud) of law should consult w ith the Legal Studies \d\ isor> Group
and the ( areer Planning Center. Members of the Legal Studies \d\isoi\ (iioup include
Richard 1 Morgan and Allen I . Springer, Department of Government and Legal Studies;
s Isaacson '70, Esq.; Kami ( 'lough. Esq., I Hrectorofthe w omen's Resource ("enter:
and J ames \\ est hot I . assistant direCtOI Ol the ( arcci Planning ( en lei. These uuh\ iduals assist
students in designing B coherent liberal arts program that relates to the studs ol law and allied
fields, and provide guidance on all aspects »>i the application process.
dom participates with Columbia I niversit) in an accelerated interdisciplinary pro
,il education I ndei the terms ol this program, Bowdoin students ma> appl) to
in the stud) <>i law aftei three years at Bowdoin Students who successfully complete the
requirements foi the I I ) at Columbia also receh c an \ B. from Bowdoin.




Student hing in schools <w enrolling in graduate programs in education
iiss rjieii plans with personnel in the I tepartment ol Education Bc< ausc courses
in education and psychology, along with a majoi In a teaching Held, are necessary i»>i
ition.it n planning early so that schedules can be accommodated (Foi
information on .< ninth »ption foi student teaching, see page 112.) Vn extensive
" Cat r Planning Centercontains information about graduate programs,
rimer an lups. volunteer opportunities with youth, and publi< and
( ir ii-t advising and credential file sen ices arc also available
Off-Campus Study
Students are encouraged to broaden and enrich their education through participation in
semester- and year-long programs of off-campus study. Whether off-campus study occurs
abroad or in the United States, the College regards it as an extension of the on-campus
educational experience and expects the courses in which students earn credit toward the
degree to be in a field of study characteristic of the liberal arts and to be comparable in
intellectual challenge to work done at Bowdoin.
A student who wishes to count academic credit earned in an off-campus study program
toward the Bowdoin degree is required to obtain approval, in advance, from the Office of Off-
Campus Study. If the student wishes to count credits earned in the program toward the major,
the approval of the major department is required as well. Students contemplating off-campus
study should consult Guidelines for Off-Campus Study distributed by the Office of Off-
Campus Study; they are urged to begin planning early in the academic year before that in
which they hope to study away, and must complete a request for permission to study away no
later than March 1. (Application deadlines for individual programs vary considerably; it is the
responsibility of the student to determine these deadlines and ensure that they are met.) To be
approved for Bowdoin degree credit, the proposed program of study away should satisfy the
College's academic standards and form an integral part of a student's overall academic plan.
Approval of individual requests may also be affected by the College's concern to maintain a
balance between the number of students away during the fall and spring terms.
Students are expected to carry a full course-load in any off-campus study program. Credit
earned is not formally transferred until the Office of Student Records has received and
reviewed appropriate documentation from the program. In some cases, it may be required that
the appropriate Bowdoin department review the student's completed work.
Bowdoin charges an off-campus study fee (see page 2 1 ). Financial aid normally continues
to be available for students who qualify.
Depending on their academic needs, students normally are expected to select from the
approved list of approximately 100 programs and universities kept by the Office of Off-
Campus Study. See below for information on approved programs in which Bowdoin students
participate by special arrangement with the sponsoring institutions.
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin (CBB) Off-Campus Study Programs
Bowdoin offers, in conjunction with Colby and Bates Colleges, programs that particularly
emphasize the integration of study abroad into the curriculum. There are CBB centers in South
Africa and the United Kingdom. Courses in these programs are taught by CBB faculty
members and host-country instructors, and are designed to make full use of the educational
and cultural resources of the region. CBB programs will not be offered after the 2004-05
academic year. For a description of courses offered on CBB programs in Cape Town and
London, see pages 92-100.
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\mcrican I ni\ersit\ W asbington Semester Program
The Washington Semester Program, based on American University's Tenle) campus in
\\ ashington, D.C., otters semesters on several topics, including American Polities (National
Government and Public Law ). Economic Policy, Foreign Policy, International Environment
and Development, Justice, and Peace and Conflict Resolution. Courses are taught by
American Universit) faculty. Students who w isfa to apply must be nominated by Bowdoin's
program representative, Janet Martin, in the Department ofGovernment and Legal Studies.
Hamilton College Junior Year in France
The Hamilton College Junior Year in France offers a combination of courses in the various
institutes and di\ isions of the I ni\eisit\ of Tans and in-house courses taken w ith students of
the program. Hamilton College French professors direct the full-year program on a rotating
basis.
Intercollegiate (enter tor Classical Studies in Rome
The Intercollegiate Center tor Classical Studies (ICCS) in Rome provides undergraduates
u ith an opportunity to stud) Roman art, archaeolog) . and historj .as well asGreek and Roman
literature. Italian language, and Renaissance and baroque Italian art. Under a consortia]
arrangement managed b> Duke Universit) . ICCS operates two semesters each academic > ear:
students generally enroll tor one semester during their junior year.
Institute for the International Education of Students (IKS)
II S operates semester and lull) cai programs m several foreign countries, W ith courses in the
humanities, languages, social sciences, natural sciences, mathematics, and line arts. In most
Cases II s < iffers .1 combination of classes taught expressl) lor Institute students and regular
course offerings at a local partner university. \\S programs approved tor participating
Bowdoin students include those in Buenos Aires (Argentina). Vienna (Austria). Nantes
ike i. Berlin and Freiburg (Germany), Milan (Italy), Nagoya (Japan), and Barcelona,
Madrid and Salamanca < Spain).
Intercollegiate Sri Lanka Education (ISLE) Program
I he isi i Program, in Kand) . Sri I anka, isaconsortial program affiliated vi ith the I fniversit)
<>i Peradeniya, and tor which Bowdoin istheagenc) college, isi I pro> ides uptotwent) lour
lents with the opportunit) to pursue academic interests in South Asia Course offerings
inc hide required language stud) . archaeolog) . ancient ami modern histor} . Buddhist philoso
ph\ and practice, BOCiaJ and gender issues, literature and folklore, politics and government,
environmental studies, dance, and independent study. Students live with Sri
I .ink.m host families and tout important archaeologi< al and religious sues.
Marine liiological Laboratory' Semester in Environmental Science
l hi- Marine Bi< I I aboratorj in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, offers the Semestei in
ironmental Science Program each t.iii .11 us ecological research arm, the I cosystems
i • ore lecture and laborator) courses, tquatu Ecosystems and rerrestrial
i ins and processes. Students also participate in one
Uvea Students use 'he skills learned throughout the semestei i<> develop and
t it • ; ndeni tr.un h projo
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South India Term Abroad (SITA) Program
The SITA Program operates in Tamil Nadu, India. Designed primarily for non-South Asia
specialists, SITA offers fall and spring programs, with courses in language, history, religion,
literature, social and cultural issues, and independent study. Participants live with host
families and tour several regions in South India.
The Swedish Program
The Swedish Program is sponsored by the University of Stockholm and a consortium of
American colleges and universities, including Bowdoin. It offers students the opportunity to
spend either a semester or a year studying comparative institutional organization and public
policy in complex industrial societies. Most courses are interdisciplinary in nature. The only
required course is a semester of Swedish language, but nearly all students take The Swedish
Model and Comparative Public Policy. Other courses offered typically include Women,
Swedish Society, and Culture; Swedish and European Film; Politics and Nationalism in
Eastern Europe; and Environmental Policy: A Sustainable Baltic Region.
Twelve College Exchange
The Twelve College Exchange provides Bowdoin students with the opportunity to study for
a year at Amherst, Connecticut, Dartmouth, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Trinity, Vassar, Wellesley,
Wheaton, or Williams Colleges or Wesleyan University. Also available through the Twelve
College Exchange are the Williams College-Mystic Seaport Program in American Maritime
Studies and the National Theater Institute.
Courses of Instruction
Tm DEPARTMENTS Of INSTRUCTION in the following descriptions o\' courses are listed in
alphabetical order. A schedule containing the time and place of meeting of all courses will be
issued before each period of registration.
EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED
| Bracketed Courses]: Courses that are not currently scheduled for a definite
semester, but \\ Inch ha\ e been offered w ithin the past ttwo consecutive \ ears,
arc enclosed in brackets.
* On leave for the fall semester.
** On leave for the spring semester.
I )n lease for the entire academic year.
a: Satisfies one semester of the distribution requirement for natural science
and mathematics.
b: Satisfies one semester o\' the distribution requirement for social and
bcha\ ioral sciences.
e: Satisfies one semester of the distribution requirement for humanities and
fine arts.
(I: Satisfies one semester o\' the distribution requirement for non-Eurocentric
studies.
Note: A feu courses have no letter designation. These courses ma\ count
toward graduation requirements, but do not meet distribution requirements.
Prerequisites: Indicates conditions that must be met in order to enroll in the
course.
( nurse Numbering. Courses are numbered according to the following
s\ stem:
lo 29 I list year seminars
Courses intended for the nonmajor
MM) i neral introductory courses
2(H) ; General intermediate-level courses
Independent study: Directed reading
Advanced onuses, including senior
seminars and topics courses
i mi Independent stud) Original or creative




Administered by the Africana Studies Committee;
Randolph Stakeman, Program Director and Chair
Harriet H. Richards, Program Coordinator
(See committee list, page 324.)
Joint Appointment with Art
Visiting Assistant Professor Julie McGee
Joint Appointment with Government
Assistant Professor Mingus Mapps
Joint Appointment with History
Associate Professor Randolph Stakeman
Joint Appointment with Sociology
Visiting Assistant Professor H. Roy Partridge, Jr.
Africana studies is an interdisciplinary program designed to bring the scholarly approaches
and perspectives of several traditional disciplines to bear on an understanding of black life.
Emphasis is placed on the examination of the rich and varied cultures, literature, and history
of black people in Africa and in the African diaspora, including the United States, the
Caribbean, and Latin America. Such a systematic interdisciplinary approach captures the
historic, multifaceted quality of African-American scholarship and allows the student to
integrate effectively the perspectives of several academic departments at the College.
Requirements for the Major in Africana Studies
The major in Africana studies consists of five required core courses, a concentration of four
additional courses, and a one-semester research project, for a total of ten courses. The core
courses
—
Africana Studies 101, 102, or 103; Sociology 208; English 275, 276, or 278;
History 236, 237, or 243; and History 262 or 267—have been chosen to give the student a
thorough background for the study of the black experience and to provide an introduction to
the varied disciplines of Africana studies. The four-course concentration is intended to bring
the methodologies and insights of several disciplines to a single problem or theme. Suggested
concentrations are Race and Class in American Society, Cultures of the African Diaspora,
Political Economy of Blacks in the Third World, and the Arts of Black America. Appropriate
courses to be taken should be worked out by the student and the director of the Africana Studies
Program. No more than one sub- 1 00 level course may count toward the major. Neither courses
taken Credit/D/Fail, nor courses in which the student receives a grade of D are accepted for
the major.
In addition, the research project, normally completed in the senior year, allows students to
conduct research into a particular aspect of the black experience. Students may complete their
research project as part of a 300-level course, or as an independent study under the direction
of one of the program's faculty. Students should consult with the director concerning courses
offered in previous years that may satisfy the program requirements.
Requirements for the Minor in Africana Studies
The minor in Africana Studies will consist of five courses in the Africana Studies program,
one of which will be an introductory course (either Africana Studies 101, 102 or 103) and
one of which will be a research course (either a 300-level seminar or an~mdependent study)
as a capstone course. In order to ensure that the minor will be multidisciplinary, no more than
three of the courses can be from the same department. Neither courses taken Credit/D/Fail,
nor courses in which the student receives a grade of D are accepted for the minor.
Courses ofInstruction
I irst-1 HUT Seminars
For a full description of first-year seminars, sec pages 137-45.
lllb.d. Racism. 1 all 2004 R \ Pxkikidge.
S SoOOlogJ lO.i
23c. (1. Ioni Morrison. Spring 2005. Celesti Goodro
I ngfisJl 23.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
|51c.d. Myth and Heroic Kpic of Africa.]
Idle. Political Econonrj of Race in America. Fall 2004. Randoi PH Si \ki man.
Investigales the politJcaJ and economic contexts surrounding racism in America. Looks at
the historical roots of that context, the historical and contemporary effects of racism, and the
implications of it tor our societ)
.
103b. Race and \merican Political Development 1 all 2004. Miv.i S MAPPS.
Examines theories of race, historical perspectives on race in America, black political
thought and public opinion, black political participation, and eontcmporar\ issues m black
politics. Concludes with a set ofreadings that encourage students to think about the future of
racial politics m the United States. (Same as Government 212.)
12 U. Efistorj ofJazz LI verj other year. Fall 2005. James McCalj \.
\ surve) ofjazz's development firom its African American roots in the late nineteenth
centuf) through the Sw ing Eraofthe 1930s and 1940s, and follow m>j the great Sw ing artists
—
I .ins Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Billie Holiday, and Benin Goodman—through their
later careers. Emphasis on musical elements, but much attention to cultural and historical
text through readings and videos. (Same as Music 121.'
122c. Efistorj ofJan 11. Ever) other year. Fall 2006. J wu sMcCalla.
\ mrve) ot jazz*sdevelopment from thecreation ofbebop in the 1940s through thepresent
day, e g . from Charlie Parker and Dizz) Gillespie through such artists as Joshua Redman.
James Carter, and the \rt Ensemble of Chicago. I mphasis on musical elements, but much
attention tOCultural and historical context through readings and \ ideOS. I Same as Music 1 22.
)
I.VSt al. Music of the ( aribbean. Fall 2004. Jo\\\ \ Rossi
.
Surveys various musical traditions ot the Caribbean, paying attention to the relation
between lociohistorical context and artistic practice. Organized b) geographic region, but
>uU\ i uch largei issues as colonialism, nationalism, race, gender, and class (Same as
I -it iii \nitin an Studies 138 and Music 138.)
I <'>o Ih. ( ml War I .... I all 2004 PATRM K RaEL.
mines the coining »>1 the ( i\ il \\ ai and the uai itSCli in all its aspects ( oiisuleis the
mi| American SOCiet) on the coming ot the war. the sectional crisis and
i of the | irty system, the practice ofCivil War waifare, and social ramifications ol
Ik t Includes readings ol novels ..ml viewing ol films Students are expec ted to enta
witt knowledge "i American history, and acommitment to participating in large v. lass
(liston 139.
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205c,d. Motown to Hip Hop: Black Culture and Society in the Post-Civil Rights Era.
Spring 2005. Randolph Stakeman.
A look at the relationship between music and social conditions from the apex of the Civil
Rights Movement in 1963 to the present. Looks at both the political economy of music
production and the cultural meanings of the music and its relation to social conditions. (Same
as History 240.)
Prerequisite: Previous course in Africana studies or history.
206b. Media Representations of Reality. Fall 2005. Kirk Johnson.
Examines social forces that contribute to mass-media representations of race, social class,
gender, and sexual preference in historical and contemporary America. Focuses on the roles
of government, corporations, and media professionals in the creation of news, entertainment
programming, and advertising. Considers the nature of objectivity and fairness, internaliza-
tion of imagery, the corrective potential of media-workplace diversity, distinctions between
reality and stereotype, and tension between free-market economics and social responsibility.
(Same as Sociology 206.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or permission of the instructor.
208b,d. Race and Ethnicity. Fall 2004. Janet Lohmann.
The social and cultural meaning of race and ethnicity, with emphasis on the politics of
events and processes in contemporary America. Analysis of the causes and consequences of
prejudice and discrimination. Examination of the relationships between race and class.
Comparisons among racial and ethnic minorities in the United States and between their
situations and those of minorities in other selected societies. (Same as Sociology 208.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101, or permission of the instructor.
213b. Race, Inequality, and Social Policy. Spring 2005. Mingus Mapps.
Explores the causes, consequences of, and possible solutions to economic inequality in the
United States. Studies the puzzling and troubling persistence of poverty in the United States,
one of the richest nations in the history of the world. Notes stark economic divisions of
American society despite tenets of political and social equality central to the American creed.
Studies the growing economic gap between rich and poor and the changing profile of poverty,
with increasing over-representation ofwomen, young people, and racial minorities among the
poor. A wide variety ofreadings provides historical perspectives to explain these trends, while
other material presents social scientific explanations of the causes and consequences of
poverty. Encourages students to formulate their own ideas about the causes of and solutions
to economic inequality in the United States. (Same as Government 213.)
217b,d. Overcoming Racism. Spring 2005. Roy Partridge.
Explores and critiques a variety of proposed solutions for healing racism in the United
States. A working definition ofracism is developed through a careful examination ofthe social
structures that support the continuance of racism and discrimination based on race in the
United States. The dominant/subordinate relationships of European Americans with African
Americans, Latino/a Americans, Native Americans, and Asian Americans are reviewed.
(Same as Sociology 217.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 10 or 101, or Anthropology 101.
Courses ofInstruction
225c Race and Representation in the English Renaissance. Spring 2005. Aaron Kitch.
What does race mean in the English Renaissance? What literary strategies do authors from
Shakespeare to Thomas Browne use in order to represent ethnic, religious, and cultural
otherness } How is race as a political or social category dependent on such acts of represen-
tation? Studies examples ofprose, poctr\ . and drama in the period, along with travel narratives
of colonial exploration, accounts of the nascent slave trade in Africa, scientific treatises on
race, and paintings with raeialized subjects. Authors include Walter Raleigh. Sir Francis
1 hake, Edmund Spenser. Richard Hakluyt. Michael Drayton. Sir Philip Sidney, Shakespeare,
Francis Bacon. Ben Jonson. Thomas Browne, and Lady Mary Worth. (Same as English 225.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or l()()-level course in the English department.
227c,d. Modern and Contemporary African Art. Fall 2004. Ji lie McGee.
\n introduction to modern and contemporary art from Africa and the discourses that frame
its history, the artists, and their works. Issues considered include authenticity, tradition,
modernit}
. nationality, and African diasporic art. Also examines the complex relationship o\'
African art to colonialism. European art. and its discourse, and the influence of globalization
and popular culture. Students are not expected to have prior knowledge of African art. but
some background in either Africana studies (theoretical discourses) or art history (historical
and stylistic traditions) is recomended. (Same as Art History 269.)
1 230c. .|a// on Film.|
23.M).d. Peoples and Cultures of Africa. Spring 2005. Scott MacHachi kv
Introduction to the traditional patterns o\' livelihood and social institutions o\' African
peoples, following a brief overview of African geography, habitat, and cultural history,
lectures and readings covet a representative range of types of economy, polity, and social
anization, from the smallest hunting and gathering societies to the most complex states and
empires. Emphasis upon understanding the nature of traditional social tonus: changes in
African societies in the colonial and post-colonial periods are examined, but arc not the
principal locus of the course. (Same as Anthropolo^\ 233.)
Prerequisite: Previous course in anthropology.
23()c.d. The Histor\ of African Americans, 1619-1865. Spring 2005. PATRICK RAEL.
[mines the histor) ofAfrican Americans from the origins ol slaver) in America through
the death of slaver) during the ( W il War. Explores a vt ide range of topics, including the old
World contexts o| ftlaver) m North America, the Atlantic slave trade, the emergence o\
plantation MX ids . control and resistance on the plantation, the culture and t'amik Structure
ot enslaved African Americans, free black communities, and finally, the coming ol the Ch il
w
.H and the death ol slaver) Sources include important slave narratives and several films.
i S.uii Histor \ 2}<}
[237c,d\ I in l lisioi \ of African \iniTicaiiN from 1865 to the Present.]
[238c4. Reconduction.]
241< . ih. < ml Rights Movement l all 2005. Dand i Levine
11 the period from i ( > s A to l (>7() and shows how various individuals and
for racial justice for decades Speual.iiu-iiiioiiispaidiosoci.il
from the N \ M P to the SNCCandto important individuals, both well
known hington) and less well known (John Doar). Readings mostly in primar)
'1 • ofthePBSvid Eyes on the Prize." (Same as History 243.)
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245c. Bearing the Untold Story: Gender, Race, and Ethnicity in the United States. Fall
2005. Jhnnii er Scanlon.
Women ofcolor are often ignored or pushed to the margins. There is a cost to that absence,
obviously, for women of color. As Zora Neale Hurston put it, "There is no agony like bearing
an untold story inside you." There is also a cost to those who are not women of color, as women
of color are encountered as objects, rather than subjects. Addresses the gaps and explores the
histories and contemporary issues affecting women of color and their ethnic/racial commu-
nities in the United States. (Same as History 245 and Women's Studies 245.)
[256b,d. African Archaeology: The Roots of Humanity.]
[262c,d. Slavery and the Slave Trade in Pre-Colonial Africa.]
[264c,d. Islamic Societies in Africa.]
265c,d. The History of South Africa. Fall 2004. Randolph Stakeman.
An introduction to the political and economic processes that have shaped black/white
relations and an examination of the prospects for the development of a successful multi-racial
society, economic development, and political stability. (Same as History 265.)
[266c,d. African History to 1850.]
267c,d. Africa Since 1850. Spring 2005. Randolph S i akeman.
An examination of the most important events of the past 1 50 years that have shaped today's
Africa. Topics include the East African slave trade and the end of slavery in Africa, Islamic
jihads and states, European conquest and forms of resistance and collaboration, the nature of
colonial rule, the emergence of cash cropping and ( forced) migrant labor, African nationalism
and "flag" independence, the rise and fall of Apartheid, and the political troubles of post-
independence Africa. (Same as History 267.)
[271c,d. Returning the Gaze: Issues in Black Photography.]
272c,d. African American Art and the Modernist Discourse. Fall 2004. Julie McGee.
A consideration ofmodernism through African American art and visual culture. Examines
the intersection ofblack aesthetics with modernist aesthetic paradigms. Includes the confluence
and incongruence of African American art with canonical histories of European and
American modernism, primitivism and abstraction. Themes include notions of the primitive
and appropriation, narrative, and modernist expressions of race, nation, sexuality, and the
erotic. Topics include the New Negro, the Harlem Renaissance, Jazz Age Paris, and New
York. Among the artists considered are Aaron Douglas, Romare Bearden, Norman Lewis,
James VanDerZee, Hale Woodruff, Lois Jones, and Elizabeth Catlett. (Same as Art History
272.)
[275c,d. African American Fiction: Counterhistories.]
[276c,d. African American Poetry.]
[277c.Topics in Nineteenth-Century American Literature: Empire of Feeling.]
279c. Introduction to African-American Literature. Fall 2004. Dan J. Moos.
An introduction to African-American studies, with a particular emphasis on African-
American literature. Focuses on literature spanning the output of African-American writing,
with close attention to the themes of slavery, assimilation, racial separation, and black
nationalism. Approaches these texts more or less chronologically, so as to build a coherent
historical narrative of African-American issues. Goals are to explore fundamental issues of
African-American life since the mid-eighteenth century and to providejhe background to
encourage further study in this field, as well as in ethnic studies, American literature, and
American history more generally. (Same as English 279.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
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281c. Urican- American Utopias: Colonization, Emigration, and Black Nationalisms.
Spring 2005. Dan J. Moos.
\s earl) as 1 7 ~3. African Americans petitioned whites in power for their removal from
America so thai the) might start a communit) or nation of their own. Examines the impulses
toward colonization and emigration in African-American history, including movements that
looked to Africa as an African-American state. Looks at historical documents, essays, and
speeches, hut focuses primaril) on the speculative possibilities offered by African-American
authors such as Oscar Micheaux. Martin R. Delanv. Surron Griggs, and Toni Morrison.
Explores real and fictional blaek nations, black tow ns. and even secret blackgovernments and
tries to determine the impulse for this departure, as well as the ideological import of black
separation from the American nation. (Same as English 281.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
307b. Race and Representation. Spring 2005. Mingus Mapps.
Explores a question that has been central to American polities since the founding of the
Republic: (toes theAmerican political system pro\ ide for the fairrepresentation ofminorities?
I he primar) goal is to develop thoughtful answers to that question. Early readings review
ideas philosophers have developed about political representation, which provide the theoreti-
cal framework tor examining current problems m political representation. Explores a wide
range ofdebates, including disputes over the representation of racial minorities in American
polities, the accurac) of the United States census, and the impact alternative voting systems
might have on political representation. Although readings primaril) focus on the experience
ol racial minorities in the United States, the issues explored are relevant to a wide range o\
political minorities, and to those interested in how to build just democracies in diverse and
complex societies. (Same as Covernmcnt 307.)
33 led. Advanced Topics in Caribbean Music. Spring 2005. Joanna Bossi
Music is a sign system tor expressing how we feel about our place in the world, and is
particular!) adept tor capturing the paradoxical nature of existence. Examines the diverse
musical traditions of the Caribbean and the relationship between musical expression and
Collective identit) formation, including such issues as the role o\ music in the construction o\
J.iss. race, nation, and gender. Engages Students in discussion o\ how the legacies of
colonialism, slavery, and United States imperialism inform artistic practice in present-da)
( Caribbean s<»^ ieties. Includes extensive reading ol SCholarl) literature, as well as listening and
writing assignments (Same as Latin American Studies 331 and Music 331.)
Prerequisite: < me prc\ ious course in I aim American Studies.
336c,d. Research in Nineteenth-Centur) I nited States History. Spring 2005. Patrick
Rahl
\ i esc. ik h course for majors and interested non majors that culminates in a single 25 ;i I
papei Students ma) choose an) topic in Civil V/ai oi African American
history, broadl) defined rhisisa spec ial opportunity to delve into Bowdoin's rich collections
ofprirnar) source documents (Same as rDstorj -^M* I
Prerequisite Oneprevioti e in 1 nited States histor)
Art 53
344c. African American Cinema to 1950. Spring 2005. Dan J. Moos.
Examines early African-American cinema from its inception in the first two decades of the
twentieth century to 1950. Looks primarily at all-black cast films, many from African-
American directors and producers, but begins by looking at the dominant images of African
Americans in mainstream studio films of the time in order to understand the images that black
film makers insisted on countering over the next decades. Engages issues of technique,
content, and audience. Examines the relationship between Hollywood and independently
produced black films. Viewings include early films from Oscar Micheaux and the Colored
Players Film Corporation, an all-black-cast Western, 1940s melodramas, a U.S. military
propaganda film, and musicals. (Same as English 344.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
291-294. Intermediate Independent Study.































The Department of Art comprises two programs: art history and criticism, and visual arts.
Majors in the department are expected to elect one of these programs. The major in art history
and criticism is devoted primarily to the historical and critical study of the visual arts as an
embodiment of some of humanity's cultural values and a record of the historical interplay of
sensibility, thought, and society. The major in visual arts is intended to encourage a sensitive
development of perceptual, creative, and critical abilities in visual expression.
Requirements for the Major in Art History and Criticism
The art history major consists often courses, excluding first-year seminars. Required are Art
History 101 ; one non-Eurocentric course numbered 1 1 or higher; one from Art History 209,
210, 212, 213, 214, 215, 226; one from Art History 222, 223, 224, or 232; one from Art
History 240, 241, 242, 252, 254, 262, or 264; one additional 200-level course; two 300-level
seminars; and two additional art history courses numbered above 101, one of which may be
an independent study. Art history majors are also encouraged to take courses in foreign
languages and literature, history, philosophy, religion, and the other arts.
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Interdisciplinary Majors
The department participates in interdisciplinary programs in art histon and archaeology and
in art histon and visual arts. See page 177.
Requirements for the Minor in Art History and Criticism
The minor consists of five courses, excluding first-year seminars. Required courses are Art
Histor\ 101; two 200-level courses; one 300-level course; and one additional art history
course numbered above 101.
The major and the minor in visual arts are described on page 58.
COURSES IN THE HISTORY AND CRITICISM OF ART
First-Year Seminars
lor a full description oi first-) car seminars, sec pages 137-45.
13c.d. Stories and Scrolls. 1 all 2004. Di -mn Deanna Lee.
Same is Asian Studies 13.)
15c. \rt Works, \rtists, and Audiences. Fall 2004. Stiimii n Pi kkinson.
20c. Living Spaces. Spring 2005. Linda Docherty.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
Mile. Introduction to \\ estern Art. Fall 2004. Sn phen Pi km\s<>\.
\ chronological survej of the art of the Western world (Egypt, the Near East, Europe, and
the European-based culture of North America), from the Paleolithic period of prehistoric
Europe to the present. Considers the historical context of ail and its production, the role ofthe
artist in society, Style and the problems of Stylistic tradition and innovation, and the major
themes and B) mbols of Western art. Required of majors and minors in art history and \ lsual
ails I his course is a prerequisite lor most upper-level courses in the hisioi\ of art
HMc.d. Introduction to \sian Art and Architecture. Spring 2005. l)i \i\ l)i \\\ \ I 1 1 .
\ selected surve) of art and architecture, primaril) in South and East Asia from the
lithic period to the modern era Material ranges from ceramics ami hron/c vessels to
temples ami icons to narrative painting and public buildings. ( lonsiders null \ iilual works and
in st\ listic terms ami u ithin religious, political, ami social contexts. Not open to Students
who have taken \rt Histor \ 140 01 \sian Studies 140. (Same as Asian Studies 103.)
I 30c^L Introduction to \rt from \ncient Mexico and Peru. Spring 2006. Si S w Wl I \i R.
mi onoioLMc.il surve) oi the arts created b) majoi cultures of ancient Mexico ami Peru.
K-ik an cultures studied include the ()hm\ . I colihuacan. the Ma\a. and the A/tec up
through the arrival ol the Europeans. South Vraerican < ultures such as ( ha\ m. Nasca, and
amined Painting, sculpture, and architecture arc considered in the context ol
i"n an R lings mi translation include Mayan myth and chronicles ol the
209l . hilt u(! in ti«»n to ( ,i a rk \rchaeolo^\. I all .'DOS JAMES rUOQINBOTHAM.
Introduces the techniques and methods ol classical archaeology .is revealed through an
" i iaicii.il culture I mphasis upon the majot monuments and artifacts ol
id from pi i" the Hellenists age Architecture, sculpture, fresco
paint id othei minor an uunined at such sites as Knosaot, Mycenae, Athens,
phi ami ( )K uipi.i Considci the nature of this an haeologi( .il evidence and the relation
:i archacolog) to othei discipline?! such as art history, history, and d.issus
implements illustrated pi esei nations oi the majoi an haeologu il Finds ol
ime as \rchacolou) 101.
)
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210c. Introduction to Roman Archaeology. Fall 2004. Molly Swetnam-Burland.
Surveys the material culture of Roman society, from Italy's prehistory and the origins of
the Roman state through its development into a cosmopolitan empire, and concludes with the
fundamental reorganization during the late third and early fourth centuries of our era. Lectures
explore ancient sites such as Rome, Pompeii, Athens, Ephesus, and others around the
Mediterranean. Emphasis upon the major monuments and artifacts of the Roman era:
architecture, sculpture, fresco painting, and other "minor arts." Considers the nature of this
archaeological evidence and the relationship of classical archaeology to other disciplines such
as art history, history, and classics. Assigned reading supplements illustrated presentations of
the major archaeological finds of the Roman world. (Same as Archaeology 102.)
[213c. Early Medieval and Byzantine Art.]
[214c. Romanesque and Gothic Art.]
[215c. Illuminated Manuscripts and Early Printed Books.]
218c,d. Later Chinese Painting: Art of Emperors, Scholars, Merchants, and Courte-
sans. Fall 2004. Dk-nin Dkanna Li i .
Surveys the history of painting in China during the Yuan, Ming, and Qing dynasties, or
from approximately the late thirteenth through the late nineteenth century. Topics include
court patronage, the rise of both scholar-amateur and professional painters, and women in
painting. (Same as Asian Studies 218.)
220c,d. Other Modernisms: Art in Twentieth-Century China. Fall 2005. De-nin Deanna
Lee.
Examines the multitude of visual expressions Chinese artists adopted, re-fashioned, and
rejected during the political struggles of the twentieth century, from the May Fourth
Movement of 1919 through the Cultural Revolution ( 1966-76) and (almost) to the present
day. Major themes include the tension between identity and modernity, the relationship
between art and politics, and the impact ofglobalization and an international art market. (Same
as Asian Studies 220.)
222c. Art of the Italian Renaissance. Fall 2004. Susan Wegner.
A survey of the painting, sculpture, and architecture ofltaly in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and
sixteenth centuries, with emphasis on major masters: Giotto, Masaccio, Donatello, Brunelleschi,
Alberti, Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Titian, and Michelangelo.
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or permission of the instructor.
223c. The Arts of Venice. Spring 2005. Susan Wegner.
Venice is distinctive among Italian cities for its political structures, its geographical
location and its artistic production. This overview of Venetian art and architecture considers
Venice's relationships to Byzantium and the Turkish east, Venetian colorism in dialogue with
Tuscan-Roman disegno, and the impact of Venice on foreign artists, such as Diirer, Rubens,
and Velazquez. It also examines the role ofwomen as artists, as patrons and as subjects of art.
Includes art by the Bellini family, Giorgione, Titian, Veronese, Tintoretto, Tiepolo, Canaletto,
Rosalba Camera, and the architecture of Palladio.
224c. Mannerism. Spring 2005. Susan Wegner.
Mannerism in art and literature. Artists include Michelangelo, Pontormo, Rosso, Bronzino,
El Greco. Themes include fantasy and imagination, ideal beauty (male and female), the erotic
and grotesque, and the challenging of High Renaissance values. Readings include artists'
biographies, scientific writings on the senses, formulas for ideal beauty, and description of
court life and manners. Uses the Bowdoin College Museum of Art's collection of sixteenth-
century drawings, prints, and medals.
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226c Northern European Art off the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries. Spring 2005.
S 1 1 phi n Perkins
Surve) s the painting ofthe Netherlands, German) . and France. Topics include the spread
of the influential naturalistic st\le ofCampin, van Eyck, and van derWeyden; the confron-
tation Vk ith the classical art of Ital> in the work of Diner and others: the continuance of a nati\ e
tradition in the work of Bosch and Bruegel the Elder: the changing role ofpatronage; and the
rise of specialties Mich as landscape and portrait painting.
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or permission ol the instructor.
232c Art in the Age off Velazquez, Rembrandt, and Cara\aggio. Spring 2006. Susan
• IK.
The art of seventeenth-century Europe. Topics include the revolution in painting carried
out b\ Caravaggio, AnnibaleCarracci, and their followers in Rome: the developmentofthese
trends in the w orks of Rubens. Bernini. ( leorges de la Tour, Poussin. and others: and the rise
ofan independent school ofpainting in Holland. Connections between art. religious ideas, and
political conditions arc stressed.
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or permission of the instructor.
242c. Nineteenth-Century European Art. Fall 2004. Linda Dochi rty.
Painting and sculpture in Western Europe from 1750 to 1 900 with emphasis on France.
England, and Germany. Individual artists are studied in the context of movements that
dominated the century: aeoclassicism, romanticism, realism, impressionism, post-imprcs
sionism. and symbolism. The influence o\ art criticism, the relationship between art and
society, and the emergence of the a\ ant-garde in this period are also discussed.
Prerequisite: Art 101 or permission of the instructor.
252c. Modern Art. ball 2005 and ball 2006. Pwn i \ b'l i rCHER.
\ stud) of the modernist movement in visual art in Europe and the Americas, beginning
with post impressionism and examining, in succession: expressionism, fauvism, cubism.
futurism, COnstructi\ ism. I )ada. surrealism, the American affinities ofthese HUH emails, and
the Mexican muralists. Modernism is analyzed in terms ot the problems presented In its social
situation; its relation tootherelementsofculture; its place m the historical tradition ofWestern
.at. and Us invocation Ol archaic, primitive, aiul Asian cultures.
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or permission of the instructor.
254c ( ontemporarj \rt. Spring 2006. Pami i \ Fi i n m a.
\n ol l urope ami the Vmericas since World War ll. with emphasis on the New York
school IntroducfoT) oven icu ol modernism. Detailedexamination ol abstract expressionism
and minimalist developments; pop. Conceptual, ami en\ ironnient.il .ut: ami I in ope. in abstrac
tion Concludes with an examination ol the international consequences ol modernist and
temporary developments, the impact <>i new electronic and technological media, and the
critical deb. ite siifrounding the subject oi postmodernism.
Prerequisil \rt Histor) Mil mi 252. »>i permission of»fhe instructoi
2f»2( XintiK.in \rt Iriiin the ( olnnial Period 1 « » the (nil War. Spun" '000 I i\i>\
t Vmerican architecture sculpture, painting, and decorative aits from theit
in .il origins through then development mi" .i distinctive national tradition 1 mphasis is
placed "u understanding Vmerican ait in its historical context I ield trips t<> tin- Bowdoin
(••li M ri ol Vrt and environs of architectural interest
- \ni, in. in \it II: ( imI War I., 1945.1
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268c. Photography and Identity. Spring 2005. Linda Docherty.
The history of American photography as a means of documenting, interpreting, and
constructing American identity. Portraiture, landscape, and genre are studied in relationship
to historical developments and theories of national character.
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or permission of the instructor.
269c.d. Modern and Contemporary African Art. Fall 2004. Julie McGee.
An introduction to modern and contemporary art from Africa and the discourses that frame
its history, the artists, and their works. Issues considered include authenticity, tradition,
modernity, nationality, and African diasporic art. Also examines the complex relationship of
African art to colonialism, European art and its discourse, and the influence of globalization
and popular culture. Students are not expected to have prior knowledge of African art, but
some background in either Africana studies (theoretical discourses) or art history (historical
and stylistic traditions) is recomended. (Same as Africana Studies 227.)
[271c,d. Returning the Gaze: Issues in Black Photography.]
272c,d. African American Art and the Modernist Discourse. Fall 2004. Julie McGee.
A consideration ofmodernism through African American art and visual culture. Examines
the intersection of black aesthetics with modernist aesthetic paradigms. Includes the confluence
and incongruence of African American art with canonical histories of European and
American modernism, primitivism and abstraction. Themes include notions of the primitive
and appropriation, narrative, and modernist expressions of race, nation, sexuality, and the
erotic. Topics include the New Negro, the Harlem Renaissance, Jazz Age Paris, and New
York. Among the artists considered are Aaron Douglas, Romare Bearden, Norman Lewis,
James VanDerZee, Hale Woodruff, Lois Jones, and Elizabeth Catlett. (Same as Africana
Studies 272.)
Seminars in Art History
The seminars are intended to utilize the scholarly interests of members of the department and
provide an opportunity for advanced work for selected students who have successfully
completed enough of the regular courses to possess a sufficient background. Admittance to
all seminars requires permission of the instructor. The department does not expect to give all,
or in some cases any, seminars in each semester. As the seminars are varied, a given topic may
be offered only once, or its form changed considerably from time to time.
315c. Art in the Late Medieval Courts. Spring 2005. Stephen Perkinson.
In the late Middle Ages, the aristocratic courts of northern Europe commissioned some of
the most spectacular works of art ever created. Rulers built massive palaces whose walls were
hung with tapestries, commissioned sculptures and paintings to decorate their castles and
chapels, displayed their wealth with fashions and jewelry, and purchased manuscripts whose
illuminations projected a mythic vision of noble culture. Explores the connections between
art and political power in this period, tracing objects as they moved from the studios of their
creators and passed through the hands of the individuals who exchanged them as gifts or
amassed them in collections. Also discusses how art defined social roles, dividing society into
groups according to gender and class. In addition to reading a number of important art
historical studies, students examine a handful of literary texts that help reconstruct the visual
culture of the courts.
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or permission of the instructor.
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322c.d. Buddhist Art in Asia. Spring 2005. De-mn Deanna Lee.
Examines the complex art and architecture of the Buddhist religion in Asia. Students gain
understanding ofthe basic teachings ofBuddhism in order to understand the religious context
of art objects and architectural sites. Begins with the time ofAshoka (272-31 B.GE.) in India
and continues through medieval and modern East and Southeast Asia. Considers how local
conditions — cultural, social, and political — shape religious expression. (Same as Asian
studies 322
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing or above, and Art History 101 or Art History 140 or
permission of the instructor.
333c. Studies in Seventeenth-Century Art: Cara>a»»»io and Artemisia Gentileschi. Fall
4. Si SAN WBGNER.
Constrasts two artists — one male, one female — whose powerful, naturalistic styles
transformed European painting in the seventeenth century. Starting with a close examination
of the artists' biographies (in translation), focuses on questions o\' the artists' education,
artistic theory, Style as a reflection of character, and myths and legends of the artists' lives.
Vlsoexamines the meanings ofseventeenth-century images of heroic women, such as Esther,
Judith, and l.ucretia. in light of social and cultural attitudes of the times.
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or permission of the instructor.
365c. Picturing Nature. Fall 2004. Linda Dot herty.
Examines images ofAmerican nature from the age ofdiscovery to the present day. Views
ofnature as v« ilderness, landscape, anden\ ironment are studied in historical context. Students
work \\ ith original paintings, prints, and photographs in the Bowdoin College Museum of Art
and special collections. (Same as Environmental Studies 365.)
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or Environmental Studies 101. or permission of the
instructor.
2'>lc-2 (Mc. Intermediate Independent Study in Art History. Aki History lu i ity.
401c—404c Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Art History. Aki Hisiom
I i n.
VISUAL ARTS
Requirements for the Major in \ Isual \rts
/en courses an required in the department, to include Visual Arts 150, 160, 250, and 260;
foul other courses m the \ isual arts, .it least one ol VI Inch must he numbered 270 or higher;
\i t Histm \ KM ; and two oilier courses in art histor)
Requirements for the Minor in \ isual Arts
minoi , <'HMstsut six courses \ isual Vrts 150, 160, either250 or 260, plustwo additional
ti<« , ..iiiscN. .ii least oik- oi u inch must he mi inhered 270 oi higher; and Art Histor) MM.
nsc-s without prerequisites are frequentl) oversubscribed; preference in
illmenl is then given to tnsi and second yeai students .is well as to juniors and seniors
fulfilling requirements ol the \isn.il .nts majoi oi rninor.
150c. Drawing I. i all 2(HM and Sprifl ' MULLEN AND MARK Wethu.
\n rntroductiofi todra ith an emphasis on the development of perceptual, organi
national, and critical abilities Studio projec iseni.nl objective observation andanalysisol si ill-
lite. Lu and figurative lubjects; exploration ol the abstract formal organization ol
graphs ion; and the development ofacritical vocabulary ol visual principles I ectures
.im I group critique nt studio proje< ts in various drawing media
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160c. Painting I. Fall 2004. James Mullen. Spring 2005. Mark Wethli.
An introduction to painting, with an emphasis on the development of perceptual, organi-
zational, and critical abilities. Studio projects entail objective observation and analysis of still-
life, landscape, and figurative subjects; exploration of the painting medium and chromatic
structure in representation; and the development of a critical vocabulary of painting concepts.
Lectures and group critiques augment studio projects in painting media.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 150.
165c. Principles of Design. Every yefar. Spring 2005. Judy Gailen.
Studio course that stimulates students to consider the world of a play, dance, or perfor-
mance piece from a designer's perpective. Through projects, readings, discussion, and
critiques, students explore the fundamental principles of visual design, text analysis for the
designer, and the process of collaboration. Strong emphasis on perceptual, analytical, and
communication skills. (Same as Dance 130 and Theater 130.)
170c. Printmaking I. Fall 2004. Anna Hepler.
An introduction to intaglio printmaking, including etching, drypoint, engraving, monotype,
and related methods. Studio projects develop creative approaches to perceptual experience
and visual expression that are uniquely inspired by the intaglio medium. Attention is also
given to historical and contemporary examples and uses of the medium.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 150 or permission of the instructor.
175c. Performance Art. Every other year. Spring 2006. Gretchen Berg.
Performance art is live art performed by artists. It includes, but is not limited by, elements
of both theater and dance. Students study the history and theory of performance art through
readings and the creation of original work. Students consider the social context of different
movements in performance art, and the creation of performance art in contemporary culture.
The class creates and performs pieces in both traditional and "found" spaces. (Same as Dance
140 and Theater 140.)
180c. Photography I. Fall 2004. Sarah Malakoff. Spring 2005. Sarah Malakoff.
Photographic visualization and composition as consequences of fundamental techniques
of black-and-white still photography. Class discussions and demonstrations, examination of
masterworks, and field and laboratory work in 35mm format. Students must provide their own
35mm nonautomatic camera.
190c. Architectural Design I. Spring 2005. Christopher Glass.
An introduction to architectural design. Studio projects develop skills in program and
context analysis, conceptual design principles and processes, and presentation techniques.
195c. Sculpture. Fall 2004. John Bisbee.
An introduction to sculpture, with emphasis on the development of perceptual, organiza-
tional, and critical abilities. Studio projects entail a variety of sculptural approaches, including
exploration of the structural principles, formal elements, and critical vocabulary of the
sculpture medium. Lectures and group critiques augment studio projects in paper, clay, and
other media.
233c. Architecture and Sustainability. Fall 2004. Steven Theodore and Wiebke Theodore.
Explores the critical components, principles, and tools of good sustainable design. Using
design exercises, readings, class discussion, field visits, and case studies, students investigate
why and how buildings can be designed in ways that are environmentally responsive and
responsible. Issues include the relationship between sustainability and creative architectural
form, as well as the importance of place and community in design. (Same -as Environmental
Studies 233.)
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235c.d. Pnppetry. Spring 2005 Ljbbi Marci s.
In its most basic form, puppctr> is the inanimate made animate tor the purpose ofpersonal
expression in performance. A thorough introduction to the art of puppetry. Students design
and build different st) les of puppets | hand, shadow . rod) and learn to use them. The cultural
context o\ puppetrs around the world is considered. Students create several short puppet
pieces and one culminating performance work in which the primary medium is puppetry.
• Same as Theater 235.)
Prerequisite: A 100-level course in theater or visual arts.
250c Drawing II. Spring 2005. Tw >\i \s C\>r\i i i
.
\ continuation of the principles introduced in Visual Arts 150, w ith particular emphasis
on figurative drawing. Studio projects develop perceptual, creative, and critical abilities
through problems involving objective Observation, gestural expression and structural prin-
ciples ot the human form, studies from historical and contemporai \ examples, and exploration
of the abstract formal elements of drawing. Lectures and group critiques augment studio
projects m various drawing media.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 150.
255. 1 he \rt ot'Scientific Illustration: Using 3-D Animations in Education. I all 2004.
CAR! > Pun i IPS.
Explores the uses of art and three-dimensional animations in communicating complex
dynamic and spatial relationships, primarih as thc> pertain to explaining scientific concepts.
Students use primar\ literature to explore a science problem in a seminar-!) pe format Stud)
>>t film-making and use of high-end three-dimensional animation software. Concludes with
a team effort in creating a three-dimensional animated film of the science problem. (Same as
BMog 202.)
Prerequisite: Permission ol the instructor.
2Mk. tainting II. Spring 2005. J wn s Mi mix.
\ continuation ol the principles introduced in Visual Arts 160, w ith studio problems based
on dired experience.
Prerequisite \ Ksonl \rts 160.
270c. Printmaking II. Spring 2005. Ann \ Hi pi i &
>nlinuation ol the principles introduced in \ isual Arts 170, w ith particular emphasis
on independent projects.
Prerequisite Visual \rts 170 or permission of the instructor.
Z75c \n lutt i tu; ai Design II. Spring 2005. Christopher Gi ^ss,
ontinuationol principles introduced in \ isual \rts l 4)0. with an emphasis on the idea
.•t the creation and analysis ol sacred space includes readings and analysis ol varieties ol
oth natural and constructed, and requires architectural design projects and
\ isual \ its 190.
:su, Photograph] n. i 004 M Kolster,
iew and expansion ol pis and techniques iuiui.niicni.il to black and white
photography, with exploration ol the image making potentials ol different formats such as
run and imera Seminar discussions and field and laboratory work Students must
.
•
• nonautomatii 15mm t amera
\ isn.ii \itsisii r permission of the instructed
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285c. Sculpture II. Fall 2004. John Bisbee.
A continuation of principles introduced in Visual Arts 195, with particular emphasis on
independent projects.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 195 or permission of the instructor.
295c-299c. Intermediate Independent Study in Visual Arts. Visual Arts Faculty.
350c-359c. Advanced Studies in Visual Arts. Fall 2004. Mark Wethli. Spring 2005.
Thomas Cornell.
A continuation of principles introduced in lower division drawing and painting courses,
with increasing emphasis on independent projects.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 250 or 260 or permission of the instructor.
370c. Printmaking III. Spring 2005. Anna Hepler.
Advanced projects in printmaking.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 270 or permission of the instructor.
380c. Photo Seminar. Spring 2005. Sarah Malakoff.
An extension of principles and techniques developed in Visual Arts 180 and Visual Arts
280, with increased emphasis on independent projects. Seminar discussion and critiques, field
and laboratory work. Participants must provide their own nonautomatic 35mm camera.
Prerequisite: Visual Arts 280 or permission of the instructor.
401c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors in Visual Arts. Visual Arts Faculty.
Open only to exceptionally qualified senior majors and required for honors credit.
Advanced projects undertaken on an independent basis, with assigned readings, critical
discussions, and a final position paper.
Cou Instruction
Asian Studies
Administered b\ the Asian Studies Committee;
Hear) C. W. Laurence. Program Director and Chair
Suzanne M. Astolfi, Program Coordinator
i i < munittee list, page 324.
)




Joint Appointment with Art
Assistant Professor De-nin Deanna Lee
Joint Appointments with Government
Associate Professor Henr) C. W. Laurence
Assistant Professor Lance Gin
\ isiting Instructor William J. Hurst
Joint Appointments with History
Professor Kidder Smith
Associate Professor Thomas Conlan
Assistant Professor Rachel Sturman
Joint Appointment with Religion
Professor John C. Holt
Lecturers
Sice Padma, Administrative Director








Students in Asian Studies focuson the cultural traditions ofChina,Japan, orSouth Asia( India.
Si i Lanka, Pakistan. Bangladesh, and Nepal). In completing the major, each student is
required to gam a general understanding of one of these cultural areas, to acquire a winking
prot luetics in one of the languages of South or East Asia, to develop a theoretical or
methodological sophistication, and to demonstrate a degree of applied specialization. These
principles are reflected m the requirements for an .Asian Studies major. Student-designed
majors focusing on cross-cultural topics in the humanities and/or social sciences arc also
encouraged. Normally, Mich student-designed majors will contain a strong disciplinary
tnding (e.g., tour courses in religion i. as well as a significant number of relevant courses
focused on Vsia
( )ft-( ampiis Stud)
stud) foi students interested in Vsian Studies is highl) recommended. Established
ns in the People's Republic of China, Hong Kong, and raiwan arc available for
students interested in c !hina Students arc particularly encouraged to attend the \( 'C, CI I
.
and II P programs I he \KP and II Ml programs arc recommended For students interested
in I.ipan. but thev m,i\ select BJIOthei program based upon i he 1 1 academic interests. The ISl I
andSn \ programs (see pages44 15) are recommended forstudents interested in South Via
suit the \sian Studies office ot Web site for information about these andothet programs.
i ptotfu litsfromofl campus study (excluding language courses) ma) count toward the
majoi i p to two credits from ofl campus stud) (excluding language courses) ma) count foi
the iiiiui >i
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Requirements for the Major in Asian Studies
One majors in Asian Studies by focusing on a particular geographic and cultural area (e.g.,
South Asia). Eight courses are required in addition to the study of an Asian language. These
eight include a senior seminar (300-level) and other courses as described below. A student
who wishes to graduate with honors in the program must also write an honors thesis, which
is normally a one-semester project. One Credit/D/Fail course may count for the major.
The major requires courses from two categories:
1
.
Language. Two years of an East Asian language or one year of a South Asian language,
or the equivalent through intensive language study. The College does not directly offer
courses in any South Asian language. Arrangements may be made with the director of the
program and the Office of Student Records to transfer credits from another institution, or
students may meet this requirement by studying Sinhala on the ISLE Program or Tamil on the
SITA Program.
2. Area-specific courses. Eight courses, seven of which focus on the student's area of
specialization and one of which is in an Asian cultural area outside that specialization. One
of these eight courses is normally a senior seminar. The possible areas of specialization are
China, Japan, East Asia, and South Asia. Students ofChina must take Asian Studies 370, 371,
or 372. For Japan, Asian Studies 283 is required. Students focusing on South Asia must take
one course each from the following three areas: 1) anthropology (Asian Studies 234, 235,
248); 2) religion (Asian Studies 219, 240, 241, 242); and 3) history (Asian Studies 255, 256,
257, 258).
Requirements for the Minor in Asian Studies
Students focus on the cultural traditions of either East Asia or South Asia by completing a
concentration of at least five courses in one geographic area. Of these five courses, two may
be language courses, provided that these language courses are at the level of third-year
instruction (i.e., Japanese 205 or Chinese 205) or above. Two courses completed in off-
campus programs may be counted toward the minor. Students focusing on South Asia must
take one course each from the following three areas: 1 ) anthropology (Asian Studies 234, 235,
248); 2) religion (Asian Studies 219, 240, 241, 242); and 3) history (Asian Studies 255, 256,
257, 258).
Program Honors
Students contemplating honors candidacy in the program must have established records ofA
and B in program course offerings and present clearly articulated, well-focused proposals for
scholarly research. Students must prepare an honors thesis and are examined orally by the
program faculty.
First-Year Seminars
For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 137^-5.
13c,d. Stories and Scrolls. Fall 2004. De-nin Deanna Lee.
(Same as Art History 13.)
19b,d. East Asian Politics: Introductory Seminar. Fall 2004. Henry C. W. Laurence.
(Same as Government 119.)
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26c. d. ( .andhi and His Critics. Fall 2004. R umi Su rm \n.
§ ime as History 26 |
28c^L Seekers1 Lives, Fall 2005. Kidder Smith.
S me as History 28.)
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
|8lc,d. Investigating Subjective Experience.]
H>3c.d. Introduction to Asian Art and Architecture. Spring 2005. Di -m\ Di anna Li i
\ selected survey of art and architecture, primarily in South and East \sia from the
lithic period to the modern era. Material ranges from ceramics and bron/e vessels to
temples and icons to narrative painting and public buildings. Considers individual works and
Mtes in St) listie terms and w ithin religious, political, and social contexts. Not open to students
who have taken Art History 140 or Asian Studies 140. (Same as Art History 103.)
| 146c.d. Music of East and Southeast Asia.)
| lSOc.d. Living in the Sixteenth Century.]
208. Literature of Ancient Indian Society. I all 2004. Ski i Padma.
Examines the articulation o( fundamental social, cultural, and political values within
seminal texts ()\ literature that were written from the 4th century B.C.I . to the 5th century C.l .
in the Indian sub-continent. Texts may include the Edicts ofAsoka (emphasizing the moral
developmentofsocial interaction). iheArthasastra (concerned with strategic policy and royal
Statecraft i. Manudharmasastra < the codification of social duties according toage, gender, and
ation), and Vatsayana's Kamasutra (the aesthetics of cultured etiquette). Students write
page analytical essays to engage each o\ these texts following classroom lectures and
discussions. One-halfcredit course.
2l8c.d. Later Chinese Painting: Art of Emperors, Scholars. Merchants, and Courte-
sans. I all 2004. Di -\i\ Di \\\\ Li i .
Surveys the bistor) o\ painting in China during the Yuan, Ming, and Qing d\ nasties, or
firom approximately the late thirteenth through the late nineteenth century. Topics include
Hi patronage, the rise Ol both scholar amateur and professional painters, and women m
painting (Same as \n History 218.
>
2l')c,d. Religion and lietion in Modern South \sia. Spring 2005. JOHN Hot i.
tud) "I I he Hindu and Buddhist ichgious cultures of modern South \si.i as the\ ha\e
ned, represented, interpreted, and critiqued m the literary woiks ol contemporary
and modern South Asian writers ol fiction and historical novels, including Salman Rushdie
blight's Children, The Satanu \</\<si. \ s Naipaul t \n Area oj Darkness, ///<//<-• I
Millma Mutinies Nom '), Gita Me in a (A Rivet Sutra), etc (Same as Religion 2 1 1).)
22iii
.(I. ( Mher Modernisms: \rt in I \\t-nticth-< entur\ ( hina. I .ill 2005 I )i m\Di\w\
I u
unities the multitude <>i \ isual expressions ( "hinese artists adopted, re fashioned, and
: during the polnu.il stru ol the twentieth century, from the May Fourth
rut t»t I'M 1 ' through i lu- Cultural Revolution < 1966 76) and (almost) to the present
m.i|m( themes include the tension between identity and modernity, the relationship
*n art and politics, and the impact ofglobalizationandan international art market I s.uiu-
\n Mister \ 220.
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223c,d. Mahayana Buddhism. Spring 2006. John Holt.
Studies the emergence of Mahayana Buddhist world views as reflected in primary sources
of Indian, Chinese, and Japanese origins. Buddhist texts include the Buddhacarita ("Life of
the Buddha"), the Sukhavati Vyuha ("Discourse on the 'Pure Land'"), the Vajraccedika Sutra
(the "Diamond-Cutter"), the Prajnaparamitra-hrdaya Sutra ("Heart Sutra of the Perfection
of Wisdom"), the Saddharmapundarika Sutra (the "Lotus Sutra"), and the Platform Sutra of
the Sixth Patriarch, among others. Also briefly studies the teachings of Confucius, Lao Tzu,
and Chuang Tzu to better understand the encounter, assimilation, and transformation of
Buddhism within Chinese and Japanese religious cultures. (Same as Religion 223.)
224c,d. An International History of Modern Korea, 1600-1950. Spring 2005. Tae Yang
KWAK.
A survey of the cultural, political, and social impact of Korea's internationalization from
early modern times to the contemporary period. Studies dynastic change in China, invasion
from Japan, and Western imperialism, as well as domestic Confuciani/ation in the context of
the modern transformation of Korea. Aims to introduce Korean history to those students with
little or no exposure to Korea and to challenge commonly held assumptions by those that do.
(Same as History 270.)
227b,d. Chinese Politics. Fall 2004. William J. Hurst.
Examines Chinese politics in the context of a prolonged revolution. After a survey of the
political system as established in the 1950s and patterns of politics emerging from it, the
analytic focus turns to political change in the reform era (since 1979) and the forces driving
it. Topics include the political impact of decentralization and marketization, the reintegration
into the capitalist world economy, and the development of the legal system. The adaptation
by the Communist Party to these changes and the prospects of democratization are also
examined. (Same as Government 227.)
[228b,d. Chinese Foreign Policy.]
229b,d. Politics of Southeast Asia. Fall 2005. Lance Guo.
Starts with a survey of the political landscape of tropical Southeast Asia and proceeds to
investigate the fundamental forces driving political changes in this region of rich diversity in
culture, religion, ethnicity, mystic beliefs and political traditions. Topics include colonialism
and nation building, regime legitimacy, political protests (often spearheaded by college
students) and ethnic conflicts, the different responses to the challenges of modernization,
causes and consequences of rapid economic growth, and the attempts by political elites at
"culturally bounded and historically specific" human rights and democracy as a defensive
strategy against Western ideological hegemony. (Same as Government 229.)
233c,d. Globalization and Terrorism in South Asia. Spring 2005. The Department.
Explores linkages among terrorism, nationalism, and globalization within selected armed
liberation movements in South Asia, such as the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)
in Sri Lanka and the Maoist Movement in Nepal. Examines how these militant movements
mobilize nationalist sentiments; ethno-religious, class, gender and caste identities; as well as
greed among conflict entrepreneurs and material deprivations among populations at large in
sustaining their violent struggles. While these movements may be seen as violent moves to
reassert cultural/political boundaries against the rising tide of globalization, ironically they
also reflect the penetration of global forces related to international arms trade, strategic use
of the Internet for networking and propaganda purposes and support from diasporas. One-half
credit course. (Same as Sociology 231.)
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234b.d. contentious Politics: Social and Political Change in East and Southeast Asia.
Spring 2005. Wii i.iwt J. Hirst.
The stud} of social movements and contentious politics has traditionally been rather
bea\ il\ focused on Western European, North American, and politically pluralist contexts. It
has aUo traditionall) been rather weak in the analysis of outcomes and effects of contentious
action, focusing instead on its causes and genesis. Afterexamining someofthe most enduring
debates from the wider social movements field, examines both the causes and effects of
contentious political acti\ it) across se\ oral key— mostly authoritarian— states and periods
in Last and Southeast Asia. Specifically, focuses on social movements and contentious
politics oxer the pastthirt) years in South Korea, Taiwan, the People's Republic of China, and
Indonesia. (Same as Government 234.)
1
235b.d. South Asian Cultures and Societies.]
240c.d. Hindu Religious Literature. Fall 2004. John Holt.
\ reading ofvarious genres of translated Hindu religious literature, including Rig Veda
hymns, philosophical Upanisads, Yoga Sutras, the epics Ramayana and Mahabhamta.
including the Bhagavad Gila, selected myths from the Puranas, and poetry and songs of
medieval devotional saints. Focuseson developmentofvarious types ofreligious world views
and religious experiences within Hindu traditions, as reflected in classical Sanskrit and
vernacular literature o\ India. (Same as Religion 220.)
24 led. Hindu Religious Culture. Spring 2005. John Hoi i.
\ consideration oi various types o\' individual and communal religious practice and
religious expression m Hindu tradition, including ancient ritual sacrifice, mysticismandyoga
i meditation i. dharma and karma (ethical and political significance), pilgrimage (as inward
spiritual journe) and outward ritual behavior), puja (worship o\' deities through seeing,
hearing, chanting >. rites of passage (birth, adolescence, marriage, and death), etc. focuses on
the nature of S) mbolic expression and beha\ ioi as these can be understood from indigenous
theories oi religious practice \sian Studies 240 is recommended as a pre\ ious course. | Same
as Religion 221. i
242c.d. Theravada Buddhism. Fall 2005. John Hoi r.
\n examination ol the major trajectories of Buddhist religious thought and practice .is
understood from a reading (, i primar) and secondary texts drawn from the Theravada
traditions ol India. Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Burma. (Same as Religion 222.)
24SI).d. \cti\ist \ Dices in India. Spring 2005. S \k \ l)i< ki >
l aminescontemporary social and political acti> ism in India. Focuses on film,essa) s,and
fiction to investigate the ways that poinic.il messages are constructed through different media
ami for specific audiences Case studies include activism concerning religious conflict.
Ici inequalities, ga) .md lesbian identities, ami em ironmental issues i Same .is Anthro-
DOlogJ 24N .md Women*! Studies 24o.i
requisite tnthropolog) 101 oi Sodolog) 101, and one previous course on contem
porarj South Asian societies i Anthropology 234, 235; History 256, 258, 259, 2HS; a
Religion 12. 221. <2 * i permission «»i the instructoi
24*J< .d. l*irs|H*( i i\rs on Modern ( lima. Spring 2005 Sin ois Cn
I inn. i in modern times Considers the social histor) «>i China along with its
litei I m ii. i ntations Approaching the subject from different perspectives
the nation-building process against conventional discourses ( mu.il
realize that modem China is an evei changing concept
i in an un< omplctcd pursuit "t modemit)
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252c,d. Popular Culture in Post-Socialist China. Spring 2006. Shuqin Cui.
Explores the role of popular culture in China as it undergoes the transition from a socialist
economy to a thriving consumer culture. Topics include political pop, urban cinema, literary
writings, and pop music. Considers how the state apparatus and the mass population
participate in cultural production and consumption by examining trends in popular culture.
254c,d. Transnational Chinese Cinema. Fall 2004. Shuqin Cui.
Examines sociocultural topics through cinematic representations. Places national cinemas
(films from mainland China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong) in a transnational framework in order
to examine how cinema, as a sign system, constructs sociocultural and aesthetic meanings.
Students should bring an open mind towards non-Western cultural texts and a critical eye for
visual art.
256c,d. Modern South Asia. Fall 2004. Rachel Sturman.
Chronological and thematic introduction to the history of South Asia from the rise of the
Mughal Empire to the present. Topics include early modern state formation, Mughal society
and cultural forms, the rise of British imperial power, colonial economy and society, the
emergence of anti-colonial nationalism, independence and partition, secularism and religious
fundamentalisms, and democracy and inequality in post-colonial South Asia. (Same as
History 261.)
257c,d. Law and Colonial Society in British India. Spring 2005. Rachel Sturman.
Seminar. The British were fond of describing the rule of law as their foremost "gift" to their
Indian subjects. What did this law actually entail, both for the colonial rulers and for their
colonized subjects? How did the British create a legal system for India, and what was the role
of law within colonial Indian society? Draws on primary and secondary sources, examining
law as a central arena for understanding colonial governance and political modernity. Topics
include key colonial legal campaigns, such as the effort to reform Hindu marriage and the
campaign to identify and eradicate "criminal castes and criminal tribes." Also explores the
contentious formation of religious laws of the family administered by the colonial state, the
role of race and gender in defining colonial legal subjecthood, and the legacies of colonial law
for the post-colonial Indian nation state. (Same as History 257.)
Prerequisite: At least one history course. Some background in South Asian history or
culture is beneficial, but is not required.
258c,d. Politics and Popular Culture in Twentieth-Century India. Spring 2005. Rachel
Sturman.
Examines the new forms of politics and of popular culture that shaped twentieth-century
modernity in India. Topics include the emergence of mass politics, ideologies of nationalism
and communalism, the partition of the subcontinent and communities of violence, urbaniza-
tion and the creation of new publics, modern visual culture, democracy, caste, gender and
social movements, and the politics of development. Focuses on the relationship between new
socio-political forms and new technologies of representation and communcation. (Same as
History 263.)
[259c,d. History of South Asia.]
265c,d. Early Chan (Zen) Buddhism. Fall 2004. T. C. Kline III.
Chan Buddhism was not simply imported to China from Central and South Asian forms
of Buddhism, but emerged out of the use of Daoist metaphors and vocabulary to translate and
interpret Buddhist texts. This course examines the early Chan tradition, through reading of
early Chan texts, and explores its connections with Daoism. (Same as Religion 265.)
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266c .(1. \\ omen and \\ ritin« in Modern China. Fall 2005. SHUQDS Ci i.
Approaches the subjed of women and writing in 20th-century China from perspectives of
gender studies and literal) analysis. Considers women writers and their works in the context
tustor) and as a challenge to the master narratives of Chinese literary tradition. In
addition, constructs a dialogue between Chinese women's texts and Western feminist theory.
I
Same as \\ omen's Studies 266. |
267b.d. International Relations in Fast Asia. Fall 2(K)5. LanceGuo.
Examines international relations in East Asia (including both Northeast and Southeast
Asia i from a regional perspective while considering the impact of outside states on power
relations and patterns o\ interaction in the region. Topics include cultural and historical
legacies, nationalism and politics of economic development; flash points in the region such
as Korea, 1 aiwan. the South China Sea and the associated foreign polic) issues; broad trends
and recent developments in the areas oftrade, investment, and regional integration. (Same as
(,o\ eminent 267).
26 (>. \pplied Research Practicum: Chinese Rural to Irhan Migration. Spring 2006.
D i O >xm in.
Highlights applied research methods m microeconomics. Students work throughout the
semester in research teams to anal) /c data from Chinese rural w omen on their migration and/
>>r the migration o\ their husbands. While topics of Chinese economic life and economic
models ^\ migration are studied, the course primarily focuses on methods: how applied
researchers work w ith data to analyze a set ofquestions. Elemental} statistics isaprerequisite.
statistical techniques beyond the elemental > level are taught. (Same as Economics 277 and
Women's Studies 277.)
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and a college level statistics course such as Economics 257,
Mathematics 155 oi 165, Psychology 252, Sociology 201, or permission of the instructor.
270c.il. Introduction to Chinese Philosophy. 1 all 2004. T. C. Ki i\i III.
I -amines the development of earl) Chinese philosoph) as an extended conversation
among various thinkers tr> Ing to pro\ ide solutions to a common set oi problems how to
characterize human nature, moral psychology, and moral development Beginning with
( i ml uc I us. follows the chronological development ofthese theories as each new philosopher
criticizes and adopts elements o\ his predecessors' theories. Philosophers to be discussed
include Kongzi(( bnfucius), Mozi, YangZhu, Mengzi(Mencius),Zhuangzi, Xunzi,and Man
Feizi I Same as IMlilosopIn 270.1
|271c.d. I hi Material Culture of \neient China.]
272c. d. ( osmic Sexualities in I ast and South \sian ( ullurcs. I all 2004. kioni R SMITH.
mimes conceptions ol the COSmOS based on sexual metaphors m the cultures ot ( lima.
liKt .nid India especiall) the Daoist. Buddhist and Hindu traditions I mphasis on how
human s< k lal icalities shape and air shaped h\ s\ stems ot be he I I opics include the \ai\ me
ipUnuntaiilies ot \ in . ih \ inn. and Si\ a Nakh i Same .is History 272 |
Z73cvlL \ Social Historx <>l Shamanism in I ast \sia. Fall 2005. KlDDBR SMITH.
What kinds of societies fostershamanic practice?Howdo variant social structures give rise
nilai reli ictivit) ' Studies the cultures o( Siberia, ancient China,
lieval lapan.andpremodem Hbet against the largei patterns ol shamanic prat ucea inothei
parts «Tt the world (Sam i History 273.)
• t the following Asian Studies/llistoiN 2N, \sian Studies SI,
Vsian Stiiclics/lliston 276, Religion 101, oi permission of the instructOI
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274c,d. Chinese Poetry and Society. Fall 2005. Kidder Smith.
Examines Chinese poetry from early times through its great flourishing in the Tang
dynasty (618-906), situating it in its social, political, and religious contexts. Students who
have previously enrolled in this course cannot repeat the course for credit. (Same as History
274.)
[276c,d. A History of Tibet.]
281c,d. The Courtly Society of Heian Japan. Fall 2004. Thomas Conlan.
Seminar. Japan's courtly culture spawned some of the greatest cultural achievements the
world has ever known. Based on the Tale ofGenji, a tenth-century novel of romance and
intrigue, students attempt to reconstruct the complex world of courtly culture in Japan, where
marriages were open and easy, even though social mobility was not; and where the greatest
elegance, and most base violence, existed in tandem. (Same as History 281.)
282b,d. Japanese Politics and Society. Fall 2004. Henry C. W. Laurence.
Comprehensive overview of modern Japanese politics in historical, social, and cultural
context. Analyzes the electoral dominance of the Liberal Democratic Party, the nature of
democratic politics, and the rise and fall of the economy. Other topics include the status of
women and ethnic minorities, education, war guilt, nationalism, and the role of the media.
(Same as Government 232.)
283c,d. The Origins of Japanese Culture and Civilization. Fall 2004 and Fall 2005.
Thomas Conlan.
How do a culture, a state, and a society develop? Designed to introduce the culture and
history of Japan by exploring how "Japan" came into existence, and to chart how patterns of
Japanese civilization shifted through time. We try to reconstruct the tenor of life through
translations of primary sources, and gain a greater appreciation of the unique and lasting
cultural and political monuments of Japanese civilization. (Same as History 283.)
284c,d. The Emergence of Modern Japan. Spring 2005 and Spring 2006. Thomas Conlan.
What constitutes a modern state? How durable are cultures and civilizations? Examines the
patterns of culture in a state that managed to expel European missionaries in the seventeenth
century, and came to embrace all things Western as being "civilized" in the mid-nineteenth
century. Compares the unique and vibrant culture ofTokugawa Japan with the rapid program
of industrialization in the late nineteenth century, which resulted in imperialism, international
wars, and ultimately, the postwar recovery. (Same as History 284.)
285c,d. Conquests and Heroes. Spring 2005. Thomas Conlan.
Seminar. Examines the experience of war in China, Japan, and Europe in order to ascertain
the degree to which war is a culturally specific act. Explores narratives of battle and
investigates "heroic" qualities of European, Chinese, and Japanese figures. A secondary
theme constitutes an examination of the impact the thirteenth-century Mongol Invasions had
on each of these military cultures. (Same as History 285.)
286c,d. Japan and the World. Fall 2005. Thomas Conlan.
Seminar. Explores Japan's relations with China, Korea, and Europe in premodern and
modern contexts. Also explores larger issues of state identity and culture in East Asia. (Same
as History 286.)
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322c .ti. Buddhist \rt in Asia. Spring 2005. De-nin Di \\\ \ Li I
.
Examines the complex art and architecture of the Buddhist religion in Asia. Students gain
understanding ofthe basic teachingsofBuddhism in order to understand the religious context
.rt objects and architectural sites. Begins with the time ofAshoka (272-31 B.C.B.) in India
and continues through medieval and modern Hast and Southeast Asia Considers how local
conditions — cultural, social, and political — shape religious expression. (Same as Art 322.)
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing or above, and Art History 101 or Art History 140 or
permission of the instructor.
332h.d. Advanced Seminar in Japanese Polities. Spring 2005. Hi NR\ C. W. Lai ki \ce.
\nal\ zes the political, social, and cultural underpinnings ofmodern politics, and asks how
democrac) works in Japan compared w ith other countries. Explores how Japan has acluc\ ed
stunning material prosperit) while maintaining the best healthcare and education systems in
the world, high levels ofincome equality, and low levels ofcrime. Students are also instructed
m conducting independent research on topics of their own choosing. (Same as Government
332.
Prerequisite Asian Studies 2N2 01 Government 232.
1
333h, (i. Advanced Seminar in Chinese Polities.]
|335l). (1. Advanced Seminar on Kast Asia.]
|337l), (1. Advanced Seminar in Human Rights and Democracy in Kast Asia.]
1 341k.d. \sian Religions and the West.]
3olk.d. I he Impact of the "Kxotic." Spring 2005. Yi\i i i Shi \m .
\ttet hearing the music of Javanese Gamelan, Claude Debussj wrote that it "contained
ever) nuance. e\en the ones we have DO names tor. There tonic and dominant have become
enipt) shadows ol useonl) to stupid children." Explores how the musical techniques ofnon-
w estern cultures have affected composition of twentieth- and twent) first centur) Western
concert music. Studies theories and structures of music found in China. India. Indonesia.
Japan, and Sub Saharan Africa Source materials feature composers such as Britten, Cage,
(hen. Debussy, Glass, Harrison, Levinson, Ligeti, Messiaen, Reich. Scriabin, Sheng, and
I akemitsu. < Same .is Music 360. i
requisite Music 203 Ol Music 243, Of permission of instructor.
370c.d. Problems in ( Chinese History. I .ill 2004. Kidcm r Smith.
Reviews the whole of Chinese history. Students develop then research skills and write a
suhst.inii.il research papa Primaril) foi seniors (Same .is History 370.
i
3N0t ,d. I In \\ niOff I ult u re of Japan. Spun" 2006. I hum \s (\>\i \v
lores ii Brrioi culture ol Japan in addition to providing a bettei
understanding <>t the judu iaJ and militar) underpinnings ol Japan's unlit. u\ mie'" and the
nature «>t medieval lapanese warfare, shows how warriors have been perceived as a dominant
force m Ja| ( u Iminates inan extended research* papei (Same as History 380.)
requisite Histor) 2H.\, History 2S4 oi permission <>i the instructoi
2'M( 2 , > , J, . Iiit. i mi di.it | liidi - pendent Slu<l>.




Chinese 101c. Elementary Chinese I. Every fall. Songren Cui.
A foundation course for communicative skills in modern Chinese (Mandarin). Introduc-
tion to the sound system, essential grammatical structures, basic vocabulary, and approxi-
mately 360 characters. Followed by Chinese 102.
Chinese 102c. Elementary Chinese II. Every spring. Songren Cui.
A continuation of Chinese 101. Rigorous training in listening, speaking, reading, and
writing. Introduction to the next 400 characters, the use of the Chinese-English dictionary,
character simplification, and Chinese word processing. Followed by Chinese 203.
Prerequisite: Chinese 101.
Chinese 203c. Intermediate Chinese I. Fall 2004. Xiaoyun Jiang.
An intermediate course in modern Chinese (Mandarin). Develops all-around communi-
cative skills, with an emphasis on accuracy and fluency. Students learn another 500 characters
and read longer, more complex texts. Followed by Chinese 204.
Prerequisite: Chinese 102 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 204c. Intermediate Chinese II. Spring 2005. Xiaoyun Jiang.
A continuation of Chinese 203. Consolidates and expands knowledge of grammar and
vocabulary, with an additional 600 characters. Further develops communicative competence,
and prepares students to study abroad. Followed by Chinese 205.
Prerequisite: Chinese 203 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 205c. Advanced Chinese I. Fall 2004. Shuqin Cui.
An advanced course in modern Chinese (Mandarin). Upgrades all skills in listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. Emphasizes the development of skills in self-managing study,
particularly in dealing with edited and/or authentic materials. Followed by Chinese 206.
Prerequisite: Chinese 204 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 206c. Advanced Chinese II. Spring 2006. Shuqin Cui.
A continuation of Chinese 205. Focuses on the development of functional skills in reading
and writing, and prepares students to make a successful linguistic transition from "textbook
Chinese" to the "real world." Followed by Chinese 307/308.
Prerequisite: Chinese 205 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 307c. Advanced Readings in Modern Chinese I. Fall 2004. Songren Cui.
A skills-based course in advanced modern Chinese (Mandarin). Emphasizes the develop-
ment of reading strategies, particularly in comprehending authentic materials, and also in the
ability to produce multiple paragraph discourse with clarity and coherence. May be repeated
for credit.
Prerequisite: Chinese 206 or permission of the instructor.
Chinese 308c. Advanced Readings in Modern Chinese II. Spring 2005. Songren Cui.
A content-based course in advanced modern Chinese (Mandarin). Students acquire
linguistic and cultural sophistication through independent reading, formal critique, and group
discussion.
Prerequisite: Chinese 307 or permission of the instructor.
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Japanese 101c Elementary Japanese I. Fall 2004. Natsu Sato and Rhko Yoshida.
An introductory course in modern Japanese Language. In addition to mastering the basies
rammar. emphasis is placed on active functional communication in the language, reading.
and listening comprehension. Context-oriented conversation drills are complemented by
audio materials. The two kana syllabaries and 60 commonly used kanji are introduced. No
prerequisite. Followed b) Japanese 102.
Japanese 102c. Elementary Japanese II. Spring 2005. Natsi Sato wn Redco Yoshida.
V continuation ofthe fundamentals ofJapanese graimnar structures and further acquisition
ol spoken communication skills, listening comprehension, and proficiency in reading and
writing. An additional W) kanji are introduced.
Prerequisite: Japanese 101 or permission of the instructor.
Japanese 203c Intermediate Japanese I. fall 2004. N \isi S \io wn Ri BCO YOSHIDA.
\n intermediate course In modern Japanese language, with introduction of advanced
grammatical structures, vocabulary, and characters. Continuing emphasis on acquisition of
well-balanced language skills based on an understanding of the actual use of the language in
the Japanese socio-cultuial context. An additional 100 kanji are introduced.
Prerequisite: Japanese 102 or permission of the instructor.
Japanese 204c. Intermediate Japanese II. Spring 2005. N \isi SATO wn R] KO YostODA.
\ continuation of Japanese 203 with the introduction oi more advanced grammatical
structures, vocabulary, and characters.
Prerequisite: Japanese 203 or permission of the instructor.
Japanese 206c Advanced Japanese I. Fall 2004. Ri iko Yoshida.
Increases students' proficiency in both spoken and written modern Japanese. A variet) o\
written and audiovisual materials are used to consolidate and expand master) of more
advanced grammatical structures and \ocabular\ . Includes oral presentation, discussion, and
Composition in Japanese.
Prerequisite Japanese 204 oi permission o\ the instructor.
Japanese 206c Advanced Japanese II. Spring 2005. Ri iko Yoshida.
ontinuation and progression ol materials used in Japanese 205.
requisite Japanese 205 oi permission ^\ the instructot
lap. mi sc 307c,d. Vdvanced Readings in Modern Japanese I. Fall 2004 Natsi S \k>
i » igned to develop master) ol the spoken and written language. Materials from various
ii as literature, newspapers and cultural journals as well as I \ programs and films
.»re used Assigned work includes written compositions and oral presentations.
u-qiiisii Japanese 20(» Ol permission Ol the msinieloi
Japan* s» MM ,cl. Vdvanced Readings in Modern Japanese II. Spun;' 2005. NMm S \m.
ontinuation ol Japanese 307. ( Continued efToits to develop oral and written fluency in
informal and formal situations Reading ol contemporar) texts ol literature, business, and
leqniMi Japanese 307 oi permission of the instructOI
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Biochemistry
Administered by the Biochemistry Committee







Julie J. Santorella, Program Coordinator
Nancy L. Donsbach, Budget Coordinator
Joint Appointments with Biology
Professor Bruce D. Kohorn
Assistant Professor Anne E. McBridet
Joint Appointment with Chemistry
Professor David S. Page
Requirements for the Major in Biochemistry
All majors must complete the following courses: Biology 104, Biology 105, Biology 224 or
Biology (Chemistry) 231, Biology (Chemistry) 232, 263; Chemistry 109, 225, 226, 251;
Mathematics 161, 171; Physics 103, 104. Students should complete the required biochem-
istry core courses by the end of theirjunior year so that they may take upper-level courses and
participate in research in the senior year. Majors must also complete three courses from the
following: Biology 210, 212, 214, 217, 218, 224, 253, 255, 257, 266, 303, 304, 306, 317, 333,
401-404; Chemistry 210, 240, 252, 254, 270, 330, 360, 401-404; Physics 223, 401-404.
Students may include as electives up to two 400-level courses. Students taking independent
study courses for honors in the biochemistry major should register for Biochemistry 401-
404.
Beginning in the 2005-2006 academic year, Biology (Chemistry) 232 will be taught in
the fall semester. Biology (Chemistry) 231 will not be taught after Fall 2004, and will be
replaced by Biology 224, taught every spring, beginning with the 2004-2005 academic year,
Bowdoin College does not offer a minor in biochemistry.
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Biology













Joint Appointments with Biochemistry
Professor Bruee D. Kohorn
Assistant Professor Anne E. McBridet
Joint Appointment with
Environmental Studies
Assistant Professor John Lichter
Joint Appointments with Neuroscience



















Requirements for the Major in Biology
The major consists of eight courses in the department exclusive of independent study and
courses below the 100 level. Majors are required to complete Biology 104, 105, and three o\'
the twelve core courses. Core courses arc divided into three groups. One course must be taken
from each group. Majors arc also required to complete three other courses within the





















Majors must also complete one mathematics course, Mathematics 165 or 171 (orabove).
\nothei • statistics course and Mathematics 161 may satisfy this requirement with
permission ol thedepartment Additional requirements are Physics 103 (oi any physicscourse
thai has a prerequisite ol Physics 103), -\m\ ( Ihemistry 225. Students arc ad> ised to complete
105, and the mathematk s, phy sics, and chemistry courses by the end ot the sophomore yeai
Students planning postgraduate education in science or the health professions should note that
I professional schools are likely to have additional admissions requirements in
mathematic s, physU i, and chemistry Advanced placement credits may not be used to fulfill
"i the requirements foi the major, it students place out «>i Biology 104, eight
biol inns! still be i ompleted
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Interdisciplinary Majors
The department participates in interdisciplinary programs in biochemistry, environmental
studies, and neuroscience. See pages 73, 124, and 198.
Requirements for the Minor in Biology
The minor consists of fourcourses within the department at the 1 00 level or above, appropriate
to the major.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
[67a. Emerging Diseases.]
79a. Agriculture: Ancient and Modern. Fall 2004. Barry A. Logan.
Though nearly all people presently living on earth depend upon some form of agriculture
to feed themselves, farming is a recent innovation when considered in the context of human
evolution. The last century witnessed profound changes in agricultural technology and
practices. Examines the ecological forces that influenced the establishment and proliferation
of agriculture, studies the scientific underpinnings of the "Green Revolution" and contempo-
rary methods of genetic modification. Compares "high-input" conventional farming with
organic approaches in terms of productivity and ecological impacts. (Same as Environmen-
tal Studies 79.)
104a. Introductory Biology. Every semester. Fall 2004. Carey A. Phillips and Amy S.
Johnson. Spring 2005. Lindsay L. Whitlow and Hadley Wilson Horch.
Examines fundamental biological principles extending from the subcellular to the ecosys-
tem level of living organisms. Topics include bioenergetics, structure-function relationships,
cellular information systems, physiology, ecology, and evolutionary biology. Lecture and
weekly laboratory/discussion groups.
105a. Investigations in Biology. Every semester. Fall 2004. Michael F. Palopoli and John
Lighter. Spring 2005. William L. Steinhart and Marney C. Pratt.
A laboratory-centered course that involves students in all aspects of biological investiga-
tions, from asking questions and developing hypotheses to analyzing and presenting data.
Students develop a deeper understanding of the techniques and methods of science by
designing and conducting their own experiments. Because science is conducted in the context
of previous research, the course includes an introduction to reading and discussing journal
articles/primary literature in biology.
Prerequisite: Biology 104.
121a. Plants: Ecology, Diversity, Form, and Function. Fall 2005. Barry A. Logan.
A survey course on plant biology. Topics include diversity and phylogenetic relationships
among major plant taxa (particularly with respect to the local flora), physiological mecha-
nisms underlying water and nutrient acquisition and use, photosynthesis, vascular plant
anatomy, and ecological principles related to plant survival and reproduction. Relevant
botanical topics such as the green revolution, ethnobotany, and forest ecology are also
discussed. Laboratory sessions every week. (Same as Environmental Studies 121.)
Prerequisite: Biology 104.
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158a. Perspectives in Environmental Science. Spring 2005. John Lichter and Dharni
V \m de\ \v
Functioning of the earth s\ stein is defined by the complex and fascinating interaction of
processes u ithin and between four principal spheres: land. air. water, and life. Leverages key
principles ofem ironmental chemistT) and ecology to unravel the intricate connectedness of
natural phenomena and ecosystem function. Fundamental biological and chemical concepts
are used to understand the science behind the environmental dilemmas facing societies as a
consequence of human acti\ ities. Laboratory sessions consist of local field trips, laboratory
experiments, group research, case study exercises, and discussions of current and classic
scientific literature. (Same as Chemistry 180 and Environmental Studies 201.)
Prerequisite: One 100-level or higher course in biology, chemistry, or geology.
202. The Art of Scientific Illustration: Using 3-D Animations in Education. Fall 2004.
C\ki ^ R. Pun i ips.
Explores the uses o\ art and three-dimensional animations in communicating complex
d\ namic and spatial relationships, primaril) as the) pertain to explaining scientific concepts.
Students use primar\ literature to explore a science problem in a seminar-type format. Stud)
ol film-making and use of high-end three dimensional animation software. Concludes with
a team effort in creating a three-dimensional animated film of the science problem. (Same as
\ isual \rts 255.)
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
210a. Plant Physiology. Every spring. Barry A. Logan.
\n introduction to the pin siological processes that enable plants to grow under the varied
conditions found in nature, (ieneral topics discussed include the acquisition, transport, and use
ot water ami mineral nutrients. photOS) nthetic carbon assimilation, and the influence o(
environmental and hormonal signals on development and morphology. Adaptation and
acclimation to extreme em ironments and otherecophysiological subjects are also discussed.
Wcckl\ laboratories reinforce principles discussed in lecture and expose Students to modern
research techniques. (Same as Environmental Studies 210.)
Prerequisite: Bftotogj 105.
21 2a. ( a in tics and Molecular Biology. Ever) I all Wn i i \\i I S 1 1 i\n \ki.
Integratedcoverage ol organismicand molecular levels ol genetic systems. Topics include
modes ol inheritance, the structure and functionofchromosomes, themechanisms andcontrol
cue expression, recombination, mutagenesis, the determination o\ gene order and
sequence, and genetic engineering applications. I Aboratory andproblem s<>i\ ing sessions are
scheduled
Prerequisite Biologj 1 05
213a, Neurobiology, Fall 2004. Hadley Wilson Horch.
I • .mil nes fundamental ^ one epts in neurobiology from the* molecular to the systems level.
iik ludc neuronal communication gene regulation, morphology, neuronal develop
uicni. axon guidaix e, me* nanisms ofneuronal plasticity, Bensor) Bystems, and the moleculai
ior and disease Weekl) lab sessions introduce a wide range ol methods used
amine neurons and neuronal ^ stemi
Prcjcqui lit) Blolog] 104 and one ol Bftotogj 105 oi Piycholog) 251.
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214a. Comparative Physiology. Every spring. Patsy S. Dickinson.
An examination of animal function, from the cellular to the organismal level. The
underlying concepts are emphasized, as are the experimental data that support our current
understanding of animal function. Topics include the nervous system, hormones, respiration,
circulation, osmoregulation, digestion, and thermoregulation. Labs are short, student-de-
signed projects involving a variety of instrumentation. Lectures and four hours of laboratory
work per week.
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
215a. Behavioral Ecology and Population Biology. Every fall. Lindsay L. Whitlow.
Study of the behavior of animals and plants, and the interactions between organisms and
their environment. Topics include population growth and structure, and the influence of
competition, predation, and other factors on the behavior, abundance, and distribution of
plants and animals. Laboratory sessions, field trips, and research projects emphasize concepts
in ecology, evolution and behavior, research techniques, and the natural history of local plants
and animals. Optional field trip to the Bowdoin Scientific Station on Kent Island. (Same as
Environmental Studies 215.)
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
216a. Evolution. Every spring. Michael F. Palopoli.
An examination of the theory of evolution by natural selection, the central theory in the
study of biology. The course provides a broad overview of evolutionary ideas, including the
development of Darwin's theory; the modification and elaboration of that theory through the
modern synthesis and present-day controversies over how evolution works; the evidence for
evolution; evolutionary insights into processes at the molecular, organismal, behavioral, and
ecological levels; patterns of speciation and macro-evolutionary change; the evolution of sex;
and sexual selection. Laboratory sessions introduce students to artificial selection experi-
ments, phylogenetic analysis, and other topics in evolutionary biology.
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
217a. Developmental Biology. Every fall. Nicole A. Theodosiou.
An examination of current concepts of embryonic development, with emphasis on their
experimental basis. Topics include morphogenesis and functional differentiation, tissue
interaction, nucleocytoplasmic interaction, differential gene expression, and interaction of
cells with hormones and extracellular matrix. Project-oriented laboratory work emphasizes
experimental methods. Lectures and three hours of laboratory per week.
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
218a. Microbiology. Spring 2006. Anne E. McBride.
An examination of the structure and function of microorganisms, from viruses to bacteria
to fungi, with an emphasis on molecular descriptions. Subjects covered include microbial
structure, metabolism, and genetics. Control of microoganisms and environmental interac-
tions are also discussed. Laboratory sessions every week.
Prerequisite: Biology 105. Chemistry 225 is recommended but not required.
219a. Biology of Marine Organisms. Every fall. Amy S. Johnson.
The study of the biology and ecology of marine mammals, seabirds, fish, intertidal and
subtidal invertebrates, algae, and plankton. Also considers the biogeographic consequences
of global and local ocean currents on the evolution and ecology of marine organisms.
Laboratories, field trips, and research projects emphasize natural history, functional morphol-
ogy, and ecology. Lectures and three hours of laboratory or field trip per week. One weekend
field trip included. (Same as Environmental Studies 219.)
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
78 Coursi \ ofInstruction
224. «. (til and Molecular Biology. Every spring. Brio D. K.OH0RN.
uses on the structure and function of cells as we have come to know them through the
interpretation of direct observations and experimental results. Emphasis is on the scientific
i thought) processes dial have allowed us to understand what we know today , emphasizing the
use of genetic, biochemical, and optical analysis to understand fundamental biological
pro^. sses ( >vers details of the organization and expression of genetic information, and the
biosynthesis, sorting, and function of cellular components within the cell. Concludes with
examples of how cells perceive signals from other cells within cell populations, tissues.
organisms, and the environment Three hours of lab each week.
Prerequisite: Biology 105. Chemistry 225 is recommended.
225a. ( ommunit} and Ecosystem Ecology. Every fall. John Lichti r.
Community ecology is the stud) of the d\ namic patterns in the distribution and abundance
lisins Ecosystem ecology is the study of the flow of energy and cycling of matter
through ecological communities across multiple spatial scales. Explores the multitude o[
interactions among populations of plants, animals, and microbes, and between those popula-
tions and the physical and chemical cn\ ironinent. Topics include the creation and function o[
biodiversity, the complexity of Species interactions m \\hk\ webs, the role of disturbance in
system processes, the relative magnitude o\ top-down versus bottom-up controls in
systems, and much more. Laboratory sessions consist o\ local field trips, team research
exercises, and independent field research projects. Time is also set aside for discussions of
current and classic scientific literature. (Same as Environmental Studies 225.)
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
231a. Biochemistry I. Tall 2004. Bri a I). Kohorn.
Proteins and enzy roes. An introduction to the chemistry and biology ^\ small biological
molecules, inacromolecules. and membranes. Emphasis on biological processes including
transcription, translation, and bioenergetics. I ectures and Informally scheduled laboratories,
based upon computer models i)\ the chemical basis o[ biological mechanisms. Previously
known as Biology 261. (Same as Chemistry 231, previously known as Chemistry 261.)
requisite ( nemistry 226.
2.*2a. Biochemistry II. Spring 2005. Da\ id s. Pagi .
\n introduction to metabolism. Topics include pathways in living cells by which
carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, and other important biomolecules are broken down to
Iikc energy and biosynthesized. I 'rex iously known as Biology 262. ( Same as Chemistry
2 *2 previously known .is Chemistry 262.)
requisite ( nemistry 226.
2^2.1 i rotation <>f Marine Invertebrates. Sprii \ n s. Johnson.
I'n ik i pies ofevolution arc studied through a phy logenetic, Functional, and morphological
imination <>t marine invertebrates l iving representatives of all majoi roarine invertebrate
phy i.i .r l ni < urn. ii ion hum the toss 1 1 record i^ used to elucidate causes and patterns
volution I "ins ut laboratory "i held work pa week, and .in individual
irch proj I at required
Biology 165
i \< in oph\siolo^\. I ill N I' i . , S I )i< mv,.
\ i.uinp.ir.iti\i i the linn nun ol the nervous system in invertebrate and vertebrate
.inni ; ; I pi t include the physii f individual nerve cells and their organization into
: animals tut. ues hum theem ironment, and
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the neural mechanisms underlying such behaviors. Lectures and four hours of laboratory work
per week.
Prerequisite: Biology 104, and one from Biology 213, 214, or Psychology 218 (formerly
Psychology 247).
254a. Biomechanics. Spring 2007. Amy S. Johnson.
Examines the quantitative and qualitative characterization oforganismal morphology, and
explores the relationship of morphology to measurable components of an organism's
mechanical, hydrodynamic, and ecological environment. Lectures, labs, field trips, and
individual research projects emphasize ( 1 ) analysis of morphology, including analyses of the
shape of individual organisms as well as of the mechanical and molecular organization of their
tissues; (2) characterization of water flow associated with organisms; and (3) analyses of the
ecological and mechanical consequences to organisms of their interaction with their environ-
ment. Introductory physics and calculus are strongly recommended.
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
255a. Human Genetics. Every spring. William L. Steinhart.
The genetics of humans is examined at all levels, from molecular to population. Topics
include the inheritance of mutations, multifactorial traits, phenotypic variation, and sex
determination. Discussions focus on case studies, genetic counseling, the impact of biotech-
nology, technical and ethical aspects of genetic engineering, and theories of human evolution.
Includes student-led seminars.
Prerequisite: Biology 212 or permission of the instructor.
257a. Immunology. Fall 2005. Anne E. McBride.
Covers the development of the immune response, the cell biology of the immune system,
the nature of antigens, antibodies, B and T cells, and the complement system. The nature of
natural immunity, transplantation immunology, and tumor immunology are also considered.
Prerequisite: Biology 212, 217, 218, 224, 231, or permission of the instructor.
258a. Ornithology. Spring 2006. Nathaniel T. Wheelwright.
Advanced study of the biology of birds, including anatomy, physiology, distribution, and
systematics, with an emphasis on avian ecology and evolution. Through integrated laboratory
sessions, field trips, discussion of the primary literature, and independent research, students
learn identification of birds, functional morphology, and research techniques such as
experimental design, behavioral observation, and field methods. Optional field trip to the
Bowdoin Scientific Station on Kent Island.
Prerequisite: Biology 215 or 225.
263a. Laboratory in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry. Every semester. William L.
Steinhart.
Comprehensive laboratory course in molecular biology and biochemistry that reflects how
research is conducted and communicated. Includes sequential weekly experiments, resulting
in a cohesive, semester-long research project. Begins with genetic engineering to produce a
recombinant protein, continues with its purification, and finishes with functional and
Structural characterization. Emphasis is on cloning strategy, controlling protein expression,
and protein characterization using techniques such as polymerase chain reaction, affinity
chromatography, isoelectric focusing and high-performance liquid chromatography. Stu-
dents also learn to manipulate data using structural and image analysis software. (Same as
Chemistry 263.)
Prerequisite: Biology/Chemistry 231, previously known as Biology/Chemistry 261
(may be taken concurrently). ~-
( irset 'Instruction
lu<n\. Molecular Neurobiology. Spring 2005. Hadley Wilson Horch.
E lamination of the molecular control o\ neuronal structure and function. Topics include
the molecular basis of neuronal excitability, the factors involved in chemical and contact-
mediated neuronal communication, and the complex molecular control of developing and
regenerating nervous systems. Weekl) laboratories complement lectures by covering a range
ofmolecularand cellular techniques used in neurobiology and culminate in brief independent
projects. A weekend at the Nerve Net Science Meeting is required.
Prerequisite: Biolog} 104, and one from Biology 212, 213, 224, 231 (previously known
as Biolog 261 ). 253, or Psychology 218 (formerly Psychology 247).
[280m. Plant Responses to the Environment]
291a—294a* Intermediate Independent Study. Tm Dl PARTKfl \r.
303a. \ irology. Spring 2005. Wn i i wi L. Sn i\h \ri.
\ studs of plant and animal \ imses, beginning w ith lectures on fundamental \ irolog) and
Follow ed b) student-led seminars based on the primary literature. Cox ers ta\onom\ . structure,
replication, pathogenesis, epidemiology, and public health aspects of viruses.
Prerequisite: Biology 212, 218, or permission o\' instructor.
304a. Topics in Molecular Biology. Fall 2005. Anne E. Mc Brim .
Seminar exploring the numerous roles of ribonucleic acid, from the discover) ofRNA as
a cellular messenger to the development o\' RNAs to treat disease. Topics covered also
include: RNA enzymes, interactions of RNA \uiises with host cells. RNA tools in biotech-
nology, and RNA as a potential origin o\' life. Focuses on discussions o\' papers from the
primar\ literature.
Prerequisite: One from Biology 212, 21S, 224, 231 (previously known as Biology 261),
232
i
pre\ iousl) know n as Biolog) 262), or permission of the instructor.
306a. Kree Radicals and \ntio\idants. Spring 2005 B xkr^i A. LOGAN.
Ordinal) cellular metabolism in aerobic environments results in the production ol free
radicals, and tree radical mediated cellular damage underlies man) human diseases. In
response to the danger the) pose, organisms evolved elaborate antioxidant systems that
detoxif) tree radicals. The biolog) <>i free radicals and antioxidants in organisms ranging from
bacteria to plants to humans is discussed, along w it h the importance of free radicals in disease
lime is devoted to discussing the priraar) literature and occasional laboratory
sessions
Prerequisil 1 1 level (oi above I course in biology, oi permission ol the instructoi
317a. Molecular In ohit ion. Fall 2004. Mk ii \i i F. Palopou.
I he dynamics ol evolutionary change at the moleculai level are examined, ropics me hide:
neutra] theor) ol moleculai evolution, rates and patterns <>i change in nucleotide sequences
and proteins, moleculai phylogenetics, and genome evolution. Explores the evolution ol
ilopment and the applu ation ol moleculai methods to traditional questions in evolution
Prerequisite Biolog) 212, 216, oi 217, oi permission ol the instructoi
125a. Topics in Ncnroscicncc. I all 2(K) <; P ,S DICKINSON.
\\j nun. ii i .wi one »'i more aspects ol nemos*, ieix e, such as neuronal
ration and development, modulation ol neuronal activity, oi the neural basis ol
i si ii, i d and discuss original papei from the literature
i »ih to.m Biolog} l\ 3. 253, ~m>. Psycbolog) 275, m 276.
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326a. Developmental Neurobiology. Spring 2007. Hadley Wilson Horch.
Advanced seminar exploring the principles involved in the development of individual
neurons, circuits, and systems, with special focus on the relative influence of activity
(experience) and molecular (genetic) factors. Based mainly on student presentations of
primary literature, content is influenced by student interests. Potential topics include axon
pathfinding and the dynamics of growth cones, synapse formation, neurotrophic factors,
critical periods, pattern formation, arid visual system development. In addition, students
design and conduct individual projects investigating aspects of the development of neurons
or neuronal systems.
Prerequisite: One from Biology 213, 253, 266, Psychology 275, 276, or permission of the
instructor.
333a. Advanced Cell and Molecular Biology. Fall 2004. Bruce D. Kohorn.
An exploration of the multiple ways cells have evolved to transmit signals from their
external environment to cause alterations in cell architecture, physiology, and gene expres-
sion. Examples are drawn from both single-cell and multi-cellular organisms, including
bacteria, fungi, algae, land plants, insects, worms, and mammals. Emphasis is on the primary
literature, with directed discussion and some background introductory remarks for each class.
Prerequisite: Biology 105, and one from the following: Biology 217, 224, 231 (previously
known as Biology 261), 246, or 263.
335a. Marine Physiological Ecology. Fall 2004. Marney Pratt.
Explores the physiological interaction of marine organisms with their environment.
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation to the marine envrionment are particularly interest-
ing because these habitats can change dramatically on the order of hours (due to tidal cycles),
months (due to seasonal cycles), and years (due to climate cycles/change). Thus marine
organisms must be able to survive, grow, and reproduce in a wide range of conditions that
change over both short and long periods of time. Focuses on the effects of temperature,
salinity, oxygen, and dessication stress on local organisms from the rocky shore. Includes
lectures on background information, discussion of primary literature, and occasional labs
associated with independent research projects.
Prerequisite: A 200-level (or higher) course in biology or permission of the instructor.
Comparative Physiology (Biology 214) is recommended.
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Requirements for the Major in Chemistry
The required courses are Chemistry 109, 1 19, or 159; 210, 225, 226, 240, 251, 252, 254; and
an) two upper-level electives: Chemistry 232 (pre* iousl) known as 262) and courses at the
' level or above. Students who have completed a rigorous secondary school chemistr)
course should begin with Chemistry 109. Chemistry 101/109 is an Introductory course
sequence tor students wishing to have a full year of general chemistr) at the college level.
First-year students must take the chemistr) placement exam to ensure proper placement in
101. 109, or above. In addition to these chemistr) courses, chemistr) majors also are required
to take Physics 103 and KM, and Mathematics 161 and 171.
I hechemistr) majorcan serve as preparation forman) careerpaths aftercollege, including
the profession of Chemistry, graduate studies in the sciences, medicine, secondar) school
teaching, and man) fields in the business world The department offers programs based on the
interests and goals of the student, so a prospective major should discuss Ins or her plans I* ith
the department as soon as possible. Regardless o! career goals, students are encouraged to
develop their critical thinking and problcm-sol\ ing skills b\ participating in a collaborative
student lacult) research project ( ( heinistr\ 290, 400, Of summer research).
I he department also otters an American C 'hemic. il Societ) certified major m chemistr) -
I he requirements tor certification are met b> taking advanced electives in chemistr)
I bemistr) 231 [previoUSl) known as 261], 310 and 340) and additional courses in
rnathematics students interested in this certification program should consult with the
department
I he department encourages its students to round out the chemistr) majoi with relevant
ises in other departments, depending on individual needs rhese might include electives
in other depart merits that provide e\tensi\e opportunities fol writing and speaking, *'i courses
ned with technolog) and societ) Students interested in providing a particular interdis
^ iphn.ir \ emphasis to theirchemistr) majoi should considei additional courses in biolog) ami
biochemistr) , computer sciero nomics, education, geolog) , mathematics, or physics
hid* p< inl( ill Stud\
Student n independent study at the intermediate (291 294) or advanced (401
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Interdisciplinary Majors
The department participates in interdisciplinary programs in biochemistry, chemical physics,
environmental studies, and geology and chemistry. See pages 72, 124, 178, and 180.
Requirements for the Minor in Chemistry
The minor consists of five chemistry courses at or above the 100-level. Biochemistry majors
may not minor in chemistry.
First-Year Seminar
For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 137^5.
25a. Principles of Drug Action. Fall 2004. Paul W. Baures.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
101a. Introductory Chemistry. Every fall. David S. Page.
A first course in a two-semester introductory college chemistry program. An introduction
to the states of matter and their properties, the mole concept and stoichiometry, and selected
properties of the elements. Lectures, conferences, and four hours of laboratory work per week.
First-year students must take the chemistry placement examination during orientation.
109a. General Chemistry. Every fall and spring. The Department.
Introduction to models for chemical bonding and intermolecular forces; characterization
of systems at equilibrium and spontaneous processes, including oxidation and reduction; and
the rates of chemical reactions. Lectures, conferences, and four hours of laboratory work per
week.
Prerequisite: One year of high school chemistry with laboratory or Chemistry 101.
First-year students must take the chemistry placement examination during orientation.
180a. Perspectives in Environmental Science. Spring 2005. John Lichter and Dharni
Vasudevan.
Functioning of the earth system is defined by the complex and fascinating interaction of
processes within and between four principal spheres: land, air, water, and life. Leverages key
principles of environmental chemistry and ecology to unravel the intricate connectedness of
natural phenomena and ecosystem function. Fundamental biological and chemical concepts
are used to understand the science behind the environmental dilemmas facing societies as a
consequence of human activities. Laboratory sessions consist of local field trips, laboratory
experiments, group research, case study exercises, and discussions of current and classic
scientific literature. (Same as Biology 158 and Environmental Studies 201.)
Prerequisite: One 100-level or higher course in biology, chemistry, or geology.
210a. Chemical Analysis. Fall 2004. Elizabeth A. Stemmler.
Methods of separating and quantifying inorganic and organic compounds using volumet-
ric, spectrophotometric, electrometric, and chromatographic techniques are covered. Chemi-
cal equilibria and the statistical analysis of data are addressed. Lectures and four hours of
laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 109, 119, or 159.
s4 Courses ofInstruction
225a. Organic Chemistry I. Fall 2004. Brian R. Linton and Pall W. Baures.
Introduction to the chemistry of the compounds of carbon. Provides the foundation for
further work in organic chemistry and biochemistry . Lectures, conference, and four hours of
laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 109, 119, or 159.
226a. Organic Chemistry II. Spring 2005. Brian R. Linton and Pall W. Balres.
Continuation of the study of the compounds of carbon. Chemistry 225 and 226 cover the
material of the usual course in organic chemisti \ and form a foundation for further work in
anic chemist!) and biochemistry. Lectures, conference, and four hours of laboratory work
per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 225.
231a. Biochemistn I. Fall 2004. BRUCE D. Kohorn.
Proteins and enzymes. An introduction to the chemistry and biology of small biological
molecules, macromoleculcs. and membranes. Emphasis on biological processes including
transcription, translation, and bioenergetics. Lectures and informally scheduled laboratories,
based upon computer models of the chemical basis of biological mechanisms. Previously
known as Chemistr\ 261. (Same as Biology 231. previousl) known as Biology 261.)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 226.
232a. Biochemistry II. Spring 2005. David S. Page.
An introduction to metabolism. Topics include pathways in living cells by which
carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, and other important biomoleculcs are broken down to
produce energ) and blOS) nthesi/ed. Pre\ iously known as Chemistry 262. (Same as Biology
232. previousl) known as Biologj 262.)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 226).
24(>a. Inorganic Chemistry. Spring 2005. Jeffrey K. Nagi i .
\n introduction to the chemistT) of the elements with a focus on chemical bonding,
periodic properties, and coordination compounds. Topics in solid state, bioinorganic. and
en\ ironmental inorganic chcmistr\ also are included. Pro\ ides a foundation for further work
in chemistT) and biochemistry. Lectures and lour hours of laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite: Chemist r> 109, 119, or 159.
251a. Physical Chemistr\ I. Ever) tall ERH S. Pi m kson.
I hermod) namics ami its application to chemical changes and equilibria that occur in the
lid. ami I k|ukI states ihe heha\ iorofsystems at equilibrium andchemical reaction
kinetic 5 arc related to molecular properties In means of the kinetic theor) of gases, the law s
«>l thermod) namics and transition state theoi \
requisite Chemfatrj 109, 119, oi 159; Physks MM: and Mathematics 171, or
•n ol the instrUCtOI Mathematics 181 is recommended
252a. Physical < lu inist i \ Q. Every spring. Ronald L. CHaisn \si v
I
I
rclopmenl and principles <>i quantum mechanics with applications to atomic structure,
chemical bonding, chemical reactivity, and moleculai spectroscopy
it ( hrmistiN 109. ||9. ,.i 159; Plnsics KM: ami Mathematics 171, or
lission of the instructoi Mathematics ihi is rec ommended.
< In m i -t i \ 25 I is not a prerequisite for ^ hcmisti \ 252.
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254a. Physical Chemistry Laboratory. Every spring. Eric S. Peterson.
Experiments in thermodynamics, kinetics, spectroscopy, and quantum chemistry. Modern
methods, such as vibrational and electronic spectroscopy, calorimetry, and time-resolved
kinetics measurements, are used to verify and explore fundamental concepts in physical
chemistry. In addition, instrumental topics are discussed. These include computer-based data
acquisition, nuclear magnetic resonance, and the use of pulsed and continuous wave lasers.
Emphasis is placed on understanding concepts, on a modular approach to experimental
design, and on the development of scientific writing skills. Lectures and four hours of
laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 252 (generally taken concurrently) or permission of the instruc-
tor.
263a. Laboratory in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry. Every semester. William L.
Steinhart.
Comprehensive laboratory course in molecular biology and biochemistry that reflects how
research is conducted and communicated. Includes sequential weekly experiments, resulting
in a cohesive, semester-long research project. Begins with genetic engineering to produce a
recombinant protein, continues with its purification, and finishes with functional and
structural characterization. Emphasis is on cloning strategy, controlling protein expression,
and protein characterization using techniques such as polymerase chain reaction, affinity
chromatography, isoelectric focusing and high-performance liquid chromatography. Stu-
dents also learn to manipulate data using structural and image analysis software. (Same as
Biology 263.)
Prerequisite: Biology/Chemistry 231, previously known as Biology/Chemistry 261
(may be taken concurrently).
310a. Instrumental Analysis. Spring 2005. Danton Nygaard.
Theoretical and practical aspects of instrumental techniques, including nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and mass spectrometry
are covered, in conjunction with advanced chromatographic methods. Applications of
instrumental techniques to the analysis of biological and environmental samples are covered.
Lectures and two hours of laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 210 or permission of the instructor.
[320a. Advanced Organic Chemistry: Organometallic Chemistry.]
330a. Biochemical Toxicology. Spring 2005. David S. Page.
Provides an explanation of dose-response relationships, disposition and metabolism of
toxic substances, and toxic responses oforganisms to foreign compounds. Examples illustrat-
ing mechanisms of toxicity will be discussed. Concepts and mechanisms from organic
chemistry and biochemistry are applied to understanding the biochemical effects of toxic
substances. Case studies will include a discussion of the mechanisms of the acute toxicity of
pesticides and the possible relationships between environmental exposures to pesticides and
human health.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 226 and 251. Chemistry 232 (previously known as Chemistry
262) is strongly recommended.
340a. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. Fall 2004. Jeffrey K. Nagle.
An in-depth coverage of inorganic chemistry. Spectroscopic and mechanistic studies of
coordination and organometallic compounds, including applications to bioinorganic chemis-
try, are emphasized. Symmetry and applications of group theory are included.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 240 or permission of the instructor. Chemistry 252 is recom-
mended.
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366*. Molecular Medicine. Fall 2004. Brian R. Linton.
Exploration of the molecular and cellular mechanisms of disease, with concurrent
emphasis on the de\ elopment ofmedicinal treatments. Specific topics may include metabolic
disorder** aik\ treatment. acti\ itv tit' antibiotics, bacteriological resistance. HIV infection and
anti\ iral treatment, canceroccurrence and treatment, and the pharmacology of brain activity.
\ significant portion of the covered material is derived from the primary literature. All
medical conditions are framed in the context of pharmaceutical design and evaluation.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 226 and 231 (previously known as Chemistry 261), or permis-
sion k^\ the instructor.
2 l>la-294a. Intermediate Independent Study. Thh Departmi \t.
laboratory or literature-based investigation ofa topic in chemistry. Topics are determined
by the student and a supervising faculty member.
401a—404a. Advanced Independent Study and Honors. The Department.
Advanced version of Chemistry 291-294 for students in their senior year. Students are
expected to demonstrate a higher level of ownership of their research problem. This course
may be used to meet the requirements for departmental honors for qualified students.
Classics
Barbara Weideu Boyd. Chair










Tammis 1 I areau
I Ik- I tepartmenl ol ( lassies utters three major programs: one w nh a focus on language and
literature < ( lassies >. one u ith a locus on classical archaeology (Classical Archaeology ). and
one that looks at the ancient work) from varied perspectives (Classieal Studies). Students
pursuing these majors are encouraged to Stud} not only the languages and literatures but also
the phy sical monuments of ( toeec e and Rome I his approach i^ reflected in the requirements
t«>( the three majoi programs: foi all. requirements in Greek and/or Latin and in classical
culture must be fulfilled
< lassies
I lu- classit in is arranged i" accommodate both those students who have studied no
il languages and those who have had extensive training in I atin and Greek. I he
"b| i classics courses is to si ml \ the an< ienl languages and literatures in the original
in ue. ih involve students in the politics, lush>i\ . awA philosophies
ntiqiiits \ ourses focus on the analysis ol textual material and on
literal) ». ritic ism
Requirements foi the Major in ( lassies
major in da ists of ten courses \t least six of the ten courses are to be chosen
ir«.in ofl G k and Latin and should include at least two courses in Greek or Latin
at the KX) level; one of the remaining houldbc Urchaeolog} 101 oi 102. Students
fthclanp ncouraged to take at least two courses in the othei
•
i thin majoi a re tean h seminal is required
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Classical Archaeology
Within the broader context of classical studies, the classical archaeology program pays special
attention to the physical remains of classical antiquity. Students studying classical archaeol-
ogy should develop an understanding of how archaeological evidence can contribute to our
knowledge of the past, and ofhow archaeological study interacts with such related disciplines
as philology, history, and art history. In particular, they should acquire an appreciation for the
unique balance of written and physical sources that makes classical archaeology a central part
of classical studies.
Requirements for the Major in Classical Archaeology
The major in classical archaeology consists often courses. At least five of the ten courses are
to be chosen from offerings in archaeology, and should include Archaeology 101, 102, and
at least one archaeology course at the 300 level. At least four of the remaining courses are to
be chosen from offerings in Greek or Latin, and should include at least one at the 300 level.
As a capstone to this major, a research seminar is required.
Classical Studies
The Classical Studies major provides a useful foundation for students who seek a multi-
disciplinary view of the ancient. The major enfolds coursework in an ancient language (Greek
or Latin) with classes that explore the culture, history, and traditions of the ancient Mediter-
ranean.
Requirements for the Major in Classical Studies
The major in classical studies consists often courses. At least eight courses must be selected
from within the department. A minimum of two classes should be elected in a single ancient
language (Greek or Latin). The appropriate level depends on the student's preparation and is
determined by the department. The remaining classes should include: Classics 101, 102, 211,
and 212; at least one course in Classical Archaeology; at least one and not more than two
classes outside the department ofClassics and chosen from the following: Anthropology 102,
221, 228, or 230; Art History 213; Government 109 or 240; Philosophy 111, 331, or 335,
Religion 106, 210, 215, 216; English/Theater 106; at least two advanced courses in the
department at the 300 level, one of which must be a designated Research Seminar.
Interdisciplinary Major
The department participates in an interdisciplinary program in archaeology and art history.
See page 177.
Requirements for the Minor
Students may choose a minor in one of five areas:
1
.
Greek: Five courses in the department, including at least four in the Greek
language;
2. Latin: Five courses in the department, including at least four in the Latin lan-
guage;
3. Classics: Five courses in the department, including at least four in the classical
languages; of these four, one should be either Greek 204 or Latin 205 or 206;
4. Archaeology: Six courses in the department, including either Archaeology 101 or
102, one archaeology course at the 300 level, and two other archaeology courses;
88 Cowrsi ! ofInstruction
5 Classical Studies (Greek or Roman): Six courses, including:
a.
—for the Greek studies concentration:
two courses in the Greek language;
\rchaeol<>«\ 101;
one of the following: Classics 17 (or an) other appropriate first-year seminar).
Classics 101, 102. or 211; or Philosophy 111; or Government 240;
and two of the follow ing: Archaeology 203 or any 300-level archaeology
course focusing primaril) oil Greek material: Philosophy 331 or 335: Classics
291-294 i Independent Study) or any 200- or 300-level Greek or classics course
focusing primarily on Greek material.
b. —for the Roman studies concentration:
two courses in the Latin language;
\rchaeolo»\ 102:
one of the follow ing: Classics 16 (or any other appropriate first-year seminar).
Classics 101, 102, or 212: or Philosophy 111: or Government 240:
and two of the following: Archaeology 204 or an) 300-level archaeology course
focusing primarily on Roman material: or Classics 291-294 1 Independent Study)
or any 200- or 300-level Latin or classics course focusing primarily on Roman
material.
Other courses m the Bowdoin curriculum may be applied to this minor if approved by the
Classics Department.
(lassies and \rchaeolo<j\ at Bowdoin and Abroad
Vrchaeolog) classes regulari) use the outstanding collection of ancient art in the Bowdoin
College Museum of Art. Of special note arc the exceptionally fine holdings in Greek painted
potter) and the ver) full and continuous survey ofGreek and Roman coins. In addition, there
arc numerous opportunities tor studs or work abroad. Bowdoin is a participating member o\'
the Intercollegiate (enter for Classical Studies in Rome, where students in both major
programs can stud) in the junior year (see page 44). It is also possible to receive course credit
foi held experience OH excavations. Interested students should consult members o\' the
department tor further information.
Students contemplating graduate stud) in classics or classical archaeolog) arc ad\ iscd to
in the stud) ol at least one modern language in college, as most graduate programs require
competence in French and ( ierman as well as m Latin and ( ireek.
\k( ll GEOLOGY
\rehaeolom km and 102 are offered iii alternate years.
101c Introduction to ( »rcek Archaeology. Fall 2005. James Higoinbotham.
Introduces the techniques and methods ol classical archaeolog) as revealed through an
iminationol ( Ireek material culture I mphasis upon the majoi monuments and artifacts ol
the i world from prehistor) to the Hellenistic age Architecture, sculpture, fresco
par id OthCI "minor .uts" BTC c\.iinmcd at such sites as KnOtSOS, Nhccnac. \lhciis.
phi. and Olympia ( onsiders the nature ol this an haeologic al evidence and the relation
in
i
il arena ther dis< iplines such as an history, history, and classics.
uppleinents illustrated presentations of the majoi an haeologic al finds ol
k world ' s.iui, \i i llistni \ 209.)
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102c. Introduction to Roman Archaeology. Fall 2004. Molly Swetnam-Burland.
Surveys the material culture of Roman society, from Italy's prehistory and the origins of
the Roman state through its development into a cosmopolitan empire, and concludes with the
fundamental reorganization during the late third and early fourth centuries ofour era. Lectures
explore ancient sites such as Rome, Pompeii, Athens, Ephesus, and others around the
Mediterranean. Emphasis upon the major monuments and artifacts of the Roman era:
architecture, sculpture, fresco painting, and other "minor arts.
1
' Considers the nature of this
archaeological evidence and the relationship of classical archaeology to other disciplines such
as art history, history, and classics. Assigned reading supplements illustrated presentations of
the major archaeological finds of the Roman world. (Same as Art History 210.)
[201c. Archaeology of the Hellenistic World.]
202c. Augustan Rome. Fall 2005. Barbara Wkiden Boyd.
Upon his ascent to power after a century of war, Rome's first princeps, Augustus, launched
a program of cultural reformation and restoration that was to have a profound and enduring
effect upon every aspect of life in the empire, from fashions in entertainment, decoration, and
art, to religious and political habits and customs. Using the city of Rome as its primary text,
investigates how the Augustan "renovation" of Rome is manifested first and foremost in the
monuments associated with the ruler: the Mausoleum of Augustus, theater of Marcellus,
temple of Apollo on the Palatine, Altar of Augustan Peace, and Forum of Augustus as well
as many others. Understanding of the material remains themselves is supplemented by
historical and literary texts dating to Augustus's reign, as well as by a consideration of
contemporary research and controversies in the field. (Same as Classics 202.)
[204c. Pagans and Christians: Art and Society in Late Antiquity.]
205c. Historia Naturalis: Society and the Environment in the Ancient Mediterranean.
Spring 2006. James Higginbotham.
Explores how the ancient Greeks and Romans viewed their natural world and how these
perspectives are revealed by the archaeological record. Focuses on ancient resource manage-
ment as reflected in the practices of agriculture, pisciculture, animal husbandry, mining, and
quarrying; how architecture and hydraulic engineering facilitated the access to and the
procurement of raw materials; and the resultant consequences for the ancient environment.
Drawing on ancient literary testimonia from such writers as Aristotle, Pliny the Elder,
Vitruvius, Varro, Columella, and Virgil, the class examines the ancient responses to
population pressures and natural disasters, the development of urban planning, contrasts (or
conflicts) between the city and countryside, and the creation of artificial landscapes. (Same
as Environmental Studies 205.)
Prerequisite: One of the following: Archaeology 101 or 102, Environmental Studies
101, Biology 104, Geology 100 or 101, or permission of the instructor.
[233c. Egypt and the Roman World.]
At least one 300-level archaeology course is offered each year. Topics and/or periods recently
taught on this level include: the Greek bronze age; Etruscan art and archaeology; Greek and




304c Pompeii and the Cities of Vesuvius. Fall 2004. Molly Swetman-Burland.
The archaeological record of Pompeii and the neighboring towns of the Bay of Naples is
unique in the range and completeness of its testimony about domestic, economic, religious.
social, and political life in the first century a.d. Examines archaeological, literary, and
documentary material ranging from architecture and sculpture to wall painting, graffiti, and
the floral remains of ancient gardens, but focuses on interpreting the archaeological record for
insight into the everyda) life ofthe Romans. Archaeological materials are introduced through
illustrated presentations and supplemental) texts.
Prerequisite: Archaeology 101 or 102. or permission of the instructor.
[305c Etruscan \rt and Archaeology.)
CLASSICS
First-Year Seminar
lor a lull description o\ first-year seminars, sec pages 137-45.
1 16c. Cultural Connections in the Ancient Mediterranean.]
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
(lassies 101 and 102 arc offered in alternate years.
10k. Classical Mythology. Spring 2006. Barbara Weiden Boyd.
uses on the mythology ofthe Greeks and the use ofmyth in Classical literature. Other
topics considered arc: recurrent patterns and motifs in Greek myths; a cross-cultural Stud) oi
ancient creation myths; the relation of m\tholog\ to religion; women's roles in myth; and the
application of modern anthropological, sociological, and psychological theories to classical
myth. Concludes with ail examination ol:"()\ id's use of classical im thologx in the Mctunior-
pile
1 02c. Introduction to \ncient Greek (ul tore. Spring 2005. Tw DEPARTMENT.
Introduces students to the studs ol the literature and culture of ancient ( iiecce Examines
different ( ircck responses to issues such as religion and the role of gods in human existence.
heroism the natural world, the indh idual and society . and competition; considers forms of
k rationalism^ the flourishing ol \ arious Literal") and artistic media. ( ircck experiments
turn with different political systems, and concepts of Hellenism and barbarism. Investigates
not onl) what we do and do not know about ancient ( rreece, but also the \\ pes ofe\ idence and
met h»> t i a ith which WC construct this know ledge I \\ u lei ICC is ill aw n pimiaiik liom
the works <>i authors such as Homer, Sappho, Herodotus, Aesch) I us. Sophocles. I uripides,
rhucydides, Aristophanes, Plato, and Hippocrates, but attention is also given to documentar)
and .mi \n readings are done in translation
'o:<
. togustan Rome. Fall 200 B WbidenBoyd.
t to power after a century ofwar, Rome's first princeps, Augustus, launched
a program ol cultural reformation and restoration thai was to have a profound and enduring
i of life in the empire, from fashions in entertainment, decoration, and
an ' and political habits and customs I ting the city ofRome as its primary text,
inv i. in renovation*
1
"i Rome is manifested lust and foremost in the
m«.nun ill the lulei the MaUSOleUITl Ol VugUStUS, ihr.ilei Ol M.iuellus.
Apollo on the Palatine, Mtarol Augustan P ind Forum ol Augustus as well
thei i ndei landing ol the material remains themselves is supplemented bj
ii and litei as well as b) a consideration ol
in h and i ontrovei ties in the Held I Same a trchaeolog) 202 |
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1
[204c. Pagans and Christians: Art and Society in Late Antiquity.)
211c. History ofAncient Greece: Bronze Age to the Death ofAlexander. Spring 2006. The
Department.
Surveys the history of Greek-speaking peoples from the Bronze Age (c. 3000-1 100 B.C.)
to the death of Alexander the Great in 323 B.C. Traces the political, economic, social, religious,
and cultural developments of the Greeks in the broader context of the Mediterranean world.
Topics include the institution of thepolls (city-state); hoplite warfare; Greek colonization; the
origins of Greek "science," philosophy, and rhetoric; and fifth-century Athenian democracy
and imperialism. Necessarily focuses on Athens and Sparta, but attention is also given to the
variety of social and political structures found in different Greek communities. Special
attention is given to examining and attempting to understand the distinctively Greek outlook
in regard to gender, the relationship between human and divine, freedom, and the divisions
between Greeks and barbarians (non-Greeks). A variety of sources—literary, epigraphical,
archaeological—are presented, and students learn how to use them as historical documents.
(Same as History 201.)
212c. Ancient Rome. Spring 2005. Irene Polinskaya.
Surveys the history of Rome from its beginnings to the fourth century a.d. Considers the
political, economic, religious, social, and cultural developments of the Romans in the context
of Rome's growth from a small settlement in central Italy to the dominant power in the
Mediterranean world. Special attention is given to such topics as urbanism, imperialism, the
influence of Greek culture and law, and multiculturalism. The course introduces different
types of sources—literary, epigraphical, archaeological, etc.—and students learn how to use
them as historical documents. (Same as History 202.)
214c. Sport in Ancient Greece and Rome. Fall 2004. Elizabeth de Grummond.
Examines the role of sport and athletics in Greek and Roman society. Surveys the various
athletic contests and activities that were practiced in antiquity, including the Olympic Games
and gladiatorial combat. Considers the ways in which sport and public entertainment are a
reflection of larger social trends. Historical and archaeological evidence for ancient athletics
are presented, with an emphasis on learning to read critically and interpret ancient texts.
[233c. Egypt and the Roman World.]
GREEK
101c. Elementary Greek. Every other fall. Fall 2004. Jennifer Clarke Kosak.
Introduces students to basic elements of ancient Greek grammar and syntax; emphasizes
the development of reading proficiency and includes readings, both adapted and in the
original, of various Greek authors. Focuses on Attic dialect.
102c. Elementary Greek. Every other spring. Jennifer Clarke Kosak.
A continuation of Greek 101; introduces students to more complex grammar and syntax,
while emphasizing the development of reading proficiency. Includes readings, both adapted
and in the original, of Greek authors such as Plato and Euripides. Focuses on Attic dialect.
103c. Intensive Elementary Greek. Every other spring. Spring 2005. Jennifer Clarke
Kosak.
Introduces students to the basic grammar and syntax of ancient GrBek and includes
readings of prose authors such as Plato and Xenophon. Students who successfully complete
this course will be prepared to take Greek at the intermediate level.
Courses ofInstruction
203c Intermediate Greek for Reading. Every fall. Jennifer Clarke Kosak.
\ k-\ k-u ofthe essentials ofGreek grammar and syntax and an introduction to the reading
of Greek prose and sometimes poetry. Materials to be read change from year to year, but
always include a major prose work. Equivalent of Greek 102 or two to three years oi high
school Greek is required.
2<i4c. Homer. Ever) spring. The Di partmi nt.
At least one ad\ anced Greek course is ottered each year. The aim of each of these courses
is to give students the oppoitlinit) for sustained reading and discussion of at least one major
author or genre representative of classical Greek literature. Primary focus is on the texts, w ith
serious attention given as well both to the historical context from which these works emerged
and to contemporar) discussions and debates concerning these works.
Department facult) general 1\ attempt to schedule offerings in response to the needs and
interestsofconcentrators. Topics and/orauthors frequently taught on this level include: Greek
lyric and elegiac poetry; Homer's Odyssey; Cheek drama (including the tragedies o\'
Veschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, and the comedies o\ Artistophanes and Menander);
( ircek histOT) < including 1 lerodotUS and Thucydides); Greek philosophy ( including Plato and
\i istotle i: ( ircek rhetoric and orator) : and the literature of the Alexandrian era. The 300-level
courses scheduled for 2()()4-2()()5 include:
305c Traged) . Fall 2004. Ji wn i k Q vrw K< >s \k.
[306c Plato and \ristotle.|
LATIN
101c Elementary Latin. Ever) fall. Barbara Weiden Boyd.
\ thorough presentation o\ the elements o\' Latin grammar. Emphasis is placed on
achieving a reading proficiency.
102c Elemental*) Latin. Ever) spring. Molu Swi rNAM-Bt rj \nd.
\ continuation of Latin 101. I hiring this term, reailings arc based on unaltered passages
ol classical I atin
203c Intermediate Latin for Reading. Ever) fall. Li i/ \m m w Gri mmond.
\ ie\ kw ol the essentials nt I atin grammar and S) max and an introduction tO the reading
Ol I atin prose and poetr) Materials to be read change from \ear to \ear. but always include
a major prose work I quh alent ol Latin 102 or t w < > to three years o\ high school I atin is
required
204c Studies in Latin I Jterature. I very spring. Tin Department.
\n introduction to different genres and themes in I atin literature l he subject mattei and
auth from year to year (e.g., selections from Virgil's ientid and
oi 1 1 "i 1 1 l ik i ei 1
1
is. Ovid, and Cicero), but attention is always given u> the
historical and literal") context ol the authors read While the primar) focus is on reading] atin
in I .ii m I itei at in e in 1 1 aiisi.it inn .ne also ass igned Equivalent ol Latin
20 ! to 1 1 mii hool I atin is required
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Latin 205 and 206 are offered in alternate years.
205c. Latin Poetry. Every other year. Fall 2005. Barbara Weiden Boyd.
An introduction to the appreciation and analysis of works by the major Latin poets.
Readings include selections from poets such as Catullus, Lucretius, Horace, Virgil, and/or
Ovid. Equivalent of Latin 204 or four years (or more) of high school Latin is required.
206c. Latin Prose. Every other year. Fall 2004. Barbara Wkidkn Boyd.
An introduction to the content, genres, and style of the greatest writers of Latin prose
(including speeches, rhetorical and philosophical works, and historical texts). Authors to be
read may include Cicero, Sal lust, Livy, Tacitus, or Suetonius; in fall 2004, the focus is on
Livy's History Book 21 (Hannibal and the second Punic War). Readings from Livy are
complemented by an introduction to Latin prose composition, including weekly Latin writing
assignments.
Prerequisite: Equivalent of Latin 204 or four years (or more) of high school Latin.
One advanced Latin course is offered each semester. The aim of each of these courses is
to give students the opportunity for sustained reading and discussion of at least one major
author or genre representative of classical Latin literature. Primary focus is on the texts, with
serious attention given as well both to the historical context from which these works emerged
and to contemporary discussions and debates concerning these works.
Department faculty generally attempt to schedule offerings in response to the needs and
interests of concentrators. Topics and/or authors frequently taught on this level include:
Roman history (including Sallust, Livy, and Tacitus); Ovid's Metamorphoses; Elegiac
poetry; Cicero's oratory; Virgil' sAeneid or Eclogues and Georgics; Roman novel (including
Petronius and Apuleius); satire; and comedy (including Plautus and Terence). The 300-level
courses scheduled for 2004-2005 include:
301c. The Historians. Fall 2004. Barbara Weiden Boyd.
[304c. Cicero and Roman Oratory.]
Independent Study in Greek, Latin, Archaeology, and Classics
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
391c-392c. Special Topics in Latin. The Department.
392c. Ovid's Roman Calendar: The Fasti. Spring 2005. Barbara Weiden Boyd.




Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin Colleges (CBB) collaborate in running stud) abroad centers in
London, England, and Cape Town, South Africa. Each center runs up to three programs per
semester, encompassing a w ide variety ofcourses; a different set ofprograms is offered each
year. CBB faculty members direct and teach in the programs. Courses are designed to make
lull use of the instructional and cultural resources of the region, through such methods as
instruction b) local scholars, homestays, community service, and internships. Students take
two nr three courses in a specific program, and one or (wo electees in areas of more general




lack the Kipper: Using I\vcholo»\ to Investigate (rimes. 1 all 2004. \\n BRADFIELD,
Bates College
students learn about police investigations and the role of evidence m determining the
Outcome Of ^ises as the) trace the histors of London's well-known serial killer Jack the
Ripper, and other famous London criminals. Classes include site \isits and original police
material rclcs ant to the ease Basic research mcthodologs in psycholog) is studied as a means
<•! evaluating evidence, ami comparisons are made between the Standards lor acceptable
evidence ami standards lor acceptable research. Questions include: How accurate are
eyewitness reports? How is biological material collected at the scene Of a crime' What
constitutes reliable e\ idence 'How can research metbodolog) inform procedures for collect-
ividencc and pursuing criminal cases.'
Psychological Resercn in British and American Systems of Justice. I all 2004. \\n
\\V \l»l II I I). B Ml S Col I I (,| .
American psychoh applications ol psychological research tome American judicial
system have rometimes culminated in attempts to i tiange the system, though such attempts
It in systemic change \micu& curia* briefs out I nun;' psychological research have
ntedtol S.coui nLockharti McCree(1988), al S. Supreme Court case
th.it the method ol selecting jurors fot capital cases is biased against the defendants.
i s Supreme i oun dec isions frequentl) diverge from w iiat would be recommended on the
• empiric .il rescan h Investigates whethei similar disparities exist between the state ol
;
iiu .il rese.m h and the .idmmistiation "I justice in Britain I xplfies and eompaies how
the Brii m "i in id i esses ..alls fbi j hange, .md how and whethei psy< hologists
hi pi -r m sound empirical research Classes include visits to public
! \ ton Magistrates Court) and virtual visits to the British system ol
|listi
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GOVERNMENT
Individual Rights in the U.S. and the U.K. Fall 2004. Joseph Reisert, Colby College.
Individual rights protections in the U.S. are enshrined in the written Constitution and
enforced by the Supreme Court, which is empowered to invalidate even acts of Congress. In
the United Kingdom, by contrast, judges historically lacked the authority to invalidate acts of
Parliament. Even today, the Human Rights Act, which makes the European Convention on
Human Rights enforceable in British courts, still leaves room for Parliament to violate the
Convention when it deems necessary. Examines issues including freedom of speech, the
rights of subversives and terrorists, and gay rights and abortion in order to examine the
practical consequences of the different institutional arrangements adopted by the two
countries. Are Americans more or less free than the British? How effective is judicial
protection of our rights? If other factors matter more, what are they? Also looks at changes
over time in the protection afforded to certain rights, both in the U.S. and in the U.K., and at
the mechanisms by which those changes occurred, contrasting, for example, the "rights
revolution" in the jurisprudence of the U.S. Supreme Court with various political controver-
sies in the U.K. over constitutional change.
Shakespeare's Politics. Fall 2004. Joseph Reisert, Colby College.
Many of Shakespeare's plays, including a number of his greatest, are explicitly about
politics. His characters are kings, queens, bishops, tyrants, generals and nobles, and their
deeds and their fates are intimately tied to the fates of the polities of which they are a part. By
attending carefully to the speeches, actions, and motives of Shakespeare's characters, we can
learn much about political life. Examines a number of Shakespeare' splays for their political
teachings, with studies of ambition and tyranny in Macbeth, views on republicanism and
empire in Coriolanus and Julius Caesar, and ideas on the relationship between philosophy
and kingship in King Lear and The Tempest. Also studies Shakespeare's theory of political
legitimacy and his conception of wise political rule in some of the English history plays.
Materials studied include some of the sources on which Shakespeare drew for inspiration and
excerpts from some of the philosophical works to which his themes relate.
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE
Drugs and Society. Fall 2004. Alun Morinan, University of East London.
Provides an understanding of the effects of medicinal and recreational drugs on the
individual and society. Covers the principles of how drugs may be used to diagnose, prevent
and treat disease, the drug discovery process from the identification of a lead compound to the
launch of a commercial product, and the recreational use of drugs by individuals and groups
in society. Critically evaluates the response of the media, government, and NGOs.
Medical Biotechnology I. Fall 2004. University of East London faculty member.
Provides in-depth treatment of selected topics in medical molecular biology and biotech-
nology, particularly concentrating on the basic techniques and concepts associated with the
rapidly advancing field of genetic and protein engineering. Main topics of study are:
recombinant DNA technology (comprehensive review ofDNA cloning, gene libraries, PCR
recombinant gene expression, genomics); the molecular analysis of disease, functional and
positional cloning, types of genetic and physical maps used to locate disease genes,
Courses ofInstruction
identification and molecularbiolog) ofdisease genes Mich as cj stic fibrosis and haemophilia,
and testing genes responsible for common genetic diseases; nuclear and organelle genomes.
chromosome structure, genome maps, genome database searching, and the human genome
project; cell communication and adhesion, immunoglobulins, integrins. and immune cell-
surface molecules; and glycoproteins, fibrous proteins, and cytoskeletal proteins.
Introdnctorj Pharmacology. Fall 2004. University o\ Easi London facui n member.
Amis to provide an understanding of the mechanisms b\ which drugs modify cellular
processes, and how physiological factors can influence drug action. Covers the concepts of
drug receptors; pharmacodynamics; types of receptors, criteria, evidence, and diversity of
Deurotransmittors found in the central and peripheral nervous systems; introduction to
autacoids; and pharmacokinetics.
Physiological Function and Dysfunction. Fall 2004. I \i\i Rsm of East London fa< i 1 n
Ml MM! R.
Builds on the knowledge ofphysiological systems introduced in Level I Human Physiol-
.
u ith new information on normal anatomical and histological structure, and the recogni-
tion and etiologs of selected disorders. Covers blood; the cardiovascular, respiratory,
digestive, urinary, and endocrine systems; reproduction; and laboratory/IT skills. Students
u Ml learn to communicate the processes of normal structure and physiological function, w ith
examples of dysfunction; use laboratory procedures to idcntih normal and dysfunctional
results, and record and analyze data; and use sources to research normal functioning and the
etiologs of selected diseasi
Infectious Disease Process, ball 2004. UNTVERSm 01 E \si LONDON I \ru n Ml MB! R.
\inis in extend students' knowledge and Understanding of the interactions between
pathogens and their hosts Covers bacterial pathogenesis pathogenesis mechanisms,
evasion of host response, gene expression, and mycobacterial pathogenesis; virology — virus
pathogenesis, and epidemiology, diagnosis, and pathogenesis of a range of human viruses
including Hl\ and UDS; and protozoology life cycles, pathogenesis, diagnosis, problems
Ofltrol, W ith an emphasis on malaria.
I oxicology. Fall 2004. UNivERsm <>i Easi London i ko i n member.
cis biological and biological factors thai influence toxicity . toxicity testing, reproduc
tive and betun ioral toxicologj . and social and economic aspects ol toxicology Students will
learn the biological and chemical factors thai influence toxicity in animals and humans.
appreciate and discuss the legislative framework for risk assessment in toxicology . anal) ze
qualitative and quantitative toxicological data, and record and interpret experimental data
Q7Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Off-Campus Study y '
HISTORY
The Price of Progress: England and the Evolution of Modern Industrial Society in
Europe, 1800-1918. Spring 2005. Page Herrlinger, Bowdoin College.
Examines the European experience of the "long 1 9th century," in which the technological
innovations of the Industrial Revolution brought about dramatic transformations in virtually
every sphere of life, resulting in the birth of modern mass society. Europeans were both
fascinated with the possibilities promised by industrial progress and frustrated by the many
new problems and issues that it raised. The ultimate challenge came with the experience of
the First World War, which demonstrated not only the awesome powers brought to mankind
through modern technology, but also the equally awesome responsibilities that came along
with it. In-class study of primary written sources (including novels, diaries, art, photographs
and film) are supplemented with field trips to sites in England's rich network of museums of
nineteenth-century life that document some of the more important aspects of the industrial
narrative, including the rise of the factory, the evolution of the railroad, the growth of modern
cities, and new challenges in public health and welfare.
From Enlightenment to Revolution: England and France in the Eighteenth Century.
Spring 2005. Paul Friedland, Bowdoin College.
Studies the eighteenth century, in which England and France were at the center of a cultural
revolution in which new, "enlightened" ideas about politics, society, race, and religion were
discussed and debated throughout Europe. Begins with classic texts of the English and French
Enlightenment (such as Locke, Hume, Gibbon, Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Diderot) and
follows the drastically different experiences of the British and French over the course of the
century, in which the British gradually incorporated new values and ideas into their social
fabric while French society seemed stagnant and incapable ofchange. In 1 789, with the violent
political upheaval of the French Revolution, new ideas and practices were implemented
almost overnight. Explores Revolutionary France through primary documents from the
period as well as British reactions to the French Revolution seen through newspaper accounts,
caricatures, and political pamphlets. Looks at the process by which England and France,
which had shared so many values in common, had become intractable enemies by the end of
the century.
ENGLISH
Contemporary Expatriate Poets and Poets of Region. Spring 2005. Ira Sadoff, Colby
College.
Explores the importance of place and nation in shaping our views of who we are, what we
see, what constitutes community. Studies mostly contemporary British and American poets
who have moved away from their birthplace and native land, and looks at if and how their
concerns differ from those who remain connected to their culture of origin. Poets will include
Sylvia Plath, Ted Hughes, Douglas Dunn, Michael Hoffman, Eavan Boland, Derek Walcott,
Charles Simic, and Paul Muldoon.
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Modern and Contemporary British and Irish Poetry. Spring 2005. Ira Sadoff, Colby
College.
The cultural anxiet\ and alienation that followed World War II and the end of Empire
fractured the 'great tradition" of British poetry. Poets like Dylan Thomas and Philip Larkin
rejected the transcendent S) mbolism o\ Yeats and the ornate, romantic and "regressive" work
of the pre-Raphaelites. Spurred on by parallel movements in prose and painting, "The
\!iu ement"' fa\ ored instead iron) . w it. and skepticism, treating the world as an alien place that
had to be disco\ crcd anew . The revolutionsofthe Sixties and Seventies countered with a more
activist poetr) and drew from Marxism and feminism.
Contemporary Irish poetr) is informed b\ a long history o\' British occupation and
shattering class and religious divisions. More closely allied to the oral tradition, poets like
1 leanej . \lc( iuckian. and Carson extend the argument w ith Empire with rage, sensuality, and
music. Most recentlj the anti-colonial West Indian-British movement, made up in part o(
recent immigrant populations, is developing a poetr) that is part performance poetry, part rap.
The result is a dramatic, immediate and often political hybrid poetr) Pro\ ides an opportunity
to hear some of the best new poets in England read from their work and \isit some




Physical Theater and Performance. Spring 2005. CAROUNl ENGLISH, LONDON ADJUNCT
FACULTY MEMBER.
Explores contemporar) modes o\ physical theater and performance in British and
European theater. WDrkmg together in an ensemble, students will learn a basic physical
theater \ocabular\ . Emphasis is on developing new skills, exploring the group imagination,
and appl) ing the techniques to a wide range oflarge scale pla) texts. Including Greek traged)
.
Shakespeare, Restoration comedy, ami the work of modern European playwrights. Theater
ies uili die students physicall) and mentall) ami encourage the development >>t
physical and vocal confidence. lor students with less acting experience; taught b> a
prutessmn.il actress, director, and acting coach.
Professional Skills Vcting Workshop. Spring 2005. ANNA SULLIVAN, LONDON tDJUNCI
FACULTY mi MBI I
Foi acton and directors developing the professional skills used in theater, film, and
tele\ ision Sighl reading, monologue work, scene stud) . inten iew technique, and creating -i
ime are explored in the first halfol the semester, using a wide ranged textsand styles from
Shakes] Harold Pinter, During the se*. ond halt ol the term, the class chooses a project
!<>! performance Past work has included one act plays, de\ ised workshop performances, and
in play texts \ final performance is given for theCBB facult) and students. Designed
tudents with ing experieix
e
\ mii , .Hid Movement R tBiNowrrz.
Students are taught b) aprofe iional voice and movement coach Course meets foui nines
.» week: lau professional directoi and choreographei >>i acting, movement, and dance
from M
( oatetnporar) British I heater. Spi R >beri ( •
tod) "i the relationship ol di.nn.iiu text to theatrical petfm inance in the contemporar)
ndontheatei t variety oftypes of theatet are explored Students attend twelve productions
and analytic .ii papers
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NON-PROGRAM COURSES
Text and Performance. Fall 2004 and Spring 2005. Anna Sullivan and Caroline English.
Focuses on the wide range of plays and production styles in London's West End and fringe
venues. Explores an exciting diversity in performance styles, keeping abreast of the latest
trends and innovations in performance, design, writing and music. Students will see approxi-
mately twelve plays (including one musical), ranging from Shakespeare and Greek tragedy
to works by the latest modern British playwrights. Seminars concentrate on an analysis of the
productions and supporting play-text work, with background classes on theater history; the
organization, economics, and social political aspects of modern British theater; criticism and
review writing; and any other topics specifically relevant to the choice of plays. Field trips
include a backstage tour of the National Theatre and a visit to Shakespeare's reconstructed
Globe Theatre Museum.
Introduction to Acting and Communication Skills. Fall 2004. Anna Sullivan and
Caroline English.
Explores the theory and practice of public speaking, including styles of public speaking
and related texts, ranging from Queen Elizabeth I to Bill Clinton. Includes visits to the Houses
of Parliament and Speakers' Corner. Addresses the problem of anxiety in speaking publicly
and builds self confidence through techniques based on the work of leading modern British
practitioners. As an integral part of the course, students are filmed making short presentations
and are given critical feedback through video playback. Consists of two sessions a week
divided between theory and practice.
Roman Britain, Continuity and Change. Fall 2004. John Casey.
Examines the impact of the Roman Conquest on Britain in the first through fifth centuries
in the light of modern studies of cultural and technological interaction. Emphasis is placed on
the archaeological evidence for cultural change, adaptation, and resistance through detailed
studies of key monuments and excavations. Examines material cultural evidence such as
coins, pottery, glass and other artifacts. Looks at contemporary historical narratives and
contrasts them with less formal written evidence such as inscriptions and graffiti. Site and
museum visits will be an essential element of the course. Past field trips have included
Hadrian's Wall, Fishbourne Villa, the Roman Baths at Bath, and the British and London
Museums. No knowledge of Latin is needed; sources will be studied in translation.
Stonehenge to the Anglo-Saxons. Fall 2004 and Spring 2005. John Casey.
An introduction to the archaeology of Britain from the introduction of agriculture to the
end of the Saxon kingdom (c. 4500 B.C.- 1 066 a.d.). Considers the archaeological evidence for
the establishment of complex societies in Britain in the Neolithic, Bronze, and Iron Ages. Site
visits and recent scientific methods of examining the past will be a core component. Second
half of the course studies the impact of Rome on Britain and the effects of its decay and
replacement by Saxon settlers. Examines the continuity of communities over millennia as a
framework for modern Britain. Field trips to such sites as Stonehenge, Avebury, Bath,
Canterbury, York, St. Albans, and appropriate museums supplement the lectures.
The Economic Integration of the European Union. Fall 2004 and Spring 2005. Andreas
Staab.
A comprehensive examination of the processes of European economic integration,
offering a critical analysis ofEU policies in their broader political-economic context. Focuses
on the external dimension of Europe in the global economy and is divided into four parts; a
historical overview of the main economic events and currents; a brief introduction to the key
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institutions and processes; analysisofthe maineconomic policies which continue to shape the
integration processes ol the EU, including the Single Market. Economic and Monetary Union,
or the Common Agricultural Policy; and. in conclusion, a look at the LI 1 and its impact on
•jlohal economics, ranging from the WTO to EU enlargement and the Third World.
( ontemporarj British Politics. Fall 2004 and Spring 2005. Martin Lodgi .
\ comparative politics course examining the British system of government and the most
important issues and developments in British politics since 1945. Topics include parliamen-
tary go^ eminent, the e\ oh ing part) S) stem, electoral behavior, the rise and tall ofthe w el fare
state. Thatcher's economic revolution, race relations, the break-up of the Empire. NATO, the
European Union. Welsh and Scottish devolution, and Northern Ireland.
Literal-} London. Mapping the City. ball 2004 and Spring 2003. Si SD THOMAS.
Examines different literar\ "mappings" of London by British writers from the nineteenth
centUT) to the present through reading and discussion of texts written in a variety of genres
• including novels, short stones, and poetry) and with diverse themes to appeal to students \* ith
different interests. Centers on field trips to relevant sites (these ma) include Greenwich, the
British Library manuscript gallery, a reading by contemporary authors! to give richer and
more precise contexts for the set of texts. Course is accessible to those without a background
in literar) studies. Evaluation is based on a term paper, a written response to one of the field
trips, and lull participation in all class activities.
British \rt and Architecture* ball 2004 and Spring 2005. RICHARD Pi wi.
Focuses on art. architecture and the British art world between 1700 and 1900. Works b\
painters sucfa as Hogarth, w ilson, Wright of Derby, Constable, and Turner, the portraitists,
and the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood will be visited at London museums. Walks around
London to \iew particular architectural monuments supplement the lectures on British
architecture. Most COUTSe lectures will take place outside the classroom.
( M'lIOWN
/ SGUSH
Smith M'i iian NamtlM's: Iliston and Memon since 1*>7(). I i i/ \hi mi Mi iiii k. BoWDOfM
College
t iploret South African "autobiographical acts/
1
the production since the l l)7(K o\
nan 4 individual and collective memor) reflecting both the and apartheid struggle and
ttu- i.ir\ work of political transition Narratives include prison writings, activist
journali nfession, and testimony, as well as memoirs and sell reflexive fiction. Consid
the relationship between the teal** in personal disclosure and the "real" politics offictional
incc and explores the concept ol "sell in community** in personal reflections
and d in what one activist has called "validated mass experience.*1 Kb
»und for stud its produced in se< ret and banned at the time of their publication,
alization, vulnerability, and tmsl within the brutalizing
hanismi ol punishment established undei apartheid, students \isit the formei political
prison on Robben I land and complete a primar) research projec tat the 1 WC Robben Island
M.i Archives in ( wn fhe class will alsoexamine autobiographic aland fictional
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texts of displacement and political activism written in the context of Black consciousness.
Finally, students study a cluster of personal and political narratives published since the
democratic elections of 1 994, as well as the nation-building significance of the production of
narratives in a public forum. Included is testimony produced for South Africa's Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, which was established to bear witness to the victims of human
rights violations under apartheid and to facilitate the granting ofamnesty to those on both sides
who confessed to abuses "associated with political objectives."
Cultural Studies in South Africa. Fall 2004. Elizabeth Muthkr, Bowdoin College.
An introduction to cultural studies and a "study away" practicum, incorporating a journal
and community interviews, that will allow students to develop a critical eye and theoretical
models for understanding their own experiences as foreigners and travelers in South Africa
at this historical moment. Collaboratively and individually, students will conceive of and
execute a set of cultural research projects that will require them to step out into the community
and learn by interacting with people from different sectors of South African society, engaging
the work of contemporary South African cultural theorists as well as a broader spectrum of
international theorists whose work has been especially influential in South Africa, including
Stuart Hall, James Clifford, Diana Fuss, Kobena Mercer, Paul Gilroy, and Rob Nixon.
A cultural studies topic of special interest will be the urban topography ofCape Town and the
efforts of city planners since the 1990s to identify and preserve vernacular African architec-
tural styles and to protect African "sacred spaces" within the city. Students explore and
observe historical sites of memory within the boundaries of the city, even as they consider the
structural character of the "fortress city," the Europeanized first-world spaces of heavy capital
investment, and the racialized grids that still map apartheid's socio-economic legacy.
Documentary and feature films are studied, as well as performance art, popular fiction,
posters, festivals, musical events, magazines, radio talk shows, television features, art
collections, museum installations, sports events and other popular cultural venues and
institutions for critical investigation and study.
South African Literature. Spring 2005. Michael Burke, Colby College.
The literature of South Africa is complicated by the history of apartheid, as is African-
American literature by the legacy of slavery. However, apartheid itself is not the only
influence on the literary imagination in South Africa: obsessions with race, with the Boer War,
the Great Trek, with the landscape of the country itself, along with agonies over how to
respond to apartheid and its legacy, surface with regularity. Notes the consequences of slavery
for African-American writers, before turning to South African writers from both pre and post-
apartheid eras, including Nadine Gordimer, J. M. Coetzee, Bessie Head, and Sol Plaatje,
among others. Some issues to be considered are the degree to which the history of South Africa
has been converted into literary texts, as well as the degree to which the literary imagination
is limited by this history. Special attention is paid to the "environmental imagination" ofSouth
African writing. Scholars and writers from Cape Town will be guest lecturers.
Creative Nonfiction: Writing About Place. Spring 2005. Michael Burke, Colby College.
A nonfiction writing course using the unusual circumstances ofCape Town as the basis for
writings about place. Students will be given models of nonfiction ways to respond to place:
through the personal and reflective essay, memoir, environmental nonfiction, adventure
narratives, perhaps even feature writing (writing for publication). The first several classes are
devoted to defining each form, then students are asked to select a mode to work in, and
thereafter meet with Mr. Burke in tutorial sessions to review drafts. The class meets as a whole
several times during the latter part of the semester to hold workshops about parts of each
student's writings. South African writers and scholars are invited to speak.
Courses ([(Instruction
GEOLOGY
Sedimentologj and Stratigraphy. Spring 2005. Robert Gastaldo, Colby Coi i i gj .
[ tures \». ill focus on the processes of sedimentation, methods of sedimentary anal) sis.
interpretations of depositional environments, classificatioD and description of sedimentary
rocks, culminating in applications of sequence stratigraphy and basin analysis. Outcrops of
exposed Gondwana rocks in and around Cape Town will he the basis for field-based
laboratories m which lecture concepts and methodologies will be applied. Sections to be
examined during laboratory include the Late Protero/oic Sea Point Formation, the Late
Ordovician Table Mountain Group (within Cape Town and at Cape of Good Hope Nature
Reser\c». the Devonian Bokke\eld Group. Cretaceous False Bay Dolerile Swarm, and the
Tertiar) SandveW Group at West Coast National Park.
Field Project in the Karoo Basin. Spring 2005. Rom ri G \si \i do, Cm in Coi LEGE.
\n eight-da) held trip scheduled over autumn break (April) will locus on Permian and
\ I riassic rocks in the Karoo Basins glacial tillites (Dwyka and Ecca Groups),
intracontmental riser and lake deposits (Lower Beaufort Group), and alluvial Ian and
braidplam sequences (Upper Beaufort Group). Students will engage in group and/or Indi-
vidual projects applying the methodologies and techniques learned in Course 1 to selected
outcrops A weekly, evening seminar will be required to discuss pertinent literature prior to
the field excursion.
Computer Science
Profi \sor Department Coordinator
Mien B fucker** Suzanne \i rhebei
I ik I ( houn. ( 'hair
\tiint Professors
Stephen M Majercik
I .iiii.i I ! Kin.
i
Requirements for the Major in Computer Science
rhe majorconsists ol nine compute] science courses and two additional courses! Mathemat-
ics Id I m the equivalent and One Ol Mathematics 165 Ol higher, I conomics 257. PsyCDOlogJ
252, Philosophy 223, oi Physics 22*Ji foi a total ol eleven courses The computer science
portion of the major consists oftwo introductory courses i( Computer Science IN') and one
( omputer Science 103, 105, oi 107), foui intermediate "core" courses (Computer
Scienci 210, 231,250,and 289), and three elective c ourses(i e ,an) computet sciencecourses
nun 00 oi above) Depending on individual interests, i omputer Science 2*> I 2*>4 oi
4<n to j lependent Study) may be used to tuiiiii one ol these elective requirements.
R< ijuui •meiits i<»r the Minor in ( omputer Science
I he minor consists of five courses .i hh» level computet science course, ( omputer Science
J I o, .triil ,m\ i hue .nldiiinii.il computet m ience courses
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Interdisciplinary Major
The department participates in an interdisciplinary major program in computer science and
mathematics. See page 178.
Introductory Courses
[103a. Introduction to Scientific Computing.]
[105a. Introduction to Computing and the Web.]
107a. Introduction to Computer Science. Every semester. The Department.
Provides a broad overview ofcomputer science. Students learn about the basic areas of the
discipline—algorithms (the foundation ofcomputer science), what goes on inside a computer,
how to design an algorithm and write a program to solve a problem on the computer, how your
program is translated to a form the computer can "understand," some theory (can a computer
solve anything?), and some applications. Weekly labs provide experiments with concepts
presented in class. Programming is done in C++.
189a. Foundations of Computing. Fall 2004. Allen Tucker.
Introduces the foundations of logic and proof and their applications in computer science.
Emphasis is placed on the functional programming paradigm. Topics include propositional
and predicate logic, sets, relations, lists, trees, structural induction, and recursion in algo-
rithms and data structures. Applications include digital logic design, program correctness,
data compression, and databases.
Intermediate and Advanced Courses
210a. Data Structures. Every semester. The Department.
Solving complex algorithmic problems requires the use of appropriate data structures such
as stacks, priority queues, search trees, dictionaries, hash tables, and graphs. It also requires
the ability to measure the efficiency of operations such as sorting and searching in order to
make effective choices among alternative solutions. This course is a study of data structures,
their efficiency, and their use in solving computational problems. Laboratory exercises
provide an opportunity to design and implement these structures.
Prerequisite: Computer Science 103, 105, 107, or permission of the instructor.
[220a. Computer Organization.]
231a. Algorithms. Every fall. Laura Toma.
The study of algorithms concerns programming for computational efficiency, as well as
problem-solving techniques. The course covers practical algorithms and theoretical issues in
the design and analysis of algorithms. Topics include divide and conquer algorithms, greedy
algorithms, dynamic programming, approximation algorithms, and a study of intractable
problems. (Same as Mathematics 231.)
Prerequisites: Computer Science 210 and either Computer Science 189 or Mathematics
200, or permission of the instructor.
250a. Principles of Programming Languages. Every spring. Eric Chown.
Focuses on different paradigms for solving problems, and their representation in program-
ming languages. These paradigms correspond to distinct ways of thinking about problems.
For example, "functional" languages (such as Haskell) focus attention on the behavioral
aspects of the real-world phenomena being modeled; "logic programming" languages (such
as Prolog) focus attention on the declarative aspects of problem-solving. Covers principles of
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language design and implementation including syntax, semantics, type systems, control
structures, and compilers.
Prerequisite ( omputer Science 210 and either Computer Science 189 or Mathematics
200.
2S l>a. I'heon of Computation. Ever) Spring. ERIC CHOWN.
What is computation .' This course studies this question, and examines the principles that
determine what computational capabilities are required to solve particular classes of prob-
lems. Topics include an introduction to the connections between language theor\ and models
ol computation, and a stud) of unsolvable problems. (Same as Mathematics 289.)
Prerequisite Computer Science 189 or Mathematics 200, oi permission of the instructor.
291a—294a. Intermediate Independent Study. Tin Di PARTM1 NT.
320a. Robotics. Fall 2004. Eric Chown vnd Sii phi n M vji rctk.
Robotics is a challenging discipline that incorporates theoretical ideas from a number of
different areas artificial intelligence, cognitive science, operations research — in pursuit
of an exciting, practical application: programming robots to ^\o useful tasks. Two ol the
biggestchallenges forrobotics are building effective models ofthe world using inaccurate and
limited sensors, and using SUCH models lor efficient robotic planning and control. Students
address these problems from both a theoretical and a practical perspective b> participating in
multifile programming projects that use both simulated and actual robots.
Prerequisite: Computer Science 189 or Mathematics 2(H). and Computer Science 210
1 325a. Cryptograph} and Network Security.]
340a. Spatial Data Structures. Spun;: 2005. 1. \i R \ TOM \.
In man) disciplines the data being collected have spatial coordinates. Analysis Oi spatial
data is an active areaofresearch incomputer science, vt ith applications in areas like computer
aided design <( \l >), data warehousing, network routing and geographic information systems
( ils I hi- course » ill present algorithms and data structures for problems invoh ing spatial
data, covering both then thcoiA and their scalabilit) to large datasets. Topics include: spatial
database design, computational geometry . co> ering algorithms for computing convex hulls.
Delauna) triangulations and Voronoi diagrams, line segment intersection and spatial join;
data structures fororthogonal range searching, nearest-neighborqueries ami w indow queries;
techniques foi dyruunization »>i spatial data structures; clustering techniques and external
memoT) algorithms.
requisite ( Computer Science 210 and 231, or permission ol the instructor.
[350a. GIS Vlgorrthrns and Data Structures.]
|355a. ( OgnitJvc Architecture*]
I
*70a. \rtiti(iai Intelligence.]
[375a. Optimization and 1 ncertalnty.]





















The major in economics is designed for students who wish to obtain a systematic introduction to the basic
theoretical and empirical techniques of economics. It provides an opportunity to learn economics as a
social science with a core of theory, to study the process of drawing inferences from bodies of data and
testing hypotheses against observation, and to apply economic theory to particular social problems. Such
problems include Third World economic development, the functioning of economic institutions (e.g.,
financial markets, corporations, government agencies, labor unions), and current policy issues (e.g., the
federal budget, poverty, the environment, globalization, deregulation). The major is a useful preparation
for graduate study in economics, law, business, or public administration.
Requirements for the Major in Economics
The major consists of three core courses (Economics 255, 256, and 257), two advanced topics
courses numbered in the 300s, at least one of which must be designated as a seminar, and two
additional courses in economics numbered 200 or above. Because Economics 101 is a
prerequisite for Economics 102, and both are prerequisites for most other economics courses,
most students will begin their work in economics with these introductory courses. Prospective
majors are encouraged to take at least one core course by the end of the sophomore year, and
all three core courses should normally be completed by the end of the junior year. Advanced
topics courses normally have some combination of Economics 255, 256, and 257 as
prerequisites. Qualified students may undertake self-designed, interdisciplinary major pro-
grams or joint majors between economics and related fields of social analysis.
To fulfill the major (or minor) requirements in economics, or to serve as a prerequisite for
non-introductory courses, a grade of C- or better must be earned in a course.
All prospective majors and minors are strongly encouraged to complete Mathematics
161, or its equivalent, prior to enrolling in the core courses. Students who aspire to advanced
work in economics (e.g., an honors thesis and/or graduate study in a discipline related to
economics) are strongly encouraged to master multivariate calculus (Mathematics 181) and
linear algebra (Mathematics 222) early in their careers. Such students are also encouraged
to take Mathematics 265 instead ofEconomics 257 as a prerequisite for Economics 316. The
Economics 257 requirement is waived for students who complete Mathematics 265 and
Economics 316. Students should consult the Economics Department about other mathemat-
ics courses that are essential for advanced study in economics.
Interdisciplinary Major
The department participates in an interdisciplinary major in mathematics and economics. See
page 180.
Requirements for the Minor in Economics
The minor consists of Economics 255 or 256, and any two additional courses numbered 200
or above. To fulfill the minor requirements or to serve as a prerequisite for other courses, a
grade of C- or better must be earned in a course.
106 Courses q} Instruction
First's ear seminar
for a t li 1 1 description of first-) car seminars, see pages 137-45.
14b. 1 he Economics of Art. Fall 2(XM. Dorothea K. Hirriimr.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
100b. Introduction to the Economy. Spring 2(K)5. GREGORY P. Dl Cosn k.
A non-technical introduction to the operation o\ modern economies, with a focus on the
United States. Emphasis is on using a small number of fundamental concepts to clarify how
Domies function, to provide a foundation for Informed evaluation o( contemporary
DOmic debates, and to illustrate how economic reasoning can provide an illuminating
perspective on current societal issues. Topics include incentives, decision-making, and
markets as a means of allocating resources; characteristics o\ market allocation; histor\ o(
United States economic performance: fundamental macroeconomic relationships; the role of
eminent in the economy, including discussion of policies relating to economic growth.
inflation, unemployment, the environment, energy, international trade, globalization, pov-
ert\ . and inequality . Appropriate for all students, but intended for non-majors. Docs not satisf)
the prerequisites for an\ other course in the Economics Department.
101b. Principles of Microeconomics. Ever) semester. Tin l)i PARTM NT.
\n introduction to economic analysis and institutions, with special emphasis on the
allocation of resources through markets. The theor\ of demand, supply, cost, and market
structure isdeveloped and then applied to problems in antitrust polic) .en\ ironmental qualit) .
energy, education, health, the role o\ the corporation in society, income distribution, and
pOVCft) . Students desiring a comprehensive introduction to economic reasoning should lake
both Economics 101 and 102.
1021). Principles of Macroeconomics. I \cr\ semester. Tin DEPARTMENT.
\n introduction to economic anal) SIS and institutions, w ith special emphasis on dctcinu
nants of the level o\ national income, prices, and emploj ment. ( 'uncut problems o\ inflation
and unemplo) ment are explored w uh the aid ot such anal) sis. and alternative \ icw s of the
effectiveness ol fiscal, monetary . ami other governmental policies arc anal) zed. Attention is
en to the sources and consequences ofeconomic growth andto the nature and significance
«»l international linkages through goods and capital markets.
requisite Economics 101.
207b. I in International Economy. Fall 2005 or Spring 2006 lm Department.
plores huu international trade, and the policies a nation uses to influence its trade, affect
ueli.ire.»t home and abroad Central topics are classical and modern theories oi the gains from
trade; the determinants »>i the trade patterns we observe; the w pes and impacts ol protectionisl
polk ies; the roleol inc reased globalization on a nation's competitiveness and its distribution
«>t income; the political econom) "i protectionism .ii the national, regional (NA1 I \) and
inti-rn.jtion.il < \s PO) i> i,i the experience with the use *>i trade policies to influence
ment aj Mi
I i onomici 101.
Jus b \ im i u .hi i eonotnk History, i .ill 2006 oi Spring 200 ' li Zorina Khan.
lopment ofinstitutions from the colonial period to the riseofthe modern
i
'<>r.it ion inordci t" understand the sources of I s economic growth ropics include earl)
industrialization, tev lm transportation, capital markets, entrepreneurship and
laboi markets, and legal institutioi pen t<> students who have taken Economics 238.
I « onomk 1 101 and 102.
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209b. Financial Markets. Fall 2004. Gregory P. DeCoster.
Introduction to financial economics. Topics include the structure and functions of the
financial system; intertemporal choice; portfolio theory; basic asset pricing theory with
application to bonds, stocks, options, and futures; the efficient markets hypothesis and
behavioral finance; risk management; relationship between financial system performance and
the macroeconomy. Not open to students who have taken Economics 309.
Prerequisite: Economics 255.
210b. Economics of the Public Sector. Fall 2005 or Spring 2006. John M. Fitzgerald.
Theoretical and applied evaluation of government activities and the role of government in
the economy. Topics include public goods, public choice, income redistribution, benefit-cost
analysis, health care, social security, and incidence and behavioral effects of taxation. Not
open to students who have taken Economics 310.
Prerequisite: Economics 101.
211b. Poverty and Redistribution. Fall 2004. John M. Fitzgerald.
Examines the causes and consequences of poverty and inequality in the United States and
analyzes policy responses. Topics include: social welfare theory, poverty measurement,
discrimination, rising wage inequality, the working poor, and consequences of poverty for
families and subsequent generations. A substantial part of the course focuses on benefit-cost
analysis and experimental and non-experimental evaluations of current policy, including
welfare reform, education and training, and employment programs. Makes limited use of
comparisons to other countries.
Prerequisite: Economics 101.
212b. Labor and Human Resource Economics. Fall 2005 or Spring 2006. Rachel Ex
Connelly.
A study of labor market supply and demand, with special emphasis on human resource
policies, human capital formation, and wage inequality.
Prerequisite: Economics 101.
216b. Industrial Organization. Fall 2005 or Spring 2006. The Department.
A study of the organization of firms, their strategic interaction and the role of information
in competitive markets, and related policy issues such as antitrust. Introduces basic game-
theoretic tools commonly used in models of industrial organization. Features industry sector
analyses and classroom applications.
Prerequisite: Economics 101 or permission of the instructor.
218b. Environmental Economics and Policy. Spring 2005. David J. Vail.
An exploration of environmental degradation and public policy responses in industrial
economies. Market failures, property rights, and materialistic values are investigated as
causes of pollution and deteriorating ecosystem functions. Guidelines for equitable and cost-
effective environmental policy are explored, with an emphasis on the roles and limitations of
cost-benefit analysis and techniques for estimating non-monetary values. Three core themes
are the transition from "command and control" to incentive-based policies; the evolution from
piecemeal regulation to comprehensive "green plans" (as in the Netherlands); and the




21°h.d. I nderde\elopment and Strategics for Sustainable Development in Poor Coun-
tries. Spring : D J.\ ul.
The majoreconoaiic featuresofunderdevelopment are investigated, a ith stress on uneven
developmenl and the interrelated problems of poverty, population growth, inequality, urban
bias, and en\ ironniental degradation. The assessment ofdevelopmenl strategies emphasizes
ke\ polic) choices, such as export promotion versus import substitution, agriculture versus
industry, plan versus market, and eapital versus labor-intensive technologies. Topics include
global economic integration and environmental sustainability. (Same as Environmental
studies 220.
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and 102. or permission of the instructor.
221b. Marxian Political Economy. Spring 2005. JoNATH w P. Go) DSTI IN.
An alternative (heterodox) analysis of a capitalist market cconoim rooted in Marx's
methodological framework, which focuses on the interconnected role played by market
relations, class power relations, exploitation and internal tendencies towards growth, crisis,
and qualitative change. Students are introduced to the Marxian method and economic lhcor\
through a reading of Volume I of Capital. Subsequently, the Marxian framework is applied
to analyze the modern capitalist economy with an emphasis on the secular and cyclical
instability of the economy, changing institutional structures and their ability to promote
growth, labor market issues, globalization, and the decline of the So\ let Union.
Prerequisite Economics 100 OF 101, or permission of the instructor.
22M>.d. Latin \mericun Economic Development Spring 2005. Sii iiii \ I Mi IRDON.
\ studs of the persistent barriers and occasional successes m modem Latin American
nomic development Analytical tools learned in economic principles courses, as well as
historical narratives mu\ ease studies, are applied to understand the roots o\' balance of
payments, exchange rate and debt crises, hyperinflation, dollarization, and regional and
income inequalities. Evaluates developmenl policies ranging from the import substituting
industrialization policies ofthe 1950s 1970s, to the market-oriented reforms of the 1980s, to
the present Also assesses aid andad\ iceoHcred. and the constraints imposed, b\ multilateral
institutions including the IM1 . World Bank, and Inter-American Development Bank. Dis-
cusses topical questions about the withholding ol multilateral assistance to Argentina, and
initiatives towards regional integration, including the Ml R( "( )Si k and the I I \ \. in light
of economic theor) and recent history (Same as Latin American studies 226.)
Prerequisit l conomics 101 and 102, or permission of the instructor.
[228b, Natural Itoonrcc Economics and Policy.]
230b. European I conomk History. Fall 2004. Robi rtMcIntyre
I in of markets and urban industrial society in Western Europe from the merchant
italisi phase through the earl) competitive manufacturing era and into the period ol
industrial capitalism The uneven developmenl ol Eastern and Central I mope and the
mteni.itioii.il dimensions oi capitalist development aie investigated, including North \meri
and I .i n adoption ol I uropean production and organization technology and the
'i tul stuti approaches to simulating economi< development
I ( onumies loi and 102. oi permission ol the instructot
231b. Leononiies of the Life ( ycle. Fall 1005 OT Spring 1006 RaCHH Ex CONNELLY.
nomu issues thai occui al each age .is one moves through life, Mich Bfl
ducation, career choice, marriage (and divorce), fertility, division of labor in
the household, child < iss ccilin , /ert) and wealth, health care, elder care, and
u i i noma models, the empii i< al work that
and the polic) que lions that emerge .it each age lifecycle Mage
Economics
Differences in experience based on race, gender, sexuality, income level, and national origin
will be an important component for discussion. Not open to students who have taken
Economics 301. (Same as Women's Studies 231.)
Prerequisite: Economics 101.
238b. Economic History of American Enterprise. Fall 2005. B. Zorina Khan.
Presents an economic analysis of innovation in firms and markets during the course of
American economic development. Central themes include changes in the role of institutions,
such as the factory system and large corporations, relative to market transactions. The first part
of the course considers specific issues in the organization of the firm, finance, and technology
during the nineteenth century. The second part examines more contemporary questions
bearing on the productivity and competitiveness of American enterprise. Not open to students
who have taken Economics 208.
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and 102.
255b. Microeconomics. Every semester. The Department.
An intermediate-level study of contemporary microeconomic theory. Analysis of the
theory of resource allocation and distribution, with major emphasis on systems of markets and
prices as a social mechanism for making resource allocation decisions. Topics include the
theory of individual choice and demand, the theory of the firm, market equilibrium under
competition and monopoly, general equilibrium theory, and welfare economics.
Prerequisites: Economics 101 and 102. Elementary calculus is used.
256b. Macroeconomics. Every semester. The Department.
An intermediate-level study ofcontemporary national income, employment, and inflation
theory. Consumption, investment, government receipts, government expenditures, money,
and interest rates are examined for their determinants, interrelationships, and role in determin-
ing the level of aggregate economic activity. Policy implications are drawn from the analysis.
Prerequisites: Economics 101 and 102. Elementary calculus is used.
257b. Economic Statistics. Every semester. The Department.
An introduction to the data and statistical methods used in economics. A review of the
systems that generate economic data and the accuracy of such data is followed by an
examination of the statistical methods used in testing the hypotheses ofeconomic theory, both
micro- and macro-. Probability, random variables and their distributions, methods of
estimating parameters, hypothesis testing, regression, and correlation are covered. The
application of multiple regression to economic problems is stressed.
Prerequisites: Economics 101 and 102. Elementary calculus is used.
277. Applied Research Practicum: Chinese Rural to Urban Migration. Spring 2006.
Rachel Connelly.
Highlights applied research methods in microeconomics. Students work throughout the
semester in research teams to analyze data from Chinese rural women on their migration and/
or the migration of their husbands. While topics of Chinese economic life and economic
models of migration are studied, the course primarily focuses on methods: how applied
researchers work with data to analyze a set ofquestions. Elementary statistics is a prerequisite.
Statistical techniques beyond the elementary level are taught. (Same as Asian Studies 269 and
Women's Studies 277.)
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and a college level statistics course such as Economics 257,
Mathematics 155 or 165, Psychology 252, Sociology 201, of permission of the instructor.
291b-294b. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
1 10 Courses ofInstruction
Courses numbered above 300 are advanced courses in economic analysis intended
primarily formajors. Enrollment in these courses is limited to 18 students in each unless stated
otherwise. Elementary calculus will be used in all 300-leveJ courses.
301b. 1 he Economics of the Family. Spring 2005. Rum l Ex CONNELLY.
linar. Microeconomic analysis of the family, its roles, and its related institutions.
Topics include marriage, fertility, labor supply, divorce, and the family as an economic
organization.
Prerequisite: Economics 255 and 257, or permission of the instructor.
3021). Business Cycles. Fall 2005 or Spring 2006. Jowmw P. Goldstein.
S miliar. A survej of competing theories of the business cycle, empirical tests of cycle
theories, and appropriate macro stabilization policies. Topics include descriptive and histori-
cal analysis of cyclical fluctuations in the United States. Keynesian-Kaleckian multiplier-
accelerator models. NBER analysis of cycles, growth cycle models, theories of financial
instability . Marxian crisis theor\ . new classical and new Keynesian theories, and international
aspects o\ business cycles.
Prerequisite: Economics 256 or permission of the instructor.
3<>Nf). Advanced International Trade. Fall 2004. SthphknJ. Mi UIDON.
Seminar. The study of international trade in goods and capital. Theoretical models are
developed to explain the pattern o\ trade and the gains from trade in competitive and
imperfectl) competitive world markets. This theory is then applied to issues in commercial
policy, such as free trade \ersiis protection, regional integration, the WTO and trade
liberalization, foreign direct investment, LDC debt, and the changing comparative advantage
of the I nited States.
Prerequisite: Economics 255 or permission of the instructor.
[309b. Financial Economics.]
310h. Advanced Public Economics. Pall 2005 or Spring 2006. John M. Pii/ci r \i d.
Seminar. \ sun c\ of theoretical and empirical e\ aluations ofgO> eminent acti\ hies in the
economy, considering both efficienc) and equity aspects. Topics include public choice.
income redistribution, benefit-cost analysis, analysis of selected government expenditure
programs (including social security l, incidence and behavioral effects of taxation, and tax
reform Currenl public polic) issues are emphasized. Not open to students who have taken
I oiinmiics 21(1
Prerequisites: (Economics 255 and 257. or permission o\ the instructor.
316b. I i onometrics. I .ill -'not. Jonathan P. ( i<>i umi i\.
Seminar A stud) i>i the mathematical formulation ol economic models ami the statistical
methods <>i testing them \ detailed examination ol the general lineai regression model, its
imptions, .ind its extensions, applications t<> both micro and iriacroeconomics are
rred I hough most ol the course deals with single equation models, an introduction to
the estimation ms <>t equations is included An empirical research papei is required.
•qiiiMti I COnomiCf257oi Mathematics 2d5, and \1;itlii'iiiatics 161,01 permission
ol the instJlK t<M
[318b. I nvironmental and Resource Kconomics.]
*2<il> | ronomics, I echnolog) . and Progress. Pall 2(K)n or Spring 2007 B /< HUN \ Ku \v
Seminal [technological change represents one <>t the most essential conditions foi
inomicai rhiscou mines the microeconomics ofR&D, invention,
innovation, and diffusion h«>m both <t theoretic al and empirical perspe< live ropics include
the "t technology, the intellectual property system, the sources ol invention and
Economics 1 1
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innovation, R&D joint ventures, the "information economy," and globalization. Applications
range from the industrial revolution of the nineteenth century through contemporary issues
such as digital technology, biotechnology and the human genome project, Silicon Valley, and
the Internet.
Prerequisites: Economics 255 and 257, or permission of the instructor.
321b. Ecological Economics and Sustainable Development. Fall 2004. David J. Vail.
Seminar. Ecological economics starts from the premise that economies are open sub-
systems of ecosystems, subject to natural "laws" and constraints, such as entropy, carrying
capacity limits, and conservation of matter-energy. Focuses first on theories and evidence
regarding the co-evolution of economies and ecosystems. Emphasizes disequilibrium pro-
cesses, feedbacks, and irreversible changes by drawing insights from social and biophysical
sciences. Traces the debate about "strong" and "weak" sustainability, exploring guidelines for
protecting natural capital stocks, applications of the "precautionary principle," and global
environmental governance (e.g., mitigating climate change). (Same as Environmental
Studies 321.)
Prerequisite: Economics 255 and 257 (or equivalent statistical background), or permission
of the instructor.
329b. Open Economy Macroeconomics. Fall 2005 or Spring 2006. The Department.
Seminar. Investigates how government policies in an open economy can be used to
influence employment, inflation, the balance of payments, and economic growth. Central
topics are the determinants of the balance of payments, the exchange rate, and international
financial flows; the channels of monetary and fiscal policies in an open economy; currencies
in crisis; the history of international and regional monetary institutions and exchange rate
regimes; international policy coordination; and IMF financial programs in the developing and
transition economies.
Prerequisites: Economics 256 and 257.
340b. Law and Economics. Spring 2006. B. Zorina Khan.
Seminar. Law and economics is one of the most rapidly growing areas in the social
sciences. The field applies the concepts and empirical methods of economics to further our
understanding of the legal system. This course explores the economic analysis of law and legal
institutions, including the economics of torts, contracts, property, crime, courts, and dispute
resolution. Also focuses on topics in law and economics such as antitrust and regulation,
corporations, the family, labor markets, product liability, and intellectual property. Students
are introduced to on-line sources of information in law, and are required to apply economic
reasoning to analyze landmark lawsuits in each of these areas. Not open to students who have
taken Economics 341.
Prerequisite: Economics 255 or permission of the instructor.
[341b. American Legal History.]
355b. Game Theory and Strategic Behavior. Spring 2005. Dorothea K. Herreiner.
An introduction to game theory, a theory analyzing and characterizing optimal strategic
behavior. Strategic behavior takes into account other individuals' options and decisions. Such
behavior is relevant in economics and business, politics, and other areas of the social sciences,
where game theory is an important tool. The main game theoretic equilibrium concepts are
introduced in class and applied to a variety of economics and business problems. Playing
games and analyzing them constitutes a regular feature of the class. Elementary calculus and
probability theory are used.
Prerequisite: Economics 255 or permission of the instructor. ^
401b-404b. Advanced Independent Study and Honors. The Department.
112 Courses ofInstruction
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Bowdoin College docs not otter a major in education.
Requirements for the Minor in Education
The niinor in education consists offourcourses. Required areone sub-100or 100-level course
and two from Education 203, 301, and 303. Note that Psychology 101 is a prerequisite for
I (location 301, but does not count toward the minor.
Requirements for Certification to leach in Public Secondar} Schools
BUSe teaching in the public schools requires sonic form of licensure, the education
department provides a sequence of courses which ma\ lead to certification tor sccondarx
school teaching. This sequence includes the following:
I A major in the discipline the Student intends to teach, such as Spanish, biology,
mathematics, or English. HistOI) and government majors arc classified as social studies lor
tification purposes: meeting social studies requirements requires earl) and careful plan-
ning Public schools rare I > offer more than one course in subjects such as sociology,
philosophy, anthropology, art history, religion, or economics, so students with interests in
those and similar fields should meet w ith department members as soon as possible to develop
a program that w ill include those interests u ithm a teaching field. While students" programs
Of Stud) at Bowdoin nccA not be seriousl) restricted b\ plans to teach, majors and minors
should be chosen with teaching possibilities m mind
ourses offered bj the Department ol Education: Education 101; Education 203;
ami l dotation 301, 302, 303, and 304.
tycbolog) 101.
tusc education is not a major at Bowdoin, students interested in teaching as a career must
carefull) plan the completion <>t course work tor certification
! indent teach, students must be recommended bj members of the I ducation
ment students must be "i good characta and have. a solid academic record \ 3.0
cumulative grade point avei In addition to required course work, candidates
foi certification must earn a passing score on a national teachers
1
examination Since the*




Students who have completed all course requirements necessary for secondary teacher
certification except for student teaching (Education 302) and the student teaching seminar
(Education 304), and who have graduated from Bowdoin may apply to the Department for
special student status to student teach. To apply for this status, students must have graduated
within the last two years; have fulfilled all subject area requirements for certification; have
taken Education 101, 203, 301, and 303; and be seen by the Department as prepared to teach.
Students will be charged a reduced tuition fee and will be eligible for campus housing if space
is available after regular students have been placed. Students may student teach in either the
fall or spring semester. The Department reserves the right to limit participation in this program
because of staffing considerations.
Requirements for Teaching in Private Schools
State certification is not usually a requirement for teaching in independent schools. Thus,
there is no common specification of what an undergraduate program for future private school
teachers should be. In addition to a strong major in a secondary-school teaching field,
however, it is recommended that prospective teachers follow a sequence of courses similar to
the one leading to public school certification.
There is a further discussion of careers in teaching on page 42.
First-Year Seminar
For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 137^45.
20c. The Educational Crusade. Fall 2004. Charles Dorn.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
101c. Contemporary American Education. Fall 2004 and Spring 2005. The Department.
Examines current educational issues in the United States and the role schools play in
society. Topics include the purpose of schooling, school funding and governance, issues of
race, class, and gender, school choice, and the reform movements of the 1990s. The role of
schools and colleges in society's pursuit of equality and excellence forms the backdrop of this
study.
202c. Education and Biography. Fall 2004. Penny Martin.
An examination of issues in American education through biography, autobiography, and
autobiographical fiction. The effects of class, race, and gender on teaching, learning, and
educational institutions are seen from the viewpoint of the individual, one infrequently
represented in the professional literature. Authors include Coles, McCarthy, Welty, and
Wolff.
Prerequisite: Education 101.
203c. Educating All Children. Fall 2004. Suzanne Aldridge. Spring 2005. The Department.
An examination of the economic, social, political, and pedagogical implications of
universal education in American classrooms. The course focuses on the right of every child,
including physically handicapped, learning disabled, and gifted, to equal educational oppor-
tunity. Requires two hours a week in schools.
Prerequisite: Education 101.
[204c. Educational Policy.]
1 14 Courses of Instruction
205c. Hi«h School. Spring 2005. Pi \m Martin.
\ stud} of the American high school as institution and icon. Examines the evolution of the
high school from elite acadenn to universal adolescent rite of passage. Educational research.
first-person narrative, high school students' and practitioners' voices, and documentary films
guide students in the semester-long creation of several "charter" high schools, from mission
through budget and facilities planning to academic program.
Prerequisite: Education 101.
210c. The Civic Functions of Higher Education in America. Spring 2005. Charles Dorn.
dinar. What docs it mean for an institution o\' higher education to act in the public
interest? Ho* have interpretations ofhighereducation*s public service role changed through-
out history? In what ways might a college, such as Bowdoin, fulfill its institutional
commitment to promote the "common good"? Examines the civic functions adopted by and
ascribed to institutions o\ higher education in America from the seventeenth century to the
present. Students investigate both how colleges and universities have employed civic rhetoric
to advance institutional agendas and how societal expectations of civic responsibility have
shaped these institutions over time. Students survej relevant literature in the history ofliberal
arts colleges, research universities, women's colleges, and historically Black colleges and
universities; learn how historians frame questions, gather and interpret evidence, and draw
conclusions; and conduct archival teserach, culminating in a case study of one institution's
historically defined civic purpose.
Prerequisite: Education 20 or 101. or one course in the History Department
250c. Eaw and Education. l.\er\ other year. Fall 2005. GBORG1 S. Isaa< son.
\ stud\ of the impact of the American legal system on the functioning of schools in the
United States through an examination of Supreme Court decisions and federal legislation.
I his course analyzes the public polic) considerations that underlie court decisions in the field
t>l education and considers how those judicial interests ma\ differ from the concerns ol school
boards, administrators, and teachers. Issues to be discussed include constitutional and
statutory developments affecting schools in such areas as free speech, sex discrimination,
religious Objections to COmpulsor) education, race relations, teachers' rights, school financ
and education i->\ the handicapped. I Same as Government 219. i
251c 1
1
-in-hiii" w riting: Theorj and Practice. Fall 2004. Kathleen 0*O »nnor.
Explores theories and methods ol teaching writing, emphasizing collaborative learning
and peei tutoring. Examines relationships between the writing process and the written
product, writing and learning, and language and communities. Investigates disciplinary
writing conventions, influences Ofgendei and culture On language and learning, and concerns
"i I si and learning disabled writers Students practice and reflect on iv\ ising, responding to
others' writing, and conducting conferences. Prepares students to serve as writing assistants
t<>( the w riling Proj
Selection in previous spun'.' semester b) application to the Writing Project (see pages \9
10)
I01C It at liiiin. I .ill I ZANN1 Al DKIlx.i
tud) "i whai takes place in classrooms the methods and purposes ol teachers, the
nd the organizational context. Readings and discussions help inform
and written accounts ol local < lassrooms. Peei teat hing is an
integral pari ol the Requires three hours a week in schools
requisites Senioi itandin ft vdoin education course, Psycholog) 101, and
>i the insttih tot
English 115
302c. Student Teaching Practicum. Spring 2005. Lu Gallaudet.
Because this final course in the student teaching sequence demands a considerable
commitment of time and serious responsibilities in a local secondary school classroom,
enrollment in the course requires the recommendation of the instructor of Education 301.
Recommendation is based on performance in Education 301, the student's cumulative and
overall academic performance at Bowdoin, and the student's good standing in the Bowdoin
community. Required of all students who seek secondary public school certification. Grades
are awarded on a Credit/Fail basis only. Education 303 and 304 must be taken concurrently
with this course.
Prerequisites: Senior standing, three Bowdoin education courses, including Education
203 and 301; Psychology 101; and permission of the instructor.
303c. Curriculum and Instruction. Spring 2005. The Department.
A study of the knowledge taught in schools; its selection and the rationale by which one
course of study rather than another is included; its adaptation for different disciplines and for
different categories of students; its cognitive and social purposes; the organization and
integration of its various components.
Prerequisite: Education 301 or permission of the instructor.
304c. Senior Seminar: Analysis of Teaching and Learning. Spring 2005. Lu Gallaudet.
This course is designed to accompany Education 302, Student Teaching Practicum, and
considers theoretical and practical issues related to effective classroom instruction.
Prerequisites: Senior standing, three Bowdoin education courses, including Education
203 and 301; Psychology 101; and permission of the instructor.
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study.
























Requirements for the Major in English and American Literature
The major requires a minimum often courses. Each student must take one first-year seminar
(English 10-29) or introductory course (English 104-106), either of which will serve as a
prerequisite to further study in the major. At least three of the ten courses must be chosen from
offerings in British and Irish literature before 1800; these courses include and are limited to
the following: English 201, 202, 210, 211, 212, 220, 221, 222, 223, 230, 231, 250, and 300-
level seminars explicitly identified as counting toward this requirement. TDnly one of these
116 Courses ofInstruction
three courses ma> be a Shakespeare drama course. At least one of the ten courses must be
sen from offerings in literature of the Americas. These courses include and are limited to
the following I n-lish 270. 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 281, and 300-tevd
seminars explicit!) identified as counting toward this requirement. Also, each student must
take at least one advanced seminar (any English 300-level course). Students may. when
appropriate, count an advanced seminar toward this requirement, as well as to one o\ the
requirements listed above. The remaining courses ma\ be selected from the foregoing and/or
I nulish 1(^-29 (first-year seminars): 61-66 (Creative Writing): 104-106: 240-289; 300-
39*); 291-292 i independent stud) ): and 401—402 (advanced independent study/honors). No
more than three courses ma\ come from the department's roster o\' first-year seminars and
100-level courses: no more than one creative writing course w ill count toward the major. As
one of two courses outside the department, one upper-level course in film studies ma\ be
counted toward the major: courses in expositor) w riling, journalism, and communication are
not eligible tor major credit. Credit toward the major for advanced literature courses in
another language, provided that the works are read in that language, must be arranged with
the chair.
Majors who are candidates for honors must write an honors essa) and take an oral
examination in the spring of their senior year,
Intenlistiplinar) Major
I he department participates in an interdisciplinary major in English and Theater. See page
178.
Requirements for the Minor in English and American Literature
I he minor requires five courses m the department, including one first-year seminar (English
10-29) of introductory course (English 104-106), and at least three courses numbered 200
Of above. No more than one creative writing course ma\ count toward the minor, and no
courses in expository writing, film, communication, orjournalism will count.
I lrst-1 ear Seminars in English Composition and Literature
I bese courses arc open to first-year students. The first year English seminars are numbered
I') l ( ; in the fall; 20 29 in the spring. I "snails there are not enough openings m the fall for all
first yeai students who want an English seminar. First year Students who cannot get into a
seminal in the fall are given priorit) in the spring. The mam purpose oi the first yearseminars
<nu matter what the topic or reading list ) is to give first war Students extensive practice in
ling and writing analytically. Each seminar is normally limited to sixteen students and
uk hides discussion, outside reading, frequent papers, ami indi> iduaJ conferences on w riting
problems I <>i .i lull description ol first yeai seminars, see pages l M
M»(
. Strange ( rai logs. Fall 2004 David Collinos.
Ilh. lie* nming Modern. Fall 2004 VNN kinnn .
I lrst-1 (ai Seminar < luster.)
1 2 1 I itt i .it in a .iihI I Input. I ill 'no 1 \ . i ,, ,\ Km ii
13c 1 In Western I .ill 2004 D I.M
i U Hawthorne I til !004 Wn i iam Wai n )••
20(
.
i in \\ Miiian's i iim. Spring Ban pel
w uniin's Studies 22.
2 it Creative R< ading. Sprin M ftm i tps<
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22c. Questioning the Modern. Spring 2005. Peter Coviello.
(See First-Year Seminar Cluster.)
23c,d\ Toni Morrison. Spring 2005. Celeste Goodridge.
(Same as Africana Studies 23.)
24c. Metamorphoses and its Literary Afterlives. Spring 2005. Aaron Kitch.
Introductory Courses in Literature
104c.-106c. Studies in Genre.
Primarily intended for first- and second-year students, and for juniors and seniors with no
prior experience in college literature courses. Genres include prose narrative (English 104),
poetry (English 105), and drama (English 106). Specific content and focus ofeach course will
vary with the instructor.
104c. Introduction to Narrative. Fall 2004. Celeste Goodridge.
Examines some of the formal features and strategies of narrative (point of view, plot,
competing narratives, character development, the role of the reader, the reliability of the
narrator(s), and closure. Covers mostly modern and contemporary fiction, but also considers
the role of narrative in essays, journalism and film. Authors may include: Melville, James,
Woolf, Michael Cunningham, Cather, Alice Munro, Deborah Eisenberg, Paul Auster, Carver,
Sontag and Arundati Roy.
104c. Introduction to Narrative. Spring 2005. Mary Agnes Edsall.
"But what is a symbol?" A symbol does not direct our attention to something else as a sign
does. It does not direct at all. It "means something else" (Walker Percy, The Message in the
Bottle). A study of signs and symbols in narrative fiction. Authors may include George Eliot,
Isak Dinesen, J. R. R. Tolkien, Flannery O'Connor, Alice Walker, Chinua Achebe.
105c. Introduction to Poetry. Fall 2004. Anthony Walton.
Explores varied topics in the Anglo-Irish-American poetic tradition, including aesthetic,
political, and social questions. Strong emphasis on prosody, close reading, and the use of
multi-media to "place" a poem or poet; "excavations" of multiple meaning and sources in
poems; and examinations of poetic approaches toward negotiating the implicit tension
between technique and subject matter.
106c. Introduction to Drama. Spring 2005. William Watterson.
Beginning with a close reading of Aristotle's Poetics, introduces students to dramatic
structure through the history of plot-making. Plays by Sophocles, Shakespeare, Moliere,
Sheridan, Ibsen, Chekhov, O'Neill, Beckett, and Brecht are also examined in light of the
evolution of traditional dramatic genres (tragedy and comedy), innovative modes ("Photoge-
nic Realism," "Epic Theater," "Theater of the Absurd," etc.), and the emergence of psycho-
logical approaches to character. In addition to writing critical papers about plays, students
have the option to write dialogue and/or dramatic scenes and to present them as live theater
in class. (Same as Theater 106.)
Courses in Composition and Creative Writing
60c. English Composition. Fall 2004. Mary Agnes Edsall. Spring 2005. Ann Kibbie.
Practice in analytic and critical writing, with special attention to drafting and revision of
student essays. Assignment sequences allow students to engager variety ofmodes and topics
that build toward the developed expository essay. Practice in grammar as well. Does not count
toward the major or minor in English. ^ *
1 18 Courses ofInstruction
61c. Creative \N riting: Poetry I. Fall 2CK)4. Anthony Walton.
Intensive stud) of the writing of poetry through the workshop method. Students are
expected to write in tree verse, in form, and to read deeply from an assigned list of poets.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
[62c. Creative Writing: Poetry II.]
64c. W riting Fiction. Spring 2005. Richard Ford.
Intended for students with more than a beginner's experience in writing fiction, hut not
extensive experience. Students arc expected to write and complete short stones, and these
writings occup) the core o\ the class's attention. As with any writing course, goals are to
improve the student's writing, to develop a vocabularv lor discussing and appraising work
under consideration, to encourage good writing, and to address developing questions and
curiosities about the writer's vocation.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
67c. Making Stories, Not Telling Them. Spring 2005. Rich \RD Ford.
Dedicated to writing and reading short fiction. Conducted as a workshop, concentrating
each da v on students' stories. Considerable attention is also paid to discussing stories assigned
from an anthologv . The goals of the course are to improve students' imaginative writing by
developing reading skills. In developing a vocabularv and an aesthetic for assessing the
quality ofa piece of fiction, and bv developing practical disciplines and strategics for rev ision
ami reassessment of one's own work.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
\d\ anted Courses in Knglish and American Literature
201c Chaucer. Ever) year. Spring 2005. Mary AGNI S EdsAI i .
I In Canterbury Tales. I.earn Middle English and enjoy and analyze a w ide selection ofthe
stones told on Chaucer's great literal v road -trip. Includes a focus on medieval historv.
material culture. Iiteiarv backgrounds, social codes, and social conflicts in order to help
readers imagine their vvav into Chaucer's world. Attention given to trends in Chaucer studies.
Prerequisite: ( hie first yeai seminar or i<><> level course in the English department.
263c I opies in \lcdie\al Literature. I all 2004. M \in \< ,\i s Ids vi i .
Introduction to Medieval English drama through the \1> sterj Cycles and Morality Plav s
lopics include the relationship of the drama to Western meditative tradition, the mapping of
red Space within the secular, the ritual aspects o\ religious diama. and the dr.una' s dialogue
w ith social and political realities. Participation ma production ofa medieval plav is one ofthe
course requirements, rexti torn} include The Play <>f Adam. The Croxton /'lay <>i tin
Sacrament, The York Cycle, TheCastL ofPerseverance, wad Mankind.
requisite < toe insi yeai seminal oi l (),) level course in the English department
2HU. Shakespeare's Comedies and Romances. I wiv oihei yeai Pall ' ,,n> WlLLIAM
I Widsummei Wight's Dream, The Merchant ofVenice, Twelfth Night, is You
fh> Wintet Talt nndTfu Tempest in light of Renaissance genre theor) (Same as
I In ..hi 210,
requisite One first yeai leminaroi 1 00-level course in the English department
21 h
.
sh;iki-sp« .H ( \ i rauedies and Roman Plays. I very other yeai Spring M)06 William
lit Othello, Macbeth, Kin Lew lulius Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra,
.aid ( oriolanm in light ofrecent critical though! Spe< ial attention is given to psychoanalysis,
| Sum | I hi alt i 211
nun. u <>i mm) level ^«>H!sr in the I nglish department
English 119
212c. Shakespeare's History Plays. Every other year. Fall 2004. William Watterson.
Explores the relationship ofRichard III and the second tetralogy {Richard II, the two parts
of Henry /Vand Henry V) to the genre of English chronicle play that flourished in the 1580s
and 1590s. Readings in primary sources (More, Hall, and Holinshed) are supplemented by
readings of critics (Tillyard, Kelly, Siegel, Greenblatt, Goldberg, etc.) concerned with
locating Shakespeare's own orientation toward questions of history and historical meaning.
Regular screenings of BBC productions. (Same as Theater 212).
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar- or 100-level course in the English department.
[220c. English Literature of the Early Renaissance.]
[221c. English Literature of the Late Renaissance.]
222c. Milton. Every other year. Fall 2005. Ann Kibbie.
A critical study of his chief writings in poetry and prose.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
[223c. Renaissance Drama.]
224c. Poetics and Politics in the English Renaissance. Fall 2004. Aaron Kitch.
Examines some of the most interesting connections between the literature and politics of
Renaissance England— a period in which even monarchs composed their own poetry and
literary treatises. Traces the relationship between major poetry, prose, and drama of the period
as it both shaped and was shaped by events such as the Spanish Armada, the Essex rebellion,
the absolutism of James I, the politics of royal marriages, acts of enclosure, the development
of mercantile capitalism, and the invention of the printing press. Readings include Marlowe,
Shakespeare, Skelton, Henry Howard, Elizabeth I, Spenser, Richard Hooker, Walter Ralegh,
Philip Sidney, Mary Wroth, and Ben Jonson.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
225c. Race and Representation in the English Renaissance. Spring 2005. Aaron Kitch.
What does race mean in the English Renaissance? What literary strategies do authors from
Shakespeare to Thomas Browne use in order to represent ethnic, religious, and cultural
otherness? How is race as a political or social category dependent on such acts of represen-
tation? Studies examples of prose, poetry, and drama in the period, along with travel narratives
of colonial exploration, accounts of the nascent slave trade in Africa, scientific treatises on
race, and paintings with racialized subjects. Authors include Walter Raleigh, Sir Francis
Drake, Edmund Spenser, Richard Hakluyt, Michael Drayton, Sir Philip Sidney, Shakespeare,
Francis Bacon, Ben Jonson, Thomas Browne, and Lady Mary Worth. (Same as Africana
Studies 225.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
230c. Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Drama. Every other year. Fall 2004. Ann
Kibbie.
Study ofEnglish drama from 1 660 to the end of the eighteenth century focusing on a variety
of dramatic modes, including Restoration comedy, heroic tragedy, "she-tragedy," and
sentimental comedy. Authors may include Wycherley, Etherege, Behn, Congreve, Shadwell,
Dryden, Rowe, Otway, Centlivre, Inchbald, Addison, Steele, Sheridan, and Goldsmith.
(Same as Theater 230.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
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231c I opics in Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Poetry and Prose: Writing Lives.
jv\ other year. Spring 2005 Ann Kibbik
Explores the representation ofprivate life in the poetrj and non-fiction prose of the period
i including diaries, privatejournals, public and prh ate letters, and biographical sketches >, \\ itfa
an emphasis on the emergence ofthe modern author. Works include selections from the char)
Samuel Pepys, the autobiographical poetrj of Alexander Pope. Lad) Man Wortlej
itagu's travel letters. Lord Chesterfield*s letters of advice to his illegitimate son. the
autobiograph) ofOlaudah Equiano, selections from Samuel Johnson's lives ofdie English
ts, and James Boswell's London Journal.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
[240c Engtfsh Konuintieism I: Radical Sensibility.)
241c I nulish Romanticism II: Romantic Sexualities. Fall 2004. David Collings,
Investigates constructions of sexualit) in English romantic writing. Examines tales of
seduction b> supernatural ordemonic figures; the sexualized worldofthe Gothic; the Byronic
hem; the yearning for an eroticized muse or goddess; and same-sex desire in travel writing,
orientalist fantasy, diary, and realist fiction. Discusses the place ofsuch writing in the historj
ol sexuality, repression, the unconscious, and the sublime. Authors ma\ include Austen,
Beckford, Emir) Bronte. Burke. Byron, Coleridge, Keats. Lister. Mar\ Shelley, and Perc)
Shelley, alongside secondary, theoretical, and historical works. (Same as Women's Studies
241.
Prerequisite: ( me first-year seminar or l()()-le\el eourse in linglish or \\ omen's Studies
SOU : I Ins eourse is ottered as pail of the euitieulum in C ia\ and 1 eshian Studies.
242c I he Romantic tadience. Spring 2005. Mark Phillipson.
\ sur\e> ol major British romantic poets and then responses to upheavals in printing and
marketing practices, (harts how some romantics anxiousl) u> to define their audience, while
others find freedom in the unpredictabilit) ofaddress. Linesup fantasiesoftransmission (such
oral periorinanee. discovered inscription, natural revelation, voyeuristic interception)
linsi actual publication histories, poets include Blake. Tigbe, Coleridge, Wordsworth,
Robinson, ('hue. Shelley, Keats. Byron, Hemans, and ill
Prerequisite: One first-yeai seminal or 100 level course in the English department
[243c \ Ictorian Genders.]
24-U . \ IctOrfan ( rime. Spun \\ i\ \ Bkii PEL
Investigates Ulerar) representations ol criminality in Victorian England, oi centra]
rn is the construction ol social deviancj and criminal types; images ol disciplinary
uctures, and institutions, and the relationship between generic categories (the
detective story, the Gothi< tale, the sensation novel) and the period's preoccupation with
tr.u /e behavior and crime Authors ma) include Braddon, Collins, Dickens, Doyle,
uid Wilis (Sameai Women's Studies 244 i
requisite One first yeai lenunaroi 100-level course in English or Women's Studies
is offered as part ol the t urriculum in ( la) and I esbian Studies
246c. Romanticism, lyricism, and Nature. Fall 1005 David CoLUNOS.
I i im I ish romantic poetry about nature, with particularemphasis on the way such
try find already pre ent in nature Considers such subjects as the interpla)
ipnn.itiii.il dimension ol nature, theboundar) between the
hum. tu and the natural, the i of urban and rural life, and the value of traditional landed
\uth- included lane Coleridge Keats, Shelley, and Wordsworth (Same as
I n\ ii "mm nlal St nclii s 2 U.




250c. Topics in the Eighteenth-Century Novel. Every other year. Spring 2006. Ann Kibbie.
A study of the development of the novel in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English Department.
252c. Victorian Narratives of Empire. Fall 2004. Aviva Briefel.
Examines the diverse ways in which literary genres, including the domestic novel, the
boy's adventure story, and the sensation narrative, constructed England's imperial authority
in the Victorian period. Among other topics, considers the role that narratives played in
upholding and challenging colonial structures; the literary representation of nationhood; and
the impact of categories of race, gender, and sexuality on notions of empire. Also explores
recent postcolonial readings of Victorian narratives. Authors may include Bronte, Collins,
Conrad, Haggard, Kipling, and Schreiner. (Same as Women's Studies 252.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or Women's Studies.
260c. Playwriting. Fall 2004. Gretchen Berg.
A workshop in writing for contemporary theater. Includes introductory exercises in
writing monologues, dialogue, and scenes, then moves to the writing and revising of a short
play, a solo performance piece, or a staged adaptation of existing material. Students read plays
and performance texts, considering how writers use speech, silence, and action; how they
structure plays and performance pieces; and how they approach character and plot. (Same as
Theater 260.)
Prerequisite: A 100-level course in theater or dance or permission of the instructor.
[262c. Drama and Performance in the Twentieth Century.]
[263c. Modern British Literatures.]
264c. Modern Irish Literature. Spring 2006. Marilyn Reizbaum.
Considers Irish writing from the late nineteenth century through the present: its contribu-
tion to modern literary movements and conflictual relation to the idea of a national Irish
literature. Likely topics include linguistic and national dispossession, the supernatural or
surreal, pastoral and urban traditions, the Celtic Twilight versus Modernism, and the
interaction of feminism and nationalism.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
270c. Early American Literature. Every other year. Fall 2004. Peter Coviello.
A study of the writing produced in colonial, revolutionary, and post-revolutionary
America. Prominent concerns are the Puritan covenant, nationalism, democracy and consen-
sus, revolutionary rupture, and the evolving social meanings of gender and of race. Readings
may include Bradstreet, Edwards, Franklin, Wheatley, Brockden Brown, Irving, and Cooper.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
271c. The American Renaissance. Every other year. Spring 2005. Peter Coviello.
Considers the extraordinary quickening of American writing in the years before the Civil
War. Of central concern are the different visions of "America" these texts propose. Authors
may include Emerson, Poe, Douglass, Hawthorne, Jacobs, Melville, Stowe, Dickinson, and
Whitman.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
Note: This course is offered as part of the curriculum in Gay and Lesbian Studies.
274c. Twentieth-Century American Poetry. Spring 2005. Celeste Goodridge.
Readings in modern and contemporary poetry, with an emphasis on different modes of
poetic influence, allusions to mass culture, and the use of narrative, biography, mythology,
and performance in this work. Authors may include Williams, Levine, Doty7 Collins, Gluck,
Laurie Sheck, Margaret Holley, Clampitt, and Carson.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
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I275c,d. African American Fiction: Counterhistories.]
[276c,d. African American Poetry.]
[277c.Topics in Nineteenth-Century American Literature: Empire of Feeling.]
279c. Introduction to African-American Literature. Fall 2(X)4. Dan J. Moos.
An introduction to African-American studies, with a particular emphasis on African-
American literature. Focuses on literature spanning the output of African-American writing,
with close attention to the themes o\' slavery, assimilation, racial separation, and black
nationalism. Approaches these texts more or less chronologically, so as to build a coherent
historical narrative of African-American issues. Goals are to explore fundamental issues o\
African-American life since the mid-eighteenth century and to provide the background to
encourage further study in this field, as well as in ethnic studies. American literature, and
American history more generally. (Same as Africana Studies 279.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or l()()-le\el course in the English department.
281c African-American I topias: Colonization, Emigration, and Black Nationalisms.
Spring 2005. Dan J. Moos.
V earl) as 1773, African Americans petitioned whites in power for their removal from
America so that the\ might start a community or nation of their own. Examines the impulses
toward colonization and emigration in African-American history, including movements that
looked to Africa as an African-American state. Looks at historical documents, essays, and
speeches, but focuses primaril\ on the speculative possibilities ottered by African-American
authors such as Oscar Micheaux. Martin R. Delany. Surron Griggs, and Tom Morrison.
Explores real and fictional black nations, black tow ns, and e\ en secret black gin ernments and
tries to determine the impulse for this departure, as well as the ideological import of black
separation from the American nation. (Same as Africana Studies 281.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department
|2S2c. Introduction to Litcran and Cultural Theory.]
310c-350c Advanced Literal") Study. Ever) year.
I nglish 300-Ievel courses are advanced seminars; students who take them are normall)
lish majors. Their content and perspective varies the emphasis mas be thematic.
historical, generic, biographical, etc. All require extensive reading in primar) and collateral
materials.
316c Shakespeare's Sonnets. Spring 2005. Wn LIAM WATT! RSON.
(lose reading <>i Shakespeare's one hundred and fifty lour sonnets and the appended
narrative poem " \ I ova 's ( bmplaint," w Inch accompanies them m the editio prim eps of
1609 Required texts include the "New Vrden" edition of Shakespeare's Sonnets <i iw7)
edited b) Katherine Duncan fortes, and Helen Vendler's The Art oj Shakespean '& Sonnets
1 1998) < ritical issues tobeexamined include the dating of the sonnets, the ordei in which the)
appear, then rhetorical and architectural strategies, and theii historical and autobiographical
( «<nient
Prerequisite < )ne rim yeai leminai oi 100 level course in the English Departmenl
Ms, i h. Sexual ( nild i all 2004 Pi ran Covn i lo
i (amine the stories we tell ourselves, here in Vmerica about children, adults, and sex.
d particularwhy the most familiarol these narratives are, in effect monster stones;
tlu- image of the traumatized child has become such a oddly central figure in national
publk life; and why. Anally, it I meremarkabl) difficult (not to saj dangerous) to think
/en the smallest dc lualagenc) Course materials
1 OT
English AJ
include novels, cultural criticism, and several films. Among the authors studied are Poe,
Nabokov, James, Freud, Foucault, Eve Sedgwick, Pat Califia, and James Kincaid.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
Note: This course is offered as part of the curriculum in Gay and Lesbian Studies.
324c. Writing A Woman's Life in Late Medieval England: The Autobiography of
Margery Kempe. Spring 2005. Mary Agnes Edsall.
Examines the early fifteenth-century autobiographical Book of Margery Kempe, an
important text for the study of culture and gender in late medieval England. Includes study of
the options open to laywomen of this period to provide background for considering Margery ' s
extraordinary trajectory from her life as housewife and mother, to her attempts at business, to
her publicly performed role as a self-proclaimed religious figure. Also includes attention to
key social and devotional trends of her time to place her religiosity in context and to
understand the discourses that contributed to her self-shaping. (Same as Women's Studies
324.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English Department.
326c. The Horror Film in Context. Fall 2004. Aviva Briefel.
Examines the genre of the horror film in a range of cultural, theoretical, and literary
contexts. Considers the ways in which these films represent violence, fear, and paranoia; their
creation of categories of gender, class, race, and sexuality; and their participation in such
major literary and cinematic genres as the Gothic, parody, and the family drama. Texts may
include works by Wes Craven, David Cronenberg, Sean Cunningham, Brian De Palma,
Sigmund Freud, Alfred Hitchcock, E.T.A. Hoffmann, Julia Kristeva, Edgar Allan Poe,
Roman Polanski, George Romero, and Bernard Rose. (Same as Women's Studies 328.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or Women's Studies.
Note: This course is offered as part of the curriculum on Gay and Lesbian Studies.
330c. Cultural Production during the Cold War. Fall 2004. Celeste Goodridge.
Examines literary texts by James Baldwin, Truman Capote, Patricia Highsmith, Mary
McCarthy, J.D. Salinger, and Tennessee Williams in conjunction with photojournalism
(Esther Bubley, Dorothea Lange, and Margaret Bourke-White), popular magazines of the
time {Life, Harper's, and The New Yorker), film, and mass-market icons (Marilyn Monroe,
Elvis Presley, and James Dean). Provides an interdicsiplinary focus on how these forms
construct, reflect, and subvert the dominant ideologies associated with cold-war America.
May also consider some contemporary representations of this period.
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
344c. African American Cinema to 1950. Spring 2005. Dan J. Moos.
Examines early African-American cinema from its inception in the first two decades of the
twentieth century to 1950. Looks primarily at all-black cast filsm, may from African-
American directors and producers, but begins by looking at the dominant images of African
Americans in mainstream studio films of the time in order to understand the images that black
film makers insisted on countering over the next decades. Engages issues of technique,
content, and audience. Examines the relationship between Hollywood and independently
produced balck films. Viewings include early films from Oscar Micheaux adn the Coored
Players Film Corporation, an all-black-cast Western, 1940s melodramas, a U. S. military
propaganda film, and musicals. (Same as Africana Studies 344.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
_
*
401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors. The Department.
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Administered by the Environmental Studies Committee:
DeWitt John, Chair unci Program Director
Eileen Sylvan Johnson, Program Manager
Rosemary Armstrong. Program Assistant
(See committee list, page 325.)
Joint Appointment with Biology
Assistant Professor John Liehter
Joint Appointment with Chemistry
Associate Professor Dharni Vasude\an
Joint Appointment with Government
Senior Lecturer DeWitt John
Joint Appointment with History
Assistant Professor Matthew Klinglet
Joint Appointment with Philosophy











Anne C. J. Hayden
Requirements for the Coordinate Major in Environmental Studies (ES)
The major involves the completion of a departmental major and the following courses in
en\ ironmental studies. (Tofulfill the major requirement a grade ofC- or better must be earned
in a course. Courses offered to satisfy the College's distribution requirements and the
requirements of the departmental major ma\ also be double-counted toward the ES major
requirements, except as noted.)
1 ES 101 Introduction to Environmental Studies, preferably taken as a first -\ car
student.
2 \n Introductory science course (Environmental Studies/Geology 100, Environmen-
tal Studies/Geology 103, Biology 104, Biology 105, Chemistry 109, and Physics 103
meet this requirement
3. ES 201 Perspectives in Environmental Science (same as Biology 158/Chcmistry
ISO).
I s 202 Environmental Polio and Politics (same is Government 214), or ES 218
Environmental Economics (Same as Economics 218).
1 S 203 Environment, Culture, and the Human Experience*
Senior seminar: \ culminating course ol one semester is required ol majors. Such courses
multidisciplinary, studying a topic from at least two areas ol the curriculum. I his
i ourse is normall) taken during the senior yeai ( lourses currentlj satisfy ing this require
me ni include ES 321 . M>}, M*5. and courses cumbered390 and above. It is preferable to
t.ike this course during the senioi \cm Please c bee k « itfa the department foi an updated
list ol courses satisfying this requirement.
7. Beyond the nines, students must choose .i concentration (listed below >:
/ S Dim ipUnaiJ ( om < titrations:
For this option, ES coordinate majors must take three 100 level or above courses
within one ol the following concentrations:
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—for History, Landscape, Values, Ethics and the Environment, students choose
from ES courses designated with a "c"
—for Environmental Economics and Policy, students choose ES courses desig-
nated with a "b"
—for the Interdisciplinary Environmental Science Concentration, students choose
from ES courses designated with an "a" (in addition, Chemistry 210 Inorganic
Chemistry and Chemistry 240 Analytical Chemistry count for this option). One
of the courses must not be counted toward the requirements of the student's
departmental major.
Student-designed Environmental Studies Concentration:
Students majoring in ES have the option of designing their own concentration
consisting of three courses in addition to the core courses and senior seminars.
Student-designed concentrations are particularly appropriate for students inter-
ested in exploring environmental issues from a cross-divisional perspective.
Students must submit a self-designed concentration form (available from the
program), explaining their plan of study to the program director by the first week
of the first semester of the junior year, listing the three ES courses proposed, and
explaining how the courses are related to the issue of interest to the student.
Proposals must be approved by the program director.
Requirements for the Minor in Environmental Studies
The minor consists of five courses: Environmental Studies 101 and two core courses in the
disciplinary area outside a student's departmental major:
—
-for natural science majors: ES 202 Environmental Policy and Politics and ES 203
Environment, Culture, and Human Experience;
—
-for social science majors: ES 201 Perspectives in Environmental Science and ES
203 Environment, Culture, and Human Experience;
—
-for humanities majors: ES 201 Perspectives in Environmental Science and ES 202
Environmental Policy and Politics;
and two other ES courses (numbered 200 or above, one of which should be outside a
student's departmental major).
First-Year Seminar
For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 137—45.
15c. Frontier Crossings: The Western Experience in American History. Spring 2006.
Matthew Klingle.
(Same as History 15.)
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
79a. Agriculture: Ancient and Modern. Fall 2004. Barry Logan.
Though nearly all people presently living on earth depend upon some form of agriculture
to feed themselves, farming is a recent innovation when considered in the context of human
evolution. The last century witnessed profound changes in agricultural technology and
practices. Examines the ecological forces that influenced the establishment and proliferation
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ofagriculture, studies the scientific underpinnings of the "Green Revolution*
1
and contempo-
rary methods of genetic modification. Compares "high-input" conventional fanning with
organic approaches m terms of producm it\ and ecological impacts. (Same as Biology 79.)
si a. Physics of the Environment Spring 2005. Mark Battle
An introduction to the ph\ sics of en\ uonmental issues, including past climates, anthropo-
genic climate change, o/one destruction, and energ\ production and efficiency. (Same as
Physics 81.
100*. Environmental Geoiogj and Hydrology. Ever) spring. Pi hk Li \
An introduction to aspects ofgeolog) and h\drolog\ that affect the environment and land
use. lopics include watersheds and surface-water quality, groundwater contamination.
istal erosion, and development o\ landscapes. \\eekl\ labs and field trips examine local
environmental problems affecting Maine rivers, lakes, and coast. (Same as Geology 100.)
1D1. Introduction to Environmental Studies. Ever) fall. Di Win John, Lawrenq Simon.
\\i> Dm \km V \si Di \ w.
An interdisciplinary introduction to the variety of environmental problems caused In
bumanit) and confronting us today. Pro\ ides an oven icw of the state of scientific know ledge
about major en\ uonmental problems and potential responses ofgovernments and people, an
exploration of environmental issues, both global and regional, and an exploration o\ wh\
societies often have such difficult) in reaching consensus on effective and equitable policies
within existing political and economic institutions. Preference given to first- and second-\ear
students. Required for ES majors.
H)3a. Marine Environmental Geology. Ever) fall. Fall 2004. 1-nw \rm Laini .
\n introduction to the aspects o\ marine geolog) and occanograpln that affect the
environment and marine resources. Topics include estuarine oceanography and sediments,
eutrophication of coastal waters, primars productivity, waves and tides, sea level history,
glacial geolog} Of Coastal Maine, and an introduction to plate tectonics. YYcckk field trips and
labs examine loeal en\ uonmental problems affecting CaSCO Ua\ and the Maine coast. Two
One-da) weekend held excursions are required. (Same .is GeofogJ 103.)
1 2 la. Plants : Ecology, Diversity, I orm, and Function. I all 2005. B \kk> A. LOGAN.
turseon plant biolog) . Topics include diversit) and ph) logenetic relationships
among major plant taxa (particularl) with respect to the local flora), physiological media
nisms underlying water and nutrient acquisition and use. photosynthesis, vascular plant
anatomy, and ecological principles related to plain survival and reproduction. Relevant
botanical topics such as the green revolution, ethnobotany, ami forest ecolog) arc also
ussed Laboratory sessions every week (Same as Biotog) 121.)
requisite BlolOfJ KM.
2<M.i. Perspectives n Envinmmental Science* Spring ' ,|()> JohnLkhtei uxdDharn
I iinctioning ol the earth system is defined b) the complex and fascinating interaction ol
pn> 1 1 hi n and between four principal Spheres kind. .in. wale i. and hie I e\ei.iees ke\
principl i . unimieni.il < hemisti\ and ecology to unravel the intricate < onne< tedness ol
natural phenomena .ind CCOSyStem tuiu limi I iind.iinenl.il biological and < he i meal eoiu cpls
I t<> mull- 1 si and ihe M iok e behind the cn\ u< 'iuiienl.il dilemmas l.u me IO< ichcs .is .i
' human activities I aborator) sessions consist ol local Field trips, laborator)
rmients \-un\\ ul\ exei ind di >< ussions ol i unenl and ( lassie
i f 1 1 1 v In (Same. i Bioln^\ I 5S ,iml ( lumisli \ 1 SO .
'Mi level oi tneiiii course in biology, chemistry oi geolo
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202b. Environmental Policy and Politics. Every year. Fall 2004. DeWitt John.
Examines alternative ways to protect our environment. Analyzes environmental policies
and the regulatory regime that has developed in the United States, as well as new approaches
such as free-market environmentalism, civic environmentalism, environmental justice,
sustainable development, and environmental policies and politics in other countries. Includes
intensive study of specific local and global issues such as air and water pollution, land
conservation, or the reduction and management of wastes. (Same as Government 214.)
Prerequisite: Environmental Studies 101 or permission of the instructor.
203c. Environment, Culture, and the Human Experience. Every year. Spring 2005.
Connie Chiang.
An interdisciplinary introduction to humanistic interpretations of nature and the environ-
ment. Students consider ideas about nature from several perspectives—including art, film,
history, literature, philosophy, and religion—as they explore how human perceptions have
created both sustainable and unsustainable relations with the natural world over time. Specific
themes include the historical relationship between nature and culture; the influence of
spiritual, intellectual, and aesthetic traditions; and the role of society and personal identity in
shaping environmental thought.
Prerequisite: Environmental Studies 101 or permission of the instructor.
204a. Introduction to Geographic Information Systems. Fall 2004. Judy Colby-George.
Geographical information systems (GIS) organize and store spatial information for
geographical presentation and analysis, allow rapid development of high quality maps, and
enable powerful and sophisticated investigation of spatial patterns and interrelationships.
Students will gain an understanding of GIS, and a working knowledge of ArcGIS, a
commonly used software package. The course introduces concepts of cartography, database
management, remote sensing, and spatial analysis, and explores how these are integrated into
a GIS. Students work on individual GIS projects that are designed to contribute to service
learning or research projects as they relate to environmental topics.
205c. Historia Naturalis: Society and the Environment in the Ancient Mediterranean.
Spring 2006. James Higginbotham.
Explores how the ancient Greeks and Romans viewed their natural world and how these
perspectives are revealed by the archaeological record. Focuses on ancient resource manage-
ment as reflected in the practices of agriculture, pisciculture, animal husbandry, mining, and
quarrying; how architecture and hydraulic engineering facilitated the access to and the
procurement of raw materials; and the resultant consequences for the ancient environment.
Drawing on ancient literary testimonia from such writers as Aristotle, Pliny the Elder,
Vitruvius, Varro, Columella, and Virgil, the class examines the ancient responses to
population pressures and natural disasters, the development of urban planning, contrasts (or
conflicts) between the city and countryside, and the creation of artificial landscapes. (Same
as Archaeology 205.)
Prerequisite: One of the following: Archaeology 101 or 102, Environmental Studies
101, Biology 104, Geology 100 or 101, or permission of the instructor.
210a. Plant Physiology. Every spring. Barry A. Logan.
An introduction to the physiological processes that enable plants to grow under the varied
conditions found in nature. General topics discussed include the acquisition, transport, and use
of water and mineral nutrients, photosynthetic carbon assimilation, and the influence of
environmental and hormonal signals on development and morphology. Adaptation and
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lunation to extreme environments and other ecophysiotogical subjects are also discussed.
W eekl) laboratories reinforce principles discussed in lecture and expose students to modern
research techniques. (Same as Biolo«\ 210.)
Prerequisite Biology 105.
2l3h. (1. tathropologj of Islands. Spring 2006. Anni Henshaw.
uses on the diversit) of island peoples and cultures and the unique place they hold
u ithin the field ofanthropology Explores the range ofen\ ironmental contexts in \\ hich island
peoples adapt, as well as the unique socioeconomic systems and historical experiences that
characterize them. Examines the powerful sense ofcultural identity that islanders share, and
the man) challenges and opportunities the) face in an age of globalization and limited
resources. Selected case studies draw from islands in the Pacific and North Atlantic. Including
Maine, to bring acomparative and interdisciplinar) understandingofisland societies pastand
present (Same as Anthropology 2 IS.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or 102.
215a. Behavioral Ecology and Population Biology. Ever) fall. Linos \^ L. Winnow.
Stud\ o\ the beha\ lor o\ animals and plants, and the interactions between organisms and
their environment Topics include population growth and structure, and the influence o(
competition, prcdation. and other factors on the behavior, abundance, and distribution o\'
plants and animals. Laboratory sessions, field trips, and research projects emphasize concepts
in ecology, evolution and beha\ ior, research techniques, and the natural bistor) of local plants
and animals. Optional field trip to the Bowdoin Scientific Station on Kent Island. (Same as
Biolo»\ 215.)
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
21 si). Environmental Economics and Policy. Spring 2005. I) win.I. Vab
\n exploration of environmental degradation and public policj responses in industrial
economies. Market failures, propert) rights, and materialistic values arc investigated as
causes ol pollution and deteriorating ecos) stem functions. Guidelines for equitable and cost
effective en\ ironmental polic) are explored, u ith an emphasis on the roles and limitations o\
cost benefit analysis and techniques for estimating non-monetar) values. Three core themes
arethe transition from"commandandcontror* to incentive-based policies; the e\ olution from
piecemeal regulation to comprehensive "green plans" (as in the Netherlands); and the
connections among air pollution, energ) sj stems, ami global warming. (Same as Economics
2IS.i
requisite: Ecooomlci KM.
219au Blotogj of Nfaiine Organisms. 1 verj fall. Ami S.Johnson.
The stud) of the biology and ecology ol marine mammals, seabirds, fish, intertidal ami
lubtidal invertebrates, algae, and plankton Also considers the biogeographk < onsequences
lobal .mil local ocean currents on the evolution and ecology ol marine organisms.
Laboratories, field trips, and research projects emphasize natural histor) . functional morphol
andeo i and three hours ol laboratory oi Meld tiip pei week. ( me weekend
field nip included (Same a Biology 219.)
Prerequisite BicJogj 105
22oh.d. i nd(Ki( \ riopnu nt and Strategies for Sustainable Development in Poor ( loan-
tries. Spun I > in V Ml
I lie majoreconomii features ofunderdevelopment are investigated, with si i ess on uneven
meni and the interrelated problems oi poverty, population growth, inequality, urban
•.iiMimicnt.il degradation fhc assessment «>i development strategies emphasizes
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key policy choices, such as export promotion versus import substitution, agriculture versus
industry, plan versus market, and capital versus labor-intensive technologies. Topics include
global economic integration and environmental sustainability. (Same as Economics 219.)
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and 102, or permission of the instructor.
221b. Environmental Sociology. Fall 2004. Joe Bandy.
An examination of the complex social processes that define, create, and threaten the natural
environment. Investigates the relationships among various environmental and social prob-
lems, as well as the many political ideologies, philosophies, and movements that define and
redefine how we think of nature and sustainability. Explores issues of science and technology,
popular culture, urbanization, racial and gender relations, as well as environmental move-
ments. (Same as Sociology 221.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
222b. Introduction to Human Population. Fall 2005. Nancy Riley.
An introduction to the major issues in the study of population. Focuses on the social aspects
of the demographic processes of fertility, mortality, and migration. Also examines population
change in Western Europe historically, recent demographic changes in Third World coun-
tries, population policy, and the social and environmental causes and implications of changes
in births, deaths, and migration. (Same as Sociology 222 and Women's Studies 224.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
225a. Community and Ecosystem Ecology. Every fall. John Lichter.
Community ecology is the study of the dynamic patterns in the distribution and abundance
of organisms. Ecosystem ecology is the study of the flow of energy and cycling of matter
through ecological communities across multiple spatial scales. Explores the multitude of
interactions among populations of plants, animals, and microbes, and between those popula-
tions and the physical and chemical environment. Topics include the creation and function of
biodiversity, the complexity of species interactions in food webs, the role of disturbance in
ecosystem processes, the relative magnitude of top-down versus bottom-up controls in
ecosystems, and much more. Laboratory sessions consist of local field trips, team research
exercises, and independent field research projects. Time is also set aside for discussions of
current and classic scientific literature. (Same as Biology 225.)
Prerequisite: Biology 105.
227c. City and Landscape in Modern Europe: London, Paris, Vienna, Berlin. Fall 2005.
Jill Pearlman.
Evolution of the built environment in four European cities from the mid-eighteenth century
to the present. A variety of factors— geography, natural resources, politics, industrialization,
transportation, planning, and architectural design— are considered as determinants of city
form. Topics include the shaping of capital cities, housing parks, public spaces, boulevards
and streets, urban infrastructure, and environmental problems. (Same as History 227.)
[228b. Natural Resource Economics and Policy.]
[230a. Geometries.]
231b,d. Native Peoples and Cultures of Arctic America. Fall 2004. Susan Kaplan.
For thousands of years, Eskimos (Inuit), Indian, and Aleut peoples lived in the Arctic
regions of North America as hunters, gatherers, and fishermen. Their clothing, shelter, food,
and implements were derived from resources recovered from the sea, rivers, and the land. The
characteristics of Arctic ecosystems are examined. The social, economic, political, and
religious lives of various Arctic-dwelling peoples are explored in an effort to understand how
people have adapted to harsh northern environments. (Same as Anthropology 231.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or 102.
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232c. Historv of the American West. Fall 2004. Connie Chiav,
Survc) of what came to be called the Western United States from the early sixteenth
cestui) to the present. Topics include Euro-American relations with Native Americans; the
expansion and growth of the federal government into the West: the exploitation o\~ natural
resources; the creation of borders and national identities; race, class, and gender relations; the
influence o\ immigration and emigration; violence and criminality: cities and suburbs; and the
enduring persistence of the "frontier
-
" m\ th in American culture. Students w rite several papers
and engage inweekl) discussion based upon primar\ and secondary documents, art. literature,
and film, (Same as History 232.)
233c. \rchitecture and Sustainability. Fall 2004. Steven Theodore and Wiebke Theodore.
Explores the critical components, principles, and tools of good sustainable design. Using
design exercises, readings, class discussion, field visits, and case studies, students investigate
wh> and how buildings can be designed in ways thai are environmentally responsive and
responsible. Issues include the relationship between sustainability and creative architectural
form, as w ell as the importance ofplace and eomniunitx in design, i Same as Visual Arts 233.
)
235c. Green Injustice: Environment and Equity in North American History. Fall 2005.
M \nnf w Ki i\(,i i
.
Seminar. Examines the historical foundations of environmental racismandenvironmental
justice in North America. Students investigate how tensions between inclusion and exclusion
through time have blurred the boundaries between nature and culture. Explores such topics
as the expulsion of Native Americans from public lands; agriculture and antebellum slavery .
immigration, disease, and the rise of public health and urban planning; the impact of weeds
and invasive species upon community relations in the West; the roleofscience and technology
in defining en\ uonmenlal and social problems; class conflictand conservation polic\ ; and the
transnational dimensions of pollution. (Same as History 235.
|
2401). Environmental Law. Fall 2005. Tin Program.
I namines critically someol the most important Americanem ironmental law sand applies
them to environmental problems that affect the United States and the world. Students learn
what the law currcnlk requires and how it is administered b\ federal and state agencies, and
are encoui.iged to examine the effectiveness o\ current law and consider alternative ftp
proache
2411). Principles of I.and -I sc Planning. Spring 2003. KRISTIN \ FORD.
I and how u is used, who controls it, the tension between private and public rights to it
—
is centra] totodaysenvironmental debate. I and use planning is ine> itabl) part ofthai debate
It is .i bridge between the physical environmenl (the land) and the social, economic, and
political forces affecting thai environment The course exposes students to the physical
principles «>i land use planning and the legal and locioeconomic principles thai underlie it
24 2c. I n\ iron mental Hist or \ of North \imrica. Fall 2005 MATTHEW KlJNOLE
lationships between ideas oi nature, human transformations ol the environ*
meat, and the impai i of nature on human events I opi< i inc lude the "( 'olumbian exchang
and i lass relations, genda and labor, the role ol science and technology, the influence
ol the '•' pansion and t olonialism, politic b urbanization, and the t hanging undei
if "nature
1
in North American cultures (Same as History 242.)
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244c. City, Anti-City, and Utopia: Building Urban America. Fall 2004. Jill Pearlman.
Explores the evolution of the American city from the beginning of industrialization to the
present age of mass communications. Focuses on the underlying explanations for the
American city's physical form by examining cultural values, technological advancement,
aesthetic theories, and social structure. Major figures, places, and schemes in the areas of
urban design and architecture, social criticism, and reform are considered. (Same as History
244.)
245c. Modern Architecture and its Critics. Every other year. Spring 2006. Jill Pearlman.
Examines major buildings, architects, and architectural theories from the start to the end
of the twentieth century and slightly beyond. Explores a range of issues including architecture
as social engagement, and the often conflicting demands of modernity, tradition, form, and
function.
246c. Romanticism, Lyricism, and Nature. Spring 2005. David Collings.
Examines English romantic poetry about nature, with particular emphasis on the way such
poetry finds a lyric impulse already present in nature. Considers such subjects as the interplay
of nature and transcendence, the supernatural dimension of nature, the boundary between the
human and the natural, the contrast of urban and rural life, and the value of traditional landed
society. Authors may include Clare, Coleridge, Keats, Shelley, and Wordsworth. (Same as
English 246.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or Environmental
Studies.
247c. Maine: A Community and Environmental History. Spring 2005. Sarah McMahon.
Seminar. Examines the evolution of various Maine ecological communities—inland, hill
country, and coastal. Begins with pre-colonial habitats and the transfer of English and
European agricultural traditions in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and explores the
development of those communities through the early twentieth century. Research projects
focus on the agricultural and ecological history of two local rural properties and their
surrounding neighborhoods. (Same as History 247.)
Prerequisite: Previous course in history or permission of the instructor.
255a. Physical Oceanography. Fall 2005. Mark Battle.
An introduction to physical oceanography, including tides, ocean currents, seawater
properties, and wave motion. Some attention is given to the problems of instrumentation and
the techniques of measurement. (Same as Physics 255.)
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.
256c,d. Environment and Society in Latin America. Spring 2006. Allen Wells and
Nathaniel Wheelwright.
Examines the evolving relationship between the environment, politics, and culture in
Central America and the Caribbean. Topics include the environmental impact of economic
development; colonialism; the predominance of plantation monoculture, slavery, and other
forms of coerced labor; and political instability. (Same as History 256.)
257b. Environmental Archaeology. Fall 2004. Anne Henshaw.
Explores the theoretical and methodological approaches archaeology uses to study the
diverse and changing relationships between humans and the environment. Theoretical issues
focus on the different ways archaeologists and cultural anthropologists define and understand
the role culture plays in mediating human/environmental interactions. Drawing on ethno-
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graphic and archaeological examples, plaees special emphasis on the way humans have
adapted to local en\ ironments and have been the periodic instigators ofecosj stemic change.
both in the past and present. Also examines how archaeological research design and sur\e\
methods can be used in conjunction with other disciplines, including biology, geology, and
histOf) . to locate sites and pro\ ide baseline information on changing landscapes through time.
\ significant component to the class involves hands-on field research at Bowdoin's Coastal
Studies Centeron Orr's Island. Students participate in mapping exercises on the property and
COndud systemic surveys to document changing land use practices through time. (Same as
\nthropolo<;\ 257.)
Prerequisite: Anthropologic 102 or permission of the instructor.
258c Environmental Ethics. Spring 2006. Lawri noe 11. Simon.
The central issue m environmental ethics concerns what mines in nature have moral
standing and how conflicts o\ interest among them are to be resolved. After an introduction
toethical theor) . topics tone co^ ered include anthropocentrism, the moral status ofnonhuman
sentient beings and of nonseniicnt li\ing beings, preservation of endangered species and the
wilderness, holism versus individualism, the land ethic, and deep ecology. (Same as
Philosophy 25S. i
259a. Atmospheric Physics. Fall 2004. M \kk B w u i .
The physics of atmospheres is explored, including treatment of general and local circula-
tion, thermod) namics, cloud formation, radiative transfer, and energ\ budgets. Meteoroiogx
and climatolog) are also discussed. (Same as Plnsics 256.)
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.
260a. Oceanography and Ocean History. Fall 2005. 1-nw \ki> I. mm .
Introduction to the water masses, circulation, chemistry, and productivity of the modern
I lamination ol the paleontological, stratigraphic, and geochemical methods used to
reconstruct these characteristics through geologic history Briefintroduction to geologic time
scries i Same .is Geologj 260.)
Prerequisite: Pre^ ious course in geolog) or permission of the instructor.
1
2o3i). international Environmental Policy.]
264h. Energy, Climate, and Air Quality. Spring 2005. DEWm John.
unitieshow the l nited States, as well as states,communities, businesses, and nonprofits,
address climate change I uplores the recent politics ol energy . climate, and an quality, as well
as hou policies and politics might change in the future Compares American policies and
politics w nh efforts in Othei countries and examines the links between \inei ican policies and
Dothei nations Vlsoexamines boa international treaties have influenced national and
sub national policies. (Same .is Governmenl 264.)
requisil l nvironmental Studies 202 oi permission ol the instructoi
267a. ( oastal ( >* tano^raphy. Spring .'<>n> Boa tRD I mm
I'm ik iples and problems in coastal oceanograph) , with an emphasis on interdisciplinar)
inquir) lopics include circulation and sediment transport within estuaries and on the
tinental shell, impact ol human systems on the marine environment, and issues and
t eutrophication and hypoxia in the .<msi.iI environment (Same as Geoisp
247 |
h (ooloivx HM>. 1(11. mi 103
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275a. Hydrogeology. Spring 2005. Peter Lea.
The interaction of water and geological materials within the hydrologic cycle, with
emphasis on groundwater resources and quality. Qualitative and quantitative examination of
the movement of groundwater in aquifers. (Same as Geology 275.)
Prerequisite: Previous course in geology or permission of the instructor.
[280a. Plant Responses to the Environment.]
[318b. Environmental and Resource Economics.]
321b. Ecological Economics and Sustainable Development. Fall 2004. David J. Vail.
Seminar. Ecological economics starts from the premise that economies are open sub-
systems of ecosystems, subject to natural "laws" and constraints, such as entropy, carrying
capacity limits, and conservation of matter-energy. Focuses first on theories and evidence
regarding the co-evolution of economies and ecosystems. Emphasizes disequilibrium pro-
cesses, feedbacks, and irreversible changes by drawing insights from social and biophysical
sciences. Traces the debate about "strong" and "weak" sustainability , exploring guidelines for
protecting natural capital stocks, applications of the "precautionary principle," and global
environmental governance (e.g., mitigating climate change). (Same as Economics 321.)
Prerequisite: Economics 255 and 257 (or equivalent statistical background), or permission
of the instructor.
[328c. Nature's Stories: Research Methods in Environmental History.]
340c. Home: History, Culture, and Design of Housing in North America. Spring 2005.
Jill Pearlman.
Seminar explores themes in the history and design of an American icon-home. The places
we live in, whether by choice or circumstance, offer powerful statements about human values,
political and social ideals, complex and changing ideas of family, of private and public life. •
Focusing mostly on the period from 1 850 to the present, examines a variety of houses and
housing types of all economic groups, multi- and single-family, urban and suburban,
traditional and experimental. Examples include commonplace and anonymous buildings, as
well as architect-designed houses. Also explores the relationship of our differing domestic
landscapes to the larger built environment. Students write a major research paper on a related
topic of their choosing.
363b. Advanced Seminar in International Relations: Law, Politics, and the Search for
Justice. Spring 2005. Allen Springer.
Examines the complex relationship between law and policy in international relations by
focusing on two important and rapidly developing areas of international concern: environ-
mental protection and humanitarian rights. Fulfills the ES senior seminar requirement. (Same
as Government 363.)
Prerequisite: Government 260, 261, or 263, or permission of the instructor.
[364b. Environmental Politics and Policy in Maine.]
365c. Picturing Nature. Fall 2004. Linda Docherty.
Examines images of American nature from the age of discovery to the present day. Views
of nature as wilderness, landscape, and environment are studied in historical context. Students
work with original paintings, prints, and photographs in the Bowdoin College Museum of Art
and special collections. (Same as Art History 365.)
Prerequisite: Art History 101 or Environmental Studies 101, or permission of the
instructor.
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3&h Troubled Waters: Fishing in the Gulf of Maine. Spring 2005. Anne Hayden.
Around the world and in the Gulf of Maine, overfishing and threats to habitat are putting
marine ecosystems and coastal communities under great stress. An interdisciplinary senior
seminar exploring the causes and scope of pressures on the marine en\ ironment: the potential
for restoring ecosystems and fisheries: political conflicts over fisheries and related issues:
federal, state, and community -based approaches to managing marine ecosystems; and
strategies for coping with scientific and management uncertainties.
392c Advanced Topics in Environmental Philosophy. Fall 2004. Lawrence H. Simon.
Examines philosophical, moral, political, and policy questions regarding various environ-
mental issues. Possible topics include the relation between human well-being, the ethics o\
consumption and nature, environmental policy, and our obligation to future generations:
ecolog) . social choice mechanisms, and the c\ aluation ofenvironmental risk: and the relation
between povert) and environmental problems. (Same as Philosophy 392.)
[399c. BIG PLANS: Culture, Politics, and the Design of the Modern City.]
291-294. Intermediate Independent Study. Tut; PROGRAM.
401-404. Advanced Independent Study and Honors. The Program.
The following courses count toward the requirements o( the Interdisciplinary Science
Concentration, in addition to HS courses designated with an "a.""
Chemistry 210 Chemical Analysis. Fall 2004. Ei EABl in A. Sn \i\n i k.
( 'hemistn 240 Inorganic Chemistry. Spring 2005. Jeffrey K. N \<;i i .
The An Department invites Art/Environmental Studies independent studies. Contact Proles
set I nomas Cornell.
Students ma) also choose from the following list of courses to satisfy requirements tor the
major in em ironmentaJ studies. These courses will receive environmental studies credit w ith
the approval ofthe director afterconsultation with the student and the instructor. It is expected
that a substantial portion of the student's research efforts will focus on the en\ ironment. In
addition to the courses listed below, students ma\ discuss other possibilities with the
Environmental Studies Program For full course descriptions and prerequisites, see the
appropriate department listing
S"( ml Sr u >
Urtfaropoiop I02l),d. Introduction to World Prehistory. I all 2004 Si 0T1 \1 \< I \( m i<\
Spun:' 2005 LfiSLU Sii \w.
\nthr«>poloj^y 2211). I he Rise of ( i\ ili/.iition. Spun; 2005 SCOT! M M I U m RN.
I
VnthropoloK) 239b,d. Indigenous Peoples of North \nurii ;i. |
| \nthropolo«^\ 25oh.d. Mriian \nJMOOlOg) : I he Roots of lliim;init>.|
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Film has emerged as one of the most important art forms of the twentieth century. Film Studies
at Bowdoin introduces students to the grammar, history, and literature of film in order to
cultivate an understanding of both the vision and craft of film artists and the views of society
and culture expressed in cinema. Bowdoin College does not offer a major in film studies.
Requirements for the Minor in Film Studies
The minor consists of five courses, four of which must be courses offered by the Film Studies
department. One course must come from another department's offerings, and at least one
course must be at the 300 level or be an independent study. No more than two courses below
the 200 level (including Film Studies 101) will count toward the minor. Courses in which D
grades are received will not count toward the minor.
Required Courses:
Film Studies 101
Film Studies 201 or Film Studies 202
(both 201 and 202 may be counted toward the minor)
Pre-approved Courses outside the Film Studies Department:
Students may choose from the following list of courses to satisfy the requirement for a course
outside the Film Studies department. A student may also petition the department to gain
approval for a course not on this list. Such courses must concentrate on film for the major part
of their curriculum. Students wishing to have a particular course considered toward the minor
should submit supporting materials from the course (such as syllabus, reading list, and
assignments) to the chair of the Film Studies department.
Asian Studies 254 Transnational Chinese Cinema
English 20 The Woman's Film
English 326 The Horror Film in Context
German 5 1 Literary Imagination and the Holocaust
German 54 Laugh and Cry! Post World War II German Film
German 398 Contested Discourse: German Popular Film and Culture since Unification.
Russian 221 Soviet Worker Bees, Revolution, and Red Love in Russian Film
[Spanish 327 Reading Spanish Film]
Women's Studies 261 Gender, Film, and Consumer Culture
First-Year Seminar
For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 137-^-5.
10c. Cultural Difference and the Crime Film. Fall 2004. Tricia Welsch.
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Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
101c. Film Narrative. Every year. Spring 2005. Tricia Welsch.
An introduction to a variety of methods used to study motion pictures, with consideration
given to a variety oftypes offilms from different countries and time periods. Techniques and
Strategies used to construct films, including mise-en-scene, editing, sound, and the orchestra-
tion o( film techniques in larger formal systems. Surveys some o( the contextual factors
shaping mdi\ idual films and our experiences of them (including mode of production, genre,
authorship, and ideolog) >. No pre\ Iotis experience with film studies is required. Attendance
at weekl) evening screenings is required.
201c flfetorj of Film, 1895-1940. Every other fall. Fall 2005. Tricia Welsch.
Examines the development of film from its origins to the American studio era. Includes
earl) work by the Lumieres. Melies. and Porter, and continues with Griffith. Murnau,
Eisenstein, Chaplin, Keaton, Stroheim, Pudovkin. Lang. Renoir, and von Sternberg. Special
attention is paid to the practical and theoretical concerns over the coming of sound.
Attendance at weekl) evening screenings is required.
202c. Histor\ of Film, 1940 to the Present. Every other spring. Spring 2006. Tricia W i i sen.
\ consideration of the di\ erse production contexts and political circumstances Influencing
cinema histor) in the sound era. National film movements to he studied include Neoreahsin.
the French New Wave, and the New German Cinema, as well as the coming of age of Asian
and Australian film. This course also explores the shift awa\ from studio production in the
United States, the major regulator) systems, and the changes in popular film genres.
Attendance at weekl) evening screenings is required.
222c. [mages of America in Film. Fall 2004. Tricia Wi lsch.
Explores American culture anil history by looking at studio- and independently-produced
films. Topics include sex and race relations; ethnicity and the American Dream: work and
inonc) and their role in self-definition; war and nostalgia: and celebrity and the role o(
Hollywood in the national imagination. Attendance at weekl) evening screenings is required.
Prerequisite: ( hie of the follow ing: Film Studies 101, 201, or 202.
224c. The Films of Alfred Hitchcock. Spring 2()0(\ Tr» i\ Wi i son
Considers the films o\ Alfred Hitchcock from his career in British silent cinema to
Hollywood productions ol the l l)7()s. Examines his working methods and style of visual
composition, as well as his consistent themes and characteri/ations. Attendance at weekl)
evening screenings is required
Prerequisite: ( )nc ol the follow ing: Mini Studies 101, 201, or 202.
310c. Gsrj and Lesbian ( inema. Spring 2005. TRK i \ Wl i s< n
( onsiders both mainstream and independent films made b) oraboul ga) men ami lesbians.
I Mm intensive special topics each semester, which mas include classic Hollywood stereo
types and euphemisms; the powei ol the box office; coming ofage and coming out; the social
problem film; ke) figures writing histor) through film; queer thcoi\ and queei aesthetics;
i.iikui .uid revaluations <>t films ovo tune; autobiograph) ami documentary; ami the
VIDS imperative Writing mtensive;marKUtoiy attendance atevening fiuri screenings I Same
\\ omen's Studies 310. i
Pi requisite One previous I ilm Studies course »>i permission of the instructor.
i offered -is p. ni ol the curriculum in ( la) and I esbian Studies,
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321c. German Expressionism and Its Legacy. Fall 2005. Tricia Welsch.
Considers the flowering of German cinema during the Weimar Republic and its enormous
impact on American film. Examines work produced in Germany from 1 9 1 9 to 1 933, the films
made by German expatriates in Hollywood after Hitler's rise to power, and the wide influence
of the expressionist tradition in the following decades. Attendance at weekly evening
screenings is required.
Prerequisite: Film Studies 101, 201, or 202.
[322c. Film and Biography.]
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study. The Department.
First-Year Seminars
The purpose of the first-year seminar program is to introduce college-level disciplines and to
contribute to students' understanding of the ways in which a specific discipline may relate to
other areas in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences. A major emphasis ofeach seminar
will be placed upon the improvement of students' skills—their ability to read texts effectively
and to write prose that is carefully organized, concise, and firmly based upon evidence.
Each year a number ofdepartments offer first-year seminars. Enrollment in each is limited
to 1 6 students. Sufficient seminars are offered to ensure that every first-year student will have
the opportunity to participate during at least one semester of the first year. Registration for the
seminars will take place before registration for other courses, to facilitate scheduling. A
complete listing of first-year seminars being offered in the 2004-2005 academic year follows.
Africana Studies 10b,d. Racism. Fall 2004. Roy Partridge.
Examines issues of racism in the United States, with attention to the social psychology of
racism, its history, its relationship to social structure, and its ethical and moral implications.
(Same as Sociology 10.)
Africana Studies 23c,d. Toni Morrison. Spring 2005. Celeste Goodridge!
A close examination of Morrison's canon, including her prose criticism Playing in the
Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination. (Same as English 23.)
[Anthropology 20b. Fantastic Archaeology.]
[Anthropology 22b. Inventing the Seaside.]
Art History 13c,d. Stories and Scrolls. Fall 2004. De-nin Deanna Lee.
Introduces and examines lessons, legends, myths, and ideal worlds pictured in handscroll
paintings of China and Japan. Considers how later viewers reinterpreted these artworks using
text sometimes inscribed on the actual scrolls. Students play the roles of artist and audience
by creating their own scrolls and composing colophons. Still, emphasis is placed on analyzing
images and texts, researching, and writing clearly and intelligently about art. Materials for the
course draw on web resources and the library's Special Collections. (Same as Asian Studies
13.)
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Art Histor\ 15c. Artworks, Artists, and Audiences. Fall 2004. Stephen Perkinson.
An exploration of kcj issues in the interpretation ofartworks from a variety of cultures and
time periods. Begins m itfa master) ofadescriptive vocabulary for analysis of paintings, prints,
draw m^v photographs, sculpture, and architecture. Investigates ways that artists are respon-
sible for determining the "meaning" of the works they create, as they represent the visible
world, abstract ideas, thoughts, or emotions. Explores ways that art acquires meaning.
following artworks as the) are received, interpreted, used, and even abused by various
audiences (e.g., critics, curators, collectors, the public at largo. Examines ways that artists
have sought to influence public opinion by creating works that address the most pressing
ial and political issues oftheir times. At various points during the semester, students gain
hands-on experience with artworks from the Bowdoin College Museum of Art.
\rt History 20c. Living Spaces. Spring 2005. Linda Docherty.
\ stud\ ofhow residential architecture in America has served, shaped, and symboli/ed its
ipants from the colonial period to the present day. Issues to be discussed include the
significance of Style, ideals of domestic life, function and decoration of interiors, architects'
houses, and preservation and interpretation of historic buildings (including examples on the
Bowdoin campus). Two mandator) Saturday field trips. Enrollment limited to twelve
students.
\sian Studies 13c,d. Stories and Scrolls. Fall 2004. De-nin Deanna Lee.
Introduces and examines lessons, legends, myths, and ideal worlds pictured in handscroll
paintings ofChina and Japan. Considers how later \ iewers reinterpreted these artworks using
text sometimes inscribed on the actual scrolls. Students play the roles of artist and audience
b\ creating their own scrolls andcomposing colophons. Still, emphasis is placed on analyzing
images and texts, researching, and w ritine clearh and intelligently about art. Materials for the
coursedra^ on webresources and the library 's Special Collections. (Same as Art History 13.)
\sian Studies l*)b,d. 1 ast \sian Politics: Introductory Seminar. I all 2004 Hi NM C. W.
Lai ki n< i
.
Surveys the diverse political, social, and economic arrangements across East Asia Main
t<>. us on China. Japan, and North and South Korea Examines the relationships between
democracy . economic change, and human rights. ( )ther questions: What are "Asian \ allies" ?
What is the role of Confucianism in political and economic life? HOM are economic and
political developments affecting traditional social institutions such as t ami hes. and how is the
status of women changing ' I Same as Government 1 V) |
\si;m Studies 26c,d. Gandhi and His Critics. I all 2004. R \< m I Sn km \\
\n examination oi the hie and thoughl o\ Mohandas K. Gandhi, Ins historical context,
and the debates he inspired during his hie and aftei his death. Explores his philosophy and
practice ol non \ iolence; his contentious views on gender, sexuality, religion, and caste: his
que of British colonialism; and his own sell representations Particular attention will be
paid to Gandhi*sown writings and to the contemporary writings o( those who challenged him,
and to ins place within modem histories ol political struggle (Same as Iflstor] -(>.
I
\ si. i n studies :s t .(I. Seekers1 Lives. Fall 2005 Kidder Smith.
Employs the disciplines of history, religion, and textual studies to examine the autobiog
i.ipi ontemplatives, past and preseni I mphasis on Hinduism and Buddhism in India,
ind 1.
1
p.m. with i ontra I drawn from I uropean Catholi< ism (Same as I list or \ 2K.
i
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Chemistry 25a. Principles of Drug Action. Fall 2004. Paul W. Baures.
Describes molecular properties, molecular interactions between molecules, and the action
of drugs in terms of biological signaling without requiring an understanding of chemical
structure. The first half of the course develops the scientific foundations necessary for
understanding and communicating drug action (associated terminology). The second half
details drug design concepts and drug action. Also includes case studies in selected ethical
pharmaceuticals, illegal drugs, and herbal medications.
Economics 14b. The Economics of Art. Fall 2004. Dorothea K. Herreiner.
Examines economic aspects of fine art. Explores what constitutes value in art and in
economics, how art is traded in markets and who the main players are, whether art is a good
investment or not, how art is financed, and what role art plays in the local community and
economy. Projects are based on visits to art auctions, local galleries, the Bowdoin Museum
of Art, and interviews with local artists.
Education 20c. The Educational Crusade. Fall 2004. Charles Dorn.
Why do you go to school? What is the central purpose of public education in the United
States? Should public schools prepare students for college? The workforce? Competent
citizenship? Who makes these decisions and through what policy process are they imple-
mented? This course explores the ways that public school reformers have answered such
questions, from the "Common School Crusaders" of the early nineteenth century to present
advocates of"No Child Left Behind." Examining public education as both a product of social,
political, and economic change and as a force in molding American society, this course will
highlight enduring tensions in the development and practice of public schooling in a
democratic republic.
English 10c. Strange Cravings. Fall 2004. David Collings.
Examines fatal desire for an impossible object (perfect satisfaction, fame, gold, exotic
artifacts, immaculate beauty, lyrical extravagance) in mid to late nineteenth-century fiction.
Authors may include Flaubert, Dreiser, Norris, Huysmans, Wilde, Cather, and du Maurier.
English lib. Becoming Modern. Fall 2004. Ann Kibbie.
See First-Year Seminar Clusters for description.
English 12c. Literature and Utopia. Fall 2004. Aaron Kitch.
Explores Utopia as a literary genre from Thomas More to contemporary science fiction.
How does Utopian fiction relate to the culture from which it springs? How do aesthetic and
political desire combine in Utopian fantasies? Considers dystopian as well as Utopian fiction.
Authors may include Thomas More, James Harrington, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Aldous
Huxley, and B
. F. Skinner; films may include Road to Utopia, Liquid Sky, and Born in Flames.
13c. The Western. Fall 2004. Dan J. Moos.
The tradition of the Western lies not so much in the space or even the history of American
West as it does in the construction of an ideal—one offered in preset and often canned formats.
Beginning with an exploration of western and pioneer history, as well as early Western novels
such as Owen Wister's The Virginian, the course explores variations on the themes of the
Western in its two major genres, literature and film. The novels and films examines include
works that are distinctly anti-Western (McCabe and Mrs. Miller), revisionist Western
(Dances with Wolves), or seemingly not Western at all (Blade Runner).
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Knglish 14c. Hawthorne. Fall 2004. Wn i iam Watterson.
Readings include selected short stones. Fanshawe, The Scarlet Letter, The Blithedale
Roman* Housi oj the Seven Gables, The Marble Faun. Septimus Felton, and lames
Mellow's Nathaniel Hawthorne in His Tin
I Dgnsn ZOcThc Woman's Film. Spring 2005. Avtva Brikfel.
Explores cinematic texts thai imagine their audience as female. Considers the techniques
through which genres ranging from the melodrama, the screwball comedy, the musical and
the "chick flick" construct female identities and position their spectators in relation to these
identities AJso introduces students to film criticism. Films maj include All About Eve, All
Q \l Mother. Eve's BayOU, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. Stella Dallas, and Thelma and
bouist \\ eekl\ screenings are required. (Same as Women's Studies 22.)
I nulish 21c. Creative Reading. Spring 2005. M\rk Phexipson.
An examination of texts that portra\ and demand active readers. Assesses a \anet\ o(
literal
-
) techniques that cede creative authority to readers, such as digression, nonsense.
fragmentation, self-parody, and untamed footnotes. Special emphasis on short stories and
novels that portra) texts as reinvigorated — or managed — by later readers. Authors ma\
include Lewis Carroll. Osear Wilde. Vladimir Nabokov. Grace Paley, A. S. Byatt, David
1 oster Wallace, and l.e\ Grossman.
I nglisll 22c. Questioning the Modern. Spring 2005. Pi n R Co\ n i I
First-Year Seminar Clusters for description.
English 23e,d. Ton! Morrison. Spring 2005. Q 1 1 sir GoODRIDGI
.
\ Jose examination o\ Morrison's canon, including her prose criticism Playing in the
Dark Whiteness and the Literary Imagination. (Same as Alricana Studies 23.)
I ngttsh 24c. Metamorphose! and its Literary Afterlives. Spring 2005. AARON km ii
Careful Stud) of Ovid's Metamorphoses and its reincarnations m Western art and
literature. Considers both the poem's formal elements and its central themes, including
sexualit) . humamts *S relationship to the di\ me. aesthetics, and the politics o[ loss. Traces
Ovid*8 influence on BUCfl BUthorS as Shakespeare. Iran/ Kafka, Joseph Brodsky, Louise
Gluck, and Salman Rushdie. Also considers adaptations of ()\ulian myths In artists and
filmmakers, including Botticelli, I man. Bernini, Poussin, Rosnard, ami Cocteau.
I nvironmental Studies 15c FVonoer Crossings: The Western Experience in American
History. Spring 2006 Matthew Klinole
What accountslfor the persistence ofthe "frontier myth" in American history . and wh) ^\o
Americans continue to find the idea so attractive? Explores the creation ol and disputes ovei
what became <>f the western I nited States finom 1763 to the present topics include I mo
Unerican relations with Native Americans, the j reation ol borders and national identities, the
effect «>t nature .uul ideolog) . the roleoi labOl and L'endei in the hackcountr\ . and theendui in:'
influence ol frontiei imager) in popular culture iVhikms llistoi \ 15. i
I Mm studies 10c. ( ultural Difference and the ( rime Mini. I .ill 2004 I ItH IA WELSCH
r films in depth, exploringhow popularnarrative film manages the threat
. i lu- criminal's rat ial, ethnic . <>i gendei difference I namines siuiis m the genre's
ui.mis .uul the implications «>i considering genre entertainment art Week!)
writij and mandator) attendance at evening film m reenings
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Government 103b. The Pursuit of Peace. Fall 2004. Allen Springer.
Examines different strategies for preventing and controlling armed conflict in interna-
tional society, and emphasizes the role of diplomacy, international law, and international
organizations in the peace-making process.
[Government 105b. American Politics: Representation, Participation, and Power.]
Government 106b. Fundamental Questions: Exercises in Political Theory. Spring 2005.
Jean M. Yarbrough.
Explores the fundamental questions in political life: What is justice? What is happiness?
Are human beings equal or unequal by nature? Do they even have a nature, or are they
"socially constructed"? Are there ethical standards for political action that exist prior to law
and, if so, where do they come from? Nature? God? History? Readings may include Plato, the
Bible, Machiavelli, Shakespeare, Marx, Mill, and Nietzsche.
[Government 108b. Human Being and Citizen.]
Government 111b. The Korean War. Fall 2004. Christian P. Potholm.
The Korean War is often called "the forgotten war" because it is overshadowed by World
War II and the Vietnam war, yet many important aspects and results of it are mirrored in the
contemporary world. Korea is still divided and its situation as a buffer state in between China,
Russia, and Japan continues to have important policy ramifications for the United States. The
course focuses not just on the course of the war, but on the foreign policy assumptions of the
two Korean governments, the United States, the People's Republic of China, and Russia.
Government 112b. Becoming Modern. Fall 2004. Paul N. Franco.
See First-Year Seminar Clusters for description.
Government 114b. Democracy and Democratization. Fall 2004. Laura A. Henry.
Examines the wave of democratization that swept through Southern Europe, Latin
America, East Asia, and Eastern Europe in the late twentieth century and looks at recent efforts
to promote democracy in Afghanistan and Iraq. Questions include: What is the meaning of
democracy? What factors facilitate or constrain a transition from authoritarianism to democ-
racy? What is the relationship between democratization and economic reform? Are there
limits to democratization and are we seeing the return of authoritarianism in many states? Is
the lens of "democratization" the most effective way to study political transformation?
[Government 115b. Mass Media in American Politics.]
Government 117b. Questioning the Modern. Spring 2005. Paul N. Franco.
See First-Year Seminar Clusters for description.
Government 119b,d. East Asian Politics: Introductory Seminar. Fall 2004. Henry C. W.
Laurence.
Surveys the diverse political, social, and economic arrangements across East Asia. Main
focus on China, Japan, and North and South Korea. Examines the relationships between
democracy, economic change, and human rights. Other questions: What are "Asian values"?
What is the role of Confucianism in political and economic life? How are economic and
political developments affecting traditional social institutions such as families, and how is the
status of women changing? (Same as Asian Studies 19.)
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Histor\ 1 lc. Memoirs and Memory in American History. Spring 2005. Connie Chiang.
Examines the \\ a\ sin vt hicn Americans ha\ e remembered the past and documented their
experiences in indi\ idual memoirs. Considers the tensions between memory and histor\ . the
value of memoirs as historical documents, and the extent to which memories deepen.
complicate, and even convolute our understanding of the American past. Introduces many
central themes in twentieth-century American history such as immigration, gender, race
relations, and war. Writing-intensive, including several short papers and a family histor)
research paper.
Histor) 12c. Utopia: Intentional Communities in America, 1630-1997. Fall 2004. S \r \h
\l Mahon.
An examination ot the c\ olution ofUtopian \ lsions that begins w ith John \Vinthrop*s "City
upon a Hill." Explores the proliferation of both religious and secular communal ventures
between 1780 and 1920, and concludes with an examination ot twentieth-century intentional
communities, counterculture communes, and dystopian separatists. Readings include ac-
counts b\ members (letters, diaries, essays, etc.). "community'1 histories and apostate
exposes. Utopian fiction, and scholarl) historical analyses. Discussion and essays locus on
teaching students how to subject primal} and secondarx source materials to critical anal) sis.
Histon 15c. Frontier Crossings: The Western Kxperience in American History. Spring
• M \!!HI * Kl IV. I I .
What accounts tor the persistence of the "frontier m\th" in .American histOT) . and why do
Americans continue to find the idea so attractive? Explores the creation of and disputes over
what became ot the western United States from 1763 to the present. Topics include Huro-
\inerican relations w ith Native Americans, the creation ofborders and national identities; the
effect ot nature and ideology : the role oflaborand gender in the backcountn ; and the enduring
influence of frontier imager) in popular culture. (Same as Environmental Studies 15.)
Histor) 17c.d. The Cuban Resolution. I all 2004 Ai i i \ Wi i i s
I he Cuban Ke\ olution rcccntl\ celebrated its fortieth anniversary. This seminar otters a
retrospective ot .i revolution entering "middle age" and its prospects tor the future. Topics
include I tailed Slates ( uhan relations, economic and social justice VCTSUS political Libert)
.
gender and race relations, ami literature and film in a socialist Society. (Same as Latin
\mericun Studies 17 )
Histor) 20c In Sickness and in Health: Public Health in I mope and the United States.
Fall 2005. Si SAl I I U4ANBA1 \i.
mtroduces a £ariet) oi historical perspectives on illness and health Considers the
development ot scientific know ledge, and the social, political, and economic forces that have
influenced public health policy topics include epidemics, maternal and child welfare, MDS,
and national health cane (Same as VI omen's studies 20. >
Histor) 21c Players and Spectators; History, Culture, and Sports. Fall 2004 Susan I
I tNBAI M.
uses on topics in the histor) »>i sports in 1 uropeand America, exploring the changing
v uli iii. 1
1
nd the implications o( race,gendei and class foi players and spectators
HistOI \ 2 U ,d. ( mitt inpm -;n \ \r ^entina. I .ill . > (><> ,,> \i i i \ Wins.
i i nt i films help unravel Argentine history and its culture ropics examined
im luck the image of the •..«//« ho and national identity . the imp* I ol immigration; Peronism;
the Dirt) \s .ii . and the elusive struggle foi democracy, development, and social
justice (Same < l .iini American Studies 24.)
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History 26c,d. Gandhi and His Critics. Fall 2004. Rachel Sturman.
An examination of the life and thought of Mohandas K. Gandhi, his historical context,
and the debates he inspired during his life and after his death. Explores his philosophy and
practice of non-violence; his contentious views on gender, sexuality, religion, and caste; his
critique of British colonialism; and his own self-representations. Particular attention will be
paid to Gandhi's own writings and to the contemporary writings of those who challenged him,
and to his place within modern histories of political struggle. (Same as Asian Studies 26.)
History 28c,d. Seekers' Lives. Fall 2005. Kidder Smith.
Employs the disciplines of history, religion, and textual studies to examine the autobiog-
raphies of contemplatives, past and present. Emphasis on Hinduism and Buddhism in India,
Tibet, and Japan, with contrasts drawn from European Catholicism. (Same as Asian Studies
28.)
Latin American Studies 17c,d. The Cuban Revolution. Fall 2004. Allen Wells.
The Cuban Revolution recently celebrated its fortieth anniversary. This seminar offers a
retrospective of a revolution entering "middle age" and its prospects for the future. Topics
include United States-Cuban relations, economic and social justice versus political liberty,
gender and race relations, and literature and film in a socialist society. (Same as History 17.)
Latin American Studies 24c,d. Contemporary Argentina. Fall 2005. Allen Wells.
Texts, novels, and films help unravel Argentine history and its culture. Topics examined
include the image of the gaucho and national identity; the impact of immigration; Peronism;
the tango; the Dirty War; and the elusive struggle for democracy, development, and social
justice. (Same as History 24.)
{Philosophy lie. Free Will.]
Philosophy 14c. Philosophy and Poetry. Fall 2005. Denis Corish.
What is the nature of poetry? This is a philosophical question, considered by using
traditional and contemporary poems as examples. Also considers the relation of philosophy
to poetry in the particularly interesting case of the condemnation of poetry by the Greek
philosopher Plato.
Philosophy 21b. Becoming Modern. Fall 2004. Matthew Stuart.
See First-Year Seminar Clusters for description.
Philosophy 22c. Philosophy and Tragedy. Spring 2005. Denis Corish.
The basic question for this course is: What is tragedy, and why does it appeal to us? Works
toward an answer by studying several tragedies together with Aristotle's Poetics, Plato's
thoughts on poetry, and some modern commentaries. Emphasizes Greek tragedy, but also
looks at some modern examples.
[Philosophy 25c. Science and Society.]
Physics 15a. Science Fiction, Science Fact. Fall 2004. Madeleine Msall.
Could we travel to the stars? Live forever? Fuse consciousness with a computer? Where
does speculative fiction depart from reasonable projection of known science? Explores the
technical plausibility of the scenarios of popular science fiction and their underlying
assumptions about our relationship to technology.
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Religion 15c.d. Religion, Violence, and Secularization. Fall 2004. Elizabeth Pritchard.
Introduces students to the rationales and repercussions of the rise of the modern secular
nation state as a solution to "religious violence," one of the most pressing challenges of the
contemporary world. In doing so. the course complicates the association o( violence and
backwardness with •"religion" and peace and progress with "secularism.'" Topics include the
demarcations of state and church and public and private, the relationship between skepticism
and toleration, the rise of so-called "fundamentalism." the shifting assessments o( the
injuriousness of religious belief, speech and act. and the assumptions surrounding what it is
that constitutes "real religion."
Religion 19c. Questioning the Modern. Spring 2005. Hi IZABETH Pritchard.
See First-Year Seminar Clusters for description.
Russian 21c. The Culture of Nationalism. Fall 2004. Rai MOND Mn i i k
Focuses on the cultural origin o\' nationalism in Eastern Europe. Readings include the
poetT) o\ the Slavic "National Renaissance" (ca. 1810-1848), various earlier and later
writings, and some theoretical works. Working theories of nationalism are discussed and the
roots o\ recent conflicts in Russia and the former Yugoslavia are explored, but the primary
focus is on the literature.
Sociolog) l()b,d. Racism. Fall 2004. Roy Partridge.
Examines issues of racism in the United States, with attention to the social psychology of
racism, its fustOT) . its relationship to social structure, and its ethical and moral implications.
(Same as African;! Studies 10.)
1 13h. Epidemics and Society.]
W omen's Studies 20c. In Sickness and in Health: Public Health in Europeand the United
States. Fall 2005. Si sanL. Tananbai \i.
Introduces a \anet\ of historical perspectives OD illness and health. Considers the
development of scientific know ledge, and the social, political, and economic forces thai have
influenced public health potic) , I Opics include epidemics, maternal and child welfare, AIDS.
and national health care. (Same as History 20.)
W 0tnen98 Studies 22c.The \\ (Milan's Film. Spring 2005. \\ i\ \ Bm hi.
Explores cinematic texts that imagine their audience as female. ( 'onsidcrs the techniques
through which genres ranging from the melodrama, the screwball coined), the nuisieal and
the chick flick*
1
Construct female identities and position their spectators m relation to these
identities \Ko introduces students to him criticism. Films mas include \// \hout Eve, Alt
<: M \4oth r, Eve's H<i\<>u. Gentlemen fit /< / Blondes, Stella Dallas, and Thelmaand
- u Weekly screenings are required. (Same as English 20.
>
[Women's Studies 21c The Great s<»\ iit Experiment through Film.]
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FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR CLUSTERS
Modernity and Its Discontents. A year-long interdisciplinary seminar devoted to examining
the experience of modernity from its inception to the present. Based on an examination of
some of the most important literary and philosophical texts of the past 500 years, explores the
manifestation of a distinctively modern sensibility in science, religion, morality, politics, the
understanding of the self, and its relation to society. Several sections of the seminar are offered
every year, and these sections are taught by faculty drawn from the departments of English,
Government, Philosophy, and Religion. Students are required to enroll in each semester of the
two-semester sequence and may choose courses from different disciplines among those
offered. Detailed descriptions of the individual semesters follow.
Becoming Modern. Fall 2004.
English 11, Ann Kibbie; Government 112, Paul N. Franco; Philosophy 21, Matthew
Stuart.
An examination of early modernity from Descartes to Rousseau. Topics include science,
religion, politics, slavery, gender, the Enlightenment, satire, and the novel. Authors may
include Descartes, Pascal, Hobbes, Locke, Behn, Defoe, Voltaire, Hume, Gibbon, Boswell,
Rousseau, and Wollstonecraft.
Questioning the Modern. Spring 2005.
English 22, Peter Coviello; Government 117, Paul N. Franco; Religion 19, Elizabeth
Pritchard.
An examination of late modernity from Kant to Nabokov. Topics include democracy,
autonomy, race, gender, capitalism, morality, sexuality, religious experience, the Holocaust,
and art. Authors may include Jefferson, Kant, Marx, Melville, Nietzsche, Wordsworth, Freud,
DuBois, Woolf, Arendt, and Nabokov.
Prerequisite: English 11, Government 112, or Philosophy 21.
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Gay and Lesbian Studies
Administered by the Gay and Lesbian Studies Committee;
Associate Pkofessor Peter Coviello. Chair
(See committee list, page 325.)
( lay and Lesbian Studies is an interdisciplinary program coordinating courses that incorporate
research on sexuality, particularly on gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people. Drawing
on a variety of approaches in several disciplines, such as queer theory and the history of
sexuality, the program examines constructions of sexuality in institutions of know ledge, in
aesthetic representation, and in modes of social practice, examining the question o( sexual
identity and performance across cultures and historical periods.
Requirements for the Minor in Gay and Lesbian Studies
I he minor consists offive courses: (Jay and Lesbian Studies 201 and four other courses from
the offerings listed below . some of which will change w nh every academic year. Among the
latter lour courses, at least one must come from the social sciences and at least one from the
arts and humanities division, and no more than two courses may come from any single
department. Only one independent study may be counted tow aid the minor. Courses in w hich
1) grades are received will not count toward the minor.
201. day and Lesbian Studies. Ever} other year. Fall 2005. David Cot i NGS.
\n introduction to the materials, major themes, and defining methodologies of gay and
lesbian studies Considers ID detail both the most \ lsible contemporary dilemmas mvol\ ing
homosexuality (queer presence in pop culture, civil rights legislation, gay -bashing. AIDS,
identity politics) as well as the great \ ariety of interprcti\e approaches these dilemmas have,
in recent years, summoned into being. Such approaches borrow from the scholarly practices
<>t literary and artistic exegesis, history . political science, feminist theory . and psyehoanaly
ms to name only a tew . \n abiding concern o\erthe semester is todiscovei"how a discipline
so various!) influenced conceives of and maintains its own intellectual borders. Course
materials include scholarly essays, journalism, films, novels, and a number of lectures b\
\ isiting faculty.
2 (>I-2'M. Intermediate Independent Study. 1 \ei\ year. I in PROGRAM.
M> it iiiui Sunlit s
20<>l>. Media Kepi esentations of Keality . I .ill 2005. KlRJCJOHNSON.
Sociology 2(K>.
Knihropoloi
I tathropologj 222b. Culture through Performance.]
tathropoiogj 237ImL Family, Gender, and Sexuality in Latin America. Spring 2006
Vi i i i
i S.ii \\ mm n\ Studies 2M. i
Urthropotogj 24.sh.ci. icttviit Voicet In India. Spring ,,|n> Sara Dickey.
Sun. i \sian studies 24S and Women's studies 24(>. i
Gay and Lesbian Studies 1 47
Asian Studies
248b. Activist Voices in India. Spring 2005. Sara Dickey.
(Same as Anthropology 248 and Women's Studies 246.)
English
English 20c. The Women's Film. Spring 2005. Aviva Briefel.
English 241c. English Romanticism II: Romantic Sexualities. Fall 2004. David Collings.
(Same as Women's Studies 241.)
English 244c. Victorian Crime. Spring 2005. Aviva Briefel.
(Same as Women's Studies 244.)
English 252c. Victorian Narratives of Empire. Fall 2004. Aviva Briefel.
[English 263c. Modern British Literatures.]
English 271c. The American Renaissance. Every other year. Spring 2005. Peter Coviello.
[English 282c. Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory.]
English 316c. Shakespeare's Sonnets. Spring 2005. William Watterson.
English 318c. The Sexual Child. Fall 2004. Peter Coviello.
English 326c. The Horror Film in Context. Fall 2004. Aviva Briefel.
(Same as Women's Studies 328.)
English 330c. Cultural Production during the Cold War. Fall 2004. Celeste Goodridge.
Sociology
Sociology 206b. Media Representations of Reality. Fall 2005. Kirk Johnson.
(Same as Africana Studies 206.)
[Sociology 219b. Sociology of Gender.]
Sociology 225b. The LGBTQ Movement: Identity, Politics, and Social Change. Fall
2004. Kimberly Clarke Simmons.
(Same as Women's Studies 253.)
[Sociology 252b. Sociology of Chronic Illness and Disability.]
Sociology 253b. Constructions of the Body. Spring 2006. Susan Bell.
(Same as Women's Studies 253.)
Women 's Studies
[Women's Studies 219b. Sociology of Gender.]
Women's Studies 225b. The LGBTQ Movement: Identity, Politics, and Social Change.
Fall 2004. Kimberly Clarke Simmons.
(Same as Sociology 225.)
Women's Studies 237b,d. Family, Gender, and Sexuality in Latin America. Spring 2006.
Krista Van Vleet.
(Same as Anthropology 237.) 7* .
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\\ omen's Studies 241c. English Romanticism II: Romantic Sexualities. Fall 2004. David
Col LINGS.
(Same as English 241.)
Women's Studies 244c. Victorian Crime. Spring 2005. Aviva Briefel.
same as English 244.)
Women's Studies 246b,d. Activist Voices in India. Spring 2005. Sara Dickey.
i Same as Anthropology 248 and Asian Studies 248.)
\\ omen'fl Studies 252c. Victorian Narratives of Empire. Fall 2004. Aviva Briefel.
Same as English 252.)
\\ omen's Studies 253b. Constructions of the Body. Spring 2006. Susan Bell.
S mc as Sociology 253.)
|\\ omen's Studies 263c. Modern British Literatures.]
W omen's Studies 328c. The Horror Film in Context. Fall 2004. Aviva Briefel
Same as English 326.)
Geology
Associati Prof* ssors Laboratory Instructors
Rachel Beane Cathryn Field
Edward Laine Joanne Urquhart
Peter Lea, Chair Department Coordinator
Marjorie Parker
Requirements for the Major in (ieology
rhe major consists of nine courses, including Geology 101 and 202. The remaining seven
courses ma) include: a) one of Geolog) 100, 103, and/or b) up to two non-introductor)
science/math/anthropolog) courses listed as appro\ ed b) the ( reolog) I >epartment; and/or c
»
otha 200 of 100-level geolog) courses (Geolog) 2 10,220,230,241, 250, 260, 262, 265, 267,
271, 272, 275, and 343)
Note thai independent stud) does not normall) count toward the geolog) major. ( ieolog)
majors also are ad\ ised thai most graduate schools in the earth sciences require the equivalent
of ( 'hemistr> 109, Physics 103, and Mathematics 171.
I nti-i (list iplinar \ Majors
rhe department participates in formal mteixtisciplinar) programs in geolog) and physics and
and chemistr) See page I 80,
i<« <j in it nilnis tor i in Minor In Geolog)
Qieminoi consists ol foui courses in geology, al least two chosen Mom Geolog) 202, 220.
230. 241. 250, 260, 2<>2. 2o>. 267, 271, 272, 275, and 343.
Geology 1 49
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
100a. Environmental Geology and Hydrology. Every spring. Peter Lea.
An introduction to aspects of geology and hydrology that affect the environment and land
use. Topics include watersheds and surface-water quality, groundwater contamination,
coastal erosion, and development of landscapes. Weekly labs and field trips examine local
environmental problems affecting Maine rivers, lakes, and coast. (Same as Environmental
Studies 100.)
101a. Introduction to Physical Geology. Every fall. Fall 2004. Rachel Beane.
Dynamic processes, such as earthquakes and volcanoes, shape the earth on which we live.
In-class lectures and exercises examine these processes from the framework of plate tectonics.
Weekly field trips explore rocks exposed along the Maine coast. At the end of the course,
students complete a research project on Casco Bay geology.
103a. Marine Environmental Geology. Every fall. Edward Laim
An introduction to the aspects of marine geology and oceanography that affect the
environment and marine resources. Topics include estuarine oceanography and sediments,
eutrophication of coastal waters, primary productivity, waves and tides, sea level history,
glacial geology of coastal Maine, and an introduction to plate tectonics. Weekly field trips and
labs examine local environmental problems affecting Casco Bay and the Maine coast. Two
one-day weekend field excursions are required. (Same as Environmental Studies 103.)
202a. Mineralogy. Every spring. Rachel Beane.
Mineral chemistry and crystallography are explored through hand specimen identification,
optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive spectrometry, and
phase diagrams. Emphasis is placed on mineral associations, and on the genesis of minerals
in igneous and metamorphic rocks.
Prerequisite: Geology 101 or permission of the instructor.
210a. Water Quality in the Community. Spring 2005. Peter Lea.
Project-based course involving individual or small groups of students working with local
governments, environmental organizations, and schools on topics of water quality and its
relationship to natural and human processes. Examples of possible projects include water
quality monitoring of impacted and non-impacted watersheds, analysis of water quality
changes during storm run-off, and water quality of local lakes, ponds, wetlands, and springs.
Prior to registration, interested students must consult the instructor on the nature and
suitability of projects. May be repeated for credit with permission of the instructor.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
[220a. Sedimentary Geology.]
[230a. Geometries.]
241a. Structural Geology. Fall 2004. Fall 2006. Rachel Beane.
Geologic structures yield evidence for the dynamic deformation of the earth's crust. This
course examines deformation at scales that range from the plate-tectonic scale of the
Appalachian mountains to the microscopic scale of individual minerals. A strong field
component provides ample opportunity for describing and mapping faults, folds, and other
structures exposed along the Maine coast. In-class exercises focus on problem-solving
through the use of geologic maps, cross-sections, stereographic. projections, strain analysis,
and computer applications.
Prerequisite: Geology 101 or permission of the instructor.
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250*1 Marine GeologJ and Tectonics. Fall 2(X)4. Edward Laine.
The geological and geophysical bases of the plate-tectonic model. The influence of plate
tectonics on major events in oceanograpnic and climatic evolution. Deep-sea sedimentary
processes in the modern and ancient ocean as revealed through sampling and remote sensing.
[ us in the laboratory on the interpretation of seismic reflection profiles from both the deep
n and local coastal waters.
Prerequisite: Previous course in geolog) or permission of the instructor.
260a* Oceanographj and Ocean History. Fall 2005. How \rd Lain] .
Introduction to the water masses, circulation, chemistry, and productivity of the modern
ans. 1 \amination of the paleontological, stratigraphic. and geochemical methods used to
'iistruct these characteristics through geologic histoi) . Brief introduction to geologic lime
series i Same as Environmental Studies 260.)
Prerequisite: Previous course in geolog) or permission of the instructor.
262a. Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology. 1 all 2005. Rum i Bi \\i
Rocks contain man) clues about the processes of their formation. This course use> these
clues to explore the processes b) which igneous rocks solidif) from magma, and metamorphic
rocks form in response to pressure, temperature, and chemical changes. Laboratory work
emphasizes field observations, microscopic examination of thin sections, and computer-
based geochemical modeling. A class project introduces students to aspects o\ geologic
research.
Prerequisite: Geology 202.
267a. Coastal Oceanography. Spring 2005. la>\\ \\<\) L\i\i .
Principles and problems in coastal oceanography, with an emphasis on interdisciplinary
inquiry. Topics include circulation and sediment transport within estuaries and on the
continental shelf, impact o\ human systems on the marine environment, and issues and
controversies ofeutrophication and hypoxia in the coastal en> iron mem. (Same as Km iron-
mental Studies 267 )
Prerequisite: Pre\ ious course in geolog) Of permission o\ the instructor.
|27la. Coastal Processes and Landfonns.]
272a. Glacial Processes and Landforms. Fall 2004. Pi n r I.i \
I hiring recent ice ages, glaciers covered a third Ol the World's land area and had profound
impacts on earth's landscapes and climates. I hrougfa elass^s. labs, field trips, and reading oi
the pi Hilars hleialuie. this COUTSe examines the controls ol current and former glaeiei
distribution ami movement, landforms, and landscapes ol glacial and meltwater sj siems. and
ihe interaction *>f glac iers ami the earth's climate s) stem.
Prerequisite Pre^ ious course in geolog) oi permission of the instructoi
275a. Hydrogeology. Spi it Pi n r I.i \.
ihe interaction ft ivata am! ;ical materials within the hydrologi< cycle, with
emphasis on groundwater resources and qualit) Qualitative and quantitative examination ol
the movement <>i groundwatei in aquifers (Same as Environmental studies 275.)
ii Previou course in geology or permission of the instructoi
143a. Mniiutam iwiis. Spring 1006 Rachel Beane
mountain belts formed during the Late Paleozoic continental collisions that led
' the Mipercontinent P b raught in a tutorial format that emphasizes
urreni ncscan h b) reading primar) literature and b) writing n ientifi< essays
•
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Helen L. Cafferty Leonardo Weyand
Steven R. Cerf, Chair Department Coordinator
Assistant Professor Abigail B. More
Birgit Tautz
The German Department offers courses in three major areas: German language and culture,
literature, and culture of the German-speaking countries, as well as German literature and
culture in English translation. The program is designed for students who wish to become
literate in the language and culture, as well as to gain a better understanding of their own
culture in a global context. The major is a valuable asset in a wide variety of postgraduate
endeavors, including international careers, and law and graduate school.
Requirements for the Major in German
The major consists of seven courses, of which one may be chosen from 5 1 , 52, 54, 56 and the
others from 205-402. Prospective majors, including those who begin with first- or second-
year German at Bowdoin, may arrange an accelerated program, usually including study
abroad. Majors are encouraged to consider one of a number of study-abroad programs with
different calendars and formats.
Requirements for the Minor in German
The minor consists of German 102 or equivalent, plus any four courses, of which two must
be in the language (203-398).
German Literature and Culture in English Translation
51c. The Literary Imagination and the Holocaust. Fall 2004. Steven Cerf.
An examination of the literary treatment of the Holocaust, a period between 1 933 and 1 945,
during which eleven million innocent people were systematically murdered by the Nazis. Four
different literary genres are examined: the diary and memoir, drama, poetry, and the novel.
Three basic sets of questions are raised by the course: How could such slaughter take place
in the twentieth century? To what extent is literature capable of evoking this period and what
different aspects of the Holocaust are stressed by the different genres? What can our study of
the Holocaust teach us with regard to contemporary issues surrounding totalitarianism and
racism?
[52c. Myth and Heroic Epic of Europe.]
54c. Laugh and Cry! Post-World War II German Film. Spring 2006. Helen Cafferty.
An examination ofcinema in Germany in the second half of the twentieth century. Critical
reading of representative films from three major periods: the early postwar years, the era of
New German Cinema, and the recent wave of acclaimed German comedies. An exploration
of how contrasting strategies of representation (e.g., mainstream comedy or realism, docu-
mentary, and experimental filmmaking) construct German history and the Nazi past; social
criticism in East and West Germany; and national identity, gender, race, and sexuality.
Filmmakers such as Wicki, Staudte, Kautner, Fassbinder, Herzog, Sanders-Brahms,
Schlondorff, von Trotta, Sander, Wenders, Dorrie, Misselwitz, Boetcher. Mandatory weekly
evening screenings.
152 Courses ('/Instruction
56c Na/i Cinema. Spring 2005. Birch Tai i/.
\ stud) ofselected films made in Germany under the auspices of the Nazis (1933-1945).
Illustrates that Nazi cinema was as much entertainment as it was over! propaganda in the
scr\ ice ofa terrorregime; therefore includesexamplesofscience fiction, adventure films .and
adaptations of literature, as w ell as anti-Semitic and pro-war feature films and documentaries.
Examines three interrelated areas: 1 ) How Na/i cultural politics and ideolog) defined the role
>>t cinema, 2 i How the films produced in German) between 1933 and 1945 supported and/or
undermined the Na/i regime, and 3) How politics, manipulation, and propaganda work
through entertainment. No knowledge of German is required.
Language and Culture Courses
101c Elementary German I. Ever) fall. Fall 2004. Steven O rf.
German 101 is the firs! language course in German and is open to all students without
prerequisite. Three hours per week. Emphasis on four skills: speaking and understanding,
reading, and w riling. Introduces aspects ol culture. One hourofcom ersation and practice w ith
teaching assistant. Integrated language laboratory work.
l()2c. Elemental*} German II. Ever) spring, spring 2005. Bikom I'm rz.
Continuation ofGerman 101. Equivalent ofGerman 101 is required.
2(>3c. Intermediate German I. Ever) fall. Fall 2004. Biroii Tautz.
Three hours per week o\ reading, speaking, composition, and re\ lew o\' grammar.
( !ontinued emphasis on ( ierman culture. One hour of coin ersation and practice w ith teaching
assistant. Language laborator) also available. Equivalent ofGerman 102 is required.
204c. Intermediate German II. Ever) spring. Spring 2005. Helen Cafferty.
I ntmuation ol German 203. Equivalent ofGerman 203 is required.
205c. Advanced (ierman. Ever) year. Fall 2004. Helen Cafferty.
Designed to further explore aspects of (ierman culture while increasing oral Fluency,
writing skills, and comprehension. Equivalent of (ierman 204 is required. W eekl\ uuli\ idual
sessions with the reaching lellow liom the Johannes-(iutenhei;j I m\ cisitat-Main/.
Literature and Culture Courses
All courses require the equivalent ol (ierman 204.
306c Introduction to German Literature. EVCT) scar. Spring 2005. StEVEnCeRF.
Introduction In the critical reading Of texts In genre: e.g.. prose fiction, expositor) prose.
lyric p<>et i \ , drama, opera, film, etc. 1 )evelops students 1 sensitivity to genet ic structures and
techniques and introduces terminolog) fot describing and anal) zing texts \\ eekl) indi> idual
with the reaching Felloe from the Johannes-Gutenberg I niversit&t Mainz.
313c. (ierman < lassicism. lall 2(K)5 BikqitTai i/.
a the niui i«> kite eighteenth centur) .is an age «>i contradictor) impulses (e y . the
ithful revolt <>i Storm and Stress against the Vgc ol Reason). I he maturing <>i Goethe,
s, in I in. .in.i i lu- 1 1 contemporaries into tnajot exponents ol German literar) Idealism and its
\isi ommunit) and nationhood Investigation »>i texts m theii historical context with
appropriate ( ultural tin •
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314c. German Romanticism. Spring 2006. Steven Cerf.
Examines the origins of the German Romantic movement in the first half of the nineteenth
century and its impact on German culture (e.g., music and the other arts, philosophy, politics,
popular culture, continued legacy of Romanticism in subsequent periods of German culture
and literature). Focus on representative authors, genres, and themes such as romantic
creativity, genius, horror, and fantasy.
315c. German Realism. Fall 2004. Birgit Tautz.
Examines representative texts and authors from mid- to late nineteenth century in a broad
cultural, artistic, philosophical, and political context. The specific focus is on constructions
of community (e.g., family, nation, but also political circles, artists' communities, early
women's movement, etc.). Explores literary representations of these communities, as well as
the ways in which fiction and non-fiction helped create these communities and/or threatened
to undermine the communal spirit.
316c. German Modernism. Spring 2005. Steven Cerf.
Texts by the following German-language modernists are read: Kafka, Rilke, Thomas
Mann, Brecht, and Zuckmayer. The following questions are addressed: How and why is
literary Modernism rooted in urban settings? What narrative modes are used to deal with the
interiority of modernist protagonists? How and why did Modernism become politicized with
the rise of Fascism in the 1920s? How did Mann, Brecht, and Zuckmeyer transport their
artistic concerns with them into exile? Relevant films and other complementary artistic and
musical works will be considered throughout the semester.
317c. German Literature since 1945. Fall 2004. Helen Cafferty.
An exploration of how successive generations have expressed their relationship to the
catastrophe of the Nazi past. Examines representative texts of East and West German writers/
filmmakers in Cold War and post-unification contexts. A discussion of "Germanness" and
German identity from several perspectives, including Aufarbeitung der Vergangenheit, the
influence of the United States and the Soviet Union, the cultural significance of the American
West and American popular culture, gender in the two Germanys, terrorism, and African-
German and Turkish-German voices. Grass, Boll, Wolf, Muller, Dorrie, Fassbinder, Brussig,
Ayim, Schlink, among others.
321c. Before and After the Wall: East German Traditions in Literature, Culture, and
Film. Fall 2005. Helen Cafferty.
Examines the texts and traditions unique to East German culture and identity. Areas of
exploration include the historical, political, and social context; the evolution of socialist art
and its legacy; socialist interpretations of myth and history; failed revolution; coming of age
themes; the socialist fairy tale. Also explores pre- and post-unification discourses on gender,
ethnicity, sexuality, and East German identity. Authors/directors may include Brecht, Muller,
Wolf, Kohlhaase, Emersleben, Biermann, Braun, Misselwitz, Beyer, Dresen.
154 Courses of Instruction
398c Seminar in Aspects of German Literature and Culture. Every spring
Tm Department.
\\ oik in a specific area of German literature not covered in other departmental courses.
. individual authors, literary movements, genres, cultural influences, and historical
periods. This course ma\ be repeated for credit with the contents changed.
Spring 2( M 15 Contested Discourse: German Popular Film and Culture since
Unification. Helen Cafi erty.
In 1989 the tall of the Berlin wall signaled the end of the Cold War and a divided
Germany. Since then a new generation o\ filmmakers has emerged: the art
bouse filmofNew GermanCinemahasgivenway toaGermanpopularfilm that
has increasingly contested contemporai) political, social, and cultural issues.
rhese includecontemporary modesof 1 ergangenheitsbewdltigung \\ tth regard
to World War 11 and the Holocaust; East-West perspectives on history and
German identity; Ostalgie and Westalgie; the role of Berlin as a hot spot for
contested discourse: and constructions ofsexuality . race, ethnicit) . and gender.
Emphasis on the historical context of post-unification film and critical film-
reading skills. Consideration o\' popular genre strategics such as comedy,
action, thriller, and melodrama, as well as the genesis of individual films.
Directors/films ma) include Farberbock, Aimee undJaguar; Link. Nirgendwo
in Afrika; von Trotta, Das Versprechen; Beyer, Nikolaikirche; Dresen,
Nachtgestalten; Misselwitz, Engelchen; Carow's Coming Om: Sdnkemann,
Derbewegte Mann; Dorrie, Keinerliebt mich; Sanoussi-Bliss, Zuriick auflos;
Roehler, Die Unbertihrbare; Danquart, Heimspiel; Storrs, Berlin is in Ger-
many; Moore. Plus Minus Null: Tykwcr. Lola renin: I laul.nnann. Sonnenallet
Becker, Good Bye Lenin!
291c-294c Intermediate Independent Study. Tin Dl PARTM1 NT.
401e-404e. \d\ anted Independent Stud\ and Honors. Tin l)i i \ki\ii NT.
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Requirements for the Major in Government and Legal Studies
Courses within the department are divided into four fields:
American government: Government 105, 111, 113, 115, 116, 150,201,202,203,204,205,
209, 210-211, 212, 213, 216, 217, 255, 302, 303, 304, and 306.
Comparative politics: Government 114, 1 19, 120, 221, 222, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229,
230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 268, 284, 332, 333, 335, 337, and 365.
Political theory: Government 106, 108, 109, 112, 117,240,241,242,243,244,245,246,248,
249, 250, 341, 343, 345, 346, and 347.
International relations: Government 103, 111, 114, 160, 225, 226, 228, 233, 236, 260, 261,
263, 265, 266, 267, 268, 270, 274, 284, 302, 335, 336, 337, 361, 363, 365 and 366.
Every major is expected to complete an area of concentration in one of these fields.
The major consists of nine courses, no more than two taken at Level A, and no more than
one first-year seminar, and distributed as follows:
1
.
A field of concentration, selected from the above list, in which at least four courses
including one Level C course and no more than one Level A course are taken.
2. At least one course in each of the three fields outside the field of concentration. These
courses may be at Levels A, B, or C, though only two Level A courses may count toward the
major and no more than one of these may be a first-year seminar.
3. Government 214, 219, 239, 262, 264, Environmental Studies 240, while not fulfilling
the requirement for any of the four fields of concentration, can be counted toward the total
number of courses required for the major or minor.
4. Students seeking to graduate with honors in government and legal studies must petition
the department. Interested students should contact the honors director for specific details.
Students must prepare an honors paper, which is normally the product of two semesters of
independent study work, and have that paper approved by the department. One semester of
independent study work may be counted toward the nine-course departmental requirement
and the four-course field concentration. Students who hope to graduate with honors in
government and legal studies thus normally must complete at least ten courses in the
department.
156 Courses of Instruction
Xo fulfill the major/minor requirements, a grade of C- or better must be earned in a
course. Courses taken on a Credit/D/Fail basis ma\ not be used to fulfill major/minor
requirements.
Requirements for the Minor in (iovernment and Legal Studies
A minor in government and legal studies consists of five courses from at least three of the
departmental fields. No more than two Level A courses and no more than one first-year
seminar ma\ count tow aid the minor.
LEVEL A COURSES
Introductory Seminars
All introductory seminars are designed to provide an introduction to a particular aspect oi'
government and legal studies. Students are encouraged to analyze and discuss important
political concepts and issues, while developing research and writing skills.
Enrollment is limited to sixteen students in each seminar. First-year Students are given first
priorit) ; sophomores are given second priorit) . Foradescriptionofthefollowing introductory
seminars, see First-Year Seminars, pages 137-45.
103b. Hie Pursuit of Peace. Fall 2004. Ai i in L. Sprinc.i k.
1
105b. American Politics: Representation, Participation, and Power.]
106b. Fundamental Questions: Exercises in Political Theory. Spring 2005 Ji \\ M.
V \kMKOl OH.
1 108b. Human Being and Citizen.)
111b. The Korean War. Fall 2004. CHRISTIAN P. POTHCM \i.
I 12b. Becoming Modern. I all 2004. Pu i N. FRANCO.
see First Year Seminar ( 'lusters for description.)
1141). Democracy and Democratization. Fall 2004. Lai ra A Henry.
1 17b. Questioning the Modern. Spring 2005. Pu i N. Ik \\< O.
(See I irst Yeai Seminar Clusters for description.)
I l'JIul. I ast \sian Politics: liitroduclnr) Seminar. 1 all 2004. Hi \m C. W. I K\ Rl Nl i
1 1 1 1 1 odm -|or\ I .cctures
I nese< oursesare intended fot first yeai students and sophomores. ( Khers ma) takethem onl)
m ith the permission «>i the instnu U h
I 2l lb. lull-odiicl inn to ( 'omparatixc ( io\ eminent. Fall 2004. WlLUAM J. HURST.
ernments in man) different countries face common problems hoM to achieve
nd political Becurit) while tackling a host ol othei polic) issues such as
•ii health care, defense, crime, environmental protection, welfare, the protection oi
minorii and the promotion ol social equality, and soon I uunines how, and most
importantly, why differenl countries come up with different solutions to these and othei
pi < >blei I
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150b. Introduction to American Government. Fall 2004. Richard M. Skinner.
Provides a comprehensive overview of the American political process. Specifically, traces
the foundations of American government (the Constitution, federalism, civil rights, and civil
liberties), its political institutions (Congress, Presidency, courts, and bureaucracy), and its
electoral processes (elections, voting, and political parties). Also examines other influences,
such as public opinion and the mass media, which fall outside the traditional institutional
boundaries, but have an increasingly large effect on political outcomes.
160b. Introduction to International Relations. Fall 2004. Shelley M. Deane
Provides a broad introduction to the study of international relations. Designed to strike a
balance between empirical and historical knowledge on the one hand, and theoretical
understanding on the other. Designed as an introductory course to familiarize students with
no prior background in the subject, and recommended for first and second year students
intending to take upper-level international relations courses.
LEVEL B COURSES
Level B courses are designed to introduce students to or extend their knowledge of a particular
aspect of government and legal studies. The courses range from the more introductory to the
more advanced. Students should consult the individual course descriptions to determine
whether previous background or sophomore, junior, or senior standing is necessary.
201b. Law and Society. Spring 2005. Richard E. Morgan.
An examination of the American criminal justice system. Although primary focus is on the
constitutional requirements bearing on criminal justice, attention is paid to conflicting
strategies on crime control, to police and prison reform, and to the philosophical underpin-
nings of the criminal law.
[202b. The American Presidency.]
203b. American Political Parties. Fall 2004. Richard M. Skinner.
Throughout American political history, parties have been among the most adept institu-
tions at organizing political conflict and, more generally, American political life. In this vein,
the role of political parties in the evolution of American politics is discussed. Special attention
is given to the present political context, which many characterize as an era with weak to
nonexistent parties. Explores and challenges this conventional wisdom.
204b. Congress and the Policy Process. Fall 2004. Janet M. Martin.
An examination of the United States Congress, with a focus on members, leaders,
constituent relations, the congressional role in the policy-making process, congressional
procedures and their impact on policy outcomes, and executive-congressional relations.
205b. Campaigns and Elections. Fall 2004. Mingus Mapps.
Introduces current theories and controversies concerning political campaigns and elec-
tions in the United States. Takes advantage of the fact that the class meets during the heart of
the 2004 presidential and congressional campaigns. The primary goal is to use concepts from
the political science literature on elections to develop insight into President Bush's reelection
campaign and the battle over control ofCongress. Readings are organized around two themes.
First, students are expected to follow journalistic accounts of the 2004 campaigns closely. A
second set of readings introduces political science literature on campaigns and elections.
These readings touch upon a wide range of themes, including the early New England
presidential primaries, campaign finance, voting behavior, polling, media strategy, incum-
bency and coat-tail effects, the Electoral College, and trends in partisan realignment.
158 Courts ofInstruction
209b. Introduction to Political Behavior. Spring 2005. Richard M. Skinner.
Examines the political beha\ ior ofordinal) citizens. Begins w ith a broad focus on citizen
participation, know ledge, social capita^ and political decision-making. Then moves to more
in-depth exploration of the politics oi interest groups.
210b. Constitutional Law I. Ever) fall. Fall 2004. Richard E. Morgan.
Examines the development of American constitutionalism, the power ofjudicial review,
federalism and separation of powers.
Prerequisite: Government 150 01 250. or permission of the instructor.
211l>. Constitutional Law II: Civil Rights and Liberties. Ever) Spring. Spring 2005.
Rich \ki> E. Morgan.
Examines questions arising under the bust and Fourteenth Amendments.
Prerequisite: Government 210.
2121). Race and American Political Development Fall 2004. MlNGl S M mis.
1 namines theories of race, historical perspectives on race in America, black political
thought and public opinion, black political participation, and contemporar\ issues in black
politics. Concludes with a set of readings that encourages students to think about the future
ol racial politics in the United Stales. (Same as Africana Studies 103.)
2131). Race, Inequality, and Social Polio. Spring 2005. MlNGUS M U'i's.
Explores the causes, consequences of, and possible solutions to economic inequality in the
l fnited Stales. Studies the puzzling and troubling persistence ofpoveit) m the United Slates,
one of the richest nations m the histOf) of the world Notes stark economic divisions of
American society despite tenets ofpolitical and social equality central to the American creed.
Studies the grow mg economic gap between rich and poor and the changing profile ofDOvert) .
w ith increasing o\er-representation ol women, young people, and racial minorities among the
poor. A w ide variety ot readings pro \ ides historical perspectives to explain these trends, while
ether material presents social scientific explanations of the causes and consequences ol"
po\ eity . Encourages students to formulate their ow n ideas aDOUl the causes of and solutions
to economic Inequality in the United States. (Same as Mricann Studies 213.)
2141). Environmental Policj and Politics. Ever) year. Fall 2()()4. DeWiti John.
I i amines alternative wa\s to protect our physical en\ ironment. Analyzes en\ ironmental
policies and the regulator) regime thai has developed in the United States, as well as new
approaches such as dec market en\ iromnenlalisni. civic en\ ironmenlalism. en\ ironmental
justice, sustainable development, anil en\ ironmental policies and polities in other countries.
I ik hides intensive Stud) ol specific local and global issues such as an and w alei pollution, land
conservation, or the reduction and management ol wastes. < Same as Environmental Studies
2U2.
requisite Environmental studies 101 cm permission ol the instructor.
216b. Maim- Politics. Every fall Fall 2004 Christian P. Potholm.
\n analysis oi politics in the state ol Maine since World Wai il Subjects covered include
the dynamic i ol Republican and Democratic rivalries and the efficac) ol the Independent
voter, the rise "i tin- Green and Reform parties, the growing importance »>i ballet measure
initiatives and the interac don »>i ethnic n\ and politics in the I 'mi- l ree state \n analysis ol
precincts and Maine voting paradigms is inc luded, as well as a look at the efficacy o( such
phenoa the i h-i ih «.i n 1 1 geographic split, the environmental movement, and the impact
UCh ml S Wl and I hr Roman ( BlholU < him h Students aic 6XpO( led to
follow coniemporar) political events <>n a rcgulai basis
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217b. Interest Groups. Spring 2005. Richard M. Skinner.
A suvey of the many ways in which interest groups affect the American political system,
including how t hey participate in congressional and presidential elections and how they lobby
the executive, legislative, and judicial branches. Also examines how interest groups form,
why people join them, and how they stay in business.
219c. Law and Education. Every other year. Fall 2005. George S. Isaacson.
A study of the impact of the American legal system on the functioning of schools in the
United States through an examination of Supreme Court decisions and federal legislation.
This course analyzes the public policy considerations that underlie court decisions in the field
of education and considers how those judicial interests may differ from the concerns of school
boards, administrators, and teachers. Issues to be discussed include constitutional and
statutory developments affecting schools in such areas as free speech, sex discrimination,
religious objections to compulsory education, race relations, teachers' rights, school financ-
ing, and education of the handicapped. (Same as Education 250.)
221b. Division and Consensus: The Government and Politics of Ireland. Spring 2005.
Shelley M. Deane.
Aims to familiarize students with the contemporary politics and political history of the two
jurisdictions on the Island of Ireland. Seeks to provide students with an understanding of the
political institutions in Ireland north and south; studies constitutional and public policy issues
such as church and state, while providing the means to critically assess the relevance of social
science theories of nationalism, religion, and conflict resolution to the Ireland case.
[224b. West European Politics.]
225b. The Politics of the European Union. Spring 2005. Laura A. Henry.
Explores the historical foundations, scope, and consequences of European political and
economic integration since 1951. Examines how the European Union's supranational
political institutions, law, and policies developed and how they affect the domestic politics of
member states. Considers challenges faced by the European Union: enlargement to include
Eastern European members, the rise of far right parties, the loss of national sovereignty and
the "democratic deficit," the creation of a European identity, and the development of a
constitution and a coordinated foreign policy.
226b,d. Middle East Politics. Spring 2005. Shelley M. Deane.
Provides an introduction to the politics of the Middle East region. Begins with a brief
overview of the history of the region, focusing on the period since the end of World War I and
the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. Proceeds to examine a number of topics of importance
in the contemporary politics of the region. Some of the major topics addressed are colonialism
and its legacy; nationalism; religion and politics; authoritarianism, democratization, and civil
society; politics of women and gender; ethnicity and sectarianism; regional security and the
role of outside powers. Presupposes no previous knowledge of the region.
227b,d. Chinese Politics. Fall 2004. William J. Hurst.
Examines Chinese politics in the context of a prolonged revolution. After a survey of the
political system as established in the 1950s and patterns of politics emerging from it, the
analytic focus turns to political change in the reform era (since 1979) and the forces driving
it. Topics include the political impact of decentralization and marketization, the reintegration
into the capitalist world economy, and the development of the legal system. The adaptation
by the Communist Party to these changes and the prospects of democratization are also
examined. (Same as Asian Studies 227.)
[228b,d. Chinese Foreign Policy.]
I
hi i Courses of Instruction
229M. Politics of Southeast Asia. Fall 2005. Land Guo.
S uts w ith a surve) o\ the political landscape of tropical Southeast Asia and proceeds to
investigate the fundamental forces drh ing political changes in this region ofrich diversity in
culture, religion, ethnicity . my sue beliefs and political traditions. Topics include colonialism
and nation building, regime legitimacy, political protests (often spearheaded by college
students) and ethnic conflicts, the different responses to the challenges of modernization,
causes and consequences of rapid economic growth, and the attempts by political elites at
Vulturally bounded and historically specific" human rights and democracy as a defensive
stra: linsl \\ estern ideological hegemony . (Same as Asian Studies 229.)
23(H). Post-Communist Russian Politics and Society. Fall 2004. I u ra A. Hi NRY,
Explores the most dramatic political event ofthe twentieth century : the collapse ofSon ici
communism and its political aftermath. Begins by examining the Soviet system and the
political and social upheaval of the late Soviet period. Proceeds to investigate the challenges
of contemporary Russian politics, including the halting process o[ democrati/ation. the
difficulties of economic liberalization, looming demographic and environmental crises, the
loss of superpower status, and the search for national identity. Comparisons are made with
other countries m the post-communist region.
232b. d. Japanese Politics and Society, ball 2004. Hi ran C. W. L\i RJ NO .
Comprehensive overview o\ modern Japanese politics in historical, social, and cultural
context. Analyzes the electoral dominance of the Liberal Democratic Party, the nature o\
democratic polities, and the rise and fall of the economy. Other topics include the status of
women ami ethnic minorities, education, war guilt, nationalism, and the role of the media.
i Same as \sian Studies 2S2.)
2331). Advanced Comparative Politics: Government, War, and Society. Ever) spring
Spring 2< N )5. ( hkis 1 1 \\ P. POTW >i \i.
\n examination ofthe forces and processes b) which governments and societies approach
and wage or avoid wars. The theories ami practices ofwarfare of > arious political systems will
be anal) zed aiul particular attention W ill be paid to the interlace w here politics, society . and
the military come together under governmental auspices in various comparative contexts,
iiu examples from Africa, Vsia, Europe, and North America are examined.
234b. (I. Contentious Politics: Social and Political Change in East and Southeast Asia.
Spring 2002 William J. Hurst.
I Ik- study ol mm.iI movements aiul contentious polities has traditionally been rather
beat dy focused on Western I uropean, North Vmei ican, and politically pluralist contexts it
has also traditionally been rather weak in the analysis ol OUtCOmesand ell eels ol contentious
«, focusing instead on its causes and genesis. Afterexamining some ol the most enduring
debates from the widei social movements Field, examines both the causes and effects ol
contentious political activit) across several kej mostly authoritarian states and periods
in I asi and South i.i Specifically, focuses on social movements and contentious
i*>ii ist thirty years in South Korea, Taiwan, the People's Republic ol China, and
Indonesia (Sam tabu Studies 234.)
I
2A7h. Israeli Politics and Society.
|
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239b. Comparative Constitutional Law. Fall 2004. George S. Isaacson.
A comparative examination of constitutional principles and constitutional processes in
democratic and non-democratic countries. Explores the roles that constitutions play in
shaping civil society and defining the relationship between governments and the people they
govern. Compares American constitutional law with that of other nations to scrutinize
alternative models of governance, and to gain new perspectives regarding the legal founda-
tions for the protection of individual rights. Special attention given to the constitutions of
Canada, India, Germany, South Africa, Israel and the People's Republic of China, along with
that of the United States. Structural issues include consideration of executive-legislative
separation of powers, constitutional courts, federalism and church-state relations. Discusses
arguments in favor of and against a written Bill of Rights, as well as such specific issues as
political dissent, hate speech, religious belief, reproductive choice, racial and gender discrimi-
nation, public welfare, privacy, and police investigative powers.
240b. Classical Political Philosophy. Fall 2004. Jean M. Yarbrough.
Examines the answers of Plato and Aristotle to the most pressing human questions: What
is the best way to live? What is the relationship of the individual to the political community?
What is justice, and how important is virtue in perfecting the individual? What does justice
require for women? What is friendship? Readings include Apology and the Republic, as well
as Aristotle's Politics, Ethics, and Rhetoric.
[241b. Modern Political Philosophy.]
244b. Liberalism and Its Critics. Fall 2004. Paul N. Franco.
An examination of liberal democratic doctrine and of religious, cultural, and radical
criticisms ofit in the nineteenth century. Authors include Burke, Tocqueville, Mill, Marx, and
Nietzsche.
245b. Contemporary Political Philosophy. Spring 2005. Paul N. Franco.
A survey of political philosophy in Europe and the United States since 1945. Examines a
broad array of topics, including the revival of political philosophy, relativism, rationalism,
contemporary liberal theory, communitarianism, conservatism, multiculturalism, feminism,
and postmodernism. Authors may include Strauss, Arendt, Oakeshott, Berlin, Hayek, Rawls,
Sandel, Taylor, Walzer, Okin, Habermas, and Foucault.
Prerequisite: One course in political philosophy, or permission of the instructor.
[246b. Religion and Politics.]
[249b. Eros and Politics.]
250b. American Political Thought. Fall 2004. Jean M. Yarbrough.
Examines the political thought ofAmerican statesmen and writers from the founding to the
twentieth century. Readings include the Federalist Papers, the writings ofThomas Jefferson,
the Anti-federalists, Tocqueville, Thoreau, Calhoun, Lincoln, Frederick Douglass, W.E.B.
Du Bois, Booker T. Washington, William Graham Sumner, the Progressives, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, and others.
[255b. Quantitative Analysis in Political Science.]
260b. International Law. Fall 2004. Allen L. Springer.
The modern state system, the role of law in its operation, the principles and practices that
have developed, and the problems involved in their application:
[262b. Environmental Politics and Policy in Maine.]
[263b. International Environmental Policy.] ^ .
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264b. Energy, Climate, and Air Quality. Spring 2005. DeWitt John.
Examines how the United States, as * ell as states, communities, businesses, and nonprofits,
address climate change. Explores the recent polities ofenerg) . climate, and airquality, as well
as how policies and polities might change in the future. Compares Ameriean policies and
polities w ith efforts in othercountries and examines the links between Ameriean policies and
rts mother nations. Also examines how international treatieshave influenced national and
sub-national policies, same as Environmental Studies 264 i
Prerequisite: Kn\ ironmental Studies 202 or permission of the instructor.
265b. International Politieal Economy. Spring 2005. Hi nr\ C. \Y. LauR] nce.
Examines the polities underl) ing international economic relationships. Asks w In and how
it is that countries are sometimes able and sometimes unable to realize the benefits of trade.
Looks at the politieal consequences o\ international trade and global finance at both the
national and international level. Examines conflicts and cooperation in international eco-
nomic relations and the effects of globalization on soeial structures, on inequality, and on
national sovereignty. No previous experience in economics needed.
266b. Politieal Kconoim of Development Spring 2005. Wii i i \\i J. HURST.
Surveys and examines the main debates in the studs of the politieal eeononn o\'
development — i.e.. the polities ofeconomic growth, stagnation, and crisis in developing or
"underdeveloped" countries. Focuses especiall) on the changing nature of the international
eeononn and its impact on domestic and loeal economies, the "formalization" or
"intnrinali/ation" of economic activity m developing countries, and on the wa\s in which
states make choices about theirdevelopment policies and trajectories. Although the emphasis
is on the theoretical literature, the course includes case studies from Asia. I aim America, and
\hk.i.
2671), (1. International Relations in last \sia. I all 2005 LANCI Guo.
mines international relations m last Asia (including both Northeast and Southeast
\siai trom .i regional perspective while considering the impact ol outside states on power
relations and patterns of interaction in the region, topics include cultural and historical
acies, nationalism ami politics of economic development; flash points in the region such
.is k> 'km. I .iiw an. the South ( hma Sea and the associated foreign polic) issues; broad trends
ami recent development m the areas oi trade, investment, and regional integration, < Same as
\sian Studies 267 i
2(>si>. Bridging Division*: Ethnonatioaal Conflict Regulation, Fall 2004. Shelled \i
i
>
\ i ins to consider the 6e\ ices used for the regulation ofnational and ethnic conflicts Seeks
i»> pin\ ide students with an understanding ol the tools available to states and polic) makers
!<• regulate conflict through an examination ol divided territories and societies such as
Northern Ireland, Israel Palestine, Cyprus, and Rwanda Considers the defini
Fiona] and theoretical controversies associated with the conflict regulation and resolution
literatui
270b. Unerican Foreign Policy: 1 1 ^ Formulation and the Forces Determining Its
|)lH(llun. IS
the hist. m \ .imi conduct ol American foreign polic) Vnalyzes the impa< I ol
urn | imcntal rivalry ress, publi< opinion, and interest groups on the policj
making pro md provid I ol ubstantive foreign policy issues
I
ib i hcorici <*f i ni» Mi.iiion.il Relations.]
lb 294b. Intermediate Independent Study, lut Department.
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LEVEL C COURSES
Level C courses provide seniors and juniors with appropriate background the opportunity to
do advanced work within a specific subfield. Enrollment is limited to fifteen students in each
seminar. Priority is given to senior majors, then junior majors, particularly those with a
concentration in the subfield. Sophomores may enroll with permission of the instructor. These
courses are not open to first-year students.
303b. The Law and Politics of Freedom of Speech. Fall 2004. Richard E. Morgan.
While focusing primarily on American material, students have the option of choosing
speech controversies in other polities as the subject of their seminar papers.
304b. Advanced Seminar in American Politics: Presidential-Congressional Relations.
Fall 2004. Janet M. Martin.
Examines presidential-congressional relations through a number of perspectives, includ-
ing use of historical, quantitative, and institutional analyses. Readings consider the relation-
ship between the executive branch and Congress in both the domestic arena (including
regulatory and budgetary policy) and in the area of foreign and defense policy.
[306b. Controversies in Political Behavior.]
307b. Race and Representation. Spring 2005. Mingus Mapps.
Explores a question that has been central to American politics since the founding of the
Republic: does the American political system provide for the fair representation of minorities?
The primary goal is to develop thoughtful answers to that question. Early readings review
ideas philosophers have developed about political representation, which provide the theoreti-
cal framework for examining current problems in political representation. Explores a wide
range of debates, including disputes over the representation of racial minorities in American
politics, the accuracy of the United States census, and the impact alternative voting systems
might have on political representation. Although readings primarily focus on the experience
of racial minorities in the United States, the issues explored are relevant to a wide range of
political minorities, and to those interested in how to build just democracies in diverse and
complex societies. (Same as Africana Studies 307.)
321b. Social Protest and Political Change. Spring 2005. Laura A. Henry.
Analyzes the role of social protest in generating political change on issues such as civil
rights, environmentalism, women's rights, indigenous rights, and globalization. Begins by
considering different theoretical approaches to understanding the emergence and effective-
ness of social movements and non-governmental organizations. Then engages in comparative
analysis of social protest in Europe, the United States, Latin America, and elsewhere, paying
particular attention to the advantages and risks of the increasingly transnational nature of
social activism.
332b,d. Advanced Seminar in Japanese Politics. Spring 2005. Henry C. W. Laurence.
Analyzes the political, social, and cultural underpinnings ofmodern politics, and asks how
democracy works in Japan compared with other countries. Explores how Japan has achieved
stunning material prosperity while maintaining the best healthcare and education systems in
the world, high levels of income equality, and low levels of crime. Students are also instructed
in conducting independent research on topics of their own choosing. (Same as Asian Studies
332.)
Prerequisite: Asian Studies 282 or Government 232.
[333b,d. Advanced Seminar in Chinese Politics.]
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[335b,d. Achanced Seminar on East Asia.]
(337b,d. Advanced Seminar in Human Rights and Democracy in East Asia.]
34 1 h. Advanced Seminar in Political Theory: Tocqueville. Spring 2005. Ji \\ M. Yarbroi gh.
More than 150 years after its publication. Democracy in America remains the most
pou ertiil s\ mpathetie critique of modern liberal democracy ever written. Careful reading of
the text and selected secondary sources leads to examination ofTocqueville's anal} sis ofthe
defects to w hich the democratic passion for equalit) gi\ es rise and consideration of possible
solutions that, in contrast to the Marxist and Niet/.schean critiques, aim at preserving the
liberal democratic way o\' life.
1
345b. The Political Philosophy of German Idealism: Kant to Hegel.]
361b. Advanced Seminar in International Relations: Conflict Simulation and Conflict
Resolution. Spring 2005. CHRISTIAN P. POTHOLM.
An upper-level interdisciplinary seminar on the nature of both international and national
conflict A variet) of contexts and influence vectors are examined and students are encour-
aged to look at the ways conflicts can be solved short of actual warfare, as well as by it.
363b. Advanced Seminar in International Relations: Law, Politics, and the Search for
Justice. Spring 2005. Ai i I \ L. SPRING] R.
Examines the complex relationship between law and policy in international relations b\
focusing on two important and rapidly developing areas o\' international concern: environ-
mental protection and humanitarian rights. Fulfills the ES senior seminar requirement. (Same
Environmental Studies 363.)
Prerequisite: Government 260, 261, or 263, or permission of the instructor.
|366b. Theories of International Relations.
|
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A primary field of concentration, selected from the above list, in which at least four and
no more than five courses are taken. No more than five courses in any region will count toward
the major. At least one of the courses in the field of concentration must be a 300-level seminar
or a 400-level advanced independent study taken at Bowdoin.
2. One intermediate seminar in any field of history, to be taken at Bowdoin, preferably by
the end of the sophomore year. It is recommended that students complete at least one 200-level
course prior to taking an intermediate seminar.
3. At least three courses taken from two of the following fields: Africa, East Asia, Latin
America, or South Asia.
4. One pre-modern course.
5. No more than two courses numbered below 200 can be counted toward the major; these
must be taken prior to the junior year. No more than one such course can count toward the field
of concentration.
6. Students must obtain a minimum course grade of C- to receive credit toward the major.
7. Students may not count Credit/D/Fail courses toward the major.
8. Students participating in off-campus study may count no more than one history course
per semester toward the history major. In exceptional cases, students may petition to receive
credit for more than one course per semester toward the history major. In all cases, a maximum
of three history courses taken away from Bowdoin can count toward the history major, but no
more than two can count toward the field of concentration.
The program chosen to meet the requirements for the major in history must be approved
by a departmental advisor. Before electing to major in history, a student should have
completed or have in progress at least two college-level courses in history. In consultation
with the departmental advisor, a student should plan a program that begins at either the
introductory or the intermediate level and progresses to the advanced level.
With departmental approval, a student may receive credit toward the history major for
college-level work in history at other institutions. This work may represent fields other than
those that are available at Bowdoin. In the sophomore year, a student who anticipates study
away from Bowdoin should discuss with the departmental advisor a plan for the history major
that includes work at Bowdoin and elsewhere.
All history majors seeking departmental honors will enroll in at least one semester of the
Honors Program (History 451, 452). Its primary requirement is the research and writing of
the honors thesis. To be eligible to register for Honors, a student must have the equivalent of
a B+ average in courses taken in the department and the approval of a thesis advisor.
History majors are encouraged to develop competence in one or more foreign languages
and to use this competence in their historical reading and research. Knowledge of a foreign
language is particularly important for students planning graduate work.
Requirements for the Minor in History
The minor consists of five courses. Three courses are to be taken in one field of concentration
and two in a subsidiary field; both fields should be chosen from the list specified by the
department for a major. Students may not count Credit/D/Fail courses toward the minor.
Students participating in off-campus study may count no more than two history courses
toward the history minor. This must be approved by a departmental advisor.
Curriculum
Although first-year seminars and 100-level courses are designed as introductory courses for
students who have not taken college-level courses in history, first-year students and all non-
majors may also enroll in any lecture course numbered 200-287.
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Intermediate seminars, listed beginning on page 1 73. are not open to first-year students.
Mom of these seminars have a prerequisite of one historj course.
Advanced seminars or Problems Courses, listed beginning on page 175. are open to
histOT) majors and minors and to other juniors and seniors with sufficient background in the
discipline.
First-Year Seminars
I he follow ing seminars, designed for first-year students, are introductory in nature. They do
not assume that students have a background in the period or the area of the particular seminar
topic. The seminars introduce students to the study of historical methods, the examination of
particular questions of historical inquiry, and the development of analytical skills in reading
and w riling. The seminars are based on extensive reading, class discussion, and multiple short,
critical essays. Enrollment is limited to sixteen students in each seminar,
lor a full description o\ first-year seminars, sec pages 137-45.
1 lc. Memoirs and Memory in American History. Spring 2005. Conmi C hi \ng.
1 2c. I topia: Intentional Communities in America, 1630-1997. Fall 2004. Sarah McMahon.
15c. Frontier Crossings: The Western Experience in American History. Spring 2006.
M \i mi w Ki iv, l i
.
Nunc .is Environmental Studies 15.)
17c,d. The Cuban Revolution. Fall 2004. Allhn Wn i s.
Same as Latin American Studies 17.)
20c. In Sickness and in Health: Public Health in Europe and the United States. Fall 2005.
S nL. Tan inbaum.
me as Women's Studies 20.)
2 1 c. I'la\ en and Spectators: Histor\ , ( ulturc, and Sports. Fall 2004. Si SANL. I \\ wh \i \i.
24c.d. Contemporary Argentina. Fall 2005. Ai 1 1 \ Wi 1 1 s.
Same as Latin American Studies 24.)
26c.d. Gandhi and His Critics. 1 all 2004. R \( in i Sii km \v
\sian Studies 26.)
Bed Seekers' Live* 1 all 2005. Kiddi R Smii h.
\sian Studies 28.)
[ntroductory, Interinediate, and Advanced Courses
1m, intermediate seminal s20S. 209, 210, 21 1,212, 228,235, 247, 249, 253, 257, 281,285,
286, ,iini 288, ami advanced problems courses, see pages 173 75.
60t
. Introdnction t<> Historical w riting. Fall 2004. Patrk kRael.
Seminal oursc foi using on ski IK necessary for analytic and critical writing, with special
attention to drafting and revision <>i studenl essays Pro> ides practice in basic research and
analyti< al skills required foi working in hisi<u\ (and i>> •> lessei degree othei social sciences
and humanities), .i\m\ addresses basi< grammai problems frequend) encountered in college
\c\ D i i •< 'Miii toward the majoi <>i minoi in history
[125c. Entering Modernity: I nropean lew ry#]
I26< . I he Making ol Modern I umpe. 1848-1918. Spun- 2006. Paoi HfiRRI in'
I
' :ical innovations of the nineteenth century Industrial Revolution brought about
drarnatM transformations in \ iituall) i phere of European life, resulting in the birth <>i
the uxHlern m.i m which we siiii live toda) Rus surve) course explores the
I uropean tas«. ination with indu (trial : ith the possibilities it promised and
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the many new questions and problems that it raised. Concludes with an extensive examination
of the First World War, which demonstrated not only the awesome power brought to man
through modern technology, but also the equally awesome responsibilities that came along
with it.
139c. The Civil War Era. Fall 2004. Patrick Rael.
Examines the coming of the Civil War and the war itself in all its aspects. Considers the
impact of changes in American society on the coming of the war, the sectional crisis and
breakdown of the party system, the practice of Civil War warfare, and social ramifications of
the conflict. Includes readings of novels and viewing of films. Students are expected to enter
with a basic knowledge of American history, and a commitment to participating in large class
discussions. (Same as Africana Studies 139.)
[140c,d. War and Society.]
142c. The United States since 1945. Spring 2005. Daniel Lkvine.
Consideration of social, intellectual, political, and international history. Topics include the
Cold War; the survival of the New Deal; the changing role of organized labor; Keynesian,
post-Keynesian, or anti-Keynesian economic policies; and the urban crisis. Readings com-
mon to the whole class and the opportunity for each student to read more deeply in a topic of
his or herown choice. Limited to first- and second-year students. Others may enroll at the start
of the semester, if room is available.
[180c,d. Living in the Sixteenth Century.]
201c. History ofAncient Greece: Bronze Age to the Death ofAlexander. Spring 2006. The
Department.
Surveys the history of Greek-speaking peoples from the Bronze Age (c. 3000-1 100 B.C.)
to the death of Alexander the Great in 323 b.c. Traces the political, economic, social, religious,
and cultural developments of the Greeks in the broader context of the Mediterranean world.
Topics include the institution of the polis (city-state); hoplite warfare; Greek colonization; the
origins of Greek "science," philosophy, and rhetoric; and fifth-century Athenian democracy
and imperialism. Necessarily focuses on Athens and Sparta, but attention is also given to the
variety of social and political structures found in different Greek communities. Special
attention is given to examining and attempting to understand the distinctively Greek outlook
in regard to gender, the relationship between human and divine, freedom, and the divisions
between Greeks and barbarians (non-Greeks). A variety of sources—literary, epigraphical,
archaeological—are presented, and students learn how to use them as historical documents.
(Same as Classics 211.)
202c. Ancient Rome. Spring 2005. Irene Polinskaya.
Surveys the history of Rome from its beginnings to the fourth century a.d. Considers the
political, economic, religious, social, and cultural developments of the Romans in the context
of Rome's growth from a small settlement in central Italy to the dominant power in the
Mediterranean world. Special attention is given to such topics as urbanism, imperialism, the
influence of Greek culture and law, and multiculturalism. The course introduces different
types of sources—literary, epigraphical, archaeological, etc.—and students learn how to use
them as historical documents. (Same as Classics 212.)
204c. Science, Magic, and Religion. Spring 2005. Dallas Denery.
Traces the origins of the scientific revolution through the interplay between late-antique
and medieval religion, magic, and natural philosophy. Particular attention is paid to the
conflict between paganism and Christianity, the meaning and function of religious miracles,
the rise and persecution of witchcraft and Renaissance hermeticism. (Same as Religion 204.)
[205c. A History of the Body.]
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206c. Karls Modern Kurope. Fall 2004. Dallas Dlnery.
\ sun B) i 't European culture and society from the later Middle Ages to the origins of the
Enlightenment
216c. The French Revolution. Fall 2005. Pu l Friedi \nd.
In the turbulent and \ iolenl years from 1 789 to 1815. France experienced virtually every
form ot go\ eminent know n to the modern world. After a briefoverview of the old regime, the
focus turns to exploration of the politics of the Revolution, as well as Revolutionary culture
m general i the arts, theater, songs, fashion, the cult of the guillotine, attitudes low aids race and
genden. Uses texts and images produced by the Revolutionaries themselves whenever
possible.
218c. The Histors of Russia, 1825-1953. Fall 2004. Page Hi kri iv;i k.
Examines major transformations in Russian society, culture, and politics from 1825 to
1953. Among topics explored through novels, autobiographies, film, and other primal)
documents are: life in "Old Regime" Russia, attempts at reform and modernization in the late
nineteenth century, the rise of the revolutionary mosement and the Revolutions o\ 1905 and




[219c. Russia's Twentieth Century: Revolution and Beyond.]
220c. Judaism, Christianity, and Antisemitism. Spring 2005 Si SAN L. TANANBA1 M.
An analysis o\ the persistence of anti-Jewish attitudes through history, with a special
emphasis on the Hitler regime's attempt to destroy European Jews and their culture.
Beginning with a brief overview of the Greco-Roman world and medieval Europe, empha-
sizes the rise o\ racial and political antisemitism and the experiences o\ victims, bs slanders.
and Perpetrators of the Holocaust. Readings locus on primars texts and sccondars analysis.
Students have the opportunit) to develop individual research projects.
221c. Histors of England, 1485-1688. Spring 2006. Si s\\ I.. I \\ \\h\i \i.
\ miiscs of the political, cultural, religious, social, and economic histors oi 'carls modern
land, from the reign ol I lenrj VII, the first I udor ruler, to the outbreak o\ the Glorious
Resolution. Topics for consideration include the Tudorand Stuart monarchs, the Elizabethan
Settlement, the English ( is il w ar, ( Oliver ( Cromwell, and the Restoration.
223C Modern Britain, 1837 to the 1990s, I all 2004. Si SAN L. TANANBAl si.
\ social history ol modern Britain from the use of urban industrial society in the carls
nineteenth ccntur) to the present. Topics include the impact of the industrial revolution,
ilturation ol the working classes, the impact ol liberalism, the reform movement, and
\ ictorian society. ( Concludes with an analysis ^\ the domestic impact ol the world wars and
i ntemporar) boc ietj
224(
.
I beModern Middle EmfcThe irab-IsraeU ( onfUct Fall 2005. Si sanL. T s\ snb si m
\ historical overview ol the Middle l ast during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
with particulai emphasis «>n the \nb Israeli conflict I ocuses on the disintegration ol the
in. in I mpire, the role <>i Islam, British rule in the region, Palestine, Jewish and Vrab
and the intifada, and ends with a discussion ol peace initiatives.
227( . ( it\ .iiid I anils* apt in Modern lairopi : I ondon. Paris. \ irnna, Berlin I ill 2005
J 1 1 l PEAJU si
lutionofthe builtenvironment in fourEuropean cities from the mid eighteenth < entur)
\ variet) ol I uphs. natural resources, politics,
industrialization.transportation, planning, and architectural design are considered as
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determinants of city form. Topics include the shaping of capital cities, housing parks, public
spaces, boulevards and streets, urban infrastructure, and environmental problems. (Same as
Environmental Studies 227.)
230c. Interpretations of American History. Spring 2006. Daniel Levine.
Considers four or five topics from the American Revolution to the present, as related to
social change, including the American Revolution, slavery, Jacksonian democracy, the cold
war, and the philosophy of history. Students read different works on the same subject and
discuss how and why historians come to different conclusions about the same subject. Many
history majors have found this course crucial because of its emphasis on critical reading and
because it deals explicitly with the philosophy of history and historiography. Non-majors may
find the course useful as a review survey of American history and for practice in reading
analytically and writing critical essays. Students should not buy books before the first class,
since not all students will read each book.
231c. Social History of Colonial America, 1607-1763. Spring 2006. Sarah McMahon.
A study of the founding and growth of the British colonies in North America. Explores the
problems of creating a new society in a strange environment; the effects of various goals and
expectations on the development of the thirteen colonics; the gradual transformation of
European, Native American, and African cultures; and the later problems of colonial maturity
and stability as the emerging American society outgrew the British imperial system.
232c. History of the American West. Fall 2004. Connie Chiang.
Survey of what came to be called the Western United States from the early sixteenth
century to the present. Topics include Euro-American relations with Native Americans; the
expansion and growth of the federal government into the West; the exploitation of natural
resources; the creation of borders and national identities; race, class, and gender relations; the
influence of immigration and emigration; violence and criminality; cities and suburbs; and the
enduring persistence of the "frontier" myth in American culture. Students write several papers
and engage in weekly discussion based upon primary and secondary documents, art, literature,
and film. (Same as Environmental Studies 232.)
233c. American Society in the New Nation. Fall 2004. Sarah McMahon.
A social history ofthe United States from the Revolutionary era through the age ofJackson.
Topics include the social, economic, and ideological roots of the movement for American
independence; the struggle to determine the scope of the Constitution and the shape of the new
republic; the emergence of an American identity; and the diverging histories of the North,
South, and West in the early nineteenth century.
234c. Lawn Boy Meets Valley Girl: Gender and the Suburbs. Spring 2005. Jennifer
Scanlon.
The suburbs, where the majority of the nation's residents live, have been alternately praised
as the most visible sign of the American dream and vilified as the vapid core ofhomogeneous
Middle America. How did the "burbs" come about, and what is their significance in American
life? This course will begin with the history of the suburbs from the mid-nineteenth century
to the post-World War II period, exploring the suburb as part of the process of national
urbanization. The second part of the course will explore more contemporary cultural
representations of the suburbs in popular television, film, and fiction. Particular attention is
paid to gender, race, and consumer culture as influences in the development of suburban life.
(Same as Women's Studies 235.)
236c,d. The History of African Americans, 1619-1865. Spring 2005. Patrick Rael.
Examines the history of African Americans from the origins of slavery in America through
the death of slavery 'during the Civil War. Explores a wide range of topics, including: the Old
World contexts to slavery in North America, the Atlantic slave trade, the emergence of
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plantation society . control and resistance on the plantation, the culture and family structure
tfenskn ed African Americans, free black communities, and finally, the coming of the Civil
W ai and the death of slaveiy. Sources include important slave narratives and several films.
S meas \fricana Studies 236.)
[237e,d. The History of African Americans from 1865 to the Present.]
240c.d. Motown to Hip Hop: Black Culture and Society in the Post-Civil Rights Era.
Spring 2005. Mr. Stah man.
\ look at the relationship between music and social conditions from the apex of the Civil
Rights Movement in 1963 to the present. Looks at both the political economy of music
production and the cultural meanings of the music and its relation to social conditions. (Same
as Africana Studies 205. i
Prerequisite: Pre\ ious course in Africana studies or history.
242c. Environmental History of North America. Fall 2005. Matthew Klingle.
Explores relationships between ideas of nature, human transformations of the environ-
ment, and the impact o\ nature on human events. Topics include the "Columbian exchange."
race and class relations, gender and labor, the role of science and technology, the influence
of the westward expansion and colonialism, politics, urbanization, and the changing under-
standings of •"nature** in North American cultures. (Same as Environmental Studies 242.)
243c. The (ml Rights Movement Fall 2005. Daniel Levine.
Concentrates on the period from 1954 to 1970 and shows how various individuals and
groups have been pressing for racial justice for decades. Special attention is paid to social
action groups ranging from the NAACPtothe SNCC. and to important individuals, both well
know m BookerT. Washington land less well known (John Doar). Readings mostly in primal")
sources I Ktensive use of the PBS video scries "Eyes on the Prize." (Same as Africana
Studies 241 )
244c. City, \nti-( "it>, and I topia: Building Urban America. Fall 2004. Jnu Pi oilman.
Explores the evolution of the American cit\ from the beginning of industrialization to the
present age *>t mass communications. Focuses on the underlying explanations for the
American city's physical form b\ examining cultural values, technological advancement,
aesthetic theories, anil social Structure. Ma|in figures, places, and schemes in the areas of
urban design and architecture, social criticism, and reform are considered. ( Same as Em iron-
mental Studies 244 )
245c Bearing the I ntoM Story: Gender, Race, and Ethnicitj In the United States. Fall
I S AlilV
Women ofcolor are often ignored oi pushed to the margins. There is a cost to that absence.
obviously, i<>i women ol coloi "vsZora Neale Hurston put it. "There is no agon) like bearing
an unto inside you.** 1 here is also a cost to those vt ho are not women ol color, as women
ilor are encountered as objects, mi l km than subjects. Addrjesses the gaps and explores the
historic Mtemporar) issues affecting women ol coloi and theii ethnic/rax iaJ commu
nities in the I nited States Same as Uricana studies 245 and Women's Studies 245.
>
246 . Women in American History, 160CM900. 1 .ill 2005 S J \n m< Mahon.
i'. ol American women from the colonial period through the nineteenth
I (amines the changing roles and cin umstances ofwomen in both public and private
'ii i.imiK re possibilities, paid and unpaid work, education, ideals ol
i women ' ; rights, and feminism Class, ethnh .religious, and racial differences
ommon experi u explored
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248c. Family and Community in American History. Spring 2005. Sarah McMahon.
Examines the American family as a functioning social and economic unit within the
community from the colonial period to the present. Topics include gender relationships; the
purpose of marriage; philosophies of child-rearing; demographic changes in family structure;
organization of work and leisure time; relationships between nuclear families and both
kinship and neighborhood networks; and the effects of industrialization, urbanization,
immigration, and social and geographic mobility on patterns of family life.
252c,d. Colonial Latin America. Fall 2004. Allen Wells.
Introduces students to the history of Latin America from pre-Columbian times to about
1825. Traces developments fundamental to the establishment of colonial rule, drawing out
regional comparisons of indigenous resistance and accommodation. Topics include the nature
of indigenous societies encountered by Europeans; exploitation of African and Indian labor;
evangelization and the role of the church; the evolution of race, gender, and class hierarchies
in colonial society; and the origins of independence in Spanish America and Brazil. (Same as
Latin American Studies 252.)
255c,d. Modern Latin America. Fall 2005. Allen Wells.
Traces the principal economic, social, and political transformations in Latin America from
the wars of independence to the present. Focuses on the national trajectories of Mexico, Cuba,
Peru, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile, with some attention to the countries of Central America.
Topics include colonial legacies and the aftermath of independence; the consolidation of
nation-states and their insertion in the world economy; the evolution of land and labor
systems; the politics of state-building, reform, and revolution; industrialization and class
formation; military regimes and foreign intervention; and the emergence of social move-
ments.
256c,d. Environment and Society in Latin America. Spring 2006. Allen Wells and
Nathaniel Wheelwright.
Examines the evolving relationship between the environment, politics, and culture in
Central America and the Caribbean. Topics include the environmental impact of economic
development; colonialism; the predominance of plantation monoculture, slavery, and other
forms of coerced labor; and political instability. (Same as Environmental Studies 256.)
258c,d. Latin American Revolutions. Spring 2005. Allen Wells.
Examines revolutionary change in Latin America from a historical perspective, concen-
trating on four cases of attempted revolutionary change—Cuba, Chile, Nicaragua, and
Guatemala. Popular images and orthodox interpretations are challenged and new propositions
about these processes are tested. External and internal dimensions of each of these social
movements are analyzed and each revolution is discussed in the full context of the country's
historical development. (Same as Latin American Studies 258.)
[259c,d- History of South Asia.]
261c,d- Modern South Asia. Fall 2004. Rachel Sturman.
Chronological and thematic introduction to the history of South Asia from the rise of the
Mughal Empire to the present. Topics include early modern state formation, Mughal society
and cultural forms, the rise of British imperial power, colonial economy and society, the
emergence of anti-colonial nationalism, independence and partition, secularism and religious
fundamentalisms, and democracy and inequality in post-colonial South Asia. (Same as Asian
Studies 256.)
Co. Instruction
2o3c.d. Politics and Popular Culture in Twentieth-Century India. Spring 2005. Rachel
S RMAN.
I (amines the new forms of politics and of popular culture that shaped rwenueth-centurj
modernit) in India. Topics include the emergence ofmass politics, ideologies of nationalism
and communalism, the partition of the subcontinent and communities of violence, urbaniza-
tion and the creation of new publics, modern visual culture, democracy, caste, gender and
ial movements, and the politics ofdevelopment hocuses on the relationship between new
^-political tonus and new technologies of representation and communcation. (Same as
\sian Studies 258.)
2o5c.d. The Histon of South Africa. Fall 2004. RANDOLPH Si \ki MAN.
An introduction to the political and economic processes that have shaped black/white
relations and an examination of the prospects for the development of a successful multi-racial
[ iety, economic development, and political stability. (Same as Atricana Studies 265.)
267c.d. Africa Since 1K50. Spring 2005. RANDOLPH Si \ki MAN.
An examination of the most important e\ entsofthe past 1 5( I > ears that ha\ e shaped toda\ 's
\tnca. Topics include the East African slave trade and the end of slaver) in Africa. Islamic
jihads and states. European conquest and forms of resistance and collaboration, the nature of
colonial rule, the emergence of cash cropping and ( forced) migrant labor. African nationalism
and "Hag" independence, the rise and fall of Apartheid, and the political troubles of post
independence \tnca. (Same as Africana Studies 267.)
270e.d. \n International Histon of Modern Korea, 1600-l c>50. Spring 2005 T\i Y w,
K * \k.
\ surve) ofthe cultural, political, and social impact of Korea's internationalization from
earls modern times to the contemporars period. Studies dynastic change in China, invasion
from Japan, and Western imperialism, as well as domestic ( 'onluciani/ation in the context of
the modern transformation o\ Korea. Amis to introduce Korean histor) to those students w ith
little Of no exposure to Korea and to challenge cominonK held assumptions b\ those that t.\o.
I Same aa Kskaa Studies 224.
»
|271c,d. The Material ( ulture of Ancient China.
|
272e.d. ( 'osmic Sexualities in Kast and South Asian Cultures. I all 2004. Kmni R Smiih.
i mines conceptions of the cosmos based on sexual metaphors m the Cultures ol China.
nbet and India, especiall) the Daoist, Buddhist and Hindu traditions Emphasis on how
human social realities shape and are shaped In s\ stems ol belief Topics include the \ .ii \ in;'
complementarities ol \ in yang, \ab \um. and Si\a S.ikli (Same .is \sian Studies 272 . i
273l al. \ So< ial llistoi \ of Sliainanisin in last \sia. I all 2005. Kiddi k Smiiii
\\ hat kinds ol societies fostershamank practice 'How do variant social structuresgive use
t«> analyticall) similai religious activity ' Studies the cultures ol Siberia, ancient China,
medieval Japan, andpremodem I ibel against the larger patterns ofshamanic practices inothei
f the world (Same a \sian Studies 273.)
requisite \n\ one ol the following: \sian Studies/Hlstor) 2S, Asian Studies 81,
\sisin Studies/lliston 276, Religion 101, oi permission ol the instructoi
27 it .d. ( imu s, Poctr] .ind Society. Fall 2005 Kidder Smith.
i poctr) from earl) times through its great nourishing in the rang
i in its social, political, and religious contexts Students who
trolled in thi innot repeat the course for credit (Same as \sian
Studies r i
|27(m.«i. \ Histon oi nbet]
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283c,d. The Origins of Japanese Culture and Civilization. Fall 2004 and Fall 2005.
Thomas Conlan.
How do a culture, a state, and a society develop? Designed to introduce the culture and
history of Japan by exploring how "Japan" came into existence, and to chart how patterns of
Japanese civilization shifted through time. We try to reconstruct the tenor of life through
translations of primary sources, and gain a greater appreciation of the unique and lasting
cultural and political monuments of Japanese civilization. (Same as Asian Studies 283.)
284c,d- The Emergence ofModern Japan. Spring 2005 and Spring 2006. Thomas Conlan.
What constitutes a modern state? How durable are cultures and civilizations? Examines the
patterns of culture in a state that managed to expel European missionaries in the seventeenth
century, and came to embrace all things Western as being "civilized" in the mid-nineteenth
century. Compares the unique and vibrant culture ofTokugawa Japan with the rapid program
of industrialization in the late nineteenth century, which resulted in imperialism, international
wars, and ultimately, the post-war recovery. (Same as Asian Studies 284.)
Intermediate Seminars
The following seminars offer the opportunity for more intensive work in critical reading and
discussion, analytical writing, library or archival research, and thematic study than is available
in the intermediate (200-level) lecture courses. They are intended for majors and non-majors
alike, but, because they are advanced intermediate courses, they assume some background in
the discipline and may require previous course work in history or the permission of the
instructor (see individual course descriptions for prerequisites). Enrollment is limited to
sixteen students. The intermediate seminars are not open to first-year students. They do not
fulfill the history major requirement for a 300-level seminar.
208c. The History of History. Fall 2004. Dallas Denery.
Seminar. What is history and how do we come to know it? Does history follow a plan and,
if so, what sort of plan? Examines the practice of historical inquiry from the ancient world to
Marx with particular emphasis on the way in which religious thought has shaped conceptions
of history. Topics include apocalyptic history, conspiracy theory, and the idea of progress.
Prerequisite: one previous course in history.
209c. Cultures of Deception: The Court in European History. Spring 2005. Dallas
Denery.
Seminar. Often looked upon as the source of European (indeed, Western) notions of
civility and etiquette, the court was also a place of intrigue, gratuitous backstabbing, and grand
deception. Examines the trajectory of the noble court from the early Middle Ages through the
end of the Ancien Regime, with particular attention to its role in the construction of early
modern notions of the subject.
210c. Modernity and Its Critics. Fall 2005. Paul Friedland.
Seminar. Explores the concept ofmodernity through the eyes of its greatest critics. Authors
read include Rousseau, Burke, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, Marx, Weber, Kafka, Freud, Ben-
jamin, Adorno, Hokheimer, Heidegger, and Foucault.
211c. Holocaust: History and Historiography. Spring 2006. Susan L. Tananbaum.
Seminar. Explores several topics in the history of the Holocaust. Considers the European
context and Jewish life in Europe on the eve ofWorld War II. In particular, reviews historical
debates in order to understand differing interpretations of the past. Topics include anti-
Semitism, responses of surrounding populations, Jewish leadership, resistance, and the role
of the Church. -
Prerequisite: Previous course in European or Jewish history, or permission of the
instructor.
174 Courts ofInstruction
212c. The Eighteenth Century and the Birth of Modern Thought. Fall 2004. P\ii
Friedland.
Seminar. At the beginning ofthe eighteenth century in Europe, criminals were tortured in
public, witches were still being prosecuted, and Jews and other pariahs were marked with
special badges. B) mid-centur\. these practices were under attack b\ a cultural and intellec-
tual resolution known as "The Enlightenment" Through reading circles, coffee houses, and
salons where philosophers gathered to discuss the latest ideas, a new system of rationality
spread throughout Europe (and. eventually, much of the world). Explores this radical shift in
thought and culture that destroyed the old waj of thinking and ushered in an "age of reason"
that has dominated Western thought to the present day.
22<Xc. Medicine. Public Health, and History. Spring 2005. Si s\\ 1. Tan \\b\i \i.
Seminar. Explores major medical development in Europe and America. Analyzes social,
cultural, and historical factors that influence our perceptions of sickness, health., patients,
practitioners, and medical treatment.
Prerequisite: One pre\ ious course in European or American histoi \
235c. Green Injustice: Environment and Equity in North American History. Fall 2005
M \i mi v* Ki i\(,i i
.
inai Examines the historical foundations ofem ironmentaJ racism andenvironmental
justice in North America. Students investigate how tensions between inclusion and exclusion
through time have blurred the boundaries between nature and culture. Explores such topics
as the expulsion ofNative Americans from public lands; agriculture and antebellum slavei) :
immigration, disease, and the rise of public health and urban planning: the impact of weeds
and invasive species uponcommunity relations in theWest; the roleofscience and technology
in defining cn\ ironmentaJ and social problems: class conflict and consen ation polic) ; and the
transnational dimensions o\ pollution. I Same ;is Environmental Studies 235.)
247c. Maine: \ ( onununit} and Environmental History. Spring 2005. S \k \n M( M \nov
Seminar. Examines the evolution of \ arious Maine ecological communities inland, hill
country, and coastal. Begins with pre-colonial habitats and the transfer o\ English and
I uropean agricultural traditions in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and explores the
development of those communities through the earl) twentieth century. Research projects
foCUS mi the agricultural anil ecological liistorv ol two local rural properties and then
surrounding neighborhoods. I Same .is Environmental Studies 247.)
requisite: Pre* ious course in histor) or permission ol the instructor.
249c. Histoi \ ol \\ omen's \ oices in America. Fall 2005. S \k \n Mi M won.
.in.ii Examination ol women's voices in America from 1650 to the present, as these
emerged in private letters, journals, and men ious. poetr) . short stories, and novels; prescrip
live literature, ^mw and addresses. Readings from the secondary literature provide .t
historical framework foi examining women's writings, Research projects locus on the form
and content ofwomen* s literature and the ways thai u illuirimates women's understandin
reactions and i i their historical situation (Same as Women's Studlea 249.)
I'
1 ion in histor)
U al I and and I tbor in I alin \im rica. Spring 2005 \i I i \ \\ I I I s.
nun l namines economic theories tnat historical!) nave been advanced to explain the
lopment (and underdevelopment) in Latin America In the latter portion ofthe
ii-nis test these theorie b) applying them to specific economic problems currentl)
I aim \meri i u i latin \nuiiian Studies 253.)
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257c,d. Law and Colonial Society in British India. Spring 2005. Rachel Sturman.
Seminar. The British were fond ofdescribing the rule of law as their foremost "gift" to their
Indian subjects. What did this law actually entail, both for the colonial rulers and for their
colonized subjects? How did the British create a legal system for India, and what was the role
of law within colonial Indian society? Draws on primary and secondary sources, examining
law as a central arena for understanding colonial governance and political modernity. Topics
include key colonial legal campaigns, such as the effort to reform Hindu marriage and the
campaign to identify and eradicate "criminal castes and criminal tribes." Also explores the
contentious formation of religious laws of the family administered by the colonial state, the
role of race and gender in defining colonial legal subjecthood, and the legacies of colonial law
for the post-colonial Indian nation state. (Same as Asian Studies 257.)
Prerequisite: At least one history course. Some background in South Asian history or
culture is beneficial, but is not required.
281c,d. The Courtly Society of Heian Japan. Fall 2004. Thomas Conlan.
Seminar. Japan's courtly culture spawned some of the greatest cultural achievements the
world has ever known. Based on the Tale ofGenji, a tenth-century novel of romance and
intrigue, the students attempt to reconstruct the complex world of courtly culture in Japan,
where marriages were open and easy, even though social mobility was not; and where the
greatest elegance, and most base violence, existed in tandem. (Same as Asian Studies 281.)
285c,d. Conquests and Heroes. Spring 2005. Thomas Conlan.
Seminar. Examines the experience of war in China, Japan, and Europe in order to ascertain
the degree to which war is a culturally specific act. In addition to exploring narratives of battle,
"heroic" qualities of European, Chinese, and Japanese figures are also investigated. A
secondary theme constitutes an examination of the impact the thirteenth-century Mongol
Invasions had on each of these military cultures. (Same as Asian Studies 285.)
286c,d- Japan and the World. Fall 2005. Thomas Conlan.
Seminar. Explores Japan's relations with China, Korea, and Europe in premodern and
modern contexts. Also explores larger issues of state identity and culture in East Asia. (Same
as Asian Studies 286.)
288c. The Progressive Movement. Spring 2005. Daniel Levine.
Seminar. Around the turn of the last century, between 1890 and 1920, most of the issues
in the United States in the twentieth century either emerged or re-emerged; corporate mergers,
anti-trust legislation, urbanization and its problems, welfare in an industrial setting, the
NAACP (founded in 1909), women's rights, labor unions and violent class conflict, the
United States as a participant in international politics. Readings, book reports, and a research
paper of the student's own design.
Advanced Seminars
The 300-level problems courses in history engage students in the close investigation of certain
historical "problems." Following a critical reading and discussion of representative primary
and secondary sources, with attention to issues of methodology and interpretation, students
develop an independent, primary research topic related to the central problem of the course,
which culminates in an analytical essay of substantial length. Sufficient background in the
discipline and field is assumed, the extent of it depending on whether these courses build upon
courses found elsewhere in the history curriculum. Enrollment is limited to sixteen students.
Majors in fields other than history are encouraged to consider these seminars.
176 Courses of Instruction
blems in Modem European History
31 1c Experiments in Totalitarianism: Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia. Fall 2005. Page
Herrlingi k.
Compares and contrasts the nature ofsociet) and culture undertwo ofthis centurj *s most
"totalitarian" regimes — fascism under the Nazis in Germany, and socialism under the
Bolsheviks in the Soviet Union. Prior course work in either modern Germany or Russia is
Strongl) recommended, and students ma) focus their researeh project on either countr) . or a
comparison of both.
314c The Histor\ of (rime and Punishment in Modern Europe. Fall 2004. Put
Fro di \m>.
From the spectacles oftorture and execution in old regime Europe to modern "correctional
facilities" this course will explore changing definitions ofcrime and the attempts to eradicate
it. Particular attention w ill be paid to revolutionary regimes ( Revolutionary France, Revolu-
tionar) Russia. Nazi German) etc.). Students will prepare an original researeh paper on the
related topic o\ their choosing.
Problems in British History
[322c. Race, Gender, and Kthnieit) in British and European Society.]
Problems in American History
|32Xe. Nature's Stories: Researeh Methods in Environmental History.]
330d I \\entieth-('entur\ United States Social and Cultural History. Fall 2004 (own
Cm w,.
\ researeh seminar exploring ke) topics and themes in twentieth-century United States
social and cultural bistorj . including race and gender, labor relations, acth ism. immigration
and migration, and popular culture. Students write a major researeh paper 00 a topic ol" their
Choice, based upon original researeh.
Prerequisite: One previous course in United States history.
332c Community in America, 1600-1900. Spring 2006. Sarah McMahov
I uploresthe ideals ol communit) in Ajnerican histor) . focusingonchange, continuity .ami
diversity in the social, economic, and cultural realities ofcommunit) experience. Examines
the formation »>i new communities on a ''frontier" thai moved westward from the Atlantic
i to the Pacific; the changing face ol communit) that accompanied modernization,
urbanization and Immigration, and suburbanization; ami the attempts to create alternative
j ommunities either separate from or contained within established communities
336cd. Research in Nineteenth-Centur) United States History. Spring 2005. PaTRW k
Rael.
\ researc h course foi maims and interested non majors that c ulminates in a single 25 ;(|
h papei Students ma) choose an) topi< in Civil Wai 6i African American
histor)
. broadl) defined I his is a spot ial opportunity todelve into Bowdoin's rich collections
ofprimar) lource documents (Same as ifHcana Studies 336.)
I )iu previous course in I sited States histor)
itin \merit on lltstoi \
(51cd\ iii« Mexican Revolution. Spring >n,, '> \m n Wells.
\n examination «•! ii R volution i l''K) 1920) and us impact on modem
i
i
i include the role ol state formation since the revolution, agrarian
ii. i s '' in relations, immigration and other border issues
i atsn \ini i it .m Studies )52,
It <l I'rohlems of I iidi i dt \» Inpim -ill in I atin \ iim rii ;i.
|
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Problems in Asian History
370c,d. Problems in Chinese History. Fall 2004. Kidder Smith.
Reviews the whole of Chinese history. Students develop their research skills and write a
substantial research paper. Primarily for seniors. (Same as Asian Studies 370.)
380c,d. The Warrior Culture of Japan. Spring 2006. Thomas Conlan.
Explores the "rise" of the warrior culture of Japan. In addition to providing a better
understanding of the judicial and military underpinnings of Japan's military "rule" and the
nature of medieval Japanese warfare, shows how warriors have been perceived as a dominant
force in Japanese history. Culminates in an extended research paper. (Same as Asian Studies
380.)
Prerequisite: History 283, History 284 or permission of the instructor.
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study. The Department.
451c, 452c. Honors Seminar. Every year. The Department.
Interdisciplinary Majors
A student may, with the approval of the departments concerned and the Recording Committee,
design an interdisciplinary major to meet an individual, cultural, or professional objective.
Bowdoin has nine interdisciplinary major programs that do not require the approval of the
Recording Committee because the departments concerned have formalized their require-
ments. These programs are in art history and archaeology, art history and visual arts, chemical
physics, computer science and mathematics, English and theater, Eurasian and East European
studies, geology and chemistry, geology and physics, and mathematics and economics. A
student wishing to pursue one of these majors needs the approval of the departments
concerned.
Art History and Archaeology
Requirements
1 . Art History 101, 212, 222, and one ofArt History 302 through 388; Archaeology 101,
102, and any three additional archaeology courses, at least one of which must be at the 300
level.
2. Any two art history courses numbered 10 through 388.
3. One of the following: Classics 101, 211, 212, or 291 (Independent Study in Ancient
History); Philosophy 111; or an appropriate course in religion at the 200 level.
4. Either Art History 401 or Archaeology 401.
Art History and Visual Arts
Requirements
1. Art History: 101. One non-Eurocentric course numbered 1 10 or higher; four additional
courses numbered 200 or higher; and one 300-level seminar.
2. Visual Arts: 150, 160, and either 250 or 260; and three additional courses in visual arts,
at least one of which must be numbered 270 or higher.
178 Courses of Instruction
Chemical Physics
Requirements
1 themistr} 109. 1 19, or 159, and 251; Mathematics 161, 171, and 181 or 223; Physics
103, 104, and 229.
2. Chemistry 252 or Physics 310.
3, Two courses from Chemistry 254, 310, 340, 350, or approved topics in 401, 402, 451
or 452; Physks 223, 251, 256, 320, or approved topics in 401, 402, 451 or 452. At least one
of these must at the 300 level or above. Other possible electives may be available; interested
students should check with the departments.
Computer Science and Mathematics
Requirements
1 Computer Science 103, 105 or 107, and 210.
2. Mathematics 181 and 200.
3. (Omputer Science 231 and 289. (Same as Mathematics 231 and 289.)
4. Two additional Computer Science courses from: 250, any 300-level, and 401.
5 Three additional Mathematics courses from: 224, 225, 244, 249, 262, 264, 288, and 401.
Independent stud) (291 ) ma\ be applied to the major upon approval of the appropriate
department.
I ngUsh and Theater
The interdisciplinary major in English and theater focuses on the dramatic arts, broadly
construed, W itfa a significant emphasis on the critical Stud) ofdrama and literature. Students
ol English and theaterma) blend introductory and advanced coursework in both fields, while
maintaining flexibility m the locus ot their work. Honors theses in English and theater are
listed as honors m English and theater, rather than in either field individually. Students
completing an honors project should be guided b> facult) in both fields. Students w ho decide
to take this major are encouraged to work with advisors m both fields. Students wishing to
stud) abroad are allowed tocount twocourses in approved stud) awaj programs such as CBB,
the National I heater Institute. OT elsewhere toward the requirements for the major.
tin menta
l \n English tiisi year seminar oi loo level course, preferabl) English 106.
level theater course, pielcrabls Theater 101.
rhreetheatei courses from the following: 120, 1 30, 140, 150. 203, 220, 235. 2<>o,oi 270
i One< ourse hum English 210, 211, or 212; one course from English 223 or 230.
I Nk course in modern drama eithei English 2(>2. or its equivalent in another department,
l n iK h 313
c m theater, and one KX) level English seminal
r in I nglish .nid one elective in theatei oi dance at the 200 level oi highei
I urasian and Kasl I uropean Studies
upturn
I he mi 1
1 n.ii \ majoi iii I urasian and I asi i uropean Studies combines the stud) ol the
in anthropoK i >nomi< s, ( lei man, government,
men's studies rhe major emphasizes the common aspects ol the geo
i
; .a id i .i.i I urope, including the I uropean and taian countries ol the
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former USSR, East Central Europe, and the Balkans. The Eurasian and East European Studies
(EEES) major allows students to focus their study on one cultural, social, political or historical
topic, illuminating the interrelated linkages of these countries.
In the past, students studying Russian have had double majors in the above disciplines. This
major combines these fields into a study of one common theme, in order to provide a multi-
disciplinary introduction to the larger region, while allowing for an in-depth study of the
student's specific geographical area of choice. EEES independent study allows an interested
student to work with a faculty member(s)in order to merge introductory and advanced course
work into a focused and disciplined research project. Course work in the Russian language
or other regional languages is expected to start as early as possible in the student's academic
career.
Careful advising and consultation with EEES faculty members is essential to plan a
student's four-year program, taking into consideration course prerequisites, the rotation of
courses, and/or sabbatical or research leaves. Independent study allows a student to conduct
interdisciplinary research under the careful guidance of two or more advisers or readers.
Requirements
1. Two years of Russian (Russian 101, 102, 203, 204, or the equivalent in another language,
i.e., Bulgarian, Polish, Serbian/Croatian, etc.).
2. Four courses from the concentration core courses after consultation with EEES faculty. At
least one course should be at the 200 level and one at the 300 level or above. Upon petition
to EEES faculty, a student completing the EEES concentration can satisfy the requirement by
substituting a course from the complementary list of Russian courses (listed below) or through
independent studies in those cases in which: 1 ) faculty members are on sabbatical leave, 2)
the course is not rotated often enough, 3) a course is withdrawn (as when a faculty member
leaves), and/or 4) a new, related course is offered on a one-time-only basis.
3. Any two courses outside the EEES concentration to be selected from the complementary
list below, one at the 200 and one at the 300 level, or above. With approval of an EEES faculty
member, requirements (2) and (3) may be fulfilled in part by an independent study in the
concentration or in the area of complementary courses.
4. Only one introductory course or first-year seminar may count toward the major.
5. An honors project in either concentration requires two semesters of independent study for
a total of 1 1 courses in the major. EEES offers three levels of honors.
6. Off-campus study at an approved program is strongly recommended. Up to three courses
in an approved program may be counted toward the major.
7. If students choose a double major in EEES and Russian, only the first two years oflanguage
(Russian 101, 102, 203, and 204) may be double counted. No other courses may be double
counted.
EEES Concentration Core and Complementary Courses beyond Russian 204
A. Concentration in Russian/East European Politics, Economics, History, Sociology, and
Anthropology.
Core courses:
Anthropology 246 Peoples and Societies of the Balkans
Economics 221 Marxian Political Economy
Government 230 Post-Communist Russian Politics and Society
History 218 The History of Russia, 1825-1953
[History 219 Russia's Twentieth Century: Revolution and Beyond]
History 311 Experiments in Totalitarianism: Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia ~-
[Women's Studies
v
218 Sex and Socialism: Gender and Political Ideologies of the 20th Century]
Women's Studies 227 Women and World Development
180 Courses ofInstruction
B. Complementer) courses in Eurasian and East European Literature and Culture:
Ennan 31 7 German Literature since 1945
German 321 Before and After the Wall: East German Traditions in Literature. Culture, and Film
Germai infested Discourse: German Popular Film and Culture since Unification
Musk 2~.; Chorus i when content applies)
Mus bonis (when content applies)
Russian 21 The Culture of Nationalism
Russian 212 Fantasy, Satire, and Science Fiction: Making Sense of the Absurd in a Totalitarian
World
Russian 215 Russia, the Slavs, and Europe
Russian 220 Nineteenth-Centur\ Russian Literature
Russian 221 Soviet Worker Bees. Revolution, and Red Love in Russian Film
Russian 222 W omen in Russian Societ) and Culture
Russian 22.; Dostoevsk) and the Novel
| Russian 224 Dostoevsk) or Tolstoy]
Russian 251 Central Asia through Film and Literature
Courses in Russian:
Russian 307 Russian Folklore
Russian 309 Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature
Russian 310 Modern Russian Literature





Chemist r\ 109, 1 19, or 159, and lour courses from the follow ing: Chemistry 210,225,
226. 240. 251, and approved advanced courses.
2 Geotog} 101,202, and 262.
; l\\u courses from the following: Geolog) 220, 260, and 275.
4 Physics 103 and Mathematics 161 and 171.
I here arc many different emphases a student can give tO this major, depending on his or
her interests I .u this reason, the student should consult with the geolog) and chcmislis
departments in selecting electives.
( taologg and IMiysies
urements
i Chemistry 109,119f oi l59;Geolog3 101, 202, 241, 265; Mathematics 161, 171;
Physio 103, 104. and 223.
I id* i Physics 255 oi 300.
IditionaJ courses, 200 level oi above, in geolog) and/or physics.
Mathematfc i and I conomics
nu
I .Si . i ourses in mathematics as follows Mathematics 181, 12.2. 225. 265; and twool
Mathematics 224. 249, 264,304.
i Computet Science 210 oi Mathematici 244 oj 255 oi 305.





Administered by the Latin American Studies Committee;
Enrique Yepes, Chair
(See committee list, page 325)
Latin American Studies is an integrated interdisciplinary program that explores the cultural
heritage of Mesoamerica, the Caribbean, and South America. Its multidisciplinary approach
is designed to bring the scholarly methods and perspectives of several disciplines together in
fostering increased understanding of Latin America's history, political and economic reali-
ties, cultural diversity, and range of aesthetic expression. Competence in Spanish (or another
appropriate language such as French or Portuguese, with the approval of the administering
committee) is required, and it is recommended that students participate in a study-away
program in Latin America.
Requirements for the Major in Latin American Studies
The major in Latin American Studies consists of nine courses, including the following:
1) Latin American Studies 207, Latin American Cultures (Same as Spanish 207).
2) Two of the following courses:
a. Latin American Studies 252, Colonial Latin America (Same as History 252),
or Latin American Studies 255, Modern Latin America (Same as History 255).
b. A 200-level course in anthropology or sociology focused on Latin America.
3) A concentration of four additional courses centered on a particular geographic region
(Andean region, Caribbean, Mesoamerica, Southern Cone, etc.) or theme (colonization,
cultural hybridity, indigenous cultures, globalization, development issues, gender relations,
etc.) The four-course concentration will be selected by each major in consultation with the
faculty in Latin American Studies. The courses for the concentration should be primarily at
the 200- or 300-level.
4) An elective course in Latin American Studies, outside of the student's area of
concentration.
5) In the senior year, each major will have the option of completing:
a) a one- or two-semester independent study project or honors thesis, or
b) a 300-level seminar approved for Latin American Studies credit.
With the exception of courses taken at the CBB Quito Center, a maximum oftwo courses from
Bowdoin-approved off-campus study programs may count toward the major. A maximum of
two credits of independent study may be counted toward the major. Courses in which D and
Credit/D/Fail grades are received will not count toward the major.
Requirements for the Minor in Latin American Studies
The minor consists of at least one course at Bowdoin beyond the intermediate level in Spanish,
Latin American Studies 255, Modern Latin American History, and three additional
courses, two of which must be outside the student's major department. Independent studies
can meet requirements for the minor only with the approval by the Latin American Studies
Committee of a written prospectus of the work contemplated. Courses in which D and Credit/
D/Fail grades are received will not count toward the minor.
Courses ofInstruction
Program Honors
Students contemplating honors candidacy must have established records of A and B in
program course offerings and present clear!) articulated proposals for scholarly research.
Students must prepare and defend an honors thesis before a program faculty committee.
Course* Thai Satisfy Requirements for the Program:
Students ma) choose from the following list of courses to satisfy the requirements for the
major or minor in Latin American Studies. For full course descriptions and prerequisites, sec
individual course listings, or the respective departmental course listings.
Latin American Studies 35()c.d. Caribbean(s).
Latin American Studies 401c. d. -402c. d.
Atncana Studies [38c,d Music of the Caribbean.
[Anthropology 22Nb. Language, Culture, and Emotion.]
\nthropolog) 22%. d. Maya Archaeolog) and Ethnohistoiy.
\nthropolog) 237b. d. Family, (lender, and Sexuality in Latin America.
\nthropolog) 238b,d Culture and Power in the Andes
Art Histor\ L30c,d. Introduction to An from Ancient Mexico and Peru.
roomies 226b. d. Latin .American Economic Development
Environmental Studies 256c,d Environmenl and Society in Latin America
French 2<>7c.d francophone Cultures.
Histor) I7c.d. The Cuban Revolution.
Histor) 24c.d Contemporary Argentina.
Histor) 252c. d. Colonial Latin America.
HistoiA 253c,d Land and Labor in Latin America.
Historv 255c. d. Modern Latin America.
Histor) 256 c,d Environment and Society in I aim America
Histor) 258c,d Latin American Revolutions.
History ; ^A.*1 rhe Mexican Revolution.
[Histor) 354c. if The Problem ol Underdevelopment in I aim America.]
Musk I38c,d Music ol the Caribbean
Musk )31c,d Advanced Topics in Caribbean Musk
Spanish H)^<. Advanced Spanish
Spanish 207c. d. Latin \incncaii Culluics.
Spanish 209c. Introduction to the Stud) and Criticism ol Medieval and l arl) Modern
Hispanic I iterature
Spanish 2 l<>L Introduction to the Stud) and (Hue ism ol Modern Hispanic Literature
Spanish 32(> I Fopics in Hispanic American Literature I and II
[Spanish )21c,d Reading Modern PoetT) in the Americas.]
Spanish ( rhe Novel of Development in Contemporary Latin
American I iterature
Spanish I lispani( Short Stor)
Spanish - nioi Seminal foi Spanish Majors
Latin American Studies 1 83
First-Year Seminar
For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 137^45.
17c,d. The Cuban Revolution. Fall 2004. Allen Wells.
(Same as History 17.)
24c,d. Contemporary Argentina. Fall 2005. Allen Wells.
(Same as History 24.)
r
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
138c,d. Music of the Caribbean. Fall 2004. Joanna Bosse.
Surveys various musical traditions of the Caribbean, paying attention to the relation
between sociohistorical context and artistic practice. Organized by geographic region, but
addresses such larger issues as colonialism, nationalism, race, gender, and class. (Same as
Africana Studies 138 and Music 138.)
205c. Advanced Spanish. Every fall. Fall 2004. Elena Cueto-Asin and Enrique Yepes.
The study of a variety ofjournalistic and literary texts and visual media, together with an
advanced grammar review, designed to increase written and oral proficiency, as well as
appreciation of the cultural history of the Spanish-speaking world. Foundational course for
the major. Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with assistant.
(Same as Spanish 205.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 204 or placement.
206c,d. Francophone Cultures. Every fall. Fall 2004. Hanetha Vete-Congolo.
An introduction to the cultures of various French-speaking regions outside of France.
Examines the history, politics, customs, cinema, literature, and the arts of the Francophone
world, principally Africa and the Caribbean. Readings include newspaper and magazine
articles, short stories, and a novel. Students see and discuss television news, documentaries,
and feature films. (Same as French 207.)
Prerequisite: French 205 or permission of the instructor.
207c,d. Latin American Cultures. Spring 2005. Enrique Yepes and Gloria Medina-
Sancho.
A study of diverse cultural artifacts (literature, film, history, graffiti, and journalism)
intended to explore the ethnic and cultural heterogeneity of Latin American societies from
pre-Columbian times to the present, including the Latino presence in the United States.
Conducted in Spanish. (Same as Spanish 207.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 or permission of the instructor.
209c. Introduction to the Study and Criticism of Medieval and Early Modern Hispanic
Literature. Fall 2004. John Turner.
A chronological introduction to literature of the Spanish-speaking world from the Middle
Ages through 1800. Explores major works and literary movements of the Middle Ages, the
Spanish Golden Age, and Colonial Spanish America in their historical and cultural context.
(Same as Spanish 209.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 or permission of the instructor.
184 Courses ofInstruction
210c Introduction to the Study and Criticism of Modern Hispanic Literature. Spring
2005. Ji hn Ti km k.
Introduces students to the literatures of Spain and Spanish America from 1800 to the
present. Examines major authors and literar\ movements of modern Spain and Spanish
America in historical and cultural context. (Same as Spanish 210.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 or permission of the instructor.
22hn.d. Latin American Lconomic Development. Spring 2005. Sn mi \ J. Mi VRDON.
\ stud) of the persistent barriers and occasional successes in modern Latin American
economic development Analytical tools learned in economic principles courses, as well as
historical narratives and case studies, are applied to understand the roots o\' balance o\'
payments, exchange rale and debt crises, hyperinflation, doUarization, and regional and
income inequalities. Evaluates development policies ranging from the import-substituting
industrialization policies ofthe I950s-1970s, to the market-oriented reforms of the 1980s, to
the present. Also assesses aid and ad\ ice offered, and the constraints imposed, by multilateral
institutions including the QMF, World Bank, and Inter-American Development Bank. Dis-
cusses topical questions about the withholding of multilateral assistance to Argentina, and
initiatives towards regional integration, including the MHRCOSUR and the FTAA. in light
of economic theor\ and recent history. (Same as Lconomics 226.)
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and 102, or permission of the instructor.
1
22X1). Language, Culture, and Lmotion.)
22 ()l).d. Maya Archaeology and Ethnohistory. Fall 2004 l.i si n Shaw.
Focuses on the Maya civilization o\ Central America using archaeological data and
Spanish accounts o! traditional Mas a life at the time of the conquest. Topics include Ma\,i
adaptations to diverse tropical environments, the decipherment o( Maya writing, political
instability and warfare, and Maya COSmolog) and the continuation of these beliefs into
modern tunes. Semester projects are used for intensive research into selected issues ofMaya
archaeology (Same as Anthropology 229.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 102 or 202 or permission o\ the instructor.
238lui. Culture and Power in the Andes. I all 2004 Kkisi \ V w \ i i i i.
Explores the anthropology and histOT) ol the Andes, focusing on questions Oi cultural
transformation ami continuity in a region that has been integrated into western markets and
imaginations since 1532. when Francisco Pizarro and a band o\ fewer than two hundred
conquistadors swiftl) defeated the Inca empire Focuses on the ethnography, historical
anal) sis. popular t ulture, ami current events ol Bolh ia, Ecuador, ami Peru, fopics include
I ik .i t onoepts "i historj . Spanish colonization; Native Vndean cultural identity; household
and communit) organization; subsistence economies ami ecolog) . gendei . class, ami ethnic
relations, domestic and state i iolence; indigenous religion; contemporary political economy
;
t ocaine production; and migration (Same as Anthropology 238.)
requisite Pi ioti i nim in anthropolog) o\ mh ioloj
:-:< .d. ( oimiiai Latin America i all 200 I \i 1 1 n Wi i i s.
Introdu tudents to the histor) ol I atin America from pre Columbian tunes to about
I i
i lopmenUi fundamental to the e tablishmenl ol colonial rule, drawing out
ional comparisons of indigenous resistance and accommodation ropics include the nature
«»i indigenous encountered b) Europeans; exploitation oi Vfrican and Indian labor;
1 1 /ation and the role of the church; the evolution of race, gender, and class hierarchies
olonial and the origins of independence in Spanish Vmerica and Brazil (Same as
Mistui i 252
Latin American Studies 1 85
253c,d. Land and Labor in Latin America. Spring 2005. Allen Wells.
Seminar. Examines economic theories that historically have been advanced to explain the
process of development (and underdevelopment) in Latin America. In the latter portion of the
course, students test these theories by applying them to specific economic problems currently
facing Latin America. (Same as History 253.)
258c,d. Latin American Revolutions. Spring 2005. Allen Wells.
Examines revolutionary change in Latin America from a historical perspective, concen-
trating on four cases of attempted revolutionary change—Cuba, Chile, Nicaragua, and
Guatemala. Popular images and orthodox interpretations are challenged and new propositions
about these processes are tested. External and internal dimensions of each of these social
movements are analyzed and each revolution is discussed in the full context of the country's
historical development. (Same as History 258.)
[321c,d. Reading Modern Poetry in the Americas.]
331c,d. Advanced Topics in Caribbean Music. Spring 2005. Ms. Bosse.
Music is a sign system for expressing how we feel about our place in the world, and is
particularly adept for capturing the paradoxical nature of existence. Examines the diverse
musical traditions of the Caribbean and the relationship between musical expression and
collective identity formation, including such issues as the role of music in the construction of
class, race, nation, and gender. Engages students in discussion of how the legacies of
colonialism, slavery, and United States imperialism inform artistic practice in present-day
Caribbean societies. Includes extensive reading of scholarly literature, as well as listening and
writing assignments. (Same as Africana Studies 331 and Music 331.)
Prerequisite: One previous course in Latin American Studies.
335c. Coming of Age: The Novel of Development in Contemporary Latin American
Literature. Fall 2004. Gloria Medina-Sancho.
Examines a broad range of novels that deal with the adolescent's passage into adulthood
in a third world culture, a culture that itself is in the process of establishing a sense of identity
and destiny. Considers how these works relate to the traditional novel of development
(Bildungsroman), while questioning and subverting it in subtle ways. Authors may include,
among others, Pacheco, Skarmeta, Ferre, Castellanos, and Del Rio. (Same as Spanish 335.)
Prerequisite: Two of the following: Spanish 207, 208, 209, 210, or permission of the
instuctor.
337c. Hispanic Short Story. Fall 2004. John Turner.
An investigation of the short story as a literary genre, beginning in the nineteenth century,
involving discussion of its aesthetics, as well as its political, social and cultural ramifications
in the Spanish-speaking world. Authors include Pardo Bazan, Echevarria, Borges, Cortazar,
Garcia Marquez, Ferre, and others. (Same as Spanish 337.)
Prerequisite: Two of the following: Spanish 207, 208, 209, 210, or permission of the
instructor.
350c,d. Caribbean(s). Fall 2004. Allen Wells and Enrique Yepes.
Team-taught interdisciplinary examination of Caribbean history, culture, and society.
Topics to be discussed include colonial legacies, the plantation complex, diaspora and
migration, contesting power relations (race, gender, and ethnicity), the performance of
identity (e.g., carnival, tourism, and music), and trade and commodities.
351c. Senior Seminar for Spanish Majors. Spring 2005. Elena Cueto-Asin.
The seminar offers students the opportunity to synthesize work done in courses at Bowdoin
and abroad. The topic will change each year. (Same as Spanish 351.)
This course is requiredfor the major in Spanish or Romance languages.
Courses ofInstruction
352c.d. I he Mexican Revolution. Spring 2006. Allen Wells.
\n examination of the Mexican Revolution (
l
l) 10-1920) and its impact on modern
Mexican society. Topics include the role of state formation since the revolution, agrarian
reform, IS. -Mexican relations, immigration and other border issues.
Same as Histor> 351.)
|354c.d. The Problem of Underdevelopment in Latin America.]
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Requirements tor the Major in Mathematics
\ major consists of al least eight courses numbered 200 or above, including at least one ofthe
following Mathematics 262. 263. or a course numbered in the 300s.
\ student must submit a planned program of courses to the department when he or she
declares a major. That program should include both theoretical and applied mathematics
onuses, and it ma> be changed later with the approval ol the departmental advisor.
Ml majors should take bask courses m algebra (e.g.. Mathematics 222 or 262) and in
analysis (e g Mathematics223or263),and the) arestrongl) encouraged tocomplete at least
one sequence in a specific area oi mathematics I hose areas arc algebra i Mathematics 222,
262, and 302); analysis* Mathematics 243,263, and 303); applied mathematics | Mathemat-
ics 224. 264, and 304); prohabililx and statistics i Mathematics 225. 265. and 305): and
tnetT) i Mathematics 247 and 307) In exceptional circumstances, a student ma) substi
tute a quantitative course from another department for one o\ the eight mathematics courses
required fol the major, but such a substitution must be approved in advance b) the department.
\\ i tin nit s|v\ iiu departmental approval, nocourse whichcountstoward anothei department's
majoi oi milKM ma) DC Counted Km aid a mathematics major or nunoi
>>is who have demonstrated that the) are capable ol intensive advanced work are
d to undertake independent studs projects. \N nh tjie prioi approval ^\ the depart
meni. sik h i projec i counts toward the majoi requirement and ma) lead to graduation with
honors iu malhcmatk s
K« (pin (mh nis for the Minm in Mathematics
t minor in irutthematic s consists ofaminimumoffout coursesnumbered 200 oi above, at least
one of^which must I Mathematics 243, 247, oi an) mathemati< s course numbered 262 m
; tudents who majoi in computet science and v* no therefore take Mathematics 200.
231, 289, the minoi consists «>t .1 minimum of three additional courses numbered 200 01




The department participates in interdisciplinary programs in computer science and mathemat-
ics and mathematics and economics. See pages 178 and 180.
Recommended Courses
Listed below are some of the courses recommended to students with the indicated interests.
For secondary school teaching: Computer Science 107, Mathematics 222, 225, 242, 247,
262, 263, 265, 288.
For graduate study: Mathematics 222, 243, 262, 263, and at least one course numbered
in the 300s.
For engineering and applied mathematics: Mathematics 223, 224, 225, 243, 244, 264,
265, 288, 304.
For mathematical economics and econometrics: Mathematics 222 or 263, 225, 244, 249,
265, 288, 304, 305, and Economics 316.
For statistics and other interdisciplinary areas: Mathematics 222, 224, 225, 243, 244, 255,
265, 305.
For computer science: Computer Science 231; Mathematics 200, 222, 225, 244, 249,
262, 265, 288, 289.
For operations research and management science: Mathematics 200, 222, 225, 249, 265,
288, 305, and Economics 316.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
60a. Introduction to College Mathematics. Every spring. Tut; Dhpartment.
Material selected from the following topics: combinatorics, probability, modern algebra,
logic, linear programming, and computer programming. This course, in conjunction with
Mathematics 161 or 165, is intended as a one-year introduction to mathematics and is
recommended for those students who intend to take only one year of college mathematics.
65a. Statistical Reasoning. Every spring. Jennifer Taback.
An introduction to the ideas of statistics. Students learn how to reason statistically and how
to inteipret and draw conclusions from data. The course is designed for students who want to
understand the nature of statistical information. Open to first-year students and sophomores
who want to improve their quantitative skills. It is recommended that students with a
background in calculus enroll in Mathematics 155 or 165.
Prerequisite: Recommendation of the director of the Quantitative Skills Program and
permission of the instructor.
155a. Introduction to Statistics and Data Analysis. Every spring. Rosemary Roberts.
A general introduction to statistics in which students learn to draw conclusions from data
using statistical techniques. Examples are drawn from many different areas of application.
The computer is used extensively. Topics include exploratory data analysis, planning and
design of experiments, probability, one and two sample t-procedures, and simple linear
regression. Not open to students who have credit for Mathematics 165, Psychology 252,
Economics 257, or AP Statistics.
188 Cou Instruction
161a. Differential Calculus. Ever) semester. The Department.
Functions, including the trigonometric, exponential, and logarithmic functions; the
derivative and the rules for differentiation; the anti-derivative; applications of the derivative
and the anti-derivative. Four to five hours ofclass meetings and computer laboratory sessions
per week, on average. Open to students who have taken at least three yean ofmathematics in
indar) school.
165a. Btostatistics. Ever) fall. Rosemary Rom rts.
An introduction to the statisical methods used in the lite sciences. Emphasizes conceptual
understanding and includes topics from exploratory data anal) sis. the planning and design of
experiments, probability . and statistical inference. One and t\\ o sample t-procedures and their
non-parametric analogs, one w a\ ANOVA. simple linear regression, goodness offit tests, and
the chi-square test tor independence are discussed. Four to five hours of class meetings and
computer laboratory sessions per week, on average. Not open to students who have credit for
Mathematics 165, Psychology 252, Economics 257. or AP Statistics
171a. Integral Calculus. Ever) semester. The DEPARTMENT.
The definite integral; the Fundamental theorems; improper integrals; applications of the
detinue integral; differential equations; and approximations including Taylor polynomials
and Fourier scries, [-our to five hours of class meetings and computer laboratory sessions per
week, on average.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 161 or equivalent
172a. Integral Calculus, Advanced Section. Every fall. Tin I)i PARTMENT.
\ review o\ the exponential and logarithmic functions, techniques oi' integration, and
numerical integration. Improper integrals. Approximations using Taylor polynomials ami
infinite series. Emphasison differential equation mode I sand their solutions. Fourto five hours
ol dass meetings and computer laboratory sessions per week, on average. Open to students
whose backgrounds include the equivalent oi Mathematics 161 and the first half o\'
Mathematics 171. Designed for first-year students who ha\e completed an AB Advanced
Placement calculus course in their secondai) schools.
181a. Multivariate Calculus. Everj semester. Tin l)i partmi nt.
Multivariate calculus m two ami three dimensions. Vectors and curves in two ami three
dimensions; partial and directional derivatives; the gradient; the chain rule in higher
dimensions, double and triple integration; polar. c\ lindrical. and spherical coordinates; line
integration; conservative vectoi fields; and Green's theorem, lour to fi\e hours ol class
meetings and computet laborator) sessions per week, on avera
Prerequisite: Mathematics 171 01 equivalent
2<>0a. Introduction to Mathematical Reasoning. I verj semester Jennifer Taback.
\n introduction to logical deductive reasoning, mathematical proof, and the fundamental
iiei mathematk i Spec ific topics include set theor) . induction, infinite sets.
permutations, and combinations. An .u ti> e, guided discover) classroom formal
requisil Mathematics 161.
2(>7a. i hmental \ ropicsln ropology. Every two years Spring ,M|)> Stephen Ftsic,
ropolog) trudies properties of geometru objects thai do not change when the obje< l is
Icnot theory, surfaces, and other elementary areas of topolog)
Mathematics 181.
Mathematics 1 89
222a. Linear Algebra. Every spring. James Ward.
Topics include vectors, matrices, vector spaces, inner product spaces, linear transforma-
tions, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and quadratic forms. Applications to linear equations,
discrete dynamical systems, Markov chains, least-squares approximation, and Fourier series.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 181 or permission of the instructor.
224a. Applied Mathematics: Ordinary Differential Equations. Every fall. Matthew
KlLLOUGH.
A study of some of the ordinary differential equations that model a variety of systems in
the natural and social sciences. Classical methods for solving differential equations with an
emphasis on modern, qualitative techniques for studying the behavior of solutions to
differential equations. Applications to the analysis of a broad set of topics, including
population dynamics, competitive economic markets, and design flaws. Computer software
is used as an important tool, but no prior programming background is assumed.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 181 or permission of the instructor.
225a. Probability. Every fall. James Ward.
A study of the mathematical models used to formalize nondeterministic or "chance"
phenomena. General topics include combinatorial models, probability spaces, conditional
probability, discrete and continuous random variables, independence and expected values.
Specific probability densities, such as the binomial, Poisson, exponential, and normal, are
discussed in depth.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 181.
231a. Algorithms. Every fall. Laura Toma.
The study of algorithms concerns programming for computational efficiency, as well as
problem-solving techniques. The course covers practical algorithms and theoretical issues in
the design and analysis of algorithms. Topics include divide and conquer algorithms, greedy
algorithms, dynamic programming, approximation algorithms, and a study of intractable
problems. (Same as Computer Science 231.)
Prerequisite: Computer Science 210 and either Computer Science 189 or Mathematics
200, or permission of the instructor.
242a. Number Theory. Every other year. Spring 2005. Wells Johnson.
A standard course in elementary number theory which traces the historical development
and includes the major contributions of Euclid, Fermat, Euler, Gauss, and Dirichlet. Prime
numbers, factorization, and number-theoretic functions. Perfect numbers and Mersenne
primes. Fermat' s theorem and its consequences. Congruences and the law of quadratic
reciprocity. The problem ofunique factorization in various number systems. Integer solutions
to algebraic equations. Primes in arithmetic progressions. An effort is made to collect along
the way a list of unsolved problems.
243a. Functions of a Complex Variable. Every other fall. Fall 2005. The Department.
The differential and integral calculus of functions of a complex variable. Cauchy's
theorem and Cauchy's integral formula, power series, singularities, Taylor's theorem,
Laurent's theorem, the residue calculus, harmonic functions, and conformal mapping.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 171.
244a. Numerical Methods. Every other fall. Fall 2005. Matthew Killough.
An introduction to the theory and application of numerical analysis. Topics include
approximation theory, numerical integration and differentiation, iterative methods for solving
equations, and numerical analysis of differential equations.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 222 or permission of the instructor.
190 Cou Instruction
247a. Geometry. Ever) other fall. Fall 2005. \\H i iwi B\rki k.
\ surve) of modern approaches to Euclidean geometry in two and three dimensions.
\xiomatic Foundations of metric geometry. Transformational geometry: isometries and
similarities. Klein's Erlangen Program. Symmetric figures. Sealing, measurement, and
dimension.
requisite: Mathematics 171 or permission of the Instructor.
249a. Optimi/ation. Ever) other fall. Fall 2004. An.wi Levy.
\ stud) ofoptimization problems arising in a \ ariet) of situations in the social and natural
sciences. Analytic and numerical methods are used to stud) problems in mathematical
programming, including linear models, but with an emphasis on modern nonlinear models.
Issues o\ dualit) and sensitivit) to data perturbations are covered, and there are extensive
applications to real-world problems.
Prerequisite Mathematics 181.
255a. Exploratory Data Techniques. Ever) other spring. Spring 2006. Sn phi \ FIsk.
An introduction to the techniques of exploratory data analysis. Topics include graphical
techniques, scientific visualization, discriminant analysis, principal components, canonical
correlation, multi-dimensional scaling, classification, data mining, and spatial processes.
Students learn how to run and interpret the output from the statistical package Spins.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 181.
2f>2a. Introduction to Algebraic Structures. Ever) year. Fall 2005. J \\n s W uu>.
\ stud) of the basic arithmetic and algebraic structure of the common number systems,
polynomials, and matrices, \\ioms for groups, rings, and fields, and an investigation into
genera] abstract systems thai satisf) certain arithmetic axioms. Properties of mappings thai
preserve algebraic structure.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 222
263a. Introduction to Analysis. Ever) year. Fall 2004. Thom \s Pn ik \ho.
Emphasizes proofand develops the rudiments of mathematical analysis. Topics include an
introduction to the theof) o\ sets and topolog) o\' metric spaces, sequences and series,
continuit) . differentiabilit) . and the theor) ol Riemann integration. Additional topics ma) be
chosen as time permits
Prerequisite Mathematics 181.
2<>4a. Applied Mathematics: Partial Differential Equations. 1 ver) other spring. Spring
2006. Adam Levy.
tud) ol some ol the partial differential equations that model a \ ariet) ofsystems in the
natural and social sciences ( lassical methods foi soh ing partial differentia] equations, w ith
an emphasis where appropriate on modern, qualitative techniques for stud) ing the berun ioj
'hit H »ns Applications t»> the analysis ol a broad setol topics, including ail quality, traffic
flow . and imagii ( mputer software is used as an important tool, but no prior programming
turned
requisit( Mathematics 224 w permission of the instructed
265a. Statistics. I r\ pring ROSEMARY ROBERTS.
\n introduction to the iund.mK-ni.ils ol mathematk al statistics General topics include
likelihood methods, point and interval estimation, and tests ol significance Applications
include inf< aboul binomial, Poisson, and exponential models, frequenc) data, and
anal) sis ..t normal measurements
M.mIm mi.iIk s 225.
Mathematics 1 9
1
288a. Combinatorics and Graph Theory. Every other spring. Spring 2005. Stephen Fisk.
An introduction to combinatorics and graph theory. Topics to be covered may include
enumeration, matching theory, generating functions, partially ordered sets, Latin squares,
designs, and graph algorithms.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 200, 262 or 263, or permission of the instructor.
289a. Theory of Computation. Every spring. Eric Chown.
What is computation? This course studies this question, and examines the principles that
determine what computational capabilities are required to solve particular classes of prob-
lems. Topics include an introduction to the connections between language theory and models
of computation, and a study of unsolvable problems. (Same as Computer Science 289.)
Prerequisite: Computer Science 189 or Mathematics 200 or permission of the instructor.
302a. Advanced Topics in Algebra. Every other spring. Spring 2006. James Ward.
One or more specialized topics from abstract algebra and its applications. Topics may
include group representation theory, coding theory, symmetries, ring theory, finite fields and
field theory, algebraic numbers, and Diophantine equations.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 262.
303a. Advanced Topics in Analysis. Every other spring. Spring 2005. Thomas Pietraho.
One or more selected topics from analysis. Possible topics include geometric measure
theory, Lebesque general measure and integration theory, Fourier analysis, Hilbert and
Banach space theory, and spectral theory.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 263.
304a. Advanced Topics in Applied Mathematics. Every other spring. Spring 2005.
Matthew Killough.
One or more selected topics in applied mathematics. Material selected from the following:
Fourier series, partial differential equations, integral equations, optimal control, bifurcation
theory, asymptotic analysis, applied functional analysis, and topics in mathematical physics.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 224 or 264.
305a. Advanced Topics in Probability and Statistics. Every other fall. Fall 2004. Rosemary
Roberts.
One or more specialized topics in probability and statistics. Possible topics include
regression analysis, nonparametric statistics, logistic regression, and other linear and nonlin-
ear approaches to modeling data. Emphasis is on the mathematical derivation of the statistical
procedures and on the application of the statistical theory to real-life problems.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 265 or permission of the instructor.
307a. Advanced Topics in Geometry. Every other spring. Spring 2006. William Barker.
A survey of analytic geometry, affine geometric, projective geometry, and the non-
Euclidean geometries. Culminates in a rigorous development of the geometry of four-
dimensional space-time in special relativity. The unifying theme is the transformational
viewpoint of Klein's Erlangen Program.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 247.
291a-294a. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
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Requirements for the Major in Music
The music major at Bowdoin is designed to give students a thorough grounding in the
materials and practices of the Western classical repertory, as well as introduce them to a
\ ariet) of \ ernacular and global traditions. The following requirements represent the normal
course ofa major. However, with the permission of the department, students can design then
own majors, emphasizing particular topics or skills, such as American music, early music.
performance, composition, or another subject of interest.
The major consists of twelve credits ( ten academic courses and two performance credits):
101 ior exemption). 151, 203, 303, 304, two from among 351, 352, 361, 385, 401, plus an)
three other courses except first-year seminars. One consecutive year of private lessons on a
single instrument and one year of participation in a single ensemble are also required.
Independent studies can be substituted for some oi the normal requirements with the
permission ol the department. The second semester of a two-semester honors will normalls
add a course to ttie total load.
Students interested m majoring in music should take the initial courses ( 101, 151, 203) as
earl) in their college careers as possible, and also consult the Music Department about their
direction at their earliest convenience.
Requirements for the Minor in Music
I he minor in music consists of six cretins (five academic courses and one consccuti\e >cai
ofprivate lessons oi one yearol participation in a single ensemble). The five academic courses
iik hide two troii i among 101. 151,203; One more course at the 200 or 300-level: and an> two
<>th<. s
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
101c I beorj I: Fiindamentsdi of Music Theory. I ver) year, ball 2004. J<>w\ \ Bossi
ursein du- basic elements of Western music ami then notation, through the essentials
ofdiatonu harmon) rhe< lass concentratesequall) on written theor) and musicianship skills
• rvelop musical literac) 1 requenl written assignments, drills, and quizzes, and additional
laborator) work in ear training and bash keyboard skills. Students with musical backgrounds
who wish i" pass out "i rheor) I must take die placement test at the beginning >>i the fall
' a
Music 193
Music 120 through 149 cover specific aspects of music history and literature, designed for
students with little or no background in music. Course titles and contents may change every
semester.
121c. History of Jazz I. Every other year. Fall 2005. James McCalla.
A survey of jazz's development from its African-American roots in the late nineteenth
century through the Swing Era of the 1930s and 1940s, and following the great Swing
artists—e.g., Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Billie Holiday, and Benny Goodman
—
through their later careers. Emphasis on musical elements, but much attention to cultural and
historical context through readings and videos. (Same as Africana Studies 121.)
122c. History of Jazz II. Every other year. Fall 2006. James McCalla.
A survey ofjazz' s development from the creation of bebop in the 1 940s through the present
day, e.g., from Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie through such artists as Joshua Redman,
James Carter, and the Art Ensemble of Chicago. Emphasis on musical elements, but much
attention to cultural and historical context through readings and videos. (Same as Africana
Studies 122.)
123c. Fairest Isle: Music in England. Fall 2004. Elliott Schwartz.
A survey of English music from the Middle Ages to the present, including the contribu-
tions of such major figures as Byrd, Dowland, Purcell, Handel, Elgar, Vaughan Williams and
Britten. Considers social contexts and music's relationships to other arts, with special
emphasis on the Elizabethan era, the Georgian and Victorian periods, and the twentieth
century. Class activities include attendance at concerts featuring English music and lectures
by visiting British composers and critics.
125c,d- Music in the Arab World. Spring 2005. Mary Hunter.
A general survey of Arab music in North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. An introduc-
tion to characteristic pan-Arab instruments, scales, rhythms and principles of musical
construction, followed by considerations of selected folk, popular, classical and religious
traditions. Includes visits by Arab musicians working in the Boston area.
[130c. History of Rock Music]
131c. Introduction to the Study of Music. Spring 2005. Joanna Bosse.
An introduction to the academic study of music and the types of questions confronting
music scholars today. Why do humans make music? In what ways are ideas communicated
with musical sounds? How do musical preferences develop? How can we understand musical
practices from different cultural and historical contexts? Introduces students to the disciplin-
ary goals and methods of the numerous subfields of music scholarship, as well as the ways in
which music scholarship contributes to a variety of interdisciplinary approaches and life
outside of academia. Highly recommended for those considering majoring in music.
[136c. Opera.]
138c,d. Music of the Caribbean. Fall 2004. Joanna Bosse.
Surveys various musical traditions of the Caribbean, paying attention to the relation
between sociohistorical context and artistic practice. Organized by geographic region, but
addresses such larger issues as colonialism, nationalism, race, gender, and class. (Same as
Africana Studies 138 and Latin American Studies 138.)
[143c. The Symphony: Beethoven and Beyond.]
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151c W rite ^ ourOwn Show 1 une: Introductory Practicum inTonal Music. Every year.
Fall 2004. Mam Hunter.
A laigel) practical, project-oriented course, tor students with some basic experience in
music. Students learn elemental} tonal vocabulary through writing and performing their own
songs, mostl) in "Rodgers and Hammerstein" style. Chord writing and analysis, bass-line
construction, text-setting and basic kc\ board skills are addressed. Small-group and individual
lab sessions arc scheduled separately . Formerly Music 204. Not open to students who have
taken Music 204.
Prerequisite: Music 101 or 4/5 on AP Music Theory, or permission of the instructor.
203c Tonal xnahsis. Ever} year. Spring 2(K)5. M\ry Hunter.
Through a survey o\ music from Bach to Beethoven, the student learns to recognize the
basic processes and forms of tonal music, to read a scene fluent!} . and to identif\ chords and
modulations. Know ledge of scales and kc\ signatures, as well as ability to read bass clef, arc
required.
Prerequisite: Music 101.
21Sc. Introduction to Electronic Music. Fall 2004. Vim i i Sin \ni
1 lamination o\ the history and techniques o\' electronic and computer music. Topics
include compositional aesthetics, recording technology, digital and analog synthesis, sam-
pling. MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interlace), and computer-assisted composition.
Ends with a concert of student compositions.
Prerequisite: Music 203 or 204.
243c. Introduction to Composition. Spring 2005. Vim i i Sm ndj
\n introduction to the art ofcombining the elements of melody, harmony, rhythm, form.
and orchestration to create cohesive and engaging music. Students learn techniques for
generating and developing musical ideas through exercises and four mam compositional
assignments: a work forsolo instrument, a theme and \ ariations for solo instrument and piano.
.i song for voice and piano, and a multi~mo\ ement work lor three to five instruments. Students
also learn ways todisCUSS and critique I he i row n and one another's work. Ends with a concert
of student compositions.
Prerequisite Music 101, or permission of the instructor.
303c Musical Practices of the Romantic Period. Ever) year. Fall 2004. Vinb i Shende.
Intensive analytical stud) oi selected nineteenth centurj works via scores, recordings,
and live performances to provide social and historical context forRomanticism, and to serve
ourcc material Pot detailed examination ol chromatic harmony, the erosion o\ functional
dity, thedevelopment ofcyclic "organic" forma] processes,expansion ol the sonata cycle,
and the influence oi nationalism upon materials, forms, and expressive content Source
materials irtc hide songs, piano pieces, i nambei music, b) mphonies, ( otk ertos, opera, and
choral works, h> imposers as Beethoven, Weber, Berlioz, Schubert, Schumann,
1. 1 ranck, Bizet, Brahms, Dvorak, rchaikovsky, Wagner, Verdi, Puce mi.
and Mania
Mush 204 or permission of the instructoi
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304c. Musical Practices of the Twentieth Century. Every other year. Spring 2006. Robert
Greenlee.
Intensive analytical study of selected twentieth-century works—via scores, recordings,
and live performances—to provide social and historical context for contemporary develop-
ments, and to serve as source material for a detailed examination of serialism, polytonality,
and other structural alternatives to functional tonality, new rhythmic and pitch resources,
heightened focus upon "texture," the use of collage and quotation, and influences originating
outside the Western art music tradition. Source materials feature such composers as Debussy,
Bartok, Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, Ives, Cowell, Hindemith, Shostakovitch,
Britten, Barber, Cage, Babbitt, Boulez, Stockhausen, Foss, Gubaidulina, Bolcom, Crumb,
Ferneyhough, and Oliveros.
Prerequisite: Music 204 or permission of the instructor.
331c,d. Advanced Topics in Caribbean Music. Spring 2005. Joanna Bosse.
Music is a sign system for expressing how we feel about our place in the world, and is
particularly adept for capturing the paradoxical nature of existence. Examines the diverse
musical traditions of the Caribbean and the relationship between musical expression and
collective identity formation, including such issues as the role of music in the construction of
class, race, nation, and gender. Engages students in discussion of how the legacies of
colonialism, slavery, and United States imperialism inform artistic practice in present-day
Caribbean societies. Includes extensive reading of scholarly literature, as well as listening and
writing assignments. (Same as Africana Studies 331 and Latin American Studies 331.)
Prerequisite: One previous course in Latin American Studies.
351c. Topics in Music History: Composers, Performers, Listeners. Fall 2004. Mary
Hunter.
In most kinds of music in Western culture, composing, performing and listening have been
the three activities thought essential to music making. However, the relations between these
three activities have not remained the same through history, or in different repertories.
Sometimes they have been embodied in three different people: composer, performer, and
audience member; sometimes they have overlapped: improvising performers are also com-
posers, and in some highly interactive traditions the audience directly affects the processes of
performance and composition. This course examines a variety of kinds of music and writing
about it from the Middle Ages to Motown, to see how composing, performing, and listening
have been configured, and why.
Prerequisite: Music 303 or permission of the instructor.
[352c,d. Topics in Ethnomusicology.]
361c. Topics in Music Theory: Orchestration. Spring 2005. Vineet Shende.
An in-depth examination of factors to consider when writing for modern orchestral
instruments. Students become familiar with all such instruments and arrange and transcribe
works for ensembles such as string quartet, woodwind quartet, brass quintet, percussion
ensemble, and full orchestra. Students also study scores by composers such as Brahms,
Mahler, Ravel, Schoenberg, Stravinsky, and Takemitsu in order to further their knowledge in
the techniques of instrumentation.
Prerequisite: Music 204 or permission of the instructor.
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors. The Department.
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PERFORMANCE STUDIES
Up to six credits of iik1i\ idual performance and ensemble courses together may he taken
uidtion credit Lessons, large ensembles, chamberensembles andjazz ensembles ma\
also be taken as non-credit COUI
285c—289c. Individual Performance Studies. Ever) year.
The following provisions govern applied music lessons tor credit:
1
.
Indi\ idual performance courses are intended for the continued stud) of instruments with
which the student is already familiar. Students must take at least two consecutive semesters
of siiid\ on the same instrument to receive one-half credit per semester and to receive the
reduced rate. Thefirsi senu su roj study on thefirst instrument will be designatedMusic 285.
The secondand all subsequent semesters ofprivate lessons on the same instrument will he
designatedMusic286. Thefirsi semesterofstudyon a different instrument willbe designated
Music 287. The secondand all subsequent semesters ofstudy onthat second instrument will
be designatedMusic 2SX. Tin- numberMusU 2H9 is reserved for all semesters ofstudy on a
third instrument.
2. One-halt credit, graded CR/D/F. may be granted tor each semester of study. To receive
:it. students must register for lessons at the beginning ot each semester o\' stud) in the
Office of Student Records and the Music Department.
Admission is b) audition only. Only students who are intermediate or beyond in the
development of their skills are admitted.
4. Beginning with the second semesterof lessons, students must perform in public at least
one o\ the pieces the) are Studying. RepertOI) classes, certain Lunchbrcak Concerts, and
certain Musk in the Librar) concerts all count as public performances. Such performances
must be registered with the department coordinator to count for credit.
5 ro receive credit for Individual Performance Studies, the student must complete two
other musk credits within the first two and one-half years of study, or by graduation.
whichever comes lust. ( hie Of these credits must be started b) the second semester of studs .
( )ncot thesecredits must beanacademic course in the Music Department; the other credit ma\
.uned b) two semesters' participation for credit in an ensemble (Chorus. Chamber Chun .
hand, or Chamber or
.
I.i// Ensembles). The two semesters ma\ be in different ensembles
' students taking lessons tor credit pa) a tee of $440 for twelve one-hour lessons pel
iestej lumoi and senioi music majors ami minors ma) take two halt credits free of charge
Student Recitals. Subject to permission ot the instructor, availability of suitable tunes.
and contingent upon a successful audition in the Music Department, an) student ma) give .1
recital However,due to limited funds forpaid accompanists, anyone needing an accompanist
for a recital during the year must sign up in the Music ( Office before Thanksgiving break.
I Ik- student will In- m -tit led ol the aim <uui I lie department can alloeatc loi an accompanist b\
the ended the fall trmrttfi \u> extra work with an accompanist will have to be paid b) the
student
185^ 187c Advanced Individual Perlonnance Studies. Ever) yeai
Mask 286,
1 tin option h't private stud) is open onl) to students alread) advanced »>n then
Lruroenti Students ma) take one 01 more semesters ol tins option Music 386 ma) be
aled for credit I he /// si semestei of studs m ill be designatedMusU 385. The sa ondand
all subsequent fprlvate lessons on tin tame instrument m IIIbedesignatedMusic
186. The numbi 18? dl semesters ofstudy on a second instrument
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2. A full credit may be granted for each semester of study. To receive credit, students must
register at the beginning of each semester of lessons in the Office of Student Records and the
Music Department.
3. Admission is by departmental audition only. Students must audition with a member of
the Music Department before signing up for this option. Subsequent semesters of advanced
lessons on the same instrument do not require further auditions.
4. To receive credit for lessons, the student must perform a thirty- to forty-five-minute
recital at the end of the semester. The student is expected to write program notes for this recital
and other written work acceptable to the faculty advisor.
5. To receive credit, the student must have an advisor from the music department faculty,
and be able to demonstrate to that faculty member that he or she understands the structure and/
or context of the music. The letter grade will be determined jointly by the applied teacher and
the faculty member after the recital.
6. To receive credit for advanced Individual Performance Studies, the student must
complete two other music credits within the first two and one-half years of study, or by
graduation, whichever comes first. One of these credits must be started by the second semester
of study. One of these credits must be an academic course in the Music Department; the other
credit may be gained by two semesters' participation for credit in an ensemble (Chorus,
Chamber Choir, Band, or Chamber or Jazz Ensembles). The two semesters may be in different
ensembles.
7. Fees as with half-credit lessons.
Students may count only six performance credits towards graduation, whether they take half-
credit lessons, full-credit lessons, or ensemble courses.
Instructors for 2004-2005 include Julia Adams (viola), Christina Astrachan (voice),
Charles Bechler (jazz piano), Naydene Bowder (piano and harpsichord), Ray Cornils (organ),
Betsey de Groff (voice), Gerhard Graml (bass), Anita Jerosch (low brass), Timothy Johnson
(voice), John Johnstone (classical guitar), Alan Kaschub (trumpet), Charles Kaufmann
(bassoon), Stephen Kecskemethy (violin), Shirley Mathews (piano and harpsichord), Frank
Mauceri (jazz saxophone), Joyce Moulton (piano), Gilbert Peltola (saxophone and clarinet),
Paul Ross (cello), Krysia Tripp (flute), Scott Vaillancourt (tuba), and Gary Wittner (jazz
guitar).
Ensemble Performance Studies. Every year.
The following provisions govern ensemble:
1
.
Students are admitted to an ensemble only with the consent of the instructor.
2. One-half credit may be granted for each semester of study. To receive credit, the student
must sign up in the office of Student Records.
3. Grade is Credit/D/Fail.
4. Ensembles meet regularly for a minimum of three hours weekly, inclusive of time
without the ensemble director; ensemble directors establish appropriate attendance policies.
5. All ensembles require public performance.
271c-272c. Chamber Choir. Robert Greenlee.
273c-274c. Chorus. Anthony Antolini.
275c-276c. Concert Band. John Morneau.
279c-280c. Chamber Ensembles. The Department. ^ *
281c-282c,d. Wor|d Music Ensemble. Robert Greenlee.
283c-284c. Jazz Ensembles. Frank Mauceri.
198 Cou Instruction
Neuroscience
Administered b> the Neuroscience Committee: Pats) S. Dickinson, Chair
Julie J. Santorella. Program Coordinator
\une> L Donsbach, Budget Coordinator
(See committee list, page 325. I
Joint Appointments with Biology
Professor PatS) S. Dickinson*
Assistant Professor Hadlej Wilson rlorcfa
Joint Appointments with Psychology
Assistant Professor Seth Ramus
Vssistanl Professor Richmond Thompson
Requirements for the Major in Neuroscience
The major consists of twelve courses, including ten core courses and two electives from the
lists below. Advanced placement credits ma\ not he used to fulfill any o\' the course
requirements for the major. Independent stud) in neuroscience ma\ be used to fulfill one of
the two elective credits. It students place out of Biology 104 or Psychology 101, twelve
courses related to Neuroscience must still he completed.
I I >rt Coursi i
Introductory Level and General Courses
Biolog\ 104a, Introductory Biolog\.
Psychoiogj 101b, Introduction to Psychology.
Biolog\ 105a. In\ estimations in Biology, or
l\\cholog\ 251b, Research Design.
l\\cholog\ 252h, Data Anal) sis.
( hemistr\ 225a, Organic (hemistn I.
IntrnducloiA Neuroscience Course
Biolog> 213a, Neurobiology, or
I\\cholog\ 21Sa, Physiological Psychology*
Mid level Neuroscience Courses
Three oj the follow ing:
Bloiog) 253a, Neurophysiology.
HioiogN 266a, Molecular Neurobiology.
Psycbolog] 275a, l.al>orator\ in Beha\ioral Neuroscience: Social IWha>ior.




One of the following:
Psychology 315a, Hormones and Behavior.
Psychology 316a, Comparative Neuroanatomy.
Psychology 318a, Comparative Animal Cognition.
Psychology 319a, Memory and Brain.
Biology 325a, Topics in Neuroscience.
Biology 326a, Developmental Neurobiology.
//. Electives: any two of the courses listed above (but not already taken) or the following
courses:
Biology 212a, Genetics and Molecular Biology.
Biology 214a, Comparative Physiology.
Biology 217a, Developmental Biology.
Biology 224a, Cell and Molecular Biology.
Biology 231a, Biochemistry I. (Previously known as Biology 261.)
Biology 232a, Biochemistry II. (Previously known as Biology 262.)
Biology 333a, Advanced Cell and Molecular Biology.
[Computer Science 103a, Introduction to Scientific Computing.]
[Computer Science 355a, Cognitive Architecture.]
Psychology 210b, Infant and Child Development.
Psychology 216b, Cognitive Psychology.
Psychology 217a, Neuropsychology.
Psychology 259/260b, Abnormal Personality.
Psychology 270b, Laboratory in Cognition.
///. Recommended Courses:
Physics 104a, Introductory Physics II.
Independent Study in Neuroscience
Neuroscience 291a-294a, Intermediate Independent Study.




Denis Const) with Environmental Studies
issOi iatt Profi tson VsSQCiaie Professor Lawrence H. Simon
S " R Sehon, Char
Matthew Stuart
Requirements for the Major in Philosophy
The major consists of eight courses, which must include Philosophy 111. 112, and 223: at
least one other course from the group numbered in the 200s; and tw o from the group numbered
in the 300s. The remaining twocourses ma) be from an) level. Courses in which I) grades arc
received are not counted toward the major.
Requirements for the Minor in Philosophy
The minor consists o\' tour courses, which must include Philosophy 111 and 112 and one
course from the group numbered in the 200s. The fourth course may be from any level.
Courses m which I) grades arc received are not counted toward the minor.
First-Year Seminars
topics in first-year seminars change from time to time but are restricted in scope and make
no pretense to being an introduction to the whole field of philosophy. They arc topics in which
COntemporar) debate is livel) and as yet unsettled and to which contributions are often being
madeb) morethan one fieldoflearning. Fora full descriptionoffirst yearseminars, seepages
137-45.
|lk. 1 reeWill.l
14e. Philosopln and Poetry. Spring 2005. l)i \ is CORISH.
2lc. Becoming Modern. Fall 2004. Matthew Sti urr.
sec Pint-Year Seminar Clusters for description.)
22c. Philosopln and Tragedy. Spring 2005. Di \is CORISH.
| 25c. Science and Society.]
lntroductor\ ( 'ourses
IntroduCtOT) onuses are open to all students regardless ot \car and count towards the majoi
I he> do not presuppose an) ba< kground in philosoph) ami are good first courses
I 1 lc. \ncient Philosopln . I \ci\ fall 1 all 2(M)4. Di \is COfUSH.
I he lources and prototypes ol Western thought. Emphasis on the pic Socratic philoso
phert, Plato tod tristotk
112c. Modern Philosophy . I \ei\ Ipfing Spun: 1 2005. StOTI K. SfiHON. Spring 2006.
M l Nil \K I
•\ oi leventeenth .mil eighteenth-centur) European philosophy, focusing on
discussions ol the ultimate nature <»i realit) and out know ledge "in I opus include the nature
<>t tin- mind and its relation t«> the body, the existence ol God, and the free will problem
i • i iiiine. K.mt. .md others.
Philosophy 20
1
120c. Moral Problems. Spring 2005. The Department.
Our society is riven by deep and troubling moral controversies. Examines several moral
problems in the context of current arguments, leading theoretical positions, and the question
of whether and how moral controversies can be settled. Possible topics include abortion,
euthanasia, physician-assisted suicide, capital punishment, obligations to the improverished,
sexuality, gender equality, pornography, and affirmative action.
142c. Philosophy of Religion. Fall 2004. Scott R. Sehon.
Does God exist? Can the existence of God be proven? Can it be disproven? Is it rational
to believe in God? What does it mean to say that God exists (or does not exist)? What
distinguishes religious beliefs from non-religious beliefs? What is the relation between
religion and science? We approach these and related questions through a variety of historical
and contemporary sources, including Aquinas, Hume, Swinburne, and James. (Same as
Religion 142.)
152c. Death. Fall 2005. Matthew Stuart.
Considers distinctively philosophical questions about death: Do we have immortal souls?
Is immortality even desirable? Is death a bad thing? Is suicide morally permissible? Does the
inevitability of death rob life of its meaning? Readings from historical and contemporary
sources.
Intermediate Courses
200c. History, Freedom, and Reason. Spring 2006. Lawrence H. Simon.
A study of philosophical developments in nineteenth-century German philosophy that
have had an important influence on contemporary thought: Kant; the development of idealism
through Fichte and Hegel; and reactions by Marx and Nietzsche to Hegel. Focus on issues in
political philosophy and philosophy of history.
210c. Philosophy of Mind. Fall 2005. Scott R. Sehon.
We see ourselves as rational agents: we have beliefs, desires, intentions, wishes, hopes,
etc.; we also have the ability to perform actions, and we are responsible for the actions we
freely choose. Is our conception of ourselves as rational agents consistent with our scientific
conception ofhuman beings as biological organisms? Can there be a science of the mind, and,
if so, what is its status relative to other sciences? What is the relationship between mind and
body? Can we have free will, or moral responsibility, if determinism is true? Readings
primarily from contemporary sources.
[211c. Existentialism.]
221c. History of Ethics. Fall 2005. Lawrence H. Simon.
How should one live? What is the good? What is my duty? What is the proper method for
doing ethics? The fundamental questions of ethics are examined in classic texts including
works of Aristotle, Hume, Mill, Kant, and Nietzsche.
223a. Logic. Every fall. Fall 2004. Scott R. Sehon.
The central problem of logic is to determine which arguments are good and which are bad.
To this end, we introduce a symbolic language and rigorous, formal methods for seeing
whether one statement logically implies another. We apply these tools to a variety of
arguments, philosophical and otherwise. We also demonstrate certain theorems about the
formal system we construct.
[224c. Philosophy of Space and Time.]
202 Courses of Instruction
225c The Nature of Scientific Thought. Fall 2004. Spring 2006. Denis Corish.
A historical and methodological study of scientific thought as exemplified in the natural
sciences Against a historical background ranging from the beginnings of early modern
science to the twentieth century, such topics as scientific inquiry, hypothesis, confirmation,
scientific laws, theory, and theoretical reduction and realism are studied. Readings include
such authors as Duhem, Hempel, Kuhn. Popper, Putman, and Quine. as well as classical
authors such as Galileo, Descartes. Newton. Berkeley, and Leibniz.
[226c. Kpistemology.]
227c. Metaphysics. Spring 2(X)6. Matthew Sti art.
Metaphysics is the stud) of \er\ abstract questions about reality. What does reality
include? What is the relation between things and their properties? What is time? Do objects
and persons have temporal parts as well as spatial parts' What accounts for the identity o(
persons over time'.' What is action, and do we ever act freel) ?
229c. Philosoph) in the Twentieth Century. Spring 2005. M \i mi w Sn \rt.
An examination of some ke\ figures and works in the developmentofanalytic philosophy,
focusing on issues about how philosophy is to be done. Raises questions about the relations
between mind, language, and reality . Topics include Bertrand Russell's logical atomism, (i
E. Moore's sense-data theory, Gilbert R_\le's anti-Cartesian philosophy o\' mind, and the
"ordinal") language' approach of J. L. Austin.
1 230c. Pragmatism.]
237c. Language and Reality. Spring 2006. Scoi i R. Si hon.
Philosoph) oflanguage is a point ofintersection for a great many traditional philosophical
concerns, including the nature and status ofmoralit) .the nature of mi iuI. the existence of Clod.
and the objectivity of science. Answers to these problems ultimatel) depend in pari upon the
nature of language, theories, evidence, and meaning. Analyzes and evaluates what the best
philosophers of the twentieth ccntur\ have said about these questions.
241c. Philosoph) of Law. Spring 2005. SCOTI R. Si HON.
\n introduction to legal theory. Central questions include: What is law? What is the
relationship ol law to moral it) ? \\ hal is the nature ofjudicial reasoning ? Part iculai legal issues
include the nature and status of privac) rights (e.g.. contraception, abortion, and the right to
die); the legitimac) ol restrictions on speech and expression (e.g., pornograph) . hate speech);
the nature ol equalit) rights (e and gender): and the right to libert) (e.g., homosexu
alit)
258c l Dviroumcotal Ethics. Spring 1(,( "> I wreno H.Simon.
I he central issue in environmental ethics concerns what things m nature have moral
iding and how conflicts ol interest among them are to be resolved. Vfteran introduction
thical i he. iry,topi( s tobecovered include anthropocentrism, the moral statusofnonhuman
'lent be i m's .mi l oi nonseniieiii living beings, preservation ol endangered spec ies and the
wilderness, holism versus individualism, the land ethic, and deep ecolog) (Same as
1 n\ ii oiiiik ni.il Studies 25S.i
:"0t.,i. Introduction to Chinese Philosophy. Fall 2004 I C Kline III
the development ol earl) Chinese philosoph) .is an extended conversation
.mi to provide solutions to a common set of problems how to
• n/. human nature, moral psychology, and moral development Beginning with
follows the < hronologii al development ol these theories at ea< h new philosophei
ind adopts elem hi predet essors' theories Philosophen to be discussed
incl onfucius), Mozi Yang Zhu,Mengzi(Mencius)( 29iuangzit Xunzi, andHan
-i (Sam \si.in Studies 270. i
Physics and Astronomy 203
Advanced Courses
Although courses numbered in the 300s are advanced seminars primarily intended for majors
in philosophy, adequately prepared students from other fields are also welcome. Besides
stated prerequisites, at least one of the courses from the group numbered in the 200s will also
be found a helpful preparation.
[331c. Plato.]
[335c. The Philosophy of Aristotle.] '
[338c. Kant.]
341c. Locke's Essay. Fall 2004. Matthkw Stuart.
Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding ( 1690) is one of the cornerstones of
modern empiricism, and a book that richly repays careful reading. Topics include the source
of our ideas, primary and secondary qualities, freedom and determinism, personal identity,
natural kinds, the existence of God, and the extent of human knowledge.
Prerequisite: One previous course in philosophy.
392c. Advanced Topics in Environmental Philosophy. Fall 2004. Lawrence H. Simon.
Examines philosophical, moral, political, and policy questions regarding various environ-
mental issues. Possible topics include the relation between human well-being, the ethics of
consumption and nature, environmental policy, and our obligation to future generations;
ecology, social choice mechanisms, and the evaluation of environmental risk; and the relation
between poverty and environmental problems. (Same as Environmental Studies 392.)
399c. Advanced Seminar: Color and Consciousness. Spring 2005. Matthew Stuart.
An in-depth examination of a topic of current philosophical interest. Students read recent
books or articles by two or three authors, and then meet with the authors to discuss their work.
In 2005, we read work in metaphysics about what sort of properties colors are, and what our
experiences of them reveal about the nature of consciousness and the prospects for a
physicalist account of the mind.
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study and Honors. The Department.
Physics and Astronomy
Professor Assistant Professors Laboratory Instructors
Dale Syphers Mark Battle Karen Topp
Associate Professors Thomas Baumgartet John Bridge
Madeleine Msall Visiting Assistant Professor
Stephen Naculich, Chair Joshua Kempner
The major program depends to some extent on the student's goals, which should be discussed
with the department. Those who intend to do graduate work in physics or an allied field should
plan to do an honors project. For those considering a program in engineering, consult page XX.
A major student with an interest in an interdisciplinary area such as geophysics, biophysics,
or oceanography will choose appropriate courses in related departments. Secondary school
teaching requires a broad base in science courses, as well as the necessary courses for teacher
certification. For a career in industrial management, some courses in economics and
government should be included.
2(U Coursi \ ofInstruction
Requirements tor the Major in Plnsics
\ student majoring in physics is expected to complete Mathematics 161, 171, Physics
103. 104. 223. 22 l>. and tour more approved courses above 104. one oi' which ma) be
Mathematics 1S1 or above. At least ti\e physics courses taken at Bowdoin are required.
lor honors work, a student is expected to complete Mathematics 181 and Physics 103,
104. 223. 229, 300. 310, 451, and tour more courses, one o\ w hich may be in mathematics.
above Mathematics 181. Students interested in interdisciplinary work ma\ . with permission,
substitute courses from other departments. Geology 265 is an approved physics course.
Requirements tor the Minor in Physics
The minor consists of at least tour Bowdoin courses numbered 103 or higher, at least one of
which is Physics 104, 223, or 229.
Interdisciplinary Majors
The department participates in mterdisciplinai) programs in chemical physics, and geology
and physics. See pages 178 and 180.
I irst-N ear Seminars
a complete description o\' first-) ear seminars, see pages 137-45.
15a. Science riction. Science Fact. Fall 2004. M aim i i i\i Msall.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
62a. Contemporary Astronomy. Spring 2005. Tm l)i PARTMENT.
\ mix of qualitative and quantitative discussion of the nature of stars and galaxies, stellar
evolution, the origin ot the solar system and its properties, and the principal COSmological
theories. Students who have taken or are concurrently taking an> physics course numbered
Over KM) will not receive credit lor this course.
1
63a. Physics of the Twentieth Century.]
[80a. Light and Color.]
Bin. Physics of the Environment Spring 2005. Mark Battle
\n introduction to the physics ol cm ironmental issues, including past climates, anthropo
ic climate change, ozone destruction, and energy production and efficiency. (Same as
I n\ ironmental Studies SI.)
103a. Introductor) Physics I. Ever) semester. Fall 2004. Dali Syphers uidMadbleini
M i ; Spnne 2003 M m>i i I im Ms\i i .
^introduction totheconservation laws, forces, and interactions that govern thedynamics
of particles and systems rhe course shows novt a small set ol fundamental principles and
interactions allow us to model a w ide * ariet) ot physical situations, using both classical ami
modern put \ prime goal of the course is to have the participants learn to activel)
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Physics and Astronomy 205
162a. Stars and Galaxies. Spring 2005. Joshua Kempner.
A quantitative introduction to astronomy, with emphasis on stars, stellar dynamics and the
structures they form, from binary stars to galaxies. Topics include stellar evolution, white
dwarfs, neutron stars, black holes, quasars, and the expansion of the universe. Intended for
both science majors and non-majors who are secure in their mathematical skills. A working
familiarity with algebra, trigonometry, geometry and calculus is expected. This course does
not satisfy pre-med or other science departments' requirements for a second course in physics.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 161 or higher.
223a. Electric Fields and Circuits. Fall 2004. Dale Syphers.
The basic phenomena of the electromagnetic interaction are introduced. The basic
relations are then specialized for a more detailed study of linear circuit theory. Laboratory
work stresses the fundamentals of electronic instrumentation and measurement with basic
circuit components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodes, and transistors. Three
hours of laboratory work per week.
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.
229a. Statistical Physics. Spring 2005. Mark Battle.
The course develops a framework capable of predicting the properties of systems with
many particles. This framework, combined with simple atomic and molecular models, leads
to an understanding of such concepts as entropy, temperature, and chemical potential. Some
probability theory is developed as a mathematical tool.
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.
240a. Modern Electronics. Spring 2005. Dale Syphers.
A brief introduction to the physics of semiconductors and semiconductor devices,
culminating in an understanding of the structure of integrated circuits. Topics will include a
description of currently available integrated circuits for analog and digital applications and
their use in modern electronic instrumentation. Weekly laboratory exercises with integrated
circuits.
Prerequisite: Physics 103 or permission of the instructor.
250a. Acoustics. Fall 2004. Joshua Kempner.
An introduction to the motion and propagation of sound waves. Covers selected topics
related to normal modes of sound waves in enclosed spaces, noise, acoustical measurements,
the ear and hearing, phase relationships between sound waves, and many others, to give the
student a technical understanding of our aural experiences.
Prerequisite: Physics 103 or permission of the instructor.
251a. Physics of Solids. Spring 2006. The Department.
An introduction to the study ofthe thermal, mechanical, electrical, and magnetic properties
of solids. Merges a qualitative and quantitative understanding of the behavior of solids and
their applications in modern technology. Applications include solid state lasers, semiconduc-
tor circuitry, and superconducting magnets.
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.
255a. Physical Oceanography. Fall 2005. Mark Battle.
An introduction to physical oceanography, including tides, ocean currents, seawater
properties, and wave motion. Some attention is given to the problems of instrumentation and
the techniques of measurement. (Same as Environmental Studies 255.)
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.
256a. Atmospheric Physics. Fall 2004. Mark Battle. -
The physics of atmospheres is explored, including treatment of general and local circula-
tion, thermodynamics, cloud formation, radiative transfer, and energy budgets. Meteorology
and climatology are also discussed. (Same as Environmental Studies 259.)
Prerequisite: Physics 104 or permission of the instructor.
Courses ofInstruction
2d2a. Astrophysics. Fall 2006. THt Departm \i.
\ quantitative discussion that introduces the principal topics of astrophysics, including
stellar structure and evolution, planetary physics, and cosmology.
Prerequisite Plnsics 104 or permission of the instructor.
275a. Relativity. Ever) other year. Spring 2006. Tut: Department.
An Introduction to special and general relativity, including the Galilean and Hinsteinian
pnneiples of relativity, Lorentz transformations and the "paradoxes" of special relativity,
space-time diagrams and four-\ ectors, energ) -momentum and relati\ istic d\ namics, and the
Schwarzschild solution of general relativity and its man) applications.
Prerequisite: Physics 104.
280a. Nuclear and Particle Physics. Ever) other spring. Spring 2005. STEPHEN N \ci i.ich.
\n introduction to the physics of subatomic systems, with a particular emphasis on the
standard model o( elemental") particles and their interactions. Basic concepts in quantum
mechanics and special relativit) are introduced as Deeded.
Prerequisite: Physics 104.
2 (>la-2 l)4a. Intermediate Independent Study. Tin Di PARTMI NT.
Topics to he arranged b) the student and the staff, lithe investigations concern the teaching
ol physics, this course ma) satisf) certain of the requirements lor the Maine State Teacher's
Certificate. Students doing independent stud) DOrmall) ha\e completed a 200-level physics
course.
300a. Methods of Theoretical Physics. Ever) spring. Spring 2005. Sn mi \ N u i i icii.
Mathematics is the language of physics. Similar mathematical techniques OCCUT in
different areas ofph) sics. A ph) sical situation ma) first he expressed in mathematical terms.
USUall) in the form of a differentia] or integral equation. After the formal mathematical
solution is obtained, the physical conditions determine the physicall) \ table result. Examples
are drawn from heat flow, gravitational fields, and electrostatic fields.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 181 and Plnsics KM, or permission of the instructor.
301a. Methods of Experimental Physics. Ever) spring. Spring 2005. M \m i i ini Ms \i i .
Intended to provide advanced students with experience in the design, execution, and
anal) sis of laborator) experiments. Projects in optical holographs . nuclear ph) sies. cryogen-
and materials physic S aft developed b) the students.
Prerequisite Physics 22.* «>i permission ol the instructor.
M)2.i. Methods of ( uniputational Plnsics. I \ci\ Other fall. I all 2005. THOM \s B \i MGART1
\n introduction to the use ol computers to solve problems in ph) sics. Problems are draw a
from several different branches »>i physics, including mechanics, hydrodynamics, electro
magnetism and astrophysics Numerical methods discussed include the solving of linear
bra and eigenvalue problems, ordinary and partial differential equations, and Monte ( !arlo
technique Ba if a programming language ig-expected
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Physics and Astronomy 207
370a. Advanced Mechanics. Every other fall. Fall 2004. Joshua Kempner.
A thorough review of particle dynamics, followed by the development of Lagrange's and
Hamilton's equations and their applications to rigid body motion and the oscillations of
coupled systems.
Prerequisite: Physics 300 or permission of the instructor.
401a-404a. Advanced Independent Study. The Department.
Topics to be arranged by the student and the staff. Students doing advanced independent
study normally have completed a 300-level physics course.
451a-452a. Honors. The Department.
Programs of study are available in semiconductor physics, microfabrication, supercon-
ductivity and superfluidity, the physics of metals, general relativity, nuclear physics, and
particle physics. Work done in these topics normally serves as the basis for an honors paper.
Prerequisite: Physics 310.
Psychology
Professors Joint Appointments with Neuroscience
Barbara S. Held Assistant Professor Seth J. Ramus
Louisa M. Slowiaczekf Assistant Professor Richmond R. Thompson
Associate Professors Visiting Assistant Professors
Suzanne Lovett, Chair Stephanie K. Fraone
Paul Schaffner Donna M. Perkins
Assistant Professor Department Coordinator
Samuel P. Putnam** Donna M. Trout
Students in the Department of Psychology may elect a major within the psychology program,
or they may elect an interdisciplinary major in neuroscience, sponsored jointly by the
Departments of Psychology and Biology (see Neuroscience, pages 195-96). The program in
psychology examines contemporary perspectives on principles of human behavior, in areas
ranging from cognition, language, development, and behavioral neuroscience to interper-
sonal relations and psychopathology. Its approach emphasizes scientific methods of inquiry
and analysis.
Requirements for the Major in Psychology
The psychology major comprises ten courses numbered 100 or above. These courses are
selected by students with their advisors and are subject to departmental review. The ten
courses include Psychology 101, 251, 252; two laboratory courses numbered 260-279
(completed, if possible, before the senior year); two advanced (300-level) courses; and three
electives numbered 200 or above. Note that the requirements of two laboratory courses may
not be met by only taking Psychology 275 and 276. Similarly, the requirements of two
advanced courses may not be met by only taking Psychology 309 and 310, or only Psychology
320 and 321, or only two of the following four courses: Psychology 315, 316, 318, and 319.
Independent study courses at any level count as electives, but do not count toward the required
laboratory courses or the two advanced courses. A grade of C- orbetter must be earned in all
courses counted toward the major and for the courses to serve as prerequisites for other
psychology courses. Majors are encouraged to consider an independent study course on a
library, laboratory, or field research project during the senior year.
Courses of Instruction
Students w ho arc considering a major in psychology arc encouraged to enroll in Psyehol-
00 101 during their first year at Bowdoin and to enroll in Psychology 251 and Psychology
252 their second year. Psychology majors must take Psychology 251 before 252, and both
before the) take their laboratory courses, except for those labs that allow concurrent
enrollment in 252. Those w ho plan to stud) aw a\ from campus tor one or both semesters of
their junior year should complete at least one laboratory course before leaving tor their off-
campus experience and should plan to enroll in two 300-level courses after returning to
campus. Students should consult with members o( the department in planning their o['\-
campus stud\ program and speak to the chair of the department regarding transfer of credit
low aid the major: laboratory or 300-level courses taken eNcw here are not ordinarily counted
toward the major.
Requirements lor the Minor in Psycholog)
The psychology minor comprises six courses numbered 100 or above, including Psychology
101. 25 1.252, and one laborator\ course. A grade o(C- or better must be earned in all courses
counted toward the minor and for the courses to serve as prerequisites for other psycholog)
courses.
Students w ho are interested in teaching as a career should consult w ith the I )epai tment o\
Education for courses to be included in their undergraduate program. Ordinarily, students o(
education will find much ofrelevance in Psychology 210, 216, and 321; these courses cover
the topics usuall) included in educational psycholog) . In addition, prospective teachers max
find Psychology 211,212, 270, 317, and 320 compatible w ith their interests and helpful in
their preparation for teaching.
Requirements for the Major in Ncuroscicnce
See Neuroscience, pages 198 99.
( ()l RSES IN PSYCHOLOGY
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1011). Introduction to Ps\cholog). Ever) I all and ever) spring. Tin DEPARTMENT.
general introduction to the major concerns ol contemporar) psychology, including
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students Juniors and seniors should enroll in the spring semester.
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Psychology 209
212b. Social Psychology. Every spring. Paul Schaffner.
A survey of theory and research on individual social behavior. Topics include self-concept,
social cognition, affect, attitudes, social influence, interpersonal relationships, and cultural
variations in social behavior.
Prerequisite: Psychology 101 or Sociology 101.
216b. Cognitive Psychology. Every spring. Stephanie K. Fraone.
A survey of theory and research examining how humans perceive, process, store, and use
information. Topics include visual perception, attention, memory, language processing,
decision making, and cognitive development.
Prerequisite: Psychology 101.
217a. Neuropsychology. Every fall. Seth J. Ramus.
An introduction to the brain basis of behavior, concentrating on the contributions from
studies of brain damaged and brain dysfunctional patients. Focuses on the contributions of
neurology and experimental and clinical neuropsychology to the understanding of normal
cognitive processes. Topics include neuroanatomy, amnesia, aphasia, agnosia, and attentional
disorders, in particular those implicated in various spatial neglect syndromes.
Prerequisite: Psychology 101.
218a. Physiological Psychology. Every spring. Richmond R. Thompson.
An introductory survey of biological influences on behavior. The primary emphasis is on
the physiological regulation of behavior in humans and other vertebrate animals, focusing on
genetic, developmental, hormonal, and neuronal mechanisms. Additionally, the evolution of
these regulatory systems is considered. Topics discussed include perception, cognition, sleep,
eating, sexual and aggressive behaviors, and mental disorders.
Prerequisite: Psychology 101 or Biology 104.
251b. Research Design in Psychology. Every fall. Paul Schaffner. Every spring. Stephanie
K. Fraone.
A systematic study of the scientific method as it underlies psychological research. Topics
include prominent methods used in studying human and animal behavior, the logic of causal
analysis, experimental and non-experimental designs, issues in internal and external validity,
pragmatics of careful research, and technical writing of research reports.
Prerequisite: Psychology 101.
252b. Data Analysis. Every fall. Suzanne Lovett. Every spring. Seth J. Ramus.
An introduction to the use of descriptive and inferential statistics and design in behavioral
research. Weekly laboratory work in computerized data analysis. Required of majors no later
than the junior year, and preferably by the sophomore year.
Prerequisite: Psychology 101, and Psychology 251 or Biology 105.
Courses that Satisfy the Laboratory Requirement (except 259)
259b, 260b. Abnormal Personality. Every spring. Spring 2005. Barbara S. Held.
A general survey of the nature, etiology, diagnosis, and treatment of common patterns of
mental disorders. The course may be taken for one of two purposes:
259b, Non-laboratory course credit. Participation in the practicum is optional, contin-
gent upon openings in the program.
Prerequisite: Psychology 211.
260b. Laboratory course credit. Students participate in a supervised practicum at a local
psychiatric unit.
Prerequisite: Psychology 211 and 252 (may be taken concurrentTy).
t
2 in Courses of Instruction
270b. Laboratory in Cognition. Every fall. STEPHANA K. Fraone.
An analysis of research methodolog) and experimental investigations in cognition,
including Mich topics as auditor) and sensor\ memory, visual perception, attention and
aiitomaticit). retrieval from working memory, implicit and explicit memory, metamemory,
concept formation and reasoning. Weekly laboratory sessions allow students to collect and
analyze data in a number of different areas of cognitive psychology.
Prerequisite: Psychology 216 and 252.
274b. Laboratory in Group Dynamics. Even fall. Pu i Schaffner.
Principles and methods of psychological research, as developed in Psychology 251 and
252, arc applied to the stud) of small group interaction. Students design, conduct, and report
00 social beha\ ior research invoh ing an arra\ of methods to shape and assess interpersonal
behavior.
Prerequisite Psychotog) 21 1 or 212, and 252 (may be taken concurrentl) ).
275a. Laboratory in Behavioral Neuroscience: Social Behavior. Every spring. Richmond
R. Thompson.
A laboratory course thai exposes students to modern techniques in neuroscience that can
be applied to the stud) of social behavior. Underlying concepts associated with various
molecular, neuroanatomical. pharmacological, and electrophysiological methods are dis-
cussed in a lecture format Students then use these techniques in laboratory preparations that
demonstrate how social behavior is organized \\ ithin the central nervous system ofvertebrate
animals, including humans.
Prerequisite: Psycholog) 218 (formerly Psychology 247) or Biology 213, and Psychol-
og 252 (maj be taken concurrent!) ).
276a. l.aborator> in Behavioral Neuroscience: Learning and Memory. Ever) fall. Si m
J. R \MI s.
Explores current research and theories in the neurobiology of learning and mcmor\ b)
examining the modular organization of the bram w ith an emphasis on a brain S) stems-le\cl
approach to learning and memor\ . using both lectures and laboratory work. Mcmor\ is nol a
unitar) phenomenon, rather, different parts ol the brain are Specialized lor storing and
expressing different kinds ol memory. In addition to discussing contemporar) research.
Students use modern neuiOSC leniitie methods m the laboratory to demonstrate hou dillerent
memof) lystems can be dissociated, rechniques include behavioral, neurosurgical, and
icaJ analysis in vertebrate species.
Prerequisite Psycholog) 218(formerl) Psycholog) 247) or Biolog) 213, and Psychol-
og] 252 (ma) be taken concurrently),
277b. Research in Developmental Psychology, Ever) spring. Donna M. Perkins.
I he multiple methods used m de\ elopinent.il research are examined both b> reading
arch reports and h\ d< and conducting original research studies. The methods
iik hide observation, interviews, questionnaires, lab experiments, among others. Students
learn to evaluate the relative strengths and weaknesses ol both qualitative and quantitative
•'IT'




309b. Philosophy, Psychology, and Psychotherapy. Every fall. Barbara S. Held.
As conventional assumptions about the discipline of psychology are increasingly chal-
lenged, many psychologists are returning to psychology's roots in philosophy for guidance.
Examines the intersection of philosophy and psychology in general, and clinical psychology
in particular. Topics include such ontological issues as the nature of personhood, the self,
mental health/psychopathology, agency, free will vs. determinism, and change/transforma-
tion. Also examines such epistemological issues as the nature of psychological knowledge/
truth, self-knowledge, rationality, justification for knowledge claims, and methods for
obtaining justified knowledge claims. Emphasizes current debates about what a proper
science or study of (clinical) psychology and psychotherapy should be.
Prerequisite: Psychology 259 or 260; or Philosophy 210, 226, 227, 237, or 399; or
permission of the instructor and junior or senior standing.
[310b. Clinical Psychology.]
315a. Hormones and Behavior. Every other fall. Fall 2004. Richmond R. Thompson.
An advanced discussion of concepts in behavioral neuroendocrinology. Topics include
descriptions of the major classes of hormones, their roles in the regulation ofdevelopment and
adult behavioral expression, and the cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible for their
behavioral effects. Hormonal influences on reproductive, aggressive, and parental behaviors,
as well as on cognitive processes are considered.
Prerequisite: Psychology 218 or Biology 213, and junior or senior standing.
316a. Comparative Neuroanatomy. Every other fall. Fall 2005. Richmond R. Thompson.
An advanced discussion of concepts in vertebrate brain organization. The primary
emphasis is upon structure/function relationships within the brain, particularly as they relate
to behavior. Topics include basic neuroanatomy, brain development and evolution, and the
neural circuitry associated with complex behavioral organization. Studies from a variety of
animal models and from human neuropsychological assessments are used to demonstrate
general principles of brain evolution and function.
Prerequisite: Psychology 218 or Biology 213, and junior or senior standing.
317b. The Psychology of Language. Every other fall. Fall 2005. Louisa M. Slowiaczek.
An examination of psychological factors that affect the processing of language, including
a discussion of different modalities (auditory and visual language) and levels of information
(sounds, letters, words, sentences, and text/discourse). Emphasis is on the issues addressed by
researchers and the theories developed to account for our language abilities.
Prerequisite: Psychology 216 and one psychology course numbered 260-279 (may be
taken concurrently) and junior or senior standing.
318a. Comparative Animal Cognition. Every other spring. Spring 2005. Seth J. Ramus.
A discussion of the behavior of animals (and humans) within a psychological framework,
emphasizing the cognitive universals between species. Uses a historical approach to under-
stand the rift in the field ofanimal behaviorbetween ethologists and psychologists in the 1 950s
and 1 960s, as well as how these areas have come together in recent years. Topics include larger
questions like when and why we are willing to attribute animals with purpose, intentionality,
intelligence, reasoning, language, and self-awareness within a framework of evolutionary
theory.
Prerequisite: Psychology 218 or Biology 213, and one psychology course numbered 260-
279 or one biology laboratory course above Biology 199 (may be taken concurrently) and




319a. Memon and Brain. Ever) other spring. Spring 2006. Seth J. Rwn s.
Ad\ anced seminar exploring the biological basis of learning and memor\ from a cellular
to a systems-level of analysis, providing insights into the mechanisms and organization of
neural plasticit) . Includes topics m molecularneuToscience, neurophysiology . neuropharma-
cology, and systems neuroscience. Discussions include evaluation of current research and
theories, as well as a historical perspective.
Prerequisite l\\ chologj 218 or Biology 213, and one psychology course numbered 260-
279 or one biolog) laboratory course above Biology 199 (ma) be taken concurrently) and
junior or senior standing.
32(H). Social Development Ever) fall. Swu 1 1 P. Pi [nam.
Research and theor) regarding the interacting influences ofbiolog) and the environment
as the) are related to social and emotional development during infancy, childhood, and
adolescence. Normative and idiographic development in a number ot" domains, including
morality, aggression, personality, sex roles, peer interaction, and familial relationships are
considered.
Prerequisite: Psychology 210 and one psychology course numbered 260-279 (ma) be
taken concurrently ) and junior or senior standing.
321h. Cognitive Development Ever) spring Si zanni Lovett.
•.mines the development of cognitive understanding and cognitive processes from
infancy through adolescence. Emphasis on empirical research and related theories of
mitive development Topics include infant perception and cognition, concept formation,
language development, theory of mind, memory, problem solving, and scientific thinking.
Prerequisite: Psychology 210, 252, and junior or senior standing.
3251). Organizational Beha\ior. 1 \er\ Spring. P\i l SCHAPFNER.
I amines how people experience work in modern human organizations. W eekl\ seminar
meetings address motivation, performance, commitment, and satisfaction; affect and cogni-
tion at work; coordination ol acti\ it) : anticipation, planning, and decision making: OTganiza
don-environment dynamics; and the enactment of change.
requisite: One psychology course numbered 260-279 and junior or senior standing.
29ii)-294h. Intermediate Independent Study.




Joint Appointment with Asian Studies Department Coordinator




The Department of Religion offers students opportunities to study the major religions of the
world, East and West, ancient and modern, from a variety ofacademic viewpoints and without
sectarian bias.
Each major is assigned a departmental advisor who assists the student in formulating a plan
of study in religion and related courses in other departments. The advisor also provides
counsel in career planning and graduate study.
Requirements for the Major in Religion
The major consists of at least eight courses in religion. Required courses include Religion 101
(Introduction to the Study of Religion); three courses at the 200 level, including one each
from the following three designated areas: 1 ) Religion 215 (The Hebrew Bible in Its World),
or Religion 216 (The New Testament in Its World); 2) Religion 249 (Monotheism and
Masculinity), or Religion 250 (Western Religious Thought in Modern and Postmodern
Contexts), or Religion 251 (Christianity, Culture and Conflict); 3) Religion 219 (Relgion
and Fiction in Modern South Asia), or Religion 220 (Hindu Religious Literature), or
Religion 221 (Hindu Religious Culture), or Religion 222 (Theravada Buddhism), or
Religion 223 (Mahayana Buddhism); and Religion 390 (Theories About Religion). In
addition, candidates for honors complete a ninth course, advanced independent study, as part
of their honors projects. (See below, "Honors in Religion.")
No more than one first-year seminar may be counted toward the major. Religion 101
should be taken by the end of the sophomore year. In order to enroll in Religion 390, a major
normally will be expected to have taken four of the eight required courses. This seminar is also
open to qualified nonmajors with permission of the instructor. Normally, no more than three
courses taken at other colleges or universities will count toward the major.
Honors in Religion
Students contemplating honors candidacy should possess a record of distinction in depart-
mental courses, including those that support the project, a clearly articulated and well-focused
research proposal, and a high measure of motivation and scholarly maturity. Normally,
proposals for honors projects shall be submitted for departmental approval along with
registration for advanced independent study, and in any case no later than the end of the second
week of the semester in which the project is undertaken. It is recommended, however, that
honors candidates incorporate work from Religion 390 as part of their honors projects, or
complete two semesters of independent study in preparing research papers for honors
consideration. In this latter case, proposals are due no later than the second week of the fall
semester of the senior year.
Requirements for the Minor in Religion
A minor consists of five courses
—
Religion 101, three courses at the 200 level or higher
(among these three electives, at least one course shall be in Western religions and cultures and
one in Asian religions and cultures) and Religion 390. -
214 Courses ofInstruction
First-Year Seminars
These introductory courses focus on the stud) ofa specific aspect of religion, and may draw
on other fields of learning. The) are not intended as prerequisites tor more advanced courses
in the department unless specifically designated as such. They include readings, discussion,
reports, and writing. Topics change from time to time to reflect emerging Of debated issues
in the stud\ of religion. For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 137-45.
15c.d. Religion, Violence, and Secularization. Fall 2004. Elizabeth Prttchard.
1
1
>c. Questioning the Modern. Spring 2005. El EABl in PRITCHARD.
e First-Year Seminar Cluster for description.)
Introductory courses
101c Introduction to the Study of Religion. Fall 2004. Jorunn Bi cm by. Spring 2005.
Fa i/ \m in Prttch \rd.
Basic concepts, methods, and issues m the study of religion, with special reference to
examples comparing and contrasting Eastern and Western religions. Lectures, films, discus-
sions, and readings in a \anet\ of texts such as scriptures, novels, and autobiographies, along
with modern interpretations of religion in ancient and contemporary, Asian and Western
contexts.
142c. PhOosoph} of Religion. Fall 2004. SCO! I R. Si HON.
Does (iod exist' Can the existence of Cod be proven? Can it be disproved Is it rational
to believe in God? What does it mean to say that God exists (or docs not exist)'? What
distinguishes religious beliefs from non-religious beliefs' What is the relation between
religion and science? We approach these and related questions through a \anet\ of historical
and conicmpoiaiA sources, including Aquinas. Hume. Swinburne, and James. (Same as
Philosopln 142.1
Intermediate Courses
204c Science, Magic, and Religion. Spring 2005. Dali usDeni ry.
I races the origins of the scientific revolution through the interpla) between late-antique
and medieval religion, magic, and natural philosophy. Particular attention is paid to the
Conflict between paganism and Christianity, the meaning and function o! religious miracles,
the use and persecution <>l w itchcratt. and Renaissance hci mcticisin. (Same as Histoi) 204.)
20Ncal. Islam. 1 ..II 200.Y Joki n\ BUCKLEY.
1 umishes a ihmi apologetic outline of Islam while tackling anh Islamic prejudices com-
mon in general American CUttUie. Selected themes include the religion's own terminological
apptrfiflti and i sot ittKftefstanding, ritual ami ethics, religious and leculai leadership,
msNiK.il traditions, and modernit) issues in islam in the interest ol balance, there is an
nmfhaii i on iiicluding u.uks by Muslims. especialK regarding central topics in modern
Islam
20 4>(.d. (oimI( i in Islam. Spun 2(M)6 loRI nn Hi < ki i v
I x p i , > r iM interpreting, first, female lymbohsm in Islamic thought and
id. women*i religious, legal and political status m islam Attention isgiven
taaamenti about women in theQui 'an, at well asotha traditional and< urrenl Islamic texts.
I mph.iMs «>n analysi ndci m public \s private spheres, individual vs, society,
nutation \ nwdernizatioo Westernization, and the placement/a^splacemeoi »>i women
in tin- tr. uln ionalh male dominated Islamic powci strut lures Religion 208 is helpful, though
ii.. t .i prerequisite fbl this < nurse (Same as Women's Studies 20 4 >.i
|210e. I .u In ( hristian I iterature.|
Religion 2 1
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215c. The Hebrew Bible in its World. Fall 2004. Jorunn Buckley.
Close readings ofchosen texts in the Hebrew Bible (i.e. the Old Testament), with emphasis
on its Near Eastern religious, cultural and historical context. Attention is given to the Hebrew
Bible's literary forerunners (from ca. 4000 b.c.e. onwards) to its "successor" The Dead Sea
Scrolls (ca. 200 b.c.e. to 200 a.c.e.). Emphasis on creation and cosmologies, gods and humans,
hierarchies, politics, and rituals.
216c. The New Testament in its World. Spring 2005. Jorunn Buckley.
Situates the Christian New Testament m its Hellenistic cultural context. While the New
Testament forms the core of the course, attention is paid to parallels and differences in relation
to other Hellenistic religious texts; Jewish, (other) Christian, and pagan. Religious leadership,
rituals, secrecy, philosophy of history, and salvation are some of the main themes.
219c,d. Religion and Fiction in Modern South Asia. Spring 2005. John Holt.
A study of the Hindu and Buddhist religious cultures of modern South Asia as they have
been imagined, represented, interpreted, and critiqued in the literary works of contemporary
and modern South Asian writers of fiction and historical novels, including Salman Rushdie
(Midnight's Children, The Satanic Verses), V. S. Naipaul (An Area of Darkness, India: A
Million Mutinies Now?), Gita Mehta (A River Sutra), etc. (Same as Asian Studies 219.)
220c,d. Hindu Religious Literature. Fall 2004. John Holt.
A reading of various genres of translated Hindu religious literature, including Rig Veda
hymns, philosophical Upanisads, Yoga Sutras, the epics Ramayana and Mahahharata,
including the Bhagavad Gita, selected myths from the Puranas, and poetry and songs of
medieval devotional saints. Focuses on development of various types of religious world views
and religious experiences within Hindu traditions, as reflected in classical Sanskrit and
vernacular literature of India. (Same as Asian Studies 240.)
22 led. Hindu Religious Culture. Spring 2005. John Holt.
A consideration of various types of individual and communal religious practice and
religious expression in Hindu tradition, including ancient ritual sacrifice, mysticism and yoga
(meditation), dharma and karma (ethical and political significance), pilgrimage (as inward
spiritual journey and outward ritual behavior), puja (worship of deities through seeing,
hearing, chanting), rites of passage (birth, adolescence, marriage, and death), etc. Focuses on
the nature of symbolic expression and behavior as these can be understood from indigenous
theories of religious practice. Religion 220 is recommended as a previous course. (Same as
Asian Studies 241.)
222c,d. Theravada Buddhism. Fall 2005. John Holt.
An examination of the major trajectories of Buddhist religious thought and practice as
understood from a reading of primary and secondary texts drawn from the Theravada
traditions of India, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Burma. (Same as Asian Studies 242.)
223c,d- Mahayana Buddhism. Spring 2006. John Holt.
Studies the emergence ofMahayana Buddhist world views as reflected in primary sources
of Indian, Chinese, and Japanese origins. Buddhist texts include the Buddhacarita ("Life of
the Buddha"), the Sukhavati Vyuha ("Discourse on the 'Pure Land"'), the Vajraccedika Sutra
(the "Diamond-Cutter"), the Prajnaparamitra-hrdaya Sutra ("Heart Sutra of the Perfection
of Wisdom"), the Saddharmapundarika Sutra (the "Lotus Sutra"), and the Platform Sutra of
the Sixth Patriarch, among others. Also briefly studies the teachings of Confucius, Lao Tzu,
and Chuang Tzu to better understand the encounter, assimilation, and transformation of
Buddhism within Chinese and Japanese religious cultures. (Same as Asian Studies 223.)
[246b. Religion and Politics.]
216 Courses oj Instruction
249c. Monotheism and Masculinity. Fall 2004. Elizabeth Pritchard.
t uses on the emergence ofand continuing elaborations oftranscendent monotheism in
the Abraharnic traditions. Ofparticular interest in thisexamination is the relationship between
portrayals of the di\ ine and assumptions about gender, class, and race. Other topics include
whether it is possible or permissible to obtain knowledge of the divine (and perhaps be able
to see or depiet the divine); the relationship between transcendent monotheism, cultural
identity, and violence; and the ways in which monotheism informs various renderings of
moralit) and polities. Readings include selections from the Bible. Augustine. Maimonidcs.
Aquinas, [bn-Arabi, and Luther.
1 253c. Women in Religion.]
255h. d. From Jesus to Jerrj Falwell: The Anthropology of Christianity. Spring 2005.
\l 1 1 ni w Tom i\sov
How is Christianity a cultural product ? Has Christianity shaped different cultures to a
global standard, or have different cultures shaped the religion in distincti\cl\ consequential
ways? An anthropological approach to studying Christianity, reading ethnographic and
historical accountsofcongregations across differentcultures. Main themes addressedinclude
missionar) encounters; inillennialism and conflict; globalization and localization; ritual and
performance; and the Bible and textuality. (Same as Anthropology 255.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101.
2f)5c.d. Earrj Chan (Zen) Buddhism. Fall 2004. T. C Ki i\i ill
Chan Buddhism was not simpl) imported to China from Central and South Asian forms
ot Buddhism, but emerged out ot the use ofDaoist metaphors and \ocabular\ to translate and
interpret Buddhist texts. This course examines the earl) Chan tradition, through reading of
earl) Chan texts, and explores its connections with Daoism. (Same as Asian Studies 265.)
Advanced ( ourses
I Ik- follow tng courses stud) in depth a topic of limited scope but major importance, such as
one or two individuals, a movement, type, concept, problem, historical period, oi theme.
[oplCS change from tune to time. Courses ma) be repeated lor credit with the contents
changed. Religion 390 is required lor majors, and normall) presupposes that four of eight
required courses have been taken.
31 0c. (inostifism. Spring 2005. JoRUNN BUCKLEY.
I he term 'gnosticism.'' trom the ( iieek "know ledge,*
1
encompasses a \ ailet) Oi religious
movements and texts, dating If the lust ( 'hrisii.m centuries. Most tonus o! ( inosticism Bit
now extinct but were closel) related to Judaism and Christianity, posing alternative views ol
the lupreme divinit) in ih<>sc traditions. Places the Gnostic phenomenon in its religious
cultural context and highlights Gnostic mythologies, rituals, and ethics rextsaredrawn from
the '. Hammadi, the earl) Christian Church fathers, Mandaeism, and Manichaeism.
Uiii
.(I. Vsian Religions and I lie \N est.|
Mft . | h. oi MM aboul Kcli^inii. I ..II 2004 JOHN H"i i
Seminal focused <>n how religion has been explained and interpreted Mom a variet) oi
intellec tual aiid academic pei spe< lives from the sixteenth centur) to the present In addition
lorical overview of religion's interpretation and explanation, the focus also includes
Icrat ion ol postmodern critiques and the problem ol religion and violence in the
i Id
Religion 101.
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The Department of Romance Languages offers courses in French and Spanish language,
literature, and culture. Italian language courses through the intermediate level, as well as
courses on Italian literature and culture (in English), are also offered. In addition to focusing
on developing students' fluency in the languages, the department provides students with a
broad understanding of the cultures and literatures of the French-speaking and Spanish-
speaking worlds through a curriculum designed to prepare students either for international
work or for graduate study. Native speakers are involved in most language courses. Unless
otherwise indicated, all courses are conducted in the respective language.
Study Abroad
A period of study in an appropriate country, usually in the junior year, is strongly encouraged
for all students of language. Bowdoin College is affiliated with a wide range of excellent
programs abroad, and interested students should seek the advice of a member of the
department early in their sophomore year to select a program and to choose courses that
complement the offerings at the College.
Independent Study
This is an option primarily intended for students who are working on honors projects. It is also
available to students who have taken advantage of the regular course offerings and wish to
work more closely on a particular topic. Independent study is not an alternative to regular
course work. An application should be made to a member of the department prior to the
semester in which the project is to be undertaken and must involve a specific proposal in an
area in which the student can already demonstrate knowledge.
Honors in Romance Languages
Majors may elect to write an honors project in the department. This involves two semesters
of independent study in the senior year and the writing of an honors essay and its defense
before a committee of members of the department. Candidates for departmental honors must
have an outstanding record in other courses in the department.
Requirements for Majors in Romance Languages
Students may declare a major in French or in Spanish or in Romance languages (with courses
in French, Spanish, and Italian). All majors are expected to achieve breadth in their knowledge
of the French- and Spanish-speaking worlds by taking courses on the literatures and cultures
of these areas from their origins to the present. Students should also take complementary
courses in study-away programs or in other departments and programs such~as*Art History,
Latin American Studies, History, English, and Africana Studies. The major consists of nine
courses more advanced than French 204 or Spanish 204. Spanish majors will complete
Spanish 205. *
Courses of Instruction
Majors in French and Spanish will complete at least two of the following four courses before
taking 300-lcvcl topics courses: 207, 208, 209, and 210 (or their equivalent in a study-abroad
program). Of these two courses, one must be in the culture sequence (207, 208) and the other
in literature i209, 210). Students who do not take French 209 or Spanish 209 are strongl)
ad\ lsed to take a 300-level course that deals with pre- 1 800 French or Hispanic literature and
culture.
During their senior year, all majors w ill take a seminar, either French 351 or Spanish 351.
lot students majoring in Romance languages, the nine courses above 204 required for the
major a ill include cither 209 or 210 (or their equivalent in a study-abroad program) in two
languages, one culture course (207 or 208) in two languages, plus one senior seminar. All
majors in Spanish. French, and Romance languages will complete at least three 300-level
courses. No more than two courses may be in independent study, and no fewer than fixe
Bowdoin courses should be taken. Students who Stud) abroad for one semester will receive
a maximum of three credits toward the major. Those who Study abroad for the academic year
will receive a maximum offour credits toward the major. Prospective majors arc expected to
have completed French, Spanish, or Italian 205 and either 207, 208, 209, or 210 before the
end ot their sophomore year.
Spanish Major Requirements
Nine courses above Spanish 204*. including:
1 Spanish 205
2 two of the following four courses
(one from 207, 208: one from 209, 210;





J three courses at the 300-level,
includin Spanish 351 (senior seminar)
French Major Requirements
Nine courses above French 204*, including:
1. two of the following tour courses
i one from 207. 20S: one from 20". 210, or the





2. three courses at the 300-level,
including French 351 (senior seminar)
Romance Languages Major Requirements
Nine courses above 204, including:
I Spanish 207 m 20S (oi the equivalent in stud) abroad)
l mull 207 i n 208 (ot the equivalent in stud) abroad I
Italian 2os i or the equivalent in stud) abroad), it combining Spanish or\ rench with Italian
Spanish 299 210 (oi the equivalent in stud) abroad >
l n in h 2u ( ) i 210 i oi the equivalent in stud) abroad I
<> three courses at the *<h> level, including one senioi seminal
i
'i eight courses above 21M foi students beginning in 101, 102 ot 203
Requirements For Minors In Romance Languages
Studentsmay d minor in FrenchorSpanish rhe minorconsists ofat least three courses
at Bowdoin in one lang 204, including one 100-level course.
I'lut i mini
Students who plan to I h ot Spanish must take the appropriate placement test at the
nnii 't the fall tei
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FRENCH
101c. Elementary French I. Every fall. Fall 2004. William VanderWolk.
A study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary. Emphasis on listening comprehen-
sion and spoken French. Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with
assistant, plus regular language laboratory assignments. Primarily open to first- and second-
year students who have had two years or less of high school French. A limitednumberofspaces
are available for juniors and seniors.
102c. Elementary French II. Every spring. Spring 2005. Katherine Dauge-Roth.
A continuation of French 101. A study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary.
Emphasis on listening comprehension and spoken French. During the second semester, more
stress is placed on reading and writing. Three class hours per week and one weekly
conversation session with assistant, plus regular language laboratory assignments.
Prerequisite: French 101 or equivalent.
203c. Intermediate French I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Hanetha Vete-Congolo.
A review of basic grammar, which is integrated into more complex patterns of written and
spoken French. Short compositions and class discussions require active use of students'
acquired knowledge of French. Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation
session with teaching fellow.
Prerequisite: French 102 or placement.
204c. Intermediate French II. Every spring. Spring 2005. William VanderWolk and
Hanetha Vete-Congolo.
Continued development of oral and written skills; course focus shifts from grammar to
reading. Short readings from French literature, magazines, and newspapers form the basis for
the expansion of vocabulary and analytical skills. Active use of French in class discussions
and conversation sessions with French assistants. Three class hours per week and one weekly
conversation session with teaching fellow.
Prerequisite: French 203 or placement.
205c. Advanced French I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Charlotte Daniels and Alexandre Dauge-
Roth.
Conversation and composition based on a variety of contemporary films and texts about
France and Francophone countries. Grammar review and frequent short papers. Emphasis on
student participation including short presentations and debates. Three hours per week plus one
weekly viewing session for films and weekly conversation session with teaching fellow.
Prerequisite: French 204 or placement.
207c,d. Francophone Cultures. Every fall. Fall 2004. Hanetha Vete-Congolo.
An introduction to the cultures of various French-speaking regions outside of France.
Examines the history, politics, customs, cinema, literature, and the arts of the Francophone
world, principally Africa and the Caribbean. Readings include newspaper and magazine
articles, short stories, and a novel. Students see and discuss television news, documentaries,
and feature films. (Same as Latin American Studies 206.)
Prerequisite: French 205 or permission of the instructor.
208c. Contemporary France through the Media. Every spring. Spring 2005. Katherine
Dauge-Roth and Charlotte Daniels.
An introduction to contemporary France through newspapers, magazines, television,
music, and film. Emphasis is on enhancing communicative proficiency jn*French and
increasing cultural understanding prior to study abroad in France or another Francophone
country.
Prerequisite: French 205 or permission of the instructor.
Courses ofInstruction
209c Introduction to the Study and Criticism of Medieval and Early Modern French
Literature. Ever) fall. Fall 2004. CH \rlotte Daniels.
An introduction to the literary tradition of France from the Middle Ages to the French
Revolution. Students are introduced to major authors and literary movements in their cultural
and historical contexts.
Prerequisite: French 205 or permission of the instructor.
210c. Introduction to the Study and Criticism of Modern French Literature. Every
spring. Spring 2005. Witt i wi V wni rWoj k.
Introduces students to the Literar) tradition of the French-speaking world from 1789 to the
present, locus on major authors and literary movements in historical and cultural context.
Prerequisite: French 205 or permission of the instructor.
310-329& Topics in French and Francophone Literature. Every year. Tut: Department.
Designed to provide students who have a basic knowledge o( literature in French the
opportunity to stud) more closer) an author, a genre, or a period. French 310-329 may be
repeated for credit with the contents changed.
313c War and Memory. Fall 2004. Wn.i i wi Y \ndhrWoi k.
Fiction and film recalling three French wars( 1X70-71: 1 C)14-1X: 1940-45) and their effect
on individuals. The powerofindividual memory and creativity in the formation of the French
collective memor) of these events. Authors and filmmakers may include Maupassant.
Japrisot, Camus, Duras, Modiano, Renoir. Resnais, Ophuls.
Prerequisite: Two of the follow ing: French 207 or 208, and 209 or 210: or permission of
the instructor.
315c,d. Social Pulse and Documentary Impulse. Fall 2004. Ai l XANDR] Dai 01 Rom.
Examines the land of unique knowledge a documentary film seeks to offer, and the
strengths and the limits ofthis genre in our increasingly visual culture. Questions whether the
documentary impulse brings us closer to the "reality " of which it takes the pulse, and w nether
it forces us to face the existential and political practices it makes socially visible. How do
d< cumentar) films, in comparison with historical fictions or no\ els. position their \ icw ers and
call toi social actu ism? Moreover, to what extent are French ami Francophone documental)
lilnis able to renew our vision ol posteolomal histOT) and memory? Examines these issues
through portraits ol the l Inked States. \ icw s ol overlooked facets ol French tociet) ; political
tensions in Francophone Africa; and the relations between image, death, and memor) in the
context ot the Rwandan genocide.
Prerequisite I- reach 207 oi 208 ami 20*) or 210, or permission of the instructor.
| JIKc. No\el \N ays to Love and Die in I ranee.
|
|321c. Resistance, Revolt, and Re\nlutioii.|
1 32 2c. (I. Voices of Women, \ oices of the People*]
*24t . Jen ish and Black I inures in I rent h Texts: Two ITngk Memories ol I ate. Spring
I I H \ \in ( '< i-.« IOL0
ndiiions. and conespoudences ioi the imager) ol French
lewi h and blacl rience oi persecution, oppression, deportation, and
the histor) ol ideas; the French, black, and fewisfa discourses; and
ol black md Jewish people b) French writers Uses i comparative and
interdisciplinary approa* h Writers ma) um lude Montesquieu, Diderot, Rousseau, Voltaire,
\bl i < cIiih
.
I'm -ii .i . siiih-iimii. Sartre, Rene
4
Maran, Mi< hele Maillet,
and M.ii i ide
it i am ot the follow i" i ranch 207, 20s, 2o<), <>i 210; <>i permission ol the
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[325c. Witches, Monsters, and Demons: Representing the Occult.]
[328c. The French (Dis)Connections: Theories of the Everyday.]
351c. Senior Seminar for French Majors.
The seminar offers students the opportunity to synthesize work done in courses at Bowdoin
and abroad. The topic will change each year.
This course is required for the major in French or Romance languages.
Love, Letters, and Lies. Spring 2005' Charlotte Daniels.
A study of memoir novels, epistolary novels (letters), and autobiography. What does
writing have to do with love and desire? What is the role of others in the seemingly
personal act of "self-expression"? What is the truth value of writing that circulates
in the absence of its author? These and other related issues are explored in the work
of the most popular writers of eighteenth-century France: Prevost, Graffigny,
Laclos, and Rousseau. Conducted in French.
401c-404c. Independent Study. The Department.
ITALIAN
101c. Elementary Italian I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Davida Gavioli.
Three class hours per week, plus weekly drill sessions and language laboratory assign-
ments. Study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary. Emphasis is on listening
comprehension and spoken Italian.
102c. Elementary Italian II. Every spring. Spring 2005. Anna Rein.
Continuation of Italian 101. Three class hours per week, plus weekly drill sessions and
language laboratory assignments. Study of the basic forms, structures, and vocabulary. More
attention is paid to reading and writing.
Prerequisite: Italian 101 or equivalent.
203c. Intermediate Italian I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Anna Rein.
Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with assistant. Aims to
increase fluency in both spoken and written Italian. Grammar fundamentals are reviewed.
Class conversation and written assignments are based on contemporary texts of literary and
social interest.
Prerequisite: Italian 102 or placement.
204c. Intermediate Italian II. Every spring. Spring 2005. Davida Gavioli.
Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with assistant. Aims to
increase fluency in both spoken and written Italian. Grammar fundamentals are reviewed.
Class conversation and written assignments are based on contemporary texts of literary and
social interest.
Prerequisite: Italian 203 or placement.
205c. Advanced Italian I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Arielle Saiber.
Designed to increase the student's fluency in spoken and written Italian through the use of
a large variety of cultural materials and media. The "texts" include literature, newspapers,
magazines, the Internet, film, and television. Weekly written assignments introduce students
to different writing styles, such as formal letters, restaurant reviews, love poetry, news briefs,
and literary analyses. Weekly presentations, vocabulary-building exercises, and situational
activities. Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with-an assistant.
Conducted in Italian.
Prerequisite: Italian 204 or placement.
222 Con Instruction
208c Italian Culture: \ isions of Italy. Ever) spring. Spring 2005. AlUELLE Saiber.
Building on the cultural material presented in Italian 205, delves further into the dolce \ ita
and the not-so-dolce-\ ita that is Ital\ through Investigating how Italians conceive of their
country. We Stud) literature on Itak written b\ Italians: read and wateh Italian news; \ ie\\
Italian-made films that Foreground the Italian landscape, countryside, and lifestyle; explore
Italian TV and Web sites; converse with college students in Italy: look at numerous visual
images of Ital\ in art and photographs : and take a trip to an Italian-American neighborhood.
Boston's North End. Continues to refine writing, speaking, and comprehension skills and
prepares students tor ad\ anced courses in Italian literature and culture. Conducted in Italian.
Prerequisite: Italian 205 or permission of the instructor.
222c. Dante's Divine Comedy. Fall 2004. Akii-i 1 i S UBER.
( hieoftbe greatestworksofliteratureofall times. Dante's DivineComedy leads us through
the torture-pitsofHell, up the steep mountain of Purgatoix . to the \ irtual. w hite-on-w hite /one
Paradise, and then back to where we began: our own earthl\ lives. Accompanies Dante on
his allegorical journey, armed with knowledge o\' Italian culture, philosophy, politics,
religion, and art history. Pieces together a mosaic of medieval Italy, while developing and
refining abilities to read, analyze, interpret, discuss, and write about both literary texts and
critical essays. Conducted in English.
251h. The Culture of Italian Fascism. Spring 200.x Pwn i \ B \i i im.i k
l - amines Italian fascism through a focus on its cultural contexts. Topics explored include
the relationship between politics and aesthetics (particularly a\ ant-garde art movements),
colonialism and race, and fascist interventions into work, family, and leisure. Artistic
representationsoffascism in post- 1945 Ital\ . as well ascontemporar) contests over the fascist
ire also discussed. (Same as Anthropology 251.)
Prerequisite Anthropologic 101 or Sociology 101, or Italian 221.
1 310c. \\ omen of Invention.]
[31 lc. Italian \arrati\cs: \o\cl into Film.
|
312c. Hallucinator\ Landscapes: The lantastic in Italian Film and Literature. Spring
2' 05 \t'ii i i i S UBER.
ie, distorted, and uncertain, the terrain o\' the fantastic stretches from zombies to
automata Myths oi metamorphosis, fables, fair) talcs, nightmares of horror, the absurd, the
iii.iek.il. the uncanny, the supernatural, the surreal. SCI ti what is it that characterizes the
transfiguration <>l pealit) ' How have Italian authors confronted ami expressed ile\ lation from
the real ' Explores the shitting nature ol the genre ol fantastic*' through Italian tables, epic
shod itories, novellas, theater, and film. I exis include Italo Calvino's Invisible ( ities, Dario
s Don i l'ld\ PinbaL\ selections from Ariosto's Orlando I urioso, and films
In I el Inn. \ntoiuoni. BcitOlUCCi I he am in. ilion.nl isi Bl mm BoZZettO, and the Splatter thriller
filmmaker Dario "vrgento Conducted in Italian Not open to students who have taken Italian
224
juisite Italian 20S, 2o 4>, oi permission ol the instructoi
[315c. I i rit N ouny ( annihals and ( )thcr Stories: l*n lp. Noii , and ImpegDO in lin-de-
sm
i lc Italy.]
4oi 404c Independent Study, in Departmi
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SPANISH
101c. Elementary Spanish I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Gloria Medina-Sancho.
Three class hours per week and weekly conversation sessions with assistant, plus
laboratory assignments. An introduction to the grammar of Spanish, aiming at comprehen-
sion, reading, writing, and simple conversation. Emphasis is on grammar structure, with
frequent oral drills.
Prerequisite: Spanish 101 is open to first- and second-year students who have had less than
two years of high school Spanish.
102c. Elementary Spanish II. Every spring. Spring 2005. Giorgio Mobili.
Continuation of Spanish 101. Three class hours per week and weekly conversation
sessions with assistant, plus laboratory assignments. An introduction to the grammar of
Spanish, aiming at comprehension, reading, writing, and simple conversation. More attention
is paid to reading and writing.
Prerequisite: Spanish 101 or equivalent.
203c. Intermediate Spanish I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Giorgio Mobili.
Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with the teaching
assistant. Grammar fundamentals are reviewed. Class conversation and written assignments
are based on readings in modern literature.
Prerequisite: Spanish 102 or placement.
204c. Intermediate Spanish II. Every spring. Spring 2005. Gloria Medina-Sancho and
John Turner.
Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with the teaching
assistant. Grammar fundamentals are reviewed. Class conversation and written assignments
are based on readings in modern literature.
Prerequisite: Spanish 203 or placement.
205c. Advanced Spanish. Every fall. Fall 2004. Elena Cueto-Asin and Enrique Yepes.
The study of a variety ofjournalistic and literary texts and visual media, together with an
advanced grammar review, designed to increase written and oral proficiency, as well as
appreciation of the cultural history of the Spanish-speaking world. Foundational course for
the major. Three class hours per week and one weekly conversation session with assistant.
(Same as Latin American Studies 205.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 204 or placement.
207c,d. Latin American Cultures. Spring 2005. Enrique Yepes and Gloria Medina-
Sancho.
A study of diverse cultural artifacts (literature, film, history, graffiti, and journalism)
intended to explore the ethnic and cultural heterogeneity of Latin American societies from
pre-Columbian times to the present, including the Latino presence in the United States.
Conducted in Spanish. (Same as Latin American Studies 207.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 or permission of the instructor.
208c. Spanish Culture. Fall 2004. Elena Cueto-Asin.
Through the study of Spanish literature, film, history, and journalism, examines different
aspects of Spanish culture, such as myths and stereotypes about Spain and her people,
similarities and differences between Spanish and American cultures, and the characterization
of contemporary Spain. Emphasis on close analysis of primary materials. Conducted in
Spanish.
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 or permission of the instructor. Students who have.taken a 300-
level Spanish course may not take this course.
224 Courses ofInstruction
209c Introduction to the Study and Criticism of Medieval and Early Modern Hispanic
Literature. Fall 2004. John Turni r.
hronological introduction to literature ofthe Spanish-speaking world from the Middle
es through I smi I Explores major works and literal) movements of die Middle Ages, the
Spanish Golden Age, and Colonial Spanish America in their historical and cultural context.
I atin American Studies 209.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 or permission of the instructor.
21 De. Introduction to the Study and Criticism of Modern Hispanic Literature. Spring
S i >n\ Tt km k wo Elena Cui ro-AsfN.
Introduces students to the literatures o\ Spain and Spanish America from 1800 to the
present. Examines major authors and literal) movements of modern Spam and Spanish
America in historical and cultural context. (Same as Latin American Studies 210.)
Prerequisite: Spanish 205 or permission of the instructor.
310c-339c. Topics in Spanish and Hispanic American Literature I and II. H\er\ year.
Designed to provide students who have a basic knowledge of literature in Spanish the
Opportunity to stud) more close!) an author, a genre, or a period. Spanish 320-339 ma\ he
repeated tor credit with the contents changed.
[310c. Creative \N riting Workshop in Spanish.]
[32 led. Reading Modern Poetr\ in the Americas.)
1 326c. Translation.!
|327c. Reading Spanish Film.]
|32Xc. Don Quijote.]
[334c Gongora and Gdngorism.]
335c. Coming of ige: The Novd of Development in Contemporary Latin American
Literature, l .ill 2<><>4. (ii orj \ Mi din \-s vncho.
Examines a broad range Ol no\ els thai deal w ilh the adolescent's passage into adulthood
in a third world culture, a culture that itself is in the process ofestablishing a sense of idenlil\
and destiny. Considers how these works relate to the traditional novel of development
(Bildungsroman)i while quest ion mg and subverting it in subtle ways. Authors ma) include.
among others, Pat beco, Skarmeta, Ferre\( !astellanos,and Del Rio. (Same as Latin American
Studies 335
requisite: Two ft the following Spanish 207, 208, 209, 210, oi permission >>i the
instuctoi
I37< . Hisp.mii Short Story. Fall 2004 John Turner.
\n investigation <>i the ihorl rtor) .is .i literar) genre, beginning in the nineteenth oentur)
.
involvii issionof its aesthetic s, as well as its political, social and cultural ramifications
m the Spanish speaking woi id Vuthors include Pardo Bazan, Echevarria, Borges, Cortazar,
'
i -lie. .uid others (Same as Latin American Studies 337.)
requisite I v.<» <»i the following Spanish 207, 20s, 209, 210, oi permission ol the
inMiiK |
15 li s, 1
1
1., i s, M 1
1
ilh 1. 1 1 S|).imsii Majors. Spring 2005 im Departmeni
nii.iinltias siudeuts ihrupp<Mtunil\ lMs\nihesi/e uoik done in^ t'liises.il hitudom
nd abroad Hi yillchai hyeai (Same as Latin American Studies 351.)
I hi
i rse is requiredfoi themojoi m Spanish ot Romance Ian




Jane E. Knox-Voina, Chair, Lilia Kladkova
Eurasian and East European Studies Department Coordinator
Associate Professor Tammis L. Lareau
Raymond H. Miller, Chair
Requirements for the Major in Russian Language and Literature
The Russian major consists of ten courses (eleven for honors). These include Russian 101,
102 and 203, 204; four courses in Russian above Russian 204; and two approved courses in
either Russian literature in translation or Slavic civilization, or approved related courses in
government, history, or economics (e.g., Government 231, Post-Communist Russian
Politics and History 218, The Making of Modern Russia).
Interdisciplinary Major
The department participates in an interdisciplinary major in Eurasian and East European
studies. See pages 178-80.
Study Abroad
Students are encouraged to spend at least one semester in Russia. There are several approved
summer and one-semester Russian language programs in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Yaroslavl,
Voronezh, and Irkutsk that are open to all students who have taken the equivalent of two or
three years of Russian. Programs should be discussed with the Russian Department. Students
returning from study abroad will be expected to take two courses in the department unless
exceptions are granted by the chair. Two of the four semester credits from a one-semester
study abroad program may be counted toward both the Eurasian and East European major and
the Russian major; four credits may be counted toward a Russian major from a year-long
program.
Advanced Independent Study
This is an option intended for students who wish to work on honors projects or who have taken
advantage of all the regular course offerings and wish to work more closely on a particular
topic already studied. Independent study is not an alternative to regular course work.
Application should be made to a member of the department prior to the semester in which the
project is to be undertaken and must involve a specific proposal in an area in which the student
can already demonstrate basic knowledge. Two semesters of advanced independent studies
are required for honors in Russian. Petition for an honors project must be made in the spring
of the junior year.
Requirements for the Minor in Russian
The minor consists of seven courses (including the first two years of Russian).
Courses of Instruction
Courses Taught in English Translation.
The department otters courses in English that focus on Russian history, literature, and culture.
These courses ma) he taken by non-majors and include a first-year seminar and a series of 200-
level courses: Russian 21 and 220-251.
Courses in Russian for Majors and Minors
101c. Elementary Russian I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Jane Knox-Voina.
Emphasis on the acquisition of language skills through imitation and repetition of basic
language patterns; the development of facility in speaking and understanding simple Russian.
Conversation hour with a native speaker.
102c. Elementary Russian II. Spring 2005. Jane Knox-Voina.
Continuation o\' Russian 101. Emphasis on the acquisition of Language skills through
imitation and repetition of basic language patterns; the dc\ elopment of facility in speaking and
understanding simple Russian. Conversation hour with native speaker.
Prerequisite: Russian 101 or permission of the instructor.
203c. Intermediate Russian I. Every fall. Fall 2004. Jane Knox-Voina.
A continuation of Russian 101, 102. Emphasis on maintaining and improving the
Student's facility in speaking and understanding normal conversational Russian. Writing and
reading skills are also stressed. Conversation hour with native speaker.
Prerequisite: Russian 102 Of permission of the instructor.
204c Intermediate Russian II. Spring 2005. RAYMOND. Mil 1 1 k.
\ continuation o\ Russian 203. Emphasis on maintaining and improving the student's
facilit) in speaking and understanding normal conversational Russian. Writing and reading
skills are also stressed. Conversation hour with native speaker.
Prerequisite: Russian 203 or permission of the instructor.
305c. Advanced Reading and Composition in Russian. Every fall. 1 all 2004. RAYMOND
Mn 1 1 K.
Intended lo develop the ability to read Russian at a sophisticated level by combining
selected language and literature readings, grammar review, and stud) o\ Russian word
formation. I hscussion and reports in Russian. ( bnversation hour w itfa native speaker.
Prerequisite: Russian 204 or permission o\ the instructoi
307c. Russian Folk ( ulture. Spring 2005. R u MONO Mn i i It
tud) ol Ru isian folk culture: folk tales, fair) tales, legends, and traditional oral verse,
as uell as the de\ elopment ol I oik motives in the work of modern writers. Special emphasis
on Indo European and Common Slavic background. Readme and discussion in Russian.
Short term papa s
Prerequisite Russian 305 oi permission oi the instructoi
life. Nineteenth-Center] Russian Literature. Ever) othei fall. Pall 2005. Raymond
Mil I I ¥
urve) ol Russian prose of the nineteenth centur) Special attention paid to die
development >»i Russian realism. Writers include Pushkin. Lermontov, Gogol*, rurgenev,
ill) . and I olstO)
Prerequisite Russian 305 or permission of the instructoi
Russian 227
310c. Modern Russian Literature. Every other spring. Spring 2006. Jane Knox-Voina.
An examination of various works of modern Russian literature (Soviet and emigre), with
emphasis on the development of the short story. Authors include Blok, Mayakovsky,
Zoshchenko, Platonov, Bulgakov, Pasternak, Brodsky, Shukshin, Aksenov, and others. Short
term papers.
Prerequisite: Russian 305 or permission of the instructor.
316c. Russian Poetry. Every other spring. Spring 2006. Raymond Miller.
Examines various nineteenth- and twentieth-century Russian poets, including Pushkin,
Lermontov, Blok, and Mayakovsky. Earlier history of Russian verse is also discussed.
Includes study of Russian poetics and the cultural-historical context of each poet's work.
Reading and discussion are in Russian. Short term papers.
Prerequisite: Russian 305 or permission of the instructor.
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study. The Department.
Upon demand, this course may be conducted as a small seminar for several students in
areas not covered in the above courses (e.g., the Russian media or intensive language study).
This course may be repeated for credit with the contents changed.
Prerequisite: Russian 305 or permission of the instructor.
401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study. The Department.
Individual research in Russian studies. Major sources should be read in Russian. This
course may be repeated for credit with the contents changed. A two-semester project is
necessary for honors in Russian.
Prerequisite: Russian 309 or 310.
IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION
First-Year Seminar
For a full description of first-year seminars, see pages 1 37^45.
21c. The Culture of Nationalism. Every other fall. Fall 2004. Raymond Miller.
212c. Fantasy, Satire, and Science Fiction: Making Sense ofthe Absurd in a Totalitarian
World. Fall 2004. Jane Knox-Voina.
Examines traditions of fantasy, satire, and science fiction in the former Soviet bloc.
Explores science fiction as an aesthetic and ethical framework for understanding the social
and cultural implications of a totalitarian society. Considers ways artists in the region weave
together many disparate elements— satire, realism, religion, history, contemporary values
— in order to critique the application ofadvanced technology in such a society. Works include
the writings of Mikhail Bulgakov, Evgenyi Zamyatin, Stanislav Lem, and Chingiz Aitmatov,
among others, and the films of Andrei Tarkovsky.
220c. Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature. Spring 2005. Raymond Miller.
Traces the development of Russian realism and the Russian novel in the context of
contemporary intellectual history. Specific topics include the Russian response to Romanti-
cism; the rejection of Romanticism in favor of the "realistic" exposure of Russia's social ills;
Russian nationalism and literary Orientalism; the portrayal ofwomen and their role in Russian
society; the reflection of contemporary political controversies in Russian writing. Authors
include Pushkin, Gogol' , Lermontov, Belinsky, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, and Tolstoy. Russian
majors are required to do some reading in Russian. -
228 Courses ofInstruction
22 lc Son iet W orker Ikes. Revolution, and Red Love in Russian Film. Spring 2005. Jane
k . iX-VODS \.
Explores twentieth-centurj Russian culture through film. art. architecture, and literature.
Topics include scientific Utopias, eternal revolution, individual freedom, collectivism,
conflict between the intelligentsia and the common man. the "new Soviet woman." national-
ism, and the demise of the Soviet Union. Works o\ Eisenstein, Tarkovsky, Kandinsky,
Chagall. Ma\ ako\ sk\ . Pasternak. Brodsk) . Akhmann a. Solzhenitsyn. and Tolstaya. Weekly
film \ iew ings. Russian majors are required to do some reading in Russian. (Same as Women's
Studies 220.)
1 222c. Women in Russian Society and Culture.]
[223c. Dostoevskj and the Novel.)
1 224c. Dostoevski or Tolstoy.]
25 led. Central Asia through Film and Literature. Every other spring. Spring 2006. Jane
Knox-Vchn \.
Examination of little-known Central Asian peoples of the former Soviet Union and their
role in solving cultural, economic, and geopolitical issues lacing the twenty-first century.
locus on changes in the socio-economic status of women in the former Soviet Central Asia:
Kazakhstan, I fzbekistan, Tadjikistan. Kyrgv/stan, Turkmenistan, and Mongolia. Discussion
of the histOT) and culture of this transit /one linking West and East. Christianity and Islam.
Europe and Asia, for a better understanding of important geopolitical processes occurring in
the border regions of the modern world. Examples of Central Asian literature and cinema.
Questions include: 1 ) how l\o politici/ation and industrialization affect belief systems o\
indigenous ethnic groups and their attitude tow aid the en\ ironment. and rural or subsistence
economics, and 2) what is the significance of this \ast area, rich in oil and gas. lor the twenty-
first centur) ? films shed light on the culture. histOT) . spirituality (shamanism), environment,
and sociopolitical ami gender issues of these ethnic groups. | Same as Women's Studies 243.)
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Sociology and Anthropology
Professors Joint Appointment with Africana Studies
Susan E. Bell* Visiting Assistant Professor H. Roy Partridge, Jr.
Sara A. Dickey Visiting Assistant Professors
Craig A. McEwen Janet K. Lohmann
Nancy E. Riley / Leslie C. Shaw
Associate Professors Kimberly Clarke Simmons
Pamela Ballinger Matthew A. Tomlinson
Susan A. Kaplan** Adjunct Assistant Professor
Scott MacEachern, Chair Anne Henshaw
Assistant Professors Department Coordinator
Joe Bandy Lori B. Quimby
Wendy Cadgef
Kirk A. Johnson
Krista E. Van Vleet
Requirements for the Major
In consultation with an advisor, each student plans a major program that will nurture an
understanding of society and the human condition, demonstrate how social and cultural
knowledge are acquired through research, and enrich his or her general education. On the
practical level, a major program prepares the student for graduate study in sociology or
anthropology and contributes to preprofessional programs such as law and medicine. It also
provides background preparation for careers in urban planning, public policy, the civil
service, social work, business or personnel administration, social research, law enforcement
and criminal justice, the health professions, journalism, secondary school teaching, and
development programs.
A student may choose either of two major programs or two minor programs:
The major in sociology consists of ten courses, including Sociology 101, 201, 21 1, and 310.
One or two of the ten courses may be advanced courses from anthropology (or, if approved
by the department chair, from related fields to meet the student's special interests) or off-
campus study courses (with departmental approval). In all cases, at least seven of the courses
counted toward the major must be Bowdoin sociology courses. Sociology 201 should be taken
in the sophomore year.
The major in anthropology consists of nine courses, including Anthropology 101, 102,
201, 203, and 310, and one course with an area focus. Students are urged to complete
Anthropology 101, 102, 201, and 203 as early as possible. One or two of the nine courses may
be taken from the advanced offerings in sociology and/or, with departmental approval, from
off-campus study programs. In all cases, at least seven of the courses counted toward the major
must be Bowdoin anthropology courses.
All courses for the major or minor must be taken for a grade.
Requirements for the Minor
The minor in sociology consists of five sociology courses, including Sociology 101, 201,





The minor in anthropology consists of five anthropology courses, including Anthropol-
00 101 and 203, either 102 or 201, and an area study course. One of the elective courses may
he from off-campus study.
For the anthropology major or minor program, one semester o( independent study may be
counted. For the sociolog} major program, two semesters of independent study may be
counted, while for the minor program one semester may he counted.
Departmental Honors
Students distinguishing themselves in either major program max apply for departmental
honors. Awarding of the degree with honors will ordinarily be based on grades attained in
major courses and a w ritten project I emanating from independent study), and will recognize
the ability to work creatively and independently and to synthesize diverse theoretical.
methodological, and substantive materials.
SOCIOLOGY
First-Year Seminars
l»>r a full description oi first-year seminars, see pages 137—45.
H)b,d. Racism. Fall 2004. Ro\ Partridge.
Same as Vfricana Studies 10.)
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
101b. Introduction to Sociology. Fall 2004. Kirk Johnson and Kimbi ri \ Cl \rki Simmons.
Spring 2005. J wi I LOHMANN.
I he major perspectives of sociology. Application of the scientific method to sociological
tfaeOT) and to current social issues. Theories ranging from social determinism to free will arc
considered, including the work ofMarx, Weber, Durkheim, Merton, and others. Attention is
given to such concepts as role, status, society, culture, institution, personality, social
inization, the dynamicsofchange, the social rootsofbehaviorand attitudes, social control,
deviance, socialization, ami the dialectical relationship between individual and society.
2oib. Introduction to Social Research. Spring 2005. Nanct Run.
Provides firsthand experience with the specific procedures through which social science
knowledge is devejoped Emphasizes the interaction between theor) and research, and
mines the ethics 61 social reseaich and the uses and abuses o\ research in policj making.
Reading and methodological analysis of a varierj of case studies from the sociological
literature Field and laboratory exercises thai include observation, interviewing, use ol
ii.ibie data (e g . historical documents, statistical archives, computerized data banks.
cultural artifacts), sampling, coding, use ol computer, elemental") data analysis and interpre
tatiorj I e< lines, laboratory sessions, and small group conferences,
requisite Sodologj 101 oi permission ol the instructor.
2(Mh. Families: \ ( ompa rative Perspective* Fall 2004 Nano Km BY.
I • in ,:i: families in different societies. Issues addressed include definition ami concept
• •I tin- family**; different types <>i famil) systems; the interaction ol famil) change and othei
onomi and political change; the relationships between families ami othei sot ml
•
i mi ions the rol dei .a id age in famil) relationships; and sou ices and outcomes ol
stability, conflict, and dissolution within families (Same .is Women's Studies 2(M.i
Sociology 101 oi \nthropolog3 ' (> '-
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205b. The Sociology of Urban Life. Spring 2005. Kirk Johnson.
Examines popular depictions of the American urban experience through a sociological
lens. Focuses on understanding competing interpretations of contemporary inner-city phe-
nomena (crime, gangs, unemployment, teen pregnancy, single parenthood, etc.) and judging
how successfully these interpretations withstand sustained scrutiny. Emphasizes critical
thinking and evidence-weighing. Readings by Anderson, Buckley, Comer, deSouza, Katx,
Liebow, Murray, Neckerman, Wilson, and others.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101.
206b. Media Representations of Reality. Fall 2005. Kirk Johnson.
Examines social forces that contribute to mass-media representations of race, social class,
gender, and sexual preference in historical and contemporary America. Focuses on the roles
of government, corporations, and media professionals in the creation of news, entertainment
programming, and advertising. Considers the nature of objectivity and fairness, internaliza-
tion of imagery, the corrective potential of media-workplace diversity, distinctions between
reality and stereotype, and tension between free-market economics and social responsibility.
(Same as Africana Studies 206.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or permission of the instructor.
208b,d. Race and Ethnicity. Fall 2004. Janet Lohmann.
The social and cultural meaning of race and ethnicity, with emphasis on the politics of
events and processes in contemporary America. Analysis of the causes and consequences of
prejudice and discrimination. Examination of the relationships between race and class.
Comparisons among racial and ethnic minorities in the United States and between their
situations and those of minorities in other selected societies. (Same as Africana Studies 208.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101, or permission of the instructor.
210b. The Sociology of News. Fall 2004. Kirk Johnson.
Focuses on the social forces that influence news gathering and reporting. Introduces
critical theory, audience theory, and medium theory. Considers the contemporary relevance
of early media sociologists such as Breed, White, and Geiber. Examines the corporate culture
of media organizations, especially how race and gender in the newsroom affect news content,
and explores the intended and unintended effects of news on media audiences.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101, or permission of the instructor.
211b. Classics of Sociological Theory. Fall 2004. Joe Bandy. Spring 2005. Susan Bell.
An analysis of selected works by the founders of modern sociology. Particular emphasis
is given to understanding differing approaches to sociological analysis through detailed
textual interpretation. Works by Marx, Weber, Durkheim, and selected others are read.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or permission of the instructor.
212b. Gender and Crime. Spring 2005. Janet Lohmann.
Examines how gender intersects with the understanding of crime and the criminal justice
system. Gender is a salient issue in examining who commits what types ofcrimes, who is most
often victimized, and how the criminaljustice system responds to these victims and offenders.
Students explore the context of crimes such as domestic violence and sexual assault, as well
as how the correctional system and social policy are affected by the issue of gender. (Same
as Women's Studies 212.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
215b. Criminology and Criminal Justice. Fall 2004. Janet Lohmann.
Focuses on crime and corrections in the United States, with some cross-natronal compari-
sons. Examines the problematic character of the definition of "crime." Explores empirical
2 ; 2 Courses ofInstruction
research on the eharaeter. distribution, and correlates of criminal behavior and interprets this
research in the light of social structural, cultural, and social psychological theories of crime
causation. Discusses the implications of the nature and causes ot crime for law enforcement
and the administration of justice. Surveys the varied ways in which prisons and correctional
programs are organized and assesses research about their effectiveness.
Prerequisite Sociolog) 101 or Anthropology 101, or permission of the instructor.
216b. Sociolog] of Identity and Interaction. Fall 2005. Joi Bandy.
\ surve) of various social dynamics and sociological theories regarding interactions
among individuals, and between individuals and social structures. Examines such issues as
power and powerlessness, conformity and de\ iance, as well as difference and identity. Also
investigates the social issues surrounding different forms of political identity, including the
constructs of gender, race, sexuality, class, and religion.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
2 17h.d. (hercoming Racism. Spring 2005. Roy Par
i
kiih ,i .
Explores and critiques a variet) o\ proposed solutions for healing racism in the United
States. A woi king definition of racism is de\ eloped through a careful examination o( the social
structures that support the continuance o\ racism and discrimination based on race in the
I fnited States. The dominant/subordinate relationships of European Americans with African
Americans, Latino/a Americans. Native Americans, and Asian Americans are reviewed.
i Same as Alricana Studies 217.)
Prerequisite Sociology 10 or 101, or Anthropology 101.
1 2 1Kb. Sociology of Law.]
[219b. Sociolog\ of Gender.]
2201). ( 'lass. Labor, and Power. Spring 2005. J< »i B KNB\
.
\n examination of social class and the correspond i ng structures o\' labor, status, and power
m the l iiitcd States. Surveys a variety ol sociological perspectives and appliesthemtoanalyze
class inequality, labor relations, and social policy. Topics include class stratification, class
identity . poverty . corporate power, consumption, labor movements, and the social impacts o\
new technology and trade.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
221b. Environmental Sociology. Fall 2004. Joi Bandy.
\n examination ol thecomplex social processes that define, create, and threaten the natural
environment. Investigates the relationships among various environmental and social prob
lems. .is well as the man) political ideologies, philosophies, and movements dial define and
redefine how we think ol nature and sustainability Explores issues ofscience and technology
.
populai culture, urbanization, racial and gendei relations, as well as environmental move
ments (Same as Environmental studies 221. i
Pi Sodolog] 101 oi tathropolog) 101.
222b. Introduction to Human Population. Fall 2005 N \ < \ Rn i \
Vn introduction to the majoi issues in the stud) «>i pnpui.it ion Focuses on the social aspects
ot the demographic pnx:esses of fertility, mortality, and migration Usoexamines population
i hange in Western l m < «j > t - historically, recent demographi< changes in I hud World coun
lues population policy , and the social and environmental causes and implications ofchanges
in birth and migration (Same as Environmental studies 222 and VI omen'sStudies
I
Sodo4og3 101 Ol \ntluo|M>log\ 101.
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225b. The LGBTQ Movement: Identity, Politics, and Social Change. Fall 2004. Kimberly
Clarke Simmons.
Explores the sociology of LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer)
identities, politics, and social movements. Examines the social construction of sexual
identities and communities, with particular attention to the intersection of sexuality with race,
class, gender, and age. Also explores the effects of discrimination on individuals and society.
The final segment of the course explores LGBTQ political and social movements. (Same as
Women's Studies 225.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101, Anthropology 101, or permission of the instructor.
Note: This course is offered as part of the curriculum in Gay and Lesbian Studies.
[229b. Religion in American Life: A Sociological Approach.]
231c,d. Globalization and Terrorism in South Asia. Spring 2005. The Department.
Explores linkages among terrorism, nationalism and globalization within selected armed
liberation movements in South Asia, such as the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)
in Sri Lanka and the Maoist Movement in Nepal. Examines how these militant movements
mobilize nationalist sentiments, ethno-religious, class, gender and caste identities, as well as
greed among conflict entrepreneurs and material deprivations among populations at large in
sustaining their violent struggles. While these movements may be seen as violent moves to
reassert cultural/political boundaries against the rising tide of globalization, ironically they
also reflect the penetration of global forces related to international arms trade, strategic use
of the Internet for networking and propaganda purposes and support from diasporas. One-half
credit course. (Same as Asian Studies 233.)
233b. Asian American Experience. Fall 2004. Nancy Riley.
Explores the experience of Asian Americans in contemporary U.S. society. Looks at a
variety of issues, including the role of immigration and immigration policy, the advantages
and disadvantages of the promotion of a pan-Asian culture, the particular experiences of
different Asian cultures in the United States, and the role of gender in these experiences.
Examines how the Asian American experience is similar to and departs from the experience
of other groups in the United States today, and how it adds to our understanding of race and
ethnicity.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101 or permission of the instructor.
251b. Sociology of Health and Illness. Fall 2005. Susan Bell.
Examines the social contexts of physical and mental health, illness, and medical care.
Deals with such topics as the social, environmental, and occupational factors in health and
illness; the structure and process of health care organizations; the development of health
professions and the health work force; doctor-patient relationships; ethical issues in medical
research; and health care and social change.
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101 or permission of the instructor.
[252b. Sociology of Chronic Illness and Disability.]
253b. Constructions of the Body. Spring 2006. Susan Bell.
Explores the body as a reflection and construction of language, a source of metaphor, and
a political and social "space." Considers historical and cross-cultural studies about men's and
women's bodies, sexuality, gender, and power. Throughout the course, we draw from and
compare theories of the body in sociology, women's studies, and gay and lesbian studies.
(Same as Women's Studies 253.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101, and one of the following: Women's
Studies 101, Gay and Lesbian Studies 201, or a 200-level sociology course.
234 Courses of Instruction
255b.d. Traditional Healing in Sociohistorical Perspective. Spring 2005. Kirk Johnson.
Places noo-westCfH healing traditions in social and historical context to illuminate their
contemporary popularity. Considers voodoo, spirit worship, herbalism, and other traditional
beliefs and practices of African-Americans. Latinos/as. Native Americans, and other
marginalized groups. Explores the universalizability of the meanings of illness and healing
across cultures and through history, and factors influencing observed variability.
requisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101, or permission of the instructor.
25Sh. Religion, Language, and Performance. Fall 2004. Matthkw Tomlinson.
low. hat extent are religious meanings, experiences, and sensibilities constructed through
language used in performance? Conversely, what is the symbolic potential of non-linguistic
religious practices ? Reading o\ ethnography and theory describing religious practices in many
different cultures explore the way language can constitute religious action. Topics include
differentconceptions ol'"performance" and "pcrformatiN it\." language*sroleinconstructing
senses ot danger, language as material representation o\' immaterial agents, and divine
reported speech. (Same as Anthropology 25S.)
Prerequisite Sociology 101 oi'Anthropology 101.
291b—294b. Intermediate Independent Study in Sociology. Tut: DEPARTMENT.
310b. Advanced Seminar: Current Controversies in Sociology. Spring 2005 Si SAN Hi 1
1
\m> Joi B \\m .
Draws together different theoretical and substantive issues m sociology in the United
States, primarily since 1950. Discusses current controversies in the discipline, e.g.. quantita-
tive versus Qualitative methodologies, micro versus macro perspectives, and pure versus
applied work.
Prerequisite: Senior standing and Sociology 21 1, or permission of the instructor.
401b-404l). Advanced Independent Stud} and Honors in Sociology. I'm DEPARTMENT.
ANTHROPOLOGY
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
Hi 1 1). (I. Introduction to ( lultural Anthropology. Fall 2004. Matthew Tomi nson. Spring
K \ w Vleet.
( n It ma I anthropplog) explores the diversities and commonalities ofcultures and societies
in an increasing!) Interconnected world. This course introduces students to the significant
les, concepts, theories, and methods in cultural anthropology ropicsmay include: en lima l
relativism and ethnocentrism, fieldwork and ethics, symbolism, language, religion and ritual,
political and economic systems, famil) and kinship, gender, class, ethnicit) ami race
nationalism ami transnationalism, ami ethnographic representation and validity.
ncb.d. I m i nd iK t ion to World pi a history . Fall 2004 Scott MacEachern Spring 2005
I i ii Sii v
\n inn n to iiu- dis< ipline <>i an haeolog) and the studies ol human biological and
cultural evolution Vmongthe subjet ts covered are conflicting theories oi human biological
ilution. net* and i ultural bases ol human behavior, tin- expansion ol
in i in.uqxipiil.il i< ii is into various ecosystems throughout the world, the domestication ofplants
and animal iti from nomadi< i<> settled village life, and the rise of complex societies
ami the state
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201b. Anthropological Research. Fall 2004. Krista Van Vleet.
Anthropological research methods and perspectives are examined through classic and
recent ethnography, statistics and computer literacy, and the student's own fieldwork
experience. Topics include ethics, analytical and methodological techniques, the interpreta-
tion of data, and the use and misuse of anthropology.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101.
202b. Essentials of Archaeology. Fall 2005. Scott MacEachern.
Introduces students to the methods and concepts that archaeologists use to explore the
human past. Shows how concepts from natural science, history, and anthropology help
archaeologists investigate past societies, reveal the form and function of ancient cultural
remains, and draw inferences about the nature and causes of change in human societies over
time. Will include a significant field work component, including excavations on campus.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 102, or Archaeology 101 or 102, or permission of the
instructor.
203b. History of Anthropological Theory. Fall 2004. Pamela Ballinger.
An examination of the development of various theoretical approaches to the study of
culture and society. Anthropology in the United States, Britain, and France is covered from
the nineteenth century to the present. Among those considered are Morgan, Tylor, Durkheim,
Boas, Malinowski, Mead, Geertz, and Levi-Strauss.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101.
206b. The Archaeology of Gender and Ethnicity. Fall 2005. Leslie Shaw.
Explores the lives of "people without history," using archaeological data and emphasizing
gender and ethnicity. Focuses on the Americas, and covers both prehistoric and post-conquest
archaeological site research, including Maya, Inca, Native American, and African American
examples. The long temporal aspect of archaeological data allows exploration of such issues
as how gender inequality developed in emerging civilizations, how European contact affected
indigenous gender roles within the economy, and how enslaved peoples maintained and
reinforced an ethnic identity. (Same as Women's Studies 206.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or 102, or permission of the instructor.
218b,d. Anthropology of Islands. Spring 2006. Anne Henshaw.
Focuses on the diversity of island peoples and cultures and the unique place they hold
within the field of anthropology . Explores the range ofenvironmental contexts in which island
peoples adapt, as well as the unique socioeconomic systems and historical experiences that
characterize them. Examines the powerful sense of cultural identity that islanders share, and
the many challenges and opportunities they face in an age of globalization and limited
resources. Selected case studies draw from islands in the Pacific and North Atlantic, including
Maine, to bring a comparative and interdisciplinary understanding of island societies past and
present. (Same as Environmental Studies 213.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or 102.
221b. The Rise of Civilization. Spring 2005. Scott MacEachern.
Archaeology began with the study of the great states of the ancient world, with Egypt,
Mesopotamia, China, the Maya, and the Aztecs. Examines the origins of civilizations in the
Old and New Worlds, using archaeological, historical, and ethnographic data. Reviews the
major debates on state formation processes, the question of whether integrated theories of
state formation are possible, and the processes leading to the collapse of state societies.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or 102.
[222b. Culture through Performance.]
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[223b. Nationalism and Ethnicity.]
[225b. ( lass and Culture.]
226b. Culture and Archaeology: Using the Present to Understand the Past. Fall 2004.
S rnM u Eachern.
Examines the ways in which information collected from ethnographic and historical
sources, and from present-da) observations, can be used to generate theories about the
functioning of past societies. First examines how ethnoarchaeologists use studies of present-
da) material culture to inform and enrich archaeological reconstructions. Next examines the
ways in which oral and written histories can be used to develop theories of how and why
cultures change. Also discusses the relationship between historical and anthropological
accounts.
Prerequisite: Pre\ ious course in anthropology or sociology.
1 228b. Language, Culture, and Emotion.]
229b,d. Maya Archaeology and Ethnohistory. Fall 2004. Leslie Shaw.
Focuses on the Maya civilization of Central America using archaeological data and
Spanish accounts of traditional Maya life at the time of the conquest. Topics include Maya
adaptations to diverse tropical environments, the decipherment of Maya writing, political
instability and warfare, and Maya cosmology and the continuation of these beliefs into
modern times. Semester projects are used for intensive research into selected issues ofMaya
archaeology. (Same as Latin American Studies 229.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 102 or 202 or permission of the instructor.
230b. Language, Identity, and Power. Spring 2005. Krisi a Van Vleet.
What place does language have in everyday life? How are identities produced and
perceived in personal and social interactions? How is language used to reinforce, challenge,
or reconfigure relationships o\' power? Approaches the study o( language as a social and
historical reality thatemergesin the interactionsofindividuals. Usingexamples froma variety
ol social and cultural contexts, discusses: the relationship between language, culture, and
thought; structure and agency; language and social inequality; language acquisition and
socialization; multilingualismand multiculturalism; verbal artandperformance. Throughout,
considers how aspects of an individual's identity such as gender, race, ethnicity, class, age.
ami sexual orientation articulate in social and linguistic interactions.
Prerequisite: Anthropology KM or Sociology 101, or permission ol the instructor.
23lh.(l. Native Peoples and Cultures of Arctic America. I all 2004 Si SAM K \n an.
thousands ( >i years, Eskimos (Inuit), Indian, and Aleut peoples lived in the Vrctu
lOnsol North Vmerica as hunten, gatherers, and fishermen Mien clothing, shelter. \\hh\.
ind implements were derived frona resources recovered from the sea, rivers, and the land. The
Characteristics Ol VrCtk ecosystems are examined. The social, economic, political, and
religious In niou tactic dwelling peoples are explored in an effort to understand ho*
pie have adapted to harsh northernen^ ironments. (Same as Environmental studies 231.)
Prerequisite inthropologj 101 oi 102
2.Wlul. PeOPki and ( nihil es of \li ica. Spun" 2005. SCOTI MacEa< hi RN.
Introduction to 1 1 u- traditional patterns ol livelihood and social institutions o( African
i ollowing .i brie! overview ol African geography, habitat, and cultural history,
lectures and readings covet a representative range ol types ol economy, polity, and social
mi/, in (<n from the smallest hunting and gathering societies to the mostcomplex states and
empire I mphasis upon understanding the nature ol traditional social forms; changes in
Sociology and Anthropology 237
African societies in the colonial and post-colonial periods are examined, but are not the
principal focus of the course. (Same as Africana Studies 233.)
Prerequisite: Previous course in anthropology.
[234b,d. Women, Power, and Identity in India.]
[235b,d. South Asian Cultures and Societies.]
237b,d. Family, Gender, and Sexuality in Latin America. Spring 2006. Krista Van Vleet.
Focuses on family, gender, and sexuality as windows onto political, economic, social, and
cultural issues in Latin America. Topics include indigenous and natural gender ideologies,
marriage, race, and class; machismo and masculinity; state and domestic violence; religion
and reproductive control; compulsory heterosexuality; AIDS; and cross-cultural conceptions
of homosexuality.Takes a comparative perspective and draws on a wide array of sources
including ethnography, film, fiction, and historical narrative. (Same as Women's Studies
237.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or Sociology 101, or permission of the instructor.
Note: This course is offered as part of the curriculum in Gay and Lesbian Studies.
238b,d. Culture and Power in the Andes. Fall 2004. Krista Van Vleet.
Explores the anthropology and history of the Andes, focusing on questions of cultural
transformation and continuity in a region that has been integrated into western markets and
imaginations since 1532, when Francisco Pizarro and a band of fewer than two hundred
conquistadors swiftly defeated the Inca empire. Focuses on the ethnography, historical
analysis, popular culture, and current events of Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru. Topics include
Inca concepts of history; Spanish colonization; Native Andean cultural identity; household
and community organization; subsistence economies and ecology; gender, class, and ethnic
relations; domestic and state violence; indigenous religion; contemporary political economy;
coca and cocaine production; and migration. (Same as Latin American Studies 238.)
Prerequisite: Previous course in anthropology or sociology.
[239b,d. Indigenous Peoples of North America.]
240b,d. Nationalism and Transnationalism in the Pacific Islands. Spring 2005. Matthew
TOMLINSON.
New nationalist movements in the Pacific Islands give fresh urgency to questions about
how the "nation-state" has become a standard sociopolitical category in the modern era.
Focuses on nationalist movements that have taken place since the 1970s in the post-
independence Pacific, drawing people into national orbits through shared senses of culture,
ethnicity, and consumption. Readings include material from Melanesia, Micronesia, and
Polynesia, focusing especially on Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, Fiji, HawaH, and
New Zealand.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or Sociology 101.
244b. Peoples and Societies of the Mediterranean. Fall 2004. Pamela Ballinger.
Explores the conceptual and political construction of "the Mediterranean" as a region and
examines similarities and differences between the Mediterranean's northern and southern
shores, focusing on religious systems and practices, gender relations, and political systems
and behaviors. Attention is also given to contemporary issues of economic development,
immigration, and regionalism. Materials examined include traveler accounts, novels, anthro-
pological and historical analyses, and popular films.
Prerequisite: Previous course in anthropology or sociology.
Com Instruction
246b. AnthropoiogJ oftbc Balkans. Fall 2005. Pwin \ Ballinger.
Explores the conceptual and political construction of the Balkans as a crossroads between
greal empires, religious systems, languages, and ethnic and national groups. Topics covered
include: the tensions (past and present) between visions of commonality (pan-Slavism, for
example) and exclusive national definitions; local responses to broad processes of state
formation, war, and modernization; and the transformation of much of the region as a result
ot five decades of state socialism. The ongoing changes in the region with the transition from
.ihst rule will receive particular attention.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or permission of the instructor.
24Sb.d. \cti\ist Voices in India. Spring 2005. Sara Dk m ^
.
Examinescontemporary social and political acth ism in India. Focuses on film^essa) s,and
fiction to investigate the ways that political messages are constructed through different media
and for specific audiences. Case studies include activism concerning religious conflict,
gender inequalities. ga\ and lesbian identities, and environmental issues. (Same as Asian
Studies 248 and Women Studies 246.)
Prerequisite: Anthropolo«\ 101 or Sociology 101. and one pre\ ions course on contcm-
porar) South Asian societies (Anthropology 234, 235: History 256, 258, 259, 288: or
Religion 12, 221, 323 1 or permission o\' the instructor.
|249b.d. Mesoamerican Civilizations.]
251h. The Culture of Italian Fascism. Spring 2005. Pwn i \ B \i i im.i R.
1 \amines Italian fascism through a locus on its cultural contexts. Topics explored include
the relationship between politics and aesthetics (particularly avant-garde art movements),
Colonialism and race, and fascist interventions into work, family, and leisure. Artistic
representationsoffascism in post- 1945 Ital) .as well as contemporary contests overthe fascist
legacy, are also discussed. (Same as Italian 251.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or Sociology 101, or Italian 221.
2551).d. I mm .lesus to Jerry Kalwell: The Anthropology of Christianity. Spring 2005.
M I INI W T()MI |\so\.
How is Christianity a cultural product.' Mas Christianity shaped different cultures to a
bal standard, >>r have different cultures shaped the religion in distinctivel) consequential
ways? \n anthropological approach to studying Christianity, reading ethnographic and
historical accounts ol congregations across differentcultures. Mam themes addressed include
missionary encounters; millennialisni ami conflict; globalization and localization; ritual and
performance; ami the Bible ami textuality. (Same as Rettgkm 255.)
requisite inthropofogj 101.
|25Mul. African Archaeology: The Roots of Humanity.]
257b. Environmental \rchaeoloj»v. lall 2(XW \\m HENSHAW.
lores the theoretk .il and tnethodologica] approac bes, an haeolog) uses to stud) the
diva te and ^ hanging relationships between humans ami the en> ironmenl I beoretical issues
n the different ways an haeologists and cultural anthropologists define and understand
the role culture plays in mediating human/envurmmenta] interactions. Drawing on ethno
.uid archaeological examples, places special emphasis on the wa\ humans ha\e
nimiits and have been the periodic instigators ft ecosystemic change,
both in tin- p. i i ami pre nc nt \Ko ex.immes how arc hacolngii al research design and survej
metl injunction with other disciplines, including biology, geology, and
ml pi«>\ ule baseline i nl urination on changing landscapes through time.
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A significant component to the class involves hands-on field research at Bowdoin's Coastal
Studies Center on Orr's Island. Students participate in mapping exercises on the property and
conduct systemic surveys to document changing land use practices through time. (Same as
Environmental Studies 257.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 102 or permission of the instructor.
258b. Religion, Language, and Performance. Fall 2004. Matthew Tomlinson.
To what extent are religious meanings, experiences, and sensibilities constructed through
language used in performance? Conversely, what is the symbolic potential of non-linguistic
religious practices? Reading ofethnography and theory describing religious practices in many
different cultures explore the way language can constitute religious action. Topics include
different conceptions of "performance" and "performativity", language' s role in constructing
senses of danger, language as material representation of immaterial agents, and divine
reported speech. (Same as Sociology 258.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
[260b,d. Cultures on Display: Anthropology and Museums.]
291b-294b. Intermediate Independent Study in Anthropology. The Department.
310b. Contemporary Issues in Anthropology. Spring 2005. Pamela Ballinger.
Close readings of recent ethnographies and other materials are used to examine current
theoretical and methodological developments and concerns in anthropology.
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101, 102, 201, and 203, or permission of the instructor.
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Students may minor in dance or theater. Although no major is offered in the Department of
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DANCE
The Dance curriculum pro\ ides a coherent course of Stud) through classes m dance history,
theory, criticism, choreograph), and performance studies, including dance technique and
repertory. The department emphasizes dance's relation to the performing and fine arts, and
its fundamental connection to the broad liberal arts curriculum. The program's goal is dance
literacy and the developmentofskills important to original work in all fields: keen perception.
imaginative problem solving, discipline, and respect for craft.
Requirements for the Minor in Dance
The minor consists of five course credits: Dance 101; Dance 1 11/112,211/212, or 31 1/312:
Dance 102. 130, 140. or 150: and two additional courses at the 200 level or higher.
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
101c. Cultural Choreographies: An Introduction to Dance. Every year. Hall 2004. h \i
V \n .
I )ancing is a fundamental human activity, a mode of communication, and a basic force in
social life. Investigates dance and movement in the studio and classroom, as aesthetic and
cultural phenomena. Explores how dance and movement activities reveal information about
cultural norms and \ allies and affect perspectives in our own and other societies. Using
ethnographic methods, focuses on how dancing maintains and creates conceptions of one's
own body, gender relationships, and personal and community identities. Experiments with
dance and movement forms from different cultures and epochs—for example, the hula. New
England contradance, classical Indian dance. Balkan kolos, ballet, contact Improvisation, and
African American dance forms from swing to hiphop—through readings, performances,
workshops in the studio, and field work. (Same as Women's Studies 102.)
102c. Making Dances. Ever) year. Fall 2004. Gwyni ra Joni s.
Explores ways Ol Choreographing dances and multimedia performance works, primarily
solos, duets, trios. A strong \ideo component introduces students regardless of previous
experience in dance to a w ide range ol compositional methods that correspond to creative
process in Other arts: writing, drawing, composing. Includes some reading, writing, and
discussion, as well as work with visiting professional dance companies and attendance at live
performances
104c StagecraftJ verj year. Fall 2004. Michae Schot Verre
Introduction to the language and practice ^\ technical theater. Hands on experience in
lighting, SOUnd, COStUming, and scenic and propert) Construction. Considers the demands and
limits ofdifferent theatrical spaces, as well as job roles and management foi theaterand dance
productions. Includes fort) hours ol laboratory work Ma> be taken as Credit/Fail onl) .(Same
i heater 104
13d . Principles ol Design. I verx yeai Spring 2005 Jl D\ ( i \n i v
Studio course thai stimulates students to considei the world i»i a play, dance, oi perfoi
nance piece from .i designer's perspective, rhrough projects, readings, discussion, ami
critiques, students explore the fundamental principles ol visual design, text analysis i<>i the
designer, and the pi<»cess «.i collaboration Strong emphasis on perceptual, analytical, and
communication skills (Same as > Isnal \ris 165 and Theater 130. i
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140c. Performance Art. Every other year. Spring 2006. Gretchen Berg.
Performance art is live art performed by artists. It includes, but is not limited by, elements
of both theater and dance. Students study the history and theory of performance art through
readings and the creation of original work. Students consider the social context of different
movements in performance art, and the creation of performance art in contemporary culture.
The class creates and performs pieces in both traditional and "found" spaces. (Same as Visual
Arts 175 and Theater 140.)
150c. Improvisation. Every other year. Spring 2005. Gretchen Berg.
Improvisation is a fundamental tool used by dancers, musicians, actors, writers, and other
artists to explore the language of a medium and to develop new work. An interdisciplinary
introduction to some of the primary forms of improvisation used in dance and theater. Content
includes theater games, narrative exercises, contact improvisation, and choreographic struc-
tures. (Same as Theater 150.)
[201c. Topics in Dance History: Five American Originals.]
202c. Topics in Dance History: Dancing Revolutions. Spring 2005. June Vail.
Focuses on avant-garde trends in dance during times of political and social upheaval during
the past century. Students explore American dance's anti-Establishment theories and revolu-
tionary performance strategies including turn-of-the-century feminism, class and racial
solidarity in the 1 930s, activist, anti-war spontaneity of the 1 960s, and gender identities in the
1990s. Combines studio work with reading, writing, and viewing, augmented by live
performances and workshops with visiting dance companies such as Urban Bush Women.
Prerequisite: One of the following: Dance 101, 102, 11 1,211, or 311, or permission of the
instructor.
220c. Dance Genres: African American Culture in Action. Every other year. Spring 2006.
June Vail.
Studio technique and theory, focusing on three African American dance genres: Swing,
modern, and Hip-Hop. Students learn and practice these forms and some others, including
Step dance, and examine their meaning as art and cultural expression. When applicable, they
are used as sources for the skills, strategies, and subjects of concert dance.
Prerequisite: Dance 101, 102, 111, 140, 211, or 311.
320c. Advanced Performance Theory and Practice. Every third year. Fall 2005. The
Department.
Designed for strong and experienced dancers, and conducted as a series of rehearsals
culminating in a performance at the semester' s end. The final performance is either an original
choreographed piece or a reconstructed historical dance. Students should expect a more
rigorous rehearsal process than in Dance 112 or 212, with greater demand placed on their
individual creative, musical, organizational, and physical skills. Students are required to
participate in rehearsals and performances outside of class time.
Prerequisite: Previous 200- or 300-level dance course.
321c. Viewing and Re-viewing Theater and Dance: Critical Perspectives on the
Performing Arts. Every third year. Spring 2006. June Vail.
Investigates critical perspectives on the performing arts and develops writing skills such
as description, analysis, evaluation, and interpretation. Video, film, and live performances
provide the basis for reviews and essays. Combines theory and practice in developing modes
ofreflexive critical response that acknowledge the participation of the observer in the creation
of both event and commentary. (Same as Theater 325.)
Prerequisite: Previous full-credit course in dance or theater, or permission ofthe instructor.
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322c Knsemble Performance. Ever) third year. Fall 2006. The Department.
An opportunits tor theater and dance students to \s ork together on an original performance
piece. 1Examines other groups in dance and theater that have developed similar works based
on literature, current events, and personal experience. Students research and explore a theme
together to build a work that blurs the boundaries between theater and dance, using a
combinationofphysicaland narrativeexercises todevelopthe score/script Students build the
piece collaborate el\ o\ er the semester and present it at the end of the term. (Same as Theater
322
Prerequisite: Pre\ ious l(K)-le\el theater or dance course and an additional theater or dance
course, preferabl) at the 2(M) level.
323c. Breath. \ nice. Movement, and Text. Fall 2004. Paul Sarms.
Explores the relationship between movement and language. Text is considered as an
inspiration, subject, formal template, or framing device tor dance. May be taught as a
performance class, a creative process class, or a studio/theor\ class. Some outside rehearsal
time is required. (Same as Theater 323.)
Prerequisite: Pre\ IOUS 2(H)- or 300-level dance course.
1 324c. Borrowed forms.]
291c-294c Intermediate Independent Study in Dance. The Departm m
40k-404c. Advanced Independent Study in Dance. Tm Di i \ki\ii NT.
Performance Studies in Dance
The foundation tor performance studies classes in dance technique and repertory is modem
dance, a term designating a wide spectrum of Styles. The program focuses on an inventive,
unrestricted approach to movement informed bj an understanding ofbasic dance technique.
I his otters an appropriate formal lor exploring the general nature of dance and the cream e
potential of undergraduates.
Performance studies courses (111,211, 31 1: and 1 12, 212, 312) earn one-hall credit each
semester Each course ma\ be repeated a maximum of four times for credit Students ma\
enroll in a technique course ( 111,211,311 \and a repertory course ( 1 12, 212,312 i in the same
semester for one full academit cou dit. \ttendance at all classes is required Grading
is ( redit/Fail.
Instructon foi 2<M)4 2005: ( rwj neth Jones and Paul San is.
I 1 lc. Intnxliu to-) Dance I echni(|iie. I \er\ semestei I hi DEPARTMENT.
( lasses in modern dance technique include basic exercises to develop dance skills such as
balance and musicalit) More challenging movement combinations and longer dance se
QJUencei build <>n these eXCI VS nilc fc< Using >>n the ei.ilt ol dancing. Students de\ elop .in
appre* i.iikmi o4 then own styles and .in understanding "i the lole oi ci. lit m the creative
pr<K i-s> l )unng tlu- semester, a historical overview of twentieth centur) American dance on
video is
|
d Attendance at all classes is required One-half credit
1 1 2* . inti -ik! in i mi \ Repertory and Performance, i very semestei I n Department.
H(\ tudentsare required totake Dance lllconcurrentl) Repertory classesdkh ide
the i h.uu c to learn t.K ult\ ^ hor cog rapheil work sot u\ onsiiuctionsol historical iI.uk tS t 3aSS
mi' 'iniiKt he.irsah foi performances .n the end ol the semestei the
D embei Studio Show, tin- annual Spring Performance in Pickard rheatei oi Museum
.it the Walkei \n Building in Ma) Additional rehearsals are scheduled before
peifom \ttendaikc at .ilK I ml uhearsals is required One-half Credit
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211c. Intermediate Dance Technique. Every semester. The Department.
A continuation of the processes introduced in Dance 111. One-half credit.
212c. Intermediate Repertory and Performance. Every semester. The Department.
Intermediate repertory students are required to take Dance 211 concurrently. A continu-
ation of the principles and requirement introduced in Dance 112. One-half credit.
311c. Intermediate/Advanced Dance Technique. Spring 2005. The Department.
A continuation of the processes introduced in Dance 211. One-half credit.
312c. Intermediate/Advanced Repertory and Performance. Spring 2005. The Depart-
ment.
Intermediate/advanced repertory students are required to take Dance 311 concurrently. A
continuation of the principles and requirement introduced in Dance 212. One-half credit.
THEATER
The theater program at Bowdoin offers students the opportunity to examine the ways in which
theater provokes the imagination, tells stories, creates community, and challenges assump-
tions. Courses are offered in performance, theory, history, design, and stagecraft. Faculty-
directed productions are open by audition to the entire student body. Student-directed projects
under faculty supervision are encouraged through independent study and honors projects.
Emphasis is placed on theater's fundamental connection to the liberal arts curriculum at
Bowdoin, as well as theater literacy, performance skills, respect for language, and an
understanding of social/historical influences on drama. The aim is to develop imaginative
theater practitioners who collaboratively solve problems of form and content with a passion-
ate desire to express the human condition on stage.
Requirements for the Minor in Theater
The minor consists of five courses: Two courses from Theater 101, 104, 106, 120, 130, 140,
150; two courses from Theater 203, 220, 235, 260, 270, 305, 320, 321, 322, 324; and one
additional course in theater or dance.
101c. Making Theater. Every year. Fall 2004. Libby Marcus.
An introductory exploration of the nature of theater: how to think about it, how to look at
it, how to make it. Focuses on active studio work. Students examine theories of twentieth-
century theater makers, see and reflect on live performances, and experience different
approaches to making original work. Students work together to develop and perform three
small pieces and a final group performance project.
104c. Stagecraft. Every year. Fall 2004. Michael Schiff-Verre.
Introduction to the language and practice of technical theater. Hands-on experience in
lighting, sound, costuming, and scenic and property construction. Considers the demands and
limits of different theatrical spaces, as well asjob roles and management for theater and dance
productions. Includes forty hours oflaboratory work. May be taken as Credit/Fail only. (Same
as Dance 104.)
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liihc. Introduction to Drama. Spring 2005. Wii 1 1 wi \\ atterson.
Beginning with a close reading of Aristotle's Poetics, introduces students to dramatic
structure through the history of plot-making. Plays by Sophocles, Shakespeare, Moliere.
Sheridan. Ibsen. Chekhov, O'Neill. Beckett, and Brecht are also examined in light of the
e\ olution oftraditional dramatic genres | tragedy and comed) ). inno\ ati\ e modes ("Photoge-
nic Realism.*" "Epic Theater." "Theater of the Absurd."* etc. >. and the emergence of psycho-
logical approaches to character. In addition to writing critical papers about plays, Students
have the option to write dialogue and/or dramatic scenes and to present them as live (heater
in class. i Same as Kn»lish 106).
120c. Vctin» I. Ever) semester. Fall 2004. Spring 2005. Sonja MOSER.
Introduces students to the physical, emotional, and intellectual challenge o( the acting
process. Voice and movement work, analysis of dramatic texts from an actor's point ofview,
and impro\ isational exercises are used to pro\ ide students w ith a \ anet\ ofmethods for acting
truthful!) on stage.
130c. Principles of Design. Every year. Spring 2005. Jim G \ii.hn.
Studio course that stimulates students to consider the world of a play, dance, or perfor-
mance piece from a designer's pcrpective. Through projects, readings, discussion, and
critiques, students explore the fundamental principles of visual design, text anal) sis for the
designer, and the process of collaboration. Strong emphasis on perceptual, analytical, and
communication skills. (Same as Visual Arts 165 and Dance 130.)
140c. Performance Art. Every other year. Spring 2006. Gw u hi n Bl RG.
Performance art is live art performed b\ artists. It includes, but is not limited by. elements
ol both theater and dance. Students stud) the history and theor\ of performance art through
readings and the creation of original work. Students consider the social context of different
movements in performance art. and the creation ofperformance art in contemporary culture.
ITie class creates and performs pieces in both traditional and "found" spaces. (Same as Visual
\rts 175 and Dance 140.)
150c. Improvisation. Ever} other year. Spring 2005. Gw n m \ Bi ro.
Impn>\ isation is a fundamental tool used b\ dancers, musicians, actors, w i nei s. and other
artists to explore the language of a medium and to develop new work. An interdisciplmar\
introduction to some ol the primal) loi ins of impro\ i sat ion used m dance and theater. Content
includes theater games, narrative exercises, contact improvisation, and choreographic struc-
tures i Same afl Dance 150 |
203d Women in lYrforniaiKT. ball 2005. Gri h hi \ Bl k<;.
\n exploration <>i women on stage as characters, pei toi mere, plaj w rights, directors,
designers, and technicians. Reflecting their studies and personal experiences, studentsengage
in historic a I researc h and in elass studio WOli thai culminates m pei I on nance protects at the
: <>t the lemestei (Same as Women's studies 209.)
requisite \ I'M) level course in theatei "i Women's studies
210c Miakispi an \ ( onudus and Romances. I \ei\ othei \eai I all 2005 Wiiiiwi
I laminc I Widsummei Wight's Dream, The Merchant ofVenice, Twelfth Night, \\)<>u
i h, Winter's Tale, wad The Tempest in light "i Renaissance genre theorj (Same as
I n-lisii 210.,
Pi requisite One in i yeai seminal <>i 100 level course in the I nglish departmenl
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21 lc. Shakespeare's Tragedies and Roman Plays. Every other year. Spring 2006. William
Watterson.
Examines Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, King Lear, Julius Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra,
and Coriolanus in light of recent critical thought. Special attention is given to psychoanalysis,
new historicism, and genre theory. (Same as English 211.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
212c. Shakespeare's History Plays. Every other year. Fall 2004. William Watterson.
Explores the relationship of Richard III and the second tetralogy {Richard II, the two parts
of Henry /Vand Henry V) to the genre of English chronicle play that flourished in the 1580s
and 1590s. Readings in primary sources (More, Hall, and Holinshed) are supplemented by
readings of critics (Tillyard, Kelly, Siegel, Greenblatt, Goldberg, etc.) concerned with
locating Shakespeare's own orientation toward questions of history and historical meaning.
Regular screenings of BBC productions. (Same as English 212).
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
220c. Acting II: Voice and Text. Every year. Spring 2005. Sonja Moser.
An intermediate acting course focused on the link between language, thought, and feeling.
Students work with poetry, plays, and dramatic texts to encourage vocal and physical
freedom. Breathing exercises and improvisational work on vocal range, color, and interpre-
tation are rooted in a close reading of the texts. Final projects in monologue and scene work
emphasize the power and subtlety of the spoken word.
Prerequisite: Previous 100-level theater course.
[223c. Renaissance Drama.]
230c. Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Drama. Every other year. Fall 2004. Ann
KlBBIE.
This study of English drama from 1660 to the end of the eighteenth century focuses on a
variety ofdramatic modes, including Restoration comedy, heroic tragedy, "she-tragedy," and
sentimental comedy. Authors may include Wycherley, Etherege, Behn, Congreve, Shadwell,
Dryden, Rowe, Otway, Centlivre, Inchbald, Addision, Steele, Sheridan, and Goldsmith.
(Same as English 230.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in the English department.
235c,d. Puppetry. Spring 2005. Libby Marcus.
In its most basic form, puppetry is the inanimate made animate for the purpose of personal
expression in performance. A thorough introduction to the art of puppetry. Students design
and build different styles of puppets (hand, shadow, rod) and learn to use them. The cultural
context of puppetry around the world is considered. Students create several short puppet
pieces and one culminating performance work in which the primary medium is puppetry.
(Same as Visual Arts 235.)
Prerequisite: A 100-level course in theater or visual arts.
[236c. Opera.]
260c. Playwriting. Every other year. Fall 2004. Gretchen Berg.
A workshop in writing for contemporary theater. Includes introductory exercises in
writing monologues, dialogue, and scenes, then moves to the writing and revising of a short
play, a solo performance piece, or a staged adaptation of existing material. Students read plays
and performance texts, considering how writers use speech, silence, and action; how they




00-level course in theater or dance or permission of the instructor.
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[262c. Drama and Performance in the Twentieth Century.]
270c. Directing. Ever) year. Fall 2004. Davis Robinson.
Introduces students to the major principles of play direction, including conceiving a
production, script anal) sis, staging, casting, and rehearsing with actors. Attention is also paid
to collaborating with designers. Students study directing theories and techniques, and
complete the course b\ conceiving, casting, rehearsing, and presenting short plays of their
choosing. A final research and rehearsal portfolio is required.
Prerequisite: Previous 100-level course in theater or dance.
305c. Studio 305. Ever) other year. Spring 2006. The Department.
\ senior theater seminar focusing on independent work. Advanced students creating
capstone projects in playwriting, directing, acting, and design meet weekl) as a group to
critique, discuss, and present their work. Final performances are given at the end o\' the
semester.
Prerequisite: A 100-level theater course and an additional course in theater or dance.
ptefeiabl) at the 200 level, or permission of the instructor.
320c. Theater Styles. Fall 2005. D\\ is Robinson.
\n advanced acting class thai explores issues of style. What is Tragedy? Farce? Melo-
drama.' Commedia? Realism'.' The Absurd? Through research, analysis, and scene work in
class, students become familiar with a range of theatrical idioms. Emphasis is placed on
understanding the social/cultural needs that give rise to a particular st) lc. and the way in which
Style is used m contemporary theater to support or subvert a text.
Prerequisite: Previous 100-level theater course and an additional course in theater or
dance. preferabK at the 200 level.
321c. Corned] in Performance. Every other year. Fall 2004. Davis Robinson.
Looks at several facets ofcomed) on stage, from its origins in Greek and Roman thealei
to COntemporar) comic tonus Thcors is combined with practical exercises in clowning.
satire, physical comedy, wit. timing, phrasing, and partner work to develop a comic
\ocabular\ for interpreting both scripted and original work. Students work in solos, duets, and
groups tO create final performance projects that are presented to the public at the end of the
semestei
Prerequisite: Previous 100-level theater course and an additional course in theater or
dance, preferabl) at the 200 level.
322c. Knsemble Performance. Ever) third year. I all 2006. Davis Robinson
ta opportunity Fa theatet ami dance students to work togetheron an original performance
piece I outlines otha groups in dance and theatei thai have developed similar works based
on literature, < urreni events, and personal experience. Students research and explore .i theme
ilui tO build a work that blurs the boundaries between theatei and dance, using a
ibin.it 1 1 »n ofphysical and narrative exercises todevelop die score/script Studentsbuild the
piece ^ ollaborativel) over the semestei and present it at the end ol the term. (Same as Dance
<::
Prerequisite Previous loo level theatei <<t dance course and an additional theater ordance
i out r.ihk .u the 200 level.
<2m . Breath, \ nice, Movement, and Text I .ill .'<><> i Paui Sarvb
be relationship between movement and language rexl is considered .is an
inspiration, Mibject formal template, "i framing device t<>t dance Ma) be taught as a
perlormani ie.iti\e pnu ess v lass, oi .1 StudioAheOT) class Son ic outside leheaisal
nine is required < Same i Dam t 323
Prcrcqui r 300 level <\-m< e 1 oui
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324c. Acting Shakespeare. Every other year. Spring 2005. Davis Robinson.
An acting course with emphasis on the theatrical use of verse and heightened language.
Examines Elizabethan culture and its impact on Shakespeare's writing. Issues of scansion,
rhetorical devices, antithesis, punctuation, and First Folio work are addressed through
vigorous voice and movement work. Culminates in a final outdoor performance at the end of
the semester.
Prerequisite: A 100-level theater course and an additional course in theater or dance,
preferably at the 200 level.
325c. Viewing and Re-viewing Theater and Dance: Critical Perspectives on the
Performing Arts. Every third year. Spring 2006. June Vail.
Investigates critical perspectives on the performing arts and develops writing skills such
as description, analysis, evaluation, and interpretation. Video, film, and live performances
provide the basis for reviews and essays. Combines theory and practice in developing modes
of reflexive critical response that acknowledge the participation of the observer in the creation
of both event and commentary. (Same as Dance 321.)
Prerequisite: Previous full-credit course in dance or theater, or permission of the instructor.
291c-294c. Intermediate Independent Study in Theater. The Department.
401c-404c. Advanced Independent Study in Theater. The Department.
Women's Studies
Administered by the Women's Studies Program Committee;
Jennifer Scanlon, Program Director and Chair
Anne E. Clifford, Program Administrator








The Women's Studies curriculum is an interdisciplinary program that incorporates recent
research done on women and gender. Women's studies combines the scholarly traditions of
each field in new and productive ways to develop a culture of critical thinking about sexuality,
gender, race, and class. Courses in women's studies investigate the experience of women in
light of the social construction of gender and its meaning across cultures and historic periods.
Gender construction is explored as an institutionalized means of structuring inequality and
dominance. The program offers a wide range ofcourses taught by faculty members from many
departments and programs.
Requirements for the Major in Women's Studies
The major consists often courses, including three required core courses
—
Women's Studies
101, 201, and 301—that are designed to illuminate the diverse realities of women's
experience while making available some of the main currents of feminist thought.
Courses ofInstruction
The se\ en remaining courses far the major may be chosen from the set of women's studies
courses, or from a set ofcourses in other disciplines that have been approved b\ the Women's
Studies Program Committee to count towards the major. Of the seven courses, at least two
must be listed as "same as"* w omen" s studies courses. Women's studies courses are numbered
to indicate the level of course instruction. The general level of instruction is indicated by the
first number, so that courses below 30 are first-\ ear seminars. 1 00— 1 99 are general introduc-
tory courses. 200-290 are general intermediate-level courses, and 300 and above are
advanced seminars intended lor juniors and seniors.
In total, no more than three of the se\ en elective courses ma\ be from the same department.
In case ofelective courses that are listed as related w omen* S studies courses, the departmental
affiliation o\ the course is considered the department of which the instructor is a member.
During the spring of theirjunior year, students who wish to undertake an honors project
must secure the agreement of a faculty member to supen ise their independent studies project.
The honors project SUpen isor must have taught women's studies courses and served on the
Women's Studies Program Committee. If the student's chosen supervisor has not fulfilled
both of these requirements, the student ma\ appeal lor permission from that committee. Two
semesters of advanced independent stud) (Women's Studies 401 and 402) are required for
an honors project in women's studies. No more than two independent studies courses ma\
count toward the women's studies major.
Requirements for the Minor
I he minor consists of Women's Studies 101 and 201, normally taken in the first or second
year, and three additional courses. Students ma\ count courses in then major, but may count
onl) two courses from an\ given discipline.
First-Year Seminars
I mi a lull description of first-year seminars, see pages 137-45.
20c In Sickness and in Health: Public Health in Kurope and the I nited States, ball 2005.
Si san L. Tan wbm m.
S me as History 20. i
22c. The Woman's Film. Spring 2005. A\ i\ \ Bun hi.
ne .is English 20.)
Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced Courses
1011). Introduction to Women's Studies, ball 2004. Kkisn\ R. GlfODSEE. Spring 2005.
s
\n interdisciplinary introduction to the issues, perspectives, and findings of the new
ilarship th.it examines the role ol gendei in the construction o\ know ledge. The course
lores what happens when women become the subjects of study; what is learned about
men; what is learned about gendei and how disciplinary know ledge itself is changed.
102c i ii it ii i.i i c boreograpoJes: in Introduction to Dance* Every yeai
I .HI 2004 i \ .ii
Dam ing i^ .i Fundamental human acti\ ity, a mode ofcommunication, and a basic force in
i.ii iii< i in is prirnaril) concerned with dance and movement as aesthetic and
cultural phenomena Expl< dance and movement activities reveal information about
cultural norms and N.dnes and affect perspectives in out own and othei societies I sing
ethnogi.iphu meth maintains and creates conceptions of one's
lei relation mips, ami personal and community identities, Examines dam eand
lent forms from difl and epochs for example, the hula, Neu England
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contradance, classical Indian dance, Balkan kolos, ballet, contact improvisation, and African
American dance forms from swing to hiphop—through readings, performances, workshops
in the studio, and field work. (Same as Dance 101.)
201b. Feminist Theory. Fall 2004. Jennifer Scanlon.
The history of women's studies and its transformation into gender studies and feminist
theory has always included a tension between creating "woman," and political and theoretical
challenges to that unity. This course examines that tension in two dimensions: the develop-
ment of critical perspectives on gender and power relations both within existing fields of
knowledge, and within the continuous evolution of feminist discourse itself.
Prerequisite: Women's Studies 101 or permission of the instructor.
203c. Women in Performance. Fall 2005. Gretchen Berg.
An exploration of women on stage — as characters, performers, playwrights, directors,
designers, and technicians. Reflecting their studies and personal experiences, students engage
in historical research and in-class studio work that culminates in performance projects at the
end of the semester. (Same as Theater 203.)
Prerequisite: A 100-level course in theater, dance, or Women's Studies.
204b. Families: A Comparative Perspective. Fall 2004. Nancy Riley.
Examines families in different societies. Issues addressed include definition and concept
of the "family"; different types of family systems; the interaction of family change and other
social, economic, and political change; the relationships between families and other social
institutions; the role of gender and age in family relationships; and sources and outcomes of
stability, conflict, and dissolution within families. (Same as Sociology 204.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
206b. The Archaeology of Gender and Ethnicity. Fall 2005. Leslie Shaw.
Explores the lives of "people without history," using archaeological data and emphasizing
gender and ethnicity. Focuses on the Americas, and covers both prehistoric and post-conquest
archaeological site research, including Maya, Inca, Native American, and African American
examples. The long temporal aspect of archaeological data allows exploration of such issues
as how gender inequality developed in emerging civilizations, how European contact affected
indigenous gender roles within the economy, and how enslaved peoples maintained and
reinforced an ethnic identity. (Same as Anthropology 206.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or 102, or permission of the instructor.
209c,d. Gender in Islam. Spring 2006. Jorunn Buckley.
Explores categories for interpreting, first, female symbolism in Islamic thought and
practice and, second, women' s religious, legal, and political status in Islam. Attention is given
to statements about women in the Qur' an, as well as other traditional and current Islamic texts.
Emphasis on analysis of gender in public vs. private spheres, individual vs. society,
Islamization vs. modernization/Westernization, and the placement/displacement of women
in the traditionally male-dominated Islamic power structures. Religion 208 is helpful, though
not a prerequisite for this course. (Same as Religion 209.)
212b. Gender and Crime. Spring 2005. Janet Lohmann.
Examines how gender intersects with the understanding of crime and the criminal justice
system. Gender is a salient issue in examining who commits what types of crimes, who is most
often victimized, and how the criminaljustice system responds to these victims and offenders.
Students explore the context of crimes such as domestic violence and sexual assault, as well
as how the correctional system and social policy are affected by the issue of^gender. (Same
as Sociology 212.)
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
250 Courses of Instruction
[217c. Dostoevsky or Tolstoy.]
(21Sh. Sex and Socialism: Gender and Political Ideologies of the Twentieth Century.]
[219b. Sociology of Gender.]
220c. Son ict Worker Bees, Revolution, and Red Love in Russian Film. Spring 2005. Jane
Knox-Vods \.
Explores twentieth-century Russian culture through film, art. architecture, and literature.
Topics include scientific Utopias, eternal revolution, individual freedom, collectivism,
conflict between the intelligentsia and the common man. the "new Soviet woman," national-
ism, and the demise of the Soviet Union. Works of Eisenstein. Tarkovsky. Kandinsky.
Chagall. Ma\ akovsk) . Pasternak. Brodsky. Akhmatova. Solzhenitsyn, andTolstoya. Weekly
film \ lew ings. Russian majors are required to do some reading in Russian. (Same as Russian
221.)
1 222c. Women in Russian Society and Culture.]
224b. Introduction to Human Population. Fall 2005. Nancy Riley.
An introductiontothemajorissues in the stud) of population. Focuses on the social aspects
ofthe demographic processes offertility, mortality, and migration. Also examines population
change in Western Europe historically, recent demographic changes in Third World coun-
tries, population polk) . and the social and environmental causes and implications ofchanges
in births, deaths, and migration. (Same as Environmental Studies 222 and Sociology 222.)
Prerequisite Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101.
225b. The LGBTQMovement: Identity, Politics, and Social Change. Fall 2004 . Kimhiki V
Ci \kki Simmons.
1 uplores the sociology of LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender. and queer)
identities, politics, and social movements. Examines the social construction ol" sexual
identities and communities, u ith particular attention to the intersection ot sexuality with race,
class, gender, and aye. Also explores the effects ot discrimination on individuals and societ)
I he final segment of the course explores LGBTQ political and social movements. (Same as
SodolOQ 225 i
Prerequisite: Sociolog> 101, Anthropolog) 101. or permission of the instructor.
Sou I his course is offered as part of the curriculum in ( raj and I esbian Studies.
227lul. Women and World Development ball 2004 Kkisii \ R, GHODSI i
Makes an intecdisciplinar) and critical survej ofthe pro ious development paradigms and
then diverse ami wide ranging consequences. Using literary, journalistic, theoretical, and
\isual texts, first examines the issues and experiences oi women in the "developing" and
"transitioning" world through theirown words. I hen re\ iews the majoi theoretical underpin
nines of the "Women and Development," "Women in Development," ami "Gender and
I
I
^elopment^ movements and the critiques thai the) haveengenderedoyei the previous three
ilc, Jao explores women's issues m the post modern context, looking .n the emerging
that late ^.ipu.ilisi globalization, neo-liberal economic hegemony, and seli-
oationalisms and fundamentalisms pose to the waj thai women ultimately
ik i- theii lives .mil mk ieties.
|22Sh. I angnagl . ( iilture. and I -.motion. I
Mib. I coDomki of the I Ifcl jrde. Fall 2005 oi Spring 2006 \< w m i Ex Conni lly.
nomk i uc thai occui .n each age ai one moves through life, such at
• ducation, career choice marriage (and divorce), fertility, division of labor in
the household, child care, glass ceiling poverty and wealth, health care, eldei care, and
retit I ; from age-relevant economk models, the empirical work that
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1
informs understanding, and the policy questions that emerge at each age lifecycle stage.
Differences in experience based on race, gender, sexuality, income level, and national origin
will be an important component for discussion. Not open to students who have taken
Economics 301. (Same as Economics 231.)
Prerequisite: Economics 101.
235c. Lawn Boy Meets Valley Girl: Gender and the Suburbs. Spring 2005. Jennifer
SCANLON.
The suburbs, where the majority of the nation's residents live, have been alternately praised
as the most visible sign of the American dream and vilified as the vapid core of homogeneous
Middle America. How did the "burbs" come about, and what is their significance in American
life? This course will begin with the history of the suburbs from the mid-nineteenth century
to the post-World War II period, exploring the suburb as part of the process of national
urbanization. The second part of the course will explore more contemporary cultural
representations of the suburbs in popular television, film, and fiction. Particular attention is
paid to gender, race, and consumer culture as influences in the development of suburban life.
(Same as History 234.)
237b,d. Family, Gender, and Sexuality in Latin America. Spring 2006. Krista Van Vim i
Focuses on family, gender, and sexuality as windows onto political, economic, social, and
cultural issues in Latin America. Topics include indigenous and natural gender ideologies,
marriage, race, and class; machismo and masculinity; state and domestic violence; religion
and reproductive control; compulsory heterosexuality; AIDS; and cross-cultural conceptions
of homosexuality .Takes a comparative perspective and draws on a wide array of sources
including ethnography, film, fiction, and historical narrative. (Same as Anthropology 237.)
Prerequisite: Anthropology 101 or Sociology 101, or permission of the instructor.
Note: This course is offered as part of the curriculum in Gay and Lesbian Studies.
[240c. English Romanticism I: Radical Sensibility.]
241c. English Romanticism II: Romantic Sexualities. Fall 2004. David Collings.
Investigates constructions of sexuality in English romantic writing. Examines tales of
seduction by supernatural or demonic figures; the sexualized world of the Gothic; the Byronic
hero; the yearning for an eroticized muse or goddess; and same-sex desire in travel writing,
orientalist fantasy, diary, and realist fiction. Discusses the place of such writing in the history
of sexuality, repression, the unconscious, and the sublime. Authors may include Austen,
Beckford, Emily Bronte, Burke, Byron, Coleridge, Keats, Lister, Mary Shelley, and Percy
Shelley, alongside secondary, theoretical, and historical works. (Same as English 241.)
Prerequisite: One first-year seminar or 100-level course in English or Women's Studies.
Note: This course is offered as part of the curriculum in Gay and Lesbian Studies.
243c,d. Central Asia through Film and Literature. Spring 2006. Jane Knox-Voina.
Examination of little-known Central Asian peoples of the former Soviet Union and their
role in solving cultural, economic, and geopolitical issues facing the twenty-first century.
Focus on changes in the socio-economic status of women in the former Soviet Central Asia:
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tadjikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, and Mongolia. Discussion
of the history and culture of this transit zone linking West and East, Christianity and Islam,
Europe and Asia, for a better understanding of important geopolitical processes occurring in
the border regions of the modern world. Examples of Central Asian literature and cinema.
Questions include 1) how do politicization and industrialization affect belief systems of
indigenous ethnic groups and their attitude toward the environment, and rural or subsistence
economies, and 2) what is the significance of this vast area, rich in oil and gas, for^the twenty-
first century? Films shed light on the culture, history, spirituality (shamanism), environment,
and sociopolitical and gender issues of these ethnic groups. (Same as Russian 251.)
Emm
244c. \ ictorian Cr __ I 5 \ Briefel.
ln\
.
- litem: .riminalit> in Victorian England oentnl
con. s c I dc :anc\ and criminal t>pes; images of disciplinary
d institutions; and ihe relationship between generic categones (the
dcu ihictale.tr. « .;iion novel* and the periods preoccupation with
trar and crime. Authors ma\ include Braddon. Collins, Dickens, Do\le.
v C is Fnizlish 244
Prerequisite: One : .: seminar or 100-le\el course in English or Women's Studies.
rt of the curriculum in Ga\ and Lesbian Studu -
_-
;
.. Hearing the I ntold Ston : Gender. Race, and Ethnicit) in the I nited States. Fall
red or pushed to the margins. There - c si to that absence.
I omen of color. As Zora Neale Hurston put it. "There is no agon> like bearing
an unto u." There is also a cost to those * ho are not if omen ol color, as w omen
. rather than subjects. Addresses th. id explores the
ntemporar\ issues affecting women of color and their ethnic racial commu-
nities in the Unite, S Vfricana Studies 245 .. Histon 245.
24*>h.d. \cti\iM \ Baca in India. Spnng 2 5 SaraDu
-ontemporan social and political activism in India. Focuses on filiv and
dcalmes re constructed through different media
and for ..diences. Case studies include activism concerning religious conflict,
csbian identities, and en\ironmental issi K v i ts \sian
studies 24> Anthropology 24s.
Prerequisite Anthropolo^ lui ~ s<*ioloij\ lni. and one previous course on cotem-
por. S Vnthropolo«\ 234. 235: Histon 256, 25S. 259, 288; or
Religion 12. 221. .; 2.; permission of the instructor.
\. Histnr> of \\ omen's \ nice* in \merica. Spring 2006. Sarah M M
Seminal ination of women*! - in America from 1650 to the present, as these
emerged in private letters, journals, and memoirs; poetry, short stones, and novels; prescrip-
: addresses. Readings from the second*!) literature provide a
toncal frameuork for examining women*s writings. Research projects on the torm
and corner lien's literature and the ways that it illuminates women's understands
>. and r. their hi N HMor\ 249.
Prerequisr ;n history
• ut..nan Narratives of Kmpire. Fal
s in which hterar> genres, including the domestic novel, the
and the nstructcd England's imperial authorit)
m the Victorian rv msiden the role that narratives played in
upr I structures, the literar) representation ol nationhood; and
the im; notions of empire
recent poslcol* ian narratr DOTS may include Bronte. Collins.
English 252.i
English or Women's Studies.
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253b. Constructions of the Body. Spring 2006. Susan Bell.
Explores the body as a reflection and construction of language, a source of metaphor, and
apolitical and social "space." Considers historical and cross-cultural studies about men's and
women's bodies, sexuality, gender, and power. Throughout the course, we draw from and
compare theories of the body in sociology, women's studies, and gay and lesbian studies.
(Same as Sociology 253.
1
Prerequisite: Sociology 101 or Anthropology 101, and Women's Studies 101. day and
Lesbian Studies 201, or a 200-level sociology course.
[256c. Women in Religion.]
261c. Gender, Film, and Consumer Culture. Fall 2004. Jennifer Scanlon.
How do we spend money, and why? Examines the relationship between gender and
consumer culture over the course of the twentieth century. Explores women's and men's
relationships to consumer culture in a variety of contexts: the heterosexual household, the
bachelor pad. the gay-friendly urban cafeteria, the advertising agency, and the department
store. Also explores the * a\ s in \\ hich Holh wood films, from the 1 930s to the present, have
both furthered and complicated gendered notions about the consumption of goods.
Prerequisite: Women's Studies 101, Film Studies 101, or permission of the instructor.
[263c. Modern British Literatures.]
266c,d. Women and Writing in Modern China. Fall 2005. Shlqin Cli.
Approaches the subject of women and writing in 20th-century China from perspectives of
gender studies and literary analysis. Considers women * riters and their works in the context
of Chinese history and as a challenge to the master narratives of Chinese literary tradition. In
addition, constructs a dialogue between Chinese women's texts and Western feminist theory.
(Same as Asian Studies 266. |
276b. Anarchy, Nationalism, and Fundamentalism. Spring 2005. Kristen R. Ghodsee.
Examines the politics of genderoutside of the confines of the liberal democracies. Through
close study of the political theories underlying both anarchism and various forms of
"totalitarianism." students contemplate how gender roles are shaped and informed by larger
political and economic contexts, and how movements for gender equality have historically
found themselves aligned with what have been considered more radical politics. The scope
of the course includes both domestic and international examples of these alternative state
formations throughout histon . but with a particular focus on the twentieth century.
277. Applied Research Practicum: Chinese Rural to Urban Migration. Spring 2005.
Rachel Connelly.
Highlights applied research methods in microeconomics. Students work throughout the
semester in research teams to analyze data from Chinese rural women on their migration and/
or the migration of their husbands. While topics of Chinese economic life and economic
models of migration are studied, the course primarily focuses on methods: how applied
researchers work with data to analyze a set of questions. Elementary statistics is a prerequisite.
Statistical techniques beyond the elementary level are taught. ( Same as Asian Studies 269 and
Economics 277. |
Prerequisite: Economics 101 and a college level statistics course such as Economics 257.
Mathematics 155 or 165, Psychology 252. Sociology 201, or permission of the instructor.
254 Cowrsi \ oj Instruction
301b. Capstone Seminar: Doing Gender Studies: Research Methodologies and Social
Change. Spring 2005. Kristin R. Ghodsee. Spring 2006. Jennifer Scanlqn.
Explores how research and scholarship on gender can be an engine for social change.
Students learn how touse the different "tools*" of the scholar: inters iews. surveys, oral history
.
archival research, participant observation, and discourse analysis. Through a semester-long
research project, each student has a hands-on experience of designing and implementing an
in-depth stud) on the gender issue of the student's choice.
Prerequisite: Open to Women's Studies majors and minors, or with permission of the
instructor.
310c. Ga) and Lesbian Cinema. Spring 2005. Tricla Wl i SOL
Considers both mainstream and independent films made by or about gay men and lesbians,
{-our intensive special topics each semester, which may include classic Hollywood stereo-
types and euphemisms; the power of the box office; coming ofage andcoming out; the social
problem film; Ice) figures; writing histor) through film; queer theoi) and queer aesthetics;
revelation and revaluations of films over time; autobiography and documentary; and the
\II)S imperative. Writing intensive: mandator) attendance at evening film screenings. (Same
as Film Studies 310.)
Prerequisite: One previous Film Studies course or permission of the instructor.
1
322c. Race. Gender, and Ethnicity in British and European Society.]
[323cy(L Voices of Women, Voices of the People.]
324c. Writing A Woman's Life in Late Medieval England: The Autohiography of
Marker) kempe. Spring 2005. M UO AGNES EdSALL.
Examines the earl) Rfteenth-centurj autobiographical Book of Margery Kempe, an
important text for the stud) of culture and gender in late medicv al England Includes stud) o\
the OptionsOpen in lav women of this period to provide background for considering Mai gov 's
extraordinar) trajector) from her life as housevt ife and mother, to her attempts at business, to
her publicl) performed role as a self-proclaimed religious figure. Also includes attention to
kev social and devotional trends o\' her time to place her religiosity in context and to
understand the discourses that contributed to her self-shaping. (Same as English 324.)
Prerequisite: ( hie first vcai seminar or 100-level course in the English Department.
32Sc. The Horror I Mm in Context I all 2<><>4 \v iv v BRA PEL.
I iinmes the genre of the horror film in a range of cultural. theoretical, and literary
contexts. Considers the ways in which these Films represent \ iolence, fear, and paranoia: their
iit'D of categories >>i gender, class, race, and sexuality; and then participation in such
majoi literal) and cinematic genres as the Gothic, parody, ami the family drama rextsma)
iik hide works bv W ( i.e. en. I )av id ( "loncnlvi g, Sean Cunningham. Brian De I'alma.
mund 1 lend. Vlfred Hitchcock, I I \ Hoffmann, Julia Kristeva, Edgai Mian Poe,
Roman Folanski, ( ieorge Romero, and Hem. ml Rose (Same .is English 326 i
requisite One first yeai seminal or loo level course m English or Women's Studies
Vote I his is ofTered as part ol the curriculum on Ga) and I esbian Studies
2*>\ 2'U. Intel mediate Independenl Study.
4(ii 4n4. Advanced Independenl Stud) and Honors.
stmieiTi Prom the following list ol related courses to satisf) requirements foi the
majoi «»r 1 1 1 1 n< >r in women's studies I «m hill COUrSC descriptions and prerequisites, see the
appropriate departmeni listii
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Africana Studies
10b,d. Racism. Fall 2004. Roy Partridge.
206b. Media Representations of Reality. Fall 2005. Kirk Johnson.
[275c,d. African American Fiction: Counterhistories.]
[276c,d. African American Poetry.]
[277c. Topics in Nineteenth-Century Literature: Empire of Feeling.]
Anthropology
[222b. Culture through Performance.]
Art History
333c. Caravaggio and Artemisia Gentileschi. Fall 2004. Susan Wegner.
Economics
211b. Poverty and Redistribution. Fall 2004. John M. Fitzgerald.
212b. Labor and Human Resource Economics. Fall 2005 or Spring 2006. Rachel Ex
Connelly.
301b. The Economics of the Family. Spring 2005. Rachel Ex Connelly.
Education
202c. Education and Biography. Fall 2004. Penny Martin.
English
274c. Twentieth-Century American Poetry. Spring 2005. Celeste Goodridge.
[275c,d. African American Fiction: Counterhistories.]
[276c,d. African American Poetry.]
[277c. Topics in Nineteenth-Century Literature: Empire of Feeling.]
History
21c. Players and Spectators: History, Culture, and Sports. Fall 2004. Susan L. Tananbaum.
246c. Women in American History, 1600-1900. Fall 2005. Sarah McMahon.
248c. Family and Community in American History. Spring 2005. Sarah McMahon.
Romance Languages
Spanish 208c. Spanish Culture. Fall 2004. Elena Cueto-Asin.
Sociology
10b,d. Racism. Fall 2004. Roy Partridge.
206b. Media Representations of Reality. Fall 2005. Kirk Johnson.
251b. Sociology of Health and Illness. Fall 2005. Susan Bell.
[252b. Sociology of Chronic Illness and Disability.] ~*
Educational Resources and Facilities
BOWDOIN COLLEGE LIBRARY
Historicall) . Bow doin College Librai) has been among the more distinguished liberal arts
college libraries in the country, known tor its outstanding book, journal, and manuscript
collections. Today, the Librai) combines its constantly growing treasui) of traditional print
material with a wealth of digital information resources. The Library's collections, developed
over a period of 200 years, contain oeaii) 975.000 volumes and include over 2.000 current
print and electronic periodical and newspaper subscriptions, 132.000 bound periodical
volumes, 40.ooo maps, over 35,000 photographs, more than 2.500 linear feet ofmanuscripts,
and over 2.5(H) linear feel of archival materials. Approximately 15.000 volumes are added
annually . Subscriptions to over 130 online indexes and databases pro> ide access to thousands
of full-text electronic books and journals and other information resources.
I he Librai) serves as the intellectual heart of the campus, offering not only this \ asl array
ol print collections and electronic sources, but also instructional programs in their use. The
Librai) 's v\ orld Wide Web-based Gateway (http://library.bowdoin.edu). accessible from all
campus buildings and through Internet connections worldwide, serves as a central portal to
electronic online information in the librai) and around the globe: the Bowdoin librai \ catalog,
the catalog holdings o\ the Colb) and Bates college libraries, and other libraries in Maine,
around the United States, and throughout the world; electronic periodical indexes in a broad
range ol disciplines; the Librai) 's subscriptions to hundreds of electronic lull-text journals;
electronic course reserve readings; and links to hundreds of additional e-text reference works
and research collections. The Librai) Web Gatewa) also provides links to the enormous
assortment ot text, recordings, and images available on the Web.
Librarians and facult) members work together to teach research ski lis ami to encourage the
use of librai) resources throughout the curriculum, librarians provide an active instruction
program, training students how to locate information effective!) In searching online indexes,
lull text databases, and the Web, as well as the librai) catalog and print resources. Librarians
also create \\ eb pages offering research strategies for specific courses and guides to resources
foi the majof fields taught at Bowdoin.
I he I lbraiA prm ides a number olscr\ ices that extend access to resources not held locall) .
I hrough an active interlibrai) loan program, materials arrive dail) from the Librai) collections
<>! ( <>lb\ and Bates colleges, ami from other libraries in Maine and bc\ond. often incorpoial
ing the use <>| high speed, high resolution electronic document deliver) services I hrough
Maine Into Net, I BtalogS Ol ( bib) . Hates, and Bowdoin, ami Othei Maine libraries ma\ be
. bed simultaneous!) . ami students ami facult) ma) initiate then interlibrai) loan requests
online t<>i materials held b) libraries worldwide.
Hawthorne I ongfellovt I ibrary, the main library, houses humanities and social sciences
materials, which comprise tin- majorit) <>i the collection The I ibrai) also includes foui
branch libraries the Hatch Science I ibrary, the William Pierce \n l ibrary, the Robert
B I nil Musi* I ibrary, and the I unguage Media Centei rhe Hawthorne I ongfellow
Library building w hi< h was opened in the fall ol 1965, was expanded in 1985 to conned to
Hubbard Hall, which contains five si.u k tiers topped in the \livn \brahamson Reading
in Purthei remodeling ol Hawthorne-Longfellow occurred in 1993-94, and a majoi
renovation pi" ipleted in the t.iii "i 2001 transformed the I ibrai) into an even more
inviting and comfortable campus centei I Ik- I ibrai) now provides additional individual and
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group student study spaces, a technology commons in the reference area, increased network
access, wireless connections throughout the building for laptop use and expanded electronic
services, improved instructional facilities, and a handsomely renovated reading room in the
George J. Mitchell Department of Special Collections & Archives.
Among the amenities in Hawthorne-Longellow Library are an alcove offering new titles,
works by Bowdoin authors, a small children's corner for very young visitors, and an audio
book collection. Exhibition cases feature displays of interest to students and visitors. Bright,
refurbished reading areas, including a new, casual seating area under a central atrium, afford
attractive reading and study space, and the reference area offers banks of computer worksta-
tions, reference books and bibliographies, CD-ROM databases, and other indexes that support
research use of the collections.
The Library provides a variety of new facilities to support the integration of technology
into teaching and research. These include a nineteen-station computer laboratory; a newly
equipped and expanded twenty-five-seat electronic classroom for instruction in online
resources and the use of general and instructional software; the USG Corporation Library
Technology Seminar Room; and the Chandler Reading Room for literary events, lectures, and
student presentations. The Library also collaborates with Information Technology specialists
to support the integration of technology into the curriculum and research.
The Library's first volumes—a set of the Count Marsigli's Damibius Pannonica-Mysicus,
given to the College in 1796 by General Henry Knox—are still a part of its collections. In the
early decades of the nineteenth century, Bowdoin College's library was among the largest in
the nation, primarily because of extensive gifts of books from the Bowdoin family and the
Benjamin Vaughan family of Hallowell, Maine. Today, the Library remains one of the
outstanding college libraries of the United States and provides strong support for all of the
College's curricular areas. Notable collection strengths lie in British and American history,
French and American literature, Arctic studies, Maine history and Maine writers, anti-slavery
and the Civil War, World War I, and modern European history.
The beautifully renovated George J. Mitchell Department of Special Collections &
Archives includes rare books and manuscripts, archives documenting the history of the
College, and the Senator George J. Mitchell Papers related to the career of the former U.S.
Senate majority leader (Class of 1954). These collections are described on the World Wide
Web at http://library.bowdoin.edu/arch.
The books, manuscripts, photographs, and other research materials in Special Collections
serve an important function in introducing undergraduates—in their research projects, class
assignments, and other independent work—to the experience of performing original research
and evaluating primary source materials. In addition to the Bowdoin and Vaughan collections
of early imprints are extensive published and manuscript materials by and about Nathaniel
Hawthorne and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, both members of the Class of 1825; books,
periodicals, and pamphlets of the French Revolution period; the elephant-folio edition ofJohn
James Audubon's Birds of America; E. S. Curtis' s The North American Indian; a broad
representation of early American and early Maine imprints; the work of three distinguished
Maine presses: the Mosher Press, the Southworth Press, and the Anthoensen Press; artists'
books by Maine artists; and the Maine Afro-American Archive, a depository for rare books,
manuscripts, letters, and other works about slavery, abolitionism, and Afro-American life in
Maine.
Records of political figures include materials related to Bowdoin alumni William Pitt
Fessenden (Class of 1823) and Ralph Owen Brewster (Class of 1909). Special Collections
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also includes the Bliss collection of books on travel, French and British architecture, and the
histor\ of art. all housed in the exquisite Susan Dwight Bliss Room in Hubbard Hall, and the
monumental collection of botanical drawings by Brunswick naturalist Kate Furbish.
Other remarkable manuscript collections include the papers of General Oliver Otis
Howard (Class of 1850). director of the Freedmen's Bureau; papers of prominent Bowdoin
facult) and most ol Bow doin's presidents, especially Jesse Appleton. Joshua L. Chamberlain.
William DeWiti Hyde, and Kenneth Charles Morton Sills; and w ritings by Kenneth Roberts.
Robert Peter Tristram Coffin. Kate Douglas Wiggin. Edwin Arlington Robinson, Elijah
Kellogg, and such contemporary authors as Vance Bourjaily. John Gould, Marguerite
Yourcenar. and Francis Russell. Access to all of these collections is enhanced by descriptive
information on the library's Web site.
In 1993. the Bowdoin College Archives were established in Special Collections through
grants from the National Historical Publications and Records Commission and the Albert and
1 lame Borchard Foundation. The archives serve both as a repository for two centuries of the
College's historical records and as a vital information center for the campus and the larger
scholar!) community; students frequently incorporate archival material into their research.
The Hatch Science Library, opened in the spring of 1991, offers science-related materials,
including periodicals, microforms, maps, government documents, a wealth o\' indexes and
full-text resources, online database searching, and a full range ofreference and instructional
services to facult) and students. The building accommodates readers at individual carrels.
Stud) tables, informal seating areas, seminar rooms, and facult) studies.
The William Pierce Art Librar\ and the Robert Beckwith Music Library, housing small
departmental collections m art and music respectively, are located adjacent to the offices o\
those departments. The glass-wrapped Art Library pro\ ides an elevated \ icw over the campus
green The Music Library, which was renovated and expanded in l t) t)4. offers a handsome
stud) room w ith computer and listening stations, and houses scores, soundrecordings, \ ideos,
and books about music
The I anguagc Media Center, in the basement of Sills Hall, provides audio, video, and
multimedia facilities to support the teaching oi foreign languages and houses the major
portion of the 1 ibrar) 's collection of audun isual materials, w ith special emphasis m the areas
<-t foreign culture, second language acquisition, and film. It is equipped with a Tandberg
audio-active language laboratory, playback stations tor individual viewing of non-print
materials, and fourteen networked Apple computers supporting a \aricl\ ol instructional
software, including specialized word processing tools ami desktop videoconferencing. All
internationa] standards of analog ami digital playback are supported. The ('enter's Vv*eb site
pro> ides links for students o\ both classical ami modern languages to online resources that
include streaming audio ami video from internationa] radio ami television, links to online
newspapers and magazines, ami an annotated list ol language specific
Nine foreign language broack asl stations received \ ia satellite are directed to the
I .in Media Center and to classrooms and facult) offices in Sills I fill, \dams Hall, ami
I wo foreign language i tiannels are also sent to residence halls as pan of
ampus i able network
Particulai strengths ol the ire tin- support pi<>\ ided foi the creation ol multimedia
iii« mi materials and the support "i the film studies curriculum I he Centet offers
facilities foi the scanning and manipulation <>i photographic materials, creation <>i 15 nun
sin! and digital audio and video, and a classroom for 20 thai
;'«'its high resolution displa) <>t multimedia presentations I he lobb) provides a group
up and viewing «»t live foreign language television
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Library operations and the development of its collections and services are supported by the
general funds of the College and by gifts from alumni, other friends of the Library and the
College, and by foundations. In 1998, the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library was awarded a
$500,000 Challenge Grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities toward the
building renovations completed in 200 1 , and to establish endowments for future purchases of
information resources in the humanities. The Library benefits from the income of more than
a hundred endowed gifts, and it also receives generous donations annually, both of library
materials and of funds to support the immediate purchase of printed works and electronic
resources that the Library would otherwise be unable to acquire.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Bowdoin places a strong emphasis on the role of technology in the academic program and
understands the vital importance of a coherent and coordinated information system solution
to support Bowdoin' s academic mission. The Chief Information Officer manages the
technology budget and coordinates technology for all departments at the College.
Staff of the IT department work with faculty to enhance their teaching and research with
innovative uses of technology. They provide technical, design, editorial, and project devel-
opment opportunities for faculty and monitor trends in educational technology, such as new
techniques introduced by online education, the impact of technology on student learning, and
the evolving architectural standards of educational products and resources.
Additionally, IT staff provide secure personal email accounts; high speed Internet access
in all dorm rooms, offices, and most public areas; wireless networking in some areas; video
conferencing capability; cable television; telephone systems; and voice mail. They also
provide a full-time Help Desk that includes a student-run help desk (REACH), and site-
licensed software such as Microsoft Office Professional.
In addition to sixteen academic department computer labs, there are nine public labs and
more than two hundred publicly available computers. The labs are fully equipped with
Windows, Macintosh, or Linux computers; printing is available in most labs.
BOWDOIN COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART
An art collection has existed at Bowdoin almost since the founding of the College. It came
into existence through the 1811 bequest of James Bowdoin III and was one of the earliest to
be formed in the United States. Bowdoin' s gift consisted of two portfolios containing 141 old
master drawings, among which was a superb landscape attributed to Pieter Bruegel the Elder,
and 70 paintings. A group of Bowdoin family portraits was bequeathed in 1826 by James
Bowdoin Ill's widow, Sarah Bowdoin Dearborn. Through the years, the collection has been
expanded through the generosity of alumni, College friends, and members of the Bowdoin
family, and now numbers 14,000 art objects.
Although various parts of the College's art collection were on view during the first half of
the nineteenth century, it was not until 1855 that a special gallery devoted to the collection
came into being in the College Chapel. This gallery was made possible by a gift from
Theophilus Wheeler Walker of Boston, a cousin of President Leonard Woods. It was as a
memorial to Walker that his two nieces, Harriet Sarah and Mary Sophia Walker, donated funds
in 1891 for the present museum building, designed by Charles Follen McKim of McKim,
Mead & White. Four murals of Athens, Rome, Florence, and Venice by JohrhLa Farge, Elihu
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Ider, Abbott Thayer, and Kenyon Cox, respectively, were commissioned to decorate the
museum's rotunda.
The museum holds an important collection of American colonial and federal portraits.
including works b\ Smibert. I eke. Blackburn. Copley, Stuart. Trumbull, and Sully. Among
the five examples b\ Robert leke is the lull-length likeness of Brigadier General Samuel
\\ .ildo. general]) regarded as the finest American portrait ol the first half of the eighteenth
century. The nine paintings b\ Gilbert Stuart include pendant portraits of Thomas Jefferson
and James Madison. Colonial and lateral Portraits at Bowdoin College, published in 1966,
desenbes this collection in detail.
The College's collection of ancient art contains sculpture, \ascs. terra COttas, bron/es.
gems, coins. and glass of all periods of the ancient world. The most notable benefactor in this
: was Edward Perrj Warren. L.H.D. "2b. the leading American collector of classical
antiquities of the first quarter of the twentieth century. Five magnificent ninth-centur\ B.C.
Assyrian reliefs from the Palace of Ashurna/irpal II. an acquisition facilitated for the College
b\ Henri B\ron Haskell Ml 855, are installed in the museum's rotunda. Ancient Art in
Bowdoin College, published in I c)b4. describes these holdings.
The College has been the recipient o\ a Samuel H. Kress Study Collection oi twelve
Renaissance paintings; a large collection o\ medals and plaqucltcs presented b\ Amanda
Marchess Molinari; afinegroupofEuropean and American pictures anddecorative arts given
b\ John II I [alford '07 and Mrs. Halford; a collection of Chinese and Korean ceramics given
b\ Governor William Tudor Gardiner. LL.D. '45, and Mrs. Gardiner; and a collection oi
nineteen paintings and 168 prints by John Sloan bequeathed by George Otis Hamlin.
The College's Winslow Homer Collection comprises works o\ art and memorabilia
pertaining to the artist's career. In the fall o\ 1964, a gift from the Homer famil\ brought to
Bowdoin the majorportionOfthe memorabilia remaining in the artist's studio at 1 'rout's Neck,
letters written over a period o\ mans yean to members o\' his family, and photographs o\
friends, family, and PrOUt's Neck. A large collection ol WOOd cngtas IngS was later purchased
(0 augment these holdings and to create a center tor the scholar!) studs ol the life and career
Of this important American artist.
In the late 1960s ami carls l°7()s. the museum acquired through gift and purchase a surses
Collection ot paintings, thaw mgs. and prints bs the American artist anil illustrator Rockwell
Kent
I he permanent collections also contain fine examples ol the work ot such nineteenth
mu\ and twentieth centurj Vmerican artists as Martin Johnson] leade, Eastman Johnson.
Inness. Thomas Ealtins, John Smgci Sargent, W ilham ( i lac kens. Marsden Hartley,
rworkov, \ishiie Gorky, Alexander Calder, Franz Kline, Andrew Wyeth, D.F \ '70,
nard Baskin, and Alex K.ii/ \ re* enl bequest has added important European modernist
Picasso, Matisse. Braqiie, Magritte, Matta, and Miro
In 1982, the museum published the Handbook ot the ( 'ollections, dedicated to the memor)
1 fat ll Harford ( » 7 In 1985, a comprehensive catalogue ol the College's permanent
olle< tion <>t <>ld mastei drawings was published The \'< hitei tun oj Bom doin ( 'ollege, an
illii the campus by Patricia McGnra \nderson, was published in 1988
During 1993 94, the Museum oi Artcommemorated the bicentennial ol Bowdoin College
and the ial <•! the \s alkei \u Building w ith the publk ation o( i book titled flu i < %cu \
rwdoin ///and of major exhibitions rhe book includes scholar!) essays
on thecareei and collections ofthe ( ollege 's first patron, whowas a merchant, agriculturalist,
i*-i ; identJeffei on minister to Spain Additional essays discuss the campus
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life of the art collections left by James Bowdoin to the College, the intellectual foundations
of the American college museum, the commission for the art building given by the sisters
Harriet Sarah and Mary Sophia Walker in memory of their uncle Theophilus Wheeler Walker,
and Walker family history.
In addition to exhibitions of the permanent collections, a lively temporary exhibition
program, often featuring contemporary art, is designed to place the collections in larger
contexts and expand traditional ways of seeing. Recent major exhibitions include Brutal
Beauty: The Paintings of Walton Ford; two video installations by the anti-apartheid South
African artist William Kentridge; Reflections in Black: African-American Photography—The
First 100 Years; Simple Pleasures, a site-specific sculpture on the quad by North Carolina
artist Patrick Dougherty; The Prints ofAndy Warhol; and The Disembodied Spirit, which
traveled to other museums across the nation. Smaller exhibitions are organized with faculty
and student involvement to supplement specific courses.
The College lends art objects in the custody of the museum to other institutions throughout
the United States and, occasionally, to institutions abroad. The museum also sponsors
educational programs including gallery talks and lectures to foster dialogue about the
permanent collections and temporary exhibitions.
A group of volunteers conducts tours and assists the museum staff with clerical activities
and educational programs. The museum recently was awarded a challenge grant by the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation that permanently endows an internship at the museum for
recent art history graduates to encourage use of the art collections in a broad variety of courses
across the disciplines at the College.
In 1 993, the Winslow Homer Seminar Room was established at the request of students for
closer study and examination of works of art normally in storage. During the academic year,
this space is used actively by faculty and students for course work and/or independent research
projects. The museum is scheduled to undergo a major renovation that will provide full
climate control, as well as improved and expanded exhibition, storage, and teaching spaces.
The Museum of Art is scheduled to close in late December 2004 for renovation and
expansion, with reopening expected in 2006. While closed, the Museum's important collec-
tion of Ancient Art will be on view in the Bliss Room of Hubbard Hall. Museum offices will
be temporarily relocated to Jewett Hall, where classes will continue to meet to study first hand
the extensive collection of works on paper.
THE PEARY-MACMILLAN ARCTIC MUSEUM
AND ARCTIC STUDIES CENTER
The Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum was founded in honor of two famous Arctic
explorers and Bowdoin alumni, Admirals Robert E. Peary (Class of 1877) and Donald B.
MacMillan (Class of 1 898). On April 6, 1909, after a lifetime of Arctic exploration, Peary
became the first person to reach the North Pole. MacMillan was a crew member on that North
Pole expedition. Between 1908 and 1954, MacMillan explored Labrador, Baffin Island,
Ellesmere Island, and Greenland. Most of his expeditions were made on board the Bowdoin,
a schooner he designed for work in ice-laden northern waters. MacMillan took college
students on the expeditions and introduced them to the natural history and anthropology of the
North. He was not the first to involve Bowdoin students in Arctic exploration, however. In
1860, Paul A. Chadbourne, a professor of chemistry and natural history, had sailed along the
Labrador and West Greenland coasts with students from Williams and Bowdoin.
The museum's collections include equipment, paintings, and photographs relating to the
history of Arctic exploration, natural history specimens, and artifacts and drawings made by
Inuit and Indians of Arctic North America. The museum has large collections ofethnographic
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photographs and films recording past Lifeways ofNative Americans taken on the expeditions
of MacMillan and Robert Bartlett. an explorer and captain who sailed northern waters for
nearls fift) years. Diaries, logs, and correspondence relating to the museum's collections are
housed m the Special Collections section of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
The museum, established in 1967. is located on the first tloor oi Hubbard Hall. The
building w as named for General Thomas Hubbard of the Class oi 1 857. a generous benefactor
oi the College and financial supporter of Peary's Arctic ventures. The museum's galleries
were designed bs Ian M. White, former director of the Fine Arts Museum of San Irancisco.
who sailed w ith MacMillan in 1950. Generous donations from members of the Class of 1925.
together with gifts from George B. Knox of the Class of 1929. a former trustee, and other
interested alumni and friends, made the museum a reality. Continued support from friends oi
the College and the Kane lodge Foundation, and federal and state grants have allowed the
museum to continue to grow.
The Arctic Studies Centerwas established in 1985 as a result ofa generous matching grant
from the Russell and Janet Doublcdas Foundation to endow the directorship of the center, in
recognition oi the Doublcdas s' close relationship to MacMillan. The center links the
resources of the museum and library with teaching and research efforts, and hosts traveling
exhibitions, lectures, workshops, and educational outreach projects. Through course offer-
ings, field research programs, employment opportunities, and special events, the center
promotes anthropological, archaeological, geological, and environmental investigations o\
the North.
RESEARCH, TEACHING, AND CONFERENCE FACILITIES
The Bowdotn Pirns
Adjacent to the campus i)\) either side o\' the Bath Road LS a 33-acre site known as the Howdom
Pines Cathedral white pines, sonic of them I 35 years old. tower OVW the site, which is a rare
example el one i>t Maine's few remaining old -growth forests, loi biolog\ Students, the Pines
pros ides an easil) accessible outdooi lahorators . lor other students, the site offers a place for
a walk between classes, an inspirational setting for creating art. or simpls a bit of solitude \
system of trails within the Pines makes the site accessible to students and community
tnembei
Bowdoftn Scientific Station
l he College maintains a scientific field station on Kent island, oil! ( rrandManan Island, in the
of l in. Brunswick, ( !anada, where qualified students can conduct research in
. .n 1 1 in. 1 1 beh. i \ ior, marine biology, botany
,
geology, and meteorolog) I he 200-acre
island was presented to the ( o I lege in 1935 by John Sterling Rockefeller. Since then, the held
"ii has built an international reputation, with more than 150 publications based on
research .it Kent Island, mans ol llieui CO authored bs Bowdoui students
land is a majoi scahird breeding ground. Its location makes it a concentration poinl
t<»r migrating birds in spring and fall I he famous I und) tides ^ reate excellent opportunities
i«.i the studs "i 1 1 1. n i m- biology I lu- island also features .i variet) ol terrestrial habitats.
Uthough i "ii 1 1. 1 1 courses are mil "iteied ai ihe station, students from Bowdoin and other
i nst i mi, problems foi investigation on Kent Island during the suromei and conduct
independent field work with the advice ami assistance ol a faculty directoi Students have the
opportunit) i" collaborate with i. units membei praduatc students hum numerous
urn i' field trips i" Kent Island arc -i feature "i Bowdoin'i
.ind « »f 1 1 1 1 1 1
•
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Coastal Studies Center
The Coastal Studies Center occupies a 1 1 8-acre coastal site that is about twelve miles from
the campus on Orr's Island and known as Thalheimer Farm. The Center is devoted to
interdisciplinary teaching and research in archaeology, marine biology, terrestrial ecology,
ornithology, and geology.
The Center's facilities include a marine biological laboratory with flowing seawater for
laboratory observation of live marine organisms, and a terrestrial ecology laboratory, which
serves as a field station for research and study ofcoastal ecology. These facilities play an active
role in Bowdoin's programs in biology, environmental studies, and geology, and the site has
been widely used for studio art courses. In addition, the centrally-located farmhouse provides
seminar and kitchen facilities where classes from all disciplines can gather in a retreat-like
atmosphere that encourages sustained, informal interaction among students and faculty
members.
The Coastal Studies Center site is surrounded on three sides by the ocean and encompasses
open fields, orchards, and old-growth spruce-fir forest. A 4.5-mile interpretive trail runs
through the site, offering students and the local community a glimpse into the cultural and
natural history of the property and surrounding coastal waters.
Coleman Farm
During the course of the academic year, students study ecology at a site three miles south of
the campus, using an 83-acre tract of College-owned land that extends to a salt marsh and the
sea. Numerous habitats of resident birds are found on the property, which is also a stopover
point for many migratory species. Because of its proximity to campus, many students visit
Coleman Farm for natural history walks, cross-country skiing, and other forms of recreation.
LECTURESHIPS
The regular instruction of the College is supplemented each year by lectures, panel discus-
sions, and other presentations sponsored by the various endowment funds, departments of
study, and undergraduate organizations. As of June 30, 2004, these funds included:
John Warren Achorn Lectureship (1928): The income of a fund established by Mrs. John
Warren Achorn as a memorial to her husband, a member of the Class of 1879, is used for
lectures on birds and bird life.
Charles F. Adams Lectureship (1978): The income of a fund established by the bequest
of Charles F. Adams ' 12 is used to support a lectureship in political science and education.
Beecher-Stowe Family Memorial Fund (1994): The income of a fund established as a
memorial to Harriet Beecher Stowe, author of Uncle Tom 's Cabin; her husband, Calvin Ellis
Stowe (Class of 1824), Elizabeth Collins Professor of Natural and Revealed Religion at the
College from 1850 to 1852; and her brother, Charles Beecher (Class of 1834), by Harold
Beecher Noyes, great-grandson of Charles Beecher, is used to support a lectureship addressed
to "human rights and/or the social and religious significance of parables."
Brodie Family Lecture Fund (1997): Established by Theodore H. Brodie '52, an overseer
of the College from 1983 to 1995, this fund is used to bring to campus at least once a year a
speaker of note in the field of education, to deliver a message on.the subjects of problems and
practices of teaching and learning.
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Tom Cassidx Lectureship ( 1991 ): The income of a fund established b\ the bequest o\
Thomas J. Cassid) '72 and memorial gifts of his family, friends, and classmates is used to
Niipport a lectureship in journalism.
The Harold and Iris Chandler Lectureship Fundi 2001 ): Established by family and friends
in memory o\ Dr. Harold L. Chandler of the Class of 1934. the income from this fund is used
for lectures on the use oftechnology to enhance teaching and learning in the humanities and
on the impact of educational technology on our society.
Dan F. Christie Mathematics Lecture Fund (1976): Established by family, friends.
colleagues, and former students in memory of Dan E. Christie '37, a member of the facult)
tor thirt) -three years and Wing Professor o( Mathematics from 1965 until his death in 1975.
this fund is used to support lectures, courses, or research in the field of mathematics.
Annie Talbot Cole Lectureship (1907): This fund, established b) Mis. Calista S. Mayhew
in memor) o\ her niece. Mrs. Samuel Valentine Cole, is used to sponsor a lectureship that
contributes "to the ennoblement and enrichment of life by standing for the idea that life is a
glad Opportunity . It shall, therefore, exhibit and endeavor to make attractive the highest ideals
<>t character and conduct, and also, insofar as possible, foster an appreciation of the beautiful
as revealed through nature, poetry, music, and the fine arts.'*
John C. Donovan Lecture Fund ( 1990): Established by colleagues, friends, and members
ofthe Donovan family . through the leadership ofShepard Lee '47. this fund is used to support
a lecture in the field of political science.
Elliott Oceanographic Fund (1973): Established by the Edward Elliott Foundation and
members of the Elliot! famil\ in memoes o\ Edward L. Elliott, a practicing geologist and
mining engineer who expressed a lifelong interest in science and the sea. this fund promotes
anographic education, in its w idesl definition, tor Bowdoin students. Part of the fund ma\
be used to support the Elliott Lectures m Oceanography, which were inaugurated in 1971.
AlfredE Col: Lecture Fundi 1V70): Established b\ Ronald A. Gol/ '56 in memor) ofhis
lather, this fund is used to support a lecture b) an eminent historian or humanitarian to be
scheduled close to the November 21 birthda\ of Alfred E. Golz.
ill. and Marion C Holmes Mathematics LectureFundi 1977): Established b) friends,
colleagues, and former students to honor
(
'ceil I . Holmes, a memberof the facult) lor thiilx
nine seats and W mil' ProfesSOl Ol Mathematics, this fund is used to support lectures, courses.
. h in the held oi mathematics.
Karofsk) Facu i<<nots (2000): Supported b) the Karofsk) Famil) Fund
established b) Peta S Karofsky.MD., '62, Paul l Karofsk) '66, andDavidM Karofsk) '93
in 1992, the Karofsk) Facult) I DC0!€ leCtUItS feature one meinbei ol the Bowdoin facult)
1 1 semester who is selected D) members ol the semoi class to spe.ik at C on in ion Hour.
irnoldD Fairs Lecture I und (2000): Established b) Mark B. Garnick, Ml). '68, a
I rustee <>i the College, and I >i Barbara Kaies t rarnick, tins fund is used to support periodic
olloquia at Bowdoin on scientific topics, with a preference for topics
in the biological related to the health sciences
KibbeSciet eL tureFund(1994) I ins fund, established by FrankW Kibbe*37andhii
wif< i K Kibbe, is used to support lectures by visiting scholars on "topics deemed to be
on the i of or associated with new developments oi resean h findings in the fields
I i
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Lesbian and Gay Lectureship Fund (1992): Established by members of the Bowdoin Gay
and Lesbian Alumni/ae Association, this fund is used to sponsor at least one lecture annually
in the field of gay and lesbian studies.
Mayhew Lecture Fund (1923): Established by Mrs. Calista S. Mayhew, this fund is used
to provide lectures on bird life and its effect on forestry.
Charles Weston Pickard Lecture Fund (1961): The income of a fund established by John
Coleman ' 22 in memory of his grandfather, a member of the Class of 1 857, is used to to support
lectures, courses, or research in the fields ofjournalism, communication, or public relations.
Kenneth V. Santagata Memorial Fund (1982): Established by family and friends of
Kenneth V. Santagata '73, this fund is used to provide one lecture each semester, rotating in
the arts, humanities, and social sciences, with lecturers to be recognized authorities in their
respective fields, to present new, novel, or nonconventional approaches to the designated
topic in the specified category.
Edith Lansing Koon Sills Lecture Fund (1962): This fund was established by the Society
of Bowdoin Women to honor Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills, the wife of a former president of
Bowdoin College and to sponsor lectures by outstanding women.
The Harry Spindel Memorial Lectureship (1977): Established by the gift of Rosalyne
Spindel Bernstein H'97 and the late Sumner Thurman Bernstein in memory of her father,
Harry Spindel, as a lasting testimony to his lifelong devotion to Jewish learning, this fund is
used to support annual lectures in Judaic studies or contemporary Jewish affairs.
The Jasper Jacob Stahl Lectureship in the Humanities (1970): Established by the bequest
of Jasper Jacob Stahl '09, Litt.D. '60, this fund is used "to support a series of lectures to be
delivered annually at the College by some distinguished scholarly and gifted interpreter of the
Art, Life, Letters, Philosophy, or Culture, in the broadest sense, of the Ancient Hebraic World,
or of the Ancient Greek World or of the Roman World, or of the Renaissance in Italy and
Europe, or of the Age of Elizabeth I in England, or that of Louis XIV and the Enlightenment
in France, or of the era of Goethe in Germany."
Tallman Lecture Fund (1928): Established by Frank G. Tallman, A.M. H'35, as a
memorial to the Bowdoin members of his family, this fund is used to support a series of
lectures to be delivered by men selected by the faculty. In addition to offering a course for
undergraduates, the visiting professor on the Tallman Foundation gives public lectures on the
subject of special interest.
Phyllis Marshall Watson Fund (2000): Established by Cheryl McAuley and Sheila
Marshall Walton in honor of their friend and sister, respectively. Income from the fund
provides research support for honors candidates in the history department, and supports
periodic lectures, seminars, or colloquia at Bowdoin on selected topics in history.
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PERFORMING ARTS
Music
Musk performance at Bowdoin ranges from student compositions to professional perfor-
mances b\ \ isiting artists, and from solo recitals to large-scale performances tor chorus and
orchestra. Main ensembles, such as the Chamber Choir, World Music Ensemble, Bowdoin
Chorus. Concert Band, and Chamber Ensembles are part of the auricular program. Other
groups, such as the Polar Ja// Big Band and the a cappclla vocal groups, are sponsored by
students.
The Chamber Choir is a select group of approximately twenty-five to thirty singers that
performs a wide \anet\ of choral and soloistic music. Its repertoire in the past few years
includes Bach's motet Jcsu meine Freude, Palestrina's Missa Lauda Sion, music of the
African Diaspora and Cuba, and songs by Jimi Hendrix and Reba Mclntyre. Recent tours have
taken the choir to Europe, South America. England, and Ireland. The Bowdoin Chorus, which
usualls tours within the United States but recenth \isited Russia, is a choral ensemble
composed of students, faculty, Staff, and communit\ members. Recent performances by the
Chorus include Ernest Bloch's SacredService, Rachmaninoff* 5LiturgyofSt JohnC 'hrysostom,
( ail ( )rff s ( 'armina Burana, Mo/art * s Requiem, and music of Latin America. Plans for 20( )4
2005 include two major works with orchestra.
Contemporary music receives considerable emphasis at Bowdoin. There are frequent
\isits b\ guest composers such as Karel Husa. Pauline OliveiOS, Zygmunt Krause. and Thea
Musgrave, and the Chamber Choir and Band often performnew music. Student compositions
can be beard on campus. The performance o\' American music has included visits by
saxophone virtuoso Kenneth Radnofsk} and professional jazz musicians such as pianists
kenn\ Barron. Brad Mehldau. and Rcnec Rosnes.
Other visiting artists in recent years have included Stanley Ritchie; Mark O'Connor: the
Renee Rosnes Quartet: the I.ulian String Quartet: the Publick Musick: the orchestra of the
Universit) of Tubingen, Germany; and Kurt Ollmann '11. In addition to performing, the
artists often teach master classes and hold discussions with Students.
Bowdoin owns a collection ot orchestral and band instruments and o\er twent\ grand
pianos a\ ailable lor use b\ students stud) mg and performing music. There arc also si/eable
Collections of carls instruments, Asian instruments, and drums from a variety ol world
traditions. Sulmsts and ensembles perform in a number of halls on campus, including ( ribsOO
ital Hall. KresgC \ 1 id 1 1 01 111 in. Pick aid Theater, and the ( Tape I. which houses a fort) five
lank Austin organ and a small ( ooper I racket organ. A new . KX) seal recital hall is planned
i"i the formei Curtis Pool Building Private instruction is available in piano, organ.
harpsichord, voice, guitar, and all the majoi orchestral instruments.
I heater and Dance
I he dance curriculum in the Department <>i rheatei and Dance evolved Mom the Bowdoin
1. mi. which was founded in i c >7i and soon developed academic courses 1 ach
it, the department presents two majoi conceits of student ami facult) choreographed
D mberandoneifl \pni Students also peifuiu at Parents* Weekend in the
tall an* Kim umol \m m \l.i\ and in additional informal showings Performances are
t i<» participation in technique, repertory, and choreograph) classes, hut
rfc and ^ horcograph) in student t lubs are also presented
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Student-run dance groups often perform as part of Bowdoin Dance Group concerts and in
other shows on and off campus; they represent genres as diverse as hip-hop, ballet, ballroom,
tap, break dance, capoeira, and African-American step dancing.
Dance concerts are presented in the Dance Studios, Pickard Theater, Wish Theater, and the
Museum of Art, as well as in unconventional spaces such as the Smith Union, the squash
courts, or outdoors on the Quad. Renovation of Memorial Hall in 2000 provides a beautiful
dance studio with skylights and a sprung wooden floor, as well as a new state-of-the-art
flexible theater designed for both theater and dance.
Besides student and faculty performances, the department sponsors visits by nationally
known dance companies, choreographers, and critics for teaching residencies and perfor-
mances. A partial list includes Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble, Johanna Boyce, Art
Bridgman and Myrna Packer, Richard Bull Dance Company, Merce Cunningham, David
Dorfman Dance, Douglas Dunn, Meredith Monk, Mark Morris, Phoebe Neville, Wendy
Perron, Pilobolus, Dana Reitz, Kei Takei, UMO Performance Ensemble, Doug Varone,
Trisha Brown Company, David Parker and the Bang Group, and Susan Marshall Dance
Company; and lectures by dance writers Susan Foster, Jill Johnston, Laura Shapiro, and
Marcia B. Seigel. Choreographer Deborah Hay was on campus for a residency in 2001 ; Urban
Bush Women will perform in 2004. These professionals teach master classes and offer
lecture-demonstrations as part of their visits to campus, and sometimes are commissioned to
create choreography especially for the Bowdoin dancers.
Theater
The theater component of the Department of Theater and Dance evolved from the student
performance group Masque and Gown, which was founded in 1903. In the mid-1990s an
academic curriculum in theater was developed, combining courses and departmental produc-
tions, and Masque and Gown became an independent student organization with continued ties
to the department. The department annually presents numerous plays and events, directed or
created by faculty and by students, ranging from new plays to performance art to Shakespeare.
Recent departmental productions have included Lanford Wilson's Book of
Days, Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, Elizabeth Wong's China Doll, Naomi Wallace's In
the Heart ofAmerica, and student-directed projects such as The Glass Menagerie, with film
and live actors, The Bald Soprano in French, original student plays, and an English/Theater
honors project of Henry V. In conjunction with the department's activities, visiting artists
present performance workshops and professional courses in a variety of areas. The department
has sponsored several residencies and performances by artists such as Spalding Gray and Dan
Hurlin (both Obie-award-winning performance and theater artists), Anna Deavere-Smith, and
award-winning playwrights Tony Kushner and Holly Hughes.
Memorial Hall, a striking gothic-style granite and stained glass memorial to Bowdoin'
s
Civil War veterans, was completed in 1882 and houses the College's main performance
spaces. Pickard Theater, the generous gift of Frederick William Pickard, LL.D., in 1955,
includes a 600-seat theater with proscenium stage equipped with a full fly system and
computer lighting. Major renovations of Memorial Hall, completed in 2000, include a
complete remodeling of the main theater; construction of the 150-seat, flexible Wish Theater,
made possible by an extraordinary gift from Barry N. Wish '63 and Oblio Wish; and new
seminar rooms, expanded rehearsal space, and a new dance studio.
Masque and Gown sponsors an annual, student-written, one-act play festival, a sixty-year-
long tradition, partially underwritten by the generous gift of Hunter S. Frost '47. In addition
to the one-act play festival, Masque and Gown presents numerous plays throughout the year.
Student Affairs
A residential college adds significant!) to the education of students when it provides the
opportunity for a distinctive and dynamic learning community to develop. In such a
community, Bowdoin students arc encouraged, both directl) and indirectly, to engage
activel) in a quest for knowledge both inside and outside the classroom, and to take
responsibility for themselves, for others, and for their community. The) arc challenged to
grovi personall) b> constant contact w Itfa new experiences and different ways ot'\ icw ing the
world Simultaneous!) . the) arc supported and encouraged b\ friends, facult) . staff, and other
COmmunit) members and find opportunities for spontaneous as well as structured activities.
Such a community promotes the intellectual and personal growth of individuals and encour-
mutual understanding and respect in the context of diversity,
rhe programs and services provided b\ the Division of Student Affairs exist to support
students and the College in developing and maintaining the learning community. Staff
throughout the Division of Student Affairs assist students with their studies, their leadership
and social grow th. their well-being, and their future. The Bow Join College StudentHandbook
pro\ ides comprehensive information about student life and the programs and sen ices ol the
\)w isionol Student Affairs. Additional information is availableon the BowdoinCollegeWeb
site: http://w w w .bowdoin.edu.
THK ACADEMIC HONOR AND SOCIAL CODES
The sueecss of the Academic Honor Code and Social Code requires the active commitment
ol the College community. Since 1W>4. with revisions in l c)77 and 1993, the community
pledge ol personal academic integrity has formed the basis for academic and social conduct
.it Bowdoin. The institution assumes that all Bowdoin students possess the attributes implied
m the codes. Howdom College expects us students to be responsible for theirbehavioron and
I >tt the campus and to assure the same beha\ iof ol then guests.
The \cadeinic Honor ( 'ode plass a central role in the intellectual hie at Bowdoin College.
Students ami faculty Bit obligated to ensure its success. IneompnMiuscd intellectual iiujuux
lies at the heart ol a liberal education Integrity is essential in creating an academic
environment dedicated to the development o\ independent modes o\ learning, analysis,
judgment, and expression Academic dishonest) is antithetical to the ( ollegc's institutional
\ allies ami constitutes a \ lolation <A the Honor ( \h\c
l in- social (ode describefl certain rights ami responsibilities o\ Bowdoin College
students While it imposes no specific morality on students, the College requires certain
ndards of behavioi to secure the safety ol the College community ami ensure that the
i .impns remains a centei »>t intelle< tual engagement.
Individuals who stitpecl \i<>iaimns ,>i the Academic Honoi c^<\c and/oi Social (\h\c
aid not attempt to resolve the issues independently, but'are encouraged to refei then
thel office Ol the Deanol Studenl \ftairs I he college iesc-i\es the light lo impose
n students who \x>iate these codes on 01 offcampus \ thorough des< riptionol the




The Office of Residential Life is responsible for the management of the residential life
program, support for the College House System, and the maintenance of a healthy and safe
community. These responsibilities include: planning educational and social programs;
connecting students with support networks and resources on campus; mediating conflicts
between students as they arise; intervening in crisis situations; and providing a direct
administrative link between College House leaders, the Office of Residential Life, and the
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs.
SAFETY AND SECURITY
The College Safety and Security Department provides a uniformed security staff 24 hours a
day to respond to emergencies and to maintain a regular patrol of the campus. The Safety and
Security Office is located in Rhodes Hall. The Safety and Security Office is staffed 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. Security staff can be reached at:
Emergencies - Ext. 3500 or 725-3500
Non-Emergencies - Ext. 3314 or 725-3314
Business - Ext. 3458 or 725-3458
Security is a community responsibility. All community members have an obligation to
report suspicious activities, criminal activity, emergencies, and unsafe conditions immedi-
ately to insure a safe environment.
Information about personal safety, vehicle registration, parking, and shuttle service is
contained in the Student Handbook.
BOWDOIN STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Bowdoin Student Government was reformed in Spring 2002 to create a structure that permits
flexibility and encourages more members to take on leadership roles. Student Government
consists of twenty-six students, including a president and five vice presidents elected by the
student body, two elected representatives from each class, the president of the Inter-House
Council, the treasurer (chair of the Student Activities Fee Committee), a representative from
each College House, and four members chosen by the president and vice presidents through
an interview process in which all students are eligible to apply. Each vice president has
specific oversight responsibility for a particular area of student government. The fundamental
goal of Bowdoin Student Government remains to be an effective force for the presentation of
student opinion to the faculty and the administration.




To improve student access to members of Student Government.
2. To promote efficiency through the use of small groups and the sharing of
responsibility.
3. To improve communications and coordination between the various elements of
Student Government.
4. To create an accessible and dynamic forum in which student issues and concerns
can be raised and debated.
The full text of the revised Bowdoin Student Government Constitution is in the Student
Handbook and on the College's Web site.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Student organizations present an arra\ of programs, sen ices, and activities for the College
community . Membership in all organizations is open to all students. Among the oldest groups
are the Bowdoin Bugle (yearbook), the Outing Club, the Orient (campus newspaper), and
Masque and Gown (a student-run dramatic organization). Between five and ten new student
organizations or clubs are formed each year. For a complete list and description o\' student
organizations, please consult the Student Organizations Handbook published b\ the Student
Vctn ides ( Mtlce.
The David Saul Smith Union, which houses the Student Activities Office, exemplifies a
small neighborhood block b\ providing services, conveniences, amenities, programs, and
acth Hies for the Bowdoin College community. It is not just a campus center: it is an venue
lor lectures, concerts, dances, and information, and a place that responds to the needs of all
members of the College community .
The Smith Union contains the Campus Information Desk, the Student Activities Office.
:inc room/recreation area. Jack Magces Grill, a TV room, student organizations resource
room, student mailboxes, the campus mail center, and several lounges. Also located in the
I fnioil are the campus bookstore, the Cafe, and the convenience store.
COMMUNITY SERVICE RESOURCE CENTER
The Community Service Resource Center (CSRC) provides opportunities for students.
faculty, and staff to engage in the local region through service. Focusing on the three areas of
community sen ice. sen ice learning, and student leadership loi the common good, the center
acts as a liaison between the campus and the largercommunity. Community Sen ice includes,
for example, mentoring, tutoring in local schools, spending time with senior citizens.
volunteering at homeless shelters, and working with immigrant populations in neaib\
Portland Fifteen student-led service organizations coordinate these activities and operate
under an umbrella organization. ihe( ommunity Sei \ ice Council. Through Service Learning
o'uises. students work with faculty to connect community needs to then coursework.
Bowdoin Offers a number ol ser\ ice-learning courses each semester in several different
departments including Economics, Environmental Studies, Geology, Sociology, and Span-
ish Studeill I eaders for the ( Common ( lOOd facilitate sen ice programs through the ( SRC.
ih, rams include Rnc Orientation Service Trips, Alternative Spring Break. Annual
ice Events, ami the Common Good ( irant Program bach fall the entire Bowdoin
community is m\ ited to participate in ( !ommon ( iood l)a> . a daj ol sen ice in the Brunsvt ick
mca organized h> the ( Sk( '.
ATHLETICS
ii is ,i memlvi <>l ilir National ( ol leg i ate Athletic Assoeialion | \( \ \ i. Sponsoring
"t tin- 1 ihlcti< programs within its division. Intercollegiate teams compete on the
III /el In l)i\isi«»n III. ImaiK ial aid is mrd based. I he athletic experience is a
wonderful complemem to students 1 academk experience
rhe College is a chartei membei <>i the Ww I ngland Small College Athletic ( lonferencc
• M sc \( i, an eleven-membei league <>i similai tchools committed to academic excellence
and .iih tudent-athlete*s best interests at heart NESCAC includes Amherst,
'
I ticut College, Hamilton, Middlebury, Trinity,Tufts, Wesleyan,
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and Williams. These schools are also linked in efforts to provide safe, productive environ-
ments for students to learn and grow while engaging in rigorous academic pursuits.
NESCAC Statement Regarding Alcohol
In addition to being partners in athletic competition, the eleven colleges and universities
comprising the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) are united in
efforts to provide safe environments in which students may mature intellectually and socially.
Recognizing that social life plays a role in the college experience, each campus has
increased its efforts to encourage students to make responsible choices. Each school takes a
strong stand against substance abuse, including alcohol. While the vast majority of students
at NESCAC institutions who choose to drink alcohol do so responsibly, each school has
disciplinary and educational programs in place for students who misuse alcohol and other
substances.
Additionally, all of the member schools expressly prohibit hazing.
Intercollegiate and Club Programs
Bowdoin's athletic program complements students' academic experience and encourages
participation by maximizing the number and variety of athletic opportunities in varsity, club,
and intramural sports. Over thirty intercollegiate teams, three levels of intramural competition
in ten sports, and over twenty physical education courses are all a part of the athletic program.
The scheduling of practice and intercollegiate contests is planned to minimize conflict with
the scheduling of classes, laboratories, or other academic exercises. If and when conflicts do
occur, students are responsible for consulting with their instructors well in advance. Excusing
students from academic obligations may occur solely at the discretion of the faculty.
Bowdoin gives equal emphasis to men's and women's sports, and the desired quality of
competition is similar in all sports. The following intercollegiate and club programs are
available to men and women. (Junior varsity teams may be available in some sports depending
on participation and opportunities for competition.)
Men: Baseball, basketball, cross country, football, ice hockey, lacrosse, skiing, soccer,
squash, swimming, tennis, track (winter and spring), golf, rowing, rugby, volleyball, water
polo.
Women: Basketball, cross country, field hockey, ice hockey, lacrosse, skiing, soccer,
softball, squash, swimming, tennis, track (winter and spring), volleyball, golf, rowing, rugby,
water polo.
Coed: Sailing, equestrian, ultimate frisbee.
Coaching and Athletic Facilities
Bowdoin supports students in their efforts to reach high levels of performance by providing
them with first-class coaching, superior facilities, and appropriate competitive opportunities
with students from within NESCAC and in New England.
Bowdoin's coaches are excellent resources for students, providing athletic guidance and
instruction, and personal and academic support and encouragement. Coaches focus on skill
development, teamwork, the pursuit of individual and team excellence, the values of fair play,
and the development of important leadership skills.
Students are encouraged to use the athletic facilities for recreational or free play. Seasonal
schedules and schedule changes are posted on gymnasium and field house bulletin boards.
Intercollegiate teams, classes, and intramurals have priority in the use of these, facilities.
The facilities include: Morrell and Sargent gymnasiums; the Dayton Ice~Hockey Arena;
the Sidney Watson Fitness Center; a multipurpose aerobics room; 8 hard court tennis courts;
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a 400-meter, 6-lane outdoor track: Farley Field House, which houses a 6-lane. 200-meter
track and lour regulation tennis courts: Greason Pool, a 1 6-lane. 1 14-foot by 75-foot
su miming pool w ith two 1 -meter and one 3-meter diving boards: the Lubin Family Squash
Center w ith 7 international squash courts; 35 acres of pla\ ing fields: the new Howard F. R\ an
AstrotUlf Field, and locker room and training room facilities.
Physical Education
The Athletic Department offers an instructional program in a variety of activities utilizing
campus and off-campus facilities. These activities have been selected to provide the entire
on-campus Bow doin community ( students, facult) . and staff) with the Opportunity to receive
basie instruction in various exercises and leisure-time activities in the hope that these
acti\ ities will become lifelong commitments. The program will vary from year toyearto meet
the interests of the Bowdoin community.
Please contact Coach Dawn Strout. director of physical education . at Ext. 3945 (email:
dstroutC" bowdtMn.edu) with any questions or special interests.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
The Women's Resource Center (WRC) is a welcoming and comfortable place for students to
meet and studs . It is located at the cornerofCoffin and College streets (24 College Street ) and
shares the building with the Women's Studies Program. The WRC sponsors speakers.
gatherings, workshops, and discussions, man) of which draw together students, faculty, staff.
and communit) members. It also sponsors off-campus trips to selected conferences and
events. The WR( ' houses a resource collection of books and current periodicals on women's
and gender issues. Readings for Women's Studies courses are often held on reserve at the
V\ R( 'tor students to use in the building. The WRC publishes a new sletter. WomeNews, jointly
with the Women's Studies program and posts current information about news and events on
and ofl campus. The WRC's Web site posts contact information, an up-to-date listing o\
events, links to other resources at Bowdoin, and information on WRC history.
( \kl I R PLANNING (ENTER
I he ( lareer Planning Center (( T( | complements the academic mission o\ the College. ( )ne
I ot the ( enter is to introduce students to the process o\ career planning, w Inch includes
sell assessment, careei exploration, goal setting, ami the development of an effective job
rch strateg) students are encouraged to visit the CPC earl) in their college years fof
and information on internships and summei n>bs l he CPC assists seniors and
recent graduates in their transition in work orgraduate studs ami prepares them tomake future
le^ isions.
\ dedicated, professional!) trained stall is available t * > i individual careei counseling.
Workshop and presentations provide assistance in identifying marketable skills, writing
line foi interviews, networking, using the Internet as a job search tool, and
refining job-hunting techniques. Uumni panel discussions and informationaJ meetings
throughput the year an d to broaden students* awareness oftheir post graduate i area
options and t" mhancr then understanding <>i the job market Programming and advising
related to graduate and professional school study are offered as well In counseling sty ie and
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program content, the CPC addresses the needs of students realizing that they have diverse
interests, values, and expectations.
Each year, nearly 80 private sector and non-profit employers and 100 graduate and
professional schools participate in Bowdoin's program. An additional 60 employers partici-
pate in interviewing consortia in Boston and New York City. The office maintains a
comprehensive Web site; houses informational materials on nearly 1 ,000 summer, semester,
and January internships; and provides access to over 2,000 online job leads and nearly 7,000
internship listings through participation in the Liberal Arts Career Network and experience.com.
In addition, the Center uses cutting-edge technology to manage job leads and target outreach
to students. The Center also has a data base with directory information on over 1 .7 million
organizations in the United States.
The Career Planning Center continually updates an extensive alumni/ae advisory network
and a resource library located on the first floor of the Moulton Union. A bi-weekly bulletin
publicizes all CPC events and programs in addition to featuring internship, fellowship, and
job opportunities.
FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
Bowdoin students receive guidance and support in their efforts to pursue national and
international fellowships and scholarships for their undergraduate and graduate education.
Opportunities include the Rhodes, Marshall, Truman, Fulbright, Beinecke, and Churchill
Fellowships. Bowdoin is one of the select schools eligible for student nominations for the
Watson Fellowship and the Junior Fellows Program at the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace.
The fellowship program works jointly with faculty to identify, nurture, and advocate for
Bowdoin students who are interested in competing for these opportunities.
HEALTH SERVICES
The Dudley Coe Health Center, Ext. 3770, offers primary and acute care services to students
while classes are in session. Regular office hours are Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. Most health care needs can be met on a walk-in basis. Gynecological services,
comprehensive physical exams, and travel medicine consultations are available by appoint-
ment.
The Health Center is a fully-equipped primary care medical office with on-site laboratory
and x-ray facilities. It is staffed by a board-certified family physician, board-certified
physician assistants, and a registered nurse.
Emergency and after hours coverage is provided through two local hospitals. Mid-Coast
Hospital (207-72 1 -0 1 8 1 ) and Parkview Hospital (207-729- 1 64 1 ) both operate 24-hour, fully-
staffed emergency rooms, urgent care centers, and in-patient care facilities. Security will
arrange for transportation when needed, when called at Ext. 3314. In-patient care at both
facilities is under the direct supervision of the College's Health Service director, Dr. Jeff
Benson.
The Health Center also serves an an international travel immunization center for the State
ofMaine, providing consultation in travel medicine and vaccinations, including yellow fever.
These services are offered to Bowdoin students, faculty, and staff, as well as to the community
at large. To schedule a travel clinic appointment, please call Ext. 3770.
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All Ben ices ottered to students at the Health Center are eovered by the student health fee.
Questions about medical claims and insurance coverage ma) be referred to Lori Chadbourne
(Ext ;
~
The stattot Student Health Ser\ ices are committed to promoting the health and well being
ofthe Bowdoin College communit) through the provision of quality primary and acute care
and educational outreach sen ices. Our approach is comprehensive, holistic, and personall)
attentive, and emphasizes health promotion, disease prevention, and Individual self-advo-
. ( Kir goal is to foster wellness, in the broadest sense, within the College communit) as
a whole, and for evcrv individual student in particular. We are happ) to discuss any health-
related issues w ith students, and to offer support and resources to health-promoting groups on
campus.
COUNSELING SERVICE
The Counseling Service is staffed bv experienced mental health professionals who are
dedicated to helping students resolve personal and academic difficulties and maximize their
psychological and intellectual potential. During the course o[ a typical academic year,
approximately 20 percent ol Bowdoin students take advantage of the opportunit) to work
mdividuallv with a counselor. Counseling staff members assist students who have concerns
such as anxictv . depression, academic pressure. Iainil\ conflicts, roommate problems, alcohol
and drug abuse, sexual assault, eating disorders, intimate relationships, and main other
matters. In addition to providing individual and group counseling, the counselors conduct
programs and workshops for the Bow doin communit) and consult with campus peer support/
education groups, lice in-house psychiatric medication consultations are also available. The
< tinseling Sen ice maintains a particular!) strong commitment to enhancing multicultural
awareness and dialogue within an incrcasinglv diverse communit).
Students ma) schedule counseling appointments bj calling 725 3145 or stopping b) the
office in person. Regular hours are \1ondav through Friday, from 8:30a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Fot
student concernsrequiring immediate attention, anemergenc) hour is availableeach weekda)
from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. \fter hours andon weekends, students ma) reach an on call counselor
tor emergenc) consultation b> calling Securit) (Ext 1500). I he Counseling Service does not
provide services to students during College vacation periods. Information disclosed bv I
student u> his or hei counselor is subject to strict confidentiality. The Counseling Service
offices are located at (2 College street.
Alumni and Community Organizations
Alumni Association
The Bowdoin College Alumni Association has as its purpose "to further the well-being of the
College and its alumni by stimulating the interest of its members in the College and in each
other through the conduct of programs by and for alumni, and by encouraging the efforts of
its members in programs that promote the Common Good." Membership is open to former
students who during a minimum of one semester's residence earned at least one academic
credit toward a degree and whose class has graduated, to those holding Bowdoin degrees, and
to anyone elected to membership by the Alumni Council.
Alumni Council
Officers: Mark W. Bayer '79, president; Kevin P. Wesley '89, secretary and treasurer.
Elected and appointed members of the Alumni Council are listed on pages 329-30.
Alumni Council Awards
Alumni Service Award: First established in 1932 as the Alumni Achievement Award and
renamed the Alumni Service Award in 1 953, this award is made annually to the person whose
volunteer services to Bowdoin, in the opinion of alumni, as expressed by the Alumni Council,
most deserve recognition.
The recipient in 2004 was Albert F. Lilley '54.
AlumniAwardfor Faculty and Staff: Established in 1 963, this award is presented each year
"for service and devotion to Bowdoin, recognizing that the College in a larger sense includes
both students and alumni."
The recipient in 2004 was Mary McAteer Kennedy. Director of Dining and Bookstore
Services.
Distinguished Educator Award: Established in 1964, this award recognizes outstanding
achievement in the field of education by a Bowdoin alumnus or alumna, except alumni who
are members of the Bowdoin faculty and staff.
The recipient in 2004 was Kathryn Graff Low '78.
Foot Soldier ofBowdoin Award: Established in 1 999 through the generosity of David Z.
Webster '57, this award is presented annually to one who exemplifies the role of a foot soldier
of Bowdoin through his or her work for the development programs, BASIC, and/or other
alumni programs during the prior year. In addition to an award, a scholarship is awarded each
year in the name of the award-winner to a deserving Bowdoin undergraduate.
The recipient in 2004 was Kathleen E. Cunningham '01.
Polar BearAwards: Established in 1999, these awards, up to six of which may be awarded
annually, recognize significant personal contributions and outstanding dedication to Bowdoin.
The award honors a record of service rather than a single act or achievement.
The recipients in 2004 were Robert I. de Sherbinin '45, Robert R. Forsberg '85, Edward
M. Fuller '60, Mary Hoagland King '80, Alfred D. Nicholson '50, and Gail Worthington '85.
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YoungAlumni ServiceAward: Established in 1999, these awards, up to two ofwhich may
he awarded annually, recognize distinguished and outstanding service to Bowdoin among
members ofthe ten \ oungest classes. The aw ard honors a record ofsen ice rather than a single
act or achievement
Ihe recipient in 2004 is to be determined.
Bowdoin Magazine
iblished in 1 c>2 7 . How Join magazine is published tour times a year and contains articles
of general interest about the College and its alumni. It is sent without charge to all alumni,
seniors, parents of current students and recent graduates, facultj and staff members, and
\ arums friends ofthe College. For more information about the magazine, please \ isil ourWeb
site at www .bowdoin.edu/bowdoinmaga/ine.
Bowdoin Alumni Schools and Interviewing Committees (BASIC)
B \sic is a volunteer association of approximately 1.000 alumni in the United States and
several foreign countries which assists the Admissions Office in the identification and
aiation ot candidates. BASIC responsibilities include providing alumni interviews for
applicants in their home areas, representing the College at local "college tail*' programs, and.
in general, serving as liaison between the College and prospective students.
Mumni I unci
The principal task of the Bowdoin Alumni bund is to raise unrestricted financial support for
the College's educational programs and other student-related sen ices on an annual basis. All
\S to the Alumni bund are for current operational expenses and pla\ a significant role in
maintaining a balanced budget. Since the Fund's inception in 1869, Bowdoin alumni ha\e
consistent!) demonstrated a high level of annual support, enabling theCollege topreserve and
enhance the Bowdoin experience. In 2002-2003, the Fund total w as $5,977,006, w ith 55
alumni participation.
(hair: I homas I Costin '73.
Diret tors: Mark C. Schulze '93, Jeffrey Mao
'
l)2. Elizabeth Butterworth Michalski '87.
nee M Crikelair '96, Richard (i D'Auteuil '82, John D. Houlihan '77. Paula M
Wardynskj '7 l J. Barbara I) doss '77. Anne M. Ireland '76. Robert F. Lakin '68, Arthui I
Black '91.
Minimi I und \wanls
Leon H Babcock Plate: Presented to the College in 1980b) William L. Babcock, Jr. '69,
and his wile. Suzanne, in honor ol Ins grandfather, Leon \v. Babcock '17. it is awarded
annuall) to the class making the largest dollar contribution to the Alumni I und.
I rte recipient ih]ihm wastheClassol 1978, gift chairs Stephen H. Bittel, Nanc) Bellhouse
May, and Scott B Perper, and class agent Bradford \ Hunta
Alumni Fund Cup Awarded annuall) since 1932, the Uumni Fund Cup recognizes the
inioni l.iss making tin- 1 ontribution to the Alumni I und. unless thai Reunion ( lass
wms th Plate; in that event, the cup is awarded to the non Reunion ( lass making
the la 'iitiibulKMi
rhe recipient ii the Class ol 1976, class agents VnneM Ireland and Stephen P
M.ndin.in
Cld B P Died to the College by th ( of 1916, it is awarded annually
tn " whose record in the Uumni Fund shows the greatest improvement ovei its
peifofiuani e of the pro edit
rhe recipient u the Class ol iti chairs Walter 1 BartlettandJ Warren
Ihome
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Class of 1929 Trophy: Presented by the Class of 1929 in 1963, it is awarded annually to
that one of the ten youngest classes attaining the highest percentage of participation.
The recipient in 2003 was the Class of 1993, gift chairs Michelle Cobb, Eric Gregg, and
Mark Schulze, and class agent John Sotir.
Robert Seaver Edwards Trophy: Awarded annually to that one of the ten youngest classes
raising the most money for the Fund, this trophy honors the memory of Robert Seaver
Edwards, Class of 1900.
The recipient in 2003 was the Class of 1993, gift chairs Michelle Cobb, Eric Gregg, and
Mark Schulze, and class agent John Sotir.
Fund Directors' Trophy: Established in 1972 by the directors of the Alumni Fund, the
trophy is awarded annually to the class that, in the opinion of the directors, achieved an
outstanding performance not acknowledged by any other trophy.
The recipients in 2003 were the Class of 1 958, class agent Richard E. Burns, and the Class
of 1968, gift chairs Donald C. Ferro and Robert F. Lakin.
Harry K. Warren Trophy: Awarded annually beginning in 1998, the Harry K. Warren
Trophy recognizes the two reunion classes achieving the highest percentage of participation.
The recipients in 2003 were the Class of 1978, gift chairs Stephen H. Bittel, Nancy
Bellhouse May, and Scott B. Perper, and class agent Bradford A. Hunter, and the Class of
1953, gift chairs Walter E. Bartlett and J. Warren Harthorne.
Robert M. Cross Awards: Established by the directors of the Alumni Fund in 1990, the
Robert M. Cross Awards are awarded annually to those class agents whose outstanding
performance, hard work, and loyalty to Bowdoin, as personified by Robert M. Cross '45
during his many years of association with the Fund, are deserving of special recognition.
The recipients in 2003 were Harvey B. Stephens '55 and Robert E. Peterson '65.
$750,000 Club: Established by the Alumni Fund directors in 2001, the $750,000 Club
recognizes each class agent and special gifts chair who has led his or her class over the
$750,000 figure during an Alumni Fund year.
The recipients in 2003 were Class of 1 978, gift chairs Stephen H. Bittel, Nancy Bellhouse
May, and Scott B. Perper, and class agent Bradford A. Hunter.
$250,000 Club: Established by the Alumni Fund directors in 2001, the $250,000 Club
recognizes each class agent and special gifts chair who has led his or her class over the
$250,000 figure during an Alumni Fund year.
The recipients in 2003 were Class of 1976, class agents Anne M. Ireland and Stephen P.
Maidman.
Society of Bowdoin Women
The Society of Bowdoin Women was formed in 1922 to provide "an organization in which
those with a common bond of Bowdoin loyalty may, by becoming better acquainted with the
College and with each other, work together to serve the College."
Today, the Society of Bowdoin Women Advisory Board continues to consult in the
administration of four endowment funds. The Edith Lansing Koon Sills Lecture Fund,
established in 1961, is used to sponsor cultural, career, and literary speakers. The Society of
Bowdoin Women Foundation, created in 1924, provided resources for the College's general
use. With the inception of coeducation at Bowdoin in 1971, the Society decided to restrict the
funds to provide annual scholarships to qualified women students and renamed it the Society
of Bowdoin Women Scholarship Foundation. The Society of Bowdoin Women Athletic
Award, established in 1978, recognizes effort, cooperation, and sportsmanship by a senior
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member ofa women's varsit) team. The Dorothy Haythorn Collins Award, ereated in 1985,
honors a junior student exemplifying overall excellence and outstanding performance in his
or her chosen field of stud)
.
Advisory Board: Kimberly Labbe Mills '82, (). Jeanne d*Are Mayo, Joan R. Shepherd.
\ss<>ciation of Bowdoin Friends
Founded in 1984, the Association o\' Bowdoin Friends is a group of approximately 1.200
midcoast-area residents who share an interest in the well-being of the College. Its mission
states "the association Strengthens the relationship between Bowdoin and the community,
affording members the opportunity to support and engage in the life of the College." Some
members are alumni or otherwise have direct lies to the College, while most are simply
interested members of the community. Members regularly attend lectures, concerts, perfor-
mances, and special events on campus, and some audit classes. Activities sponsored by the
Friends include receptions and dinners held in conjunction with College events, large and
small book discussion groups, and field trips of local interest. Through the Friends Fund, man)
members choose to support the College library, museums, athletics, and music and perform-
ing arts programs.
Bowdoin friends are also invited to become involved in the Host Tamil) Program.
Administered b) the Office of Residential Life, the Host Family Program pairs local families
with international students, teaching fellows, and visiting faculty, as well as interested first-
year students, easing the transition to College life and fostering lasting friendships. Through
this program, international students and faculty are offered a taste o\' American life and
culture.
\ s4n to $55 annual fee is requested of all Bowdoin Friends. Benefits of membership
include receipt of a bi-weekl\ calendar o\ events, discounts to many campus performances.
free hbrar\ borrowing privileges, and discounts at the museum shops.
' ommitteefor2004 2005: Jim Carter, Judy Collette, Eileen Fletcher. Ro) Heel)
'51, 1 ran Lee. Jeanne d' Arc Mas 0, I ran Nichols. Dian Petty, Barbara Remertsen. and Chris
Schmidt Host Family Program liaisons, Jeanne Clampitt, Larrj Clampitt; Ro) Heel) '51,
/ riends Fund chair; Pegg) Schick, administrative manager; and Sara Smith, secretary.
Summer Programs
Bowdoin College summer programs provide an opportunity for a variety of people to enjoy
the College's facilities and to benefit from the expertise of Bowdoin faculty and staff during
the nonacademic portion of the year. Summer programs consist of educational seminars,
professional conferences, sports clinics, specialized workshops, and occasional social events
that are appropriate to the College's overall mission as an educational institution and as a
member of the Maine community.
The longest-running summer program involving members of the Bowdoin faculty and the
longest-running summer program in its area of study in the United States is the Infrared
Spectroscopy Course. Initiated at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1950, the
program moved to Bowdoin in 1972. Over three thousand scientists have come to campus to
work with many of the original staff.
Upward Round, which began at Bowdoin in 1965, is one of over 500 similar programs
hosted by educational institutions across the country. Funded by the U.S. Department of
Education, these programs are intended to provide low-income high school students with the
skills and motivation necessary for success in higher education.
Founded in 1964, and separately incorporated in 1998. the Bowdoin International Music
Festival, Inc. comprises a music school, several concert series, and the Gamper Festival of
Contemporary Music. Approximately 200 gifted performers in their teens and twenties from
more than twenty countries participate each summer in a concentrated program ofin a
concentrated six-week program of instrumental, chamber music, and composition studies
with a faculty composed of teacher-performers from the world's leading conservatories.
The Hockey Clinic, under the direction of the Athletic Department, began at Bowdoin
College in 1971. Boys and girls, ranging from eight to nineteen years old, come from
throughout the United States to train with Bowdoin coaches as well as coaches from other prep
schools and academies with outstanding hockey programs.
Each year additional camps are offered by members of the athletic staff in baseball, diving,
tennis, basketball, field hockey, lacrosse, and soccer. A day camp for children entering grades
1-9 is based in Farley Field House.
In addition to the four long-term programs described above, other programs brought to
campus by Bowdoin faculty, staff, and outside associations attract several thousand people to
the College each summer.
Persons interested in holding a conference at Bowdoin should contact the Events and
Summer Programs Office, which schedules all summer activities and coordinates dining,
overnight accommodations, meeting space, audiovisual services, and other amenities. For




PRESIDENT OF THK COLLEGE
Barn Mills. \.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse). J.D. (Columbia).
Elected Overseer, 1994, Elected President of the College, 2001.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Donald Mack Zuckert. A.B. (Bowdoin). J.D. (New York University I, Chair. Elected
Overseer, IMS7; elected Trustee. 1995. Term expires 200S.
Traq Jean Burlock, A.B. (Bowdoin). Vice Chair. Elected Oxerscer. 1W0.* Term
expires 2006.
Deborah Jensen Barker, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee, 1999.
Term expires 2009.
Da\id (i. Brown, A.B. (Bowdoin), MBA. (Dartmouth). Elected Trustee. 2000. Term
expires 2005.
Marijane Leila Benner Browne, A.B. (Bowdoin). J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer.
1994. Term expires 2005.
Geoffrej Canada. A.B. (Bowdoin), Ed.M. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1995.* Term
expires 2006.
Michael Scott Cary, \.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.T. (Brown). M.A. (Yale). Elected Trustee,
2001. Term expires 2006.
William Edwards Chapman II, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 2002. Term expires
2007.
Gerald Cameron Chcrta\ian. A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee,
H)i)2. Term expires 2007.
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0l I BU I. Elected (hcrsecr. IW4/ Term expires 2005.
Michael M. Crow, H\. i Iowa State). Eh. I). (Syracuse), Elected Trustee, 2001. Term
expires 2006
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Alvin Darnell Hall, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (UNC-Chapel Hill). Elected Trustee, 2001.
Term expires 2006.
Laurie Anne Hawkes, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Cornell). Elected Overseer, 1986;
elected Trustee, 1995. Term expires 2008.
Dennis James Hutchinson, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Oxford), LL.M. (Texas-Austin).
Elected Overseer, 1975; elected Trustee, 1987. Term expires 2008.
William Sargent Janes, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 1997. Term expires 2007.
Gregory E. Kerr, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (New York University), M.B.A. (Columbia).
Elected Trustee, 2000. Term expires 2005.
James Walter MacAllen, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Virginia). Elected Overseer, 1995.*
Term expires 2006.
Nancy Bellhouse May, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 1996. Term
expires 2006.
Lisa Ann McElaney, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.F.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 2001. Term
expires 2006.
Jane McKay Morrell, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee, 1997. Term expires 2007.
Tamara Alexandra Nikuradse, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee,
2004. Term expires 2009.
John Steven Osterweis, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Stanford). Elected Trustee, 2004.
Term expires 2009.
Michael Henderson Owens, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D., M.P.H. (Yale). Elected Overseer,
1988.* Term expires 2005.
Scott Bullock Perper, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee, 2004. Term
expires 2009.
Jane L. Pinchin, B.A. (Harpur College, SUNY-Binghamton), M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia).
Elected Trustee, 2003, Term expires 2008.
Edgar Moore Reed, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Overseer, 1995.*
Term expires 2006.
Linda Horvitz Roth, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (North Carolina). Elected Overseer, 1992.*
Term expires 2008.
Lee Dickinson Rowe, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (University of Pennsylvania). Elected
Trustee, 1996. Term expires 2006.
Geoffrey C. Rusack, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Pepperdine). Elected Trustee, 2003. Term
expires 2008.
Joan Benoit Samuelson, A.B. (Bowdoin), D.A. (Thomas, Williams, La Salle, Mt. Ida).
Elected Overseer, 1995.* Term expires 2006.
Steven M. Schwartz, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.F.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee, 1999. Term
expires 2009.
D. Ellen Shuman, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.P.P.M. (Yale). Elected Overseer, 1992.* Term
expires 2008.
Peter Metcalf Small, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1988.* Term expires 2005.
2g2 Officer* ofGovernment
Sheldon Michael Stone, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Columbia). Elected Trustee. 2001.
Term expires 2006.
Richard Houghton Stowe, B.S.E.E. (Rensselaer). M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee.
1998. Term expires 20
John Joseph Studzinski, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Chicago). Elected Trustee, 1998.
Term expires 2 1
Man Richard Titus. A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Trustee. 2004. Term expires 2009.
David Earl Warren, A.B. (Bowdoin). J.D. (Columbia). Elected Overseer. 1988.* Term
expires 2005.
David P. Wheeler. A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Wharton). Elected Trustee. 2003. Term
expires 2008
Robert Francis White, A.B. (Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1993.*
Term expires 2009.
Barr\ Neal Wish, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, l^N 1-); elected Trustee. 1994. Term
expires 2007.
The Honorable John Alden Woodcock, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (University of
Loudon). J.D. (Maine). Elected Trustee, 19%. Term expires 2006.
\nne W. Springer. \ .B. (Bowdoin), Secretary. Elected Secretary of the Board o\
Overseers, 1995; elected Assistant Secretary, 1996. Elected Secretary, 2001. Term
expires 2009.
David R. Trcadwell, A.B. i Bowdoin). M.B.A. (Harvard), .Assistant Secretary. Elected
Assistant Secretary, 2001. Term expires 2006.
Richard \. Mersereau. \.B. (Bowdoin), M.A.T. (Wesle\an). Sccrctars of the College
and Staff Liaison to the Trustees.
EMERITI
I nomas Hodge Mien. A.B. (Bowdoin), B.Ph. (Ox tord). J.D. (Harvard). Elected Ovei
seer. I
l »s>: elected emeritus 1997.
Willard iiailex \rnold III. \B (Bowdoin), M.S I New York University). Elected
Overseer. 1 1 )70. elected emeritus. \9l
Peter ( harles Barnard, \B (Bowdoin), \ \1 (Middlebury) Elected Overseer, 1977;
elected sec retar) «>i the president and trustees emeritus and oversea emeritus, i l>lM
.
\\ alter Kdward Bailleli, \B (Bowdoin) Elected Overseer, 1990*; elected emeritus,
2001
Robert Ness hass, \B (Bowdoin), M.B \ (Harvard) Elected Overseer, 1964; elected
neritus, 198
David I'ilishuiN Becker, \B (Bowdoin) \ \i (Neu York I Diversity) Elected
lected emeritus, 19
RMaluie Spindel Bernstein, VB (Radcliffc), J.D (Maine), LI D I Bowdoin i. I > 1 1 I
Main I le< ted < Overseer, 197 \; ele< ted rrustee, 1981 . eta ted emeriti 1997.
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Gerald Walter Blakeley, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, I960; elected emeritus,
1976.
Matthew Davidson Branche, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (Boston University). Elected
Overseer, 1970; elected emeritus, 1985.
Theodore Hamilton Brodie, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1983; elected emeritus,
1995.
Paul Peter Brountas, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.A., M.A. (Oxford), J.D., LL.B. (Harvard),
LL.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1974; elected Trustee, 1984; elected emeritus,
1996.
George Hench Butcher III, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1985;
elected emeritus, 1995.
John Everett Cartland, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (Columbia). Elected Overseer, 1976;
elected emeritus, 1988.
Thomas Clark Casey, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Stanford). Elected Overseer, 1989*;
elected emeritus, 2001.
Kenneth Irvine Chenault, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1986;
elected emeritus, 1993.
Norman Paul Cohen, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Harvard), LL.D (Bowdoin). Elected
Overseer, 1977; elected emeritus, 1989.
The Honorable William Sebastian Cohen, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Boston University),
LL.D. (St. Joseph, Maine, Western New England, Bowdoin, Nasson). Elected Over-
seer, 1973; elected emeritus, 1985.
Philip R. Cowen, B.S., M.B.A. (New York University). Elected Overseer, 1993*; elected
emeritus 2004.
J. Taylor Crandall, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1991; elected emeritus, 1997.
The Reverend Richard Hill Downes, A.B. (Bowdoin), S.T.B. (General Theological
Seminary). Elected Overseer, 1970; elected emeritus, 1983.
Peter Frank Drake, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr). Elected Overseer, 1992.*
Elected emeritus, 2003.
Stanley Freeman Druckenmiller, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1991*; elected
emeritus, 2002.
Oliver Farrar Emerson II, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1974; elected emeritus,
1986.
William Francis Farley, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Boston College), LL.D. (Bowdoin).
Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emeritus, 1992.
Frank John Farrington, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (The American College). Elected
Overseer, 1984; elected emeritus, 1996.
Herbert Spencer French, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Pennsylvania). Elected Over-
seer, 1976; elected emeritus, 1988.
Wanda Fleming Gasperetti, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.P.A. (Harvard). Elected Trustee, 1999;
elected emerita 2004.
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\ Inert Edward Gibbons, Jr.. A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1973; elected emeritus.
I eon Arthur Gorman, A.B.. B.D.. LL.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1983; elected
Trustee. 1994; elected emeritus, 2002.
\r thur LeRov (.reason. \.B. (Wesleyan), A.M.. Ph.D. (Harvard). D. Litt. (Weslevan).
I HI). (Colby, Bowdoin. Bates. Universit) of Maine). President of the College. 1981-
1990; elected emeritus, 1990.
Jonathan Standisfa Green, A.B. (Bowdoin). MB. A. (California). Elected Overseer,
1975; elected emeritus. 1987.
Marvin Howe Green, Jr., L.H.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1985; elected emeritus.
199
Gordon Francis Grimes, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.A. (Cambridge), J.D. (Boston). Elected
Overseer, I elected emeritus, 1998.
Peter Francis Hayes, A.B. (Bowdoin). B.A.. M.A. (Oxford), A.M., M.Phil.. Ph.D.
\ ale). Elected Overseer, 1969; elected emeritus. 1983.
Merton Goodell Henry, A.B. (Bowdoin). LL.B. (George Washington), LL.D. (Bowdoin.
St. Joseph's College, Northwood Universit) ). Elected Overseer, 1962; elected Trustee.
1974; elected emeritus. 1987.
Caroline Lee Herter. Elected Overseer, 1976; elected Trustee. 1988; elected emerita,
19%.
Regina Elbinger Henlinger, B.S. (Massachusetts institute of Technology ). D.B.A.
(Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1983; elected emerita, 1989.
The Reverend Judith Linnea Anderson Hoehler, A.B. (Douglass), M.Div. (Harvard).
S I I ) I Man King School lor the Mmistrv ). Elected Overseer. 1980; elected emerita.
1992.
John Roacoc Hopper, \ B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1970; elected
Imstee. 1982; elected emeritus. 1995.
\\ illi.mi Dunning Ireland. Jr., A.B. | Bow doin ). Elected ( )v erseer, 1971; elected
emeritus. 1986.
Judith Magyar laaacaon, \ B (Bates), a.m. ill) (Bowdoin), L.D. (Bates) LH.D,
l . M I 'i Diversity ol New England). Elected Overseer, 1984; elected emerita,
199
l ewii \n ertneuner Kreacn, \ b (Bowdoin), MBA. (Harvard). Elected overseer. 1970;
ek\ led emeritus, 198
Donald Richardson Kurtz, \B (Bowdoin) MB \ (Columbia). Elected Overseer,
meritus, 19%; elected I rustee, 1997; elected emeritus 2004.
Samuel Vppletnn I .add III. V.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1991 ; elected emeritus,
Minn Frederick UDey, A.B (Bowdoin), LI B (Virginia), J.D Elected Overseer, 1976;
elet ted emerii
Herbert Maybe* I ord, V B (Bowdoin), I I B (Harvard) I lected Overseer, 1980;
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George Calvin Mackenzie, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Tufts), Ph.D. (Harvard). Elected
Overseer, 1986*; elected emeritus, 1998.
John Francis Magee, A.B. (Bowdoin), MB. A. (Harvard), A.M. (Maine), LL.D.
(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1972; elected Trustee, 1979; elected emeritus, 1995.
Cynthia Graham McFadden, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Columbia), J.D. (Columbia
University School of Law) Elected Overseer, 1986; elected emerita, 1995.
Robert H. Millar, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.Qiv. (Yale), Secretary. Elected 1991, re-elected
1996. Elected secretary emeritus, 2001.
Malcolm Elmer Morrell, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Boston University). Elected
Overseer, 1974; elected emeritus, 1986.
Richard Allen Morrell, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1979; elected Trustee, 1989;
elected emeritus, 2002.
Norman Colman Nicholson, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1979; elected
emeritus, 1991.
Campbell Barrett Niven, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1986*; elected emeritus,
1998.
David Alexander Olsen, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1986.* Elected emeritus,
2003.
Payson Stephen Perkins, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emeritus,
1986.
Everett Parker Pope, B.S., A.M., LL.D. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1961; elected
Trustee, 1977; elected emeritus, 1988.
Louis Robert Porteous, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.D. (Portland School of Art). Elected
Overseer, 1982; elected emeritus, 1994.
Mollis Susan Rafkin-Sax, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1988*; elected emerita,
2000.
Peter Donald Relic, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Case Western Reserve), Ed.D. (Harvard),
Litt.D. (Belmont Abbey). Elected Overseer, 1987*; elected emeritus, 1999.
Alden Hart Sawyer, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Michigan). Elected Overseer, 1976;
elected emeritus, 1985.
Jill Ann Shaw-Ruddock, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1994*; elected emerita,
2000.
Carolyn Walch Slayman, B.A. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Rockefeller), Sc.D. (Bowdoin).
Elected Overseer, 1976; elected Trustee, 1988; elected emerita, 2001.
John Ingalls Snow, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Wharton). Elected Overseer, 1986*;
elected emeritus, 1992.
Donald Bertram Snyder, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1992.* Elected
emeritus, 2003.
Phineas Sprague, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1985; elected emeritus, 1991.
Terry Douglas Stenberg, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ed.M. (Boston University), Ph.D. (Minne-
sota). Elected Overseer, 1983; elected emeritus, 1993.
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Deborah .lean Swiss. A.B. (Bowdoin), Ed.M.. Ed.D. (Harvard). Elected Overseer, 1983;
elected ementa. 1995.
I rederick (.ordon Potter Thorne, A.B. (Bowdoin). Eleeted Overseer, 1972; eleeted
Trustee. 1982. Elected emeritus, 2003.
Raymond Stanle\ Troubh. A.B. (Bowdoin). LL.B. (Yale), LL.D. (Bowdoin). Eleeted
Overseer, 1978; elected emeritus, 1990.
William David Yerrill. A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1980; elected emeritus. 1986.
Man \nn Yillari, A.B. (Bowdoin). J.D. (Boston Universit) ). Elected Overseer, 1987*:
elected emerita. 1999.
William Grosvenor W adman, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1988*; elected
emeritus. 2000.
Leslie Walker. \ B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1995*; elected emerita. 2001.
Harrj K. Warren. B.A. (Pennsylvania). Elected Secretary, 1 c> s6 : elected emeritus, 1995.
I imotliN Matlaek Warren, A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer. 1985: elected emeritus.
1991.
George Curtis Webber II, A.B. (Bowdoin), LL.B. (Harvard). Elected Secretary. 1983;
elected emeritus. 19X6.
Russell Bacon Wight, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin). Elected Overseer. 1987; elected emeritus.
1006.
Richard Arthur Wiley, A.B. (Bowdoin i. B.C.L. (Oxford), LL.M. (Harvard), LL.D.
(Bowdoin). Elected Overseer, 1966; elected Trustee, 1981: elected emeritus. 1993.
Elizabeth ( hristian W oodcock, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Stanford), J.D. (Maine). Elected
Overseer, 1985*: elected emerita, 1997.
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Barry Mills, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse), J.D. (Columbia), President of the
College. (2001 )t
Brian Ainscough, B.A. (Fairleigh Dickinson), Coach in the Department of Athletics.
(2000)
Suzanne Aldridge, B.A. (California-Davis), M.A. (San Jose State), Visiting Fellow in
Education. (2004)
Michele K. Amidon, B.A. (St. Lawrence), Coach in the Department of Athletics. (1996)
Anthony F. Antolini, A B. (Bowdoin), M.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Stanford), Director of the
Bowdoin Chorus and Ear-Training Instructor. (Adjunct.) (1992)
Pamela Ballinger, B.A. (Stanford), M.Phil. (Trinity College, Cambridge), M.A., Ph.D.
(Johns Hopkins), Associate Professor of Anthropology. (1998)
Joe Bandy, B.A. (Rhodes), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Santa Barbara), Assistant Professor
of Sociology. (1998)
William H. Barker, A.B. (Harpur College), Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy), Professor of Mathematics. (On leave ofabsence for the academic year.) (1975)
Mark O. Battle, B.S. (Tufts), B.M. (New England Conservatory), M.A., Ph.D. (Roches-
ter), Assistant Professor of Physics. (1999)
Thomas Baumgarte, Diplom, Ph.D. (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat Munich),
Assistant Professor of Physics. (On leave ofabsencefor the academic year.) (2001)
Paul W. Baures, B.S. (Winona State), M.S., Ph.D. (Minnesota), Visiting Assistant
Professor of Chemistry. (2003)
Rachel J. Beane, B.A. (Williams), Ph.D. (Stanford), Associate Professor of Geology.
(1998)
Susan E. Bell, A.B. (Haverford), A.M., Ph.D. (Brandeis), A. Myrick Freeman Professor
of Social Sciences. (On leave ofabsencefor the fall semester.) (1983)
Gretchen Berg, B.A. (Antioch), Ed.M. (Harvard), Lecturer in Theater Performance.
{Adjunct.) (1994)
Gil Birney, B.A. (Williams), M.Div. (Virginia), Coach in the Department of Athletics.
(2000)
John B. Bisbee, B.F.A. (Alfred), Lecturer in Art. (1996)
Joanna Bosse, B.A. (Houghton), M.A. (Michigan State), Ph.D. (Illinois-Urbana-
Champaign), Assistant Professor of Music. (2002)
Barbara Weiden Boyd, A.B. (Manhattanville), A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan), Winkley
Professor of Latin and Greek. (1980)
fDate offirst appointment to the faculty.
* Indicates candidate for doctoral degree at time ofappointment.
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\\i\a Brietel. B. \. i Brow id. M.A.. Ph.D. (Harvard), Assistant Professor of English.
(2000)
Richard I). Broene. B.S. (Hope), Ph.D. (California-Los Angeles), Associate Professor of
Cbemistr) . {On leave ofabsencefor the academic year.) ( 1993)
Jonino .1. Buckley, Cand mag (Oslo). Cand. philol. (Bergen). Ph.D. (Chicago). \ssistan1
Professor of Religion. 1 1999)
Bradford lUirnham. B.S. I Maine). M.S. (Colorado State). Coach ill the Department of
Ubieties (2000)




On leave ofabsencefor the academic year. I ( 2003
)
Helen L ( atTert\. \ B (Bowling Green). A.M. (Syracuse), Ph.D. (Michigan). William
R. Kenan. Jr.. Professor of German and the Humanities. ( 1972)
David ( . Caputi, B. V (Middlebury), M.Ed. (North Adams State). Coach in the Depart-
ment of Athletics. i2()()0)
Steven k. (erf. \ B. (Queens College), M. Ph., Ph.D. (Yale), George Lincoln Skolfield,
Jr.. Professor of German, i PJ71
)
Connie V. Chiang, B.A. (California Santa Barbara), M.A., Ph.D. (Washington). Visiting
Assistant Professor of Historj and Environmental Studies. (2002)
I ric L. Chown, B V. M.S. (Northwestern). Ph.D. (Michigan). Associate Professor of
( Computer Science. ( 1998)
Ronald I.. Christ enscii. \ B. lOherlin ). A.M.. Ph.D. | Harvard), James Stac\ Coles
Professor of Natural Sciences. (On leave ofabsencefor thefall semester.) I l l>76)
Jodj Colby-George, U.S.. MS i \\ isconsin—Madison), Adjunct Lecturer in Environmen-
tal Studies. (Academic year)
David CoUings, V.B. ( Pacific Union), AM. Ph.D. (California Riverside), Professor o\
1 jiglisfa < 1987) (On leave oj absem < for the spring semester.)
I homas ( onlan. B \ I Michigan I, M V. Ph.D. i Stanford , Associate Prolcssoi of
Histor) and Vsian Studies. 1 1998)
Rachd I \ ( onncllN. \ B ( Brandeis), \ M ., Ph.D. | Michigan). Professor of Economics
Mirharl ( onnolly, B \
I
Brandeis), ( loach in the Departmenl ol Athletics. ( 1999)
hrnis |. ( orish. b l'h B \ . I Ph
i Maynootfa College, Ireland), AM. (1 fniversit)
Dublin), Ph.D. (Boston I iniversit) l, Professoi ol Philosophy 1 1973)
l homas II. < ornell, \ B i Vmhersl ». Richard I Steele Professor ol Studio \n. 1 1962)
ivit i ( <»\ iciio. B \ (Northwestern), M \ . Ph l ) (Cornell), Associate Professor ol
l nglisfa l 199*
I i« i i.i ( iK to- \sin. B \ 'i niversidad Complutense de Madrid), M \ . Ph D (Purdue),
ml Professoi <>i Romance I anguages (2000)
shinpn ( in. b \ (Xian Foreign Language Institute, China), M \ (Wisconsin), M \
Ph
'
He Professoi ol Vsian Studies
Songren Cul, B.A (Zhongshan) M V., Ph.D. (California I" Ingele \ ristant
Pi m Studie I 199
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John D. Cullen, A.B. (Brown), Associate Director of Athletics and Coach in the Depart-
ment of Athletics. (1985)
Charlotte Daniels, B.A./B.S. (Delaware), M.A., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Associate
Professor of Romance Languages. (1999)
Alexandre Dauge-Roth, M.A. (Universite de Lausanne), Ph.D. (Michigan), Visiting
Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. (2001)
Katherine L. Dauge-Roth, A.B. (Colby), D.E.U.G. (Universite de Caen), M.A., Ph.D.
(Michigan), Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. (On leave ofabsencefor the
fall semester.) (1999)
Dan Davies, B.S. (Keene State), M.Ed., M.S.P.T. (Hartford), Director of Sports Medicine.
(2003)
Shelley Deane, B.S. (Manchester), M.A. (Warwick), Visiting Instructor in Government*.
(2004)
Gregory P. DeCoster, B.S. (Tulsa), Ph.D. (Texas), Associate Professor of Economics.
(1985)
Deborah S. DeGraff, B.A. (Knox College), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Associate Professor
of Economics. (On leave ofabsence for the academic year.) ( 199 1
)
Elizabeth Chambless de Grummond, B.A. (North Carolina), M.A. (Florida State), M.A.
(Michigan), Visiting Instructor in Classics. (2004)
Dallas G. Denery II, B.A. (California-Berkeley), M.A. (Dominican School of Philoso-
phy and Theology), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Assistant Professor of History.
(2002)
Sara A. Dickey, B.A. (Washington), M.A., Ph.D. (California-San Diego), Professor of
Anthropology. (1988)
Patsy S. Dickinson, A.B. (Pomona), M.S., Ph.D. (Washington), Professor of Biology and
Neuroscience. (On leave ofabsencefor the fall semester.) (1983)
Linda J. Docherty, A.B. (Cornell), A.M. (Chicago), Ph.D. (North Carolina), Associate
Professor of Art History. (1986)
Charles Dorn, B.A. (George Washington), M.A., (Stanford), Ph.D. (California-Berke-
ley), Assistant Professor of Education. (2003)
Mary Agnes Edsall, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia), Assistant Professor of English.
(2003)
Stephen T. Fisk, A.B. (California-Berkeley), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Professor of
Mathematics. (1977)
John M. Fitzgerald, A.B. (Montana), M.S., Ph.D. (Wisconsin), Professor of Economics.
(1983)
Pamela M. Fletcher, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia), Assistant Professor of
Art History. (On leave ofabsencefor the academic year.) (2001)
Kristina Ford, B.A. (Michigan State), Ph.D. (University of Michigan), Adjunct Professor
of Environmental Studies. (Spring semester)
Richard Ford, B.A. (Michigan State), M.F.A. (California-Irvine), Donald M. Zuckert
Writer-in-Residence. (2004)





Paul V Franco, B A. (Colorado College), M.Sc. (London School of Economics). Ph.D.
(Chicago), Professor of Government 1 1 990)
Stephanie Frame, B. A. (Sainl Michael's). Ph.D. (Boston College ). Visiting Assistant
fessor of Psychology. (2004)
Paul 1 riedland. B. A I Brown). M.A. (Chicago). Ph.D. (California-Berkeley). Associate
Professor of History. {CBB London - spring semesU r) 1 1997)
.|ud\ (.ailcn. Ml A. equiv. (Yak School of Drama). Adjunct Lecturer in Theater.
ring temesto
Ladle Gallandet, B.A. (Kansas). M.S. in Ed. (Bank Street). Adjunct Lecturer in Educa-
tion. (Academic year)
I)a\ida (,a\ioli, B.A. (Bergamo), Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State). Visiting Lecturer in
Romance Languages. (2003)
Kristen K. Ghodsee, B.A. (California-Santa Cruz), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley),
Assistant Professor of Women's Studies. 1 2002)
Timoth) J. Gflbride, A.B. (Providence), M.P. (American International). Coach in the
Department of Athletics. I 198
ChristopherC Glass, A.B. (Haverford), M.Arch. (Yale), Visiting Lecturer in Art.
Jonathan P. Goldstein, \ B (Ne* York-Buffalo), A.M.. Ph.D. (Massachusetts),
Professor ol Economics. (1979)
( leseste Goodridge, A.B. i( Seorge Washington), A.M. (William and Mar> ). Ph.D.
(Rutgers), Professor of English. 1 1986)
Robert K. Greenlee, B.M., M.M. (Oklahoma). D.M. (Indiana). Associate Professor of
Music. 1 1982)
I lizabeth Grote, B.S (Vermont), M.S (New Hampshire), Coach in the Department of
\thleties. (2002)
I ance L P. Goo, B \ . M. \ I Beijing Normal University |, M v (Johns Hopkins). Ph.D.
\\ ishington), Assistant Professor of ( rovemmenf and Asian Studies. (On Icaw oj
al> )r the academic year, i (2000)
tone ( . .1. Hayden, B \ (Harvard), MS. (Duke), Coastal Studies Scholar-in Residence
and Adjui turei in Environmental Studies. (Academic year)
Beaters v Held, \ B (Douglass) . Ph D (Nebraska), Ban) N. Wish Professor ol
p ;. chologj and Social studies. < 1979)
I. mi a Henry, B \ (Wellesley), M V. (California Berkeley), Instructor in Government*.
(20
\nm llriishaw. h \ (N a Hampshire), M V., Ph.D. (Harvard), Director of the Coastal
Studies i enta and Vdjuncl Assistant Professoi ol Anthropology l L996)
\im.i H. Hepler, B \ (Oberlin), M.1 V (Wisconsin Madison), Visiting Assistant
Ol \n
Doruthta K. HirreiiuT, B \ (\ nh ' Karlsruhe), M S 'I ondoo School ol
i nomi< Ph.D (European 1 Diversity Institute), Assistant Professor of Economi
01)
(
.iiiih i ii. i n i.i. !. Harvard), M.S M.A Ph.D. (Washington) Assistant Profes
- ofabsencefor the academU \<<o 1(2000)
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K. Page Herrlinger, B.A. (Yale), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Assistant Professor
of History. (CBB London - spring semester) (1997)
James A. Higginbotham, B.S., A.M., Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor), Associate Professor
of Classics on the Henry Johnson Professorship Fund. (On leave ofabsencefor the
academic year.) ( 1 994)
John C. Holt, A.B. (Gustavus Adolphus), A.M. (Graduate Theological Union), Ph.D.
(Chicago), Litt.D. (University of Peradeniya), William R. Kenan, Jr., Professor of the
Humanities in Religion and Asian Studies. (1978)
Sree Padma Holt, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Andhra University), Director of the ISLE Program
and Lecturer in Asian Studies. (Fall semester.)
Hadley Wilson Horch, B.A. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Duke), Assistant Professor of Biology
and Neuroscience. (2001)
Mary Hunter, B.A. (Sussex), M.A., Ph.D. (Cornell), A. LeRoy Greason Professor of
Music. (1997)
William Hurst, B.A., M.A. (Chicago), M.A. (California-Berkeley), Visiting Instructor in
Government*. (2004)
George S. Isaacson, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Pennsylvania), Adjunct Lecturer in Govern-
ment. (Fall semester.)
Janice A. Jaffe, A.B. (University of the South), A.M., Ph.D. (Wisconsin), Research
Professor of Romance Languages. (1988)
Nancy E. Jennings, B.A. (Macalester), M.S. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign), Ph.D.
(Michigan State), Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Associate Professor of
Education. (1994)
Xiaoyun Jiang, B.A. (Capital Normal University-Beijing), Visiting Lecturer in Asian
Studies. (2004)
DeWitt John, B.A. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago), Senior Lecturer in Government
and Environmental Studies. (2000)
Amy S. Johnson, B.A. (California-Los Angeles), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), James R.
and Helen Lee Billingsley Professor of Marine Biology. (1989)
Kirk A. Johnson, B.A. (Duke), M.S. (Washington University-St. Louis), Ph.D. (Illinois-
Urbana-Champaign), Assistant Professor of Sociology. (1999)
R. Wells Johnson, A.B. (Amherst), M.S., Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology),
Isaac Henry Wing Professor of Mathematics. (On leave ofabsencefor the fall semes-
ter.) (1964)
C Michael Jones, A.B. (Williams), Ph.D. (Yale), Research Associate Professor of
Economics. (1987)
Gwyneth Jones, Lecturer in Dance Performance. (Adjunct.) (1987)
Susan A. Kaplan, A.B. (Lake Forest), A.M., Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr), Associate Professor of
Anthropology and Director of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum and Arctic Studies
Center. (On leave ofabsencefrom teachingfor the spring semester.) (1985)
Joshua Kempner, B.A. (Oberlin), M.A., Ph.D. (Virginia-Charlottesville), Visiting
Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy. (2004)
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B. Zorina Khan, B Sc. (Universit) ofSurre) I, MA. (McMaster Universit) ). Ph.D.
ilifomia 1 os Vngeles), Associate Professor of Economics. (On leave ofabsencefor
the academic year. I 1 19%)
\nn L. Kibble, B. \. (Boston). Ph.D. (C'alilornia-Berkele\ ). Associate Professor of
iglish. i 1989)
Mattheu (i. KiDough, Sc.B. (Broun). Ph.D. (New York University >. Assistant Professor
of Mathematics. (2000)
\iilmis s. K iiiii. V.B. (Dartmouth), L.L.B. (Virginia), Distinguished Lecturer.
\;inm W. kitch. B.A. (Yale), MA I Colorado-Boulder). Ph.D. (Chicago), Assistant
Professor of English. (2002)
Thornton ('. Kline. \ B (Dartmouth), M.A. (Chicago), Ph.D. (Stanford). Adjunct
lecturer in Asian Studies. (Academic year)
Matthew W . klin^le. B.A. (Calitornia-Berkele\ ). M.A.. Ph.D. (Washington), Assistant
Protcssor of rlistOT) and Environmental Studies. (On leave ofabsence for the aca-
demic war.) (2(M)1 )
.lane L. Kno\-\ oina, A.B. ( Wheaton). A.M. (Michigan Slate). Ph.D. (Texas-Austin).
Protcssor of Russian. ( P)76)
Brace I), kohorn, B.A. (Vermont), M.S.. Ph.D. (Yale), Professor of Biolog) and
Biochemistry. (2001
1
Michael kolster, B.A. | Williams), M.F.A. (Massachusetts College o\ Art), Assistant
Protcssor of Art. (On leave ofabsencefar the spring semester year, i (2000)
Jennifer Clarke kosak, A.B. ( Harxard-Radcliffc). Ph.D. (Michigan-Ann Arbor).
\ssistant Professor of Classics. (1999)
I ac 'S tug kwak, B.A., M.A. (Chicago), Adjunct Lecturer in Asian Studies*. (Spring
u mesu
I dward P. Lainc. \ B I W esleyan >. Ph.D. (Woods Hole and Massachusetts Institute of
I echnolog) >, Associate Professoc ol ( ieology. 1 1985)
Henrj ( . \\ . Laurence, B \ (Oxford), Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate Professor of Govern
ment and Asian Studies. I l lW)
Peter I). Lea, \ B (Dartmouth), M.S. (Washington), Ph.D. (Colorado Boulder).
ite Pn >fe$s< « of < reolog) 1 1988)
De-aria Deanna lee. b \ (California Berkeley), MA (Williams), Ph.D. (Stanford),
itanl Protcssoi of \m rlistor) and Asian studies. (2003)
Daniel I t\inc, \ P, | \ntiochi. \ M . Ph D (Northwestern), I hoinas Bracket! Reed
Prol f History and Political Science (On lca\< OJ ahsc/n c /or the fall s< mCSti 1 I
(19(
\d.mi B. Levy, B \ (Williams), Ph.D (Washington) Associate Dean foi Vcademic
VrTain foi Curriculum and Pacult) Development and Associate Professoi ol Math
luini i nhtri. B s (Northern Illinois) Ph i> (Minnesota), Assistant Professoi ol Biolt
an ririi.rii.il Si ml
o
I I K »
I
p.i i. in K. I intnii. B \ (Allegheny), Ph.D (Pittsburgh), Assistant Professor of Chemistrj
00)
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Barry A. Logan, B.A. (Cornell), Ph.D. (Colorado), Associate Professor of Biology.
(1998)
Janet K. Lohmann, B.A., M.A. (Lehigh), Ph.D. (Massachusetts), Visiting Assistant
Professor of Sociology. (2003)
Suzanne B. Lovett, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Stanford), Associate Professor of Psychol-
ogy. (1990)
Scott MacEachern, B.A. (Prince Edward Island), M.A., Ph.D. (Calgary), Associate
Professor of Anthropology. ( 1 995)
Sarah Malakoff, B.A. (Smith), M.F.A. (School of the Museum of Fine Arts and Tufts),
Visiting Assistant Professor of Art. (2004)
Stephen M. Majercik, A.B. (Harvard), M.F.A. , M.B.A (Yale), M.S. (Southern Maine),
Ph.D. (Duke), Assistant Professor of Computer Science. (2000)
Mingus Mapps, B.A. (Reed), Ph.D. (Cornell) Assistant Professor of Africana Studies and
Government. (2003)
Libby Marcus, B.A. (Hampshire), M.A. (Emerson), Adjunct Lecturer in Theater.
(Academic year.)
Janet M. Martin, A.B. (Marquette), M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State), Professor of Government.
(On leave ofabsencefor the spring semester.) (1986)
T. Penny Martin, A.B., A.M. (Middlebury), M.A.T., Ed.D. (Harvard), Associate
Professor of Education. (1988)
Frank Mauceri, B.A., B.M. (Oberlin), M.M., D.M.A. (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign),
Director of Jazz Ensembles. (Adjunct.) (2003)
Anne E. McBride, B.S. (Yale), M.Phil. (Cambridge), Ph.D. (Colorado-Boulder),
Assistant Professor of Biology and Biochemistry. (On leave ofabsencefor the
academic year.) (2001)
Thomas E. McCabe, Jr., B.S., M.S. (Springfield College), Coach in the Department of
Athletics. (1990)
James W. McCalla, B.A., B.M. (Kansas), M.M. (New England Conservatory), Ph.D.
(California-Berkeley), Associate Professor of Music. (On leave ofabsencefor the
academic year.) (1985)
Craig A. McEwen, A.B. (Oberlin), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Dean for Academic Affairs
and Daniel B. Fayerweather Professor of Political Economy and Sociology. (1975)
Julie L. McGee, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr), Visiting Assistant Professor
of Art History and Africana Studies. (1996)
Sarah F. McMahon, A.B. (Wellesley), Ph.D. (Brandeis), Associate Professor of History.
(1982)
Terry Meagher, A.B. (Boston), M.S. (Illinois State), Sidney J. Watson Coach of Men's
Ice Hockey. (1983)
Stephen J. Meardon, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., Ph.D. (Duke), Visiting Assistant Professor
of Economics. (2003)
Gloria Medina-Sancho, B.A. (University of Chile), M.A. (Iowa), Ph.D. (Washington
University-St. Louis), Visiting Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. (2003)
2V4 I
€J Instruction
Rawnond EL Miller. \ B. (Indiana), A.M.. Ph.D. (Harvard). Associate Professor of
Russian, i 1983)
Giorgio Mobili, B. A. I Universita di Pa\ ia (Italy n. M.A. (Washington (Jniversit) in St.
Louis). Visiting Lecturer in Romance Languages. (2004)
Richard E. Morgan. \.B. (Bowdoin). A.M.. Ph.D. (Columbia). William Nelson
Cromwell Professor of Constitutional and International Law and Government 1 1969)
John Morneau. HAL (New Hampshire). Director of Concert Band. (Adjunct.) ( 1988)
Madeleine E. Msall. B. A. (Oberlin). M.A.. Ph.D. | Illinois-Urbana-Champaiiin). Associ-
ate Professor of Physics. | 1994)
James Mullen. B.F.A. (New Hampshire). M.F.A. (Indiana). Assistant Professor of Art.
(1999)
I li/aheth Muther, B A (Wellesle) ). Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Associate Professor of
English. (CBBCape Town
-fall semester.) ( L993)
Stephen G. Naculich, B.S. (Case Western Reserve), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton). Associate
Professor of Physics. I 1993)
Jeftrej K. \a«le, A.B. (Earlham), Ph.D. (North Carolina). Professor of Chemistry.
(191
Danton I). N>j»aard, B.A. (Wisconsin). Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology i.
Visiting Associate Professor of Chemistry. (2004)
Kathleen A. O'Connor, A.B. (Dartmouth). A.M., Ph.D. (Virginia). Director ot the
w riting Project and Lecturer In Education. 1 P)X7)
David s. Page, B.S. (Broun). Ph.D. (Purdue), Charles Weston Pickard Professor of
Chemistr) and Biochemistry. 1 1 c>74
)
Michael K. Palopoli. B.S., M.S. (Michigan-Ann Arbor). Ph.D. (Chicago), Associate
Professor ol Biology. 1 1998)
H. Ko\ Partridge. Jr.. B A (Oberlin). M.S.W.. M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), M.Div.
I larvard), V isiting Assistant Professor oi Sociology and Africans Studies. ( h) iM)
.lam- Paterson. B \ I Northwestern), MS (Smith), Coach in the Department of Athletics
1 19
Mil I. Pearlman, B \ (Beloit). M \ (California), Ph.D (Chicago), Visiting Assistant
Professor oi Environmental Studies. 1 1994)
\u ula ( '. Pearson, B.S (St Mai) 's ( ollege, I ondon i, ( <>.k h in the I department ol
Vhlciu i 1 199
SUfanie Pempcr, B.A., M.P.1 l Idaho State I, Senior w omen's Administrates and ( bach
m the Department "i \ihletk s 1 1999)
Donna Perkins. B \ (Southern Maine), M \ M.S., Ph.D (New Hampshire), Visiting
\ tsistanl Professoi <>t |\\ , holog) (2004)
Stephen (t. Perkinson, B \ (Colgate). M V., Ph.D (Northwestern), Assistant Professoi
I in S. Peterson, B \ ((iustavus Vdolphus), Ph.D (California Berkeley), Assistant
- hemi ttrj \ 199
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Carey R. Phillips, B.S. (Oregon State), M.S. (California-Santa Barbara), Ph.D. (Wiscon-
sin-Madison), Professor of Biology. (On leave ofabsencefor the spring semester.)
(1985)
Mark L. Phillipson, B.A. (Columbia College), Ph.D. (California-Berkeley), Visiting
Assistant Professor of English. (2002)
Thomas Pietraho, B.A., M.S. (Chicago), Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology),
Assistant Professor of Mathematics. (2001)
Irene Polinskaya, B.A. equiv. (St. Petersburg State University), Ph.D. (Stanford),
Assistant Professor of Classics. (On leave ofabsencefor the fall semester.) (2000)
Christian P. Potholm II, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A., M.A.L.D., Ph.D. (Tufts), DeAlva
Stanwood Alexander Professor of Government. (1970)
Marney C. Pratt, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Duke), Visiting Assistant Professor of
Biology. (2004)
Elizabeth A. Pritchard, A.B. (Boston College), M.T.S., M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard), Assistant
Professor of Religion. (1998)
Samuel P. Putnam, B.S. (Iowa), M.S., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), Assistant Professor of
Psychology. (On leave ofabsence for the spring semester.) (2001)
Thomas F. Radulski, B.A, M.P.A. (New Hampshire), Coach in the Department of
Athletics. (2001)
Patrick J. Rael, B.A. (Maryland-College Park), M.A., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley),
Associate Professor of History. (1995)
Seth J. Ramus, B.A. (California-Berkeley), M.A., Ph.D. (California-San Diego),
Assistant Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience. (2002)
Anna Rein, M.A. equiv. (University of Pisa), Lecturer in Romance Languages. (2000)
Marilyn Reizbaum, A.B. (Queens College), M.Litt. (Edinburgh), Ph.D. (Wisconsin-
Madison), Professor of English. (On leave ofabsence for the academic year.) (1984)
Mark Rhodes, B.S., M.A. (SUNY-Binghamton), Ph.D. (New Mexico State), Visiting
Assistant Professor of Mathematics. (2004)
Nancy E. Riley, B.A. (Pennsylvania), M.P.H., M.A. (Hawaii), Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins),
Professor of Sociology. (1992)
Rosemary A. Roberts, B.A. (University of Reading), M.Sc, Ph.D. (University of
Waterloo), Professor of Mathematics. (1984)
Davis R. Robinson, B.A. (Hampshire), M.F.A. (Boston University), Associate Professor
of Theater. (1999)
Lynn M. Ruddy, B.S. (Wisconsin-Oshkosh), Associate Director of Athletics and Coach
in the Department of Athletics. (1976)
Arielle Saiber, B.A. (Hampshire), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale), Assistant Professor of Romance
Languages. (1999)
James A. St. Pierre, B.S. (Maine-Orono), M.S. (Wisconsin), Coach in the Department of
Athletics. (2001)
Paul Sarvis, Lecturer in Dance Performance. (Adjunct.) (19&7)
Natsu Sato, B.A. (Tenri University), M.A. (Indiana), Lecturer in Japanese. (2002)
Instruction
Jennifer Seanhm, B.S. (SUriY Oneonta), M.A. (Delaware). M.A.. Ph.D. (Binghamtoo),
Associate Professor ofWomen's Studies. (2002)
Paul I.. Schaffner, \ B. (Oberlin), Ph.D. (Cornell). Associate Professor of Psychology.
(1977)
Michael SehitT-\ erre, B .s \\ (Southern Maine). Technical Director/Resident Lighting
Designer and Adjunct Lecturer in Theater. (Fall semester.)
hlliott S. Schwartz, \.B.. A.M.. EdJ>. (Columbia). Robert K. Beekwith Professor of
Music Emeritus. < 1964)
stott K. Sehon, B.A. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton), Associate Professor of Philoso-
phy. < L993)
I esne ( . Shaw, B. \. I Maine Orono), M.A. (Wyorriing-Laramie), Ph.D. (Massachusetts-
Amherst), Visiting Assistant Professor of Anthropology. I 1998)
\ ineet Shende, B.A. (Grinnell), M.A. (Butler). Ph.D. (Cornell). Assistant Professor of
Music. (2002)
kimberh Clarke Simmons, B.A. (Trinity). M.A.. Ph.D.. (Minnesota-Minneapolis).
Visiting Assistant Professor of Sociology. (2004)
Lawrence EL Simon. A.B. (Pennsylvania), A.B. (Oxford). M.A./ B.A. (Cambridge).
Ph.D Boston University), Associate Professor of Philosophy and Environmental
Studies. (On leave ofabsencefor the spring semester. ) < 1 ()S7)
Richard Skinner, B.A. (Hamilton). Ph.D. (Virginia). Visiting Assistant Professor of
Government (2004)
Peter Slo\enski. \ B . 1 1 )artmoulh). A.M. (Stanford). Coach in the Department o\
Athletics. 1 1987)
Louisa m. Slowiacaek, B.S. I Massachusetts), Ph.D. (Indiana). Professor ol Psychology.
leave oj absence t<>> the academic year, t ( 1WX)
Kidder Smith, Jr.. \ B. | Princeton !, Ph.D. (California Berkeley ). Professor of History
and \sian Studies, ion leave <>i absence for the spring semester. ) 1 1981
)
Mien I.. Springer, \ B (Amherst), M..v. maid. Ph D i I lifts), Professor of Govern-
ment
Randolph Stakeman, \ B. (Wesleyan), \ M . Ph.D. (Stanford), Associate Professoi ol
1 1 i"i\ and \tik.ma Studies. 1 1978)
William l . steiuhart, \ B (Pennsylvania), Ph D (Johns Hopkins). I innean Professoi ol
Bi
I ii/.ii>eth \. Steamier, B S I Bales i. ph l ) (Indiana), Associate Professor of Chemistry
ofabsenci for the spring semester.) (1988)
Dawn R. Strout, B.S., M.I D (Maine Orono). Coach in the*Department ol Varieties.
1 19
Matthew I . Stuart, B \ (Vermont), M \ . Ph 1 1 (Cornell), Associate Professor ol
Philosoph) I 19
K;k in i i . sun in. m. i; \ (Chi ago) M \ Ph.D (California Davis), Assistant Proressoi
ol i It in Studi
Ryan Sullivan, B \ (Middleburj I h in the Department ol \thletici (2001)
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Maria R. Swetnam-Burland, B.A. (Wesleyan), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Visiting
Assistant Professor of Classics. (2003)
Dale A. Syphers, B.S., M.Sc. (Massachusetts), Ph.D. (Brown), Professor of Physics.
(1986)
Jennifer Taback, B.A. (Yale), M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago), Assistant Professor of Mathemat-
ics. (2002)
Susan L. Tananbaum, B.A. (Trinity), M.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Brandeis), Associate Professor
of History. (1990)
Birgit Tautz, Diplom Germanistik (Leipzig), M.A. (Wisconsin), Ph.D. (Minnesota),
Assistant Professor of German. (2002)
Steven H. Theodore, B.A. (Tufts), M.Arch. (Columbia), Adjunct Lecturer in Environ-
mental Studies. (Fall semester)
Wiebke N. Theodore, B.A. (Barnard), M.Arch. (Columbia), Adjunct Lecturer in
Environmental Studies. (Fall semester)
Nicole A. Theodosiou, B.A. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Yale University School of Medicine),
Assistant Research Professor of Biology. (2003)
Richmond R. Thompson, B.S. (Furman), Ph.D. (Cornell), Assistant Professor of
Psychology and Neuroscience. (1999)
Maryli Tiemann, B.A. (Michigan), Adjunct Lecturer in Environmental Studies. (Aca-
demic year.)
Laura Toma, B.S., M.S. (University of Politechnica Bucuresti), M.S., Ph.D. (Duke),
Assistant Professor of Computer Science. (2003)
Matthew A. Tomlinson, B.A. (Rutgers), Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Visiting Assistant
Professor of Anthropology. (2002)
Allen B. Tucker, Jr., A.B. (Wesleyan), M.S., Ph.D. (Northwestern), Anne T. and Robert
M. Bass Professor of Natural Sciences. (On leave ofabsencefor the spring semester.)
(1988)
John H. Turner, A.M. (St. Andrews, Scotland), A.M. (Indiana), Ph.D. (Harvard),
Professor of Romance Languages. ( 1 97 1 )
David J. Vail, A.B. (Princeton), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale), Adams-Catlin Professor of Econom-
ics. (1970)
June A. Vail, A.B. (Connecticut), M.A.L.S. (Wesleyan), Professor of Dance. (1987)
Krista E. Van Vleet, B.S. (Beloit), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan), Assistant Professor of
Anthropology. (1999)
William C. VanderWolk, A.B. (North Carolina), A.M. (Middlebury), Ph.D. (North
Carolina), Professor of Romance Languages. (1984)
Dharni Vasudevan, B.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), M.S., Ph.D. (Johns
Hopkins), Associate Professor of Chemistry and Environmental Studies. (2003)
Margaret Hanetha Vete-Congolo, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Universite des Antilles et de la
Guyane), Assistant Professor of Romance Languages. (2001)
Anthony E. Walton, B.A. (Notre Dame), M.F.A. (Brown), Writer-in-Residence. (1995)
James E. Ward, A.B. (Vanderbilt), A.M., Ph.D. (Virginia), Professor of Mathematics.
(1968)
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Jeffrey H. Ward, A.B. (Dartmouth). M.A. (Columbia). Ashmead White Director of
Athletics. (199
William C Watterson, A.B. (Kenyon), Ph.D. (Brown). Edward Little Professor of the
Rnglish Language and Literature. (1976)
I)<>\ Waxman, B.A. (Oxford). M.A., Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins), Assistant Professor of
Government (On leave ofabsencefor the academic year.) (2002)
Susan L. Werner, A.B. (Wisconsin-Madison), A.M., Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr), Associate
Professor o\ Art HistOT) . ( 1980)
Mien Wells, A.B. (SUNY-Binghamton), A.M., Ph.D. (SUNY-Stony Brook). Roger
Howell Jr.. Professor of History. (1988)
Tricia Welseh. B.A. (Fordham), M.A.. Ph.D. (Virginia). Associate Professor of Film
Studies on the Marvin H. Green, Jr. Fund. ( 1993)
Mark ( . Wethli, B.F.A.. M.F.A. (Miami), A. LeRoy Greason Professor of Art. (1985)
Nathaniel T. W heelwright, B.S. (Yale), Ph.D. (Washington), Professor of Biology. (On
leave ofabsencefor the academic year. ) ( 1986)
\\
. Lindsa) Whitlow, B.S. (Duke). Ph.D. (Michigan). Visiting Assistant Professor of
Biology. (2002)
Carol \. W ilson, B.E.D.A., M.Arch. (North Carolina State). Coastal Studies Center
Scholar-in-Residence and Adjunct Lecturer in Women's Studies. (Academic year.)
.Kan N arhrou^h, A.B. (Cedar Crest College). A.M., Ph.D. (New School for Social
Research), Gar) M Pendy, Sr., Professor of Social Sciences. ( l l)SSi
Enrique Yepes, B.A. (Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana), Ph.D. (Rutgers). Associate
Professor oi Romance Languages. 1 1996)
Reiko Yoshida. B.A. (Konan University, Kobe. Japan). M.A. (West Chester). Visiting
Lecturer in Asian Studies. (2004)
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION EMERITI
John \N . \mhrosi', jr., \ B . \ \l.. Ph.D. | Brown), Joseph Edward Men i II Professoi "I
;e and I literature Emei itus. 1 1966)
Philip Conwaj Beam, \ i> V.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Henrj Johnson Professor of Art and
\K Ii.k •. l] I IMCIltlls (19
k;i\ Stuart Bicknell, li s \l s i Springfield ). ( oach in the Pepartmenl o( Athletics
l meritus < 1962)
I rmnklifl (.. Burrougha, Jr., \ B (1 niversitj ol the Sum in V.M., Ph.D. (Harvard),
Harrison Kin M ( in Professor Emeritus of the English Language (1968)
Samuel Shipp Butcher, \ B I Mbion), \ M Ph i> (Harvard), Professoi ol Chemistr)
l meptu I 1964
1
( luirles J. Butt, lis .. MS (Springfield),* !oa< h in the Department ol Vthletica Emeritus.
1 1%1 ,
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Robert Hazard Edwards, A.B. (Princeton), A.B., A.M. (Cambridge), LL.B. (Harvard),
L.H.D. (Bowdoin, Carleton), President of the College Emeritus. (1990)
Guy T. Emery, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Professor of Physics Emeritus.
(1988)
A. Myrick Freeman III, A.B. (Cornell), A.M., Ph.D. (Washington), William D. Shipman
Professor of Economics Emeritus. (1965)
Alfred H. Fuchs, A.B. (Rutgers), A.M. (Ohio), Ph.D. (Ohio State), Professor of Psychol-
ogy Emeritus. (1962)
Edward S. Gilfillan III, A.B. (Yale), M.Sc, Ph.D. (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor
of Chemistry and Lecturer in the Environmental Studies Program Emeritus.
William Davidson Geoghegan, A.B. (Yale), M.Div. (Drew), Ph.D. (Columbia), Profes-
sor of Religion Emeritus. (1954)
Arthur LeRoy Greason, A.B. (Wesleyan), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), D.Litt. (Wesleyan),
L.H.D. (Colby), L.H.D. (Bowdoin), L.H.D. (Bates), President of the College and
Professor of English Emeritus. (1952)
Charles A. Grobe, Jr., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Michigan), Professor of Mathematics Emeri-
tus. (1964)
James L. Hodge, A.B. (Tufts), A.M., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), George Taylor Files
Research Professor of Modern Languages and Professor of German Emeritus. (Effec-
tive 1/J/2005) (1961)
John L. Howland, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Harvard), Josiah Little Professor of Natural
Science and Professor of Biology and Biochemistry Emeritus. ( r963)
Charles Ellsworth Huntington, B.A., Ph.D. (Yale), Professor of Biology Emeritus and
Director of the Bowdoin Scientific Station at Kent Island Emeritus. (1953)
Arthur M. Hussey II, B.S. (Pennsylvania State), Ph.D. (Illinois), Professor of Geology
Emeritus. (1961)
John Michael Karl, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Associate Professor of History
Emeritus. (1968)
Barbara Jeanne Raster, A.B. (Texas Western), M.Ed. (Texas-El Paso), Ph.D. (Texas-
Austin), Harrison King McCann Professor of Communication in the Department of
English Emerita. (1973)
Elroy Osborne LaCasce, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Harvard), Ph.D. (Brown), Profes-
sor of Physics Emeritus. (1947)
Mortimer Ferris LaPointe, B.S. (Trinity), M.A.L.S. (Wesleyan), Coach in the Depart-
ment of Athletics Emeritus. (1969)
Sally Smith LaPointe, B.S.Ed. (Southern Maine), Coach in the Department of Athletics
Emerita. (1973)
James Spencer Lentz, A.B. (Gettysburg), A.M. (Columbia), Coordinator of Physical
Education and the Outing Club Emeritus. (1968)
Mike Linkovich, A.B. (Davis and Elkins), Trainer Emeritus in the Department of
Athletics. (1954)
Burke O. Long, A.B. (Randolph-Macon), B.D., A.M., Ph.D. (Yale), Kenan Professor of
the Humanities Emeritus. (1968)
a rs ofInstruction
LaiTJ I). I.utchniansiniih. A.B. (McGill), A.M. (Chicago). Ph.D. (Cornell). Associate
Professor of Art Historj Emeritus. (1974)
().
.1 tan IK- d" \re Mayo, B.S., Ml J. I Boston). Physical Therapist and Trainer Emerita in
the Department of Athletics, i 1978)
John Mckee. V.B. (Dartmouth), AM. (Princeton), Associate Professor of An Emeritus.
, I9(
Robert K. Nnnn. \.B. (Rutgers), \ M (Midcflebur) ). Ph.D. (Columbia). Associate
Professor of Romance Languages Emeritus. ( 1959)
Paul I . Nyhus, \ b (Augsburg), S.T.B.. Ph.D. (Harvard), Prank Andrew Munse)
Professor of Histor) Emeritus. (
l
c)66)
Clifton ( '. Olds. \.B. (Dartmouth). A.M.. Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Edith Cleaves Barry
Professor of the History and Criticism of Art Emeritus. 1 1982)
Rosa Pellegrini, Diploma Magistrate (Istituto Magistrale "Imbriani" Avellino), Adjunct
Lecturer in Italian Emerita. ( 1983)
Edward Pols, \.B.. A.M.. Ph.D. (Harvard), William R. Kenan. Jr.. Professor of Philoso-
phy and Humanities Emeritus. ( 1 CM C))
James Daniel Reduine. .Ir., \.B. (Duke). A.M. (Columbia). Ph.D. (Princeton). Edward
Little Professor of the Rnglish Language and Literature Emeritus. ( 1963)
Edward Thomafl Reid, Coach m the Department of Athletics Emeritus. (19(V>i
John Cornelius Rensenbrink, A.B (Calvin), A.M. (Michigan), Ph.D. (Chicago),
Professor of Government Emeritus. 1 1961)
Matilda White Rile>. \ B.. A.M. (RadclifTe), Sc.D. (Bowdoin), Daniel B. Payerweather
Professor of Political Econom) and Sociology Emerita. (I c>73)
duenter Herbert Rose, B.S. (Tufts), M.S. (Broun). Ph.D. (California Los Angeles),
Associate Professor of Psychology and Psychobiology Emeritus. 1 1976)
Daniel \\
.
Rossides. B \ . Ph.D. (Columbia), Professor of Sociology Emeritus. (1968)
\bram Raymond Rutan. A.B. (Bowdoin), M.F:.A. (Yale), Director of Theater Emeritus.
, 19<
l limn s. Schwartz, \ B . \ M . I id I >. (Columbia), Robert K. Beckv< ith Professor ol
Mush I meritus 1 1964)
( . I hnniiis stttlen.ire, HSAIS (Ohio State), Ph I) (North Carolina State), Professor
of Biolog) and ( Ihemistr) Emeritus. < i ( "
w iiliiim l>a\ is shipman, V.B. (Washington), \ M (California Berkeley), Ph.D.
I olumbia), Vdams-Catlin Professor of Economics Emeritus 1 1 (>57)
Mi linda ^
.
Small, B.S \ M (S( Lawrence), I'll I > (Iowa), Professor ol Psycholoj
1 unlit.. | : I
Philip II. Snub, V.B (Maine) Coach in the Department ol Athletics Emeritus. (1967)
( i it lor (i H.w i hompson, .|r.. \ B \ M Ph D (Harvard), Professoi ol Romance
i .i i inrtitii 1 1%| i
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James H. Turner, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology), Associate Professor of Physics Emeritus. (1964)
Howard S. Vandersea, A.B. (Bates), M.Ed. (Boston), Coach in the Department of
Athletics Emeritus. (1984)
William Boiling Whiteside, A.B. (Amherst), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Frank Munsey
Professor of History Emeritus. (1953
Instructional and Research Staff
Tina Beachy, B.A. (Colb) ). M.S. (Penn State), Laboratory Instructor in Biology.
Rene F. Bernier, B.S. (Maine), Laboratory Instructor in Chemistry, Laboratory Support
Manager, and Manager of Science Center.
Pamela J. Bryer, B.S., M.S. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute). Laboratory Instructor in
Biolog) and Director of Laboratories.
Michael L. Cain. A.B. (Bowdoin), M.Sc. (Brown). Ph.D. (Cornell). Research Associate
in BiolofTA and Mathematics.
\anc\ Curtis, B. V. M.S. (Maine-Orono). Laborator) [nstnictor in Biolog)
Robert dc Levie, M.S.. Ph.D. (University of Amsterdam), Visiting Scholar in Chemistry.
< 19
Bevertj G. DeCoster, B.S. (Dayton), Laboratory Instructor in Chemistry.
\ iolaine Delnias. Teaching Fellow in Romance Languages - French.
I. list- Deshayes, Teaching Fellow in Romance Languages - French.
\ ladimir DouhovnikofT. B.A., M.S., Ph.D. (California-Berkeley >. Research Associate in
Biology
.
Olal Ellen, B.Sc. (Toronto), Ph.D. (Duke), Research Associate in Biology
Kate Farnham, B.S.. M.S. (Maine). Laborator\ Instructor m Biology.
Calhryn k. Field, B.A. (Connecticut), M.S. (Smith). Service Learning Coordinator and
Laborator) Instructor in Geology.
Raymond F. Fisher, B.S. (I lifts), M.A. (Bowdoin). Laborator) Instructor and Tutor in
Mathematics.
ludith C. Foster, A.B. (Brown). M.Sc. (Rhode Island). Laboratory Instructor in Chcmis-
tr\ and Director of Laboratories.
DaTld K. darnick, B.A.. M.S. (Vermont). Ph.D. (Delaware). Research Scholar in
( omputa S^ lence.
David \. (,ua>. B s i Bates). M.S. (California San I Hego/Scripps Institution of < toean
raphy), Laborator) [nstnictor in Biology.
I racj F. Mart. Research Associate al the ( !oastaJ Studies ( enter
Stephen Mauptinan. B \ (( onnecticul ( College), M.A. I Illinois), M.Sc. (Cornell),
I .it IllstMK lot 111 Blo|< I
Filia hla<lko\a, reaching Fellow in Russian.
Miisiiru Kohayashi, I. S» .M.St
. Ph.D. < Kyoto l fniversit) >. Visiting Scholar in Biok)
I Ikhiiiis if MacGrecor, \ B < I afayette), m a . Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Research
at- in Mathemati
Darlene Malonev, B \ (Cornell), M.S (Maine Orono), Laboratory Instructor in
Bi
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Dana W. Mayo, B.S. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Ph.D. (Indiana), Charles
Weston Pickard Research Professor of Chemistry. (1962)
Colleen T. McKenna, B.A. (Southern Maine), Laboratory Instructor in Chemistry.
Paulette M. Messier, A.B. (Maine-Presque Isle), Laboratory Instructor in Chemistry.
Ada L. Olins, B.S. (City College of New York), A.M. (Harvard), Ph.D. (New York
University), Visiting Scholar in Biology.
Donald E. Olins, A.B. (Rochester), Ph.D. (Rockefeller University), Visiting Scholar in
Biology.
Nancy H. Olmstead, B.A. (Cornell), Laboratory Instructor in Biology.
Jaret S. Reblin, B.S. (Baldwin-Wallace College), Laboratory Instructor in Biology.
Peter Riesenberg, A.B. (Rutgers), M.A. (Wisconsin), Ph.D. (Columbia), Research
Associate in History.
Karen Topp, B.Sc. (Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario), Ph.D. (Cornell), Laboratory
Instructor in Physics.
Daniel S. Townsend, B.A. (Holy Cross), M.S. (Central Michigan), Ph.D. (SUNY-
Albany), Research Associate in Biology.
Joanne Urquhart, B.S. (State University of New York), M.S. (Dartmouth), Laboratory
Instructor in Geology.
Sandra Usuga, Teaching Fellow in Romance Languages - Spanish.
Leonardo Weyand, Teaching Fellow in German.
Officers of Administration
SENIOR OFFICERS
Barr} Mills. \ B (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Syracuse), J.D. (Columbia), President of the
liege.
Craig W. Bradley, A.B. (Dartmouth). M. Sc. (Edinburgh), Dean of Student Affairs.
Mitchel W. Davis, B. \. (Nevada-Reno), Chief Information Officer.
S. Catherine Loogley, \.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Suffolk). Senior Vice President for Finance
and Administration and Treasurer.
Craig v. McEwen, A.B. (Oberlin), A.M.. Ph.D. (Harvard), Dean for Academic Affairs.
lames S. Miliar. A.B. (Brown), MA. (Michigan State). Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid.
\\ illiam \. Torre) III, A.B.. M.S.Ed. (Bucknell), Senior Viee President for Planning and
Administration and Chief Development Officer.
Paula .1. Vofent, B. \. <\e\\ Hampshire). M.A. (New York University). M.B.A (Yale),
\ ice President tor Investments.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Craig \. McEwen, A.B. (Oberlin). A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), Dean lor Academic Affairs.
Claire V. Berkowitz, B v (Mar} Washington), M.S. (Shippensburg), Academic Program
Analyst
Rene L Bernier, B.S. (Maine Orono), Science Center Manager.
Sefl>3 \. Frame, B I V. (\ irginia Commonwealth), Associate Director of Academic
I immunications.
Naiu-N I Jennings, B \ (Macalester, M.S. (Illinois Urbana -Champaign), Ph.D.
Mi( hu. hi i, Vssoc iate I lean foi Academic Allans.
\dain li. Levy, B \ 0& iUiams), Ph.D. (Washington), Associate Dean foi Academic
Vffairs for Curriculum and Facult) I development
Dorothj i>. Martinson. P. S I Maine), Assistant Directoi oi Academic Operations.
Vnn ('. Ostwald, B.S.I S ;etown Universit) School of Foreign Service), M \
< alifornia Berkeley >, I Hre< lot ol Academic Budget and t Operations.
ADMISSIONS
lames S. Miller, VB (Brown), M \ (Michigan State), Dean ol Admissions and
I III. UK i.il \ul
hi hui .ih k. Deveatnt, B.S (Ne* Hampshire), Assistant Dean
i Hid. i m Km. him i. B \ (Maryland), M.1 \ (Johns Hopkins), Senioi Associate Dean
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Erby Mitchell, A.B. (St. Joseph's), Assistant Dean, Director of Multicultural Recruit-
ment.
Anne Wohltman Springer, A.B. (Bowdoin), Associate Dean.
Scott E. Steinberg, B.A. (Bates), M.B.A. (Columbia), Director of Admissions
Operations.
Fumio Sugihara, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Dean, Director of Strategic Recruitment
Initiatives.
Wendy Thompson, B.A. (Westminster), M.A. (Drew), Assistant Dean and Coordinator
of Special Events, BASIC Coordinator.
ART
Jennifer S. Edwards, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Arizona), Curator of Visual Resources.
ATHLETICS
Jeffrey H. Ward, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A. (Columbia), Ashmead White Director of
Athletics.
John D. Cullen, A.B. (Brown), Associate Director/Coach.
Bernard A. LaCroix, Manager of Athletic Services.
Stefanie Pemper, B.A., M.P.E. (Idaho State), Senior Women's Administrator/Coach.
Lynn M. Ruddy, B.S. (Wisconsin-Oshkosh), Associate Director/Coach.
BALDWIN CENTER FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING
Elizabeth Barnhart, B.A. (Middlebury), M.A. (Texas-Austin), Director.
BIOLOGY
Pamela J. Bryer, B.S., M.S. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), Director of Laboratories.
BOOKSTORE
Mary McAteer Kennedy, R.D., B.S. (Vermont), M.A. (Framingham State), Director of
Dining and Bookstore Services.
Christopher Boyd, B.A. (Kalamazoo), M.B.A. (Babson), Course Materials and General
Book Manager.
Cindy Breton, A.S. (New Hampshire College), Assistant Director for Bookstore Opera-
tions.
CAREER PLANNING CENTER
Anne Shields, B.A. (Bates), M.S. (Western Illinois University), Director of the Career
Planning Center and Director of Fellowships and Scholarships.
Karen Daigler, B.A. (SUNY-Cortland), M.A. (Boston College), Career-Ctfunselor.
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Libby Heselton, B A (Vermont). M.A. (Denver), Career Counselor.
Tamara L. kissane. A.B. (Duke). M.A. (Bowling Green State University), Associate
Director.
James R. WesthotT, B.A.. MEd. (Colorado State). Assistant Director of Internships aiul
( Career Exploration.
CHEMISTRY
Rene L. Bernier, B.S. (Maine-Orono). Laboratory Instructor in Chemistrj and
Laboratory Support Manager.
Judith Coolev Foster, A.B. (Brown), M.S. (Rhode Island), Laboratory Instructor in
Chemist!) and Director of Laboratories.
PamaleeJ. Labbe, Administrative Assistant.
CHILDREN'S CENTER
Kristin J. (iould. B.S. (Idaho). M.A. (Wheelock). Director.
Karen Bergeron, B.A. (Vermont), M.A. (Tufts) Educational Coordinator.
Nicole Ba/.inet. B.S. (Maine—Farmington), Co-Lead Toddler Caregiver
StaCJ M. JohlHOII-Recd, Co-Lead Preschool Caregiver.
Denise Perry, A.A.Ed. (Westbrook), Co-Lead Toddler Caregiver.
Melanie Scott, A A. (Southern Maine Technical College). Co-Lead Infant Caregiver.
Heather Stephenson, B.S. (Wheelock). Co-Lead Toddler Caregiver.
Debn Yates, \ V (De \n/a). Co -I cad Infant Caregiver.
COASTAL STUDIES CENTER
\nne Henthaw, B. \ I New Hampshire). MA. Ph.D. (Harvard), Director of the Coastal
Studies ( enter
( 01 in bvii s-bowdoin 01 1-( AMP! s si i Dl CONSORTIUM
( la ire I*. Miiuii. b \ (1 Diversity of Calgary), M.A, (Trent I fniversit) I, Ph.D. (I oivei
sit\ dt Calg ' Program Administrator.
( 0MM1 M( \ l ions \M) PI BLIC Ml AIRS
Scott W. Hood, B V (Lake Forest), M \ (Southern Maine) Vice President foi
oununicationi and Publk Vffairs
James V. ( aton, B \ (Ithaca), Sports Information Directoi
Susan K. Danforth, B \ (Merrin i \ (Vermont), Assistant Director ol
• inTntiiiK ationa t«>r ( ollege Relations
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Megan F. Morouse, B.A. (New Hampshire), Assistant Director of Communications for
Publications.
Andrea Richards, B.A. (Concordia-Montreal), Associate Director of Communications
for Marketing and Publications.
Margaret J. Schick, B.S. (SUNY-Geneseo), M.B.A. (Simmons), Associate Director of
Communications for Community and Government Relations.
Lucie G. Teegarden, A.B. (College of New Rochelle), A.M. (Yale), Senior Publications
Editor.
COMMUNITY SERVICE RESOURCE CENTER
Susan Dorn, B.A. (Humboldt State), Director of Student Community Service Programs.
Caitlin MacDonald, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Coordinator of Student Community
Service Programs
CONTROLLER'S OFFICE
Nigel Bearman, B.S. (North Texas), C.P.A., Vice President for Finance and Controller.
Mark E. Berry, B.A. (Maine), Financial Analyst.
Sarah A. Clifford, B.S. (Southern Maine), Manager of Financial Reporting.
Pauline M. Farr, Senior Financial Analyst.
Mary C. Harrington, B.S. (College of St. Elizabeth), Financial Analyst.
James E. Kelley, B.S. (St. Joseph's), Accounts Payable and Procurement Manager.
Richard D. Lord, B.A. (Maine), Financial Analyst.
Michelle A. McDonough, A.B. (Keuka), Bursar.
Glenn Scott Morin, B.S. (Bentley), Financial Analyst, Grant Administrator.
Lisa Roux, B.S. (St. Michael's), C.P.A., Assistant Controller.
Lynne M. Toussaint, B.S. (Southern Maine), M.B.A. (Thomas College), Manager of
Payroll.
COUNSELING SERVICE
Bernard R. Hershberger, B.A. (Goshen College), M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State), Interim
Director
Michael Arthur, B.S., M.S. (Pittsburgh State), Multicultural Consultant.
Jean Principe, B.A. (Wheaton), M.A. (Boston University), Clinical Fellow.
Shelley Roseboro, B.A. (California-Los Angeles), M.Ed. (St. Lawrence), Counselor/
Multicultural Consultant.
Susan R. Stewart, A.B. (Wells), A.M. (Chicago), Senior Staff Counselor.
Administration
DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS
\\ illiam \. Torrej III, A.B.. M.S.Ed. (Bucknell). Senior Vice President for Planning and
Administration and Chief Development Officer.
Delia \\ . \ustin, B. \. (Quinnipiac). Systems and Data Analyst.
MisoFi M. Beanie, A.B. (Harvard-Radcliffe), Editor. Bowdoin Magazine.
Katharine \Y. Billings, A.B. (Brown), M.A. (George Washington). Director of Donor
Relations.
Elizabeth L Bowen, B.A. (Colb) >. Capital Gifts Officer.
Rebecca (». Brewster, B.A. (Dartmouth). Ed.M. (Harvard), Capital Gifts Officer.
Margaret Broaddns, A.B. (Barnard). Senior Capital Gifts Officer.
Elizabeth C. Hunting. A.B. (Colby), Director of Alumni and Development Information
Services.
John K. Cross, \ .B. (Bowdoin). M.A.. Ph.D. (Massachusetts). Assistant Secretary of the
College.
Sara B. Eddy, A.B. (Bowdoin). Alumni Program Coordinator.
Kristen Potter Farnham, B.A. (Middlebury), J.D. (Boston College), Associate Director
of Planned Gi\ ing.
Sarah E. I elmlv, A.B. (Colby), M.S. (Simmons). Assistant Director of Development
Research.
I iflaiiN \. I- ish. B.A. (North Carolina-Chapel Hill), Assistant Director ot Annual Giving.
( hesle\ EL I lotten, B.A. (Dartmouth). M.A. (William and Mary). Assistant Director of
\nnual Giving.
Erie F. Koushee. \ B. (Bowdoin). M.A. (Southern Methodist), Director of Annual
Giving.
Stephen P. Hyde, B. V. J.D. ( Maine). Director i^\ Planned (ii\ mg.
(
. Michael Jones. \ B. (Williams), Ph.D. (Yale ). Capital (lifts Officer.
Marianne Jordan. B. V | North ( arohna). M.A. (Michigan). Director o\ Corporate and
Foundation Relations.
Renata Ledwick, B \ (St Olaf), Assistant Director of Annual Giving.
I.una Kim Lee, B \ (Oberlin), \1 \ . Ph.D. (California Los tageles), Assistant
l tirec toi oi Parent ( rh ing
Emily B. Levine, \.B (Bowdoin), M \ (Washington), Associate Director of Annual
ng
l mi (. Martin, \b (Oberlin), Assistant Director oi tanualGivin
sintt \. Meiklejohn, B \ {( olgate), V ice President foi Institutional Advancement and
i a. mi to the President
Richard HanMeraereau, \b I Bowdoin), M A I (Wesleyan), Secretary of the
Nam j ( . Milam. B \ Bik knell i 1 d M (Harvard), Directoi ol 50th Reunion Giving
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Amy DeLong Minion, B.A. (Maine-Orono), M.L.S. (Syracuse), Director of
Development Research.
John A. Norton, A.B. (Susquehanna), M.S. (American), Director of Principal Gifts.
Matthew J. O'Donnell, B.A. (Holy Cross), M.F.A. (North Carolina-Greensboro),
Associate Editor, Bowdoin Magazine.
Elizabeth D. Orlic, A.B. (Colby), Associate Vice President/Director of Capital Giving.
Paul Michael Ovington, B.S. (Auburn University), M.B.A. (Tennessee-Knoxville),
Systems and Data Analyst.
Pamela D. Phillips, A.B. (Princeton), Director of Parent Giving.
Randolph H. Shaw, A.B. (Bowdoin), Associate Vice President/Director of Development
Operations.
Marian B. Skinner, A. A. (Maine-Augusta), Annual Giving Office Manager.
Rebecca F. Smith, B.A. (Hartwick), Assistant to the Senior Vice President for Planning
and Administration and Chief Development Officer.
Cheryl R. Stevens, B.A. (Hobart and William Smith), Systems and Data Analyst.
Cynthia M. Stocks, B.A. (Maine-Orono), Associate Director of Corporate and Founda-
tion Relations.
Peter J. Wagner, B.A. (Davidson), Associate Director of Alumni Relations.
Kevin Wesley, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Alumni Relations.
DINING SERVICE
Mary McAteer Kennedy, R.D., B.S. (Vermont), M.A. (Framingham State), Director of
Dining and Bookstore Services.
Kenneth Cardone, A.S. (Johnson and Wales), Associate Director and Executive Chef.
Mark Dickey, Unit Manager, Thorne Hall.
Michele Gaillard, B.S. (Cornell), Assistant Director of Dining Operations.
Patricia Gipson, B.S. (Southern Maine), Manager of Cash Operations and Student
Employment.
Tenley A. Meara, Business Process Manager.
Lester Prue, A.S. (Southern Maine Technical), Unit Manager, Moulton Union
Jon Wiley, B.A. (New Hampshire), A.S. (Southern Maine Technical), Purchasing
Manager.
EDUCATION
Lucile Gallaudet, B.A. (Kansas-Lawrence), M.S. (Bank Street College of Education),
Director of Field Experiences.
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Eileen Sylvan Johnson, B.S. (Cornell), Program Manager.
jlO Administration
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
David D'Angdo, B S.E.T. (Wentwortb Institute of Technology), Director of Facilities
Management
Donald \ . Borkowsld, B.S. (Montclaii State), Capital Projects Program Manager.
Timotln M. Can-. \ .S . B.S. I Maine). Grounds Maintenance Manager.
Core] Hammond, B.S.M.E. (Clemson), Director of Facilities Operations.
Gregorj flogan, P.E.. B.S.C.E. (Embry-Riddle), Capital Projects Manager.
Kefeha Payson, B. v (Southern Maine), Coordinator for a Sustainable Bowdoin.
Nancj J. Russell, B.S. (New Hampshire College). Financial Analyst/Budget Manager.
JefTTuttte, B.S . MB\. (Thomas), Project Manager/CAD Operator.
Mike \ eilleux, B.S.M.E. (Maine-Orono), Major Maintenance Program Manager.
Ddwin C. Wilson HI. A.B. (Bowdoin). Director of Facilities Administration.
Campus Services
Christopher T. Taylor, B.S. (Southampton). Assistant Director lor Copy and Mail
( operations.
Events and Summer Programs
Sarah B. Phmney, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Events and Summer Programs.
\ndrew Rnse/ek. \ B (Bowdoin), Manager of Summer Programs.
Safet> and Seeurit>
Bruce I-.. Boucher, B S. (Bryant), M.B.A. (New Hampshire College). Director ofCampus
fet) and Security.
Michael \N. Brown, B \ 'Southern Maine), Assistant Director ForSecurit) Operations.
I .oiiann K. Dustin-Hunter, Reserve Certificate (Police Academy), \ S (Southern Maine
•ink.ik Assistant Director for Securit) Support Services.
Mark J. Fisher, B.S . M S (Boston College), Manager ol Environmental Health and
Safety.
HEALTH CENTER
JefTm \. Benson, \ B . M I) (Harvard), M I'll (Johns Hopkins). Director, Colk
i.m
\ndi (( \ppti. b s\ (Maine Portland-Gorham), P \ C (Yale), Midlevel Provide!
i on ( aadbeeme, \s (Thomas College), \s (Pennsylvania State), Administrative
I linatoi
vvend>* M. Sansone, H v. R.N ( Villanova), ms\ (Pennsylvania), Clinical Care
idm.itMi St. ill Nlll
Melissa Walters, \B Bowdoin), P.A ( (Northeastern), Midlevel Provider, rleahfa
l( .ill »(
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS ADVISING
Susan D. Livesay, A.B. (Smith), Director.
HUMAN RESOURCES
Tamara D. Spoerri, B.S. (Syracuse), Director of Human Resources.
Cynthia J. Bessmer, B.S. (Syracuse), Manager of Human Resources Services.
Kimberly A. Bonsey, B.S. (Maine-Orono), Manager of Employment and Staffing.
Mary E. Demers, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Director.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Mitchel W. Davis, B.A. (Nevada-Reno), Chief Information Officer.
Timothy P. Antonowicz, B.S. (Worcester Polytech), Network Engineer.
Timothy G. Bathras, Help Desk Specialist.
Steven A. Blanc, A.A.S. (Southern Maine Technical College), Senior Desktop
Consultant.
Michael R. Bowden, A.A.S. (Southern Maine Technical College), Computing Lab
Manager.
Timothy K. Bodzioney, B.F.A. (New York University), Manager of Audiovisual
Services.
Robert Denton, B.F.A. (Houston), M.F.A. (Illinois-Chicago), Web Designer.
David Francis, B.A. (Indiana), Software Programmer/Designer.
Nancy L. Grant, B.A. (Middlebury). M.S. (Southern Maine), Educational Technology
Consultant.
Steven J. Gruverman, B.M. (New England Conservatory), Java Developer.
Juli G. Haugen, B.S. (New Hampshire), M.A. (Lesley), Help Desk Manager.
Lueree Horgan, Manager of Telecommunications.
Larry E. Hughes, B.S. (Texas A&M), Systems Architect and Programmer.
Laura Jackson, B.A. (Oberlin), M.A. (Lesley), Senior Database Analyst/Programmer.
Ronald F. Kay, B.A. (Syracuse), Database Analyst/Programmer.
John A. Keimel, B.S. (Stockton State College), Network Engineer.
Susan T. Kellogg, B.S. (Southern Maine), Senior Database Analyst/Programmer.
William P. Kunitz, B.S. (Michigan State), Manager of Business Computing.
Jason R. Lavoie, B.S.E.E. (Maine), Network Engineer.
Adam J. Lord, Software Programmer/ Designer.
Thaddeus T. Macy, B.A. (Maine), Director of Computing and Research.
Ruth B. Maschino, B.A. (Maine), M.S. (Butler), Educational Technology Consultant.
Sarah Morgan, B.A. (Colby), Technical Purchasing Manager.
Mark I. Nelsen, A.B. (California-Berkeley), Senior Database Analyst/Programmer.
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Sharon L Pedersen, A.B. (Harvard-Radcliffe), A.M.. Ph.D. (Pennsylvania),
Senior Database Analw. Programmer.
Jason M. Pelletier. V.A.S Southern Maine Community College). A.A.S. (Southern
Maine Technical College). Help Desk Specialist
Ranch Pelletier. Systems Administrator.
I ra\is \. Peterson. Help Desk Specialist
Michad Rom, B.S. (Southern Maine). Equipment Manager.
Rebecca F. Sandlin. B.A. (Tufts), Executive Director of Consulting and Support.
Owen B. Smith. B.A.. MS I New York University ). Senior Database Analyst/
Programmer.
Jennifer K. Snow. \ B. (Bowdoin), M.S.L.I.S. (Simmons), Educational Research
Consultant.
ke\in \\ . Tra\ers. B.A. (Southern Maine). Multimedia Developer.
William York. \ \. (Central Maine Vocational Technical College). Help Desk
Specialist
ISLE PROGRAM
Sree Padma Holt. B \ . \1 \ . Ph.D. (Andhra University ). Administrative Director.
LIBRARY
Sberric s. Bergman, B.A. I Brookl) n College ). M.S. mis a lolumbia >. 1 ibrarian.
Katherine (. idams, B.A., M.A. (California State). M.L.I.S. (California), Assistant
( atalog Librarian.
Sara \mato. B \ (Middlebury), M.1 S (Southern Connecticut State), M.S. (Central
Washington), Electronic Services and Web Development Librarian.
Susan EL Burroughs, B \ (Bryn Mawr), M.L.I.S. (South Carolina), Collections
I ibrarian.
Karl Fattig, B \ M I Si \Lihama). M.A. (North Carolina Chapel Hill). Ieehmeal
Services Manager/Catalog Librarian.
( .ir nun M. Greenlee, M s in l s (Simmons), Instructional Media Services I ibrarian.
\iiiu- B. Haas, \B (Ohio Wcslcyao), MJ s (Florida State), Art Librarian
\ iruinia \\ . Hopcroft, \ B i Bmu n i . M I S 1 1 mig Island I fniversit) ). ( k» ei nnienl
uments I ibrarian
Eugenia P. King, B \ (Ricker), Administrative Assistant.
Ku h.i i d H. I . I indemann, \ B ' M V., Ph.D (University of Virginia),
M I ibi (Emory), Directoi G rgeJ Mitchell Department of Special Collections A
Miehael Mi Dirmott, H \ ill,iu,n n. M.l is (Simmons), Library Information
1 1 .i
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Phyllis H. McQuaide, B.A. (Arizona), Circulation Supervisor.
Judith Reid Montgomery, A.B. (Valparaiso), M.L.S. (Kent State), Associate Librarian.
Caroline P. Moseley, B.S. (Oregon State), M.A. (New York University), Processing
Archivist.
Sue O'Dell, B.A. (Arkansas), M.L.I.S. (Oklahoma), Science Librarian.
Leanne N. Pander, B.A. (Daemen), M.L.S. (Rhode Island), Assistant Public Services
Librarian.
R. Carr Ross, B.A. (New Hampshire), M.S. in L.S. (Simmons), Reference Librarian.
Marilyn Diener Schroeder, B.A. (Capital), A. M.L.S. (Michigan). Technical Services
Manager/Acquisitions Librarian.
Sydnae Morgan Steinhart, B.S. (Lebanon Valley), M.L.S. (Pittsburgh), Music Librarian.
MUSEUM OF ART
Katy Kline, B.A., M.A. (Oberlin), Director.
Suzanne K. Bergeron, A.B. (Mount Holyoke), Assistant Director for Operations.
Alison Ferris, B.A. (North Carolina-Greensboro). M.A. (SUNY-Binghamton), Curator.
Laura Latman, A.B. (Colby), Registrar.
Elizabeth C. Nelson, B.A. (Middlebury), M.A. (Southern Maine), Museum Shop
Manager.
Katherine Westley, A.B. (Bowdoin), Andrew W. Mellon Curatorial Intern.
MUSIC
Delmar Small, B.A. (Bates), Concert, Budget, and Equipment Manager.
OFF-CAMPUS STUDY
Stephen A. Hall, B.A. (Corpus Christi College, Oxford). M.Phil. (Warburg Institute,
London University), M.A. (Princeton), Director.
Janet L. Lynch, B.A. (Middlebury), M.Sc. (London School of Economics), M.S.L.
(Vermont Law School), Off-Campus Study Advisor.
OUTING CLUB
D. Michael Woodruff, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director.
Stacy C. Linehan, B.A. (Lake Forest), Assistant Director.
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PEARY-MAC MILLAN ARCTIC MUSEUM
\NI> ARCTIC STUDIES CENTER
Susan \. Kaplan. V B. (Lake forest). A.M.. Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr). Director.
Moll) R. Laird, B.A. (Wellesle) ). Curatorial Assistant.
Genevieve LeMoine, B.A. (Toronto). M.A.. Ph.D. (Calgary), Curator/Registrar.
David R. Masehino, B.F.A. (Alma College), Exhibits Coordinator.
tone L. Witt), A B. (Middlebury), M.A. (Delaware). Curatorial Assistant.
QUANTITATIVE SKILLS PROGRAM
Linda \\ . Kirstein, B.A. (Bates). MAT. (Johns Hopkins), Director of the
Quantitative Skills Program.
PRESIDENTS OEEICE
Claire M. Levesque, Manager. President's House.
Scott A. Meiklejohn. B.A. (Colgate). Vice President for Institutional Advancement and
Assistant to the President.
Bettj Troot-KeDy, B.A. (Nortfaeastern State. Oklahoma), M.Ed. (Wichita State). Ph.D.
I nion Institute and University ). Executive to the President for Institutional Diversity
and Equit)
.
( Mithia P. w onson. Executive Secretar) to the President.
RESIDENTIAL III I
Kimberij \. Pacelli. \ B (Bowdoin). lul.M. (H;ir\.ml ). Interim Director.
lull. i B. Barnes, \ b (Bowdoin), .Assistant Directoi ol Residential I ife.
I is;i i.. ki-ndall. \ s (Westbrook), Operations Manages
Mark I. Kohi-its \ B (Bowdoin), Assistant Director of Residential I ife,
Ginettc Saimprei il. \ B (Bowdoin), Assistant 1 Hrectoi ol Residential Life
SMI I II I NION
Bui gwell . I. Howard. \ li (Dartmouth), M V (Stanford), Director of Student Activities
and the Smith 1 nion Assistant Dean of Student Vffairs.
Susan Mihiit I eonard, B S (Maine Ofono), M.S (Northeastern), Associate Director ol




Craig W. Bradley, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.Sc. (Edinburgh), Dean of Student Affairs.
Joann E. Canning, A.B. (West Virginia Wesleyan), M.S. (Utah), Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs and Director of Accommodations for Students with Disabilities.
Timothy W. Foster, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A. (North Carolina-Chapel Hill), Senior
Associate Dean of Student Affairs.
Margaret Hazlett, A.B. (Princeton), M.Ed. (Harvard), Associate Dean of Student Affairs
and Dean of First-Year Students.
Stacey Jones, A.B. (Bowdoin), Coordinator of Multicultural Student Programs.
James Kim, B.A. (Johns Hopkins), Ed.M. (Harvard), Freeman Grant Coordinator/
Assistant Dean of First-Year Students.
Mary Patricia McMahon, A.B. (Yale), M.Sc. (London School of Economics), Assistant
Dean of Student Affairs.
Denise A. Trimmer, B.S. (Kansas State), M.B.A. (Southern New Hampshire),
Admininstrative Assistant to the Dean of Student Affairs.
STUDENT AID
Stephen H. Joyce, B.A. (Williams), Ed.M. (Harvard), Director of Student Aid.
Liz Jacobson-Carroll, A.B. (Mount Holyoke), M.Ed. (Lesley College), Manager of
Student Employment.
Gary Weaver, B.A. (Colby College), M.A., M.B.A. (New Hampshire), C.F.P.,
Associate Director of Student Aid.
STUDENT RECORDS AND INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
Christine Brooks Cote, B.A. (University of San Diego), M.A. (California-Riverside),
M.A. (Notre Dame), Ed.D. (Western Michigan), Director of Institutional Research and
Registrar.
Margaret F. Allen, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.L.I.S. (South Carolina), Assistant Director of
Institutional Research.
Julie Bedard, B.S. (Keene State), Associate Registrar.
Joanne Levesque, Associate Registrar.
Elizabeth M. Reilly, B.A., M.A. (Michigan), Research Associate.
THEATER AND DANCE






v ( Catherine Longley, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Suffolk). Senior Vice President for Finance
and Administration and Treasurer.
Nigd Bearman, B.S. (North Texas), C.P.A.. Vice President for Finance and Controller.
Megan \. Hart. B.A. (Middlebuiy), J.D. (Maine). Assistant to the Treasurer.
Daniel P. Middleton. B.A., M.B.A. (Boston College). Financial Analyst
UPWARD BOUND
Bridge! I). Mullen, BA, M. Phil. (College of the Atlantic). Director.
\ irginiaj. Fowies, B.A. i Colin i. M.S.W. (Smith). Academic Counselor/Coordinator of
Student Sen ices.
Miehele Melanson. B.S. (Maine Orono). MA. (Lesley College), \eademic Counselor/
( Coordinator o\ Student Sen ices.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
karin K. dough, A.B. (Dartmouth). J.D. (Tennessee). Director.
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM
tune E. Clifford, B. v. M.I..S. (SUNY-Buffalo), Program Administrator.
WRITING PROJECT
Kathleen \. O'Connor, \ B. (Dartmouth). \ M . Ph.D. (Virginia), Director.
Officers ofAdministration
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION EMERITI
Martha J. Adams, Assistant Director of Alumni Relations Emerita.
Rhoda Zimand Bernstein, A.B. (Middlebury), A.M. (New Mexico), Registrar Emerita.
Kent John Chabotar, B.A. (St. Francis), M.P.A., Ph.D. (Syracuse), Vice President for
Finance and Administration and Treasurer Emeritus.
Robert Melvin Cross, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Harvard), L.H.D. (Bowdoin), Secretary of
the College Emeritus.
Myron Whipple Curtis, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (California-Los Angeles), Director of
the Computing Center Emeritus.
John Stanley DeWitt, Supervisor of Mechanical Services Emeritus.
Margaret Edison Dunlop, A.B. (Wellesley), Associate Director of Admissions Emerita.
Robert H. Edwards, A.B. (Princeton), A.B., A.M. (Cambridge), LL.B. (Harvard), L.H.D.
(Bowdoin, Carleton, Colby), President of the College Emeritus.
James Packard Granger, B.S. (Boston University), C.P.A., Controller Emeritus.
Arthur LeRoy Greason, A.B. (Wesleyan), A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard), D.Litt. (Wesleyan),
L.H.D. (Colby), L.H.D. (Bowdoin), L.H.D. (Bates), President of the College and
Professor of English Emeritus. ( 1 952)
Dianne Molin Gutscher, B.S. (Pratt Institute), C.A. (Academy of Certified Archivists),
Associate Curator for Special Collections Emerita.
Orman Hines, Dining Service Purchasing Manager Emeritus.
Helen Buffum Johnson, Registrar Emerita.
John Bright Ladley, B.S. (Pittsburgh), M.L.S. (Carnegie Institute of Technology), Public
Services Librarian Emeritus.
Thomas Martin Libby, A.B. (Maine), Associate Treasurer and Business Manager
Emeritus.
Elizabeth Kilbride Littlefield, Administrative Assistant to the Dean for Academic
Affairs Emerita.
Betty Mathieson Masse, Assistant to the Treasurer Emerita.
Betty Andrews McNary, Assistant Director of Annual Giving Emerita.
Arthur Monke, A.B. (Gustavus Adolphus), M.S. in L.S. (Columbia), Librarian Emeritus.
Walter Henry Moulton, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Student Aid Emeritus.
Ann Semansco Pierson, A.B. (Bowdoin), Director of Programs in Teaching and Coordi-
nator of Volunteer Services Emerita.
Judith Coffin Reindl, Administrative Assistant to the Vice President of Finance and
Administration Emerita.
David Roberts, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Case Western Reserve), Teaching Associate in
Physics Emeritus.
Donna Glee Sciascia, A.B. (Emporia), M.A. in L.S. (Denver), Principal Cataloger
Emerita.
Off; Administration
Kathryn Drusilla Fielding Stemper, A.B. (Connecticut College). Secretary to the
President Emerita.
Harr\ K. Warren. A.B. (Pennsylvania), Director of the Moulton Union. Director of
unseling, and Secretary of the College Emeritus.
Katharine
.
I. Watson. A.B. (Duke). A.M.. Ph.D. (Pennsylvania), Director of the
Bowdoin College Museum of Art Emerita.
Barbara MacPhec Wyman, Supervisor of the Service Bureau Emerita.
Mice F. Yanok, Administrative Assistant to the Dean of the College Emerita.
Committees of the College
2004-2005 COMMITTEES OF THE TRUSTEES*
Academic Affairs: Nancy Bellhouse May, Chair, Marijane L. Benner Browne, Geoffrey
Canada, Michael M. Crow, Miche)e G. Cyr, John A. Gibbons, Jr., Alvin D. Hall, Barry
Mills, John S. Osterweis, Jane L. Pinchin, Linda H. Roth, Geoffrey C. Rusack, D.
Ellen Shuman, Peter M. Small, John J. Studzinski; Faculty member to be elected from
Curriculum and Educational Policy Committee; Timothy L. Ballenger '05, Camden H.
Ramsay '05, alternate; Craig A. McEwen, liaison officer.
Admissions & Financial Aid: Marc B. Garnick; Chair, David G. Brown, Gerald C.
Chertavian, Michele G. Cyr, Dennis J. Hutchinson, Gregory E. Kerr, Tamara A.
Nikuradse, Scott B. Perper, Barry Mills, Edgar M. Reed, Joan Benoit Samuelson,
Steven M. Schwartz (invited), John A. Woodcock, Jr.; Davis R. Robinson, faculty;
Daniel L. Herzberg '06, Jason M. Long '05, alternate; James S. Miller, liaison officer.
Audit Committee: David G. Brown, Chair; William E. Chapman II, Marc B. Garnick, D.
Ellen Shuman; David E. Warren; S. Catherine Longley and Nigel S. Bearman, liaison
officers.
Development & College Relations: Peter M. Small, Chair; Laurie A. Hawkes, Dennis J.
Hutchinson, William S. Janes, James W. MacAllen, Barry Mills, Jane McKay Morrell,
Richard H. Stowe, Alan R. Titus, David P. Wheeler, Barry N. Wish; Richard E.
Morgan, faculty; John Papacosma, alumni; Vinay Kashyap '05, Thomas A. McKinley
'06, alternate; William A. Torrey, liaison officer.
Subcommittee on Planned Giving: James W. MacAllen, Chair; Marc B. Garnick,
William S. Janes, Edgar M. Reed; William A. Torrey and Stephen P. Hyde, liaison
officers.
Executive: Donald M. Zuckert, Chair; Deborah Jensen Barker, David G. Brown, Tracy J.
Burlock, David M. Cohen, Marc B. Garnick, Nancy Bellhouse May, Barry Mills, Jane
McKay Morrell, Peter M. Small, Sheldon M. Stone; Subcommittee chairs invited:
James W. MacAllen, Lisa A. McElaney, John J. Studzinski. Also invited: Dennis J.
Hutchinson, John A. Gibbons, Robert F. White, Barry N. Wish; Representatives: Mark
W. Bayer, alumni; William C. VanderWolk, /flcw/ry; Bruce M. MacNeil, parent;
Haliday Douglas '05; Richard A. Mersereau, secretary.







\ utilities & Properties: Jane Mcka\ Morrell, Chair, David M. Cohen. Barr\ Mills. Jane
1 Pinchm. Linda H. Roth, Lee D. Rowe, Alan R. Titus, David E. Warren, David P.
w heeler: John M. Fitzgerald,faculty; Derrick S.Y. Wong '07, Andrew P. Clark "05.
alternate: S. Catherine Longley, liaison officer.
Financial Planning: Deborah Jensen Barker. Chair: David G. Brown. William E.
Chapman. II. Mare B. Garniek. John A. Gibbons. Stephen F. Gormlcy. Barn Mills.
H B. Perper. Edgar M. Reed, Sheldon M. Stone. Robert F. White: David J. Vail,
ulty; Frederick B. Fedynysyn '05, Maxwell Agenor '07. alternate: S. Catherine
Longle) and Nigel S. Bearman, liaison officers.
Investment: Sheldon M. Stone. Chair: Stanley F. Druckenmiller*, Stephen F. Gormley,
James \\ Mae Mien. Barr\ Mills. D. Ellen Shnman. Richard H. Stowe, Frederick G. P.
Thome*, Robert I White; James F. Ward,/acw/fy; Paula Volent, liaison officer.
Student Affairs: David M. Cohen. Chair: Geoffrey Canada. Michael S. Car\. Laurie V
Hawkes, GregOI) E. Kerr. 1 isa A. MeElane\. Barry Mills. Tamara A. Nikuradse,
GeorTre) C. Rusack. Joan Benoil Samuelson, Steven M. Schwartz, John A. Woodcock,
Jr.: \ meet A. Shende. faculty; Bruee M. MaeNeil. parent, Alexander M. Cornell du
Hou\ '06, Daniel M. \ arle\ '05, alternate: Craig W. Bradley, liaison officer.
Subcommittee on Multicultural Affairs: Lisa A. McElanes. Chair: Manjane F.
Benner Browne. Gerald C. Chertavian, GregOI) E. Kerr. Michael II. Owens, lee I).
Rowe; Linda J. Docherty, /</< 'ulty; Michael B.Chan '05, Lyubitsa N. Gerasimova *05,
alternati . Craig W. Bradle) and Bettj Trout-Kelly, liaison offia rs.
Committee on Trustees: lYac) J. Burlock, Chair. Deborah Jensen Barker. Michael s
ry, William I Chapman II. Bans Mills. Michael IF Owens. Robert I . White. Ban\
\ W ish; Richard A. Meiseicau and W illiam \. I onc\ . liaison officers.
Subcommittee on Honors: John J. Stud/inski. ( 'hair, I rac\ J. Bui lock. ( icolluw
( .mad. i. Michael S Cary, Vlvin I) Mall. Nanc) Bellhouse May, Barrj Mills; Scott
Mac 1 achern, faculty; Scot! \ Meiklejohn, Aim Minton, ami John Cross, liaison
VMilitin.il s
Museum oj irt Execution idvisoey CounciL VlvinD Hall, Linda H Roth and
.iid M D P. Be< ker, emeriti
information l'cchrwhtf>\ \dvi\or\ Committee: lohn \ Gibbons, Chair, Michael M
M 1 bwartz; Mitchel W Davis, StaffLiaison
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Trustee Liaisons to the Young Alumni Leadership Program (YALP): Marijane
Benner Browne, Joan Benoit Samuelson, Steven M. Schwartz.
Staff Liaison to the Trustees: Richard A. Mersereau
Secretary: Anne W. Springer
Assistant Secretary: David R. Treadwell
College Counsel: Peter B. Webster >
EMERITI
David P. Becker, Museum ofArt Executive Advisory Council; Stanley F. Druckenmiller,
Investment Committee; Frederick G.P. Thorne, Campaign Steering, Investment
Committee
ALUMNI COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
John Papacosma, Development & College Relations; Mark W. Bayer, Executive Commit-
tee; Mark W. Bayer and John Papacosma, Board of Trustees
PARENT REPRESENTATIVE
Bruce M. MacNeil, P'OO, '04, Executive, Student Affairs, Board of Trustees
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES
Academic Affairs: Faculty to be elected from Curriculum and Educational Policy Com-
mittee; Admissions & Financial Aid; Davis R. Robinson; Development & College
Relations, Richard E. Morgan; Executive Committee, William C. VanderWolk;
Facilities & Properties, John M. Fitzgerald; Financial Planning, David J. Vail;
Investment, James E. Ward; Student Affairs, Vineet A. Shende; Subcommittee on
Multicultural Affairs, Linda J. Docherty; Subcommittee on Honors, Scott MacEachern;
Board of Trustees, Joe Bandy and William C. VanderWolk
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
Academic Affairs, Timothy L. Ballenger '05, Camden H. Ramsay '05 (alternate);
Admissions & Financial Aid, Daniel L. Herzberg '06, Jason M. Long '05 (alternate);
Development & College Relations, Vinay Kashyap '05, Thomas A. McKinley '06
(alternate); Executive Committee, Haliday Douglas '05 (alternate); Facilities &
Properties, Derrick S.Y. Wong '07, Andrew P. Clark '05 (alternate); Financial
Planning, Frederick B. Fedynyshyn '05, Maxwell Agenor '07 (alternate); Student
Affairs, Alexander M. Cornell du Houx '06, Daniel M. Varley '05 (alternate);
Subcommittee on Multicultural Affairs, Michael B. Chan, Lyubitsa N. Gerasimova '05
(alternate); Board of Trustees, Haliday Douglas '05, DeRay McKesson
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FACULTY COMMITTEES FOR 2004-05
Denis J. Corish, Faculty Parliamentarian
Rachel Connelly, Faculty Moderator
David Collings. Clerk of the Faculty (fall)
Susan E. Bell. Clerk of the Faculty (spring)
FACULTY COMMITTEES
[Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate the year in which the current term on an elected
committee ends. J
Appeals (Reappointment, Promotion and Tenure)
Helen L. Caffern (06), Linda J. Docherty (06). Aaron W. Kitch (07). Elizabeth A.
Pritchard (07). Susan L. Tananbaum (07). and William C. VanderWolk (06).
Appointments, Promotion and Tenure
Paul N. Franco (06), Chair (fall): the Dean for Academic Affairs. Peter M. Coviello (07),
Dale A. Sypbers (07). June A. Vail (07). and Enrique Yepes (06).
Governance
Madeleine E. Msall (05), Chair: Joe Band) (06), Rachel Ex Connelly (06), William C.
V anderWolk (07). and (Crista E. Van Vleet (07).
iPPOINTEDl \( ( If) COMMITTEI S
Administrative
The President. Chair: the Dean of Student Affairs, the Associate/Assistant Dean o\
Student Allans. Stephen I . I isk. Mary K. Hunter. Elizabeth A. Pritchard. Allen L.
Springer. Undergraduates: John F. Converj IV '06, Miriam Sopin-Vilme '07. and
Halida) Douglas '05 (alternate).
Admissions and Financial \id
Robinson, ( "hair; the Dean of Admissions, the Dean of student Allans, the
Di \\ Student \id. Kirk A Johnson. R. Wells Johnson ( Spring ). Samuel P
Putnam i fall > and Susan I I ananbaum. I Fndergraduatesrl taniel I .. rlerzberg '06,
'ii \l l IS (alternate), and one to be appointed.
( in in ilium and I durational Polio
I he Deaa Foi Kt ademi( Affairs, ( ii.m the President, Rachel J. Beane, Joanna Bosse,
Hadfe) \n> Horch, Nanc) I Riley, Seth I Ramus and Matthew Stuart I ndergradu
rimoth) I Ballengei <>>.( amdenH Ramsa) '05, and tdamR Babei '05
(all
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Curriculum Implementation Committee
Adam B. Levy, Chair; Elena Cueto-Asfn, Brian R. Linton, Stephen G. Perkinson, and
Randolph Stakeman.
Faculty Affairs Committee
Jean M. Yarbrough, Chair, the Dean for Academic Affairs, Aviva J. Briefel, Jorunn J.
Buckley, Michael F. Palopoli, and Rosemary A. Roberts.
Faculty Resources
Bruce D. Kohorn, Chair; the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, Dallas G. Denery II,
Sara A. Dickey (spring), John C. Holt, Richmond R. Thompson, and Lawrence H.
Simon (fall). Alternate: Margaret Hanetha Vete-Congolo.
Fellowships and Scholarships
Tricia Welsch, Chair; Pamela Ballinger, Barbara Weiden Boyd, David S. Page, Laura I.
Toma, an Assistant Dean of Student Affairs, and one staff member to be appointed. Ex
officio: Director of the Career Planning Center.
First-Year Seminar Committee
Allen Wells, Chair; Aaron W. Kitch, Jane E. Knox-Voina, and Jennifer B. Clarke
Kosak.
Lectures and Concerts
Paul E. Schaffner, Chair; the Director of Student Activities, Robert K. Greenlee, De-nin
Deanna Lee, Thomas Pietraho, and William C. Watterson. Ex officio: the Dean of
Student Affairs. Undergraduates: Sarah A. Horn '07 and Taryn L. King '07.
Library
Sarah F. McMahon, Chair; the College Librarian, Steven R. Cerf, Pamela M. Fletcher,
John Lichter, and Mingus Mapps. Undergraduates: Thomas J. Rodrigues '06 and
Perrin M. Wheeler '07.
Off-Campus Study
Susan E. Wegner, Chair; the Director of Off-Campus Study, Shuqin Cui, Arielle Saiber,
and Birgit Tautz. Undergraduates: three to be appointed.
Recording
Barry A. Logan, Chair; the Dean of Student Affairs, Senior Associate Dean of Student
Affairs, Registrar, Associate Registrar, Helen L. Cafferty, Suzanne B. Lovett, and
Stephen M. Majercik. Undergraduates: Dalvin S. Estrada '06, Emily C. Hubbard '07
(alternate), and Taylor C. Salinardi '05.
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Research Oversight
Christian P. Potholm, Chair: the Dean for Academic Affairs. Patsy S. Dickinson (spring),
Barbara S. Held. Care) R. Phillips (fall), William L. Steinhart. Herbert Paris, and Ray
Youmans, D.V.M.
Student \ flairs
The Dean of Student Affairs. Chair: the Senior Associate Dean of Student Affairs, the
Director of Student Aeti\ ities. the Director o\' Athletics, an Assistant Director of
Athletics, Ronald L. Christensen (spring). T. Perm) Martin. Vineet Shende. Jennifer
Taback and Allen B. Tucker (fall). Undergraduates: Daniel W. Chaput '06. Alexander
M. Cornell du Hou\ '06. Burgess C. F. LePage "07. and Daniel M. Varley "Ox
Student \wards
Thomas D. Conlan, Chair: Denis J. Corish, Songren Cui. and Edward P. Laine.
I caching
John H. Turner. Chair: the Associate Dean tor Academic Affairs, the Director of the
Bakfa in Center for Learning and Teaching, Sherrie S. Bergman, Charles Dorn,
Stefanie 1.. Pemper, Eric S. Peterson, and Jennifer Scanlon. Undergraduates: Selena C.
McMahan '05 and Melissa S. Perrin "05.
I\ II RDISi IPUNARYSTUDIES /'ROGRAM COMMITTEES
\lricana Studies
Randolph Stakcman. Chair: the Executive to the President for Diversit\ and Equity, Kirk
\ Johnson. Daniel Levine, Scott Macl.achcrn. MingUS Mapps. Julie L. McGee.
Elizabeth Muther (spring), and Patrick J. Rael. Undergraduates: all student majors.
\sian Studies
Hear) ( ' \\ I aurcqee, ( hair I nomas D Conlan, Shuqin Cm. Songren Cm. Sara A.
Dicke) (spring), John c. Holt, De nin D. lee. Natsu Sato, and Kidder Smith, Jr.. (fall).
i fndergraduate one to be appointed.
Itim -In-inisirx
. id s Page < h.ui. Bruce D Kohorn, Brian Linton, Ban) A. Logan, Anne E. McBride,
1 ik S P tei 'ii. and \\ illiani I Stcinhail.
( oastal Studies
\niu- s Heoshaw, Chair; DeWitt John, Am) S. Johnson, i dward P. l aine, Petei 1 1 l ea,
ImIui I i< htci Sarah 1 M> Mahon, and lames I Mullen
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Environmental Studies
DeWitt John, Chair; Joe Bandy, Mark O. Battle, Connie Y. Chiang, Thomas Cornell, Amy
S. Johnson, Michael J. Kolster, John Lichter, Lawrence H. Simon, Allen L. Springer,
and David J. Vail.
Gay and Lesbian Studies
Peter M. Coviello, Chair; Susan E. Bell (spring), Aviva J. Briefel, and David Collings
(fall). Undergraduates: Caitlin M. Connolly '05 and Haliday Douglas '05.
Latin American Studies
Enrique Yepes, Chair; Joe Bandy, Joanna Bosse, Elena Cueto-Asin, Alexandre E. Dauge-
Roth, Stephen J. Meardon, Gloria Medina-Sancho, Leslie C. Shaw, John H. Turner,
Krista E. Van Vleet, Hanetha Vete-Congolo, Susan E. Wegner, and Allen Wells.
Neuroscience
Patsy S. Dickinson, Chair; Hadley W. Horch, Suzanne Lovett, Seth J. Ramus, and
Richmond R. Thompson.
Women's Studies
Jennifer Scanlon, Chair; Rachel Ex Connelly, Charlotte Daniels, Kristin R. Ghodsee, Jane
E. Knox-Voina, T. Penny Martin, Margaret Hanetha Vete-Congolo, and Krista Van




Patrick Rael, Chair; the College Librarian, the Senior Associate Director for Outreach and
Customer Service, Eric L. Chown, Mary Agnes Edsall, Jonathan P. Goldstein, and
Jeffrey K. Nagle. Undergraduate: the Chair of the Student Computing Committee
(Anthony B. Costa '05).
Benefits Advisory
The Senior Vice President for Finance and Administration and Treasurer, Chair; Director
of Human Resources, Assistant Director of Human Resources, Sara B. Eddy (06),
Mary Lou Kennedy (05), Ann L. Kibbie, Yvette F. Lloyd (05), Raymond H. Miller,
and Julie J. Santorella (05).
Bias Incident Group
The President, Chair; the Dean of Student Affairs, an Assistant Dean of Student Affairs,
the Director of Safety and Security, the Director of the Counseling Service, the Vice
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President foe Communications and Public Affairs, the Assistant to the President, Peter
D. Lea. James J. Mullen, and Betty Trout-Kelly. Undergraduates: Rebecca M.
Ginsberg '07 and Mark Yiehman "07.
Bowdoin \dministrati\e Staff Steering Committee
Megan V Hart. James E. kelle\. Ruth B. Maschino, Leanne N. Pander. Sarah B. Phinney,
I ester Prue, and Peter J. \\ agner. Ex officio: Tamara D. Spoerri and the Assistant to
the President
Budget and Financial Priorities
The I reasLirer. Chair: the Dean for Academic Affairs, the Dean of Student Affairs, the
Senior Vice President for Planning and Administration and Chief Development
Officer, Susan \\ . Dye (05), Matthew G. Killough. Judith R. Montgomery (06). David
J. Vail, James E. Ward. Undergraduates: Maxwell Agenor '07 and Frederick B.
1 edynshyn '05.
Campus Saf'ct>
The Manager of Ian ironmental Health and Safety. Chair; Cindy Bessmer, Bruce E.
Boucher. Courtne) B. Brecht. Timothy M. Carr. Dan P. Davies. Jan Day. Michclc
(iaillard. Philip M. Hamilton. Dodie Martinson. Judith R. Montgomery, Charles E.
( teolin, Deborah A. Puhl. Andrew P. Ruse/ek. and Dawn M. Toth.
Chemical Hygiene
The Director ol the Chemistry Laboratories (J. Foster), Chair: the Manager of Environ-
mental Health and Safet\ (M. Iishcr). the Director o\' Facilities Operations (C.
Hammond). Science Center Manager (R. Bermei I. the Director of Biologx Laborato-
ries (p Bryer), the Environmental Studies Program Director (D. John), David
Maschino, James M. Mullen (Alt), Karen A I Opp I Physics), Joanne 1 frquhart
i >log) i. and Dharni Vasude> an (( !hemistry/En\ ironmental Studies I.
I in ironmental \ction Team
Mark J Fisher, ( Ihairi Rene I Bernier, Bmce I Boucher, ( burtne) B. Brecht, Core) J
I lammond, Keisha Payson, and Delwio C. w ilson.
I he < -i h \aii( t ( ommittec tor Studcol < omplaints ol Sc\ Discrimination or Dis-
( rimination on the Basis of Physical or Mental Handicap
rheDeanfoi Academic Affairs, Chair, Songren Cui, VmyS Johnson, Jane 1 Knox
Voini Daniel Levine (spring) Janet M Martin (fall). Undergraduates Nicholas C
tdama 06 Margaret! Graj '07, Justin A. Kievits *06v and Catoria N Parker *07.
Honoi ( i»de/.|-Hoard
Henry Laui Stephen G Naculich, and Scott R Sehon
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Museum of Art Executive Advisory Council
Director of the Museum of Art, Chair; the Dean for Academic Affairs, the Director of the
Art History Program, the Director of the Visual Arts Program, Dallas G. Denery II,
Stephen G. Perkinson, David P. Becker, Alvin D. Hall, halley k. harrisburg, Linda H.
Roth and Donald M. Zuckert. Undergraduates: Honora M. Dunham '07 and Kacy L.
Karlen '05.
Oversight Committee on Multicultural Affairs
Linda J. Docherty, Chair; the Treasurer, Vice Chair; the Dean for Academic Affairs, the
Dean of Student Affairs, the Executive to the President for Diversity and Equity, Diane
Hurd (05), William L. Steinhart, Dharni Vasudevan, and Victoria B. Wilson . Under-
graduates: Michael B. Chan '05 and Lyubitsa N. Gerasimova '05.
Oversight Committee on the Status of Women
Faculty: Charlotte Daniels, Chair; Kristen R. Ghodsee, Page Herrlinger (fall), and Irene
Polinskaya (spring). Administrative Staff: Mary Pat McMahon (06), Peggy Schick
(05). Support Staff: Mona J. Paschke (05) and Kate Rutledge (06). Undergraduates:
Bree A. Dallinga '06 and Jessica P. Koski '05. Ex officio: The Director of the
Women's Resource Center, the Executive to the President for Diversity and Equity and
the Director of Human Resources.
Professional Development Committee
Tamara D. Spoerri, Coodinator; Ann M. Barbay (06), Michael W. Brown (06), Sue Davies
(06), Sharon J. King (05), Bernard A. LaCroix (05), Richard A. Mersereau, and James
Westhoff (06).
Radiation Safety
Peter D. Lea, Chair; The Manager of Environmental Health and Safety, Alan W. Garfield,
Bruce D. Kohorn, Madeleine E. Msall, David S. Page, and Michael F. Palopoli. Staff:
Judith Foster (Chemistry).
Sexual Misconduct Board
DeWitt John, Chair; Nicole A. Theodosiou, and designate of the Dean of Student Affairs.
Administrative Staff: Pauline M. Fair (06) and Eric F. Foushee (05). Support Staff:
Charles E. Osolin (06) and Bridget B. Spaeth (05). Undergraduates: Edward R.
Brigand '05 and Claire M. Falck '05. Melissa D. Hudson '05 (alternate).
Support Staff Advocacy Committee
Amy E. Heggie (05), Chair; Joanne T. Adams (06), Sarita Benoit (06), Thompson M.
Colkitt (05), Carol A. Juchnik (05), Patty Silevinac (05), Bridget B. Spaeth (06), James




John D. Cullen. T. Peon) Martin. Lou MacNeill, Leanne N. Pander. Donna M. Trout, and
Doris White.
REPRESENTATTVl STO TRl STEE COMMTTTl I S
Trustees Joe Bandy and William C. VanderWolk. Undergraduates: Halida) Douglas
md DeRa) Mckesson '07. Alumni Council: Mark W. Bayer '79 and one to be
appointed. Parents Executive Committee: Bruce M. MacNeil P'(X). P'04.
Academic MTairs: Faculty member to be elected from Curriculum and Educational
Polic) Committee. Undergraduates: Timothy L. Ballenger '05, Camden H. Ramsa)
alternate).
\dmissioFis and Financial Aid: Davis R. Robinson. Undergraduates: Daniel L.
Herzberg '06 and Jason M. Long "<>.s (alternate).
Developmenl and Collage Relations: Richard E. Morgan. Alumni Council: John
Papacosma '58. Undergraduates: Vina) Kashyap '05 and Thomas A. McKinlej '06
i alternate ).
Executive: William C. VanderWolk. Alumni Council: Mark W. Bayer *79. Under-
graduate: Halidas Douglas '05. Parents I accuiin c Committee: Bruce M. MacNeil
I'iiii. P()4.
I acuities and Properties: John M Fitzgerald. Undergraduates: Derrick S. Y. Wong '07
and Andrew P. Clark '05 (alternate).
Financial Planning: David J. Vail. Undergraduates: Frederick B. Fedynyshyn '05 and
Maxwell Agenor '07 (alternate).
I n\ est merit: lames I. \\ ard.
student \rtairs \ incci \ shende. Undergraduates: UexanderM Cornell du Houx
md Daniel M. Varle) '05 (alternate) Parents Executive Committee: Bruce M
Ma Neil P '00, P'OJ
Subcommittee on Multicultural MTairs: Linda J Docherty. I ndergraduates: Michael
B Chan 05 and Lyubitsa N Gerasimova *05 (alternate)
Som nniMiiiiic on Honors < ubo >mmittee ol the ( loinmittec on I rustees) Scot!
M.i I achcrn
Bowdoin College Alumni Council
2004-2005
Mark W. Bayer, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Columbia). President. Term expires 2006.
Barry P. Barbash, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Cornell). Term expires 2005.
Mary Kate Devaney Barnes, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Northwestern). Term expires
2007.
Gail A. Berson, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Emerson). Term expires 2006.
Lawrence C. Bickford, A.B. (Bowdoin), Term expires 2006.
Roswell M. Bond, A.B. (Bowdoin), Term expires 2008.
Richard E. Burns, A.B. (Bowdoin), L.L.B. (New York University). Term expires 2007.
Hillary M. Bush, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (Vermont). Term expires 2005.
Michele L. Cobb, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Wisconsin-Madison). Term expires 2007.
Nancy E. Collins, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2005.
Frederic Dalldorf, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (Cornell). Term expires 2006.
Margarita Z. David, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (Columbia). Term expires 2007.
Benson Ford, A.B. (Bowdoin), L.L.B. (Cornell). Term expires 2005.
John W. Goldkrand, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (Tufts). Term expires 2008.
Brett A. Hodess, A.B. (Bowdoin), B.S. (Columbia), M.B.A. (California-Berkeley).
Term expires 2008.
Ann Hambleton Kenyon, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2006.
Sarah Thorp Khetani, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A., M.Ed. (Harvard). Term expires 2007.
Katherine S. LaPine, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.B.A. (Boston University). Term expires 2006.
Sean M. Marsh, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.
Kerry A. McDonald, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.Ed. (Harvard). Term expires 2007.
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Elizabeth Butterworth Michalski, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2006.
Henry T. Moniz, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Pennsylvania). Term expires 2005.
David A. Morales, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2006.
Jennifer Dunn Page, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2006.
John Papaeosma, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.A. (New York University). Term expires 2005.
Abigail Marr Psyhogeos, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.
John F. Reilly, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (Johns Hopkins). Term expires 2008.
Michelle A. Ryan, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.
W ayne C. Sanford, A.B. (Bowdoin), M.S. (Illinois-Urbana). Term expires 2007.
Christopher (). Sims, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2005.
Daniel B. Spears, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2005.
Harvey B. Stephens, A.B. (Bowdoin), J.D. (Chicago). Term expires 2007.
Michael T. Townsend, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2005.
Calif X. Tran, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2008.
Anna Class van Huystee, A.B. (Bowdoin). Term expires 2005.
Stall Representatives:
I. ric V. Foushee, A.B. (Bowdoin), A.M. (Southern Methodist), Director of Annual
(li\ iniz.
WOliam A. Torrey, \ ,B., M.S.Ed. (Bucknell), Senior Vice President for Planning and
vimiiiiNii.iiiini and Chid Development Officer.
Kevin P. Wesley, \ B. (Bowdoin), Director of Alumni Relations and Secretary/Treasurer.
i .units Representative: Ulen L Springer, A.B. (Amherst), M.A., M.A.I . I).. PhD .
I
l lifts) Icmii expires 2005.




Awards listed in the Catalogue are endowed prizes and distinctions. There are also a number
offellowships, national awards, and prizes that are given annually or frequently to students
who meet the criteria for distinction. Each year, awards receivedare listed in the Commence-
ment Program, the Sarah and James Bowdoin Day Program, and the Honors Day Program.
The Bowdoin Prize: This fund was established as a memorial to William John Curtis 1875,
LL.D. '13, by his wife and children. The prize, four-fifths of the total income not to exceed
$1 (),()()(), is to be awarded "'once in each live years to the graduate or former member of the
College, or member of its faculty at the time of the award, who shall have made during the
period the most distinctive contribution in any field of human endeavor. The prize shall only
be awarded to one who shall, in the judgment of the committee of award, be recognized as
having won national and not merely local distinction, or who, in the judgment of the
committee, is fairly entitled to be so recognized." ( 1 92S
)
The first award was made in 1933 and the most recent in 2000. The recipients m 1990 were
Professors Dana W. Mayo and Samuel S. Butcher. The recipient of the award in 1995 was
Senator George J. Mitchell '54. In Fall 2000, the award was presented to former Secretary of
Defense William S. Cohen '62.
fin Preservation of Freedom Fund: Gordon S. Hargraves '19 established this fund to
stimulate understanding and appreciation o\ the rights and freedoms of the individual,
guaranteed underthe Constitution ofthe United States. The prize is tobe awarded to a student,
member o\' the faculty, or group of Bowdoin alumni making an outstanding contribution to
the understanding and advancement of human freedoms and the duty of the individual to
protect and strengthen these freedoms at all times. ( 1988)
The first award was made in 1988 to William B. Whiteside, Frank Munsey Professor of
History Emeritus. The most recent recipient of the award, in 2003, was Christopher R. Hill
'74, United States Ambassador to the Republic of Poland, former Ambassador to Macedonia,
former director for Southeast European Affairs at the National Security Council, special
envoy for the Kosovo crisis, and distinguished career diplomat and peace negotiator.
The Common Good Award: Established on the occasion of the Bicentennial, the Common
Good Award honors those alumni who have demonstrated an extraordinary, profound, and
sustained commitment to the common good, in the interest of society, with conspicuous
disregard for personal gain in wealth or status. Seven Common Good Awards were presented
during the bicentennial year and one or two awards are presented each year at Reunion
Convocation.
PRIZES IN GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP
Abraxas Award: An engraved pewter plate is awarded to the school sending two or more
graduates to the College, whose representatives maintain the highest standing during their first
year. This award was established by the Abraxas Society. (1915)
Sarah andJames Bowdoin Scholars (Dean 's List): Sarah and James Bowdoin Day accords
recognition to undergraduates who have distinguished themselves in scholarship. Originally
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named inhonoroftheearliestpatronoftheCollege,JamesBowdoin in, and instituted in l c)41.
the da) now also honors James Bowdoin's w ife, Sarah Bowdoin Dearborn, for her interest in
and contributions to the College. The exercises consist of the announcement of awards, the
presentation of books, a response b\ an undergraduate, and an address.
The Sarah and James Bowdoin scholarships, carrying no stipend, are awarded in the tall
on the basis ot work completed the pre\ lous academic year. The award is given to the twent\
percent ot all eligible students with the highest grade point average (GPA). Pligihle students
are those who completed the equivalent ot eight lull-credit Bowdoin courses during the
demic year, si\ credits ot' which were graded and seven credits of which were graded or
non-elective Credit/D/Fail. In other words, among the eight required full-credit courses or the
equivalent, a maximum of two credits ma\ be taken Credit/D/Fail, but only one credit ma\
be tor a course! s i the student chose to take Credit/D/Fail. Grades lor courses taken m excess
ofeight credits are included in the GPA. For further information on the College's method for
computing GP V consult the section on General Honors on page 33.
A book, bearing a replica ofthe early College bookplate sen ing to distinguish the James
Bowdoin Collection in the library, is presented to every Sarah and James Bowdoin scholar
who earned a GPA of 4.00.
Brooks-Nixon Prize fund: The annual income of a fund established by Percy Willis
Brooks I B90 .tnd Mar) Marshall Brooks is aw aided each > car as a prize to the best Bowdoin
candidate tor selection as a Rhodes scholar. ( 1975)
Dorothy Haythorn ( 'ollins Award: This aw aid. given by Dorothy Haythorn ( 'ollins and her
lainih to the Soeiets of Bowdoin Women, is used to honor a Student "who has achieved
academic and general excellence in his or her chosen major" at the end of the junior year. Bach
sear the SOCiet) selects a department from the sciences, social studies, and/or humanities. The
selected departments ehoose a student to honor by purchasing books and placing them w ith
anameplate in thedepartment library.The students alsoreceiveabookandcertificateofmerit
(198
Almon Goodwin Phi Una Kappa Prize Fund: This fund was established by Mrs. Maud
Wilder Goodwin in memorj ot her husband, Almon Goodwin 1862. The annual income is
aded toamemberot Phi Beta Kappachosen b) vote ofthe BoardofTrusteesoftheCollege
at the end ot the recipient's junk* year. I l c>0b)
Wood Mi \rthurPrizt rhisfund wasbequeathed bj AlmiraL. McArthur,ofSaco,
in memOf) <>t her husband. ( SeOTgC W OOd NK Arthur I 89 ; I DC annual income is awarded as
.i prize tf that membei ot tin- graduating class who, coming to Bowdoin as the recipient ot a
prematrk illation s^ bolarship, shall have attained the highest academic standing among such
pientS within the elass. ( 1950)
/'/;/ Beta Kappa rhe Pin Beta Kappa Society, national honorary fraternit) tor the
ition and promotion «>t scholarship, was founded at thei College of William and Marj
m I77f> p i. .in chaptei I Vlpha "t Maine), the sixth in'ordei ot establishment, was
founded in Election ii based primaril) on m bolai I) achievement, and consideration is
en to the student*! entire college record Students who have studied away are expe< ted to
haw .i total academi< record, .^ well u .i Bowdoin record, ih.it meets the standards Pot
don Nominations are made three times a year, usually in September, Februarj and Ma)
I he totalnumb tudenta sele< ted in any year does not normally ex< eed ten percent o( the
numbei graduating in Ma) Students elected to Phi Beta Kappa are expected to be persona oi
inn : moral ( bar* tO ( andidatea must have v ompletcd al leas! lweni\ fout
rk including at least sixteen courses at Bowdoin
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Leonard A. Pierce Memorial Prize: This prize, established by friends and associates of
Leonard A. Pierce '05, A.M. H'30, LL.D. '55, is awarded annually to that member of the
graduating class who is continuing his or her education in an accredited law school and who
attained the highest scholastic average during his or her years in college. It is paid to the
recipient upon enrollment in law school. (1960)
COMMENCEMENT PRIZES
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Prize: Established by DeAlva Stanwood Alexander 1870,
A.M. 1873, LL.D. '07, this fund furnishes two prizes for excellence in select declamation.
(1906)
Class of 1868 Prize: Contributed by the Class of 1 868, this prize is awarded for a written
and spoken oration by a member of the senior class. ( 1 868)
Goodwin Commencement Prize: Established by the Reverend Daniel Raynes Goodwin




Lennox Foundation Book Prize: This fund was established by the Lennox Foundation and
Jeffrey C. Norris '86. An appropriate book is awarded to a student graduating in Africana
Studies. (1990)
Art History and Visual Arts
Anne Bartlett Lewis Memorial Fund: This fund was established by Anne Bartlett Lewis's
husband, Henry Lewis, and her children, William H. Hannaford, David Hannaford, and Anne
D. Hannaford. The annual income of the fund is used for demonstrations of excellence in art
history and creative visual arts by two students enrolled as majors in the Department of Art.
(1981)
Art History Junior-Year Prize: This prize, funded annually by a donor wishing to remain
anonymous, is awarded to those students judged by the Department of Art to have achieved
the highest distinction in the major program in art history and criticism at the end of the junior
year. (1979)
Art History Senior-Year Prize: This prize, established by a donor wishing to remain
anonymous, is awarded to one or more graduating seniors judged by the Department of Art
to have achieved the highest distinction in the major in art history and criticism. (1982)
Richard P. Martel, Jr., Memorial Fund: A prize is awarded annually to those students who
who, in thejudgment of the studio art faculty, are deemed to have produced the most creative,
perceptive, proficient, and visually appealing art work exhibited at the College during the
academic year. ( 1 990)
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Biolnu)
Copeland-Gros& Biology Prize: This prize, named in honor of Manton Copeland and
Alfred Otto Gross. Se.D. '52. both former Josiah Little Professors of Natural Science, is
awarded to that graduating senior who has best exemplified the idea of a liberal education
during the major program in biology. ( 1972)
Donald and Harriet S. Macotnber Prize in Biology: This fund \\ as established by Dr. and
Mrs. Donald Maeomber in appreciation for the many contributions of Bowdoin in the
education o( members of their family, David H. Maeomber '39, Peter B. Maeomber '47.
Robert A. Zottoli '60. David H. Maeomber. Jr. "67. Steven J. Zottoli '69, and Michael C.
Maeomber '73. The income of the fund is to be awarded annuall) as a prize to the outstanding
student or students in the Department of Biolog) . If, in the opinion of the department, in an\
given year there is no student deemed worth) o\ this award, the award may be withheld and
the income for that year added to the principal of the fund. ( 1967)
Janus Malcolm Moulton Prize in Biology: This fund was established by former students
and other friends in honor of James Malcolm Moulton. former George Lincoln Skolfield, Jr.,
ProfessorofBiolog) . to pro\ ide a book prize to be awarded annually to the outstanding junior
majoring in biolog) . asjudged h\ scholarship and interest in biology. At the discretion of the
I )epartment oi Biolog) . this aw aid ma\ be made to more than one student or to none in a given
year. (1984)
( lumistr)
Samuel Kamerling Award: This award, established by the Department of Chemistry in
memor) of Professor Samuel Kamerling. recognizes truly exceptional work in the organic
chemistr) laboratory program.
Philip Weston Meserve fund: This prize, established in memory o\ Professor Philip
v\ eston Meserve '11, is awarded to ajunior chemistr) or biochemistry major and is intended
to Stimulate interest in Chemistr> ." ( 1 94 I )
William Campbell Root Award: This award, established in honor of Professor \\ llliam
Root, recognizes a senior chemisir\ major who has pro\ uled sen ice and support tochcmisti\
.it Bowdoifl beyond the normal academic program.
( lassies
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin Prize: This prize, established in honor o\ her uncle.
Hannibal Hamlin liners 1874, b) Persia I Mason, is awarded to a member of the junior or
senior C lass for proficienc) in I aim. ( l u 22)
Vathan Goold Pri t I ins prize, established b\ Abba Goeld Woolson, of Portland, in
memor) of hei grandfather, is awarded to that memberofthe seniorclass who has. throughout
the COUegC ( OUrse, attained the highest standing in ( iieek and I Still studies < l (P2)
/ H Sewa Pri < This prize, given by Jotham Bradbur) Sewall I848,S I D '02,
former! I in the ( 'ollege, is awarded to the member ol the sophomore class
the besl examination in ( rreek I 1 8 19)
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J. B. Sewall Latin Prize: This prize, also given by Professor Sewall, is awarded to the
member of the sophomore class who sustains the best examination in Latin. (1879)
Economics
Paul H. Douglas Prize: This prize, awarded by the Department of Economics each spring
in honor of Paul H. Douglas '13, a respected labor economist and United States Senator,
recognizes juniors who show outstanding promise in scholarship in economics.
Noyes Political Economy Prize: This prize, established by Crosby Stuart Noyes, A.M.
H 1 887, is awarded to the best scholar in political economy. ( 1 897)
English
Philip Henry Brown Prizes: Two prizes from the annual income of a fund established by
Philip Greely Brown 1 877, A.M.I 892, in memory of Philip Henry Brown 1 85 1 , A.M. 1 854,
are offered to members of the senior class for excellence in extemporaneous English
composition. (1874)
Hawthorne Prize: The income of a fund given in memory of Robert Peter Tristram Coffin
'15, Litt.D. '30, Pierce Professor of Literature, and in memory of the original founders of the
Hawthorne Prize, Nora Archibald Smith and Kate Douglas Wiggin, Litt.D. '04, is awarded
each year to the author of the best short story. This competition is open to members of the
sophomore, junior, and senior classes. (1903)
Nathalie Walker Llewellyn Commencement Poetry Prize: This prize, established by and
named for the widow of Dr. Paul Andrew Walker '3 1 , is awarded to the Bowdoin student who,
in the opinion of the Department of English, shall have submitted the best work of original
poetry. The prize may take the form of an engraved medal, an appropriate book, or a cash
award. (1990)
Stanley Plummer Prizes: The annual income of a fund established by Stanley Plummer
1867 is awarded to the two outstanding students in English first-year seminars. First and
second prizes are awarded in a two-to-one ratio. (1919)
Poetry Prize: The annual income of a fund established by Gian Raoul d'Este-Palmieri II
'26 is given annually for the best poem written by an undergraduate. (1926)
Pray English Prize: A prize given by Dr. Thomas Jefferson Worcester Pray 1844 is
awarded to the best scholar in English literature and original English composition. (1889)
Forbes Rickard, Jr., Poetiy Prize: A prize, given by a group of alumni of the Bowdoin
chapter of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity in memory of Forbes Rickard, Jr. '17, who lost his life
in the service of his country, is awarded to the undergraduate writing the best poem. (1919)
David Sewall Premium: This prize is awarded to a member of the first-year class for
excellence in English composition. (1795)
Mary B. Sinkinson Short Story Prize: A prize, established by John Hudson Sinkinson '02
in memory of his wife, Mary Burnett Sinkinson, is awarded each year for the best short story
written by a member of the junior or senior class. (1961)
Bertram Louis Smith, Jr., Prize: The annual income of a fund established by his father in
memory of Bertram Louis Smith, Jr. of the Class of 1903, to encourage excellence of work
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in English literature is awarded b\ the department to a member of the junior class who has
completed two years' work in English literature. Ordinarily, the prize is given to a student
majoring in English, and performance ofmajorwork as well as record in courses is taken into
consideration. ( W2
Geotogj
ArthurM. Hussey II Prize in Geology: This prize, established b\ his colleagues in honor
\rthur\l. Husse) II. ProfessorofGeology, is awarded annuall) foran outstanding research
projeel b) a senior majoring m geology, with preference for field projects undertaken in
Maine. The award recognizes Professor Hussey's lasting contributions to the Geolog)
Department. notabl) his abilit) to inspire students through geologieal field work. (2000)
( a 1man
The German Consular Prize in literary Interpretation: This prize was initiated by the
( ierman Consulate, from whom the w inner receives a certificate of merit and a book prize, in
addition to a small financial prize to be awarded from the income of the fund. The prize is
awarded annualK to the senior German major who wins a competition requiring superior
skills in literar) interpretation. ( 1986)
The Old Broad Bay Prizt s in Reading German: The income from a fund given by Jasper
I Stah] '09, I. ml). '60, and b\ others is awarded to students who. in the judgment of the
department, have profited especially from their instruction in (Ierman. The fund was
established as a living memorial to those remembered and unremembcred men and women
In tin the \ alley of the Rhine w ho in the eighteenth ccntur\ founded the first ( Ierman settlement
in Maine at Broad Bay, now Waldoboro. ( 1964)
Government and Legal Studies
PhiloSherman Bennett Prize Fund: This fund was established by William Jennings Bryan
from trust funds <>t the estate ol Philo Sherman Bennett. o\ New Haven, Connecticut. The
income is used fa a prize for the best essa) discussing the principles k)\ free government
( ninpetitioii is open to seniors. ( 1905)
/< "- ' <>n Davis \waitl \ prize consisting <>t the annual income o\ a fund is awarded to
the student excelling m constitutional law or government < l * > 7 3
)
Histor \
Hi Samueland Rosi I Bernstein Prizi for Excellence in the-Study ofEuropean History:
rhispri a by Roger K Berle'64, is awarded annually to that student who has achieved
lUencc in the mid) »>t l uropean histor) 1 1989)
/ BlandHistoi . Pri > rhemcomeofafund established b) colleagues and friends
in i Bland, inembei "i Bowdoin'a Department <>i Histor) from 1969 to 1974, i^
axled to the Bowdoin undergraduates hosen b) the histor) department,who has presented
the best hM< >i\ honors project not recognized b) an) othei prize at the College 1 1989)
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Class of1875 Prize in American History: A prize established by William John Curtis 1 875,
LL.D. ' 1 3, is awarded to the student who writes the best essay and passes the best examination
on some assigned subject in American history. (1901)
Sherman David Spector of the Class of 1950 Award in History: Established by Sherman
David Spector '50, this award is made to a graduating senior history major who has attained
the highest cumulative average in his/her history courses, or to the highest-ranking senior
engaged in writing an honors paper or a research essay in history. (1995)
Mathematics
Edward Sanford Hammond Mathematics Prize: A book is awarded on recommendation
of the Department of Mathematics to a graduating senior who is completing a major in
mathematics with distinction. Any balance of the income from the fund may be used to
purchase books for the department. The prize honors the memory of Edward S. Hammond,
for many years Wing Professor of Mathematics, and was established by his former students
at the time of his retirement. (1963)
Smyth Mathematical Prize: This prize, established by Henry Jewett Furber 1 861 in honor
of Professor William Smyth, is given to that student in each sophomore class who obtains the
highest grades in mathematics courses during the first two years. The prize is awarded by the
faculty of the Department of Mathematics, which will take into consideration both the number
of mathematics courses taken and the level of difficulty of those courses in determining the
recipient. The successful candidate receives one-third of the prize at the time the award is
made. The remaining two-thirds is paid to him or her in installments at the close of each term
during junior and senior years. If a vacancy occurs during those years, the income of the prize
goes to the member of the winner's class who has been designated as the alternate recipient
by the department. (1876)
Music
Sue Winchell Burnett Music Prize: This prize, established by Mrs. Rebecca P. Bradley in
memory of Mrs. Sue Winchell Burnett, is awarded upon recommendation of the Department
of Music to that member of the senior class who has majored in music and has made the most
significant contribution to music while a student at Bowdoin. If two students make an equally
significant contribution, the prize will be divided equally between them. (1963)
Neuroscience
Munno Neuroscience Prize: This prize, established by David W. Munno '99, is awarded
for excellence in research by a student majoring in neuroscience. (2000)
Philosophy
Philip W. Cummings Philosophy Prize: This prize, established by Gerard L. Dube '55 in
memory of his friend and classmate, is awarded to the most deserving student in the
Department of Philosophy. (1984)
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Ph\sics
Edwin Herbert Hall Prize in Physics Fund: The annual income of this fund, named in
honor of Edwin Herbert Hall 1875, A.M. 1878. LL.D. "05. the discoverer of the Hall effect.
18 swarded each year to the best sophomore scholar in the field of physics. (1953)
/ C. Little Prize in Experimental Physics: This prize, named in honor of Noel C. Little
1
1 7. Sc.D. '67, professor of physics and Josiah Little Professor of Natural Science, is awarded
to a graduating senior who has distinguished himself or herself in experimental physics.
Psycbologj
/ '< di ru Peter Amstutz Memorial Prize Fund: This prize, established in memory of
Frederic Peter Amstutz '85 by members of his family, is awarded to a graduating senior who
has achieved distinction as a psycholog) major. ( 1986)
Religion
:ar Oakes Ai horn Prize Fund: The income of a fund established by Edgar Oakes
\ehorn 188 I is awarded as a prize lor the best essa\ written b\ a member of the second- or
first-year classes in Religion 101.
1
1932)
1 1 a Ruth Thumim Biblical Literature Prize: This prize, established b\ Carl Thumim in
memof) of his w ife, Lea Ruth Thumim. is awarded each year b\ the Department of Religion
to the best scholar in biblical literature. ( 1959)
Romance * f|"gp"g""
Philip ('. Bradley Spanish Prize: This prize, established by classmates and friends in
memor) *>i Philip < '. Bradle) '66, is awarded ^outstanding students in Spanish language and
literature. I \
l )s2)
>dw in In in h Pi i:< . I his prize, established b\ the Reverend Daniel Ra\ nes ( ioodw in
D.D. 1853, is awarded to the best scholar in French. 1 1890)
< >n Leith f rem h PriZi I he annual income of a fund, established b\ James M. I aw eelt
III '58 m honor »>t Ea^on I eith, professor c)\ Romance languages, is awarded to that member
oi the Bophomore "t junioi class who. b) his or hei proficienc) and scholarship, achieves
landing icsults in the stud) <>i French literature. 1 1962)
Chat • Harold Livingston llt>n<>i\ Prize in French: I his prize, established b) former
id friend "t Charles Harold Livingston, Longfellow Professoi of Romance
l .!i upon the i ii ol ins retirement, is awarded, to encourage independenl
scholarship in the form "t honors theses in i rench 1 1956)
Kussi.m
Ru\ Pn ' iin prize, established b) Professoi <>i Russian Jane Knox Voina, i^
> hi.it i ii" .i-i 1 1.. i u ho 1 1. is achieved distinction as .i Russian majoi (2003)
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Science
Sumner Increase Kimball Prize: This prize, established by Sumner Increase Kimball 1 855,
Sc.D. 1891, is awarded to that member of the senior class who has "shown the most ability
and originality in the field of the Natural Sciences." (1923)
Sociology and Anthropology
Distinguished Community Service1Award: This prize, established by the department and
by Sports for Hunger, an organization dedicated to organizing athletes to alleviate hunger in
the United States and abroad, is awarded to the student majoring or minoring in one of those
fields who demonstrates outstanding leadership in community service and in furthering the
principles of social justice. (2003)
David I. Kertzer Prize in Sociology and Anthropology: This prize is awarded ech year for
the best senior paper in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology. The award is funded
through the John W. riley, Jr., and Matilda white Riley Sociology fund and is given in honor
of David kertzer, a former professor in the department. (2003)
Matilda White Riley Prize in Sociology andAnthropology: This prize, established through
a gift from distinguished sociologist John W. Riley '30, Sc.D. '72, honors Matilda White
Riley, Sc.D. '72, Daniel B. Fayerweather Professor of Political Economy and Sociology
Emerita, who established the joint Department of Sociology and Anthropology and a tradition
of teaching through sociological research. It is awarded for an outstanding research project by
a major. (1987)
Elhridge Sibley Sociology Prize Fund: Established by Milton M. Gordon '39, the prize is
awarded to the member of the senior class majoring in sociology or anthropology who has the
highest general scholastic average in the class at the midpoint of each academic year. (1989)
Theater and Dance
Bowdoin Dance Group Award: An appropriate, inscribed dance memento is awarded
annually to an outstanding senior for contributions of dedicated work, good will, and talent,
over the course of his or her Bowdoin career, in the lively, imaginative spirit of the Class of
1975, the first graduating class of Bowdoin dancers. (1988)
Abraham Goldberg Prize: Established by Abraham Goldberg, this prize is awarded
annually to that member of the senior class who, in the opinion of a faculty committee headed
by the director of theater, has shown, in plays presented at the College during the two years
preceding the date of award, the most skill in the art of designing or directing. (1960)
Alice Merrill Mitchell Prize: This prize, established by Wilmot Brookings Mitchell 1 890,
A.M. '07, L.H.D. '38, Edward Little Professor ofRhetoric and Oratory, in memory ofhis wife,
Alice Merrill Mitchell, is awarded annually to that member of the senior class who, in the
opinion of a faculty committee headed by the director of theater, has shown, in plays presented
at the College during the two years preceding the date of award, the most skill in the art of
acting. (1951)
William H. Moody '56Award: Established in memory of Bill Moody, who for many years
was the theater technician and friend of countless students, this award is presented annually,
if applicable, to one or more sophomores, juniors, or seniors having made outstanding
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contributions to the theater through technical achie\ ements accomplished in good humor. The
award should be an appropriate memento o\ Bowdoin. (1980)
//. Quinby Award: Established in honor of "Pat" Quinby, for thirty-one years
director ofdramatics at Bowdoin College, b) his former students and friends in Masque and
Gown, this award is presented annuall) to one or more first-year members of Masque and
( iow n w ho make an outstanding contribution through interest and participation in Masque and
down productions. The recipients are selected b) the director o\' theater, the theater
technician, and the president of Masque and Gown. ( 1967)
Scholarship Awardfor Summer Study in Dance: A monetary award toward tuition eosis
at an accredited summer program o\' study in dance is given to a first-) ear student with
demonstrated motivation and exceptional promise in dance technique or choreography,
whose future work in dance, Upon return, will enrich the Bowdoin program. ( 1988)
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
In addition to the Bow doin-based fellow ships described below, students ha\ e the opportunilx
to be nominated for selection for a number o\' national research grants. Further information
on undergraduate and graduate research grants and fellowships is available in the career
Planning Center.
James Stacy Coles Undergraduate Research Fellowship and Summer fellowship Fund
(1997) Established b) gifts of lamil\ members and friends as a memorial to James Stae\
( !oles, the fund supports the aeti\ it) of students engaged direell\ in serious scientific research.
Fellowships areawarded annually tohighl) qualified students b) the PresidentoftheCollege.
I he funds are used b\ students lor substantial participation in a scientific research project
under the direction ol .i facult) member who is independently interested in the area under
Study. While the name of the project differs from discipline to discipline, all projects give
students first-handexperience w ith productive scholar!) scientific research. Awards are made
on the basis ot the candidate's academic record, particular interests and competence, the
availabilit) Of an appropriate research project, and ;i factllt) member's recommendation.
tha ft > <l ( oles I ndergraduate Research fellow ship Fund (2000): Established in honor
I
•! Martha Reed ( oles. h\ members ol her lamiK As the first lad\ (A Bowdoin ( 'ollege from
1952 to 1967, She took an active aiul \ ital interest in ever) phase yA life at the College. 1 he
pleasure she received irom her interaction w ith Bow doin's students and her appreciation ol
then youthful energ) . intellect, achievements, ami promise inspired her children to establish
the fund Income from this tmul supports students engaged m scholar!) research in the arts or
hum. unties
ll<m I ,1/1,1 (,' . Doherty Charitable foundation Coastal Studies Research Awards
i .-Mow ships are awarded to students to support substantial partic ipation in
loin it k h project b) .) student undei the direction ol a facult) membei who is
independentl) interested in the subject undei stud) Fellowships are awarded foi summei
ii marine and «.
*
».isi.ii studies.
/>,,• FellowshipsforStudent Research in isia(1998) Awarded to Bowdoin students to
lr.i\el .mil reseaic h in \m;i. these fellowships ait intended to increase undei stand
nenessni \ i.i amon^ students majoring in an) academic discipline b) supporting
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research or study projects in Asia resulting in the award of academic credit. Fellowships may
be taken during the summer months, between semesters, or to extend study away experiences.
Fellowships may also be used to support credit-bearing summer language training in Asia.
Fellowships may not be used for study away programs during the academic year. These
fellowships are made possible by a generous grant from the Freeman Foundation.
Students are expected to develop proposals in consultation with a faculty mentor. Because
Freeman Fellowships are intended to encourage scholarly work of academic value, projects
should result in work that will earn cdurse credit toward the Bowdoin degree, typically by
means of an independent study or honors project or language study.
Recipients are chosen on the basis of the quality, coherence, and feasibility of the project
described in the narrative proposal and the project's relevance to the student's educational
plans. Applications are reviewed by a faculty committee, once in the fall, and once in the
spring.
Each student awarded a fellowship will be expected to write a 1 -3 page report that will be
circulated to the faculty on the Freeman Committee and included in the institution's annual
report to the Freeman Foundation.
Gibbons Summer Research Internships (2001): The Gibbons internships, established in 200
through the gift of John A. Gibbons, Jr. '64, provide grants for student summer research,
especially for projects that use technology to explore interdisciplinary areas and to develop
fresh approaches to the study of complex problems that extend beyond the traditional
academic calendar.
AlfredO. Gross Fund (1957): This fund, established by Alfred Otto Gross, Sc.D. '52, Josiah
Little Professor of Natural Science, and members of his family, is designed to assist worthy
students in doing special work in biology, preferably ornithology.
Howard Hughes Medical Institute Summer Fellowships: The Howard Hughes Medical
Institute Summer Fellowships provide funding for interdisciplinary undergraduate research,
particularly in biochemistry and neuroscience, and for student research in marine biology and
other biological field studies conducted at Bowdoin' s Coastal Studies Center on Orrs Island.
Kappa Psi Upsilon Environmental Studies Fund (1999): The Fund was established by the Psi
Upsilon Chapter House Association to support student internships and other programs
relating to environmental studies. The ten-week summer internships are coordinated by the
Environmental Studies Program and provide several undergraduates with stipends for work
with Maine non-profit organizations and governmental agencies. Selection criteria include
academic record, students' interest and experience, and financial need. Student fellows have
the opportunity to incorporate their summer work experience into an independent study or
honors project.
Fritz C. A. Koelln Research Fund (1972): This fund was established by John A. Gibbons, Jr.
'64, to honor Fritz C. A. Koelln, professor of German and George Taylor Files Professor of
Modern Languages, who was an active member of the Bowdoin faculty from 1929 until 197 1
.
The income from the fund may be awarded annually to a faculty-student research team to
support exploration of a topic which surmounts traditional disciplinary boundaries. The
purpose of the fund is to encourage broad, essentially humanistic inquiry, and should be
awarded with preference given to worthy projects founded at least in part in the humanities.
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Edward E. Langbein, Sr. t SummerResearch Grant: An annual gift of the Langbein famil) is
awarded under the direction ot the president of the College to undergraduates or graduates to
enable the recipients to participate in summer researchOT ad\ anced Stud) directed tow aid their
major held or lifework. The grant is named in memor\ ofa former president and secretary o\
the Bowdoin Fathers Association.
The Logan Environmental Studies Internship t2002): This program provides funding for a
student to work tor a Maine based non-profit environmental organization. The ten-week
summer internship is coordinated h\ the Environmental Studies Program. Selection criteria
include academic record, the student's interest and experience, and financial need. Student
fellows have the opportunity to incorporate their summer work experience into an indepen-
dent stud) or honors project.
' Via) J I Undergraduate Fellowships: The Mellon program pro\ ides two-year fellow-
ships to students who are interested in pursuing an academic career and who demonstrate
commitment to the program's goals o\ increasing educational diversity al the college and
university level. Students work with a faculty mentor. The grant provides funds for summer
irch and other expenses during the academic year.
Puller Research fellowship: The Pallor Research Fellowship supports ten-week SUmer
neuroscience research projects, conducted b\ students under the direction of Bowdoin's
neuroscience faculty
.
Physics Summer Research Internships: The physics fellowships support substantial partici-
pation in a scientific research project b\ students independently interested in the area under
Study, under the direction o\ a faculty member. The research projects are intended to give
students firsthand experience with productive scholarly scientific research.
Public Interest Career Fund Fellowships i 1996): A generous gift from an anon\ moUS donor
has pro\ uled the College w ith funds to support Students committed to enhancing social justice
b\ serving the needs ot the underserxed ami disadvantaged through polk) making, direct
service, <>r community organizing. The Public Interest Career Fund Summer bellow ship
i was established to encourage students to intern for U.S.-based social services
ikies, legal sen ices, humanitarian organizations, and public education during the sum
mer, with the hope that the) will, as undergraduates, begin to build a foundation tor future
career development in these areas
Rusoi k Coastal Studies Fellowships (2001): I he Rusack Coastal Studies fellowships.
pm\ uled through the generous gift ot ( Seoftre) ( ' Rusack
'
7 s and .Alison Wriglej Rusack.
are open to students in the humanities, soeial seiences. and natural sciences involved in
projec is that bring new insight and understanding to coastal studies. I he fund promotes and
l.k dilates si in lent .ind fa( ulty disciplinary and inlcidisuplinai \ Stud) projects at Bowdoin's
' Studies Center, the surrounding coastal areas, and Casco Bay.
- F< Mom ship l ins annual fellowship, established b\ Sherman Da> id Spe< toi
rded to .i graduating senioi who plans to puisne graduate studies in histoi) and a
a in teaching histor) .it an) academic level.
Surdna Foundation f ndergraduate Research Fellowship Program (1959) \n undei
gradu.ii h fellowship program established in 1959 was renamed in 1968 the Surdna
indation I ndergraduau R m h l ellowship Program in recognition i>t two gifts o( the
Surdna I oundation fhe income from .i fund, which these gifts established, linden* rites the
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program's costs. Fellowships may be awarded annually to highly qualified seniors. Each
Surdna Fellow participates under the direction of a faculty member in a research project in
which the faculty member is independently interested.
The purpose is to engage the student directly in a serious attempt to extend knowledge.
Each project to which a Surdna Fellow is assigned must therefore justify itself independently
of the program, and the fellow is expected to be a participant in the research, not a mere
observer or helper. The nature of the project differs from discipline to discipline, but all should
give the fellow firsthand acquaintance with productive scholarly work. Should the results of
the research be published, the faculty member in charge of the project is expected to
acknowledge the contribution of the Surdna Fellow and of the program.
Surdna Fellows are chosen each spring for the summer or for the following academic year.
Awards are made on the basis of the candidate's academic record and departmental
recommendation, his or her particular interests and competence, and the availability at the
College of a research project commensurate with his or her talents and training. Acceptance
of a Surdna Fellowship does not preclude working for honors, and the financial need of a
candidate does not enter into the awarding of fellowships. Surdna Fellows are, however,
obligated to refrain from employment during the academic year.
AWARDS IN ATHLETICS
Annie L. E. Dane Trophy: Named in memory of the wife of Francis S. Dane 1 896 and mother
of Nathan Dane II '37, Winkley Professor of Latin Language and Literature, the trophy is
awarded each spring to a senior member of a varsity women' s team who "best exemplifies the
highest qualities of character, courage, and commitment to team play." (1978)
Lucy L. Shulman Trophy: Given by Harry G. Shulman, A.M. H'7 1 , in honor of his wife, this
trophy is awarded annually to the outstanding woman athlete. The recipient is selected by the
director of athletics and the dean of student affairs. (1975)
Society of Bowdoin Women Athletic Award: This award is presented to a member of a
women's varsity team in recognition of her "effort, cooperation, and sportsmanship."
Selection is made by a vote of the Department of Athletics and the dean of student affairs.
(1978)
Frederick G. P. Thorne Award: This award is presented to the male student athlete who has
most demonstrated the qualities of leadership both in the athletic arena and outside it. (1999)
Baseball
Francis S. Dane Baseball Trophy: This trophy, presented to the College by friends and
members of the family of Francis S. Dane 1896, is awarded each spring "to that member of
the varsity baseball squad who, in the opinion of a committee made up of the dean of student
life, the director of athletics, and the coach of baseball, best exemplifies high qualities of
character, sportsmanship, and enthusiasm for the game of baseball." (1965)
Basketball
William J. Fraser Basketball Trophy: This trophy, presented by Harry G. Shulman, A.M.
H'71, in memory of William J. Fraser '54, is awarded annually to that member of the
basketball team who best exemplifies the spirit of Bowdoin basketball. The recipient is
selected by the coach, the director of athletics, and the dean of student affairs. (1969)
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Paul Nixon ball Trophy: Given to the College by an anon) mous donor and named in
memor> of Paul Nixon. L.H.D. "43. dean at Bowdoin from 1918 to 1947. in recognition of his
interest in conipetith e athletics and sportsmanship, this troph\ is inscribed each \ ear w ith the
name of the memberofthe Bowdoin varsity basketball team who has made the most valuable
contribution to this team through his qualities oi leadership and sportsmanship. 1 1959)
•n n'i BasketballAlumnae Award: A bow 1. inscribed with the recipient's name, is given
to the pla\er who "best exemplifies the spirit ofBowdoin's Women's Basketball, combining
talent with unselfish pla\ and ^ood sportsmanship." The award is presented by Bowdoin
alumnae basketball pla\ers. i 1«-
Football
WinsUm R. Howland Football Tropin: This troph\. presented to the College b) his friends
in memory o\ Winslow R Howland '29, is awarded each year to that member of the varsit)
football team who has made the most marked improvement on the field o( pla\ during the
football season, and who has shown the qualities ofcooperation, aggressi\eness. enthusiasm
for the game, and fine sportsmanship so characteristic o\ Winslow How land. I l e '"
Wallace C. Philoon Trophy: Given b) Maj. Gen. Wallace Copeland Philoon. IS \. '05, M.S.
'44. this troph\ is aw ardedeach \ car to a non-letter w inner of the current season w ho has made
an outstanding contribution to the football team. The award is made to a man who has been
faithful in attendance and training and has given his best efforts throughout the season, i 1960)
William J. Reardon Manorial Football Tropin: A replica of this tropin . w hich w as given to
the College by the family and friends oi William J. Reardon '50, is presented annually to a
senior on the \arsity football team who has made an outstanding contribution to his team and
his coik : man of honor, courage, and ability, the qualities which William J. Reardon
exemplified at Bowdoin College on the campus and on the football field. ( l l '~
let- Hocke)
Hannah H. ( <>r t ^7 Manorial Award: Given toamemberofthewomen's hocke) team who
best represents the enthusiasm, hard work, and commitment for which Hannah will be
remembered. ( 1994
/; Munro. Jr., Memorial Tropin: This trophy, given b) his family in memor) ol Hugh
Munro. Jr. '4 1 . who lost his lite in the ien ICC ot his eountry . is inscribed each year w ith the
name ot that member ot the Bowdoin wait) hoekey team w ho best exemplifies the qualities
<>t loyalt) and courage which characterized the life ^\ Hugh Munro. Jr. ( 1946)
Jnh laches Award: Established as a memorial to John Page ot South
Harpswell, Maine, through the bequest ot his wife, Elizabeth Wiiic. this aw aril is to be
rated annuall> to the individual who. in the opinion ot the coaching staff, has distin*
I himself through achievement, leadership, and outstanding contributions to the
ram, the ( allege, and community . (19
I his tr«>ph\ is presented to the most valuable playci m the
annual Bowdoin-Colb) men*i ice hocke) game < i ( >"
'in/man Hoi h ) Troph) I his trophy is awauled annually tO that membei ol the
h«H . *rho has ihowo outstanding dedication to Bowdoin hocke) rhe recipient is
h. the directoi of athletics, .wn\ the dean oi student affairs < 1969)
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Christopher Charles Watras Memorial Women 's Ice Hockey Trophy: This trophy is dedicated
in the memory of Chris Watras '85, former assistant women's ice hockey coach. The award
is presented annually to that member of the Bowdoin women's varsity ice hockey team who
best exhibits the qualities of sportsmanship, leadership, commitment, and dedication to her
teammates and the sport, on the ice as well as in the community and the classroom. The
recipient is selected by the women's varsity ice hockey coach and the director of athletics. Her
name is engraved on the permanent trophy and she receives a replica at the team's annual
award ceremony. ( 1 989)
Women 's Ice Hockey Founders' Award: This award is presented to the player who exempli-
fies the qualities of enthusiasm, dedication, and perseverance embodied in the spirited young
women who were paramount in the establishment ofBowdoin women' s hockey. The recipient
is selected by vote of her fellow players. (1991)
Lacrosse
Mortimer F. LaPointe Lacrosse Award: This award, given in honor of Coach Mortimer F.
LaPointe's 21 seasons as coach of men's lacrosse by his alumni players, is presented to one
player on the varsity team, who, through his aggressive spirit, love of the game, and positive
attitude, has helped build a stronger team. The coach will make the final selection after
consultation with the captains and the dean of students. ( 1 99 1
)
Ellen Tiemer Women's Lacrosse Trophy: This trophy, donated to the women's lacrosse
program from funds given in memory of Ellen Tiemer' s husband, Paul Tiemer '28, who died
in 1 988, is to be awarded annually "to a senior orjunior woman who is judged to have brought
the most credit to Bowdoin and to herself." The recipient is to be selected by a vote of the team
and the coach. (1990)
Paul Tiemer Men 's Lacrosse Trophy: This award, established in memory of Paul Tiemer III,
is to be presented annually to the player who isjudged to have shown the greatest improvement
and team spirit over the course of the season. Only one award shall be made in a year, and the
recipient is to be selected by a vote of the men's varsity lacrosse team. (1990)
Paul Tiemer IIIMen 's Lacrosse Trophy: Given by Paul Tiemer '28 in memory of his son, Paul
Tiemer III, this trophy is awarded annually to the senior class member of the varsity lacrosse
team who is judged to have brought the most credit to Bowdoin and to himself. The recipient
is selected by the varsity lacrosse coach, the director of athletics, and the dean of student
affairs. (1976)
Skiing
J. Scott Kelnberger Memorial Ski Trophy: The trophy is presented by the family and friends
in honor and memory of J. Scott Kelnberger '83. (1985)
Soccer
George Levine Memorial Soccer Trophy: This trophy, presented by Lt. Benjamin Levine,
coach of soccer in 1958, is awarded to that member of the varsity soccer team exemplifying
the traits of sportsmanship, valor, and desire. (1958)
Christian P. Potholm II SoccerAward: Given to the College by Christian P. Potholm II '62,
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor of Government, and Sandra Q. Potholm, this fund
supports annual awards to the male and female scholar/athlete whose hard work and
dedication have been an inspiration to the Bowdoin soccer program. Selection of the
recipients is decided by the coaching staff. The award is in the form of a plaque inscribed with
the recipient's name, the year, and a description of the award. (1992)
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Squash
Reid Squash Tropin: Established b\ William K. Simonton '43. this tropin is awarded
annualK to the member of the squash team who has shown the most improvement The
recipient is to be selected h\ the coach of the team, the director of athletics, and the dean of
student affairs. 1 1975)
Swimming
Robert B. Miller Tropin: This trophy, given b\ former Bowdoin swimmers m memory of
Robert B. Miller, eoaeh of Si* miming, is awarded annual!) "to the Senior who. in the opinion
ofthe coach, is the outstanding sw immeron the basisofhis contribution to the sport." Winners
will have their names inscribed on the trophy and will be presented with bronze figurines.
(1%2)
Sandra Quintan Potholm Swimming Trophy: Established by Sandra Quinlan Potholm and
Christian P. Potholm 11 '62, DeAlvaStanwood AlexanderProfessor of Go\ eminent, this prize
is awarded annualrj to the male and female members of the Bowdoin sw irnming teams who
have done the most tor team morale, cohesion, and happiness. Selection of the recipients is
decided b\ the coaching staff. The award is in the form o\' a plaque inscribed with the
recipient's name, the year, and a description of the award. ( 1992)
1 1 nnis
SamuelA. LaddTennU //v>/>//\7 This tropin . presented b\ Samuel Applelon Ladd. Jr. '29, and
Samuel Applelon 1 add 111 '63, is awarded to a member o\ the varsitj team who. b\ his
sportsmanship, cooperative spun, and character, has done the most for tennis at Bowdoin
during the yeai The award winner's name is inscribed on the trophy. ( 1969)
Track and Field
u \ (loft Track Trophy: This trophy, presented b) Leslie A. Claff '26, is awarded "al
the conclusion ofthe competitive yearto the outstanding performer in track and field athletics
who. in the opinion ot the dean, the director ol athletics, and the track coach, hasdemonstrated
Outstanding abilit) accompanied w ith those qualities ol character and sportsmanship consis-
tent w ith the aim ot intercollegiate athletics in its role in higher education.'1 ( 196 I I
Bob and Jeannette ( r<>\s Award < The Maine Track Officials ' Award): This troph) is given
annual!) b> the friends Ol Bowdoin track and held to thai member of the women's team w ho
has demonstrated outstanding qualities ot loyalty, sportsmanship, ami character during her
athletic Careei .it Bowdoin. I he recipient ol the award is chosen b) a vote ol the head track
lies and the men's and women's track lean). ( 1989)
>ley Hitti inn son ( 'up: I his cup. given b) the Bov doinchapterol ChiPsi Fraternit)




is awarded annual I > toamembei ol the varsit)
track iquad toi high conduct both on and "it the field ol sport 1 1939)
Vlorin {ward: This trophy, endowed in lone time track official Andre*
/en annually tothe most dedi< atedlong ot triple jumpei on the men'sorwomen's
ir.K k team I he n innei is selected b) a< ommittee ol tnu k coaches and track officials. < 1989)
-
/' /// Ward I stablished in memoT) <<t Evelyn Pyun '02, the award is presented
mnuall) foi outstanding dedication and loyalt) to the women's cross counti) team The
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Colonel Edward A. Ryan Award: Given by friends and family of Colonel Ryan, longtime
starter at the College track meets, this award is presented annually to that member of the
women's track and field team who has distinguished herselfthrough outstanding achievement
and leadership during her four-year athletic career at Bowdoin. (1989
PRIZES IN EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
James Bowdoin Cup: This cup, given by the Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity, is awarded
annually at Honors Day to the student who in the previous college year has won a varsity letter
in active competition and has made the highest scholastic average among the students
receiving varsity letters. In case two or more students should have equal records, the award
shall go to the one having the best scholastic record during his or her college course. The name
of the recipient is to be engraved on the cup. (1947)
Bowdoin Orient Prize: Six cash prizes are offered by the Bowdoin Publishing Company and
are awarded each spring to those members of the Bowdoin Orient staff who have made
significant contributions to the Orient in the preceding volume. (1948)
General R. H. Dunlap Prize: The annual income of a fund established by Katharine Wood
Dunlap in memory of her husband, Brig. Gen. Robert H. Dunlap, USMC, is awarded to the
student who writes the best essay on the subject of "service," in addition to demonstrating
personal evidence of service. (1970)
Andrew Allison Haldane Cup: This cup, given by fellow officers in the Pacific in memory of
Capt. Andrew Allison Haldane, USMCR, '4 1 , is awarded to a member of the senior class who
has outstanding qualities of leadership and character. ( 1 945)
Orren Chalmer Hormell Cup: This cup, given by the Sigma Nu Fraternity at the College in
honor of Orren Chalmer Hormell, D.C.L. '51, DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor of
Government, is awarded each year to a sophomore who, as a first-year student, competed in
first-year athletic competition as a regular member of a team, and who has achieved
outstanding scholastic honors. A plaque inscribed with the names of all the cup winners is kept
on display. (1949)
Lucien Howe Prize: Fifty percent of the income of a fund given by Dr. Lucien Howe 1870,
A.M. 1879, Sc.D. '10, is awarded by the faculty to members of the senior class who as
undergraduates, by example and influence, have shown the highest qualities of conduct and
character. The remainder is expended by the president to improve the social life of the
undergraduates. (1920)
Masque and Gown Figurine: A figurine, The Prologue, carved by Gregory Wiggin, may be
presented to the author of the prize-winning play in the One-Act Play contest, if one is
conducted, and is held by the winner until the following contest. (1937)
Masque and Gown One-Act Play Prizes: Prizes may be awarded annually for excellence in
various Masque and Gown activities, including playwriting, directing, and acting. (1934)
Horace Lord Piper Prize: This prize, established by Sumner Increase Kimball 1855, Sc.D.
1891, in memory of Maj. Horace Lord Piper 1863, is awarded to that member of the
sophomore class who presents the best "original paper on the subject calculated to promote
the attainment and maintenance of peace throughout the world, or on some other subject
devoted to the welfare of humanity." (1923)
Prizes and Distinctions
Michael From i ht III .Ward: This award is given annually to that individual who
embodies the entire Bowdoin experience; who engages the College community, aehieves
idemic excellence, and earns the respect ofhis or her peers and professors. This indi\ idual
must plan on broadening his or her education Following graduation, either through enroll-
ment at a graduate school or through a structured travel or volunteer program. (2001)
The Pn fid* ni'i Award: This award, inaugurated m 1997 by President Robert H. Edwards.
recognizes a student's exceptional personal achievements and uncommon contributions to
the College. The student's actions demonstrate particular courage, imagination, and gener-
osit) of spirit: and the) benefit the atmosphere, program, or general effectiveness o( the
College. (1997)
.nklin Delano Roosevelt Cup: This cup. furnished b) the Bowdoin chapter of Alpha Delta
Phi Society, is inscribed annualb with the name of that member of the three lower classes
whose vision, humanity, and courage most contribute to making Bowdoin a better college.
(1945)
Paul Andrew Walker Pn:c Fund: This fund was established in honor and memory o\' Paul
Andrew Walker *31 b\ his wife, Nathalie L. Walker. Fort} percent of the income of the fund
is used to honor a member or members of the Bowdoin Orient staff whose abilit) and hard
work arc deemed worths b) the Award Committee chosen b) the dean of Student affairs. A
bronze medal or an appropriate book, with a bookplate designed to honor Paul Andrew
Walker, is presented to each recipient. ( 1982)
MISCELLANEOUS FUNDS
Delta Sigma/Delta I psilon Activities fund: The incomeofthis fund is used to support public
events and individual projects that further the welfare and enhance the community o\
Bowdoin College, and that preserve and promote the fellowship, community, spun.




' D< velopmeni Fund: The income of this fund, established b\ Charles Austin Carv
10. A \1 H'5(), II D '63, is expended each year "for such purpose or purposes, 10 be
recommended b) the President ami approved b) the ( foverning Boards, as shall be deemed
to be most effective in maintaining the ealiber ol the facult) ." These purposes ma\ include,
but not be limited to. support ol individual research grants, productive use ol sabbatical
leaves, added compensation foi individual merit or distinguished accomplishment, other
incentives i<> encourage indi\ idual development o\ teaching capacity . and improvement ol
ilrj salaries I 19
rch Fund: This fund, founded b) the Class ol 1928 on the occasion ol its
twent) fifth anniversary, is open to additions from other classes and individuals. The interesl
from the fund is used to help finance research projects carried on b) members ol the facult)
////• / hit h, i I amil) I tmd I In fund was established In \\ illiain ( ' I lelehei '66 Income
i r hi n the fund
;
Nippon foi facult) resean h leading to publication and presentation.
HI
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Sydney B. Karofsky Prizefor Junior Faculty: This prize, given by members of the Karofsky
family, including Peter S. Karofsky, M.D. '62, Paul I. Karofsky '66, and David M. Karofsky
'93, is to be awarded annually by the dean for academic affairs, in consultation with the
Faculty Affairs Committee on the basis of student evaluations of teaching, to an outstanding
Bowdoin teacher who "best demonstrates the ability to impart knowledge, inspire enthusiasm,
and stimulate intellectual curiosity." The prize is given to a member of the faculty who has
taught at the College for at least two years. In 2003 the award was given to Rachel J. Beane,
assistant professor of geology. ( 1 992.)
James R. Pierce Athletic Leadership Award: Established by James R. Pierce, Jr., in memory
of James R. Pierce '46, the income of this fund is used to support an annual stipend for a
member of the Bowdoin coaching staff to attend a professional conference or other continuing
education activity. The recipient is selected on the basis of "superior teaching ability,
unbridled enthusiasm for his/her sport, empathy for the Bowdoin scholar-athlete, and desire
to inculcate a sense of sportsmanship and fair play regardless of circumstances." (1993)
Appendix II
Bowdoin College Environmental Mission Statement
Tut \ wikonmi \i within and beyond Bowdoin College is one of the fundamental aspects of
our community and one that w e. as members ofthe College. ha\ e m common. In keeping w 1th
Bow doin's bicentennial motto. "The College and the Common Good." the opportunity exists
to reaffirm our commitment to the history and future of Bowdoin* s relationship with the
en\ ironment.
Both the institution as a whole and indi\ iduals in the Bowdoin community have an impact on
the environment and therefore should commit themselves to understanding their personal
responsibility for the Local and natural em ironment. In consideration of the common good.
Bowdoin recognizes its responsibility to take a leadership role in environmental stewardship
b) promoting en\ ironmental aw areness. local action, and global thinking. Because sustainahility
reaches beyond the Bowdoin campus, choices made by the College in its operations shall
consider economic. en\ ironmental. and social impacts. Members of the Bowdoin community
shall orient new faculty, staff, and students to the campus-wide environmental ethic and
conduct research and teaching in a sustainable and responsible fashion. As a way to capture
this ethic, the following Environmental Mission Statement has been developed:
Being mindful of our use of the Earth's natural resources, we are committed to leading b\
example to integrate en\ ironmental awareness and responsibility throughout the college
community. The College shall seek to encourage conservation, recycling, and other
sustainable practices in itsdaiK decision making processes, and shall take into account, in the
operations o\ the College, all appropriate economic, environmental, and social concerns.
I «> implement the mission statement w iihm and be\ oiul the Bow doin Community . the College
Commits itselt to the following actions:
Sustainable Awareru
•
I ; lift b) example. Bowdoin shall integrate en\ ironmental awareness and responsibility
throughout the ( allege i ommunity
• Ri foi learning and a< ting shall be available to the Bowdoin community . including
ins, .iwaien ires, information centers, and opportunities to become directl)
involved mcn\ ih>n mental protection, SIK h asen\ iiniiment.il action con unit lees to ail \ ise and
inoniioi ,k !i\ ilu-s o| the ( oik
• Si i. t. ii nablr awareness shall eiu on ipass the KM i.il causes and con sequel ices ol cn\ i mn men
1. 1 1 practices in compliance with the common good
Environmental Mission Statement ~ ~
,
Sustainable Education
• Students, faculty and staff shall be offered the opportunity to participate in an orientation
program that provides information on the College's commitment to environmental
sustainability . Members of the College community shall be encouraged to act in a manner that
reflects the objectives of the environmental mission statement.
• The College will strive to inform students about environmental management, sustainable
economic development, and the social impacts of choices in order to provide co-curricular
programming to ensure that graduates are environmentally literate and responsible citizens,
and to acknowledge environmental leadership as a continuous, participatory process of
learning,
Sustainable Policy
• To promote a sustainable economy in Maine and New England, Bowdoin shall use all
reasonable efforts to make new purchases that favor affordably priced local and renewable
products that reflect the College's commitment to sustainability.
• To reduce waste in public landfills, Bowdoin shall use all reasonable efforts to purchase
reusable and recyclable products when available.
• To complete the loop of recycling products, Bowdoin shall use all reasonable efforts to
purchase products with recycled content when available and conduct vigorous recycling
programs.
Campus and Buildings
B aix>i\ Collect is located in Brunswick, Maine, a town of approximately 21.000
population, first settled m 1628, on the banks ol the Androscoggin River, a tew miles from
the shores ol Casco Bay, The 200-aere campus is organized around a central quadrangle.
On the north side of the quadrangle is Massachusetts Hall (1S02). the oldest college
building in Maine, which now houses the DepartmentofEnglish.Thebuilding was designated
:ered Historical Landmark in 1971, and the campus became part of the Federal Street
Historic Distnet in 1976. To the west ol" Massachusetts Hall. Memorial Hall, built to honor
alumni who served in the Civil War and completed m ISS2. was completely renovated and
reopened in Spring 2000. The historic building contains the modernized 610-seat Piekard
I heater and the 150-seal Wish Theater in a pavilion linked to Memorial Hall b\ a glass
atrium. New support space houses a scene shop, a costume shop and storage, rehearsal spaces.
and dressing rooms tor the theater and dance programs.
On the west side ol" the Quad along Park Row. the Mary Franees Searles Seienee
Building < 1 894) has alsoundergone acomplete renovation. Theremodeled facility houses the
Departments of Physics, Mathematics, and Computer Science. Adjacent to Searles. the
\ Kraal Vrts (enter i 1975 (contains offices, classrooms, studios, and exhibition space tor the
Department ot Art. as well as kres^e Auditorium, whieh scats 300 lor lectures, films, and
performances. The Walker Art Building ( 1S C)4). designed by McKim, Mead &. White,
houses the Bowdoin College Museum of Art; and the Har\e\ Dow Gibson Hall of Music
1 1954) provides facilities for the Department of Music. At the southwest corner o\' the
quadrangle is Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall ( 1965 >. which houses the main facilities of the
College library, including the George .1. Mitchell Department of Special Collections and
Archives on the third floor. I he offices ot the president and the dean tor academic affairs are
:ied on the west side ot I law thorne-l .ongtcllow Hall.
( )n the south side ot the Quad is Hubbard Hall ( 1903), once the College's hhrar\ and now
the site nl the PearN-MacMillan Arctic Museum and Arctic Studies Center: the Depart
ments ot Economics, ( Sovernment, and I listor) ; some Information Technology offices; and
the lihr.tr\ Susan l)w i^ht liliss Kooin. w Inch houses a small collection of rare illustrated
ks I he back wing ol Hubb.ud Hall is connected to the library and contains stacks ami a
stud) room
On the east side ft die Quad stands a iow oi six historic buck buildings: five residence
halls south to north; Coleman i 1958), Hyde i 1917), Appleton < I <S4A ). Maine | I SOS), ami
Winthrop lalls and Seth idanu Hall < 1861 >. that once served as the mam facility
of the Medical School ofMaine and now houses the Em Iromnental Studies ( tenter as well
latsroomt and facult) offices.
Inthecentei ofthis row is the i impiT designed b) Richard \ pjohn and built between 1845
.in.! Romanesque church ol undressed granite with twin-towers and spires that rise to
a height «»t I 20 tni \ magnificent restoration ft the hi si oik Chapel interior was completed
mi Various faculty offices are in Hamster Hall, the lection of the Chapel building
•i.i IK used i. -I i in- ( lollege'a librar) and art collection
I
"t the m. im Quad arc two lecondai) quadrangles divided b) a complex
MorreU Gymnasfoni N Sargent GynuuMhun (1912), the Skint] .1.
\n
.it son j iiness (fnier i h< David Saul Smith I Dion (1995, original!) built in 1912 as the
Ih. .in H \ihiriu Building), the Curtis Pool Building (1927), and
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Dayton Arena (
1
956). Whittier Field, Hubbard Grandstand (
1
904), and the John Joseph
Magee Track are across Sills Drive through the pines behind Dayton Arena.
The David Saul Smith Union houses a large, central, open lounge, the College bookstore
and mail center, a cafe, Jack Magee's Grill, a game room, meeting rooms, and student
activities offices.
To the north of this cluster of buildings, a new multidisciplinary science center (1997)
combines 75,000 square feet of new construction, named Stanley F. Druckenmiller Hall in
honor of the grandfather of the building's chief donor, Stanley F. Druckenmiller '75; and
30,000 square feet of renovated space in Parker Cleaveland Hall ( 1 952), which is named for
a nineteenth-century professor who was a pioneer in geological studies. The new facility is
linked to the Hatch Science Library, which opened in 1991. The complex houses the
Departments of Biology, Chemistry, and Geology.
Adjoining the science facilities is Sills Hall ( 1 950), home to the Departments of Classics,
German, Romance Languages, and Russian; and the Language Media Center. One wing of
Sills Hall, Smith Auditorium, has an auditorium with advanced electronic facilities for film
and other presentations.
Kanbar Hall, located at the corner of Bath Road and Sills Drive adjacent to Smith
Auditorium, opened in September 2004. The 25,500-square-foot building houses the Depart-
ments of Psychology and Education and the College's Center for Learning and Teaching,
which includes the Baldwin Center, the Quantitative Skills Program, and the Writing Project.
To the south of the athletic buildings and the Smith Union, an area now called the Coe
Quadrangle adjoins the Moulton Union (1928), which contains the offices of the dean of
student affairs, the residential life staff, and the Office of Student Records, as well as dining
facilities, several conference roms and lounges, and the Career Planning Center. Also in that
quadrangle are Moore Hall (1941), a residence hall, and the Dudley Coe Building (1917),
which contains student health care offices on the first floor and the Campus Services copy
center and the WBOR radio station in the basement. The upper floors house the Office of Off-
Campus Study and faculty offices.
On College Street near Coles Tower, the John Brown Russwurm African-American
Center (1827), a former faculty residence previously known as the Little-Mitchell House,
was opened in 1 970 as a center for African-American studies. Named in honor of Bowdoin' s
first African-American graduate, the Center houses the offices of the Africana Studies
Program, a reading room, and a library of African and African-American source materials.
The Russwurm African-American Center stands in front of 1 6-story Coles Tower ( 1 964),
which provides student living and study quarters, seminar and conference rooms, lounges, and
the Events and Summer Programs Office, Audiovisual Services, and Information Technology
offices. Connected to the tower are new and expanded dining facilities in Frederick G. P.
Thorne Hall, which includes Wentworth Servery and Daggett Lounge. Sarah Orne
Jewett Hall, the third side of the Coles Tower complex, currently houses several administra-
tive offices.
To the east of the Coles Tower complex are two new residence halls completed in the
summer of 1996. A six-story building is named Harriet Beecher Stowe Hall in honor of the
author of Uncle Tom 's Cabin. A four-story building is named Oliver Otis Howard Hall in
honor of Major General Oliver Otis Howard of the Class of 1850, first commissioner of the
Freedmen's Bureau and founder of some 70 educational institutions, among them Howard
University. Chamberlain Hall, named for Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain of the Class of
1852, was completed in the summer of 1999 and stands on the west side of Coles Tower.
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The building at 22 College Street, which stands to the cast of Coles lower and which
housed the Delta Kappa Epsilon and the Kappa Delta Theta fraternities, has been extensive!)
reno\ ated to sen e as the Admissions ( )t t ice. The building has been named the Burton-Little
H ouse i n honor and memor\ of Harold Hit/ Burton (Class of 1 CM)C). LL.D. 1 937), United States
Supreme Court Justice from 1945 to 1958; and ofGeorge T. Little (Class of 1877). who was
for man) > cars a Bow doin professor, librarian, and College historian and an ardent benefactor
lit the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternit) . The Student Aid Office is located at (iustafson House.
261 Maine Street.
V arious oft ices occup) buildings around the perimeter o\ the campus, man) o\ them in
historic houses donated b) townspeople and former members of the faculty. The Asian
Studies Program inhabits 38 College Street. The Women's Resource Center, at 24 College
Street, includes a librar) and meeting rooms. The Herbert RossBrownHouse, at32College
street, now houses the Counseling Service orifices.
Bood\ -Johnson House
I
1N4U ). on Maine Street, named for Hcnr\ Hill Booth, a member
ol the Class of 1 S42 and a teacher of ( 'neck and rhetoric at the College, w ho hired the architect
( lervase Wheelertodesign the house forhim; and forHenr) Johnson, adistinguished member
Of the facult) and fust director of the Museum of Art. and Frances Robinson Johnson. The
building was designated a Registered Historical landmark in 1975. It contains offices o\'
several student organizations as well as meeting and seminar spaces. Chase Barn Chamber,
located in the ell. is used for small classes, seminars, and conferences. Ashbv House ( 1845-
ne\t to Boody-Johnson House, is occupied b) the Department of Religion and various
facult) offices.
On Bath Road. Hani House and the former (ietchcll House have both undergone recent
extensive renovations. Ham House now serves as the location of the Treasurer's and
Investments Offices, while (ietchcll House, now the Edward I*ols House, contains offices
»>t the philosoph) department and facult) in Latin American studies. The Matilda White
Riles House at 7 Hath Street houses the Department ofSociolog) and Anthropology.
Surrounding the central campus are various athletic, residential, and support buildings.
I he largest of these is the athletic complex two blocks south of Coles lower. Here are the
W illiam I arle> Held House | 1987) and Bowdoin's 16 -lane A. LeRO) (treason Swimming
Pool Pidmrd Field House ( 1 937); the new Lubin Squash Center w ith se\ en international
I I arts; eight outdoortennis courts; Plck&rd Field; the Howard F. Ryan AstroturfField; and
m res <>i pla> ing fields.
Rhodes Hall, once the Hath Street I'liinaiA School, houses the oltices ol the Departments
<>t Facilities Management and Security. I he former home ol Bowdoin's presidents, S5
Federal Street I860) was converted in 1982 for the use Ol the Development Office. Cram
\lu in n i House i I S57 ), next door to 85 Federal, is the cenlei ol alumni acti\ itics at Row dm n
( u-a\ eland House, ihe forma residence ol Professoi Parker ( !leaveland( I 806), at 75 Federal
si i eet. has served as the president*! house and i^ used foi some College functions and guests.
( ope land House l< »r n ui l\ I lie home <>l M.uilon ( npel.uid. piolcssoi ol t>iolog) horn 1908
until 1947, provides additional office space i<m the Development and College Relations
nit,
Student rt idencesand fraternit) houses, man) ol them in historic houses, are scattered in
the residential round the campus Several <>i these have been selected to serve .i^
( "ii ii i, as p. at "i the new College House System rhese include Baxter House.
3 b) ( 1 1. ipu i. in and I razorand built b) Hartley ( Baxter, ol the( lassoi iszs; Bnrnetl
Hon* built in id for many yen the home of Professor and Mrs. Charles! Burnett;
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7 Boody Street, formerly the Chi Psi fraternity house, now on loan to the College; Helmreich
House, formerly the Alpha Rho Upsilon fraternity house and named in honor of Professor
Ernst Helmreich; Howell House, the former Alpha Delta fraternity house, now named in
honor ofBowdoin's 1 Oth president, Roger Howell, Jr.; the former Psi Upsilon fraternity house,
now named the George (Pat) Hunnewell Quinby House in honor of a former director of
theater at Bowdoin ( 1 934- 1 966); Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., House, formerly Zeta Psi/Chi Delta,
at 14 College Street; and the Donald B. MacMillan House, formerly Theta Delta Chi, at 5
McKeen Street.
Additional College-owned student residences include the Brunswick Apartments, on
Maine Street, which provide housing for about 150 students; 10 Cleaveland Street; 30
College Street; the Harpswell Street Apartments and the Pine Street Apartments,
designed by Design Five Maine and opened in the fall of 1973; the Mayflower Apartments,
at 14 Belmont Street, about two blocks from the campus; and the Winfield Smith House,
named in memory of L. Winfield Smith, of the Class of 1907.
Bowdoin's facilities extend to several sites at varying distances from the central campus.
A new office building, the McLellan Building, located a few blocks from campus at 85 Union
Street, houses the offices of Human Resources, Communications and Public Affairs, the
Controller's Office, art studios, and a large conference room. Research and field stations,
which in some cases also serve as areas for outdoor recreation, include the Bowdoin Pines,
on the Federal Street and Bath Street edge of the campus; Coleman Farm in Brunswick; the
Coastal Studies Center, with marine and terrestrial laboratories and a farmhouse and seminar
facility on nearby Orr's Island; and the Bowdoin Scientific Station at Kent Island, Bay of
Fundy, Canada. Property at Bethel Point in nearby Cundy's Harbor has served as a marine
research facility and is used as a practice site by the sailing team. -
The architectural history of the campus is thoroughly discussed in The Architecture of
Bowdoin College (Brunswick: Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 1 988), by Patricia McGraw
Anderson.
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\dmissions Burton-Little House (69), E-l 1
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Facilities Management (25), J-7
Film Studies Sills Hall/ Massachusetts Hall (29/1), 1-7 & 1-9
Geology Druckenmiller Hall (31), H-5
German Sills Hall (29), 1-7
Government Hubbard Hall (9), F-10
Hatch Science Library (32), H-7
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library (10), F-l 1
Health Services Dudley Coe Building (39), G-6
History Hubbard Hall (9), F-10
Human Resources McLellan Building (not shown on map)
Information Technology Offices, Sarah Orne Jewett Hall (65), D-9, Hubbard Hall (9), F-10
Institutional Research Moulton Union (42), F-8
Mathematics Searles Science Building (14), H-12
Museum of Art Walker Art Building ( 1 2), G- 1 2
Music Gibson Hall (
1
1 ), F-l 1
Off-Campus Study Dudley Coe Building (39), G-6
Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum Hubbard Hall (9), F-10
Philosophy Edward Pols House (19), J-9
Physics and Astronomy Searles Science Building (14), H-12
President's Office Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall (10), F-l 1
Psychology Kanbar Hall, (30), 1-5
Religion Ashby House (79), F- 1 3
Residence Halls and College Houses
Appleton Hall (6), G-9 Baxter House (62), E-9
7 Boody Street (77), E- 1
3
Boody-Johnson House (78) E- 1
3
Burnett House (85), H-14 Chamberlain Hall (72), D-l 1
Coleman Hall (8), F-9 Coles Tower (68), D-E 10
30 College Street (59), F-6 Helmreich House (83), G-14
Howard Hall (64), D-8 Howell House (86), I- 1
5
Hyde Hall (7), F-9 Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., House (61), E-8
MacMillan House (8 1 ), G- 1
4
Maine Hall (4), H-8
Moore Hall (41), F-7 George H. Quinby House (80) F-l 3,
Smith House (50), C-2 Stowe Hall (63), D-8
Stowe House (inset, lower left) Winthrop Hall (3), 1-8
Residential Life Office Moulton Union (42), F-8
Romance Languages Sills Hall (29), 1-7
Russian Sills Hall (29), 1-7
Schwartz Outdoor Leadership Center (49), F-3
Security Rhodes Hall (26), J-7
David Saul Smith Union (38), G-6
Sociology and Anthropology Matilda White Riley House (22), J-8
Student Aid Office Gustafson House (72), D-l 1
Student Records Office Moulton Union (42), F-8
Theater and Dance Memorial Hall (15), 1-1 l,Wish Theater (16), J-l 1
Treasurer's Office Ham House (17), J- 10
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Automobiles. See Motor vehicles
Awards. See Prizes and distinctions.








Bliss Room, 258, 352
Boards. See Officers of Government














Museum of Art, 260-62, 352
presidents of, 7
switchboard, xii, 352
Bowdoin Friends, Association of, 278
Bowdoin, James, II, 4
Bowdoin, James, III, 5
Bowdoin magazine, 276
Bowdoin National Merit Scholarships,
18
Bowdoin Orient, 270
Bowdoin Pines, 262, 355
Bowdoin Prize, 331
Bowdoin Scientific Station, 262, 355
Bowdoin Women's Association, 277
Bracketed courses, 46









Career Planning Center, 272-73, 353
Cars. See Motor vehicles
CEEB. See College Entrance
Examination Boards
Center for Learning and Teaching, 39-40,
353
Certification, for teaching, 42, 112
Chamber Choir. See Ensembles
Chamberlain, Joshua L., 5, 7
Chamberlain Hall, 353
Chapel, 4, 352
Chase Barn Chamber, 354
Chemistry, 82-86
offices, 353
Chinese language courses, 7 1
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certification for teaching, 1 12
ninth semester option, 42, 1 13
offices, 353
teaching program, 42
Edwards, Robert H., 6, 7












World Music Ensemble, 197, 266
Enteman, Willard F., 7




Eurasian and East European Studies,
178-180




College charges 2004-2005, 21
continuation deposit, 22
damage fee, 23
health care insurance, 23
motor vehicle registration, 23
off-campus study fee, 21
payment of bills, 23-24
payment plans, 23
refunds, 22
registration and enrollment, 21, 30
room and board, 22
tuition, 21
Faculty. See Instruction, officers of
Faculty Development Fund, 348
Faculty Research Fund, 348
Farley Field House, 272, 354
75 Federal Street, 354
85 Federal Street, 354
Fees. See Expenses





determination of need, 17-18
eligibility for aid, 17
federal financial aid programs, 19
first-year student awards, 19
foreign student awards, 20
graduate scholarships, 20






First-year seminars, 41, 137-45
First-year seminar clusters, 145
Foreign study. See Off-campus study
French courses, 219-21
See also Romance languages
Gamper Festival of Contemporary
Music, 279





Gibbons Summer Research Interships, 341
Gibson Hall of Music, 352
Governing Board.
See Government, officers of
Government and legal studies, 155-64
offices,' 352
364 Index
Government, officers of, 280-86
committees, 319-21
emeriti, 282-86
Grades. See Academic regulations
Greason. A. LeRoy, 6, 7





Harpswell Street Apartments, 355
Harris, Samuel, 7




Health Center, 273-74, 352
Health professions advising, 42











Honor system. See Codes of conduct
House system, 269
College houses, 354-55
Howard Hall, Oliver Otis, 353
Howell House. 355
Howell. Roger. Jr., 7
Hubbard Grandstand, 353
Hubbard Hall. 262. 352
Hyde. William DeWitt, 5, 7
Hyde Hall. 352
Incompletes. See Academic regulations
Independent study, 30
Information desk. 270
Information Technology, 259. 353
Infrared spectroscopy course, 279
Instruction, officers of, 287 303
committees ol the faculty,
122-2X
Instructional and research staff, 302-03
Insurance. See Expenses
Intercollegiate athletics, 270
Intercollegiate Center for Classical
Studies in Rome, 44
Intercollegiate Sri Lanka Educational
(ISLE) program, 44
Interdisciplinary majors, 27,177-80
art history and archaeology, 177





English and theater, 178
Eurasian and East European
Studies, 178-80
geology and chemistry, 180
geology and physics, 180
Latin American Studies,
181-86








See also Romance Languages
James Bowdoin Day. See Sarah and
James Bowdoin Day
Japanese courses, 72.
See also Asian studies
Jewett Hall, Sarah Orne, 353
Johnson House, 354
Kanbar Hall, 353
Karofsky Prize for Junior Faculty, 349
Kent Island. See Bowdoin
Scientific Station
Koelln Research Fund, 341
Kresge Auditorium. 267. 352
l.add, Jr., House, Samuel A.. 355
Langbeill Summer Research Grant. 342
Language courses. See names
of individual languages
Index 365
Language Media Center, 256, 258, 353
Latin American studies, 181-86
offices, 354
Latin courses, 92-93. See also Classics
Leave of absence. See Academic
regulations
Lectureships, 263-65







Beckwith Music Library, 258
Bliss collection, 258, 352
Bowdoin College Library, 256-59,
352
catalog system, on-line, 256
government documents, 256
Hatch Science Library, 258, 353
Hawthorne-Longfellow, 256-59, 352
Language Media Center, 256, 258, 353
manuscript archives, 256-58




Lubin Family Squash Center, 272, 354
MacMillan House, Donald B., 355
Mellon Mays Fellowship, 342
McKeen, Joseph, 4, 7
McLellan Building, xii, 355










Map of campus, 358-59
Marine Biological Laboratory
Semester, 44
Masque and Gown, 267, 270




Medical insurance. See Expenses,
health care insurance
Medical services. See Health services
Memorial Hall, 352
Minor program, 27
Mitchell, George J., Department of Special
Collections, 257, 352
Moore Hall, 353
Morrell Gymnasium, 272, 352
Motor vehicles, registration of, 23
Moulton Union, 353
Museums











National Merit Scholarships, 18
Neuroscience, 198-99 -
Non-Eurocentric studies requirement, 25







Pass/fail option. See Credit/fail option
Payment plans, 23
Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum, 4 1
,
261-62,352
Pierce Athletic Leadership Award, 349








Phi Beta Kappa, 332
Philosophy. 200-03
offices. 354
Physical education. See Athletics
and physical education




Pickard Field. 272. 354
Pickard Field House. 354
Pickard Theater. 267-6v 152
Pine Street Apartments. 355
Political science. See Government and
legal studies
Pols House. Edward. 354
Premedical program. See Health
professions
Preservation of Freedom Fund. 331
President and officers of government,
-N6
Presidents of Bowdoin College. 7




inmon Good Award. 331
departmental. 333-40
in athletics. 343-47
in extracurricular acti\ Hies.
34"
in general scholarship, 331-33
miscellaneous funds, 348-49
Phi Ik-la Kapp
Preservation Of Freedom Fund.
131
h and James Boudoin Da>.
undergradu.il h
ll





See Counseling ser\ ice
Psychology, 207-12
offices. 353




Public Interest Career Fund Fellow ships.
342








of motor vehicles, 23
Religion, 213-16
offices. 354
Requirements for the degree. 24
Research, teaching, and
conference facilities. 262-63
Residence halls. See Student residences
Residency requirement. S< i
Requirements for the degree
Residential life. 269
Rhodes Hall. 354
Rile) House. Matilda White, 354
Romance languages. 217-24
offices. 353
Rooms S< < Student residences
Rusack Coastal Studies Fellowships. 342
Russian. 225-28
courses in translation, 22
oil ices. 353
Russwurm, John Brown, 6
Russwunn African American Center,
Ryan Viiotuil Field, 272. 354
Safety and Security
offices, 154
lervices, 23, 269, 274
Sargent ( -\ mnasium, 272.
Index 367
SATs. See Admissions information
Scholarships




Sarah and James Bowdoin, 331-32
special funds, 20
Scholastic Aptitude Tests. See SATs
Science library.
See Hatch Science Library
Searles Science Building, 352
Sills, Kenneth, C. M., 6,7
Sills Hall, 259, 353
SITA program, 45
Slavic languages. See Russian
Smith Auditorium, 353
Smith House, 355
Smith Union, David Saul, 270, 352
Social Code. See Codes of conduct




See Latin American studies
South India Term Abroad (SITA), 44
Spanish courses, 223-24.
See also Romance languages




Sports. See Athletics and
Physical Education
Stowe Hall, Harriet Beecher, 353
Student activities. See Activities
Student Aid. See Financial aid.




Student loans. See Loan programs
Student Records Office, 353
Student residences, 269, 353, 354, 355
Student union, 270, 353
Study abroad. See Off-campus study
Summer programs, 279, 353
Surdna Foundation, 342-43
Suspension. See Deficiency in
scholarship
Swedish Program, 45
Teaching. See also Education
certification for, 1 12
ninth semester option, 42, 1 13
preparation for, 42
Telephone switchboard, 352
Theater and Dance, 239-47.




Pickard Theater, 267, 352
Wish Theater, 267, 352
Thome Hall, 353
Transfer students, 12




See Prizes and distinctions
85 Union Street, xii, 355
Upward Bound, 279
Vacations. See Academic calendar
Visual arts courses, 58-61.
See also Art
Visual Arts Center, 352
Walker Art Building, 259, 352
Watson Fitness Center, 272, 352
WBOR radio station, 353
Wentworth Servery, 353
Whittier Field, 272, 353
Winthrop Hall, 352
Wish Theater, 267, 352
Women's Association, Bowdoin, 277






World Music Ensemble, 197, 266
Writing courses, 117-18.
See also First-year seminars
Writing Project, 40, 353
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